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88. INDUSTRIAL TOURISM AND CORPORATE MUSEUMS: AN EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION IN
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Napolitano Maria Rosaria,
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Garofano Antonella
University of Sannio, Italy
Mason Michela C
University of Udine, Italy
Stefano Ciani
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ABSTRACT
In the last decades industrial heritage sites emerged as alternative tourist destinations and their recovery
was the key of relevant revitalization processes aimed at giving new opportunities to deindustrialized cities and
regions. Despite the growing importance gained worldwide, industrial tourism still remains a relatively unexplored
topic, lacking of a holistic and univocal definition. In those countries that can be considered as the forerunners of
the phenomenon, many authors focused on industrial archaeological tourism, that is the visit to former industrial
sites where testimonies of collective past can be found in forms that are made attractive for tourists. According to a
wider definition adopted in a more recent stream of literature, both former and still active industrial sites can be
included in the broad field of industrial tourism attractions. Moving from industrial archaeology, the concept of
industrial tourism has been gradually expanded to include corporate museums and archives, science parks, but also
factory tours aimed at witnessing production processes in real time. The present study focuses precisely on
corporate museums, considered as a precious instrument to preserve collective memory of the past embedded in the
industrial heritage. In recent years, corporate museums have attracted much scholarly attention. Nevertheless, most
of the existing contributions present a conceptual nature or focus on single cases, thus straitening the possibility of
having a more comprehensive view of the phenomenon. Focusing on Italy, this study aims precisely: 1) to map all
the existing Italian corporate museums; 2) to describe their characteristics, using spatial statistics; 3) to propose a
categorization of corporate museums based on empirical data, using cluster analysis. We used different sources of
secondary data (including previous studies) in order to identify all the corporate museums created in Italy. We
focused just on those belonging to private and still active companies, and we identified a total number of 116
museums. Then, we used a web-based structured questionnaire to collect information about: museum’s
characteristichs (e.g., year of institution, number of employees, and so on); museum’s strategic aims and
orientation (e.g., external stakeholder orientation, internal stakeholder orientation, firm-museum coordination, and
so on); museum’s performance. We collected useful information from 88 corporate museums (response rate: 76%)
and, by using cluster analysis, we identified 3 different clusters. The 3 cluster significantly differ in terms of
strategic aims and orientation. Based on our findings, we discuss to what extent these museums are managed in
order to attract tourists and visitors, thus becoming alternative travel destinations and precious resources for the
touristic offer of Italy.
Key-words: corporate museum; industrial tourism; strategic orientation; spatial statistics; cluster Analysis; Italy.
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92. THE CONTRIBUTION OF UNESCO HERITAGE SITES TO THE TOURISM DEVELOPMENT OF
AN AREA: THE CASE OF PHILIPPI ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE, KAVALA REGION
Thekla Chatzigeorgiou
Greece Hellenic Open University

ABSTRACT

Chryssoula Chatzigeorgiou
Greece TEI

The preservation of the Greek cultural heritage is a major concern of Greek democracy and a primary
objective of preserving the future heritage. This cultural reserve seeks to protect and at the same time promote the
energy of the inclusion of an archaeological monument in the UNESCO Cultural Heritage List. The inclusion of a
monument in UNESCO's cultural heritage list, is a dynamic process between UNESCO and the country where the
monument is located. Cooperation is seen as essential for the smooth preservation of the agreement and the
protection of the monument, while both the state and the local community, have to preserve and protect the cultural
heritage for the next generations. The aim of this research is to explore the potential of cultural tourism in the
Kavala Region as a lever of Economic Development. In order to achieve the above objective, a closed-ended
questionnaire was compiled, distributed to visitors of the Philippi Archaeological Site, non-residents of the
prefecture of Kavala, and interviewed by various local bodies pursuing local tourism policy.
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ABSTRACT
The main objective of this research is to investigate how much cultural tourism is affecting revenues in
Italian museums. Communication and marketing result in a commitment in Italian museums according to the latest
strategic trends, standards and laws. This research also aims to explore the marketing of Italian museums in towns,
where tourism has been increasing for more than a decade. Cluster analysis of the flows of visitors and revenues
from 2007 to 2017 allow for the identification of a polarity: museums that focus on tourists’ willingness to pay, on
the one side, and those that diversify revenues with an emphasis on fundraising and the willingness to donate, on
the other side.
Key Words: cultural tourism, museum, Italy, marketing, cluster analysis.

INTRODUCTION
Cultural tourism has been the subject of investigation for several years. Content, attracting factors,
motivations, preferences, and the search for authenticity have been considered (Bravi and Gasca, 2014;
Ramkissoon, Uysal and Brown, 2011) to give evidence to a profile of the cultural and heritage tourist, whose
experiences range from spot events to festivals, from heritage to cultural capitals, from traditional exhibitions to
creativity with design, fashion, and other applied arts (Liu, 2014; Patuelli, Mussoni and Candela, 2013). Growth is
enhanced at the local and national levels; this type of tourism leads to community-based growth when local
governments, arts organisations, and communities are partners in the same project, whose marketing and
fundraising are mutually planned (Salazar, 2012).
Museums have recently paid attention to cultural tourism. In doing so they have considered ongoing
exhibitions, special events, anniversaries, and festivals, whose duration is longer than a spot event; and in planning
a whole festival or its specific parts, with the assistance of public and private partners, they have investigated
different pricing for weekend tourists and tourists who stay for a week or longer.
Apart from content, strategies such as marketing and social-media marketing support the content (Kemp
and Poole, 2016; Stelzner, 2015; Moretti and Tuan, 2014; Nadeem, 2012; Kietzmann, Hermkens, McCarthy and
Silvestre, 2011). Marketing begins offline and continues above all online; the website and its links allow visitors to
book and pay for the exhibitions and complementary experiences, from hotels to restaurants, from heritage tours to
concerts. To be attractive to local audiences and tourists, the museum requires efficient project management. From
the start, as content is being planned, local organisations, associations, media, hotel associations and syndicates,
consortia, and destination managers should be invited to attend presentations, meetings, and calls for ideas.
Bundles can be created for communities and for national and international tourists (Jeannotte and Duxbury, 2015;
Turrini, 2006).
Fundraising is part of marketing, but it can be meant independent and autonomous, as it mainly target
stakeholders who do not pay, but donate. If fundraising can be the most important source of revenues for museums,
the fundraiser should monitor and identify performances and best-selling events (or benchmarks), which could be
supported by sponsors and grant makers in subsequent events and seasons. Several variables can be included in the
process: estimates of tourists’ flows, branding, sustainable development, and community empowerment (Thibodeau
and Rüling, 2015; Jeannotte and Duxbury, 2015).
Marketing and fundraising do not imply a trade-off for resource allocation. They are both valuable for 19
audience and revenue maximisation. Both marketing and fundraising can drive economic performance, because

strategic orientation can identify different audiences and increase revenue diversification (Vakharia and Janardhan,
2017; Turbide, Laurin, Lapierre and Morissette, 2008).
The main objective of this research is to investigate how much cultural tourism is affecting revenues in
Italian museums.
Communication and marketing result in a commitment in Italian museums according to the latest strategic
trends, standards and laws. This research also aims to explore the marketing of Italian museums in towns, where
tourism has been increasing for more than a decade. This decade includes the worldwide financial crisis, and thus
museums have struggled to survive in a very competitive arena.
Cluster analysis of the flows of visitors and revenues from 2007 to 2017 allow for the identification of a
polarity: museums that focus on tourists’ willingness to pay, on the one side, and those that diversify revenues with
an emphasis on fundraising and the willingness to donate, on the other side.

WHO ARE THE MASTERS BEHIND MASTERPIECES?
PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS IN ITALIAN MUSEUMS
Firmly set in the 2004 Codex of Cultural and Landscape Heritage, the reflections on the meaning, aims,
missions, governance, and professional standards of museums have been evolving within Italian society and
international organizations, such as the International Council of Museums, for decades. Among the European
organizations, the European Museum Forum is known as a provider of legal and organizational frameworks, in
order to promote excellence and innovation in museum practice. For decades, laws and organizations have also
been paying attention to professional standards and innovative roles in museum governance.
More and more, societies ask their museums to be participatory, co-designed projects and transgenerational, intercultural meeting places in which visitors and museum governance participate in the construction
of new, appealing models of cultural fruition. Tourists also are engaged in this fruition. In this sense, museums can
be considered as cultural enterprises on the basis of the pivotal impact they can play within their catchment area or
to a broader audience.
Globalised access to travel and tourism, in fact, puts every cultural institution in competition both for the
content offered (cognitive/cultural access) and on a cost-benefit basis (economic access). This is why museums’
external communications and public relations are going to become more and more strategic in attracting the
growing flows of tourists and bigger investments.
External communications and public relations are drivers of the pivotal impact of museums as well as the
focus of marketing and fundraising. These strategies are absorbing the efforts of frameworking next to skills for
museum marketing officers and fundraisers in national and international rules and laws. The cultural content can be
delivered by marketing and fundraising, and the competitive advantage can grow thanks to the proficiency in
marketing and fundraising. Targets can be visitors, and among these visitors, national and international tourists are
the very next segment for marketing, above all for experiential marketing.
MARKETING AND FUNDRAISING IN ITALIAN MUSEUMS.
WHAT MATTERS BEYOND MASTERPIECES?
In the last two decades, cultural marketing has evolved; the traditional marketing approach (Colbert, 2000)
has begun to include relationship and experiential marketing perspectives (Kirezli, 2011; Pencarelli et al., 2017).
Relationship marketing aims to manage—develop and maintain—long-lasting relationships with
stakeholders, and especially with cultural customers, and other partners (Grönroos, 1995, Berry, 1995; Morgan and
Hunt, 1994 Costabile 2001).
Managing and caring for relationships provide cultural organizations with a constant flow of information
(Buccione, 2010) and offer the opportunity to know stakeholders and their needs more in depth, to improve the
offered experience and to stimulate mutual interest, trust, and commitment (Hussain et al., 2014).
Experiential marketing (Schmitt, 1999) and the economics of experience (Pine and Gilmore, 1999)
consider, among other institutions and products, cultural organizations and especially museums as suppliers of
emotions. In this perspective, experiential marketing studies the sensory, affective, cognitive, behavioural, and
relational aspects that the cultural consumption experience creates in cultural consumers, who are involved in the
experience and process of co-creation. So experiential marketing is addressed to creating and co-creating engaging
and memorable experiences (Petkus, 2004; Pencarelli et al., 2017).
From this perspective, the experience of cultural consumption becomes a means to satisfy emotional
needs, to be a protagonist of one’s own choices, and to be included in a certain context of social identification.
Thanks to relationship and experiential marketing, museums are becoming places where visitors can be
inspired (Brida et al., 2016) and at the same time can appreciate the museums’ unique value proposition. This is
addressed to offering an authentic co-creation experience to visitors/tourists (Prentice, 2001; Thyne and Hede, 20
2010) and to soliciting the visitors’ willingness to pay. At the same time, cultural marketing offers museums the

opportunity to enhance their mission and to offer stakeholders and specific segments of visitors (such as local,
national, or international tourists) life experiences that, if satisfactory, can help transform visitors into donors,
donors into volunteers, and volunteers into supporters. In doing so, a willingness to donate is developed.
So the success of museums also depends on the ability of museum directors and staff to implement
marketing strategies. In fact, not only are these strategies tools for enhancing and promoting collections and the
overall museum’s cultural offerings, but they also provide the key for building effective fundraising strategies that
include a clear plan, consisting of positioning, branding, targeting, and communication (Woodward, 2012.
Marketing and fundraising strategies, as just described, are aimed at involving the local community so as
to increase visitors, whether they are local, national, or international tourists, and at fostering the willingness to pay
and the willingness to donate. This can generate different revenue streams, such as membership programs, gift
shops, cafés, licensing, franchising, donations, investments, and grants.
THE RESEARCH: ITALIAN MUSEUMS AND TOURISTS
The sample includes all public museums according to records of the Italian Ministry of Culture for the
decade from 2007 to 2017. The main records include information on the following: paying visitors, who include
national and international tourists; non-paying visitors, which usually does not refer to international tourists but to
citizens and national tourists with discounts for age, city cards, transport cards, groups such as for school trips, and
members of clubs; and average revenue per visitor (in euros), as evidence of the price of admission and, if
increasing, as evidence that the museum is focused more on marketing than on fundraising.
According to Reports Movimento Turistico of the National Institute for Statistics (ISTAT), Roma, Milano,
Venezia, Firenze, Rimini, Torino, Napoli, Ravenna, and Bologna are the towns and counties (provinces) that have
seen the greatest influx of tourists in the past decade. These towns have seen a constant increase in tourists for the
whole period 2007–2017, and they are listed among the twenty mostly visited of the ISTAT ranking.
All these data were clustered k-means, and three clusters were seen as significant (Table 1).
Cluster 2, the most crowded cluster (32 provinces) shows a growth of at least 7% of paying visitors during
the decade, and the average revenue per visitor grew from 1,42 euro to 2,55 euro at the end of the decade. Cluster 3
(with only three provinces) has profited from an increase in paying visitors of more than 70% during the decade,
and the average revenue per visitor was 5,31 euro in 2017. Clusters 2 and 3 are marketing experts in towns where
tourism is leading and pivotal. Cluster 1 (13 provinces) shows the prevailing feature of non-paying visitors, at the
beginning of the decade, for more than 72%. At the end of the period, 68,86% are non-paying visitors, with an
increase of the average revenue of 30%. This is the fundraiser who is still relying on public funds and who is
implementing marketing upgrades.
Table 1
Cluster Means of Italian Public Museums, 2007–2017
Cluster Mean
% paying visitors 2007
% paying visitors 2008
% paying visitors 2009
% paying visitors 2010
% paying visitors 2011
% paying visitors 2012
% paying visitors 2013
% paying visitors 2014
% paying visitors 2015
% paying visitors 2016
% paying visitors 2017
% non-paying visitors 2007
% non-paying visitors 2008
% non-paying visitors 2009
% non-paying visitors 2010
% non-paying visitors 2011
% non-paying visitors 2012
% non-paying visitors 2013
% non-paying visitors 2014
% non-paying visitors 2015
% non-paying visitors 2016
% non-paying visitors 2017
Average revenue 2007
(in euro per visitor )
Average revenue 2008
Average revenue 2009
Average revenue 2010
Average revenue 2011
Average revenue 2012
Average revenue 2013

Cluster 1:
Fundraiser
27,73
26,71
23,31
21,72
22,81
22,43
22,21
27,99
31,97
35,58
31,13
72,26
73,28
76,68
78,27
77,18
77,56
77,78
72,00
68,02
64,41
68,86
0,72

Cluster 2:
Marketing Expert
42,44
39,92
41,32
40,42
40,08
38,29
41,44
46,64
49,11
50,66
49,07
57,55
60,07
58,67
59,57
59,91
61,70
58,55
53,35
50,88
49,33
50,92
1,42

Cluster 3:
Marketing Expert
74,05
77,12
72,93
73,49
73,59
72,27
72,88
74,15
73,94
76,84
76,92
25,94
22,87
27,06
26,50
26,40
27,72
27,11
25,84
26,05
23,15
23,07
3,81

0,78
0,55
0,53
0,60
0,60
0,62

1,38
1,45
1,41
1,44
1,41
1,56

4,01
4,07
3,92
3,71
3,34
3,32
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Average revenue 2014
Average revenue 2015
Average revenue 2016
Average revenue 2017

0,74
0,87
1,04
1,01

1,81
2,15
2,41
2,55

3,31
3,56
4,63
5,31

Source: MIBACT (Ministry) data, 2007–2017, JUMP software.
As for tourist flows, Cluster 1 includes museums in Padova (30th in the ranking of the decade, on
average), Rovigo, Ravenna (17th, on average) Ancona, Ascoli Piceno, Chieti, Pescara, Teramo, Isernia, Salerno,
Matera, Crotone, and Sassari. Public funds support museums whose advocacy for marketing is now evolving as it
is for techniques, values, and visions of fundraising with the target of sponsors and private grantmakers. Nonpaying visitors are prevailing here, according to laws and standards, as these public museums are aware of the
merit good ‘heritage’, as granted by the Ministry and public administrations. Non-paying visitors do not exclude
product and price marketing for (other) audiencese who can pay. Fundraising can here target donors and sponsors.
Non-paying visitors may be and may not be donors. Grants of foundations, public funds and sponsorships are main
resources next to a few donations of non-paying visitors, citizens and Italian donors.
Cluster 2 includes museums in the provinces of Torino, Mantova, Trieste, Udine, Genova, Imperia,
Bologna, Ferrara, Forlì-Cesena, Parma, Arezzo, Grosseto, Livorno, Lucca, Pisa, Siena, Perugia, Terni, Pesaro
Urbino, Latina, Roma, Viterbo, L’Aquila, Campobasso, Napoli, Brindisi, Taranto, Potenza, Cosenza, Reggio di
Calabria, Vibo Valentia, and Olbia-Tempio. In both Cluster 2 and 3, very famous cultural destinations are next to
the centre of Italy, where the attractions include the revival of culture, heritage, and arts of the Renaissance and
ancient times. Cluster 3 includes museums in Milano, Venezia, and Florence, always among the first five most
visited towns in Italy.
If marketing is a mature strategy for Clusters 2 and 3, fundraising is not neglected in any of the clusters. In
Cluster 1, fundraising is still targeting the Ministry and public administrations. Nevertheless, sponsors and grantmaking foundations have been growing as the main partners of multiple exhibitions, anniversaries (Unità d’Italia,
Capitali della cultura, etc.), international events like Expo, and touring exhibitions of Italian masterpieces in,
through, and outside of the whole peninsula. Masters of marketing and fundraising, as much as masterpieces, are
clearly important for the growing economy of museums and cultural tourism.
CONCLUSION
Today, marketing and fundraising for Italian museums aim at different targets: visitors and funders are
scrutinised for their willingness to pay and willingness to donate. Tourists are no longer the unexplored frontier of
museums’ flexible pricing. Today tourists are stakeholders to whom museum marketers and destination managers
must pay attention.
In fact, apart from pricing, which implies discrimination for both visitors and funders, museums are
connecting with communities, destination managers, local administrations, media, and consortia, and they are
developing marketing specific to the place. The place is efficiently managed with a mix of partners and multiple
events that provide education and empowerment for both tourists and the community.
Clusters of museums are successful in the growth of revenues and paying customers. The next frontier is
the best match of marketing and fundraising (not meant as a trade-off), the best match of national and international
tourists, and the best match of tourists and citizens, who live in towns where sustainability should always be
prioritised.
Future research will emphasize the relationship between tourists and citizens, above all in small towns
where the impact of tourism is not always welcome by natives.
Further research will concern the public museum as the free museum, whose collections are not funded
but non-paying visitors, whose importance should not excessively stressed in comparison with sponsors and grantmaking foundations who grant their survival according to the latest laws like Art Bonus.
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ABSTRACT
In the last years, there have been protests by residents against tourism in several destinations around the
world. Tourists have also increasingly complained about destinations being overcrowded. At the same time,
visitors are looking for more authentic experiences. Our research has been conducted in Bruges, one of the major
tourist destinations in Belgium to analyse stakeholder’s perceptions of mass tourism and how destinations can
ensure a more sustainable development. One of the major findings from this research is the importance of locals’
support to promote a sustainable tourism. Residents and local entrepreneurship could have a more positive attitude
towards tourism if the positive impact outweighs the disadvantages of tourism. Practical and managerial
implications are suggested.
Key Words: mass tourism, overtourism, mature destination, sustainable tourism

INTRODUCTION
Throughout last century, tourism has shown an exceptional growth, that experts expect to continue. One of
the reasons of this rapid progress is the increasing economic and cultural globalization (Bramwell & Lane, 1993;
Mowforth & Munt, 2003; UNWTO, 2004; Theng, et al., 2015; Sharpley & Harrison, 2017), which has transformed
the tourism sector. Indeed, the democratization of travels, the development of information technologies and the free
movement of resources, people and goods (Čerović et al., 2015) have changed the way tourists behave before,
during and after their trips. Tourism, as one of the principal economic activities worldwide, is considered as a
global force capable of promoting innovation, peace and sustainable development. However, negative connotations
also arise from globalization and tourism. First of all, mass tourism may lead to the over usage of the host
destination's natural and socio-cultural environments (Lupoli, 2013). Furthermore, literature explains how tourism
transforms the socio-economical relationships to bring into market exchange attractions that were not market-based
before, such as landscape, culture, fragile ecosystems, and even ethnic minorities, social problems and poverty
(Jeannite & Lapointe, 2016). This can lead to the commodification of community resources with an unfavourable
reaction of residents and negative effects on local customs and sense of identity (Greenwood, 1977; Moscardo &
Pearce, 2003; Ryan & Aicken, 2005). Furthermore, increased visitors’ flows could reduce the authenticity of the
tourist offer (MacCannell, 1973), and transform it into a form of staged or pseudo authenticity (Cohen, 1988).
Although in the last years a great number of tourists is looking for new, experiential (Pine & Gilmore,
1999), authentic, and sustainable forms of tourism, away from famous places and from other tourists (Hyde &
Lawson, 2003; Mowforth & Munt, 2003), many destinations and tourism attractions worldwide are increasingly
struggling with problems such as mass tourism, overtourism, commodification of local culture and loss of
authenticity, that can destroy those same local characters that attract tourists (Sorkin, 1992; Zukin, 1995; Harvey,
2001; Colomb & Novy, 2016). For example, cities like Barcelona, Berlin and Venice, are facing some of these
issues, that clearly overshadow the advantages of tourism development.
This paper explores different stakeholder’s perceptions on the impacts of tourism in a mature destination.
The aim of our research is to understand how a sustainable long-term development is possible, adapting the offer 24
to
trends which are stirring tourists away from standardized and massive tourism activities onto more personalized

and unique tourism experiences. The research has taken Bruges, the second most visited destination in Belgium, as
a case-study (FPS Economy, 2017; Toerisme Vlaanderen, 2017).
LITERATURE REVIEW
Mass tourism
The phenomenon of mass tourism started in the mid-twentieth century and was very popular until about
two decades ago. It is mainly defined by the (high) number of tourists visiting a certain area compared to the
location dimension and inhabitants density (Theng, et al., 2015). The amount of tourist arrivals worldwide evolved
in the last decades from 25 million in 1950 to more than 1.3 billion in 2017 (source: UNWTO).
Furthermore, globalization has pushed people to look for urban tourist experiences (Ashworth & Page,
2011; Thrift, 1997). As a consequence of this, in post-modern cities, frequently previous industrial centres now in
crisis, tourism and leisure are increasingly part of urban offer, and frequently they are dominant. However, cities,
which are now becoming places for entertainment, are not planned to be tourist destinations (Llewelyn- Davies et
al., 1996). This situation often leads to the offer of standardized products and services, and the McDonaldization of
historic city centres (Mc Neill, 1999; Ritzer, 1999 and 2009).
The effects of mass tourism on destinations have been a broadly researched topic over the last few
decades. Butler (1980; 1990; 2006) is one of the pioneers and most well-known authors in this field.
Researchers such as Archer, et al. (2005), Russo (2002), Vainikka (2013b), Van der Borg, et al. (1996),
and others have written about the effects of mass tourism on mature destinations and about the levels of tourist
arrivals and nights of stays that can be considered acceptable and sustainable. Two valid indicators of local
capacity related to tourism development are the tourism intensity (the visitor to resident ratio) and the tourism
function index (ratio of tourist beds to residents) (Van der Borg et al., 1996; Vargas-Sánchez et al., 2011). The first
indicator is related to the carrying capacity and indicates residents’ perceptions of tourism. According to UNWTO,
carrying capacity is “the maximum number of people that may visit a tourist destination at the same time without
causing destruction of the physical, economic or socio-cultural environment and an unacceptable decrease in tourist
satisfaction” (1997:5). The second indicator relates the residents’ attitude to the level of tourism development. It is
related to social carrying capacity, which refers to residents’ impact perceptions (Graefe & Vaske, 1987; Muler
Gonzalez et al., 2018; Van der Borg, 1992).
The Doxy Irritation Model, or Doxey’s Irridex, created in the mid 1970’s, shows the evolution in locals’
attitudes towards tourism, on the bases of the levels of tourism development in a place. According to this model,
there are four stages in the attitudes of locals towards tourism: euphoria, apathy, annoyance and antagonism. Mass
tourism is seen as a very positive phenomenon at its early stages, getting progressively as a negative one. Indeed, as
some authors have pointed out, not every tourist destination passes through all phases of the model. It depends on
circumstances, tourist behaviours, differences in culture, etc. (Mowforth & Munt, 1998; Abdool, 2002). Besides,
residents’ attitude towards tourism in heritage cities depends also on the type of tourist development and the
tourist’s length of stay (day trip, short or long-stay) (Muler Gonzales et al., 2018; Murphy, 1981).
In the first stage of euphoria, the destination improves infrastructures and employment opportunities
increase for locals. Subsequently, external companies enter in the market and locals start to get less input from the
tourism activity. Thus, tensions can arise between the local population and the external companies developing
tourism and changing the area (Butler, 2006; Abdool, 2002). Now is when phase 2, apathy, takes place. In the
consolidation stage suggested by Butler (2006), there are more tourists than local permanent inhabitants and locals
are likely to start feeling more dissatisfied with tourism. They move to phase 3, annoyance. Saturation points are
approaching and residents experience the pressure put on their daily life by the high season (Abdool, 2002). After
that, carrying capacity levels are reached or exceeded. When destinations reach the stagnation stage, they are
referred to as ‘mature destinations’ and have difficulties in differentiating themselves from other similar
destinations. This is usually the point when locals reach phase 4, antagonism, being tired of the pressure of tourism.
Tourists will get blamed for making daily life unpleasant and the relation between residents and tourists will go
from bad to worse (Abdool, 2002). In these phase often tourism is no more sustainable in economic, social or
environmental terms, creating considerable problems such as building speculation, increase in housing prices and
gentrification, deterioration of physical and social environment, traffic and so on (Manning & Powers, 1984; Van
der Borg, et al., 1996). Besides, excessive arrivals also affect tourists’ perceptions of the destination. In conclusion,
negative consequences that arise from mass tourism affect locals as well as tourists, making the destination less
attractive for both parties (Mowforth & Munt, 1998).
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In this last phase is most likely to happen the phenomenon of overtourism originate; it represents a state in
which tourism flows are too high with reference to local situation (size of the interested area, number of residents,
etc.). In case of overtourism, local community often manifests its negative attitude towards visitors by means of
public initiatives such as protests, banners against tourists, etc. For example, in 2017 there have been protests in
Spain, Italy and Croatia. Unless such tourism destinations rejuvenate, many of them will enter the Butler’s Life
Cycle phase of decline (Custodio Santos, et al., 2014). This phase will occur in case of increasing competition or
irreversible environmental damages with infrastructures abandoned (Cole, 2007). If no action is taken, interest in
the destination will keep declining. In case of re-launch of the destination, the destination should put a lot of energy
into rejuvenating the offer, repositioning the destination and re-involving local inhabitants to attract new and
unique niche markets (Kozak & Martin, 2011; Patoski & Ikeda, 1993; Sheldon & Abenoja, 2001).
The role of local community

Local community is one of the most important stakeholders and is crucial in a tourist destination.
Locals help to determine both the quality of the tourism experience and the image of the destination. From this
point of view, the involvement of residents in tourism planning should be considered mandatory to avoid negative
attitudes and to carry on effective and sustainable tourist strategies (Ferrari & Gilli, 2018; Kotler et al., 2003; Peng
et al., 2014; Wearing & Wearing, 2001), like giving them a sense of control and the idea of acting as keepers of
local resources. Indeed, tourism success is function of the “goodwill of local residents” and their levels of
hospitality (Gursoy et al., 2002) as well as their involvement in processes of planning, marketing and management
of tourism (Jamal & Getz, 1995). A positive attitude on the part of residents towards tourists increases the levels of
satisfaction, improving the capacity to welcome tourists and creating a favourable climate towards visitors (Harrill,
2004; Ritzer, 1999; Perdue et al., 1990). This attitude depends also on objective and subjective factors, in particular
on costs and benefits perceived in reference to economic, social and environmental aspects (Gursoy et al., 2002)
and above all on the impact which the tourism phenomenon has on the place; in addition, it is influenced by the
community attachment of each host, in other words by the level of involvement and social integration in the life of
the community and the emotional attachment to the community itself (Mc Cool & Martin, 1994). The success of
tourism is based, therefore, on the goodwill of local residents and their hospitality. The discussion so far shows the
need to involve the main stakeholders, firstly the residents, which leads to a favourable attitude on the part of
residents towards the tourism phenomenon (Ryan, 2010). In the last decades, the negative effects of mass tourism
on local resources have determined an increasing importance of sustainability in tourism.
Sustainability in tourism

A movement away from mass tourism started in the early 1990’s, when the Earth Summit in Rio de
Janeiro pressured the tourism industry to focus more on its environmental performance and on sustainable forms of
development (Pigram & Wahab, 2005). Many destinations are now working on programs to limit the impact of
tourism on their resources and the inhabitants’ daily life (Edwards, 2017). The challenge is to keep working on
tourism growth but in a way that enables tourism to positively face the changing global environment and societal
structure, while respecting ecological, social, economic, and political sustainability. The term “sustainable tourism”
came into use in the late 1980s as a result of the growing awareness of the impact of tourism development and was
mainly seen as the exact opposite of “mass tourism” (Clarke, 1997; Butler, 1999; Mowforth & Munt, 2003;
Swarbrooke, 1999). Yet, the concept has evolved over time. Today it aims to promote the expansion of an area
without destroying its resources for future generations, minimising environmental negative aspects, maximising the
positive ones and distributing value in a balanced way (Miller, 2001; Molina- Azorín & Font, 2015; Spangenberg,
2000; 2002; Spangenberg & Valentin, 1999; Stoddard et al., 2012). Today the term sustainable tourism
“encompasses an approach to tourism which recognises the importance of the host community, the way staff are
treated and the desire to maximise the economic benefit of tourism for the host community” (Swarbrooke, 1999:
19).
Tourism in Bruges
Bruges is one of the seven art-cities in Flanders, Belgium, that are the main tourism destinations in the
area. Since the year 2000, the entire inner city centre of Bruges has been recognized as a World Heritage Site by
UNESCO. Nevertheless, tourism has mainly been focused on a four square-kilometres area, named the ‘Golden
Triangle’. It has been actively promoted by the government of Bruges to alleviate tourism pressure in the rest of the
city and for its residents. In the period 2011- 2015, Bruges was able to see an average yearly growth of tourists of
2,8% (Toerisme Vlaanderen, 2017). In 2015, Bruges welcomed 3.079.720 day-visitors. Compared to 2014, there
was a decrease of 3,3% of day-visitors. It is the first decrease in the number of visitors. The tourism department of26
Bruges differentiates between three types of tourists for their statistics: recreational visitors, excursionists and

tourists (Brugge, 2016). Recreational visitors are people who live within 20 kilometres from Bruges and are mostly
attracted by the facilities of a city, rather than pure tourism. In 2015 Bruges welcomed 1,27 million recreational
visitors, about 3.500 on a daily basis (Brugge, 2016). Excursionists are those people who live outside a range of 20
kilometres around Bruges and who visit the city purely for recreational purposes. They stay for at least one hour in
the city but do not spend the night. In 2015 there were 5,27 million day- tourists who visited Bruges, about 14.000
to 15.000 on an average daily basis. About half of the day-tourists were foreigners (Brugge, 2016). Tourists spend
at least one night in Bruges. In 2015, there were 1,28 million stay-tourists who accounted for 2,2 million nights in
total. The average stay was 1,75 nights (Brugge, 2016).
About 80% of the total visitors in Bruges are foreigners. Most of them come from France, Germany and
The Netherlands but also from the United Kingdom (Neuts & Nijkamp, 2012).
Bruges is vulnerable to the (negative) effects of tourism because the city has relatively few inhabitants
compared to the number of tourists that they receive on a yearly basis. According to Van der Borg, et al., (1996)
Bruges has a tourism intensity of 23,4. This means that for every inhabitant in the city, there are 23 tourists.
Compared to the ratios of cities like Amsterdam (5,9 ratio), Florence (9,8 ratio) or even Oxford (11,5
ratio), it is a high ratio. This indicates that the pressure created by tourism on Bruges is much higher than i.e. on
Amsterdam, reaching a sensitive social carrying capacity level. Indeed, Bruges already has problems with locals
and economic activities moving away from the city centre due to tourism (Van der Borg, et al., 1996).
METHODOLOGY
A qualitative study was conducted to explore stakeholder’s perceptions, attitudes and practices towards
mass tourism and their impact on the destination. Through a qualitative method people involved in a situation are
best placed to express their world-view in their words, obtaining in-depth insight into the social reality of subjects
(Veal, 2006). Fifteen in-depth interviews, each of approximately 60 to 80 minutes, were conducted with different
tourism stakeholders of Bruges between January and February of 2017. Interviewees were chosen based on their
current activities in tourism related areas, such as hotels, restaurants, information offices, museums (both private
and public sector) and their willingness to take part in the study. They were 9 men and 6 women between 20 and 60
years old, living and working in Bruges.
The snowball technique was used to contact them, because it enables the researcher to use other people’s
networks. All interviews were recorded and transcribed the same day to ensure minimal information loss. A
subsequent step was to structure meanings using narrative, leaving the stories of participants as they were told. The
narrative gives more in-depth information about participants’ experiences (Saunders, et al., 2009). As in previous
qualitative studies on tourism (Hernandez et al., 2018), Nvivo software was employed to examine and categorize
data, using open, axial and selective coding (Gibbs, 2002). The number of interviews was decided according to the
principle of saturation, which states that data collection should end when no new categories emerge from the data
(Silverman, 1998).
FINDINGS & DISCUSSION
When participants were interviewed on their perceptions regarding tourism activity in Bruges, most of
them mentioned that tourism in the city had never been as ‘good’ as in the last years, as the number of tourists has
increased. Reports from the tourism department of Flanders (Brugge, 2016; Toerisme Vlaanderen, 2017) confirmed
this trend. Interviewee E declared: “I think Bruges will stay a popular tourist destination. I think it will probably
even increase its popularity because it is doing a lot of promotion”.
Respondents also expressed their concern on two socio-political issues that influence in the number of
tourists received by Bruges. On the one hand, some of them explained how terrorist attacks in nearby countries
provoked a decreased in hotel reservations in Bruges. As literature explains, tourism in Europe declined as a result
of terrorism (Teoman, 2017) and one of the participants agree with this: “With the terrorist attacks, we lost 10%
occupancy and we belong to the lucky ones. The average hotel in Bruges lost about 20%” (Interviewee A). On the
other hand, some interviewees claimed Bruges could lose a lot of tourists as a direct consequence of the Brexit in
UK. British tourists are crucial for Bruges, as they account for over 20% of total stay over tourists (WES, 2012).
The Brexit may cause insecurity for British people and a higher exchange rate, leading them to travel more within
their own country (Lim, 2017; Pappas, 2017). Interviewee B said about this: “Brexit is very negative for us.
Americans are slowly starting to come back but there are many fewer British people”.
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Thus, we can see how the number of tourists and the strategies to increase/ maintain those figures are
key topics for respondents. They associate a greater number of tourists with a positive development of the
tourism activity. At first, this general support to mass tourism seems to be in sharp contrast with what literature
on sustainable tourism explains: a greater number of arrivals do not always suppose an appropriate development
of tourism. Growth is not always a synonym of sustainable development. Indeed, researchers in the last years
suggest to limit tourism growth in urban destinations and to manage it in a more sustainable way (Caserta &
Russo, 2001; Liu, 2003; Russo, 2002). In addition, this general support is contrary to locals’ attitudes in other
mature destinations such as Barcelona, Amsterdam and Venice, where an increasing number of public protests
can be seen against tourism (Edwards, et al., 2017). However, Flemish Tourism Board claimed that about 76%
of locals in Bruges support tourism and for 70% of Bruges’ inhabitants the benefits of tourism still outweigh its
negative impacts (Nijs, 2016).
Nevertheless, contradictions emerged from participant’s discourses. Although currently respondents
recognized no signs of any protest against tourism in Bruges, not all participants agreed with the numbers
provided by the Tourism Board. About that, Interviewee E explains: “Studies claiming that everyone loves
tourism are often written by government and people who benefit from it. However, it is true that there are no
protests or groups specifically against tourism”. Some of the respondents also clarified that most locals support
tourism because they understand it is key for the economic development of the city. As literature explains, many
destinations worldwide are facing an economic dependence on tourism industry with impacts on labour structure
and community roles (Cervantes Borja et al., 2007; Pizam, 1978). For instance, Interviewee E commented that
without tourism, the city would be literally dead: “Everyone realizes that the real negative situation would be if
we do not have tourists. If we think only about hospitality, we have about 3000 direct employees. You can count
about 1500 extra jobs surrounding hospitality: bakers, greengrocers, fish and meat suppliers, etc.”.
Some interviewees recognized negative impacts of tourism on the destination. For example, they
explained that locals are regularly annoyed by the effect of tourism on their daily life. They claimed that the city
is starting to feel like a theme park: there has been an enormous increase in the number of excursionists, due to
the expansion of the cruise port. Visitors come in big groups and put extra pressure on the city without spending
enough time and money to generate a positive impact. Interviewee A explains: “For every cruise ship that
arrives, there are 3,000 people who are going to go through the city centre at the same time and not spend a
dime”. Research on this issue has also indicated that cruise tourism has a low and unequal economic impact on
destinations (Klein, 2011). Indeed, these tourists spend less than 30% of what other tourists spend on a daily
basis (Brida & Zapata, 2010). As previous research explains, the amount of people present in the city can have a
smaller influence on social carrying capacity than tourists’ behaviour (Byron & Neuts, 2014; Neuts, 2008).
Added to this, residents deal with the negative consequences of this short-term flood of people, such as
overcrowding (Klein 2011). As Klein (2011) explains, when talking about cruise tourism, is necessary to
consider communities and stakeholders in the equation of responsible tourism, ensuring an equal distribution of
economic benefits in the community and minimizing sociocultural impacts. Regarding overcrowding in Bruges,
some stakeholders interviewed explained that they receive complaints or remarks from locals, that, especially
during the high season, try to avoid the city centre in busy times. Interviewee B said about this: “Sometimes it is
impossible to go around the city centre. It is plenty of tourists and mobility there is limited”.
As to sustainability of tourism development aspects, respondents highlighted the lack of real
collaboration between the tourism board and the stakeholders in tourism planning and management in Bruges.
This holds in line with outcomes provided by the Belgian Federal Tourism Board, which says that only 6% of
locals feel that they have a voice in tourism planning and 42% of the locals would like to have more to say about
the tourism policy in Bruges (Nijs, 2016). Alliances and inclusive partnership between public and private sector
and local community could be a key instrument for social sustainable development (Hernandez et al., 2018).
However, most participants are confident that tourism will, at least, be sustainable in the long run.
Bruges is starting to change its strategies, identifying most beneficial target groups with promotion strategies
towards those selected groups. Interviewee G said about this: “We do not work with markets anymore. We work
with target groups. Our target group is the cultural value seeker...”.
Another of the city main concerns in terms of tourism sustainability is the protection of the residential
function of Bruges. According to the tourism board, a city without inhabitants loses its attractiveness. Interview
A explains: “Visitors are looking for authentic activities, they want to see the ‘real’ Bruges, but sometimes they
are disappointed caused they only see more tourists. Locals are moving to other areas”. In order to achieve this
goal, besides targeting the ‘right’ kind of tourists, the city wants also to spread tourists through space and time
by creating individual and authentic experiences, avoiding overcrowding. Interviewee G explained that the new
tourism policy of Copenhagen 2020 ‘The end of tourism as we know it’ (Wonderful Copenhagen, 2017) is a
good example of the creation of individual programs for different types of tourists, giving in the same time
locals more input in tourism policies: “It’s a new policy which focuses mostly on what they call localhood. In
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their stakeholders’ management, they have taken a step back from existing hotels and attractions and they want
to focus on authentic experiences in cooperation with local inhabitants. They want to involve locals again in
tourism.” As previous studies suggest, there are several examples of organizations that facilitate the interaction
between residents and customers, where visitors create their own experiences (Binkhorst & Dekker, 2009;
Guimont & Lapointe, 2016), promoting a more sustainable development of the tourism activity.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
After more than 40 years of research on the consequences of tourism on destinations, debates on this
complex and dynamic issue are still needed. Nowadays, mass tourism and overtourism are problems for many
cities worldwide. Both public and private stakeholders of destinations can’t ignore the negative impacts that
arise from this phenomenon. Protests against tourism are starting to become more common and destinations
must take charge of the situation and suggest solutions. Overcrowding is a complex issue that needs an early
detection and long term planning with all stakeholders involved. It is not enough to just analyze the number of
visitors that arrive. Deeper analysis of what is really happening in the community are needed to anticipate
negative consequences. Different stakeholders of the destination analyzed express they are willing to support
tourism if the benefits, for them personally or as a community, outweigh disadvantages provoked by the tourism
industry.
Thus, to ensure sustainable tourism in the long run, it is suggested to (1) protect the need of residential
areas of a destination, (2) target the right tourists, (3) offer authentic experiences (4) include locals in tourism
policy making. For mature tourism destinations like Bruges to ensure that they will remain an attractive
destination amongst all the competition, they need to market themselves in new ways. One of the main
recommendations is to focus more on individual marketing. Destinations should define their specific tourist
target groups. Note that it is just as important, if not even more important, to define which tourists are interesting
for the destination and to design strategies to attract them. Added to this, the destination should be prepared to
offer personalized, unique and memorable experiences. Getting locals involved in activities for tourists, i.e. cocreating tours, will not only improve the feeling of authenticity, it will also give locals a possibility of more
participation which will improve their support for tourism development.
Research has also shown the importance to include locals in the policy making to ensure a sustainable
tourism. Bruges should plan and manage tourism according to recommendations for cruise port cities (Klein,
2011). Governance in Bruges should ensure regional articulation of different stakeholders and local agents,
establishing a win&win relationship between cruise lines, the port and the community (Gui and Russo, 2011).
Considering community and local ambassadors in tourism activities contribute to a greater understanding and
better promotion of the benefits of tourism for a destination. More thorough research on similar destinations
could have an added value to this research. It would be necessary for further research to repeat the study a later
point in time to see if outcomes differ. Comparing results of this research with possible results obtained during
the high season can offer new insights.
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ABSTRACT
Convention Bureaus (CBs) represent one the most dominant form of destination management and a
typical example of collaboration between public and private entities that may generate a significant economic
and social impact in the local area where they operate. Most CBs are public-run government agencies. However,
in Italy, after public policies of rationalization and cost reduction, many CBs could no more rely on public funds
and changed their nature from public to private. Other CBs were borne as private organizations from their
infancy. In this context of re-location of authority from public government to private networks, potential issues
on the legitimacy and accountability of CBs arise. Legitimacy issues are captured by the following question: do
private CBs “perform” the promised promotion and development of the destination or do they merely care for
their members’ business? Coherently, do CBs provide explanations for their actions as a mechanism of
accountability to different stakeholders’ demands?
Individual in depth interviews and document analysis have been used to analyse two selected case
studies. Findings indicate that a private CB does not automatically neglect the public function of promoting the
destination and supporting its stakeholders.However, the opposite situation may also occur, i.e. a private led CB
that focuses on commercial activities and is notdeeply concerned about providing answers or justifications to the
demand and expectations of different external stakeholders.
Keywords: performance measurement;
accountability; stakeholders

destination;

public-private

partnership;

convention

bureau;

INTRODUCTION
Convention Bureau offices (CBs) contribute to an important segment of the tourism industry called the
Meeting, Incentives, Conferences & Events (MICE) industry (Getz, 2008). They deserve special attention
because are capable of generating a significant economic and social impact on the local destination they promote
(Hernández-Mogollón et al. 2014) by attracting conferences, meetings and other events (Pearlmen, 2008). Not
all events have tourism relevancy (for example, some events are created to foster cultural development) but most
of them are tourism oriented (Getz, 2005; Montgomery and Strick, 1995; McCabe et al., 2000).
Benefits associated to conferences organization are usually assessed in terms of direct and indirect
expenditures of travellers. The impact of the Italian MICE industry on the territory is estimated to be equal to six
times the amount of direct revenue from the sales of the events organised (OICE, 2015). However, other tangible
and intangible benefits should be considered (Dwyer et al., 2000; UNWTO, 2014). First, the organization of
meetings leads to the creation of local supply chains. Second, it brings professional development to the local
community, creating jobs and retaining work forces at both entry and management levels. Third, events
contribute to raising awareness of cultural heritage assets as a source of attraction and highlight the importance
to preserve them (Bracalente et al., 2011).
CBs usually engage different types of organizations, from tourism operators like travel agencies and
hotels to local municipalities and associations (Getz and Page, 2016). Outward, CBs try to advertise the
destination. Inward, they try to coordinate the supply of local services (Polivka, 1996) playing the role of the
tourism network’s focal actor or meta-manager (Baggio, 2011).
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In summary, CBs play a role of public relevance because their services and activities are of “public
utility”, i.e. they may guide the development processes of the local territories where they are located
(Madanipour et al., 2001; Rigall-I-Torrent, 2008). Coherently, in both Europe and US, CBs have been usually
funded by local authorities (through regional or state subsidies and overnight taxes) and operate as government
agencies or specialised organs of public entities for tourism promotion that try to engage private tourism
operatorsto foster collaboration (Whisenant, 2012; Bauer et al., 2001).
However, in Italy we can find many CB organizations fully owned and managed by private tourism
businesses. From 2008, after public policies of rationalization and cost reduction following the advent of New
Public Management (Hood, 1995; Hood and Peters, 2004) and New Public Governance (Osborne, 2010), many
Italian CBs could no more rely on public funds and changed their ownership from public to private.
At the same time, also fully private owned CBs have started (Aureli and Del Baldo, 2017). These are
for profit entities owned by tourism operators that aim to fill the void left by local governments.
The increasing control of private actors on CBsgenerate some questions on the legitimacy of actions of
such organizations.These questions have reasons to exist because when the public sector support is withdrawn
there are possible destabilising effects (Coles et al., 2014) and absence of public entities usually considered the
guarantor of public interest (Marques et al., 2011) may affect CB’s legitimacy.
In detail, our research questions are the following:
- Do private CBs “perform” the promised promotion and development of the whole destination or do
they merely care for their members’ business providing preferential treatment to specific subjects?
- Do CBs provide explanations for their actions by means of measuring and reporting results as a
mechanism of accountability to different stakeholders’ demands?
CONVENTION BUREAU LEGITIMACY AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Legitimacy is a generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper,
or appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms, values, beliefs, and definitions (Suchman,
1995: 574). Therefore, legitimacy issues arise when there is no congruence between the behaviours of an entity
and the shared beliefs of some social group that define what is considered as acceptable behaviour. Pfeffer
(1981: 5) states that organizations seek legitimacy in order to ensure commitment and support for the
organization from its stakeholders, both external and internal. According to the strategic approach on
organizational legitimacy (Dowling and Pfeffer, 1975;Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990), organizations can act to
change perceptions, thus gaining or maintaining legitimacy. One way to do so is by being accountable through
communication to external stakeholders (Aerts and Cormier, 2009).
With reference to CBs, the actions and mission socially attributed to CBs is the promotion of the
destination as a conference location (Davidson and Rogers, 2006; Koutoulas, 2005) by coordinating local
different stakeholders and suppliers, i.e. serving as an umbrella organization that foster collaboration to “sell” a
common MICE product (Wang, 2008). In summary, the outcome associated to CBs mission is to develop the
local territory and enhance the well-being of local stakeholders through a tourism strategy (Morrison et al.,
1997; Pike, 2004).
The traditional networked structure of CBs, that need resources from several independent private and
public subjects,has led to the assumption that CBs need to satisfy their members and other stakeholders’
different expectations to continue benefit from their resources (Selin and Myers, 1998). Similarly to the case of
tourism destinations and heritage sites (Su et al., 2016; Hall, 2008), the CB should fulfil the expectations of
tourism operators to avoid their withdrawal, while also being able to satisfy calls raised by the local community
and public entities that provide funds (Jones and Li, 2015; Aureli and Del Baldo, 2017). This means that a CB
manager is held accountable for different performance expectations (outcomes or results) by several
stakeholders (McGuire, 2002; Scott, 2006; Kim, 2005).
Accountability is a system of external pressures that generate in a subject the obligation to explain his
or her conduct to others (Gray et al., 2014), thus leading to some form of control.
In the case of CBs, public entities providing funds requestthe implementation of accountability
mechanisms (i.e. acquittal reports) to ensure that resources allocated to tourism programmes achieve something
worthwhile and measurable. When CBs are government agencies, public managers deal with political
accountability, as the elected representatives (politicians) want them to be responsive for public goals (Romzek
and Dubnick, 1987). In not-for-profit organizations, shareholders and funders (represented by private donors and
the government) are the most demanding stakeholders (Kim, 2005).According to this line of though, managers
feel accountable because of the “rule of domination”, which means that the control of resources originate power.
To secure specific outcomes, actors influence others by their power that is based on resources.
One common solution adopted by managers to be accountable and legitimate the actions of their
organizations is to measure and report performance to these stakeholders (Gray et al., 2014). In other terms,
managers create transparency (Steets, 2010; Carman, 2009; Zimmermann and Stevens, 2006).
CBs usually measure and report the number of conferences attracted, the amount of visitors brought
and the economic impact generated by visitors measured asthe total average expenditure per day of
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presence(Hede et al., 2003). This calculation provides a justification for the usage of public resources like
facilities, infrastructures and funds that should generate tourism development opportunities(Burgan and Mules,
2001; Daniels et al., 2004; Bracalente et al., 2011).
The Destination Marketing Association International (DMAI, 2011) recommends CBs measuring the
extent of CBs’ destination marketing efforts and their capability to create relationships among tourism operators
as these represent CBs’ two main functions. Referencing the first function, examples of key indicators to
monitor are: the number of individuals exposed to advertising, the number of tracked visitors to the website and
the number of emails delivered (Fesenmaier et al., 1992). The second function consists in guiding tourism
operators on how to use the CB to gain exposure to the MICE sector and favour their participation in the design
and delivery of the “congress product”, especially when deciding to submit a proposal (bid) for a new event to a
meeting planner (Carlsen et al., 2001). For this reason, CBs measure the number of members (if it increases), the
attendance to CBs’ working groups and the number of seminars and meetings open to all tourism operators of
the territory.
However, a change in the subjects governing CBs, i.e. from public to private owners, and providing
funds, may modify power-based relationships. On one hand, public subjects may lose the power to impose
control mechanisms, while, on the other hand, public relevance of CB’s activities and mission should still make
its management feels accountable toward all different types of stakeholders as stakeholder theory suggests
(Freeman et al., 2010). Coherently, this paper aims to investigate the legitimacy and accountability of CBs when
they are fully owned and financed by private subjects.

RESEARCH METHOD AND DATA COLLECTION
The authors recurred to multiple case study analyses (Yin, 2003), which have been previously used in
the study of tourism partnerships (Selin and Chavez, 1994; Riley and Love, 2000; Xiao and Smith, 2006). It
seems an appropriate research strategy because it provides richer insights that facilitate the understanding of the
different aspects analysed while still attempting to produce some form of generalisation (George and Bennet,
2005). The research steps performed to explore the phenomenon under investigation are presented below.
The selection of case studies was informed by the population of CBs associated to ‘Convention Bureau
Italia’, a network that includes most of the Italian city and regional CBs and tourist boards and many private
companies of the MICE industry.
In Italy the first CB dates back to 1985 (PromoTrieste CVB). Among the most enduring CBs we find
CB Florence (established in 1995) and CB Torino (funded in 2000). In the last 20 years, several CBs have been
created thanks to public administration incentives, but when the public support stopped or was reduced their
activity has been limited or interrupted (CB Italia 2016). Recently, new fully private owned CBs have been
established like CB Pisa and CB Naples.
In order to investigate the characteristics of CBs governed by private businesses and recurring to
private funds, we searched for case studies to analyse based on the following criteria selection steered our
search: CBs had to be active in the last few years (not in liquidation), be all city CBs (to have a similar sample)
and being controlled by private companies. Case selection was based on expert suggestions provided by the
Director of Convention Bureau Italia and information retrieved from the web and newspapers.
Information on CBs’ characteristics was collected from 2016 and 2017 through semi-structured
interviews, supplemented by the collection of internal documents and the analysis of secondary data and on-site
observations. The interviews always involved two representatives from each CB, usually the President/Chairman
and the Manging Director (Halinen and Törnroos, 2005).
Data refers to two case studies that can be considered as representative of the different paths that led to
private CBs. One case study is a CB created and funded by business tourism operators since its foundation (we
named it “The new CB”). The other case study refers to a public CB that is now governed and financed by
private subjection (its name is “The changed CB”). Case studies have been anonymized.
CASE STUDIES
In this section, a description of the mission, activities and government of two CBs selected as
representative case studies is provided.Information on the performance measures used to dialogue with CB’s
stakeholders are summarized in a table (Table 1) for reason of space.
“The new CB”
This CB was born as a network contract with legal subjectivity (similar to a consortium) in 2013.
“Immediately after its foundation, it obtained the official endorsement from the municipality and the province to
operate as the city convention bureau because neither the local government nor the region had the resources,
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knowledge and financial funds to directly manage the city as a tourism destination for business travelers”.
Ownership is spread among 10 different business companies (shareholders of the CBs). In addition, it has signed
a partnership agreement with other 40 private tourism operators named “friends” that pay an annual fee (reduced
fee compared to the membership fee).
This CB is a specialized organization in the offer (i.e. preparing a bid or proposal) and management of
congresses, meetings and other types of events. “Its main business is to attract medium-sized events of high
quality, also related to niche sectors, e.g. horse exposition and tournament”. The services offered include hotel
booking, guided tours, private transfers, catering and restaurant services, graphics and poster design, tensile
structures, event organizing secretary, etc. In order to “sell” the destination, the CB also organizes advertising
campaigns and participate to international fairs.
“Meeting planners are the key customer. When the customer makes its request, the CBs search for
suppliers within the members of the network at first stance and then among CB’s friends. Only if their
commercial offer does not meet the demands of the customer, the CB search for external subjects”.
As for other CBs, meeting planners do not pay for the service. The revenue model strongly relies (for
almost 100%) on private funds from members and friends paying an annual fee, plus the sales of some specific
services. The fee is considered to be value for money because “Our CB offers to these private businesses
advertising material e.g. maps and brochures of the city, at a discount rate, the possibility of being primary
suppliers for the events attracted by the CB and gives them the possibility to exchange knowledge, contacts and
skills with other CB partners and members”.
Despite the profit nature of the legal form chosen by this CB, which might indicate a goal of profit
maximization for its shareholders, the official mission is “to promote the destination to event organizers and to
inform both local public institutions and business actors about the benefits that can derived from the
development of the MICE industry at the local level”.Thus, also a destination management function can be
devised, although being limited to the goal of educating or convincing politicians and institutions on the
advantages of business tourism.
“The changed CB”
Born in 1995 as a CB fully financed and controlled by public subjects, this organization went through a
period of crisis due to shortage of public resources and the worldwide financial crisis. Then, the CB reborn as
limited liability consortium company in 2009 thanks to the arrival of new private shareholders (for about 80% of
the capital) gathered by a new CB Managing Director. Today, after years of continuous growth, this CB groups
about 90 shareholders and more than 100 partners (named “friends”) that pay an annual membership fee.
This CB presents itself “as a single reality that operates on behalf of private companies that are part of
our network, while being aware of carrying out a function of public interest: the creation of wealth for our city
through the acquisition of events and congresses”.
The key activity is to promote the city as business tourism destination andprepare bids and international
candidatures that will bring the organization of conferences in the city. “Once the congress/event has been
assigned to the city, we distribute the business related to that congress on the territory, primarily to our
members. Then the CB“leave the scene" because we do not directly deal with logistics and organization. This
principle is a cornerstone and allows the CB not to compete with its members and other event organization
agencies, even if the border line is never too sharp”.
Meeting planners are the key customer and their satisfaction with the services provided is constantly
monitored. The CB does not monitor the satisfaction of delegates, who are not considered as customers. On the
contrary,the CB deems shareholders and partners very important. Since 90% of funds come from fees
(contributions from public bodies fell from 56% of some years ago to 8% in 2015), the attention of CB
management is devoted to meeting the expectations of all these subjects participating to the network, who
consider their involvement in the CB as an investment for which they expect a return in terms of business. For
this reason, the CB has an information system that keeps track of the performance of each event and is able to
understand how much each single event produces in terms of business.Together with the CB’s booking portal,
the management knows how many bookings each CB hotel has obtained and from which customer arrives.
Moreover, the booking portal allows the CB to ask for a commission to hotels that benefited from the booking
service.
Another key activity is the involvement of shareholders and partners in periodic meetings and
“listening days”. “The goal is to ask them what they expect from the CB but also to create opportunities for
networking aimed at strengthening personal relationships and develop new common initiatives and business
ideas”.
According to the interviewees the local government does not have the resources to perform these
activities. The municipality often passes onto the CB requests from meeting planners as it acknowledges the
specific capabilities of the CB. “The CB has its own model, which means being completely private, and as a
private company we are accountable to our members, but recognized by the public: we bear the logo of the
municipality and we have the approval of the Mayor”.
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Table 1 – Key performance metrics
Accountability contents and related performance metrics

The New CB

amount of CB
revenues, expenses and
profit;
amount and type of
promotional activities
organised;
amount of fees paid

The Changed CB

Members/
Shareholders

amount of revenues,
costs, investments,
profits and ROI of
events;
n. and quality of
events;
n. of members and
turnover provided

Event
planners/Customers

n. of bids presented
over the number of
bids won; n. of
customer requests
managed; n. and
quality of events
procured; event
planners’ satisfaction
through surveys

Conference
attendees

Partners

Public
entities

n. of partners
and turnover
provided to
them; n. of
partners
participating to
internal meetings
and CB
workgroups

n. of events
procured; number
of conference
attendees and their
economic impact;
n. of bids presented
and won; n. of
trade fairs and n. of
meetings with
buyers

Local community
and other tourism
operators

FINDINGS
At first glance, mission and activities performed by private led CBs seem unchanged compared to what
traditionally associated to CBs owned or managed by public subjects or public-private partnerships. Promotion
of the destination is reported in CBs mission statements. However, this activity is mainly devoted to generate
business for CB’s members and not for all local stakeholders. Similarly, activities of destination management
like offering coordination, services and support to local operators have a different scope. The investigated CBs
mainly collaborate with and provide opportunities for development to the tourism operators that are formal
members. This means that the outcome of providing value and fostering development for the whole destination
associated to the CB’s activities is bounded to a limited amount of subjects.
These subjects are shareholders and members to which managers of both CBs feel accountable and
consequently report data and metrics.Managers find fundamentalmonitoringthe satisfaction of their business
expectations and demonstrating the capability of the organization to survive from a financial standpoint.When
there are no specific measures for assessing the benefits generated to members (as in the case of the “New
CB”), is because the CB managers prefer to establish an informal dialogue with members. “Being a small-sized
organization measuring is pointless because results and partners’ satisfaction are known thanks to frequent
meetings and informal dialogue”.
A key difference between the two CBs is that there is a multi-dimensional performance logic
addressing the expectations of four different types of stakeholders in the “Changed CB”. The latter measures the
turnover provided to members and partners but alsotheir number as a non-financial quantitative metric
describing members and partners satisfaction(if the number increases, it means that members are satisfied and
CB’s attractiveness rises). In addition, itmonitorscustomers’ satisfaction through feedback questionnaires or as
the number of bids won (i.e., transformed into a contracted event) over the total number of bids submitted. Data
on the number of events procured, the number of conference attendees and their economic impact are used to
dialogue with public entities.
CONCLUSIONS
Results suggest that private CBs have a more “commercial approach” to the destination as
highlighted by Hristov and Zehrer (2015). Thus, legitimacy of their actions can be questionable. However, they
do not seem to feel the need of explaining and reporting actions to different stakeholders as a mean for
maintaining legitimacy. In particular, results indicate that the reduction of public funding in the tourism sector
has led to the creation of private led CBs thatare not concerned with demonstrating CB’s legitimacy to local
communities and stakeholders different from business members and partners providing financial funds.
The decline in public funds has generated the diffusion of the consortium-financing model, which
mainly requires CBs to show the financial value created to private subjects.CBs may have positive and
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collaborative relationships with the local government, but the latter does not make claims capable to push CBs to
be more attentive and report on the impact on host communities and tourist operators in general.
The presence of CBs that put their own profitability in first place, while placing community and
wider goals to the side calls for a more active role of public entities and external stakeholders in trying to define
CB’s strategies more in line with objectives of social and economic development for the destination. Democratic
forms of governance are desirable from an ethical point of view but they could also benefit CB activities.
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ABSTRACT
Seasonality is one of the main characteristics of the Greek hotel industry, which is characterized as
labor intensive.This paper examines the case of Mykonos, one of the most popular summer destinations in
Greece. It is based on quantitative research methods and the data were collected through structured interviews
from 100 employees from different hotels and different hotel departments located in Mykonos. Scope of the
research was to realize whether the hotels in Mykonos, which provide high quality of services, use HRM
practices in their workplaces. Furthermore, information is provided by employees aboutthe HR functions, such
as recruitment methods, training, performance appraisal, benefits and rewards as well as the working conditions.
Key words: HRM, Tourism, Mykonos, Hotel, Seasonality, Greece.
INTRODUCTION
Thehumanresourcestaffingfunctions, suchasrecruitment, selection, trainingandevaluationare important
for every hotel business providing a sense of security, motivation, productivity and efficiency to the employees,
as well as ensuring not only the smooth operation of the company but also its qualitative and competitive
function. Especially for hotels that operate seasonally on popular tourist destinations, recruitingand selecting
seasonal personnel are the most important functions of the human resource department. Seasonality in tourism
has traditionally been regarded as a major problem (Butler, R. 1998); but it is also determined as the most visible
attribute of the tourism industry (Omar Abedalla, 2015). The seasonality in tourism has been defined as “a
temporal imbalance in the phenomenon of tourism, which may be expressed in terms of dimensions of such
elements as numbers of visitors, expenditure of visitors, traffic on highways and other forms of transportation,
employment, and admissions to attractions” (Butler, R. 2014). Butler’s comprehensive review of seasonality
notes two basic origins of the seasonality, “natural” and “institutional”. Natural seasonality is the result of
regular variation in climatic conditions (temperature, rainfall, snowfall, daylight etc.). Institutional seasonality is
the result of human decisions and is much more widespread and less predictable than natural seasonality (Baum,
T. 1999).
Greeceprovides the highest seasonality in tourism demand across the European Union (the 28 Member
States), since according to Eurostat (2018), in July and August of 2016 in Greece, 61% of the overnight stays
of Europeans of citizens, followed by Italy with 52% and third, Bulgaria and Slovakia with 47%. Data for
tourism seasonality in Greeceshow that only 46% of hotels operate throughout the year and80% of the
overnights stay take place during the 4 month-period between June – September (ITEP, 2018).We strongly
consider then, that Greece – because of its summer climatic conditions - belongs to the natural seasonality
category.
Over the last decades, popular tourist destinations such as Mykonos, Santorini, Rhodes, Corfu and
other islands have grown to a great extent in Greece, which attract millions of tourists during the summer
season. The major problem of hotels in these destinations is to attract qualified and trained employees on a
seasonal basis in order to become more competitive in the Greek tourism industry.This paper presents the
results of a survey of seasonal hotel business employees on the island of Mykonos with regard to the
procedures for recruiting, selecting, training and evaluating.
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HOTEL HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
The human factor in the service industry and more specifically in the hotel industry constitutes one of
the basic factors of quality (Becker W. S. and Wellins R. S., 1990). The number of personnel employed in a
hotel and the quality of these personnel are important features, which strongly influence the quality of service.
Moreover, Baum (2012) points out the high significance of human resource dimension in service sector, such as
tourism, “which is characterized by high levels of human involvement in the development and delivery of
services or vacation experiences”. Therefore, in order to reach excellence in the hospitality industry, the basic
aim should be to organize the business in such a way, that guest satisfaction and commitment will be achieved.
The human resourcemanagement is a majorissue in the service sector, as the effectiveness of service
organizations is often linked with the individual qualities of their employees (Lockyer & Scholarios,
2004).Employment in hotel businesses is characterized by some peculiarities, such as "interrupted" hours and
seasonal employment. (Stavrinoudis et al. 2003).Seasonality leads to flexible (mainly temporary) and casual
employment, underemployment and unemployment. This creates for human resources managers a competitive
workplace that requires constant action to attract, select and train staff.Greece presents high temporary
employment rates where temporary contracts are the most “popular” in the seasonal tourist industry.
Holders of temporary contracts have fewer employment rights, and are less able to enforce those
(Anagnostopoulos & Siebert, 2015); thus, HR Department is responsible to deal with these issues and take full
advantage of employees’ skills in order to improve their performance and increase their productivity. The
impacts of seasonality have been addressed by several researchers (Alananzeh, 2015;Commons & Page, 2001;
Goulding, et al., 2004; Jang, 2004; Krakover, 2000) Seasonality causes impacts in recruiting costsand
employees’ instability of income.The cost of recruiting is higher in this industry since each year the hotel
managers need to attract and select employees for their units. Moreover, take into consideration that during
peak seasons, where also labour mobility is high, hotels have to deal with the shortage of local workers, which
lead then to seek foreign workers. Except recruiting, the occasional demand for tourism workforce affects also
other HR functions. For instance, training and development procedures also present higher costs because
workers often lack sufficient skills experience and/or qualifications, which definitely will reduce the quality of
service (Hudson & Cross, 2005)
External features such as labor legislation, collective agreements, as well as internal features
(geographical location, size, hotel category, duration of operation and financial performance of the hotel
unit)play significant role in selecting and recruiting policies(Laloumis&Roupas,1996). Hotel directors or hotel
entrepreneurs are responsible for shaping employment policy, given that salaries and wages are an important
part of a hotel's budget. The top hierarchical administration selects the departmental managers and the
permanent employees, who may be subject to change because of the volume of work. It is common for hotels,
whichbelong to chains/multinational firms, to provide better benefits(allowances, hospital care, medical
coverage, insurance, pensions, education and savings programs).
The wages that are predetermined are those of the departmental managers, while the wages of bosses
are very much dependent on the availability of trained and experienced people. It is well known that the
majority of the staff is unskilled people and their remuneration depends on many factors such as the legislation
on minimum wages/salaries and collective agreements (Chytiris,1996)
Hotels are the type of businesses that traditionally require and need flexible work practices due to the
nature of service they provide. A high number of resorts operate on a seasonal basis, while all hotels need to
provide certain services on a 24-hour basis during operation. Seasonality dramatically influences industry’s
employment, leading to widespread seasonal employment, which is defined as “a non-permanent paid job that
will end once the seasonal peak has passed (Jolliffe & Farnsworth, 2003).Clearly, the incentive for employers in
adopting employment flexibility has been the need to improve competitiveness and reduce operating costs. Such
flexibility allows employers to adapt more speedily to turbulent and competitive international markets by
shedding or increasing labor in response to market demand without the costly overheads associated with full
time permanent employees (Gunnigle et al, 1998).
The selection of temporary employees(fixed-term/ seasonal contracts), mainly, is based on the premise
that such arrangements are primary employer driven. These arrangements effectively reduce employment
security and make such workers liable to lay-off or termination once reasonable notice is given and/or the
contract term or purpose expires. However, in a sector such as the hospitality, where costs are high and customer
satisfaction lays upon details, there is a tremendous need for flexibility in employment. (Krikeli et al. 2006).
Flexible methods of employment are widely used in the hospitality sector in Greece, throughout all hotel
categories. The most frequently used is temporary employment, due to the fact, that a part of the hotels are
working on seasonal basis (Krikelietal. 2006).
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THE TOURISM IN MYKONOS
Mykonos is located in the Aegean Sea, it is an island of the eastern Cyclades and one of the most
famous international tourist centers. It has an area of 87 square kilometers and a population of around
10,000inhabitants. Mykonos is also an anhydrous and rocky island with very interesting subsoil. The cultivated
landis limited;however it has a rich flora with over 1100 species of plants. Mykonos has a beautiful natural
landscape with strong Aegean characteristic and architectural tradition, making it one of the famous islands of
the international jet set and the best island in Europe (in 2018), according the Condé Nast Traveler readers.
At the same time, it is an island with a strong local color and traditional Cycladic architecture,
wonderful beaches, picturesque chapels and natural scenery. Almost the entire island has developed the tourist
infrastructure to satisfy every visitor. The image of Chora (the main town) consists of whitewashed houses,
staircases with colored wooden railings, flower-lined windows and whitewashed whitewashed alleys, gleaming
white churches perfectly embedded in the landscape and the windmills seen on the Castle's hill. Matogyannia is
the commercial street of Chora with branded clothes, jewelryshops and cafes and well-known bars await
tourists for entertainment.
Mykonos is chosen as a popular tourist destination for specific reasons. Since the early 1950s, when
the island began to grow, the first visitors were famous and wealthy coming from both Greece and abroad.
Even today, the island maintains this type of tourism, but not in the form, it had previously. Many tourists
choose Mykonos as a destination since it is really a good place for someone to search for business networking.
At the same time, it is considered that the trip to Mykonos is a sign of increased social prestige indicating a
high social status and income. This incentive strengthens the imitation tendencies of the lower and middle
societal strata, thus following the current social and consumer model.
The frantic pace of life that prevails in Mykonos during the summer period enables tourists visiting it
to satisfy motives that are related to escaping from everyday routine, and contact with other people. The role of
tour operators in shaping tourism demand is also important. The Organized Mass Tourism that prevails on the
island is the result of tourists being promoted mainly in the markets of Europe. Mykonos attracts tourists with
specific motivations since the life style on the island offers intense thrills and great freedom.
Hotels in Greece are compulsorily assigned to five categories of stars according to the specifications
and the results they collect. The higherhotel category is defined as the five star (5*) and the lower one
(1*).According to the Hellenic Chamber of Hotels, Mykonos Regional District has 39 hotels (5-star) and 52
hotels (4-star) with a capacity of 7,666 beds or 64% of the total capacity of the island. This indicates the high
level of hotel quality because in all of Greece the beds in 5 and 4 star hotels account for 41% of the capacity.
Table 1
Hotel capacity in the island of Mykonos (in 2016).
Category
Hotels
Rooms
Beds
%

5-star
39
2.009
4.046
33.5

4-star
52
1.788
3.620
30.0

3-star
29
1.008
2.019
16.7

2-star
31
741
1.466
12.1

1-star
34
465
931
7.7

Totally
185
6.011
12.082
100.0

Hotel occupancy in July-August reaches 87% based on the booking.com data. As a result of this high
demand, the prices of rooms/suites in their luxurious units range to very high levels of several thousand euros
per night.Tourists arrivedon the island via the ships of the line from Rafina and Piraeus, via the airport and the
cruise ships. During 2017, 501 cruise ships arrived in the island with almost 700,000 visitors, who usually
remain on the island for a few hours.
International flight arrivals in 2017 amounted to 731,448 (an increase of 17%) and they were all
charter flights, while domestic flight arrivals reached 475,578 passengers, showing an increase of 21%
compared to 2016. The flights of local residents range from 3,404 to 9,364 passengers per month (monthly
average of 5,493) and consequentlyup to 65,912 in totals, during the year. Based on these calculations, it is
estimated that in 2017, through domestic flights, arrived in Mykonos a total of 409,666 tourists, raising the
number of tourists arriving in Mykonos by plane to 1,141 million. From the data in Table 2 it becomes clear
that the tourist season starts from April and ends in October.
Table 2
Domestic and international arrivals at the Mykonos airport (in 2017).
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Passengers
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Year 2017

Domestic
9364
12670
17246
23349
47776
71475
93215
88968
70682
33719
3404
3710
475578

International
6
8
16
12112
50894
116926
186422
208823
124054
32028
154
7
731448

Data: Fraport Greece (2018)
However, the majority of tourists arrived in Mykonos by ships, mainly come from Rafina and Piraeus
ports. Table 3 shows the departures from the ports of Piraeus and Mykonos and the islands near Mykonos. The
figures in this table show that in recent years (2015-2017) there has been a significant increase in the passenger
traffic of the area. It is estimated that at least 1/3 of the passengers are directly or indirectly to Mykonos with
some intermediate stop or stay in another neighboring island.
Table 3
Passengers’ departures from the harbors of Piraeus and Rafina
Year
(Quarter)

SEE-LINE to
Piraeus – Mykonos –
Tinos – Samos
Rafina – East
Cyclades
Total

2015

2016

2017

2017
(1st)

2017
(2nd)

2017
(3rd)

2017
(4th)

746067

859119

1164654

112249

281214

613532

157659

1947869

2023459

2299888

146878

545494

131078

246438

2695951

2884594

3466559

259127

826708

744610

404097

Source: www.seen.org.gr
According to data from air travel and ferry arrivals, tourists amount to 2.3 million; taking into
consideration the 700 thousand cruise ship visitors, overall 3 million tourists visited Mykonos in 2017.
SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH
The main objective of the survey was to identify the human resource practices, such as recruiting,
selecting, training and evaluating hotel employees in Mykonos. At the same time, the employee’s opinion was
explored for the reasons that led them to Mykonos for seasonal work, as well as the working and living
conditions in Mykonos. The survey was conducted with face-to-face method at the hotel workplaces. The
questionnaires were distributed through the hotel managers, which helped to shorten the data collection process
to all employees (including employees with different nationality). The employees who responded to the
questionnaires were mainly seasonal, (under five-month, six-month, seven-month and twelve-month contracts),
as well as students who did their traineeship/internship as a part of their studies.
The survey was conducted in 5, 4 and 3-star hotels. The majority of the respondents (60%) were
employees of5-star hotels, while 25% of them work in 4-star hotels, and the remaining 15% in 3-star
hotels.Thesurvey focused on large scaled and organized hotels, which account for more than 80% of the hotel
bed capacity in Mykonos.One hundred (100) hotel employeesfilled in the questionnaire. The period of
conducting the survey (distribution and collection of the questionnaires) was from 25/09/2017 to 30/10/2017,
atthe end of the season, in order to have anoverall picture of their work experience and study their attitudes and
opinions about the workplace practices.A 19-item questionnaire was written in Greek, including demographic
characteristics(in the first set of questions). The second set of questions was focused to HR staffing; more
specifically to recruiting, selecting, training and evaluating staff. Our goal was to collect information especially
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on recruiting strategies (internal or external), the selection methods, the factors that influenced employees in
choosing the specific job, the training programs offered by the employers as well as the staff evaluation.
RESEARCH RESULTS
A) Demographics
According to the survey results, 58% of the participants in the survey weremale and 42% were female.
More specifically, 45% of the sample belongs to the age group from 18 to 29 years of age and the 36% is the
age group of 30 to 39 years.Lower percentagesare observed in the age groups of 40 to 49 years (12%) and 50 to
60 years with 7% respectively. The survey did not observe any response for employee over the age of 60; it
indicates that a very high percentage of employees belongs to the prime age working group (under the age of
39), which is indicative of the age composition of the employees in Mykonos hotel business. It should be
noted, however, that older employees seemed reluctant to participate in the survey
Regarding the educational level of the respondents,it was very interesting to find, that half of our
employees’ sample had a higher education qualification (20% are holders of TEI (University of applied
sciences) degree and 20% are holders of university degrees; moreover, another 10% have a postgraduate
degree). A quarter of the sample employees have a postsecondary educational certification, while only 17%
were high school graduates and 8% middle school graduates. However, results showed that 60% of the
employees did not have any education or training related to tourism.
As far as the employment relationship and working hours in the same hotel (on a permanent or
seasonal basis), the results showed,that 41% of employees have a tenure from 1 to 5 years. Moreover,
significant percentages (21%) of the employees have a tenure between 5-10 years. A long-term relationship is
considered to those employees who work at the same company from 11 to 15 years (11%) and over 16 years
(3%) respectively. In addition,it was noteworthy was the fact that 24% of respondents were new entrants or
trainee workers.
The survey was representative, since employees from all hotel departments (guest services in entry
and advanced level as well as administrative), filled in the questionnaire.Almost one third of the respondents
(27%) worked in reception, 13% in the restaurant section, 14% in coffee and bar, 12% in kitchen and 11% in
administration. A small percentage of 7% worked in housekeeping.However, the small percentage may be
because the survey was carried out at the end of the season where the occupancy was relatively small and
therefore the number of staff in these departments was limited. Finally, 16% of the respondents’ state that work
in other hotel professions as drivers, safety, maintenance, spa services, gymnastics, etc.
Regarding the nationality of the respondents, it was remarkable that large percentages (39%) of hotel
employees in Mykonos are foreigners. More specifically, except the Greek employees, 30% come from
Albania, 6% from Bulgaria and 3% from other countries (Ukraine, FYROM, Romania etc.).
Table 4
Seasonality of employment in the Hotels of Mykonos
Length of employment in months
5 months
6 months
7 months
8 months
9 months
12 months

%
7
41
36
10
3
3

As far as the length employment for the hotel employees, the vast majority work for 6 months (41%)
and 7 months (36%). Table 4 show, as expected, the high percentages of seasonal employment in the island of
Mykonos, which is one of the top summer tourist destinations in Greece. It’s worth mentioning here that avery
small percentage (3%) of employees work in hotel which operates throughout the year.
B) Recruitment (Selecting and Hiring)Process
Findings on the recruitment procedure showed that almost 5 out of 10 employees (47%)which are
hired have a previous work experience (tenure) at the same hotel during the past year(s). This means that the
employees perform well and fit to the company values and its organizational culture. Moreover, this also
increase trust in employer-employee relationship, and make the workers return and wish to build career in the
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same hotel. This is very common labour strategy in hotels that operates on seasonal basis; in other words, these
hotels use this type of employees as“core” personnel and hire the rest of personnel as “peripheral” workers.
Table 5
RecruitmentMethodsinMykonos’ Hotels
Part-year Employees
(worked at the same hotel in previous year(s))
Internet
Student Internship (tertiary-post secondary education)
WordofMouth(friends, relatives, current employees)
Newspapers
Universities/Colleges/Schools
Public Employment Services (OAED)
Professional Organizations, Trade Unions
Consulting Firms
Temporary Employment Agencies

47%
20%
17%
6%
5%
2%
1%
1%
1%
0%

Table 5 also indicates that hotels use modern recruiting methods such as post job vacancies on line
and use the web for recruiting (20%). Moreover, another recruitment method is through
traineeships/internships (17%). Selecting trainees (through tertiary or postsecondary education)taking
advantage of the fact that students-trainees are paid with much less money (indirect and direct contributions)
than other employees are.Thus, as mentioned earlier, these trainees are peripheral workers who paid less but
need more training since hotel industry is a demanded services sector. Finally, it is important to note here that
external “traditional” recruitment methods, such as putting advertising in newspapers or contacting public
employment services, are probably old-fashioned and have less interest from employers’ view.
The findings about interview process, indicated that mainly the hotel owners/entrepreneur were in
charge of the interview and selection procedure (40%).With a smaller but also significant percentage (31%)
hotel,general managers are also responsible for this procedure; then, the HR Department follows with 28%.
Taking into consideration that in many cases the hotel entrepreneuris also acts as the general manager,
demonstrates the significant role of the entrepreneur in this procedure. However, it is accepted that in small
businesses, many of them in our sample, the hotel entrepreneur carries great responsibilities with many tasks
and also delivers issues as an HR manager.
C) Staff Training and Performance Appraisal (Evaluation)
Related to the staff training, employees were asked to reply if they received any training in their
workplaces. The findings were mixed, since 55% of the respondents replied that hotels provide on the job
training and development programs; however, another significant 45% responded that they did not receive any
training. Moreover, regarding the frequency of the training programs which is provided to the employees,
almost half (47%) of the hoteloffer this at the beginning of the season; (7%) whenever is needed and only 1%
on a regular basis each month. In contrast, 45% does not emphasize the training of the staff; this is mainly
because the companies are geared towards lowering costs and recruiting staff only when they open the
hotel.According to X. Yang (2010), training programs before the work help employees get used to the
environment and work tasks very quickly and avoid the obstacles and possible accidents during work. Also,
adequate trainings before work lead to the better attitudes towards their work, as a result, better services will be
offered to customers.
With regard to the project appraisal, 44% of the respondents-employees replied that the hotel manager
or hotel director carried out the assessment and the clients through a questionnaire did another 30%.
Assessment methods such as self-evaluation and evaluation throughan assessment committee have been
reported in very few cases. On the other hand, a significant percentage (24%) of employees repliesthat there
was no project appraisalat all in their workplaces. It is accepted that evaluation encourages and motivates them
to work harder and better in the future, and helps them to improve their skills and abilities by rewarding,
compensating and more practicing. (Dessler 2006). However, the research showed that an important number of
hotels do not appraising employees’ performance probably because of the lack of time or lack of knowledge or
lack of interest.
D) Factors Lead Employees to Choose this Job
Employees were also asked which factors led employees to choose this specific job in the island of
Mykonos. Almost one out three employees(29%)chose this job because employer provide special/additional
benefits. Others factors were:a) the high salary (21%), (b) the previous experience at the same employer (19%),
(c) the brand name of the hotel unit (14%), (d) the challengingjob (12%). The fact that house rents are very
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expensive andthe luxury life style in Mykonos have created a big issue for employees in recent years.
Especially the hotel employees meet major difficulties cause of the extremely high cost of living in Mykonos.
For this reasons a large part of hotels has been forced to provide additional benefits to employees, such as
accommodation and meals at over 50%.Finally, employees were asked to report – as an open question - the
advantages and disadvantages of working in a hotel in MykonosIsland. Table 6 indicates the most important
ones:
Table 6
Advantages and Disadvantages of Working in a Hotel in Mykonos Island
Positive Characteristics
• Very good work climate
• Good Salaries/Bonuses
• Prospects for Promotion
• Workplace of mutual respect
• Challenging Employment
• International Experience

Negative Characteristics
• Exhaustive hours
• Minimum or no day off
• The seasonality of work
• Very high cost of living

CONCLUSIONS
Employees in hotel businesses are one of the most essential factors for the hotel in order to operate
efficiently and to be able to achieve its goals. The HR functions, such as of recruiting, selecting, training, and
evaluating, are considered a complex process both for the HR department as well as for the hotel
manager/owner who is involved with these procedures. The high uncertainty and fluctuations, due to
seasonality for the majority of the hotels in the sample, make the whole process highly risky since the hotel
manager/owner have to “repeat” the above procedures on a year basis.
Mykonos is a small but very popular island since it has only 10 thousand permanent residents but
visitors exceed 3 million during the summer. The main characteristic is the high percentage of the 4 and 5-bed
hotels that account for 63.5% of the island's capacity.It was noteworthy that 81% of respondents were under
the age of 40, indicating that young and middle-aged employees work mainly in the hotel industry. Also, the
high percentage of foreign workers (almost 40%) shows the high demand for seasonal labour in hotels. In
addition, another interesting point is the fact that although the educational level of the workers was generally
high, however, 60% of the employeesdid not have any training or studies related to tourism.
Regarding to staffing strategy, part-year employees with a “repeated” work experience (until 5 years)
in the same hotel present a high percentage (65%), indicating the high degree of employee retention; thus, we
consider them as the long-time employees as well as the “core” personnel where satisfaction and
trust/engagement are important for both parts. In this case, the majority of the employees characterized as
skilled professionals. What is remarkable is the high percentage of students/trainees (17%) which called them
as peripheral workers who do not enjoy labor stability and high wages.It was also realized that the hotel
owner/manager (71%) has full power and control in the recruiting process; in other words, HR Department has
limited involvement in this procedure. Also, training was provided to 55% of the respondents, while the
remaining 45% said the hotel did not provide any kind of training. With regard to the evaluation, only 24% of
the respondents do not have any kind of assessment, and in most cases, the hotel manager (44%) or the clients
of the company (30%) carry out the evaluation.
Hotels attempt to attract seasonal staff to Mykonos providing additional benefits such as
accommodation and meals at over 50%of the sample. However, staff shortages, especially in housekeeping is
important. These shortcomings force employees to work exhausting hours with limited or no day offs.
Additionally, in the negative characteristics can be included the high cost of living on the island, as well as the
seasonality of work, since 77% of the workers in hotels in Mykonos work for 6 to 7 months, while only 16% of
the employees working from 8 to 12 months.
PROPOSALS
Based on the results of the survey, there are some proposals in order to provide solutions to improve
services, increase the competitiveness of hotels, and improve the working conditions and performance of
employees.At an organizational level, hotels and especially large ones should have an autonomous HR
department; thus the hotel owner/manager may have more free time to spend in other business functions and can
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be more efficient in his/her areas of responsibility. The HR department should be more involved with the
procedures for recruiting, training and evaluating seasonal staff.
As mentioned above, staffing strategies are important; starting with the recruitment and selection
process, the HR Department should emphasize many factors and criteria to select the most suitable candidates.
Due to the low percentage of trained staff in tourism, training/development programs related to the employees’
educational, social and work experience level should be implemented. These programs should be as enjoyable as
possible, applying a variety of training methods to make even an employee with a low educational and work
experience level to get the required knowledge. Performance appraisal should also be conducted methodically
and on a regular basis to improve employee performance.The need to HR Department is vital in many cases; the
hotels should employ a sufficientnumber of employees (in proportion to the hotel's capacity and facilities) and
not operate with the smallest possible human resources, in order to reduce payroll costs. The lack of staff
leadsemployees to burnt-out and heavy workload,while employee engagement as well as employee satisfaction
are very low and force them to quit increasing at the end the costs of all HR procedures. In conclusion, every
hotel should be aware that high quality services can provide those hotels which have well-trained, skilled and
satisfied employees.
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ABSTRACT
Tourism is the main contributor to Portugal’s economy, and coastal areas are naturally, the key market
drivers. Coastal areas have high tourism demand but seasonality is a challenge and the government must find
solutions to induce tourism activities throughout the remaining months of the year. However, tourism is
changing as well as the demand, and the search for authentic experience and different places is a plausible reality
in the country. This new reality opens doors to the creation of new integrated projects aimed at promoting the
residents’ quality of life, boosting new local economies, and successively, fostering tourism in areas far away
from the centers or where ‘sun- sand-sea’ tourism is more frequent. Tourism in rural coastal areas responds to
the demands for new markets and unique experiences, by providing different and distinguishable offers through
heritage, gastronomy, co-creation of experiences, etc. In this context, we have prepared a bibliographical review
on the theme "coastal tourism rural areas,” which is intended to understand the development of existing studies
about this subject. Contents were analyzed from selected books and journal articles in the SCOPUS database.
The search terms were inscribed by combining several key words to obtain reliable results, such as "tourism,”
"rural-urban fringe,” "coastal tourism,” "rural tourism,” "rural tourism development,” and “coastal areas,”
among others. We conclude that research of this nature is still recent and a dearth of literature exists regarding
the main themes, linking tourism, tourism in coastal zones and rural tourism. It is believed that this work would
contribute significantly in minimizing this gap.
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ABSTRACT
This research paper evaluates a city break destination with the city of Athens as a case study. Today, Athens is
trying to redefine its position on the world map. The research approach of this work focuses firstly, on an
analysis which ranks the advantages and disadvantages according to the visitors’ opinion and perception and
secondly on a description of the city’s personality which is depicted by Semantic Differential scales. The results
reveal aspects and characteristics of Athens that can guide DMOs and tourism organizations to evaluate their
offer, to improve the tourism product and to design effective marketing management strategies.
Key Words: city break destination, tourism marketing management, city’s personality, Semantic Differential
scales.
INTRODUCTION
The general concept of urban tourism specifies a complex tourism system that consists of all the
conditions and manifestations of the tourism activities that happen in the area, taking into account the tourism
infrastructure and the attractiveness of the destination as the main reason for the trip. This paper focuses on a
city break destination with the city of Athens as a case study. Athens is the historic capital of Europe, with a
long history. It is a destination for both leisure travelers and business travelers because of the wide range of
activities it offers. In recent years, Athens has flourished in tourism, especially after the economic crisis of 2008
- 2013, where the fall in performance indicators ranged from 40-60%.
Taking into account the importance of the above-mentioned elements, as well as the benefits of tourism
for a place and at the same time the flowering of urban tourism, a research was carried out which aimed at
studying Athens as an urban destination combined with a number of factors. The research approach of this work
focuses firstly, on an analysis which ranks the advantages and disadvantages of the city and secondly on a
description of the city’s personality which is depicted by Semantic Differential scales. The results could guide
Destination Marketing and Management Organizations to implement strategies concerning market segmentation,
product design and tourism promotion.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Buhalis and Amaranggana (2014) consider the tourism destination to be an amalgam of tourism
products and services produced and offered to the customer as upgraded experiences. According to Saarinen
(2004, in Oliveira and Panyik 2015), the tourism destination can be a socially – culturally constructed place, in a
constantly evolving rational practice, promoted as a travel experience unique to each consumer (Tkaczynski,
Rundle-Thiele and Cretchley, 2015).
Taking into consideration the above, it is obvious that the tourism destinations that can be developed
are unlimited and involve countries, regions and cities. In particular, city tourism in Europe has evolved into a
leader of the European tourism industry in terms of tourist numbers and growth rates, with an average relative
change in overnight stays of 3.5%. The phenomenon of city trips is mainly European and can be registered as
part of urban tourism (Charterina and Aparicio, 2015). Cities offer several products, targeted at tourists, the
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attractiveness and quality of which determine the competitiveness of cities and, therefore, their development
(Lapko, 2014).
In particular, the types of tourism that a city can offer and they can operate, under certain conditions, as
poles of attraction are, first of all, cultural tourism (historical monuments, art, architecture, traditions,
gastronomy, religion etc). In this point should be underlined that an increase in local and international tourism
related to the search for new experiences through culture has been noted (Shadifar et al. 2016; Mc Kercher and
du Cros 2002, in Rodzi et al. 2013). In addition, professional tourism, which is considered to be a considerably
dynamic and important sector (Virgil and Popsa, 2014), contributes to the mitigation of seasonality and has a
reduced effect on the environmental impact (Konar et al. 2016; Spasić et al. 2014; Virgil and Popsa, 2014). As
part of the city tourism, recreation tourism, which is any trip made for entertainment purposes, is also
developing (Daly and Gereffi, 2017). Its typical features are, usually, staying in good hotels or resorts, relaxing
on the beaches or in the room or taking part in organized guided tours and getting to know local attractions.
In addition, sport tourism with its worldwide development (Peric et al. 2016; Dehnavi et al. 2012, in
SlakValek et al. 2014) offers the conditions for promoting the destination and also represents the possibility of
building, improving or changing the impression of the destination hosting the sporting events (SalgadoBarandela, et al. 2015). While Radicchi (2013) talks about new lifestyle and consumer patterns, as well as the
passion for “unique” experiences and the trend for “adventurous vacations”. Other reasons for visiting the city in
one’s free time include shopping, visiting friends and relatives and many other activities (Lapko, 2014). The area
where tourism is developing also relates to the availability of hotel units in the area (Lapko, 2014).
Many destinations provide the above types of tourism. Any region or city that believes it has something
notable to offer can compete with similar tourism destinations. What differentiates the destination is the
experience and quality that will characterize the visitor’s stay throughout its duration. It is therefore not enough
for the city – tourism destination to have a range of tourism products and services in order to be chosen by
potential visitors. All these features should also act as poles of attraction. According to the findings of the abovementioned researches, the city should be seen as a destination with obvious advantages that will create a sense of
quality to the visitors for the product and the services they have purchased and will contribute to the acquisition
of positive and memorable experiences.
As a result, the decision – makers of the destination should periodically investigate visitors’ beliefs and
opinions about the data that provide the basis for attracting visitors, such as sights, monuments, availability of
appropriate accommodation, gastronomy, the existence of information about the destination, the friendly mood
of the residents, the training of tourism employees, the perceived value of the product in relation to its cost and
the status quo in an area with respect to safety, delinquency, cleanliness etc.
Therefore, the successful promotion of a destination requires differentiation from the competition or
“positive” positioning of the product in the minds of consumers and potential visitors, and in order to achieve
this aim the key element is, primarily, the examination of the characteristics of the destination and the perception
of the visitors about its advantages and disadvantages as well as the “intensity” with which they are perceived.
Moreover, as the growing global competition makes destinations expendable, apart from identifying
their strengths and weaknesses, yet another element, namely the personality they are developing, is becoming a
very important factor for their diversification and the development of effective tourism marketing strategies.
Chen and Phou (2013) define the personality of the destination as a set of human attributes related to the
destination. The personality they develop is considered a sustainable concept for the creation of strong names
and unique identities of tourism destinations (Ekinci and Hosany, 2006). The city must be given an identity, a
mentality with a set of fixed values and within this logic should be treated as an entity with its own personality
(Stigel and Frimann, 2006). The destination is characterized by its personality and a distinct personality is the
one that will differentiate it from the rest, will influence consumer preferences and choice and will create an
emotional bond with the place (Chen and Phou, 2013; Ekinsi and Hosany, 2006).
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
Therefore, the purpose of this research is to identify but also to prioritize the advantages and
disadvantages of Athens in order to record the “intensity” attributed to them by visitors. It then aims to describe
the city through features that capture its personality and its characteristics as they emerge through the scope and
perception of its visitors.
METHODOLOGY
SAMPLING AND DATA COLLECTION
The sample consisted of foreign tourists who had at least one overnight stay in the city of Athens. Data
collection took place at the Athens International Airport “Eleftherios Venizelos”, following a special permit.
One hundred and fifty-nine (159) completed questionnaires were gathered.
QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN – ANALYSIS
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The types of questions that were used for the purposes of this paper were closed-ended questions of
multiple answers (advantages and disadvantages of the city) as well as a question on a Semantic Differential
scale. Closed-ended questions were also used to record demographics.
Respondents were asked to rank the 5 main advantages and disadvantages of the city, according to their
opinion (Ntaka, 2017). For the questions where respondents chose the 5 main advantages and disadvantages of
Athens, the order of preference with which each criterion was chosen was considered and the sum of the answers
of each criterion was summed up. If the criterion was the first choice of the participant it scored 5 points, if it
was the second 4 points, the third 3 points, the fourth 2 points and the fifth 1 point. By finding the total it was
easy to determine the ranking order of the criteria. For example, climate conditions were selected as the second
advantage in the ranking with a total of 405 points. This result was found by multiplying the total of the answers
of each preference (1-5) to the corresponding grade (43*5)+(25*4)+(14*3)+(20*2)+(8*1)=405.
The question about the “personality” of Athens, as perceived by tourists, has been analyzed by using
the Semantic Differential scale, which measures the perception of concepts, attitudes and behaviors. Through a
five-step scale where the two ends were a pair of opposing concepts such as pure – dirty, hospitable –
inhospitable etc., the respondents were asked to choose the point on the scale representing their opinion on the
subject of the question and in this case on Athens.
PROFILE AND DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE
Analyzing the demographics of the sample (Ntaka, 2017), it can be seen that women are slightly more
compared to men (54.1% women, 45.9% men) and most of the population belong to the age groups of 18-24 and
25-34, by 26.4% and 36.5% respectively. In addition, age groups 35-44 and 45-54 give, cumulatively, a
percentage of 23.9%. Regarding the geographical origin of visitors Europe comes first (44%) followed by
America (38.4%). The entry of the Asian market is impressive with the visitor rate reaching a percentage of
15.1% (participants were all from countries like Korea and China).
A percentage of 23.9% had a Masters degree and 2.5% were PhD holders. These data confirm the high
educational level of the respondents and attach extra importance to the findings of the research.
The overwhelming majority, 75.5% of the population, visited Athens for the first time and only 24.5%
had a previous visit to the city. The main reason for the trip was entertainment with 89.3% while 8.1% visited
Athens for business and only 2.5% to visit relatives.
DATA ANALYSIS
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF ATHENS
Table 1.
Advantages of Athens.
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Table 1 presents the advantages of Athens as indicated by the survey participants (Ntaka, 2017). It
stands out that the first, by far, advantage of Athens is the archaeological and cultural wealth it offers. Climate
conditions come second, while in the third place is the easy walk through the city. The local cuisine which is
accessible at any time throughout the day occupies the fourth place. The fifth advantage, as revealed by the
research, is entertainment and nightlife followed by the friendly residents who are always willing to help, the
accessibility to other destinations and the variety of accommodation. However, the value of the product and
services in relation to their cost shares the tenth position along with the capability of moving around the city.
Table 2.
Disadvantages of Athens.
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According to Table 2 (Ntaka, 2017), the first disadvantage is the lack of cleanliness with 471 points.
The impact it has on visitors is obvious when it is compared to the second disadvantage faced by Athens, which
gathered 359 points, and has to do with traffic congestion. The difference between these two disadvantages is
more than 100 points and it is quite alarming. The third disadvantage is delinquency (minor thefts), followed by
strikes combined with marches, while fifth is the lack of information points for tourists. The lack of international
promotion of the city and on-line services and information for tourists come next. In the eighth place, which is
considered as a high ranking, is the low level of training of the employees in tourism. A number of other features
that is also important in attracting customers as shown in the table above.
THE PERSONALITY OF ATHENS
Table 3 (Ntaka, 2017) presents the answers that shape the personality of the city as perceived by
visitors. The Semantic Differential scale has been used to analyze this question. The personality of Athens is
defined by a five-step scale (1-5) with its two ends forming a pair of opposing concepts. The negative concept
(the left edge) has a value of 1 and the positive concept (the right edge) a value of 5. It is easy to discern the
problems, especially the dirty city of value 2, the lack of organization (chaotic) of almost 2.5 value and its
characterization as traditional with a value of almost 3. While in positive terms Athens is rated as interesting
with a value of 4.4, friendly with a value of just over 4 and exciting with a value of 4. In the intermediate
category, with a value of 3.5 characterizations such as distinctive, happy and cheap were found (Ntaka, 2017).
So, on the one hand and according to the members of the sample, Athens gives the impression of an
interesting city that is quite welcoming and exciting. At the same time the city is characterized as safe and
beautiful, and in terms of cost it is considered quite economical. On the other hand, unfortunately, it is
characterized as quite dirty, lacking organization and more traditional than modern. Athens’ characterizations as
dirty and disorganized outline its negative face and the city is called upon to reversing the terms and
emphasizing its positive features.
Table 3.
The personality of Athens.

The findings regarding the visitors’ overall view on security in Athens, as presented in Table 3 (Ntaka,
2017) are important. Visitors have a positive view on security, a feature that has to do with the formed opinions
by visitors, rather than those presented by news channels that are not always impartial. The finding that came up
after examining the disadvantages and has to do with minor thefts does not seem to influence the opinion of the
tourists.
RESULTS, COMMENTS AND IMPLICATIONS
This research shows that the main advantages of the city are its archaeological and cultural wealth
while they are being followed by climate conditions, easy walking around the city, access to local cuisine
throughout the day and nightlife. However, it should not be ignored that features such as the value of the product
and the services in relation to their cost are not in the first place of the advantages but towards the end of the list
(tenth position). Even lower are features of the city such as its aesthetics and areas that one can go shopping.
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The main disadvantages are the lack of cleanliness, the traffic problem, the delinquency (minor thefts),
strikes in combination with marches and the lack of information points for tourists. The lack of international
promotion of the city comes next along with on-line services and information for tourists. In addition, visitors
also noted the training level of tourism employees as a drawback although it is listed in the eighth position and
not in the top 5 disadvantages (nevertheless a high position for a city like Athens). Several important features
such as the variety of accommodation, public transport, shopping areas follow. They may not be noted in the
main disadvantages, but they should be taken into consideration by the city’s authorities. As far as the
personality of the city is concerned, it is considered to be a chaotic city facing the problem of cleanliness (a point
which coincides with the findings of the disadvantages’ section). Nevertheless, Athens, as a personality receives
mainly positive characterizations such as interesting, friendly, exciting, distinct and joyful. It is also positively
appreciated in terms of prices.
A city like Athens, that has the potential to offer a plethora of tourism types and attract many customer
markets, has to minimize the disadvantages and highlight its advantages.
As far as its customer markets are concerned the age group of 18-24, which was the more represented
than other age groups, could be a target market as from the age of 18 onwards a kind of independence from the
family usually starts due to studies or employment resulting in greater ease for holidays and quest for tourism
destinations. A first visit to Athens that will fulfill the needs of the young tourist and create nice memories will
lead to future visits in an older age.
Although Athens was preferred by tourists coming from America and Europe, the entry of the Asian
market was impressive and given the mileage they are traveling it is a very positive step in opening up to new
markets. As for the Asian market, the participants were all from countries like Korea and China.
The high percentage of visitors with a high level of education that Athens attracts, is a powerful form of
“mouth to mouth” advertising that could influence their environment, provided that visitors will return to their
homes having fulfilled their expectations, so that they will communicate the advantages of the city and not
highlight the possible problems they encountered during their stay.
The promotion of the city needs more intensive rhythms (which was emphasized by the participants in
the research) and adoption of new technologies. The evolution in the technology that has invaded our life forms
the dominant way of informing everyone about everything. Advertising and promotion of a product no longer
exists if the product does not appear first in the search engines. The bulk of funds, whether they come from the
government budget or from private companies, must be channeled into on-line advertising and social media for
the city to be competitive and aim to new generations of tourists.
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Abstract
The usage of farms in rural areas as part of farm tourism is important not only for rural development
but also for sustainability as well. In this context, the usage of farms in rural areas under the agricultural tourism
has been projected and the number of these farms is increasing gradually. One of these projects is TaTuTa
Project carried by the support of Wheat Ecological Life Support Association in 2002 in Turkey. The aims of this
project are to provide additional income for the family business engaged in ecological agriculture in rural areas,
provide work force, carry out the exchange of experience and mutual knowledge in ecological production
methods, contribute to ensure intercultural exchange, contribute to develop and strengthen a shared awareness
about the ecological life and mutual responsibilities.This study aims to find out to what extent the objectives of
the project TaTuTa is achieved in the province of Rize.This is a qualitative research, and phenomenology which
underpins personal experiences was used as a research design.There is only one farm tourism business joined
Tatuta in Rize, because of this, sampling methods were not needed.
Semi structured interview was conducted as a way of data gathering and the received data has been subject to
content analysis. This study provides opportunities to compare the results of similar studies made or to be made
in other ecological holiday farms. Revealing the success of this project is important because other farmers
working in that region can be encouraged for farm tourism. Besides, for a place like Rize, where tourism is
mainly based on nature, farm tourism can be a good way for the regions’ sustainability.
Keywords: Agri-tourism, Farm Tourism, Ecological Holiday Farm, Tatuta.
Introduction
The usage of a farm for recreational reasons is called as farm tourism or agri-tourism (Tew and Barbieri, 2012:
215). Tourism is accepted as a development strategy when farms have experienced economic crisis since 1970s
(Wilson at all., 2001:132). Tourism could enable additional income and work force for the farmers. To get over
from the economic crisis in the rural areas, different diversification methods have been used. There are
economic and non-economic reasons behind applying diversification strategies. To create additional income, to
cope with the fluctuations in agriculture, to use the farm sources effectively and to increase market share are
some of the economic reasons. To keep the farm in the family, to increase hobbies and enjoying the rural area
are some of the non-economic reasons (Barbieri and Mahoney,2009).
Diversifying the farm with tourism has some advantages and disadvantages. Bransgrove and King (1996) asserts
that farm tourism has advantages as it supplies long term financial income and job opportunities, and it is a good
way for maintaining the existing life style. Pleasure taken with working with the family, proud felt by the
business done and the pleasure taken with the independent working are another advantages of farm tourism
(Getz and Carlsen, 2000:556). There are some disadvantages of diversifying the farm with tourism. According to
Mendonsa (1983), operating in tourism, has some difficulties for families, especially for the women who work
most. Long working hours, less financial gain and deterioration of family life are other disadvantages (Smith,
1998). Preserving the family privacy is another problem (Stringer, 1981). Interfering in family privacy and
conflict in the family, very limited free time and difficulty in balancing work and the family life is other
obstacles (Getz and Carlsen, 2000:556).
Farm tourism has started to become widespread in Turkey with the project called Tatuta (Farm Tourism in
Ecological Farms and Volunteer Exchange of Knowledge and Experience) in 2002. There are 92 farm tourism
businesses (Tatuta Farm) in Turkey. These Tatuta Farms are connected with the WWOOF. WWOOF
(worldwide opportunities on organic farms) is a worldwide movement linking volunteers with organic farmers
and growers to promote cultural and educational experiences based on non- monetary exchange, thereby helping
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to build a sustainable, global community (WWOOF,2017). The main objectives of this Tatuta project are to
provide additional income, volunteer work force knowledge support for the farmers and to encourage for the
ecological agriculture for sustainability (TATUTA, 2017).The purpose of this study is to identify the perceptions
and experiences of the owner of farm tourism business in Rize about the Tatuta Project and farm tourism.
Design and methodology
This is a qualitative research, and phenomenology which underpins personal experiences was used as a research
design. Akturan (2013:85) suggests that phenomenology is an inductive descriptive research method and the
purpose of this method is to describe the phenomenon as it is including with the individual experiences. There is
only one farm tourism business joined Tatuta in Rize, because of this, sampling methods were not needed. Semi
structured interview was conducted with two people (husband and the wife) in that farm as a way of data
gathering and the interview was recorded. Recording the interview in phenomenological researches is important
for the researcher to give the attention to the interview (Akturan, 2013:91). Data was content analysed.
The main research question is ‘How are the experiences of the owner of the farm tourism business in Rize about
the Tatuta Project?’ ‘What are the opinions about the Tatuta Project and farm tourism?’The main objective of
this study is to identify the opinions of the owner of the farm tourism business about the Tatuta Project.
Analysis and findings
Recorded interview was transcribed and content analyzed. Due to the evaluative perspective of the
research, Evaluation Coding with Magnitude Coding and Descriptive Coding were applied. Magnitude
Coding is used to note whether the participant makes a positive or negative comment and Descriptive
Coding is used to note the topic (Saladana, 2009:98).
To note the topic descriptive coding was employed. After descriptive coding to evaluate the content,
magnitude coding was applied. Magnitude Coding consist of and adds a supplemental alphanumeric or
symbolic code or subcode to an existing coded datum or category to indicate its intensity, frequency,
direction, presence or evaluative content (Saldana, 2009: 5). Magnitude Codes can consist of words or
numbers that suggest evaluative content like; positive, negative, neutral (Saldana, 2009:59).
The owners of the farm is 47 years old and graduated from high school. They are tourism professionals and
have a ten-year-experience. Their business has joined Tatuta 4 years ago. The farm is open all year-round.
Daily price for daily stay is 160 TL and the farmland is 4 decare. Total bed amount is 20. The visitors’ age
is between 20-30. The visitors’ nationality changes. Americans, Australians, New Zealanders, Germans,
Danish (Erasmus students) come to visit the farm. Visitors stay at the farm at least one week and at most 12 months. The information about the business, the owner of the business and the visitors are shown in
Table 1.
Table 1. Information about farm owner and the visitors
Age
47
Occupation
Tourism professional
Education
High school
Owners of the
business
Operation experience
10
Joining Tatuta
4 years ago
Operating period
12 months
Daily price
160 TL
Farmland
4 Decare
Business
Total bed amount
20
Age
20-30
Nationality
Americans,
Australians,
New
Zealanders,
Germans,
Danish
(Erasmus students)
Visitors
Stay
At least 1 week, at most 1-2 months
The owners of the farm were asked to evaluate Tatuta project with regard to additional income, work force,
knowledge exchange, ecological awareness and in general. To evaluate the content magnitude coding was
applied. The owners of the farm stated that after they started to work on tourism sector, they earned
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additional income but this income is limited because they welcome limited number of visitors. The visitors
also benefit this project when they come to farm for work experience, because they do not pay for the stay
and for food if they help the farmer at the farm work. The owners of the farm stated that working as a farm
tourism business is good because it provides additional stated that working as a farm tourism business is
good because it provides additional work force and helps carrying out the exchange of experience and
knowledge especially with the foreign tourist not the domestic tourist. They stated that:
‘The most important benefit of this Tatuta project for us is to knowledge exchange. Some of the visitors are
sportsman and they teach us different types of exercises. Some visitors are theatre player and they teach us
how to act. Some are psychologist and they share their knowledge with us. Some are musician and they
play instruments and teach how to play instruments.’
The owner of the farm thinks that Tatuta project strengthens awareness about ecological life and is a good
network about seed exchange. They said that visitors from China and France brought seeds of their own.
Foreign visitors learn new things in every farm they visited and share this new knowledge with other
farms. But domestic tourists do not know about Tatuta.
Table 2.Farm Owner’s points of view about Tatuta project
Positive
Negative
Additional Income
ü
Work Force
ü
Knowledge Exchange
ü
Ecological Awareness
ü
Job Satisfaction
ü
Total
5
0

No impact

ü
1

The owners of the farm tourism business are satisfied with this project because they said that they learned
lots of things and it pushed them to look at the nature with another perspective. Tatuta project is a good
way of getting to know different cultures. They recommend other farms to join this project. All the coded
data is shown in Table 2.
Discussion
One of the important projects for the application and development of farm tourism in Turkey is TaTuTa
(Eco-Agro Tourism and Voluntary Knowledge and Skills Exchange on Organic Farms). The aims of this
project are to provide additional income for the family business engaged in ecological agriculture in rural
areas, provide work force, carry out the exchange of experience and mutual knowledge in ecological
production methods, contribute to ensure intercultural exchange, contribute to develop and strengthen a
shared awareness about the ecological life and mutual responsibility. There is a farm tourism business in
Rize and the owner and the manager of that business were asked to evaluate Tatuta project. It is apparent
that the business owner is satisfied with this project. Nearly all the comments were positive. As a farm,
adding additional work area like tourism is a good way for gaining additional income and work force. This
project also helps people to exchange knowledge and to develop themselves.
In this study, farm diversification with tourism was utilized with the supplier perspective. In contrast to
some studies which argue about the difficulties and disadvantages of farm diversification in different ways,
this study showed that there is not any negativity. The owners of the farm who diversified their farm into
tourism are highly satisfied with this diversification.
Conclusion
Farm tourism is an alternative for the development of rural areas. It has many benefits for the owner of the
farms. Especially for the sustainability of the tourism areas, farm tourism can be a good alternative.
Because of these, like Rize city in Turkey whose tourism mainly based on nature, farm tourism should be
improved.
The scope of this study in limited only one city. The future studies should search for the other farm tourism
areas to see the benefits of farm tourism and the farm tourism and Tatuta experiences of farm owners.
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Wellness tourism is an ongoing growing tourism sector internationally; it includes services related to
human body activities (movement, nutrition, cosmetics), human soul (relaxation, stress management,
meditation), spirit (culture, health education), communication (social aspects) and finally environmental
education (ecology and nature) (Mueller and Kaufmann, 2001).
According to the SRI International (2013), global wellness tourism economy is worth nearly $440
billion and accounts for roughly 14 percent of global tourism expenditure. It seems that the main motive is not
the selection of a specialized program, but the participation in different wellness activities. According to
Eurobarometer (2010-1014), the growth of wellness tourism from 3% in 2009 increased to 12% in 2013. This
growth relates to the changing picture of the tourism product internationally (Didaskalou, 2017). In Europe for
the 2012, it was recorded 2203 million trips with wellness tourism as a prime motive; this is translated into
158.4 billion. Research in wellness tourism in Greece is still limited (Didaskalou, 2017).
One of the new trends in tourism is that consumers seek to buy an experience today (Chistou, 2017). In
this case we refer more to a satisfaction of an emotional and interactive experience (Basileiou, 2017) and less to
a simple consumption of a tourism product (Christou, 2017). Active sport tourism, in which wellness tourism is
included, is one of the examples of experience tourism. (Alexandris and Kaplanidou, 2014). As noted, it is a
dynamically evolving and specialized market in international tourism today, which contributes significantly to
the development of local and national tourism (Cohlan & Filo, 2013).
This research was an exploratory one and aimed:
• To present information on the wellness services that hotels and resorts offer in North Greece.
• To discuss the challenges and opportunities for the development of wellness tourism in Greece.
• Offer some suggestions for the development of wellness tourism.
Key words: wellness tourism, challenges, opportunities
METHODOLOGY
The data were collected by 15 hotels and resorts in North Greece; this hotel offer some service for
wellness tourism. Semi-structured interviews were used in order to collect the data required to achieve the
objectives of the study. The interviews were taken face to face with the wellness and / or the hotel managers.
The questions of the interviews were developed aiming to collect information regarding the managers’ opinions
towards the development of wellness tourism in Greece and the challenges associated with that. Interviews were
analyzed with a simple theme analysis.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Descriptive information about the wellness/fitness/ sport services
The size of the wellness facilities of the hotels which are included in our sample ranged from 50 square
meters to 500 square meters. This difference relates with the type of the hotels. City hotels have limited spaces,
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while resort hotels have better facilities. The majority of the managers (70%) reported that they made some
improvements of the wellness facilities during the last two years. Wellness services include mainly fitness rooms
and swimming pools. Most of the hotels also offer services related to sauna, hamam and massage. The vast
majority of the hotels also offer services for personal training, which is a growing area. Outdoor sport facilities
had only resorts. This included outdoor swimming pools, tennis, basketball and soccer courts.
The number of employees working in hotels’ wellness services ranges from two to twenty five. It
includes cosmetic specialists, physiotherapists, coaches, sport instructors and trainers and public relations
officers. It is worth noted that 60% of the hotels have a specialized wellness manager. Suggestions for new
products and/or improvements are made either by the fitness managers (50%) or by the hotel manager directly
(50%). In terms of hiring wellness employees, the decisions are made equally by the fitness manager and the
general hotel manager.
ISSUES THAT WERE REVEALED
Conceptual understanding of wellness tourism: The interviews revealed that many hotel managers
were not clear about what wellness tourism is and how this is defined as a tourism product. Most of them
thought that the fitness club is the main product of wellness tourism, without considering the whole range of
wellness services, as briefly presented in the Introduction. Due to this limited theoretical understanding, there
seem to be mistakes in the development of policy for wellness tourism and promotional strategy. It should be
noted that there is no agent in Greece to certify the quality of wellness services. Even the adaptation of the term
“spa” or “spa resort” is made arbitrary without specifications. This is an issue that should be considered.
Defining wellness tourism and develop a form of certifications for hotels which offer such services is necessary
for the market to be trusted and developed.
Limited joint strategies with other sport / wellness organizations: The vast majority of managers
reported that there were no synergies with either local sport associations (e.g., non-profit or private outdoor sport
firms) or related tourism organizations (e.g., alternative tourism agents) who provide relevant sport services in
the area (e.g., yoga activities, outdoor sport services etc.). All the wellness / sport services are exclusively
offered within the hotels by the hotel employees. This results in limited opportunities to improve and enrich their
wellness services. This is an area that should be discussed. The development of synergies is important today in
the whole tourism industry. If hotels do not have the knowledge and expertise required to deliver such services,
they have to co-operate with specialists. The majority of the managers (67%) agreed with this suggestion; they
said that outsourcing could be a solution for the development of wellness services.
Lack of education of professionals to design and deliver wellness tourism programs: This is an
important issue. It is well know that tourism is a customer-focus industry, in which employees are part of the
product and determine in a large degree the final experience. It was revealed through the interviews that
wellness employees seem to have limited education, training and knowledge about wellness. This is obviously
responsibility of the management of the hotel. If they do not invest on the training of the employees, it is
impossible for this market to be developed. They have to hire specialists with proper education; they have to also
train their employees, since the wellness industry is continuing changing in terms of new services and products.
Customer Profile: This is an area that seems to be confusing for managers; they had difficulties to
distinguish between the uses of the wellness facilities by the typical customer of the hotel, with those who visit
the hotels having wellness services as a main incentive. It seems that the second group is still very small, even in
the resort hotels; this supports are previous argument about the lack of conceptual understanding of who a
wellness tourist is. So, the manager of the city hotels reported that about 20% of the hotel guests use the fitness
facilities. This percentage is increased to more than 90% in the resorts. Greeks are the minority (10%-30%),
while the vast majority of international guests (>60%) use the fitness facilities. In the majority of the hotels
(60%) the fitness facilities are available to external users as well. The services with the higher demand are
massage, swimming pool, fitness personal training and cosmetics.
Business Strategy: In terms of the of the business strategy, it was unexpected that the vast majority of
the hotel managers (>.80%) reported that wellness services / fitness clubs have a separate business plan. The
majority also believe that this area can be developed as a separate one within the hotel and contributes to hotel
profits, although currently only 10% reported that it is an autonomous source of money making. The managers
also agree that the fitness facilities can help the brand name of the hotel and they can improve the experience of
guests. The majority of the hotels (70%) do not advertise the fitness services at all; the rest 30% includes them in
the promotional campaigns of hotels.
Wellness tourism, sport events and other forms of special tourism: In terms of organizing sport events
within the hotels, 70% of the mangers stated that there is no business plan about it. It seems that it is very
difficult for them to organize such events because they do not have specialized employees, although in many of
these hotels their fitness / sport facilities could support it. Almost one third of the hotel managers reported that
they look for such sport events in the surrounding area (e.g., Thessaloniki), since they have seen financial
benefits of guesting participants of such sport events. Once again, no synergies with municipal, public or private
associations involved in sport events were reported in the context of business planning.
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The potential of this market: It is encouraging that the majority of the managers seem to be positive in
targeting this segment, investing on that, improving the education of their professionals and exploring
international opportunities and co-operations in this area. However, currently they do not seem to know how to
do it, because of the limited information that they have and the lack of specialists to advise them.
CONCLUSION
This study was an exploratory one, aiming to present some information on the stage of wellness tourism
in hotels in North Greece. The results first of all showed the inability to define a formal theoretical and practical
approach to the standards and conditions for the provision of wellness services. This leads to a misguided
promotional policy and incomplete communication approach to customer expectations.
It is worth noting that the non-existence of a certification body with regard to standards and criteria for
the classification of wellness tourism centers has led to the adoption of the term “spa” or “resort spa” with
arbitrary standards and models of infrastructure and benefits. Moreover the absence of synergies with external
businesses located in the wider region, and the provision of services exclusively in the hotel premises was
revealed in the study. Interestingly, there is also an inability to organize large or even smaller sports events.
Although the value of organizing a sporting event is self-evident for all interviewees and despite the fact that
they are able to support them due to their large facilities, they are unable to organize such events due to a lack of
qualified people.
The analysis also showed that fitness and spa management within hotels are in many cases managed by
external corporations, which are responsible for the selection of staff and the development of the marketing
strategy. This fact has its positive and negative sides. The study also showed that hotels do not invest in
advertising their fitness services. It is also important to highlight the lack of specialized training and of the
employees. Investment on employee training has been proposed by Stavrinoudis and Psimoulis (2015) to
provide a significant competitive advantage in the tourism industry today. The success of the hotel industry
largely depends on the quality of its employees; it is necessary today for hospitality organizations to strategically
design practices and policies which will enhance the competitiveness of their employees (Maroudas, 2017).
Finally our results about the wellness services fit with what Panhgyrakis (2017) argued that Greek tourism has
not yet defined the appropriate marketing techniques and principles to establish a specific and recognizable
"brand" on the market. Particularly in the sports tourism market, the marketing strategy followed is in an
embryonic stage (Petreas, 2017).
In conclusion, wellness tourism is an underdeveloped area, as found in the few similar studies in
Greece (e.g., Didaskalou, 2017). Several challenges were revealed in the study, which have to be discussed, by
parties which are involved in the wellness tourism in order to find solutions. The majority of managers believe
that wellness tourism has a perspective to be developed, but the strategy is still not clear. Future studies should
include other parties within their samples, such as customers, specialists, professional associations, local tourism
authorities and agencies, which are involved in this industry. The adaptation of a clear theoretical framework is
however something that should be discussed before anything else.
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ABSTRACT
This study aims to investigate travelers’ food related behavior in Thessaloniki, Greece. Data were
collected by means of 237 questionnaires. Respondents were segmented according to their attitude towards food
as motive for traveling, destination choice and travel experience. We identified: “Gastronomic”, “Moderate
gastronomic” and “Heedless gastronomic” travelers.There are statistically significant differences between the
three groups in terms of their sourcing information process, interest to participate in food related activities,
criteria for choosing a restaurant, and their perception of the gastronomy of Thessaloniki.
Keywords: food tourism, gastronomy, traveler’s typology, local food
INTRODUCTION
Travelers hold varying attitudes towards food, which means that their interests, travel style and
motivations to food and eating and desire to search for experiences vary on a trip (Pesonen et al., 2011).
Research provide various potential traveler segments according to attitudes, motivations and travel styles
(Cohen,1972; Plog, 1974; Urry, 1991; Hjalager,2004; Kivela and Crotts, 2005). Hall and Sharples (2004) argue
that there must be a differentiation among those tourist behaviors who consume food as a part of their travel
experience and those who select destinations solely influenced by their interest of food. Wolf (2002) defines
culinary tourism as travel for searching memorable gastronomic experiences. Visitation to a primary and
secondary food producer, food festivals, restaurants and specific locations for which food tasting and/or
experiencing the attributes of specialist food production region or tasting the dishes of a particular chef are
considered under food tourism (Hall & Mitchell, 2005; Wagner, 2001; Kim, et al., 2013).
Local gastronomy refers to the originality of a dish along with uniqueness and tradition of a place, a
region or a country and includes a mixture of products, services and activities that highlight the typical products
and dishes of a place, so they offer visitors a comprehensive and memorable gastronomic experience. The
production of famous local products can be a motive for visiting a place and creates pleasant associations
between the product and the place (Parrott et al., 2002). A place with tasty cuisine offers enjoyable experience,
and thus an important source of satisfaction for any traveler, whether or not he has any special interest in
gastronomy. For travelers that are committed to food, local food is a gateway to understanding a destination’s
intangible heritage and local food culture (Hjalager, 2004; Yurtseven and Kaya, 2011). These travelers are so
interested in food and in gaining gastronomic experiences that the expected food experience may even influence
destination choice (Basil and Basil, 2009; Karim and Chi 2010; Lopez-Guzman and Sanchez-Canizares, 2012).
Local food may affect pre-trip behavior, in terms of information sourcing. The sourcing information for local
food market affect the perceived image of destinations, hospitality and tourism services (Quan and Wang, 2004;
Smith and Costello, 2009; Alonso, 2010). Moreover, local food can affect during trip and post-trip behavior, as
local food products are brought home as souvenirs from local retail stores or hotels’ restaurants (Björk and
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Kauppinen-Räisänen, 2012; Swanson and Timothy,2012). Gastronomy enhances tourist satisfaction in their
chosen destination even though it was not exclusive to their travel motivation (SETE, 2010).The tourist’s
perceived value of the gastronomy of a particular destination is multidimensional (Blanco, 2012). The factors
that affect travelers’ gastronomy satisfaction are probably more complex than those that are associated with food
consumption in home settings (Cohen and Avieli, 2004; Mak, and Lumbers, 2012). Hence, understanding how
travelers view the most important factors that shape their pre, during and post trip gastronomy experience is of
paramount importance for the tourism industry and destination marketers (Rimmington and Yüksel, 1998;
Harrington, 2005; Correia et al., 2008; Chang et al., 2011).
The aim of this work is twofold: first, to identify different travelers’ segments according to what extend
food and eating constitute a motive for traveling, for the choice of destination as well as key element for their
satisfaction. The second aim is to identify differences among Thessaloniki’s travelers’ segments concerning pretrip information gathering process, as far as sources are concerned, food related activities they would be
interested to participate in, their criteria for visiting restaurants and local food markets and their perceptions
about Thessaloniki’s gastronomy.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The consumption of the local products and traditional food provides knowledge about local culture,
habits and nature, gives the opportunity to explore traditions and emphasizes the authenticity of the experience.
Studies indicate that in most cases the dominant factor motivating gastronomy tourism is the experience of
consuming local foods and beverages (Kivela and Crotts, 2006; Telfer and Wall, 2000). According to Fields
(2002), motivations of food and beverage consumption can be categorized into four dimensions, which are
“physical”, “interpersonal”, “cultural” and “status and prestige”. Status and prestige motivators are associated
with self- esteem and the need for recognition (McIntosh et al., 1995). Kim et al. (2009) divide food experiences
into three categories: motivational factors, demographic-related factors and psychological factors with regard to
food neophilia and food neophobia. Chang et al. (2011) developed a broader gastronomic motivation model that
is comprised of “tourists own food culture”, “the contextual factor of the dining experience”, “the variety and
diversity of food”, “perception of the destination”, “service encounter” and “tour guide performance”.
Interpersonal motivators relate to people’s desire to escape from daily routine, through meeting new people, and
spending time with family and friends (McIntosh et al.,1995).
As far as the travel-related characteristics are concerned, past studies have used a range of variables,
including the benefits sought (e.g., Frochot, 2003; Molera and Albaladejo, 2007), emotions (e.g., Bigné and
Andreu, 2004), psychographics (e.g., Castro et al., 2007), demographics (e.g., Diaz-Pérez et al., 2005) and
tourist expenditures (e.g., Koc and Altinay, 2007). Mack, et al. (2009) classified tourists into two major groups:
culinary tourists and nonculinary tourists. Culinary tourists were then divided into two sub-clusters, culinary
tourist innovators and culinary tourist non-innovators, using social value scales. Hjalager(2004) and Cohen and
Avieli (2004) propose four types of gastronomy tourists with respect to their attitudes and preferences for
familiarity or novelty of food at the host destination, which are: “recreational tourists”, “existential tourists”,
“diversionary tourists” and “experimental tourists”. According to the authors, traveler types vary in their pre-trip
behavior, seeking information about local food by different means of information. Yun et al (2011) segments the
market for culinary tourists according either to the level of participation in food-related activities and results in
four distinct segments (deliberate, opportunistic, accidental, and uninterested culinary tourists), or based on
attitudes toward food-related behaviors at home and when traveling and results in three culinary tourist groups
(culinary-balanced, culinary-oriented, and familiarity-oriented tourists). Björk and Kauppinen-Räisänen (2014)
point out that some travelers take a casual interest in food and eating. For these travelers, local food and food
experiences are an essential part of their holidays as well but do not necessarily determine destination choice
(López-Guzmán and Sánchez-Canizares,2012). Several researchers (Kim et al. 2010; Kim and Eves 2012;
Turner and Hope, 2014; Organ et al., 2015) related local food markets to food tourism and proposed specific
variables to explain the interest of gastro travelers in visiting food markets wherever they go. The original openair place or the historic building which houses the food market and the tasting experience of local food are the
main motives for visiting a local food market. Eating local food, in authentic local environment, is an essential
part of the tourism experience (Kim et al., 2009), since it serves as both a cultural and an entertainment activity.
It plays an important role in introducing tourist to flavors and different traditions at destinations (Kivela &
Crotts, 2006). Open-air and covered markets are both seen as places for exchange, sociability and a way into
local culture. The popularity of local markets is evidence that tourists seek direct links and experiences with
producers and vendors (Delfosse, 2011).
This work put emphasis on five dimensions of food related attitudes along the three segments of
Thessaloniki’s travelers: first, pre-trip gathering information process by channel, which is extremely valuable for
the managing and promotion of hospitality and tourism businesses, second, travelers’ interest for participating in
several food related activities like food tours, food fairs, street food, cooking lessons and visiting local food
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producing firms, third, travelers’ interest for visiting local food markets, fourth the criteria for choosing a
restaurant and fifth travelers’ perceptions for Thessaloniki’s gastronomy.
LOCAL GASTRONOMY IN THESSALONIKI
Thessaloniki remains today the second biggest city in Greece, a major urban enclave in the Balkans and
has been often described as a multicultural city – a cross road of cultures and religions- uniting East with West,
giving birth to its unique narrative. With many communities within it, Turkish, Jewish, Balkan, Armenian, as
well as from Asia Pontos and Crete, it unites all their gastronomic heritage to a gastronomic capital. Byzantine
flavors and techniques have been incorporated in the local cuisine. This narrative has been employed to promote
Thessaloniki as a travel destination, promising prospective travelers the chance to experience it through its
material form (e.g. architecture, museums) and corporal senses (e.g. tasting the past) (Chatzinakos, 2016).
Thessaloniki is famous for its traditional cuisine, especially fish and seafood, cooked in manners that betray the
origin of their various influences. Thessaloniki is also famous for its sweets “Anatolitika glyka” which overlap
with the culinary traditions of Eastern Greek Diaspora’s historic center, Istanbul (former Constantinople), like
baclavas, tsoureki, halvas, loukoumi etc. Therefore, the city’s cuisine could not but be influenced and developed,
producing admittedly worthy results (Tzanelli, 2012). Along with the long culinary tradition of the city, people
tried to renew the tradition of the city by introducing new cooking methods, blends, materials and traditions
studied elsewhere. Gourmet cuisine in restaurants, festivals, but even excellent street food and local food
markets, along with famous Thessaloniki Food Festival and food events like Thess Brunch, Thessaloniki Food
Basket, create hopes for introducing the top gastronomic destination (Toulas, G. and Tzimou, K., 2017). It is
interesting to note that considering the perceived image of the city, amongst the most important factors for
visitors to choose Thessaloniki as a tourism destination are: the personality of the city, its gastronomic culture
and the archaeological sites (Thessaloniki’s Hotels Association over 2014).
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
The purpose of the research is to study the behavior of travelers in Thessaloniki in relation to local food
and to provide suggestions for the development of gastronomic tourism and tourist satisfaction. Specifically, the
first objective is to identify different travelers’ segments according to what extend food and eating constitutes a
motive for traveling, for the choice of destination as well as key element for their satisfaction. The second
objective is to identify differences among segments concerning pre-trip information gathering process, as far as
sources are concerned, food related activities they would be interested to participate in, their criteria for visiting
restaurants and local food markets and their perceptions about Thessaloniki’s gastronomy.
Data were collected by means of 400 questionnaires, both in Greek and English language,
distributed in several areas of Thessaloniki, mainly hotels, airport and info kiosks. The survey was conducted in
the autumn of 2017 mainly in Thessaloniki area and gathered a total of 237 exploitable questionnaires (response
rate: 59.2%). More than 150 questionnaires were completed in front of the two interviewers, while the rest were
completed from travelers alone at their hotel and left at the reception. The questionnaire was piloted before use
and updated with minor changes. The questionnaire consisted of four sections. Section 1 collected respondents’
demographic information (gender, age, nationality, education level). In Section 2, respondents’ attitudes to food
and travelling and the impact of food on destination choice were measured by three different questions.
Following Bjork and Kauppinen- Raisanen (2015), we asked tourists to indicate on a five-point scale (1=“not at
all important”, 5=“very important”) the extent to which they agreed first with the proposition: “How important
are food and eating as a motive for travelling?”; second with the proposition: “How important are food and
eating experiences when choosing a destination?”; and third with the proposition: “How important are food and
eating for travel satisfaction?”. In section 3 respondents’ interest in searching food-related information and
information sources before their trip, in order to determine travel destinations, is measured. First respondents
were asked if they collect information about local food traditions/local food restaurants before travelling. Then,
tourists were asked to indicate on a five-point scale the extent to which they select food related information from
various sources. We included 13 items to cover the full range of information sources tourists check for travel
information. Items in Section 4 explored dimensions that contribute to travelers’ food experiences in
Thessaloniki. First respondents were asked to what extend they would be interested to participate in several
gastronomic events like: food festival, street food, food tour, cooking classes of local dishes, visiting local food
firms. Then respondents were asked if they have visited local food markets in Thessaloniki and if they have
made purchases. Also, respondents were asked to what extend they agree that each one of the proposed criteria
are significant for choosing a restaurant in Thessaloniki. We included 8 different criteria in order to cover a wide
range of options. Finally, respondents were asked to what extend they characterize the gastronomy /food of
Thessaloniki as authentic, healthy, unique, tasty, traditional, European, with emphasis to quality of ingredients,
mix of other cuisines or other.
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Sample Characteristics: Of the 237 respondents, 140 (59%) were female and 97 (41%) male, while 120
(50,4%) were foreigners and 118 (49.6%) Greeks. From 120 foreigners, Italian were 15 (12,5%), Serbian were 9
(7,5%), 8 were Cypriots (6.6%), Spanish were 8 (6.6%), Russian were 7, German were 7, French and Turkish
were 6, while there were also 5 respondents from USA, Holland, and Poland, 4 from Sweden, 3 from Croatia
and Bulgaria, 2 from Philippines and UK and one respondent from India, Israel, Rumania, Venezuela, Slovenia,
Perou, Chetz Republic, Slovakia, Finland, China, Kazakhstan, Australia, Singapore and Morocco. Respondents
varied widely in age and education level. More respondents (34.4%) were from 20-29 years old, 27.3% were at
the age of 30-39, 21% were at the age of 40-49 years, 8.4% from 50-59 years old, while 5.9% were less than
twenty and only 3% were more than 60 years old. Respondents were most likely to have graduate degree
(48.1%), while 22.4% of respondents had a master's degree and 29.5% an undergraduate degree.According to
our results 45.2% of respondents claim that food and eating is a very important and extremely important motive
for travelling, while 35% of respondents agree with the argument that food and eating is very important and
extremely important motive for choosing a destination, respectively. Nevertheless, after they decide to travel,
most of these travelers perceive food as an important and extremely important (57.4%) contributor to travel
satisfaction.We applied t-tests for equality of means in order to test possible differences between male and
female, or age distribution, or nationality and we detected no significant differences either between women and
men (significance=0.201>0.05), or between age groups (significance=0.34>0.05) or between Greeks and
Foreigners (significance=0.78>0.05).
Table 1
Descriptive Data
Categories
Total
Gender
Age

Nationality
Education level

Male
Female
<20
21-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
>60
Greek
Foreigner
Secondary Education
University Graduate
University Postgraduate

Total
237
41%
59%
5.9%
34.4%
27.3%
21%
8.4%
3%
49.6%
50.4%
29.5%
48.1%
22.4%

Following the relevant literature (Hjalager, 2004; Cohen and Avieli, 2004; Mack, Blose and
MacLaurin,2009; Björk and Kauppinen-Räisänen, 2014, 2016) we segment sample into three different groups of
travelers according to what extend are food and eating experiences important as a motive for traveling. We
define travelers claiming that food and eating is not at all or slightly important for traveling as Heedless
gastronomic travelers. They show no interest in food during traveling; it is just a mean for surviving and serves
physiological needs only (Tikkanen, 2007). They do not use anticipated food and eating as criteria for
destination choice (mean=2.00) and holiday satisfaction (mean=2.5) (Table 2). Also we define travelers claiming
that food and eating is important for travelling as Moderate gastronomic travelers. They enjoy eating and food
during their travel, but it is not the most important motive and criterion either for destination choice (mean =2.8)
or travel experience (mean=3.4). They have social life, they like to try local cuisines during their travel and they
usually select information about food. The third segment is defined as Gastronomic travelers, who claim that
food and eating is very or extremely important motive for traveling, for travel destination choice (mean=3.8) and
food is highly related to their travel satisfaction (mean=4.1). The relevant tests (Table 2) prove that there are
significant differences between the three segments (F=100.7, sig=0.00 and F=46.9, sig=0.00).
Table 2
Travelers’ Segmentation According to their Attitude Towards Food and Traveling
Heedless
Moderate
Gastronomic
Gastronomic
Gastronomic
Travelers
Not at all /Slightly
Important
Very important/
important
Extremely important
How important are food and eating as
n=48
n=82
n=107
motives for travelling
20,2%
34.6%
45.2%
How important are food and eating
Mean=2.0
Mean=2.8
Mean=3.8
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experiences when choosing a destination
How important are food and eating for
travel satisfaction?

Mean=2.5

F=100.7
sig=0.000
Mean=3.4
F=46.9
sig=0.000

Mean=4.1

Note: Rating scale 1 =“not at all important”, 5= “extremely important”
All travelers seem to search information for food related aspects before their trip. Most of gastronomic
travelers seem to search information about local cuisine and restaurants before traveling (86%), while even 45%
of heedless gastronomic travelers search for food related information also. Therefore, it is interesting to
investigate the variety of channels that are mainly used for gathering information and if there are channels that
are may influence differently the three segments. We calculated mean values, for each segment and we
conclude that all segments mainly turn to their friends and internet, while moderate and gastronomic travelers
value also Trip advisor. The results are consistent with other similar studies (Bjork and Kauppinen- Raisanen,
2014), which proves that word of mouth, and “people like me” strongly influence the choice of a destination,
and all related to food information for the destination There is no significant difference between segments,
almost in all kinds of channels. However, our results show that Moderate gastronomic travelers are more
committed to friends, internet and Trip advisor than Gastronomic travelers. Also, in all segments gathering
information from Tour operator’s website, radio, newspapers, travel fairs and embassy scored low.
Visits at local food market explains also perceived food experiences on a destination, so respondents
were asked if they have visited local food markets in Thessaloniki and also if they have bought some kind of
food from these markets. The original open-air place or the historic building which houses the food market and
the tasting experience of local food are usually important motives to decide to visit these food markets,
especially in case of food related travelers. In Thessaloniki, most of gastronomic travelers (85.5%) have visited a
local food market as it was expected, while it is really interesting that even almost half of heedless gastronomic
travelers have also visited a local market in Thessaloniki. For a heedless gastronomic traveler, a visit in a local
market could be non-food oriented but could serve as both a cultural and an entertainment activity. Furthermore,
in cases of a food market housed in a historic building, a visit in local market could have also an architectural
interest. Also 39% of heedless gastronomists have even bought something from these markets, which could be
the lunch of the day or a local dish, while 65% of gastronomic travelers have made purchases from the local
food markets that they have visited.
Attitudes of Heedless, Moderate and Gastronomic travelers are found to differ significantly, according
to their interest in taking part to gastronomic events in Thessaloniki. Our results prove that gastronomic travelers
are highly interested in food festivals (mean=4.04), food tours (mean=3.93), street food (mean=3.79), visiting
local food producing firms (mean=3.61) and maybe cooking classes of local dishes (mean=3.41), while even
heedless gastronomic travelers value street food (mean=3.0) and they would might be interested in participating
in food festivals (mean=3.0). These results prove that there is an increasing demand for food related activities
especially of gastronomic travelers, while even heedless gastronomic travelers would be interested in local street
food and food festivals, which is valuable knowledge for local authorities and hospitality and tourism business.
Their main criteria for choosing a restaurant in Thessaloniki are cleanness, service, recommendation of
friends and family and traditional dishes, almost for all the three segments. Especially in case of traditional
dishes, results show that there are statistically significant differences between the three segments. Also, it is
interesting to note that Moderate gastronomic travelers value more than gastronomic travelers the location of a
restaurant as essential aspect of rating a restaurant, which is more or less expected, since Moderate gastronomic
travelers give emphasis to their social life and they are interested to be in areas where many other attractions also
exist. An extremely interesting finding is that all travelers perceive Thessaloniki’s cuisine as tasty, authentic and
traditional, which shows that Thessaloniki is famous for its dishes and the rich gastronomic culture of the city
constitutes a way of developing itself as a culinary destination. Gastronomic travelers perceive Thessaloniki’s
cuisine also as unique, healthy and with emphasis to quality of ingredients. Only in cases of perceptions of
healthy and unique there are statistically significant differences between the three segments.
Table 3
Travelers’ Attitude and Perceptions during their Visit in Thessaloniki
Sources of Information before travelling
Heedless
Moderate
Gastronomic
Family
2.95
3.09
2.96
Friends
3.77
3.77
3.69
Internet
3.95
4.34
4.22
Tv
1.76
2.33
2.53
Radio
1.24
1.55
1.64

sig
0.82
0.83
0.28
0.04
0.21
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Newspapers
1.57
1.93
Trip Advisor
2.90
3.36
Municipality website
1.90
2.17
Tour operator’s website
1.52
2.06
Travel guides
2.67
3.08
Travel fairs
1.67
2.15
Embassy
1.04
1.13
Interest for Gastronomic Events
Food tours
2.82
3.53
Cooking classes of local dishes
2.01
3.05
Food festival
3.00
3.87
Visiting local food producing firms
2.80
3.40
Street food
3.00
3.62
Main criteria for choosing a restaurant in Thessaloniki
Local traditional cuisine (traditional dishes)
3.53
3.84
Recommendations from friends/family
4.19
4.10
Recommendations from Trip advisor etc
3.00
3.44
Location
3.27
3.70
Service
4.04
4.15
Decoration
3.00
3.58
Cleanness
4.33
4.52
Perceptions of Thessaloniki’s gastronomy
Authentic
3.58
3.84
Healthy
3.07
3.54
Traditionally cultural
3.69
3.82
Unique
3.13
3.40
Tasty / tasty dishes
4.21
3.99
Emphasis on the quality of ingredients
3.33
3.46
Mix of many other cuisines
3.43
3.39
European
3.24
3.14
Note: Rating scale 1 =“not at all important”, 5= “extremely important”

1.96
3.13
2.45
2.10
2.82
2.19
1.47

0.31
0.33
0.15
0.06
0.24
0.14
0.02

3.93
3.41
4.04
3.61
3.79

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.52

4.03
4.07
3.49
3.57
4.13
3.41
4.42

0.04
0.71
0.37
0.03
0.77
0.41
0.48

3.90
3.60
3.77
3.77
4.30
3.64
3.61
3.31

0.08
0.01
0.72
0.02
0.13
0.09
0.24
0.46

CONCLUSIONS
This work supports prior findings that food and eating can influence destination choice (Henderson,
2009; Hjalager, 2004; Bjork and Kauppinen- Raisanen, 2014) and contribute to travel experience and
satisfaction. The behavior of travelers related to food varies and three distinct segments of food travelers are
identified in case of Thessaloniki city. Thessaloniki’s gastronomic travelers perceive food as essential
motivation to destination choices, search for originality, authenticity and uniqueness in local food, which affect
travel satisfaction. They are gathering pre-trip information mainly by internet, while they value also information
and ratings from Trip Advisor. Friends’ recommendations are valuable and welcome and can influence their
decision. Gastronomic travelers are committed to food and they are highly interested in participation in food
related activities like Food Tours, Food Festivals, visiting food producing firms, cooking classes of local dishes.
Their main criteria to pick a restaurant are cleanness, service, friends’ recommendations and their desire to
experience traditional famous Thessaloniki’s dishes. The most important finding is that gastronomic travelers
characterize Thessaloniki’s gastronomy as tasty, authentic, traditional and healthy, which is valuable knowledge
and a strategic pillar for stimulating a sustainable way of promoting Thessaloniki’s culinary identity. A major
limitation of this study is the limited number of questions and respondents. Further research should use larger
sample sizes and more advanced quantitative methods.
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ABSTRACT
Customer satisfaction and loyalty, according to the literature, are influenced by many factors such as
perceived value, corporate image, perceived quality, trust, communication etc. This study investigates the
mediating effect of environmental policy in the relationship between satisfaction and loyalty. For this purpose,
empirical research on Greek hotels’ customers, with the use of a structured questionnaire, was conducted. In data
analysis, the S.P.S.S 20 and LISREL software were used. The results indicate that the degree of perceived, by
customers, environmental policy is not related to satisfaction, and moreover to their loyalty towards the hotel.
Key Words: Environmental Policy, Hotel industry, Satisfaction, Loyalty, Tourism marketing management.
INTRODUCTION
Tourism constitutes the central Greek economy developmental pillar. In 2017, Greece received 27,2
million international tourists, having a 9,7% increase compared to 2016, and generating a revenue of 14,2 billion
Euros for the country. Thus, tourism's direct contribution to the Greek GDP formation amounted to 10.3%
recording an increase of 9,3% compared to 2016. Additionally, the average expenditure per tourist was about
522€, and the total overnight stays were 209,8 million and the average length of stay was 7,7 days. Lastly,
tourism generated 630000 jobs, accounting (direct and indirect) for the 37,2-44,8% total employment of the
country (Ikkos and Koutsos, 2018). The same source, reports that 45,3% of tourism revenues is due to
accommodation revenues; of which the largest possesses the hotels. The total hotel capacity in 2016 was
788.553 beds, corresponding to 407.146 rooms and 9.730 units. There is a remarkable presence of Five and
Four-Star units, as they represent cumulatively 19,1% of the units, 42,3% of the rooms and 43,2% of the beds
(Balis, 2017). However, the rapid tourism growth and, by extension, hotel industry growth had burdened the
environment and consequently raised the need to take the necessary measures to address the negative effects.
The adoption of environmental protection measures by hotels was felt to be necessary and stems primarily from
the pressure of laws but also from customers as they increasingly consider their environmental policy as a key
criterion for choosing it (Ayuso, 2007; Alonso-Almeida and Rodríguez-Antón, 2011). Thus, the hoteliers in the
efforts they made in previous years in the direction of customer satisfaction (prices, staff, quality of food and
beverages, facilities, etc.), added the highlighting of their environmental practices and sensitivities.
In Greece, the hotel sector is increasingly activating in the voluntary adoption of environmental
practices, especially with the implementation of ISO 14001environmental certification, which is the most
commonly used environmental management model- standard. Many hotels, in addition to ISO 14001, also
implement the Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS), which is a voluntary system for companies and
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other organizations committed to managing and improving their environmental performance. It offers a
systematic approach to the management of the environmental issues that they have to face. In general,
appropriate environmental policy contributes to sustainable development (Khanna and Speir, 2013), reduces
hotel operating costs, improves business image (Schmidheiny, 1992; Starik and Marcus, 2000), increases
demand from environmentally conscious customers (Miles and Covin, 2000), although the relationship between
environmental programs and improved customer satisfaction is poor compared to other satisfaction factors.
However, hotels are increasingly expected to implement environmental sustainability policies, which are usually
geared to cost-saving environmental measures (energy and water saving), while employee training is equally
important (Stegerean et al. 2014).
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the degree of which Greek hotel customers perceive the
environmental policies applied by the hotels and the impact that they have on their satisfaction and loyalty. In
addition, the degree of impact of other factors contributing to satisfaction and loyalty will be explored.
LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHSES FORMULATION
Several studies that conducted the last few decades have focused on customer satisfaction and the
quality of services that were offered (Gundersen, et al., 1996). The level of satisfaction, according to Oliver
(1980), is the difference between expected and perceived performance, and it is accepted by numerous
researchers that service quality and customer satisfaction are critical success factors for each business. (Gronoos,
1990; Parasuraman et al. 1988), as these two concepts have a strong impact on business performance
(Soderlund, 1998). Customer satisfaction has a positive impact on business profitability (Anderson et al. 1994;
Yeung et al., 2002; Luo and Homburg, 2007) like the quality of services (Gundersen et al. 1996) which is
positively related to customer satisfaction (Oliver, 1997). In addition, a significant number of surveys have
concluded that customer satisfaction is positively related to loyalty (Faullant et al. 2008; Chi and Qu, 2008;
Dimitriades, 2006; Kandampully and Suhartanto, 2000).
In the hotel industry, customer satisfaction is an important factor and his/her loyalty depends on a big
extent on the quality of the services that he/she received from the hotel (Jana and Chandra, 2016).
A series of surveys have highlighted customer confidence as the main reason that some hotels are
prospering, while others do not. Prosperity is based on customer retention, which is ensured by providing quality
services on which hotel management is responsible. Since management looks forward to customer loyalty and
strives for it, it can improve the hotel's competitiveness (Tsiotsou and Goldsmith, 2012).
The improvement of customer satisfaction with the provision of high quality services is widely
regarded as the critical factor that improves the performance of businesses in hotel sector and generally in
tourism sector (Oh and Parks, 1997).
In the hotel sector, customer loyalty is enhanced by a combination of efforts by all parties involved to
improve the quality of services and products. Significant role in improvement is played by customers whose
proposals and comments are accepted (Singh and Dewan, 2009).
In the competitive hotel sector, where the services provided are similar, hoteliers who are able to satisfy
their clients better than others stand out (Choi and Chou, 2001).
The direct relationship between perceived value and satisfaction of tourists has emerged from a
numerous surveys (Moliner, et al. 2007; Yang et al. 2014), while other surveys have shown that the image of the
hotel has a positive effect on customer satisfaction and their loyalty (Ball et al. 2004; Hsu et al. 2006).
Authors, such as Alen and Fraiz (2006) and Howat and Assaker (2013) have shown that quality of
service has a significant impact on the customer.
Almost all hotels have special questionnaire forms in which customers have the opportunity to express
their level of satisfaction with the services provided and to report any complaints. However, there isn't a
sufficient research that has dealt with customer reports and complaints (Karatepe and Ekiz, 2004). It is natural,
however, to believe that customers who have had a negative experience with a hotel's service will not keep in
touch with it in the future.
Communication with customer is capable to positively influence customer satisfaction and loyalty
(Spreng and Mackoy, 1996). Thus, communication actions such as telephone calls, correspondence and
marketing face-to-face, allow for future customer behavior intentions (Erickson, 1991). Customer surveys have
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highlighted quality service delivery and communication practices as the critical factors determining loyalty
(Dabija and Babut, 2014; Piron, 2001).
From all above mentioned, the following assumptions arise:
H1: Perceived value has a positive effect on satisfaction
H2: The image of the hotel has a positive effect on satisfaction
H3: Customer complaints have a negative impact on satisfaction
H4: Communication with customers is likely to have a positive impact on satisfaction
H5: Perceived quality of services has a positive impact on satisfaction
H6: Customer satisfaction has a positive effect on their loyalty.
The adoption of environmental protection practices by enterprises aims to improve their functionality,
such as reducing operating costs (Aragon -Correa et al., 2008) related to water and energy (Chan and Lam, 2003;
Chan, 2005; Claver et al. 2010), the improvement of the health and safety of workers (Chan and Hawkins,
2010), the extraction of state subsidies to achieve greener production methods (Boyle, 1999; Mohamed, 2001).
In the hotel sector in particular, the implementation of environmental protection practices contributes to
improving efficiency (Molina-Azorin et al. 2009) and the hotel's competitiveness, improving its image, thus
helping to differentiate (Chan and Wong, 2006; Kirk, 1998). In addition, the adoption of environmental practices
aims to attract a new class of customers with greater environmental sensitization (Fernandez-Vine et al. 2010).
Tourism demands are constantly increasing and hotels are forced to adopt new services and practices to
meet their tastes and preferences, including greater respect for the environment. Thus, with the application of
environmental practices, hotels look to improve customer loyalty and public image of the company (Lee et al.,
2010; Fraj et al. 2015; Chan and Wong, 2006).
It is easy to see that while the impact of perceived value and quality, image, communication and
complaints on customer satisfaction and loyalty have been proven by numerous researches, the impact of
environmental protection practices on customer satisfaction and loyalty seems to be unclear or less influential.
The following research question arises:
Q1: Does the implementation of environmental practices contribute to improving customer satisfaction
and loyalty?
In order to examine the assumptions made and the question raised, an empirical survey focused on
Greek hotel customers was carried out.
SAMPLE AND DATA COLLECTION
The population of this study was Greek people who have stayed more than three days in hotels located
in Greece. The data collection was done with personal interviews, using a structured questionnaire in the period
of May –August of 2017. The final sample size, after the elimination of inconsistent questionnaires, consists of
440 customers. The 42% of the sample were women and the 58% men, with a mean age of 36 years, and the
majority was highly educated (51.4%), i.e., 40,5% had a bachelor’s degree, and 13,6% had a master’s or a PhD
degree. Lastly, the majority of the sample had incomes falling into three groups: 600.01 – 1250.00€ (36.5%);
1250.01-2000.0€ (26,6%) and exceeding 2000.01€ (20,9%). The average of overnight stays was six. The 76,6%
of the sample stayed overnight as tourists, the 9,5% of the sample for working purposes and the 13,9% for both
reasons. The hotel for the overnight stay has been chosen via booking sites (Trip Advisor, Booking) from the
40% of the sample. The 20,7% have chosen the hotel after the suggestion of friends, 11,6% via travel agencies
and 21,1% through searching independently on the internet. Lastly, 30,2% of the customers stayed overnight in
3-stars hotels; 36,8% in 4 stars hotels, and 17,5% in 5 stars hotels.
RESEARCH INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT
Customers’ satisfaction has been studied with a verity of instruments. Among them, the European
Customer satisfaction Index (ECSI) developed by European experts, examines seven factors: image, expectation,
perceived quality of the products, perceived quality of the service, perceived value, satisfaction and loyalty. In
this study, in the instrument used are incorporated all the factors from the ECSI, except perceived quality of the
products and expectations. Moreover, from the work of Bayol et al. (2000) was used a factor named
“complaints”, from Ball et al. (2004) a factor named “communication” and finally from the work of Stegerean et
al. (2014) the factor “environmental policy”. All the factors consist of a number of items and all were measured
with a 5- point Likert scale where 1= strongly, disagree, 2= disagree, 3= neutral, 4= agree and 5= strongly agree.
VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY OF RESEARCH INSTRUMENT
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The examination of the validity of the instrument requires a test for content and constructs validity. As
regards content Validity, it is based on the extent to which a measurement reflects the specific intended domain
of content (Carmines and Zeller, 1991) and is realized by a review of the literature and a pilot test with a panel
of experts. As to construct validity and according to Cao and Dowlatshahi (2005) there are three ways it is
assessed: unidimensionality of the constructs; convergent validity and discriminant validity. As regards
unidimensionality of the constructs, it was examined with the use of confirmatory factor analysis. The initial
number of 49 items was reduced to 41 items (8 constructs) after the elimination of 8 items because of loads less
than 0,45 or because they loaded in factors in which they do not belong conceptually (Table1).
Table 1
Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Items
Hotel management follows an environmental certification system
The hotel has a written environmental policy
The products offered by the hotel to the customers are ecological
Hotel management implements energy-saving practices
Hotel management implements water-saving practices
Hotel management implements the selective collection of solid
wastes
Hotel management is focused on purchasing ecological and
environmentally respectful products
Compared with other hotels, the value of the services of this hotel
is good
I positively rate the services of this hotel (snack-bar, cleanliness,
contact, etc.)
Taking into account the quality of the services I have received as
well as what I have done to obtain them, my rating of this hotel is
good
The information obtained previously complies with this hotel’s
services
When I have a problem with the service, even though it is
inexpensive, I tend to complain, ask for my money back or an
improvement in the service
I’m concerned about knowing my rights (as a citizen, as a client, as
a consumer, etc.)
I know about the procedure of making a complaint
I’m interested in knowing the existing alternatives of products and
services
When facing a problem with a hotel, I will make a claim to external
organizations (Consumers’ Association)
The communication exchanged is exact
The communication exchanged is complete
The communication exchanged is credible
The hotel informs about the occurrences and changes that may
affect the client
I distinguish the establishments of this hotel chain perfectly
I tend to pay attention to this hotel’s advertising

Loadings
0,78
0,79
0,84
0,78
0,82
0,77

This hotel is renowned for its good social behavior
This hotel’s image fits my personality
The hotel has up-to-date equipment
This hotel’s staff are well-dressed and have a good appearance
When this hotel commits itself to doing something, it does it
This hotel’s staff are always ready to help their clients
I consider that the global assessment of the quality received is
positive
Compared with other hotels of the same category, this hotel offers
me more activities
This hotel’s staff in general wish to offer the service in the
appropriate time and are capable of doing so
This hotel’s staff are in general competent
This hotel’s establishments have a pleasant atmosphere in general

0,86
0,79
0,81
0,85
0,89
0,88
0,93

Factors

Environment

0,87
0,86
0,83
0,90

Perceived Value

0,89
0,49
0,87
0,68
0,86

Complaints

0,44
0,94
0,97
0,95
0,83
0,83
0,79

0,70
0,93

Communication

Image

Perceived Quality

0,93
0,91
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This hotel makes an effort to understand my needs
I was right to choose to stay in this hotel
I am satisfied with this hotel
This hotel is consistent with its promises
This hotel offers an excellent service
My experience in this hotel has been positive in general
I will continue contracting this hotel’s services in the coming years
I will recommend this hotel to anyone who asks my advice

0,92
0,94
0,96
0,95
0,92
0,95
0,86
0,98

Satisfaction
Loyalty

The next test was about the convergent validity and the study indicates that there is convergent validity, as all
the constructs are above the required value of 50% (Table 2).
Table 2
Test for convergent validity
Factor

No of items

Environment
Perceived Value
Complains
Communication
Image
Perceived quality
Satisfaction
Loyalty
Total items

7
4
5
4
4
10
5
2
41

Average
Variance
Extracted
65,26%
75,76%
50,85%
85,39%
66,91%
77,00%
89,13%
85,00%

Discriminant validity was also examined. The way to determine if there is discriminant validity is to show if the
correlations among the constructs are lower than the square root of the average variance extracted (Table 3). The
study indicates that this condition is satisfied for all the constructs.
Table 3
Test for Discriminant Validity
Factors
Environment
Perceived Value
Complains
Communication
Image
Perceived quality
Satisfaction
Loyalty

1
0,807*
0,435
0,428
0,434
0,595
0,497
0,422
0,442

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0,870*
0,330
0,574
0,450
0,759
0,765
0,691

0,691*
0,374
0,448
0,425
0,345
0,330

0,924*
0,437
0,643
0,626
0,559

0,817*
0,592
0,520
0,577

0,877*
0,874
0,793

0,944*
0,851

0,921*

*square root of A.V.E

In order to test the instrument for its reliability the composite reliability of the constructs was examined. All the
constructs were reliably as their values are more than the acceptance threshold of 0,7 (Table 4).

Table 4
Test for Reliability
Factor
Environment
Perceived Value
Complains
Communication
Image
Perceived quality
Satisfaction
Loyalty

No of items
7
4
5
4
4
10
5
2

Construct Reliability
0,929
0,925
0,810
0,958
0,889
0,970
0,976
0,918
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Total items

41
RESULTS

The 53,6% of customers stated that the hotel follows a certified environmental policy system, 29,3%
was unsure of this, while 17,1% claimed that they did not perceive that this is the case. Also, 51,2% found that
the hotel has a written environmental policy, 23,2% was not sure about it and 25,7% did not ascertain this.
Additionally, 49,1% believe that the hotel provides with ecological products (soaps, shampoos, toilet paper, etc.)
thus protecting the environment, 29,8% was unsure, and 21,1% do not believe that this is the case. Energy
consumption reduction practices were perceived by 56,8% of the sample; 25,2% were unaware if these practices
were applied, and 18% stated that they were not. Water consumption reduction practices have been perceived by
40,2% of the sample, 38% were unsure, and 21,8% did not find that such practices were applied. Selective
garbage collection was perceived by 56,6% of customers, 16,6% was not sure that this was applied by the hotel,
and 26,8% considered that no such practices apply. Similarly, 49,1% believed that the hotel is procuring
environmentally friendly cleaning products that protect the environment, 29,8% are unsure and 21,1% did not
believe this is true. Overall, the assessment of questions relating to the hotel's environmental policy shows that
customers were not very sure or did not have a clear understanding of the practices been applied by the hotels.
Among the seven factors that influence total customer satisfaction (Table 5), the Environmental Policy
of the hotels is the factor that less satisfies the costumers (M=3,40), followed by the Image factor (M=3,60). On
the contrary, they are more satisfied with the Expectation factor (M=4,19), followed by Perceived Value
(M=4,09) and Perceived Quality (M=4,04). Total customer satisfaction is satisfactory (M=4,12), and the level of
Loyalty is also significant (M=3,89). However, the high Coefficient of Variation (> 10%) indicates that there are
significant differences in customer estimates.
Table 5
Basic Statistical Measures
Mean
Environmental Policy
Perceived value
Complains
Communication
Image
Perceived quality
Satisfaction
Loyalty

3,40
4,09
3,67
3,88
3,60
4,04
4,12
3,89

Std.
Deviation
0,9693
0,7785
0,7978
0,9748
0,9083
0,7809
0,8774
0,9859

Coefficient of
Variation
28,44%
19,01%
21,72%
25,10%
25,22%
19,31%
21,28%
25,28%

To identify differentiation of customers' estimates ANOVA was used with dependent variables the
derived factors and independent variables the hotels’ category, and the respondents’ gender, income, and
educational level. The results indicated that there is a significant difference in the opinion of the customers on all
factors, due to the hotels’ category. Thus, four- and five-star hotel customers were found to be more satisfied
compared to the customers of the other hotel categories, at all factors. Customer gender is the cause of
differentiation only in the Image factor where women rate it slightly higher (3,7) than men (3,5). Income is a
cause of differentiation in Communication, Perceived Quality, and Satisfaction factors. Those with an income of
1.000,01 -2.000,00 € are more satisfied with the level of Communication, while less satisfied are those who earn
more than 3.000,01€. Perceived quality is estimated to be lower for those with an income of <350€, probably
because they were staying in low-category hotels, while those with higher incomes vary considerably. The same
was observed for the Total Satisfaction Level, probably due to the same reason. Finally, the level of education is
a cause of differentiation for the dimension Environmental Policy. Those who have a high school diploma
evaluate the hotel's environmental policies more positively than holders of a postgraduate or doctorate degree.
The eta squared, which is used to measure the effect size (the size of the relationship between the two variables)
in an ANOVA statistical test, was also calculated. Eta squared measures the proportion of variance in a
dependent variable that is explained by the independent variable. Eta squared values range from 0 to 1 with
values of around 0,26 considered large. In all ANOVA that have performed, as shown in the table 6, the eta
squared is lower than 0,26 and thus there is not strong dependence of any dependent variable from some
independent.
Table 6
ANOVA for hotel stars and customers characteristics
Stars

Gender

Income

Education
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Factors

F

Sig.

n2

Environmental Policy 15,726 ,000* ,153
Perceived value
6,902 ,000* ,074
Complains
7,685 ,000* ,081

F

Sig.

n2

F

Sig.

n2

F

Sig.

n2

1,243 ,265

,003

,355 ,956

,007

2,596 ,018*

,035

1,051 ,306

,002

1,859 ,056

,037

1,977 ,068

,027

,288 ,592

,001

1,306 ,231

,027

,525 ,789

,007

,002 ,962

,000

3,298 ,001*

,065

,454 ,842

,006

Communication

7,210

Image

21,596 ,000* ,199

4,021 ,046*

,009

,867 ,555

,018

,306 ,934

,004

Perceived quality

11,721 ,000* ,119

,291 ,590

,001

2,087 ,029*

,042

,953 ,457

,013

Satisfaction

8,452

,000* ,089

,000 ,990

,000

2,423 ,011*

,048

1,070 ,380

,015

Loyalty

9,555

,000* ,099

,310 ,578

,001

,958 ,474

,020

,508 ,802

,007

,000* ,077

To test the hypotheses of this study, the Structural Equation Modeling technique was used. The
assessment of the proposed model consists of three steps. The first one is the assessment of the overall model fit
that includes: (a) the Normed χ2 (for big samples), (b) the Normed Fit Index (NFI), (c) the Comparative Fit
Index (CFI) and (d) the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA). In the table 7 are presented the
results from the test for overall model and as shown all of them are in acceptable level.
Table 7
Overall Model Fit Statistics
Measures
χ2/d.f
NFI
CFI
RMSEA
1Hair

Suggested values
1< χ2/d.f<31
≥ 0,92
≥ 0,93
<0,081

Results
2,48
0,98
0,99
0,058

et al, 1995; 2Bentler and Bonnet, 1980; 3Joreskog and Sorbom, 1993.

The next step is the assessment of the measurement models that requires: (a) A test for the statistical
significance of the loadings of all the items, with the use of t- values. For a 5% level of significance, t-values out
of interval [-1,96 +1,96] are considered statistical significant. (b) The construct reliability and (c) the variance
extracted for each construct. The values of these two measures should exceed 0,7 και 0,5 (50%) respectively
(Hair et al.,1995). In this study the measurement model was assessed in the step of questionnaire’s validation.
The final step refers to the assessment of structural model. The evaluation of the structural model includes the
significance of calculated coefficients and the calculation of R2 that indicates how well the model is performing
(Hair et al.,1995). The results are presented in the table 8.
The six constructs that were used, in order to measure their effect on satisfaction, explain the 88% of
the total variance (R2=0,88). Although this percentage is high, it is obvious that the coefficients of only three
constructs are significant and contribute to the explanation of satisfaction. These constructs are: Perceived Value
(γ2=0,29), Image(γ5=0,10) and Perceived quality (γ6=0,69). The contribution of the other constructs is very low
and not significant. Particularly, for the environmental policy of the hotels that is the new factor in the
examination of customers’ satisfaction, it is easily perceived that it does not affect it (γ1=0,08 with t- value
=1,88). Thus, the hypotheses H1, H2 and H5 are accepted while the hypotheses H3 and H4 are not supported.
Moreover, in the research question about the impact of environmental policy on satisfaction the results indicate
that there is no evidence that support it. The 87% (R2=0,87) of the variance of loyalty is explained by
satisfaction and environment, but only satisfaction affects strongly the loyalty (β=0,94) as environment has an
impact very low (0,03) and non significant (t=0,89). That means that the hypothesis H6 is accepted, while for the
second part of research question the results indicate, no impact.
In summary, the results show that the first priority for hotel customers is the quality of services
provided, followed by the perceived value and the image of the hotel. The environmental policy does not play
yet, any critical role in satisfaction and loyalty of customers.
Table 8
Structural Model

Environment

Satisfaction
R2= 88%
0,08

Loyalty
R2=87%
0,0
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Perceived Value
Complains
Communication
Image
Perceived quality
Satisfaction

0,29*
0,07
0,03
0,10*
0,69*
--

0,94*

*significant at level <5%.

The same conclusion arises if we re-run the model without the environmental policy factor, as the value of R2 for
satisfaction is reduced by only 1%, while for loyalty it remains constant.
CONCLUSIONS
The main objective of this work was to investigate the factors that affect clients' satisfaction and loyalty
to hotels. Particular emphasis was given to investigating the degree of implementation of the environmental
practices applied by hotels and their possible impact on customer satisfaction and loyalty. The results showed
that about half of the customers perceive the implementation of environmentally-friendly practices while the
other half are unsure or do not believe they are being implemented. It is important that among all the factors
studied, environmental policy is the one valued by customers lower. Environmental practices are becoming more
apparent in four- and five-star hotels that obviously have more resources to adopt and implement. In conclusion,
hotels and especially smaller ones should put more emphasis on environmental protection in their effort to
attract more of the growing, environmentally sensitive customers. From the analysis of research results, it is also
perceived that hotel customers pay particular attention to providing quality services, perceived value and image
of the hotel, which is usually related to the category of the hotel. On the contrary, communication and the ability
to express complaints and observations show that it does not contribute much to shaping their level of
satisfaction. However, the most important finding of this study is the confirmation of the conclusions of previous
surveys that the influence of the hotel's environmental policy on satisfaction and loyalty is negligible. This is
probably due to the inadequate implementation of environmental protection rules, the incomplete disclosure of
environmental policy to customers, and the recent public awareness-raising effort to protect the environment.
Environmental protection today is becoming more imperative than ever, and it is a duty and a duty of every
citizen and business to contribute to it. Hotel businesses, the operation of which is burdened the environment,
especially during the peak months, will have to adopt self-imposed rules of environmental protection in addition
to state instructions. Staff training on environmental issues and customer information is also needed.
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ABSTRACT
Development of new business models is immanent in all segments of accommodation sector in tourism.
The reasons of creating new business models are optimization of high investment costs and need to improve
business performances with the aim to retain competitive position on increasingly dynamic tourism market. Small
private accommodation capacities become a significant segment in accommodation sector of many tourism
destinations around the world. Private household accommodation has a long tradition in Croatia which makes this
segment dominant in overall accommodation sector. Insufficient cooperation and inadequate professional
qualification determinate competitive position and business success of this properties. In order to contribute
primarily to the reduction of above mentioned constraints, and thus to achievement of better business results, a new
business model emerges on the tourist market with a new legislative framework. Paper analyses history of
establishment of private accommodation sector in Croatian micro entrepreneurship. Also this paper examines the
real possibilities and constrains regarding implementation of new business model in practice, it was taken 10 indepth interviews with major participants in two selected typical tourism destinations in Croatia with share of family
accommodation capacities over 70%. Furthermore, paper analyses one of the most successful examples of business
practice in Croatia to show potential of implementing integrated hotels as a new business model on tourism market.
Paper endeavour to show how new business model encourages creation of new tourism products in destinations,
while improving quality of accommodation contributes to achievement of better indicators of business efficiency.

Keywords: Integrated hotels, new business model, private accommodation sector, Croatia

INTRODUCTION
Private accommodation is quite important segment of tourism supply in Croatia and synonym for
authentic tourist experience. This term involves small renters, locals that are owners of some apartments or rooms in
household, where is providing of accommodation service additional activity managed by family members. In this
group, we also count numerous owners of some apartments in buildings as well as owners of bigger apartment
facilities from ten to more apartments. With intensive growth of that type of capacities that make the most
significant part of accommodation sector, private accommodation in Croatia needs to keep pace with latest trends on
tourism market, if it would like to reach wanted standards of service and satisfying level of competitiveness.
Contemporary trends influence on changes in business, so the small, independent providers of accommodation
services in tourism due to specific flexibility can quickly adjust. (Vlahov, 2013). Croatian Tourism Development
Strategy until 2020 indicates on necessity for improving quality and transforming as well as introducing new
business models in private accommodation sector. One of the innovative organization models in private
accommodation are associated, integral hotels. Examples from the business practice show the interest for
implementation of model of gathering through integral hotels in big cities where seasonality is not expressed as in
typical leisure destinations. Greater challenge in terms of implementing of this model will be in coastal parts which
are overcrowded with similar apartments whose intensive construction is influencing on losing authenticity,
originality and experience of Mediterranean culture and living. In this segment of supply, with needed
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improvement of quality, providing services and active cooperation of interested stakeholders, recognition
and competitiveness of tourism product in Croatia can be significantly improved. Start of moving forward in terms
of quality and achieving better competitive position is in adopting relevant contemporary trends on tourism market
and professionalism in providing services in private accommodation sector.
PRIVATE ACCOMODATION IN FRAME OF ACCOMODATION SECTRO IN CROATIA
The tradition of hosting people in homes is ancient almost as a civilization itself, but only recently it took on
the form of organized activity which internationally occurs in many variations and goes by different names (Petric,
Mimica, 2011:7). Croatia has a long tradition of providing private accommodation services in the domestic
households. The beginnings of private accommodation are associated with the emergence of organized tourism,
particularly in coastal towns. This form of accommodation in practice usually called private or more recently
family accommodation due to the fact that the accommodation is most commonly provided in a family
environment of lender. In last couple of years, more owners of apartments, especially in the big cities, decide to
rent apartments to tourists instead of giving them to a long term rent. The provision of accommodation services for
tourists today, as in earlier periods of development, for large number of Croatian citizens represents one of the most
preferred additional source of income due to unfavourable social and economic situation in the country. The
continued increase in tourist traffic in recent years and the prolonged recession in the economy combined with
rising unemployment have prompted an even greater number of owners of suitable real estates to enter in this
business. Extremely large number of facilities for private accommodation caused a stronger interest of the state to
regulate the business. Simultaneously more professional approach toward the performance of service begins to
develop in order to improve quality and achieve better business results. With a goal to improve quality and achieve
better business results of this part of accommodation supply, in 2014 legislator presented new organization models of
private accommodation – integral and diffuse hotels. (MINT, 2014).
Historical development and importance of private accommodation in total accommodation capacities
From the very beginning of the tourism development in the second half of the 19th century until the First
World War tourism is typically not given special attention of the state and main subjects of development are
enthusiasts in local communities (Pirjevec, Kesar, 2002:43). In the interwar period, mainly due to the revenues
from foreign sources, we see the first legal and administrative measures that seek to regulate and improve the
tourism business. During this period increasing number of localities is developing tourist capabilities by building
different types of accommodation facilities. During this period total capacity of around 320,000 beds, of which as
many as 95,000 new beds in basic accommodation facilities, predominantly hotels, is constructed. Historically, this
was the period of greatest construction of accommodation capacities which Croatia accounted for the pre-war 1990.
Figure 1: Type of accommodation (number of beds), 1980 – 2017
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Source: Ministry of Tourism: Tourism in Figures 2017
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After this period, we are seeing decline in construction activity for basic accommodation but also
continuing growth in complementary capacities. During the Homeland War, we recorded a drastic decline in
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tourist traffic which was complemented by the sharp fall in the number of available accommodations. Reaccelerated growth of tourist traffic, but also rapid growth of real estate market is happening again in the beginning of
2000s. But more intensive growth is recorded from 2016 when the private accommodation also achieves amazing
growth. This caused massive development of private accommodations along the coast as well as putting in service of
tourism numerous real estates of citizens and companies, in urban and rural area, that were out of use. It brings us to
conclusion that policy of planned and sustainable construction as well as growth of accommodation capacities in term
of tourism, in this period, is not adequate and sustainable. With the end of 2017 we are recording in Croatia 741.509
beds in all private accommodation facilities, which is 61,4% of all available accommodation capacities in tourism of
Croatia. This data shows how important is private accommodation sector, especially if we add that share of hotels and
aparthotels is only 11%.
MAIN DETERMINATIONS AND BUSINESS FRAMEWORK OF INTEGRAL HOTELS
Croatian Tourism Development Strategy until 2020 indicates on necessity for improving quality and
transforming as well as introducing new business models in private accommodation sector, e.g. pensions, small
family hotels, diffuse and integrals hotels. (MINT: 2013). Due to high supply of apartments in buildings and
properties without presence of owners, new and more efficient business models, diffuse and integral hotels, become a
great opportunity for raising competitiveness.
This collateral concept started in Italy (Albergo Difuso) to stimulate revitalization and renewal of small,
historical places in rural areas and cores of the cities. (Valeri and Paoloni, 2017; Dall'Ara, 2015; De Montis, Serra,
Ledda and Ganciu, 2014; Confalonieri, 2011; Avram and Zarrilli, 2012). Based on the positive Italian experiences the
diffuse hotel in Croatia, besides having to offer the accommodation and breakfast services, also has to meet the
requirements referring to the location and traditional decoration and equipment similarly to the heritage hotels. In the
practice more applicable concept is integral hotel because it does not have to meet strict requirements in term of
traditional historical elements of architecture and design.
Integral hotel is a property were caterer provides accommodation and breakfast in common facilities, his own
facilities or facilities of other caterers or renters. Integral hotel is functional unit in three or more buildings in the
same town which can be widespread in the town between facilities of different purposes. Integral hotel needs to have
following catering facilities for provision of catering services: common facility for welcoming guests, preparing and
serving breakfast and drinks, toilets and the most important accommodation facilities (NN, 2016). Companies that
manage integral hotels provide higher number of caterer services in comparison with common accommodation
facilities in private sector. Some of services can be done by other entities on market, registered for pursuing the
activity. Rights and obligations between caterer who is managing integral hotel and other caterers as well as private
renters are determined by contract. (MINT, 2016:38).
Due to the fact that in small tourist places, private accommodation is carrier of whole accommodation supply
and most apartments in building remind to an everyday living, it is important to offer higher standard of quality,
equipment and additional facilities during the stay. One of the main activities of National Program for Promoting
Private Accommodation is aligning of private accommodation through model of integral hotel with aims of (IZTZG,
2013):
Creating new and innovative tourism product in destination,
Developing and improving quality of accommodation supply,
Achieving common interests and appearance on the market,
Market recognisability of accommodation facilities,
Professionalization of private accommodation,
Increasing occupancy rate in pre and post season,
Stimulating microeconomics
In comparison with tourism system of many development countries, business operation of accommodation
units in frame of private sector are satisfactorily regulated. This could be incentive for Ministry of Tourism in terms
of supporting implementation of business model - integral hotel.
CHALLANGES IN IMPLEMENTATION OF BUSINESS MODEL OF INTEGRAL HOTEL –
RESULTS OF INTERVIEWS WITH KEY STAKEHOLDERS ON THE MARKET
Concept and model of associated private renters in integral hotel present opportunity of differentiation
specific groups of private renters in some tourist places that insist on above average level of quality and service. In
practice of tourism business in Croatia, from 2014, when it was possible to register integral hotel, till today are
registered 15 integral hotels with around 300 accommodation units and 635 beds (MINT, 2018). There is, for sure, 86
space for more new integral hotels, especially if we take in consideration the number of existing capacities in private

accommodation sector.
First integral hotels are located in urban areas of big cities through integrating accommodation units in
buildings. Due to integrated hotel service, implementation of this model is more and more applicable on the coastal part
where it does not exist yet. In private accommodation sector, contemporary tourists become more demanding and look
for higher level of quality and competitive price as well. Very important step in improving quality is creating a unique
experience. Responsible private renters that take care of providing service (communication with guests, warm
welcome, informing guest about facilities in surrounding, learning about local tradition and customs etc.) and
continuously put efforts in additional facilities, understand their role in destination. They will be significant elements
of creating unique experience that is today base for quality and competitive position on the market. This approach
ensures satisfying occupancy level (100 – 140 days of full occupancy in relation to 55 days which was average
occupancy rate in all accommodation capacities in 2017) and better price of accommodation units for small private
renters. In order to identify opportunities and constraints of implementation of a new business model in practice, depth
interviews with ten key stakeholders in destination, in two typical coastal leisure destinations with high share of private
accommodation (over 70%) of atotal private accommodation supply and two successful CEOs of integral hotels in
Zagreb, have been conducted. In each interview, in both destinations, were participating: one representative of local
government, one representative of local tourism board, one representative of association of private renters, two
owners of inbound travel agencies specialized in private accommodation, one representative on international online
travel agency, one provider of additional services in destination and 3 private renters with the best performances in
destination in 2016. In order to extract key challenges for the stakeholders involved in the business of private
accommodation, with the aim of improving the quality based on implementing new business model - integral hotel,
results of conducted quality research has, been analysed.
Table 1: SWOT analysis of integral hotel in Croatia
Strengths
The existence of an institutional framework
Interest of existing private renters and
entrepreneurs unsatisfied with accomplished
results
Successful business stories from existing
integral hotels on the market
Attractive locations of majority of units
Good value for money
Professional approach to guest
Opportunities
Growing demand for small as well as family
accommodation
Revitalization and renewal of abandoned
facilities and existing units out of use
Thematic offers and focus on specific groups
The availability of EU funds intended for
hospitality
Possibility of local travel agencies to survive and
move forward in terms of quality
Improving the cooperation of many
stakeholders involved

Weaknesses
Differences in quality and equipment of existing
private accommodation units
Large number of unattractive and impersonal
apartments along the coast that disturb
authenticity of micro location
High seasonality of operations, especially along the
coast
Lack of expertise of the renters
Lack of cooperation between renters and other
important stakeholders in destination
Threats
Demographical issues and emigration of young
population, especially in touristic not developed
areas
Non – transparent business environment
Creation of image of low – cost summer
destination
Decreasing existing prices in private
accommodation
Lack of actualization of measures identified by
National Program of Improving Family
Accommodation
Corruption at the local level conditioned by
political positions

Source: Table is a result of conducted research for this paper.
SWOT analysis indicates the key forces that with in the table mentioned opportunities can significantly
contribute to implementation and use of model of associated private renters through integral hotels in tourist
destinations in Croatia. With the strengths arising from the general characteristics of small businesses, wealth in
available resource, existence of an institutional framework and a successful examples from business practice
represent a key strengths for stronger expansion of this business model. Numerous owners of real estates without
experience in tourism business and providing services, hardly can manage property and have good return to
investment without property management companies. Main reason why in Croatia along the coast we are facing lack
of adequate property management companies is laying in fact that seasonality of tourism product is still quite expressed
and price cannot cover the commission of those companies. One of the chances for micro entrepreneurs
– private renters that would like to gather in integral hotel is availability of EU funds that are very restricted
if applying as a physical person. Local travel agencies that survived on the market, see in this model opportunity for
improve cooperation and quality level of services.
Significant weaknesses of implementation of this model are defined with weaknesses of the private sector, 87

related to disparities of quality of supply and outstanding seasonality. As a main weakness we can pull out insufficient
awareness of importance for cooperation between key stakeholders in destination. This is manifested in the fact that
model of integral hotel, generally, is successfully realised exclusively when operation business is wholly managed by
one company, as a long term rent or lease of accommodation units. Demographic issues and emigration of young
population is expressed in many parts of Croatia, what directly produce threat to a further development of tourism and
reaching contemporary standards in segment of hosting people in homes. This threat at the same time can be
opportunity for more successful implementation of model of integral hotel, due to fact that older population want be
able to manage real estates on their own or even rent them to tourists.

CASE STUDY OF INTEGRAL HOTEL FROM BUSINESS PRACTICE IN CROATIA: IRUNDO
ZAGREB
To better explore potential of implementation of integral hotel in tourism of Croatia, along with conducted
interviews with key stakeholders on the market, also was analysed on of the most successful examples of integral hotel
in business practice. It is a first integral hotel in Croatia, registered in 2014 under the name ZigZag in Zagreb. Since
2011 two young entrepreneurs had an idea to found a modern company for renting apartments that will keep pace
with the latest contemporary trends in tourism. Relying on positive examples of similar organization models from
abroad they started their own business story in Zagreb, capital city of Croatia. It is important to point out the fact that
in that time Zagreb has just started to be more recognizable. In 2014 legislator enabled the opportunity for the new
organization of private accommodation that refers to rooms, apartments and studio apartments owned by citizens.
With registration and categorization of the new type of private accommodation, idea of two young entrepreneurs was
confirmed. They did not hesitate. They took a chance to build their own business. Reason why this project is unique
and renowned on the market is that from the start were implemented: own quality standardization of accommodation
and service, interior design and marketing. On that way; offer, working processes and especially sales through
automated reservations were continuously improving. Key benefits of managing integral hotel are: possibility to
increase quality of private accommodation in destination, better positioning on the market, all year round business,
entering the online platform only for hotels as well as using the subsidies and co-financing of projects from national
and EU funds.
After analysing comments and expectations of tourists that were visiting Zagreb at that time, there was an
obvious need for new and efficient organization of business. In 2013 they opened a central check - in point with a
reception. Idea was to have a cosy place where tourists can relax, get some recommendation from locals, pay sojourn
tax and accommodation. ZigZag story started with just a few accommodation units in Zagreb but today they are
working in couple of cities in Croatia, Serbia and Austria. ZigZag did a rebranding and change the name into Irundo.
With a new brand they want to be recognized as a modern company for all tourist that are seeking for the excellent
accommodation but with feel of home. New brand name is the latin name for swallow (lat. hirundo), migratory bird
that is always coming back home. New name can be read as well as I – run – do because they want to encourage
tourists to go out, explore the city. Guests are looking for warm feeling of home, where they come back with pleasure
after exciting day in the city. All this desires of guests are incorporated in new slogan – Be adventurous. Fell at home.
This brand of integral hotels has around 200 well equipped apartments in four Croatian (Zagreb, Split, Dubrovnik,
Rovinj) and two abroad destinations (Vienna and Belgrade). It is really important to point out the fact that the larger
number of units is in long term rent/lease, and only the smaller number in the ownership of the company that
preforms as investor for renovation and design. In before mentioned model, owner of the real estate, usually physical
person, gives the accommodation units for rent that was before decorated due to mandatory standards appointed by
integral hotel. Due to fact that accommodation units are usually located in the historical core of the cities, it often
requires total renovation and adjustment to contemporary standards in terms of design. According to that, there is an
option when units are not renovated from the side of the owner but from the integral hotel. In that case contract terms
are slightly different (lower rent, longer period of lease).
Team of well-educated people was growing with expansion of business. Now they are base of successful
business. Destinations where it is possible to have all year round business are facilitating the challenges of finding
adequate labour. Entrepreneurs in tourism in Croatia are faced quite often with the challenge of finding adequate
labour. Today, Irundo integral hotel has around 70 employees of which 75% are permanent employees and 25% are
seasonal employees. In 2018 Irundo, except rebranding, implemented some news in terms of standardization of intern
processes. Tourist are provided with excellent customer service that offers useful information and 24- hour assistance.
From above analysed example, we can conclude that Irundo through model of integral hotel is dictating
standards in accommodation supply in Croatia. Also it is competitive model in abroad destinations too. Only in seven
years of business this young company confirmed continuous growth and perspective for all employees and partners as
well as success of this business model. In forthcoming period there are plans for expanding in other city break
destination in Croatia and abroad as well as further growth of integral hotels under the umbrella of this brand.

CONCLUSION
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Model of business gathering of accommodation units in frame of private accommodation in Croatia imposes
as logic solution, with an aim to improve quality and increase competitiveness of the largest segment of
accommodation supply in Croatia. After a long period of insufficient attention and uncontrolled expansion of private
accommodation capacities, today making private accommodation sector more competitive represent one of the key
challenges. All key stakeholders on the market as well as local government and carriers of tourism policy are facing
the same challenge. Because of challenges that many parts in Croatia are facing, similar to model of diffuse hotel in
Italy, integral hotel in Croatian tourism should not only increase the competiveness of tourism product but also be
instrument for preventing depopulation in rural areas, expansion of tourism demand in continental parts and extension
of tourism season. Also there is a space for thematic development of this segment of supply and differentiation on
different bases. Successful examples of cooperation in some destinations in Croatia shows numerous opportunities
and possibilities for more intensive implementation of this model on the market. Model is applicable to bigger cities
with all year round business but as well as in other leisure destinations if it is a question of thematic product with higher
price. Taking in consideration relevant trends on side of tourism demand, interests for private accommodation,
possibilities of renters to adjust because of flexibility and need for creating new values, we can conclude that integral
hotels represent an excellent opportunity for numerous small entrepreneurs aware of importance of
professionalization in providing services in private accommodation sector. Larger number of integral hotels, surely,
indicate on the beginning of the new swing in development, improvement of quality and achieving better competitive
position of private accommodation in Croatia.
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ABSTRACT
Selection of hotel is of high priority and significance for tourists and entails a complicated decision-making
process. The paper aims at identifying the most significant hotel selection factors taken into account by Greek
customers. An empirical research study was conducted using an online survey. Ten factors identified by literature
review included in the investigation. The findings indicate that Cleanliness is the most important factor in the
selection of accommodation, followed by Price and Staff. Considering the priorities of tourists, hotel managers may
design more effectively their segmentation, targeting and positioning strategy to ensure that their offerings matchthe
needs and wants of their guests.
Key Words:Hotel industry, Consumer decision-making process,Hotel selection, important factors
INTRODUCTION
Hotel selection is of high priority and significance for travelers (Sohrabi et al., 2012). People spend
significant portion of their planning time and effort on selecting the right hotel for them. Traveler preferences are
unpredictable, dynamic, changing over time and may affect the performance of hotel businesses.In studying travelers’
preference there is a strong indication that Cleanliness is a very, if not the, most important factor in the selection of
accommodation. Other important hotel features that significantly affect a traveler's selections include Location, Price,
Facilities and Services while the Size and Type of Hotel, Security, Staff Quality, are also seriously considered by
travelers who are also likely to express concern with regard to a hotel's Reputation and Name Familiarity.
Verma(2011, p.3) mentioned characteristically: “guests may have chosen your hotel because of its favorable room
rate, its brandname, its quality rating, its features and amenities, reviews posted by past guests on socialmedia sites,
or simply because they were ready to stop for the night and there it was”.
The hotel market is highly competitive, overwhelmed by many similar, usually interchangeable offerings. Thus, it is
essential for hotel companies to understand the factors influencing consumers’decision- making process in order to
anticipate their needs, plan effective marketing strategies and gain a competitive advantage (Baruka & Civre, 2012;
Naletova, 2017). The prediction of the customers’ choices and the effective identification of the factors that affect 90
those choices is complex. Research efforts in this area are limited especially in Greece despite the fact that tourism is

one of the country's most important sectors and a key element of the economic activity. The paper tries to fill this gap
by identifying the factors that affect hotel selection for Greek travelers. In order to examine the factors that are most
valuable to travelers when choosing a hotel, anelectronic survey was employed by adopting factorsidentified by
previous studies.
FACTORS AFFECTING SELECTION
A number of studies attempting to investigate the factors that are pushing the costumers into choosing the
hotel of their preference have been reported. The studies employed various approaches to identify the needs of
customers, considered different types of tourism (mostly leisure and business) and focused on different
countries/placessuch as Thailand, Taiwan, Tehran and Hong Kong. In addition, researchers, in order to outline more
accurately the needs of tourists,enriched tourist profiles by adding further characteristics to it, such as, their cultural
background, the level of their education, their loyalty (whether they are making repeated visits in a hotel or a hotel
firm), the expenditure that they make during their traveling, their previous experiences in hotels,the source financing
their travel (i.e. whether the travel is paid by them or by somebody else), etc. (Baruca & Civre, 2012; Lamb et al.,
2002; Saha et al., 2010). All the aforementioned characteristics can be considered as being very significant both for
the final decision made by the tourist as well as for satisfaction that they will feel after their stay. Engel et al. (1990)
mentioned that the satisfaction of the customer comes when their pre-purchase expectations meet their post-purchase
evaluation.
Choosrichon (2011) has pointed out that in order to understand how people choose a hotel, firstly it is
necessary to understand their needs. The most significant factor for a hotel/resort selection, according to this study, is
Security and Safety, although it should be noted that the research wascarried out in Thailand, the tourism of which
had suffered greatly in the past years due to external factors, like the 2004 tsunami. Staff Service Quality, Location
and Room and Facilities Qualitywhich were also included in the studyfound not to be crucial in determining
costumers’ choice of hotel but their absence or failure was found to lead to customer dissatisfaction. This finding is in
line with (Pizam, 1994) who states that providing more of some characteristics will not satisfy anyone, but when one
of themis absent suddenly everyone becomes disappointed.
Similarly, Gundersen et al. (1996) suggested that hotel managers should reach a “good-enough” level of
quality in the not so essential aspects of the hotel. In their studythey found that the overall satisfaction of business
travelers derives from the tangible and intangible dimensions of three departments: Reception, Housekeeping and
Food and Beverage department. More specifically, the tangible aspects of the Housekeeping department and the
intangible aspects of Reception seemed to have the strongest affect. However, in order to achieveoverall satisfaction
of the guests, they pointed that the hotel should provide a high-quality experience.
Tehran hotels have been researchedby Sohrabi et al. (2012) who attempted to identify a set of practical
indicators that characterize the most significant hotel factors. In his study, the main hotel selection factors were:
Promenade and Comfort, Security and Protection, Network Services, Pleasure, Staff and their services, News and
Recreational Information, Cleanliness and Room Comfort, Expenditure, Room Facilities and Car Parking. Analysis of
the results showed that the most essential aspect for tourists in selecting Tehran hotels is Hotel Comfort (along with
all its major factors) followed by Hotel Compensatory, (i.e. the feeling that the amount of money paidis fair for the
Hotel Comfort, Security and News provided). Additionally, it seems that costumers are seeking for more services like
high-quality connection, e-banking and car parking area.
Leisure travelers have been investigated by Chow et al. (1995) in a study that, even though exploratory in
nature, empirically investigates the relationships among various cues hypothesized to impact purchase decisions.
Intangible elements of hotels, like Security, Dependability, Service Quality, Convenience and Reputation, have been
identified, and a strategy using multiple communications trying to stress each and every one of the mentioned cues is
suggested. 573 Frequent Individual Travelers, i.e. travelers that make all the travel arrangements by their own and
purchase accommodation independently, in Hong Kong took part in the research, in an attempt to capture the most
essential factors affecting them, when price is not considered as an important issue to them (Chan & Wong, 2006).
The results showed that, beyond Price, convenient hotel Location and good Service were the core factors
influencingFrequent Individual Travelers choice. Callan (1996) has found Cleanliness to be the most important
element for travelers for the selection of hotel. Similarly, Cleanliness has been considered as top priority for guests in
Lockyer (2000, 2002). Lockyer (2005) later attempted to identify the value of Price in the hotel selection and
observed that one of the first questions been asked by the potential guests to the reservation department of a hotel or
motel is about the price of the accommodation. Ananth et al. (1992) also found that Price and Quality was rated as the
most important attributes followed by attributes related to Security and convenience of Location. Hsieh et al. (2008)
found that forTaiwan hot-spring tourism industrythe most important hotel selection factors are the Abilityof the
Service Personal to solve problems quickly, the Price level, Convenience of Traffic route/shuttle, Special Promotions,
Convenience of Reservation procedure and Food and Beverages Service. Finally, the Reputation of the hotel has been
also taken into account by tourists in hotel choice decision (Dolnicar & Otter, 2013; Jones & Chen, 2011; Weaver& Heung,
1993).Table 1 summarizes the important factors in hotel selection identified by previous research studies.
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Table 1
Important factors influencing hotel selection
Rivers et al.
(1991)
Ananth et al.
(1992)
Barsky & Labagh
(1992)
Weaver& Heung
(1993).
Chow et al. (1995)
Chu & Choi
(2000)
Lockyer (2000)

Sample
Members and non-members of
frequent guest programs
Mature travelers

Important factors identified
Convenience of location, Overall service received.

Business and leisure travelers

Employee attitude, location and rooms

Business travelers

Convenience for business, good reputation of the hotel, friendly
staff
Security, dependability, service quality, convenience, reputation
Service quality, business facilities, room and front desk, food and
recreation, value, and security
The room and its facilities, Staff quality and service facilities,
Facilities overall, Cleanliness of hotel, Bath and shower, Standard of
bedroom maintenance, Comfortable mattress and pillow
Bathroom and shower quality, standard of bedroom maintenance,
comfort of mattress and pillow
Courteous, polite, well-mannered staff, enthusiasm, and
commitment of staff, efficiency of front desk
Cleanliness, Price

Leisure travelers
Business and leisure travelers
Business travelers

Lockyer (2002)

Business travelers
Accommodation managers

Lockyer (2005)

Persons with low hotel or
motel use, medium use high
use
Literature review

Jones & Chen
(2011)
Dolnicar & Otter
(2013)

Based on Literature review

Yavas & Babacus
(2005)
Chan & Wong
(2006)
Hsieh et al. (2008)

Business and leisure travelers

Choosrichom
(2011)
Sohrabi et al.
(2012)

International travelers

Baruca & Civre
(2012)

International travelers

Ady & QuadriFelitti (2015)

Travelers in U.S.A

Richard& Masud
(2016)
Naletova (2017)

Travelers in Ghana

von Oertzen
(2017)

Generation Y’ travelers

Frequent Individual
Travelers
Business and leisure travelers

Travelers in Teheran hotels

Business and leisure travelers

Price, quality Convenience of location, Security

Consideration: non-smoking, swimming pool, high-speed internet,
hot tub, fitness centre, room service, set pricerange
Choice: comparison, picture, reviews, star-ratings, sort by price
Convenience location, Service quality, Reputation, Friendliness of
staff, Price, room cleanliness, value for money, hotel cleanliness,
security, room standard, swimming pool, comfort of bed, parking
facilities, room size
General amenities, core service, security/safety, convenience, room
amenities
Price, convenient hotel location, good service
Convenience of reservation procedure, quick problem solving
abilities by the service personal, price level, special promotions,
sanitary hot spring environment, convenience traffic route/shuttle,
and food and beverages service
Security and Safety, Value, Staff service quality, Location, Room
and Facilities
Hotel comfort factor (Hotel Staff and their services, Promenade and
comfort, Pleasure, Network services, Cleanliness and room comfort,
Car Parking)
Hotel compensatory factor (Expenditure, New and recreational Info,
Security and protection)
Personal experience, recommendation of friends and tourist
agencies, advertising, recommendations, hotel facilities, good
location, price, value for money
Cleanliness and comfort
WiFi for business travelers
Food for those traveling with friends
Rooms for those planning romantic vacations
Room, comfort and amenities for family travelers
Religion, cultural values, cultural norms
Leisure travelers: Price, pet allowance
Business travelers: hotel facilities, quality of Internet connection,
reviews by previous guests
Reference room price

METHODOLOGY
In order to investigate the factors that affect the choice of hotel by Greek travelers, an empirical research study was
conducted using an online survey. A link to the questionnaire was posted to the Facebook profiles of the researchers.
Users willing to participate in the survey visited a tailor made website and responded to the questionnaire. The
questionnaire was written and administered in Greek. The data were recorded to a database. Finally, 472 completed 92
and usable questionnaires were received. Five-point Likert scales ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree

were used. The questionnaire consisted of two parts. The first part included the ten factors under investigation,
namely: Location, Services, Security and Protection, Pleasure, Cleanliness and Room Comfort, Prices, Staff, Prestige,
Faculties, Hotel’s reputation and Marketing. The second part recorded demographic characteristics of the sample and
frequency of traveling along with booking a hotel. Questions in each factor were adopted or adapted from previous
studies.
FINDINGS

Responders Profile

The sample size is 472. Women are 72.6% and men 27.4% of the sample (Table 2). The respondents were mainly
(59.7%) young people at the age of 18-29 years old. The rest of the sample consists of 27.9% of the respondents in
the class 30-39, 8.4% in the class 40-49 and 4.0% over 49 years old.
Table 2
gender * age Crosstabulation

% of Total

age
gender

male
female
Total

18-29
14.2%
45.6%
59.7%

30-39
8.8%
19.0%
27.9%

40-49
3.1%
5.3%
8.4%

50-59
1.3%
2.7%
4.0%

Total
27.4%
72.6%
100.0%

More that the half of the sample were singles (53.7%) whereas the rest of the respondents are equally distributed to
married and living with partner. Most of the respondents work in the private sector as they are employees (41.7%) or
self-employed/freelancers (18.0%). Farmers, civil servants, retired and students are the other professions of the
respondents. The main portion of the sample are not wealthy because 67.0 % of the sample size earned less than
10,000 € last year and 25.7% up to 20,000 €. The cross tabulation between profession and income is shown in Table
3.
Table 3
profession * income Crosstabulation

% of Total

<10.000
profession

Income
10.001-20.000

Farmer
Unemployed
Civil servant
Self-employed/Freelancer
Employee of private sector
Retired
Student
Other

13.6%
1.9%
9.7%
30.6%

Total

9.2%
1.9%
67.0%

0.5%
4.9%
5.8%
8.3%
1.0%
2.9%
2.4%
25.7%

20.000+
0.5%
1.0%
2.4%
2.9%
0.5%
7.3%

Total
0.5%
14.1%
7.8%
18.0%
41.7%
1.0%
12.1%
4.9%
100.0%

Frequency of traveling and booking a hotel
Factors

Ten factors, using 42 questionnaire items were included in this study. The factors included were: Place/Location (3
items), Services (6 items), Security and Protection (3 items), Pleasure (6 items), Cleanliness and room comfort (4
items), Prices (3 items), Staff (3 items), Prestige (3 items), Facilities (5 items), Hotel’s reputation and Marketing (6
items).
Composite Reliability relies on actual loadings to compute the factor scores and thus provides a better indicator for
measuring internal consistency (Teo et al., 2009). Composite Reliabilities (see Table 4) are above the threshold of
0.7,ranging from 0.713 to 0.820.Overall, the measures in this study are reliable and valid.
Table 4
Composite Reliability
Factor
Place/Location
Services
Security and Protection
Pleasure
Cleanliness and room comfort

Crombach a
0.713
0.744
0.804
0.820
0.755

Factor
Prices
Staff
Prestige
Facilities
Hotel’s reputation and Marketing

Crombach a
0.773
0.721
0.728
0.790
0.764
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In the following table (Table 5) it is seen that the most important factors in choosing a hotel are Cleanliness and room
comfort, Prices and Staff, having a mean ranging from 4.30 to 4.71. On the contrary, the factors with the lowest
impact are Services, Prestige and Facilities. The mean values of these factors are close to 3 and thus they have a
rather moderate importance in choosing a hotel.
Table 5
Statistics for the factors of the questionnaire
Place/
Location
Mean
Median
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum

3.9096
4.0000
.70949
1.00
5.00

Cleanliness
Security &
Pleasure and room
Protection
comfort
3.0322
3.8884
3.9924
4.7140
3.0000
4.0000
4.0000
4.7500
.79660
.98896
.68079
.40578
1.00
1.00
1.67
2.00
4.83
5.00
5.00
5.00

Services

Prices
4.3651
4.3333
.58834
2.33
5.00

Staff

Prestige Facilities

4.3008 3.0417
4.3333 3.0000
.63049 .90063
2.00
1.00
5.00
5.00

2.9441
2.8000
.93604
1.00
5.00

Reputation &
Marketing
3.7106
3.8333
.71444
1.33
5.00

Figure 1
Factors Cleanliness and room comfort (Left) and Facilities(Right)
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The independent-samples t-test was used to investigate if the factors differed by gender. Table 6shows the
means for male and female responders on the ten factors. Statistically significant differences are recorded between
men and women for two factors:Prices (Sig=0.015<0.05) and Hotel's reputation and marketing (Sig=0.003<0.05). In
both cases, higher average values are recorded for women showing that they consider more seriously than men issues
like Room Rates, Prices of Food &Beverages orOther Services and Value for Money alongside with Hotel's
reputation and marketing which include Travel agent's opinions, Word of mouth, Reviews (e.g.Trip Advisor), Hotel's
webpage, Media and Social Media.
Table 6
Group statistics for Gender

Place/Location
Services
Security and Protection
Pleasure
Cleanliness and room comfort
Prices
Staff
Prestige

Gender
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male

N
124
230
124
230
124
230
124
230
124
230
124
230
124
230
124

Mean
3.8065
3.9495
3.0296
3.0331
3.7419
3.9273
3.8624
4.0416
4.6250
4.7394
4.2043
4.4374
4.2634
4.3131
2.9785

Std.

Std. Error

Deviation
.66816
.73216
.78379
.80804
.96083
1.01083
.76607
.64059
.41919
.40514
.67036
.52523
.58249
.65920
.92500

Mean
.08486
.05700
.09954
.06291
.12203
.07869
.09729
.04987
.05324
.03154
.08514
.04089
.07398
.05132
.11748
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Facilities
Hotel’s reputation and Marketing

Female
Male
Female
Male
Female

230
124
230
124
230

3.0535
2.9194
2.9394
3.4694
3.7776

.87652
.88888
.94364
.66839
.71477

.06824
.11289
.07346
.08489
.05564

Next, we investigated if the factors taken into account by respondents with children are different than those with no
children.Independent-samples t-test comparison of the scores of travellers with children against those without
children enabled us to determine whether this was indeed the case. Table 7 presents the means of the ten factors for
travellers with children and travellers without children. Statistically significant differences are recorded between
travellers with children and travellers without children for thefactors:Place/Location (Sig=0.022<0.05), Cleanliness
and room comfort (Sig=0.023<0.05) and Facilities (Sig=0.00 <0.05). Travellers without children are more
interestedin hotelsnext to recreational places, close to city centers and easily reachable while travellers with children
take into consideration the frequency of cleaning, the frequency of changing over bed sheets and towels, the quality
and the comfort of the mattress and the pillows and the existence of in-room temperature control system. In addition,
they also take into account if the hotel has a parking area, exercise facilities/fitness center, children’s playground,
swimming pool and children’s swimming pool.
Table 7
Group statistics for travellers with children

Place/Location
Services
Security and Protection
Pleasure
Cleanliness and room comfort
Prices
Staff
Prestige
Facilities
Hotel’s reputation and Marketing

Travellers
with
children
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

N
84
352
84
352
84
352
84
352
84
352
84
352
84
352
84
352
84
352
84
352

Mean
3.5873
3.9473
2.8056
3.0612
3.9048
3.8814
4.1159
3.9539
4.8095
4.6836
4.5000
4.3286
4.3571
4.2806
3.0119
3.0282
3.5333
2.8000
3.7230
3.6840

Std.

Std. Error

Deviation
.93649
.63144
.81643
.78728
.93787
1.02142
.55138
.67932
.28051
.43568
.53723
.59311
.59077
.65016
.98112
.86520
.80567
.86995
.65562
.68724

Mean
.14450
.04746
.12598
.05918
.14472
.07677
.08508
.05106
.04328
.03275
.08290
.04458
.09116
.04887
.15139
.06503
.12432
.06539
.10116
.05166

In order to investigate how income influences the choice of a hotel, one-way analysis of variance (1ANOVA) was used to investigate whether any statistically significant differences could be found between the three
income groups.Table 8 presents the descriptive statistics only for thefactorprices and income groups, asit is the only
factor where statistically significant differences (Sig=0.003<0.05) were recorded for income. Responders who have
higher income are less interested in prices. This is a quite predicable but important finding as hoteliers must develop a
good understanding of the type of customers they want to attract and offer an experience that is tailored to that
specific group.
Table 8
Statisticsfor the factor prices grouped by income
N
Prices

<10,000
10,001-20,000
20,000+
Total

290
114
34
438

Mean
Std. Deviation Std. Error
4.4241
.54326
.04512
4.3684
.55878
.07401
3.9216
.69251
.16796
4.3706
.57270
.03870

95% Confidence Interval for Mean
Lower Bound
Upper Bound
4.3350
4.5133
4.2202
4.5167
3.5655
4.2776
4.2944
4.4469

CONCLUSIONS
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Choosing a hotel is an important decision for a consumer. This study was designed tounderstand the factors
that have the greatest influence on Greek travellers’ choosing hotels in Greece. The findings indicate that Cleanliness
is the most important factor in the selection of accommodation, followed by Price and Staff. Price is more important
factor for women and for responders with lower income. It is also revealed that there is statistically significant
difference between the importance rating of women and man, with women rating Hotel reputation and marketing of
higher importance. Place/Location is more important for singles, while Facilities is an important factor for families’
purchase decisions.
Guests have different expectations and preferences depending on gender, family status and income and a
wide range of selection criteria are involved in the complex decision making process. A better understanding of the
influence of the factors involved in the guest selection process gives managers the opportunity to better utilize their
resources and to develop their facilities and staff. Having knowledge of them hoteliers may design more effectively
their segmentation, targeting and positioning strategy so that they are able to achieve and maintain the highest
possible occupancy, resulting in a positive impact on profitability. Using also an online reputation management tool,
hotels can monitor their reputation, identify the factors that need improvements and ensure that their offerings
matchthe needs of their guests.
.
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ABSTRACT
In this conceptual paper, we examine the impact of different service recovery strategies (service
recovery, firm recovery, co-recovery) on satisfaction with the service recovery through the fulfilment of
consumers’ psychosocial needs. Drawing on the S-D logic, the Service Encounter Needs Theory (SENT),
and the service recovery literature, this paper seeks to investigate how consumers’ psychological needs
mediate the relationship between service recovery strategies and customer satisfaction with the service
recovery. The authors suggest that fulfillment of consumer psychosocial needs during service recovery
process may lead to post-recovery satisfaction. Theoretical implications are also presented.
Key words: S-D logic, service recovery strategies, Service Encounter Needs Theory (SENT), value cocreation, restaurants
INTRODUCTION
In an era when services represent the most important sector of the economy (Pugh and Subramony, 2016),
and service failures are inevitable even for the best service providers (Smith et al., 1999), understanding service
recovery strategies is an issue of primarily importance; service recovery is also deemed profitable for both firms
(Hart et al., 1990) and customers (Lovelock et al., 2002). Tourism sector could be particularly vulnerable to service
failure because of the involvement of different service providers in a heavily people-based service (Ennew and
Schoefer, 2003). Especially, in the restaurant sector where many service encounters exist (Koc, 2017), service
failures are more often and may vary in gravity from being something serious, such as a food poisoning incident, to
something trivial, such as a short delay (Kelley and Davis, 1994). Considering the fact that it costs a lot more to
attract a new customer than to retain an old customer (Oliver, 1999), various authors have mainly focused on
traditional service recovery strategies (e.g. compensation, empathy etc.). Previous studies have demonstrated that
customers’ co-recovery (Dong et al., 2007; Roggeveen et al., 2012) and self-service recovery (Zhu et al., 2013)
positively influence the service recovery (e.g. post-recovery evaluations). This research is one of the first attempts to
approach the issue through the lens of the Service Encounter Needs Theory, which offers an appropriate perspective
to examine service failure and recovery issues (Bradley et al., 2010).
For the purpose of the study, the authors suggest that different types of service recovery strategies (firm,
joint, and customer) may be associated with consumers’ psychological needs, which in turn affect their satisfaction
with service recovery. This paper is organized as follows; first different service recovery strategies are presented in 98
the literature review in order for the conceptual framework to be developed; the conceptual model points out how

these strategies can lead to customer satisfaction with service recovery via Service Encounter Needs Theory. Finally,
research and theoretical implications are thoroughly discussed.
2. Literature Review
2.1 Service recovery strategies and behavioural outcomes
Service recovery refers to “the action of a service provider in response to service failure” (Gronroos 1988).
An effective service recovery has been shown to positively contribute to re-patronage intentions and overall
satisfaction (Gilly 1987; Halstead and Page 1992; Smith and Bolton 1998; Azhar 2014,). However, lengthy and
complex recovery procedures are less positively evaluated by customers and thus less effective (Hoffman and Davis
1993). Moreover, a small waiting time is critical for a successful recovery, rendering a timely resolution a key aspect
(Boshoff 1997). Satisfaction with the recovery depends on the level of the perceived justice both of the process and
the result (procedural, interactional and distributive) (Tax et al. 1998).
Research on value co-recovery has mainly focused on consequences of joint recovery activities (e.g. Dong
et al., 2008; Roggeveen et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2014a, b; Guo et al., 2015; Park and Ha, 2016). In brief, this literature
reports on how co-recovery affects customer's perceived justice of activities, perceived justice of interactions and
experience with the service recovery (Xu et al., 2014a), greater satisfaction, (Heidenreich et al., 2014), post-recovery
reactions such as repurchase intentions (Park and Ha, 2016), satisfaction (Xu et al., 2014b, Roggeveen et al., 2012;
Gohary et al., 2016a; Dong et al., 2016), customers’ justice, repurchase intentions (Xu et al., 2014b), intention for
future co-production (Dong et al., 2016), utilitarian and hedonic value (Skourtis et al., 2018).
Customer recovery refers to the process by which customers recover from self-service technologies (SSTs)
failures using their own effort (Zhu et al., 2013). The effective recovery from self-service technology failures
becomes necessary to ensure that customers receive superior tourism experiences (Koc, 2017). Research in selfservice technology recovery is mainly categorized in three pillars (Koc, 2017): a) customers provide inputs towards
filing complaints (Robertson and Shaw, 2009), b) customers participate in the self-service technology recovery (Dong
et al., 2008) and thus act as act as ‘partial employees’, and c) when self-service technology customers may also be
able to recover service failures themselves and avoid contacting an employee (self-recovery). In this paper, the
authors mainly focus on the third form of customer recovery (self-recovery), since it attracts the less attention and
customers use more and more services without direct employee assistance. In line with this, Zhu et al., (2013) found
that customers are more likely to attempt self-recovery if they expect to be able to recover the service and when they
assume the blame for the failure, perceive they have control over the self-service technology and hold positive
perceptions of the self-service technology interactivity.
2.2 SENT Theory in Service Recovery
Service encounter needs theory (SENT) was originally developed by Bradley et al., (2010) as a theory to
explain the mechanisms between actors’ behaviors and their outcomes. According to Service Encounter Needs
Theory, the effects of service encounter behaviors on participant outcomes are mediated by fulfillment or violation
of specific psychosocial needs (cognition, competence and self-efficacy, control, power, justice, trust, respect, and
pleasing relations) (Bradley et al., 2010; Bradley et al., 2013). SENT is related to service failure and recovery in a
restaurant setting because it is a context that consists of multiple service encounters (Bradley et al., 2010). In a
service recovery context service encounters can occur between firms and customers (firm recovery, or co-recovery)
(e.g. Smith and Bolton, 1998; Dong et al., 2016) or can be mediated by technical devices (e.g. Self-service
Technology) such as free-standing kiosks, and mobile service application (Zhu et al., 2013). This last type of service
encounter is also known as customer recovery (Zhu et al., 2013). In this case, SENT provides a framework in order
to understand the effects of three different service recovery strategies (firm, joint, customer) on customer satisfaction
and repurchase intentions through the satisfaction or violation of the aforementioned psychological needs.
3. Conceptual Framework
The proposed model (figure1) assumes that psychological needs (SENT elements) mediate the effect of
three different service recovery strategies (firm, joint, and customer) on behavioral outcome (i.e. satisfaction with the
service recovery). The following figure delineates each possible relationship between different service recovery
strategies and psychological needs and assumes that the aforementioned psychological needs affect satisfaction
regarding service recovery. Consequently, the research thoroughly scrutinizes each psychological need separately.
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Figure 1: Theoretical Model of Mediation
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Firm and Co-recovery
Cognition
Cognition refers to a sense of clarity and certainty (Bradley et al., 2010). In a firm recovery, addressing a
service failure by providing information about the cause of it positively influences customer’s cognitions (Mattila et
al, 2008). Similarly, in co-recovery context, during customer and employees interaction (Dong et al., 2008), actors
need to know, understand, and make sense of their circumstances (Bradley et al., 2010). Thus, the higher the actors’
involvement in service recovery process the higher their cognition about the process. Satisfying customer’s need for
cognition by elucidating the cause of the failure provokes positive feelings and greater satisfaction with service
recovery (Tax et al., 1998; Grewal et al., 2008). SENT also stresses the role of cognition as a mediator. Based on the
above, the authors suggest that:
P1a: Cognition is a mediator between firm recovery and satisfaction with service recovery.
P1b: Cognition is a mediator between co-recovery and satisfaction with service recovery
Control & Power
Control and power refer to the service encounters’ urge to influence, dominate or direct the course of
events, or the behaviors of other stakeholders (Bradley et al., 2010). Satisfactory handling of a service failure
positively affects employees’ perceived control over the situation (Hui & Bateson, 1991). In traditional service
recovery setting, it is known that control increases customer’s satisfaction with service recovery (Hui & Toffoli,
2002; Cranage & Sujan, 2004). In the same vein, in the case of service failure, employees need to be given the power
to ‘‘fix’’ the problem (Miller et al., 2000). Giving empowerment to employees enables them to handle effectively
service failures (Miller et al., 2000), and thus increase customers’ satisfaction with the service recovery. In corecovery context control reflect consumers’ perceptions concerning the extent to which an establishment facilitates
their participation in the disagreement resolution process prior to the ultimate decision (Guo et al. 2015).
Furthermore, Wathieu et al. (2002) contend that providing consumers with control over the composition of a choice
set and simultaneously facilitating appraisals of their progress in the overall choice process initiates a sense of
empowerment in the customers’ evoked set. Based on these anterior findings and according to SENT theory
(Bradley et al., 2010) that lists control and power as mediator psychological needs, the authors assume that:
P2a: Control mediates the link between firm recovery and satisfaction with service recovery.
P2b: Control mediates the link between joint recovery and satisfaction with service recovery
P3a: Power mediates the link between firm recovery and satisfaction with service recovery
P3b: Power mediates the link between joint recovery and satisfaction with service recovery
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Justice
The concept of justice refers to the extent to which a customer assesses fairness as a result of a firm’s
complaint resolution attempts (Gohary et al.2016b). What’s more, the concept of justice is divided into three distinct
categories: distributive justice (Blodgett et al, 1997), procedural justice and interactional justice (McColl-Kennedy,
Daus and Sparks, 2003). (Bradley et al., 2010). In a restaurant setting, the research posits that firm recovery (i.e.
compensation) positively affects the customer’s evaluation of justice (Blodgett et al., 1997; Tax et al., 1998).
Similarly, previous research has indicated that co-recovery positively affects justice (Xu et al., 2014b). Literature
also reveals that, justice affects customer’s satisfaction with the recovery (Hocutt et al., 1997, McColl-Kennedy,
Daus and Sparks, 2003). SENT theory (Bradley et al., 2010) considers justice as a mediator between service
encounter behavior (e.g. firm or co-recovery) and behavioral outcomes. Based on the above, the authors propose
that:
P4a: justice mediates the relationship between firm recovery and satisfaction with service recovery
P4b: justice mediates the relationship between co-recovery and satisfaction with service recovery
Trust
Trust refers to the faith in the other’s competence and benevolence (Bradley et al., 2010).A successful firm
recovery affects customer’s trust in a positive way (DeWitt et al., 2008). In the same vein, in co-creation context
prior research has indicated that co-creation can influence trust (Read et al., 2014). Per Randall et al., (2011) trust
among stakeholders can be augmented through co-creation. Similarly, in co-recovery context trust can be augmented
through direct interactions. Studies have shown that customer’s trust is positively correlated with satisfaction with
the service recovery (Tax et al., 1998; Kau A. &m Loh E., 2006). Because trust, is also perceived as a mediator
according to SENT theory, building on these we propose that:
P5a: Trust mediates the relationship between firm recovery and satisfaction with service recovery
P5b: Trust mediates the relationship between co-recovery and satisfaction with service recovery
Respect
Actors in dyadic interactions want to feel that they are valued and held in high regard/respect (Bradley et
al., 2010). Being treated with respect is part of the interactional justice (Sparks & McColl-Kennedy, 2001) and
therefore it is affected by both firm recovery (Tax et al., 1998; Smith et al., 1999) and co-recovery (Xu et al., 2014b).
Treating the customers with courtesy, as part of the interactional justice, will also increase their satisfaction with
service recovery (Blodgett et al., 1997; Wirtz et al., 2004). SENT underlines the mediating role of respect between
service encounters and behavioral outcomes (Bradley et al., 2010). Based on the above, it is proposed that:
P6a: Respect mediates the relationship between firm recovery and satisfaction with service recovery
P6b: Respect mediates the relationship between co-recovery and satisfaction with service recovery
Pleasing Relations
Pleasing relations refer to rapport (e.g. feelings of connectedness) between dyadic interactions (Bradley et
al., 2010). Literature in a restaurant context suggests that building pleasing relations (rapport) functions as a
proactive firm recovery strategy (Gremler & Gwinner, 2000; DeWitt and Brady, 2003). In co-recovery context,
value co-creating customers build and maintain rapport with the service provider during the service recovery
(McColl-Kennedy et al., 2012). This is because they want to feel that their interactions are amicable and pleasant
(Bradley et al., 2010). It is also established that those relations have an impact on satisfaction with service recovery
(Worsfold et al., 2007; DeWitt and Brady, 2003). Because, Pleasing Relations is another mediator between service
encounters behaviors and behavioural outcomes, in this case, it is hypothesized that:
P7: Pleasing relations function as a mediator between firm recovery and satisfaction with service recovery
Customer Recovery
Control & Power
In the service recovery context, self-service technology usage may empower customers by providing them
with more control (Kelly et al., 2017) which in turn positively affects customer’s satisfaction with service recovery
(Hui & Toffoli, 2002; Cranage & Sujan, 2004). Therefore, the authors assume that:
P8: Control mediates the relationship between customer recovery and satisfaction with service recovery.
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Self-service technology usage may result in negative psychological outcomes for the customer, such as
social embarrassment in situations when customers do not possess the necessary technological skills to operate the
self-service technology (Forbes, 2008). It is then suggested that customer recovery either increase or decrease this
psychological need, depending on the customers self-service technology powerlessness (Koc, 2017). Thus, it is
hypothesized that:
P9: Power mediates the relationship between customer recovery and satisfaction with service recovery.
4. Discussion
The scope of this study is to develop a conceptual model in order to examine the mediating role of specific
psychological needs (cognition, control, power, justice, trust, respect, and pleasing relations) in the relationship
between service recovery strategies and participants’ outcomes. To address the research gap, this study is the first to
examine the impact of service recovery, firm recovery, and co-recovery on customer satisfaction with service
recovery through the fulfilment of consumers’ aforementioned psychosocial needs. The focal contribution of the
present study is to highlight both the direct impact of different service recovery strategies on the behavioral
outcomes (as shown in the relevant literature) as the indirect impact through the psychological needs. More
precisely, the influence of firm recovery and co-recovery on customer satisfaction with service recovery is examined
both directly and indirectly through justice, control, power, pleasing relations, cognitions, trust, and respect.
Moreover, the research investigates the impact of customer recovery on control and power. Nevertheless, customer
recovery is not associated with all the psychological needs, as shown before.
Essentially, customer recovery cannot have an impact on justice. A salient paradigm that justifies the
aforementioned statement might be the following: when customers experience negative emotions triggered by an
incident of online service failure (that takes place in an online yet impersonal website), they are considered sole
facilitators of the service recovery process. Thus, when service recovery is initiated by the customers, there is no
fairness of personal treatment or outcome, rendering customers’ need for justice unfulfilled. Correspondingly, there
is absence of co-creation since there is no mutual engagement, collaboration or even additional stakeholders to be
involved in the service recovery process. Additionally, it is evidently identified that diverse service recovery
strategies are associated or might influence the aforementioned psychological needs.
As a conclusion, the authors denote that not all the psychological needs are enhanced via customer recovery, while
firm recovery and customer recovery satisfy the majority of these needs. Ultimately, some research limitations
pertaining to the nature of the study might be unveiled in a future empirical research; empirical investigation is
crucial to validate and/or test the proposed hypotheses that psychological needs mediate the effect of recovery
strategies on customers’ behavioral outcomes. Future study might examine other customers’ behavioral outcomes
(i.e. repurchase intentions, word-of-mouth) using the three different types of service recovery strategies.
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Abstract
Social media are innovative Web-based applications in online marketing. Companies utilize social media to
form online communities to (1) build new business models that include a new product marketing channel and (2)
build strong relationships with consumers by overcoming limitations of time and place. Since social media “connects”
people all over the world it is considered to be a very effective business tool to engage with customers. In the present
economic times where many businesses are cutting their marketing budgets, the most successful hotels are also
beginning to integrate into their strategy social media marketing. The consumers of the tourism products or services
use more and more the Internet to take advice from other consumers. Tourists cannot try the tourism products or
services before buying them, so it’s important for them to be informed by reliable sources. That’s why there are
websites which refer to the tourism context. Social media has brought radical changes to the travel industry by
providing consumers a new way of learning about their destination throughout pictures, videos but mostly the reviews
of the consumers that have already visited the destination and share their opinion about the hotel, the services, the
interesting activities, the location etc. Studies in the hotel context have focused on implementation-related aspects.
The results revealed that hotel customers’ social media experiences influence their attitudes toward hotel-brand, and
that hotel customers’ attitudes toward hotel brand affects their hotel booking intentions and, in turn, intentions to
spread electronic word of mouth. Thus, the aim of this paper is to explore the use of social media tools in hotel units
by evaluating their results as a marketing tool in the hospitality industry. It describes an in-depth case study which
applies social media marketing in order to gain brand awareness. The research highlights the need for the hospitality
industry to maintain an effective presence on social media. Implications for tourism marketers in terms of online
marketing strategies are discussed.
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ABSTRACT
This study explored the mind-set of South African youth who perceive themselves as entrepreneurial and
have entrepreneurial intention. A questionnaire survey of 207 youth members in KwaZulu-Natal Province of South
Africa was used to generate data for analyses. Youth members who are entrepreneurially inclined are found to be
innovative, risk takers, transformational, persistent, strong-minded, goal-getters, visionary and optimistic. Those who
have entrepreneurial intention show attributes of problem solvers, internal locus of control, pursuing own dreams,
positive outlook, identifying opportunities and empathy. This study has recommendations for the Government
Department of Labour in South Africa.
Key Words: entrepreneurial intention, entrepreneurial inclination, tourism entrepreneurship, youth
entrepreneurship, South Africa

INTRODUCTION
The South African unemployment rate was 27.7% in the first quarter of 2017. It was 26.5% in the previous
quarter. This first quarter of 2017 was described as having the highest jobless rate since the first quarter of 2004. The
youth unemployment rate in South Africa was 54.2% in the third quarter of 2016 and 50.9% in the fourth quarter of
2016. The youth unemployment rate averaged 51.54% from 2013 to 2016 in South Africa (Trading Economics, 2017
a, b). Youth entrepreneurship therefore, will alleviate this jobless rate in South Africa, as new businesses can help
create new jobs for the entrepreneurs and their future employees.
South Africa, just like any other developing country, aims to build a strong economy that will become
globally competitive. Previous studies posit that entrepreneurship is a vehicle that can drive any nation’s economy
(Chell et al. 2016; Gree and Thurnik, 2003; Iwu et al. 2016; Maziriri and Madinga, 2016; Maziriri et al. 2017). As
every nation in the world tries to decrease the unemployment levels of its youth, the youth also need to help
themselves by making a practical identification of business opportunities around them and turn these into business
venture.
Mtubatuba Local Municipality in the KwaZulu-Natal Province of South Africa boasts Agriculture as its
largest employment sector, nonetheless, there is a huge potential for expanding its tourism industry (especially the
eco-tourism niche), as its natural resources include both private and public game and nature reserves, accommodation
establishments, restaurants and various sporting facilities. One of this municipality’s Local Economic Development
objectives is “to ensure poverty alleviation, shared wealth creation, community stability and raised standards of living
through formal job creation, entrepreneurial activity, and Small, Medium and Micro Enterprises (SMME)
development” (Mtubatuba Municipality, 2017, online).
Previous researchers in sub-Saharan Africa have reported that entrepreneurship is a significant part of the
solution to Africa’s economic development problems (Maziriri and Madinga, 2016; Nchu et al. 2015; Olomi and
Sinyamule, 2009).
This study argues that in as much as many African youth may desire to own their own businesses due to the
benefits this may present, it is imperative for aspiring entrepreneurs to have the right motivation, the drive and the
mindset to start, grow and manage businesses on the long-term. Aspiring entrepreneurs also do not necessarily need
to have the financial capital to start their own businesses, but should know how to acquire the capital. As earlier
mentioned, there exist tourism business opportunities for the youth of Mtubatuba Local Municipality in the KwaZulu106
Natal. This study will therefore assess the tourism entrepreneurial intention of the South African youth living in this

area, and the mental attitude of those youth who perceive themselves as entrepreneurial individuals. This study will
further evaluate if their mindset is appropriate towards starting and sustaining these businesses. This study regards
individuals less than 36 years as youth members. The next section explores recent and relevant literature related to
this study.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Entrepreneurship is a driving force behind the socio-economic success of any nation (Ahmad, 2015), as it
creates more jobs and reduces poverty (Chenube et al. 2011; Olomi and Sinyamule, 2009; Singh and Singh, 2016).
Authors such as Chenube et al. (2011) suggest that unemployment can be reduced through encouraging the
development of the informal sector, where people are empowered towards becoming independent or self-employed.
Minto-Coy and McNaughton (2016) allude to the fact that innovation and entrepreneurship are considered essential
pillars of growth and country’s ability to narrow the gap between themselves and others. Lekoko et al. (2012) posit
that higher education institutions can help create a more entrepreneurial disposition among young people by instilling
a clear understanding of risks, taking opportunity, as well as creating and building enterprises. Premand et al. (2016)
state that entrepreneurship education has the potential to enable youth to gain skills and create their own jobs, hence
policymakers should pay attention to it. Bakare (2015) posits that youth empowerment programs should include
entrepreneurial training. Hence Lekoko et al. (2012) examine the effectiveness of entrepreneurship education to
empower youth’s awareness of self-employment as a career option and creating business culture amongst them. They
argue that entrepreneurship education program should integrate both the theoretical transfer of entrepreneurship
knowledge and the practical learning experience. This study however argues that entrepreneurship education may not
really spur someone with no entrepreneurship inclination to entrepreneurship action. Chenube et al. (2011) report that
entrepreneurial inclination can be stimulated by: a healthy education background, relevant work history, having good
entrepreneurs as role models, morale-network support and professional support network. These are variables that the
authors argue will result in the success of the entrepreneurial process. Therefore, entrepreneurial inclination and
entrepreneurial education are two factors that support youth’s entrepreneurship development (Chenube et al. 2011).
Few studies have been conducted on entrepreneurial inclination in the developing countries like South Africa
(such as Ali et al. 2009; Mahmoud et al. 2015; Olomi and Sinyamule, 2009; Omerzel, 2015; Singh and Singh, 2016).
Omerzel (2015) proposes the five dimensions of entrepreneurial inclination to be risk taking, proactiveness,
competitive aggressiveness, autonomy, and customer orientation. Mahmoud et al (2015) argue that the entrepreneurial
inclination is the best predictor of business venture, as it can predict the process of business creation (Krueger et al.
2000). Venture creation is not likely to take place without motivation (Owoseni and Akambi, 2010). In this study,
entrepreneurial inclination is viewed in terms of motivation and attitude towards starting a new business. The attitude
or motivation and perceived behavioral control are described as the qualifications of entrepreneurial inclination
(Singh & Singh, 2016).
Gwija et al. (2014) and Iwu et al. (2016) posit that the level of entrepreneurial engagement in South Africa is
very low due to a general lack of infrastructural support, lack of capital, and poor business management ability.
Singh and Singh (2016) report that the entrepreneurial inclination of youth plays critical role in deciding their future
entrepreneurial behaviour. Hence, entrepreneurship is receiving more attention in the area of business research
(Sandhu et al. 2011; Singh and Singh, 2016). Singh and Singh (2016) allude that seminars, workshops and
conferences are being organized often in universities and similar organisations to inform the youth about
entrepreneurial programmes. They (Singh & Singh) suggest that entrepreneurial intent is a primary predictor of future
entrepreneurial behavior, and Sandhu et al. (2011) report that young people who are more mature and have greater job
experience will be more likely to be inclined towards entrepreneurship. Sandhu et al. (2011) outline the barriers of
entrepreneurship to be aversion to stress and hard work, aversion to risk, fear of failure, lack of social networking,
lack of resources, and demographic and personal factors.
The barriers faced by the youth who want to start their own businesses will be different when compared with
barriers faced by existing entrepreneurs. Hence, understanding these barriers and relationships between
entrepreneurial inclinations and the practicality of starting new business ventures will support policymakers in
formulating new support strategies.
Lengyel (2015) reports that; there is a remarkable distinction between those who would like to be
entrepreneurs, and those who actually intend to be. The author (Lengyel) posits that the entrepreneurial potential
means an inclination, a kind of openness, readiness to grasp a business opportunity, and not necessarily a deliberate
intention to become an entrepreneur. This information is relevant as this research is concerned with entrepreneurial
inclination.
Previous authors (such as Burger et al. 2004; Maziriri and Madinga, 2016; Maziriri et al. 2017; Steenekamp
et al. 2011) have reported that South African population (the youth inclusive) does not suffer from a lack of creative
spirit, but from a lack of business education and entrepreneurial skills that can empower them in an enabling
environment. Iwu et al. (2016) put forward that among other factors, the socio-economic conditions and education
system are the most critical factors influencing the development of entrepreneurship in the global economy. The study
by Iwu et al. (2016) in South Africa, report that there is a growing entrepreneurial inclination among the educated
youth (university students), however this study will assess the tourism entrepreneurial intention of South African 107
youth, not focusing on their level of Western education. It will also compare the youth’s perceived level of their

entrepreneurial inclination and the mental attitude of those youth. The youth’s mental attitude may reveal the
probability of their starting and sustaining these businesses. In the next section, we will outline how we designed,
generated and analysed collected data to reach study conclusions.
METHODOLOGY
Veal (2011) supports that when the nature of research questions requires individual and quantified responses;
questionnaire survey is ideal to obtain information to answer the research questions, or address research objectives.
The authors used both respondent-completed and interviewer-completed structured questionnaire to gather
information from 220 youth of Mtubatuba Local Municipality in the KwaZulu-Natal Province of South Africa,
between January and April 2017. Interviewer-completed questionnaire method was used when the respondent cannot
complete the questionnaire in English language. In this case, one of the researchers who is a local resident of this area
translated the questionnaire in the local language, and completed the respondents’ answers. Respondents were
selected within their households (household survey) and on the streets (street survey) using simple random sampling
technique. 220 questionnaires were handed-out, and 207 completed questionnaires were found usable for data
analyses.
Questionnaire variables included youth profile (categorical variables), perceptions of entrepreneurship
‘meanings’, perceptions of entrepreneurial inclinations, and enablers and barriers of starting tourism businesses (all
ordinal variables, on a 5-point Likert scale: 1 – strongly agree, to 5 – strongly disagree). The ordinal variables
originate from the literature study of this paper.
IBM’s SPSS version 24 software was used for statistical analyses (IBM Corporation, 2016), where
descriptive, bivariate and multivariate statistics were conducted (at 95% confidence interval). Descriptive statistics
generated percentage frequencies and mean scores of responses. Multivariate analysis used reliability test to check for
the level of internal consistencies of variables used to explain different factors (perceptions of entrepreneurship
‘meanings’, perceptions of entrepreneurial inclinations, and enablers and barriers of starting tourism businesses). The
use of Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient of between 0.5 and 0.7 is acceptable in social science research, to explain
adequate consistency of variables (George and Mallery, 2003). However, Tavakol and Dennick (2011) stated that low
Cronbach’s Alpha score may occur if there is a weak interrelationship amongst questionnaire variables used in the
analysis, or when few variables are being used to explain a particular factor. The reliability test results in this study
show that we used variables that are internally consistent to measure study factors.
Bivariate analysis (Pearson Chi-Square tests) checked relationships between entrepreneurship statements on
the one hand, and entrepreneurial intention and entrepreneurial impact on the other hand. This test of relationship
between categorical and ordinal variables, using Chi-Square test, was supported by Veal (2011). We present results of
the data analyses and discuss findings in the next section.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results in Table 1 show that there was a fair distribution between males and females who were surveyed, as
the researchers tried to create this balance. About 64% of the respondents were between the ages of 18 and 25,
reflecting that the sample is relatively young. Fortunately, about 92% of the respondents have secondary or tertiary
education, revealing that general educational level is not a significant barrier for South African youth population to
embark on entrepreneurial process, especially when about 55% of the sample indicated that they have some Business
Management or Entrepreneurship education.
Table 1
Youth Profile
Variable
1.1 Gender
1.2 Age group
1.3 Highest level of education attained

1.4 Are you South African?
1.5 Did you study any Business Management or
Entrepreneurship course/programme?
1.6 Would you want to start your own tourism
business in the future?

Category
Male
Female
18-25
26-30
31-35
No western education
Primary education
Secondary education
Tertiary education
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

Frequency (%)
50.5
49.5
64.0
23.3
12.7
3.4
4.9
54.4
37.3
96.1
3.9
54.8
45.2
77.1
22.9
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1.7 Do you think you are an entrepreneurial
individual?
1.8 Starting tourism business can change young
people’s life

Yes
No
Yes
No

65.3
34.7
86.5
13.5

This study obtained quite interesting results as about 77% of the population have the intention to start their
own businesses in the future, and about 65% of them see themselves as entrepreneurial individuals. As anticipated,
much of the youth (about 87%) agree that entrepreneurship can change their lives. All these results support Iwu et
al.’s (2016) findings. It is a reality that entrepreneurial intention may not always lead to one actually starting and
managing his/her business and many may start and eventually become unsuccessful due to internal or external factors.
However, for a developing economy like South Africa, these results are positive.
Table 2 shows the mean scores of entrepreneurship statements made by the youth, where most of them tend
to agree with most of the statements. The reliability tests conducted show internal consistencies among variables used
to explain entrepreneurship factors. However, analysing the relationship between ‘willingness to start own business’
and ‘positive impact of entrepreneurship on youth’s lives’ on the one hand, and ‘entrepreneurship statements’ on the
other hand, also produced some interesting results in Table 2.
Table 2
Entrepreneurship Statements compared with Entrepreneurial Intention and Impact
Perceptions of
entrepreneurship ‘meanings’ b
2.1 Being an entrepreneur means
creating an own business
2.2 Being an entrepreneur means
organising and managing own
business

Mean
1.77
1.93

Compared with ‘willingness to start own
business’ and ‘impact on youth life’ a
**Those who believe starting tourism business can
change young people’s life agree more
***Those willing to start own business in the future
agree more
***Those who believe starting tourism business can
change young people’s life agree more
N.S

2.3 Being an entrepreneur means 2.44
taking risks
2.4 Money is the only thing that 2.68
*Those who believe starting tourism business can
an entrepreneur needs
change young people’s life agree more
2.5 An entrepreneur is an 2.34
N.S
inventor
2.6 Being an entrepreneur means 2.26
N.S
developing a new product or
service
2.7 Being an entrepreneur means 2.22
N.S
increasing capital and wealth
Reliability Statistics (entrepreneurship ‘meanings’), Cronbach's Alpha =.552, N of Items = 7, Valid cases =
183 (88.4%), Excluded cases = 24(11.6%), Total = 207
Perceptions of entrepreneurial
inclinations
2.8 I am constantly on the lookout 1.88
N.S
for new ways to
improve my life
2.9 I feel driven to make a 1.96
**Those who believe starting tourism business can
difference in my community, and
change young people’s life agree more
maybe in the world
2.10 Wherever I have been, I have 2.30
N.S
been a powerful force for
constructive change
2.11 I enjoy facing and 2.05
N.S
overcoming obstacles to my ideas
2.12 Nothing is more exciting 1.83
N.S
than seeing my ideas turn into
reality
2.13 If I see something that I do 1.89
**Those willing to start own business in the future
not like, I fix it
agree more
2.14 No matter what the odds, if I 1.93
N.S
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believe in something, I
will make it happen
2.15 I am always looking for
better ways to do things
2.16 If I believe in an idea, no
obstacle will prevent me from
making it happen
2.17 When I have a problem, I
tackle it head-on
2.18 I am great at turning
problems into opportunities
2.19 I can spot a good
opportunity long before others
can
2.20 If I see someone in trouble, I
help out in any way I can

1.80
2.03

**Those who believe starting tourism business can
change young people’s life agree more
**Those willing to start own business in the future
agree more

2.22

N.S

2.18

N.S

2.16

N.S

2.00

*Those willing to start own business in the future
agree more
*Those who believe starting tourism business can
change young people’s life agree more
Reliability Statistics (entrepreneurial inclinations), Cronbach's Alpha =.845, N of Items = 13, Valid cases =
167 (80.7%), Excluded cases = 40(19.3%), Total = 207
Enablers and barriers of
starting tourism businesses
2.21 Belief systems within our 2.29
*Those willing to start own business in the future
society can hinder youth to start
agree more
tourism businesses
2.22 Home background can 2.38
N.S
hinder youth to start tourism
businesses
2.23 Lack of equipment and 2.54
N.S
machinery can stop youth to start
tourism businesses
2.24 Lack of knowledge of 2.41
N.S
support
centres
for
entrepreneurs can stop youth to
start tourism businesses
2.25 Lack of education and 2.35
N.S
training can hinder youth to start
tourism businesses
2.26 Not having business 2.38
N.S
networks can hinder youth to
start tourism businesses
2.27 Hardships in obtaining start- 2.48
N.S
up capital can hinder youth to
start tourism businesses
2.28 One’s gender (male or 2.82
N.S
female) influences the likelihood
of starting tourism businesses
2.29 I will have money to start a 2.64
**Those willing to start own business in the future
tourism business
agree more
**Those who believe starting tourism business can
change young people’s life agree more
2.30 I know how to get money to 2.54
*Those willing to start own business in the future
start a small tourism business
agree more
2.31 I will have training support 2.53
**Those willing to start own business in the future
to start a small tourism business
agree more
2.32 The hard work involved in 2.54
N.S
managing one’s business can
hinder youth to start tourism
businesses
Reliability Statistics (enablers and barriers), Cronbach's Alpha =.762, N of Items = 12, Valid cases = 172
(83.1%), Excluded cases = 35(16.9%), Total = 207
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a

Pearson Chi-Square test significance. N.S, no significant results.*, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01; ***,
p < 0.000. b Questionnaire were itemised along a 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1, Strongly agree;
2, Agree; 3, Neutral; 4, Disagree; 5, Strongly disagree.
Youth members willing to start their own businesses agree more than those who are not willing to start any
business, to these statements: ‘If I see something that I do not like, I fix it’; ‘If I believe in an idea, no obstacle will
prevent me from making it happen’; ‘If I see someone in trouble, I help out in any way I can’; ‘Belief systems within
our society can hinder youth to start tourism businesses’; ‘I will have money to start a tourism business’; ‘I know how
to get money to start a small tourism business’; and ‘I will have training support to start a small tourism business’.
This is enough evidence to posit that entrepreneurial intention has relationships with ‘solving problem and not talking
about problems’, ‘believing in one’s dreams and pursuing them’, ‘empathy towards others’, ‘internal locus of
control’, ‘positive outlook’, and ‘ability to identify opportunities’. These will definitely form part of the positive
energy and attitude discussed by Singh and Singh (2016) for entrepreneurial inclination and motivation.
In the same vein, youth members who agree to positive impact of entrepreneurship on youth’s lives agree
more to these statements: ‘I feel driven to make a difference in my community, and maybe in the world’; ‘I am
always looking for better ways to do things’; ‘If I see someone in trouble, I help out in any way I can’; and ‘I will
have money to start a tourism business’. These results supply further empirical evidence that the role of
entrepreneurship is valued in ‘making a difference in people’s lives’, ‘innovation’, ‘leadership’ and ‘self-belief’. This
is in support with previous studies that recognised entrepreneurship as a tool for driving a nation’s economy (Maziriri
et al. 2017; Chell et al. 2016; Iwu et al. 2016; Maziriri and Madinga, 2016; Gree and Thurnik, 2003). In the last
section, we conclude our findings and make practical policy recommendations based on our study results.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The findings from this study show that a significant number of South African youth surveyed recognise the
benefits of entrepreneurship towards their nation’s socio-economic development and declared their willingness to
engage in entrepreneurship. This research however went deeper to compare the youth’s perceived level of their
entrepreneurial inclination and their mental attitude towards entrepreneurial dimensions. Significant proportion of the
youth have entrepreneurial intention, these youth want to solve problems, are willing to pursuing their dreams, have
internal locus of control, have positive outlook, have the ability to identify opportunities, and above all have strong
sense of empathy. The youth (those who declare themselves entrepreneurial individuals) tend to have the right mental
attitude and motivation to start and sustain businesses. They show the characteristics of being risk takers, goal-getters,
innovative, transformational, persistence, strong-minded, visionary, and optimistic.
This study therefore recommends that the South African Government, through its national Department of
Labour optimise its strategic and operational plans to support these youth members who believe they are
entrepreneurial, in terms of providing them with theoretical and practical business education and entrepreneurial
skills, especially at the grassroots level. This can be done in collaboration with schools, private sector, and nongovernmental organisations to empower youth to realise their dreams of starting and managing their own businesses
and at the same time help to curb the high rate of youth unemployment in South Africa.
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ABSTRACT2
The goal of this study is to explore the relevance of institutional factors, as measured by generic indexes, for
start-up decision in tourism. Based on the Regional Entrepreneurship and Development Index, this study compares
regional institutionalvariables of two Portuguese tourism destinations, and its impact on start-up decision,measured
by the number of new SMtE created. The study is longitudinal, as data from a six-year period (2011-2016) is analysed
for bothregions. Results are relevant for academia anddestination governance.
Key Words: Tourism, Entrepreneurship, REDI Index, Tourism Destination, Regional Policy
INTRODUCTION
According to the WTO (1999), the tourism industry as a whole has much to gain by operating in an
environment that favours the market economy, private enterprise and free trade. From this perspective, various
scholars have called for research related to entrepreneurship in the tourism sector (e.g., Cheng et al., 2011).
Under Europe 2020 strategy, regional policy is considered an essential element for the economic growth of
EU regions in a complementary way with EU- and member state-level policy. This includes support for innovation,
R&D and entrepreneurship. Although entrepreneurship has been mostly associated with individual actions, policies
are relevant because entrepreneurs do not operate in isolation from their contexts. In fact, in recent years
entrepreneurship policy has been leaning towards developing what is called an ‘entrepreneurship support
ecosystem’that gives support over the entire lifecycle of business ventures. This emphasis on ecosystems shifted the
focus,of academia and policymakers, towards a regional level of analysis.
This regional perspective of entrepreneurial ecosystems might be particularly relevant for business creation
in Tourism because of the fragmented nature of the Tourism product. Numerous players, small and medium tourism
enterprises (SMtEs) and other service providers, at the destination (i.e. regional) level, benefit from collaborating and
forming networks for the development and delivery of tourism products. Notwithstanding, lack of cooperation
between tourism agents is many times seen as hindering innovation and competitiveness (Morpeth and Yan, 2015;
Sharpley and Stone, 2015) in a destination. This might suggest that institutional variables at the regional level might
be relevant to foster the creation of businesses, and its competitiveness, in Tourism as in other industries.
The goal of this study is to explore the relevance of institutional factors, as measured by generic indexes, for
the start-up decision in the case of SMtEs. For that purpose, the Regional Entrepreneurship and Development Index
(REDI) is used. Two tourism destinations (Cascais and Setubal) of the region of Lisbon in Portugal will serve as case
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studies. This paper has threepotential contributions. Firstly, it focuses on an industry that has been somehow
neglected by scholars in the field of entrepreneurship (Solvoll et al., 2015). Secondly, itdiscussesthe advantages and
shortcomings of the REDI index to assess a region regarding tourism entrepreneurship. Thirdly, results might have
relevant implications for destination governance.
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND REGIONAL POLICY
In recent years, the ‘Systems of Entrepreneurship’ thinking emerged. This thinking seeks to re-integrate the
entrepreneur into theories of knowledge- and innovation-driven economic development (Szerb et al., 2013) and
recognises that individual actions are mostly based on the individual’s perceptions of the feasibility and desirability of
a given opportunity.A system of entrepreneurship is the institutionally embedded interaction between entrepreneurial
attitudes, ability, and aspirations, by individuals, which is dynamic and drives the allocation of resources through the
creation and operation of new businesses (Acs et al., 2014). While individual actions drive the entrepreneurial
process, the quality and outcomes of this process are influenced by the regional context were the start-up operates
(Acs et al., 2014).To pursue opportunities successfully, the entrepreneur needs to obtain access to capital, customers,
distribution channels, human capital, specialised skills and support services, and so on. The variety of specialised
resources that offer entrepreneurs support are sometimes collectively referred to as ‘entrepreneurship ecosystems’
(Isenberg, 2010) and its strength depends on the comprehensiveness of services and support available to
entrepreneurs.
Framing entrepreneurship as a system where individual agency and structural institutional characteristics
interact, has significant implications for regionalpolicy. The regional level is an appropriate level for decision making
as it provides a sufficient scale to capture the socio-economic and institutional variables and at the same time it
acknowledges that many of the characteristics of the entrepreneurial process are inherently local (Sternberg,
2012).The work of Michael Porter has in part inspired the appreciation of the regional context for the success of new
ventures. In the book ‘The competitive advantage of nations’,Porter (1990) argues that one needs to look beyond
individual industries in order to fully explain regional economic dynamics and proposes the idea of clusters as “…
geographic concentrations of interconnected companies, specialised suppliers, services providers, firms in related
industries, and associated institutions (e.g. universities, standards agencies or trade associations) in a particular field
that compete but also cooperate” (Porter, 2000: 15).
This regional approach is relevant for tourism entrepreneurship because previous studies have demonstrated
that entrepreneurial ecosystems in Tourism, as in the case of other industries, grow around a specific competency
available in a region and are leveraged by the comparative advantage of that region (Bernardez and Mead, 2009).
THE REDI INDEX
To assess the entrepreneurial ecosystems at the region-level, Szerb and colleagues (2013)developedthe
Regional Entrepreneurship and Development Index (REDI).
The authors of the REDI index propose a six-level index comprised of sub-indicators, indicators, variables,
pillars, sub-indices, and, finally, the super-index. The sub-indexes compose the pillars. Each of the 14 pillars consists
of an institutional and an individual variable, adding up to 28 variables (in Figure 1, the institutional variables are the
ones highlighted, at the bottom of the picture). Forty indicators constitute the building blocks of the variables. Some
institutional indicators are complex, having multiple sub-indicators, adding up to 76 sub-indicators altogether. Szerb
and colleagues (2013) applied the REDI model to 125 regions of 24 countries in Europe. The highest scores were
achieved by the regions of Hovedstaden in Denmark (Rank #1), London in the UK (Rank #2) and Île de France in
France (Rank #3) with results of 82.2, 79.9 and 79.2, respectively. The region of Kentriki Ellada in Greece and two
regions from Romania (Macroregiunea unu and Macroregiunea doi) had the lowest REDI results.
METHODOLOGY
The goal of this study is to explore the relevance of institutional factors, as measured by generic indexes, for
the start-up decision in the case of SMtEs. Using REDI indicators, the studycompares two local tourist destinations of
the Lisbon Metropolitan Area.The Lisbon area has been evolving to become one of the most important destinations in
Europe, registering significant growth in tourism activities which contribute with over 4% to the region’s GVA
(Turismo de Portugal & ERTRL, 2015). On their application of the REDI model, Szerb and colleagues (2013) arrived
at a score of 44.6 for the region of Lisbon, which ranked 67 in 125 regions. However, there are significant
asymmetries within the region. Cascais and Setúbal, two subregions of Lisbon Metropolitan Area, are in very
different stages of development in what concerns tourism. To characterise tourism activity in these sub regions
available tourism data at municipality level was used, namely lodging capacity, overnightstays, revenue, and
occupancy.
Figure 1
The structure of the Regional Entrepreneurship and Development Index
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Source: Szerb et al. (2013)
The calculations of Szerb and colleagues (2013) for the REDI score of the Lisbon region used NUTS0 and
NUTS2-level data. Taking our interest in comparing two municipalities within that region, on a first stage, we
selected only the NUTS2-level REDI indicators, excluding NUTS0 indicators. NUTS0 are national-level data,
thereforeare not relevant to explain differences between municipalities, as the indicators refer to national level
characteristics. On a second stage, we searched for indicators andsub-indicators available for the sub-regions of
Cascais and Setubal.Although the REDI index comprises variables related to the individuals, only institutional
variables and indicators were used, considering the purpose of this paper. This two-stage process resulted in the
selection of fivevariables and five indicators, for which data was available at the municipality level, on a yearly basis.
The REDI variables used are market agglomeration, absorptive capacity, quality of education, business strategy, and
financial institutions.
Data on the creation of new businesses in Tourism was gathered for the Accommodation and Food Services
industry, as this is considered the central activity in tourism, especially at a regional level.
All data is secondary and was collected from INE3 for a six-year period (2011 to 2016) whenever available.
PRELIMINARY FINDINGS
Preliminary findings are based on the average results for the six years in analysis. Table 1 presents the
average results for the REDI indicators studied. It is noticeable that Cascais, on average for the six years, presents
better results for the indicators related to market agglomeration, quality of education, and business strategy. On the
other hand, Setúbal has better results for the indicators related to absorptive capacity and financial institutions. Table
2 presents data related to tourism activity in both municipalities. As expected, since Cascais is a much more mature
tourism destination and a larger cluster around tourism has been growing for many years, the tourism activity in
Setúbal is smaller than that of Cascais’.
Table 1
Results for REDI indicators at the municipal level (average for 2011 to 2016)
Variable
Market agglomeration

Indicator
Population growth
Share of employment in knowledge-intensive and high
technology adoptions
Share of employment in creative classes
Business sophistication (share of employment in
sophisticated sectors)
Share of employment in financial services

Absorptive Capacity
Quality of Education
Business
strategy
Financial institutions

Cascais
+0.28%

Setúbal
-0.65%

1,13%

2.70%

15.44%

8.51%

3.17%

2.22%

0.91%

1.07%

Table 2
Tourism activity – Cascais and Setúbal (average for 2011 to 2016)
Variable
Lodging capacity
Overnight Stays

Indicator
No. of establishments1
No. of establishments per 1 000 inhabitants
Overnight stays per 100 inhabitants
Overnight stays per year

Cascais
7814
37.60
612.70
1 361 519

Setúbal
2095
16.33
201.08
268 718
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Institute for Statistics

Revenue
Total room revenue (‘000 €)1
Occupancy
Net occupancy rate1
1 Data available only for 2014 to 2016.

77 840
48.73

8 027
35.30

Lastly, in table 3 results concerning the growth of business creation in the Accommodation and Food Service
industry, for the two sub-regions, is presented.
Table 3
Business creation in Accommodation and Food Service – Cascais and Setúbal (average for 2011 to 2016)
Variable
Business creation

Indicator
Growth rate of no. of new establishments

Cascais
20.66%

Setúbal
9.37%

As discussed above, the regional level is an appropriate level for decision making in what regards the
development of an entrepreneurship ecosystems. However, policy makers have to make decisions based on the right
information and with appropriate tools.In this study we used the REDI index to compare two regions using secondary
data. Based on the preliminary results, so far one cannot be conclusive regarding which of the sub-regions’
institutional factors are more favourable for business creation. It seems that in the case of tourism businesses there is
an advantage of Cascais over Setúbal, with more than the double the growth rate in the creation of new businesses in
accommodation and food services. The results suggest that not all institutional variables in the REDI index are
equally valuable to explain business creation in Tourism as they might be in the case of other industries.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This study is a work in progress, with all the inherent limitations.Firstly, not all indicators of the REDI index where
analysed, mainly for lack of data, Secondly, results only apply to the two subregions and industry studied and cannot
be generalised. Further analysis will be conducted with a longitudinal approach and including other tourism
industries.
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Abstract
This dissertation was elaborated during the attendance at the Higher School of Tourism Education of
Rhodes. The aim of the present paper is to highlight that creativity and innovation are key factors in the development
of tourism. Moreover, the goal is to understand that a tourism enterprise of any kind, should embrace innovation and
be confident to change, so that it will be able to follow the advancements and stand out, without "staying
behind".First of all, I would like to point out that the greek bibliography about innovation in tourism is almost nonexistent, which made me sad, considering that tourism is perhaps the most influential sector of Greece. The first
chapter gives numerous definitions of creativity, as well as various methods and techniques that help in the
development of creative thinking, with the most popular approach being the practice of "Brainstorming". The second
chapter demonstrates some definitions of innovation and then analyzes its nature, the categories and what drives us to
novelty. We will also see the characteristics, the National Innovation Systems and finally some models of innovation.
The third chapter cites various innovations that have been implemented in the field of tourism, both in the hospitality
sector, ie hotel units, as well as in other areas such as airports, marketing, etc. The fourth chapter initially provides
some general information about tourism development and sustainability. Furthermore, there is a review of the World
Tourism Organization’s (UNWTO) statistics on the development of tourism in the past and today. In addition,
Greece's tourism development is analyzed, highlighting the past and current data. The final chapter contains the
general conclusions and three innovative ideas that I came up with, both during and after the completion of my
diploma thesis. The content of the Diploma Thesis does not necessarily reflect the views of the Department or the
Committee that approved it.
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ABSTRACT
The study represents a new creativity measure inEgyptian hospitality industry. Recently, it became
imperative for practitioners to develop superior creativity practices to ensure survival, face challenges, long-term
success and gain sustainable competitive advantages. However, limited studies have expansively studied the influence
of creativity in hospitality industry, and there is a deficiency of pragmaticstudies on the creativity attributesas
perceived by hospitality practitioners. Moreover, based on the previous studies implications that recommended
drawing on some studies to measure the creativity attributes in different countries, the researcheremailed a
questionnaire survey to a sample of N=120 hospitality practitioners. Thefindings revealed “creative processes” as the
most influential creativity construct. The non-statistically significant difference between education and creativity is
reported. However, a statistically significant difference between experience level and creativity is stated. Some
implications for practice are discussed such as hiring and recruiting experienced candidates for ensuring creativity in
Egyptian hotel industry, searching for proactive personality traits while choosing new applicants, top management
needs to develop the mindsets that value the importance of promoting creativity and continuously evade procedures
that may stifle creativity and build blocks for a service culture due to the large number of people who must be
involved.
Key Words: Creativity-Attributes -Practitioners- Hospitality-Egypt.
INTRODUCTION
The most crucial key to success for organizations in the current competitive businesses is the satisfactionof
extensive customer demands by providing creativeservice. Up till the end of the 20th century, hospitality
establishments tended to focus their efforts on quality issues (Ambile,1999), however, the rapid technology
development, driven by globalization and competition, imposed a paradigm shift that brought thinking out of the box
to the front (Tseng, Kuo, & Chou, 2008).Because creativity contributes to organizations’ competitive advantages
through, for instance, novelty and market establishment and ensuring long-term success (Kim, Hon, Lee, 2010).
Therefore,organizations must increase creativity practices to obtain sustain competitive edges and ensure survival
(Amabile, 1996; George,2007; Horng, Tsai; Yang; Liu, Hu, 2016).
Past Studies related to creativity resulted some factors that can play a key role in cultivation of creativity
such as an individual’s personality, problem-solving skills, motivation, family & educational background,
organizational culture context and physical environment (Amabile, 1996). Other studies focused on the integration of
various factor; sourcesof creativity, such as personalities, products or processes(Horng et al.,2016).
Creativity-related studies in tourism and hospitality industry are rare. Orfila-Sintes and Mattsson (2009)
proposed four different forms of creativity, namely, management, external communication, service scope and backoffice.
The literature indicated that there are positive correlations among different measurements of creativity (e.g.,
Furnham, Batey, Anand, & Manfield, 2008); other studies suggested there are no relations among different
perspectiveson creativity (Reiter-Palmon, Robinso- Morral, Kaufman, & Santo, 2012). Simultaneously, some
researchers have suggested that because creativity is such a complex and complicated phenomenon, it cannot be
captured with a single assessment and therefore it needs to be viewed from different perspectives and measured using
various assessments (Ibrahim et al.,2016).
Consequently, despite a large body of literature on creativity issue, there are substantial discrepancies in
research findings. For example, there is no unified measure for creativity particularly in the hospitality context. There
is no consensus on how diverse creativity assessments relate to each other, what accurately each of them measures
and what is the most reliable and effective way to measure creativity. Furthermore, slight studies have been
conducted to understand the creativity attributes in Egyptian hotels. The current research intended to develop the
understanding of this issue and examined relationship between different assessments of creativity in the hospitality
industry. In addition, the study aimed at examining the creativity attributesto build a new research context. Through a
literature review and statistical analyses, this study suggests indicators to measure the creativity of hospitality
practitioners, and it serves as a tool for training a professional workforce in the tourism and hospitality industry.
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Further directions for creativity research are developed. Besides, Egypt was ranked the 111th out of 138 countries
worldwide in relation to the index of development and innovation in 2016-2017 (CAPMAS, 2016).
Based on the above mentioned,the specific study’s objectives are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Determine the creativity perceptions of hospitality practitioners in Egyptian 5-star hotels.
Investigate the relation between the department type and creativity
Test the impact of education and experience on creativity
Determine the effect of proactive personality on creativity
Explore the relation between the organizational culture and creativity
Specify the relation between the creative processes and creativity

Theoretical background and Hypotheses development
Creativity
Creativity refers to the generation of thoughts or products that are both novel and beneficial(Amabile, 1996).
Originality refers to the novelty or uniqueness of an idea or product, whereas usefulness denotes to its appropriateness
(O’Quin, & Besemer, 2006).Consequently, companies that deliver the similar products and services in the same way
will not endure for long, especially in the growing global economy, whichcontinually emphasizes creativity
(Gautschi, 2001).The creative process is concerned with how creativity occurs (i.e., resolutions, ideas, products).
Nevertheless, the majority reported the four primary stages: problem identification, ideation, idea assessment,
andimplementation. Problem construction refers to the recognising of vague problems. Ideation refers to the process
of generating one or more ideas. Idea evaluation is an assessment of the potential and alternative useful solutions that
are generated and the selection of the best solution for solving the problem. Implementation is the process of carrying
out the most suitable solution (Finke, Ward, & Smith, 1992). Accordingly, creativity researchers became interested in
factors that could influence creativity, such as processes,environments and individual differences(Dul, Ceylan
&Jaspers, 2011).
Creativity in hospitality industry
The hospitality sector is continuallyacquiesced to change and to the new global challenges, compelling the
companies to adapt to this new, fast-tracked, and irregular environment. Therefore, thinking out of the box in creative
ways are imperious or organizations to differentiate the service offerings (Monteiro, and Sousa, 2011).Therefore,
many hospitality firms require their employees to work creatively to improve service quality, enhance organizational
success, and guaranteelongstandingendurance (Robinson and Beesley, 2010). Applying creative ideas in hospitality
enterprises will not only influence guest and customersatisfaction, but also affect the hotel position (Chang,Gong &
Shum, 2011).
However, there is a lack of research about creativity in business environments particularly, the service sector
like tourism and hospitality industry, because creativity is often related with artistic activities, such as film making,
acting, painting, composing music or writing novels and poetry, which are recreational rather than business activities.
(Ibrahim Isab & Shahbudin, 2016).Therefore, in order to develop employees’ creative behaviours in hotel industries,
where communication with customers is vital, the qualifications of these behaviours need to be determined.For
example, studies examining creativity's influence on restaurant performance and profitability (Tsai and Lu ,2012)
noted that creative restaurant environments influence customers' dining experiences and their intentions of returning.
Precisely, the service sector donates to more than 70% of the grossdomestic product (GDP) of the world's
developed economies, as itplays a noteworthy role in the broadcast of creativity (Ostrom, Bitner, Brown, Burkhard,
Smith-Daniels and Rabinovich, 2010). This case is not different in thecontext of developing economies like Egypt,
which largely dependson the service sector. Thus, Thus the role of creativity becomes more crucial in a highly
communicating business environment like hotels where customers spend their leisure time (Ostrom et al., 2010).
Based on the above wide range of rationales for hospitality businessesemployingcreativity concept, thecore
of the current research is creativity.Therefore, this study proposes five hypotheses (see Fig. 1):

Fig. (1) The hypothesized model
Frontline service employees areoften responsible for thecustomer’s first and last impression and providing
customised service that meets unique guestdesires (Wilder,Collier, and Barnes 2014). Therefore, front line
departments need to think creatively during the service encounter for ways to tailor the service to each customer’s
needs (Gu¨nes et al. 2010). By being creative, frontline employees can implement new and valuableideas (Dong et al.
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discover customers’ latent needs and to solve problems in a way that results in a greater customer service experience
(Coelho, Augusto, and Lages 2011).Accordingly, the following hypothesis is proposed to test the relation between
creativity and department type.
Hypothesis 1: the type of the department will significantly impact employee creativity.
Specifically, Nishii & Goncalo (2008) proposed that group diversity, measured in terms of demographic
fault lines, affects creativity through its effects on group members’ felt psychological safety to express their diverse
ideas and the quality of knowledge sharing that takes place across subgroup limits.
Based on the investigation of the level of creativity principles implementation and employee’s profile, the study of
Kattara and El-said (2014) reported that: as for the level of education, a significant difference was indicated. On the
other hand, no differences were identified when comparing between respondents’ creativity and
experience.Therefore, the next second hypothesis is developed to explore the impact of respondents’ profile
(education and experience) on creativity.
Hypothesis 2: the level of education and experience will significantly impact employee creativity.
Proactive personality and employee creativity
A proactive personality refers to a person with a positive attitude who displays the initiative to alter
procedures and thus tends to be creative (Bateman and Crant, 1993).Clearly, individuals with proactive personality
are less likely to be restricted by situational pressures, can challenge the status quo, and can even positively influence
the environment to create change (Batemanand Crant, 1993). They are also better at identifying opportunities,
showing initiative and acting; furthermore, they possess unyielding determination to realize significant change (Crant,
1995). Therefore, proactive personality may be regarded as a complex and diverse interaction between an individual
and an organization (Crant, 2000).
It could be noticed thatproactive personality and creativity positively influences creativity (Kim, Hon, & Lee, 2010).
The above-mentioned resultssupport the close relationship exists between proactive personality and
employee creativity. Therefore, the following hypothesis is formulated
Hypothesis 3:Proactive personality achieves greater employee creativity.
Organizational culture supportive of creativity
Organizational culture refers to contextual influences that eitherfacilitate or inhibit creativity (Hunter,
Bedell, & Mumford, 2007).Organizational culture has been characterized as: “the patternof basic norms that a given
group has created, revealed,or developed in learning to cope with its problems of external adaptationand internal
integration, and that have worked well enoughto be considered valid(Jaiswal& Dhar 2015). A dynamic approach to
understanding organizations involves seeing culture as groups of practices in which people involve living and to
produce. Organisational culture for creativity refers to the degree to which organisational members perceive the
organisational environment to be creative (Scott & Bruce 1994).
In the hospitality context, Akgunduz, Alkan, Gok(2018) investigated the effects of perceived organization
culture and proactive personality on employee creativity.Results indicated that both organization culture and
proactive personality have positive effects on the meaning of work andemployee creativity. The mediating effect of
meaning of work on the relationship between proactivepersonality and employee creativity is fully supported. Many
authors have found links between organisational climate and the promotion of creativity (Jaiswal & Dhar
2015).Accordingly, this study supposed the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 4: The level of organization culture supporting creativity will significantly impact employee creativity.
Creative process and employee creativity
The process incorporated behaviors, actions, and cognitive processes that a person/ team engages in when
attempting to generate and implement creative ideas (Hughes, Lee, Tian, Newman and Legood, 2018).The literature
reported that employees agreed thattheir creativity processes were developed from typical stages by planning, trying
to find some information, exploring new ideasand testify their ideas(Peng, Lin and Baum,2013).Several studies have
explored the role of the creative process in stimulating creative performance (e.g Horng et al.,2016). Since several
empirical studies have provided firmevidence of a strong association between process and employee creativity
performance, the following hypothesis is proposed:
Hypothesis 5: The level of creative processes will significantly impact employee creativity.
METHODOLOGY
Participants and procedures
The researcher focused on the Egyptian five-star hotels due to the several managers hired. These hotels also
aim to provide outstanding service; invest in peopleby considering the energetic role of inner customers in providing
customer excellence service; and consider the creative workforce as one of the most significant assets. Moreover,
only 5-star hotels were chosen due to their interests in achieving luxurious service through creativity and thinking out
of the box to ultimately achieve guest satisfaction and loyalty.
The department managers were included due to their role as the principal power of promoting the creativity culture
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who accepted to participate (Egyptian Hotel Guide,2015). Total population technique was employed due to the
limited population and to achieve more generalized data.
The researcher contacted the 180 hotel managers by phone calls to explain the aim of the study and obtain
permission for data collection. 170 managers accepted to participate. The E-mailed questionnaires were sent to
respondents due to plentiful benefits such as: assuring the highest participation within a limited time setting, reduce
geographical limitations and the minutest of expenditures (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill,2015).
Emailed questionnaires were sent to the 170 participated managers, 120 were answered, giving a response rate of
70.5%.
Measures
The survey instrument was designed after surveying the relevant studies found through the literature
review.The questionnaire was formatted based on five-point Likertscale. When the number decreases,
consequently,the agreement level decreases. The scale ranging from (5) means strongly agree to (1) means strongly
disagree.The questionnaire survey included two sections. The first section was concerned with therespondents’ profile
including theeducation, experience and department.The second section incorporated four scales as follows: proactive
personality organizational culture,creativity potential and creative processes.Each construct included numerous
variable items incorporating a 5-point Likert scale to measure the level of agreement or disagreement as perceived by
managers. There was a total of (42) items.The questionnaire was first pre-tested to ensure the clarity and
understanding of the queries. Paraphrasing of some statements were achieved for the reason of avoiding any jargon,
paradoxes, or principal statements inconsistences. The field survey was conducted from February to June 2018.
Proactive Personality
The Proactive personality scale used was proposed by Bateman” & Crant (1993). The scale initiated from an
interactive point of view and it recommends that person is talented of creating their situations(Crant,1993). This
construct incorporated seventeen items.The Cronbach’s α of scale is 0.85.
Organization Culture
The organizational culture is significantly related to creativity (Mobarakeh,2011)
Creativity is a feature that can help explore the power of the organizational culture within the organization.This
construct included six items.The Cronbach’s α of scale is 0.90.
Creative Processes
The process construct developed from Greenhaus,Parasutraman&Wormley(1990). The creative process
emphasizes the cognitive features of creative thinking that mainly depends on the creative thinking which is known as
mental expression to products that featured by novelty and appropriateness (Sternberg & Lubart, 2003). This scale
included twelve attributes to indicate the sequence of activities and actions that ends with creativity.The Cronbach’s α
of scale is 0.8
Creativity Potential
The creativity scale is adopted from self-evaluation of creativity adapted from George&Zhou (2001).It
included seven items.The Cronbach’s α of scale is 0.88.It could be concluded that the coefficient of stability ofthe
instrument was calculated using the “Spearman correlationcoefficient” formula results indicated a high correlation
between the factors and the variables as well as acceptable convergent and discriminate validity (Churchill &
Iacobucci, 2005).
Statistical Analyses
The data were collected and analysed using Statistical Packagefor Social Sciences (SPSS/version 23)
software. The arithmeticmean, and standard deviation were used forcategorized parameters. In addition, an analysis of
variance (one -way ANOVA)test was used to explore the difference between more than twogroups, for example, in
the demographic characteristics (education). Finally, to determine thecorrelation between two variables, the Spearman
correlation coefficienttest was used to indicate the level of significance.
Finding and Discussion
The Respondents’ Profile
Resultsindicatedthat 31.7%ranged in age above 45 years, and 69.2% of managers were males,55.8% had a
universitydegree and 30% of respondents had less than 5 years hospitality field experience while, 17.5% had more
than 20 years of experience.20.8% were front office managers ,20% were human resources and 18.3% were food and
beverage.
Test of hypotheses
Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis 1 predicted that the type of the department will significantly impact employee creativity.
This hypothesis was developed to determine whether department type has a significant relationship with
creativity.To explore the relation between the department type and creativity, a one-way between-groups analysis of
variance was conducted.Table 1 showed that respondents were divided into six main groups: front office, food and
beverage, marketing, human resources,training and accounting. The results indicated a statistically significant
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(R=14.25 ,P < 0.01*) .This result is supported by the literature ( Jacob & Groizard ,2004)which suggest that
creativity is found in front office, housekeeping ,food& beverage and marketing because they have a high guest
contact so ,they have an adaptation to work under pressure and be creative .It could be illustrated that back offices,
such as human resource ,training and accounting where co-workers do not interact frequently with the guest, and
these departments has a day to day routine witha monotonous work nature .Therefore, the first hypothesis is
supported, and consequently the second study objective was achieved. This is to be clarified that departments like
Accounting, human resource and training do not have a significant impact on the guest experience and do not affect
guest satisfaction. On the other side, front line employees shape the guest satisfactory experience, so they need to
think out of the box.
Table (1) The relationship between department type and creativity
Department
Variable

Creativity

Mean

Mean

Mean

Mean

Front office

Food &
beverage

Marketing

Human Training
resources

3.96

3.92

3.85

3.66

Mean

Mean

ANOVA

P

Accounting

3.73

3.56

14.25 0.001*

Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 supposed that the levels of education and experience will significantly impact employee creativity.
This hypothesis was established to determine whether education and experience have a significant
relationship with creativity.To explore the impact of education on creativity, a one-way between-groups analysis of
variance was conducted.Table 2showed that respondents were divided into four groups according to their education
level: Master /Doctorate degree ,university degree ,Technical institute and high school .The results indicated no
statistically significant difference at the p ˃0.05 level in creativity scores for the four education groups (P: 0.304).This
finding is not in accordance with the study of Kattara and El-said (2014) who reported that a significant difference
between education and creativity .It could be justified that the current education system needs to be developed to
build creative mindsets and personalities. Considering the current international rank of Egyptian education system,
Egypt is ranked 112th out of 138 countries worldwide in 2017-2018(CAPMAS,2017). Consequently, the current
Egyptian education system need to be reconsidered.
Table (2) The relationship between education level and creativity
Mean

Mean

Education
Qualification Variable

(Master/Doctorate)

University /college

Creativity

3.861

3.790

Mean
Technical
institute
3.943

Mean

ANOVA

High
School
3.818

1.225

P

0.304

As for the effect of experience level on creativity, table 3 indicated that respondents were divided into four
main groups: less than five years, five to fifteen years, fifteen to twenty years, and more than twenty years. The
results indicated a statistically significantdifference (R12.36 =P < 0.01*)between experience level and creativity. This
finding is not supported by past scholars who reported nodifferences when comparing between respondents’ creativity
and experience(Kattara and El-said ,2014). Meanwhile, this finding is in accordancewith the study of Chua and
Iyengar(2008) who indicated thatexperience would give employees a chance to search for a resolution and help them
avoid needless experimentations. It could be recommended that hiring and recruiting experienced candidates is an
important practice for ensuring creativity in Egyptian hotel industry.Therefore, the second hypothesis is investigated,
and consequently the third study objective was achieved.
Experience
Variable
Creativity

Mean
< 5 yrs.
3.610

Table (3) The relation between experience level and creativity
Mean
Mean
Mean
5-15 yrs.
15-20 yrs.
20+ yrs.
3.520

3.810

3.968

ANOVA

12.36

P

0.001*

Hypothesis 3
The results of the hypotheses 3 ,4 and 5 are presented in table4. Spearman correlation was also applied to
detect the correlation among research variables.
Hypothesis 3:proactive personality achieves greater employee creativity.
This hypothesis suggested thatemployees with a proactive personality are more creative.This hypothesis was
developed to determine whether employee proactive personality has an influence on creativity.
The Spearman correlation coefficient was used to test the hypothesis and to examine any significant
differences between the variables. Table 4showed a significant correlation between proactive personality 122
and
employee creativity (R= .496**; P value = .001*). By using one-way ANOVA Figure (2) illustrates the mean plot for

impact of difference in proactive personality level on employee creativity. Thus, H3is supported and the fourth study
objective is achieved.
Pastscholars supported this finding such as the study ofKim et al. (2010) who showed that newcomers with
proactive personality were associated with creativity. Moreover, Horng et al. (2016) who revealed that proactive
personality fostered a positive, creativity-supporting physical work environmentin hospitality industry.This finding
highlights the importance of searching for proactive personality traits while choosing new applicants.
As for the hospitality industry in Egypt faces a lot of challenges due to economic circumstances. Accordingly, the rare
supply of calibre candidates could not help achieving a competitive advantage within hospitality organizations.That’s
why continuous training programs in that direction for new recruits should be fostered.
Table (4): Correlation between creativity constructs as perceived by managers.
Variables
Total creativity

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

Pearson Correlation
A. Proactive Personality Sig. (2-tailed)

Total creativity A. Proactive
Personality
1
.496**
.000

B. Culture

D. Processes

.028
.759

C. Creativity
potential
.281**
.002

.496**
.000

1

-.082
.373

.072
.436

.481**
.000

.572**
.000

B. Culture

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.028
.759

-.082
.373

1

-.155
.091

-.226*
.013

C. Creativity potential

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.281**
.002

.072
.436

-.155
.091

1

.201*
.028

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.572**
.000

.481**
.000

-.226*
.013

.201*
.028

1

D. Processes

Figure (2) Mean plot for the relation between proactive personality and creativity
Hypothesis 4
Hypothesis 4. The organization culture will significantly impact practitioners’creativity.
This hypothesis proposed that organizations culture encourages practitioners’ creativity.
Table 4 and figure (3) reported a non-significance correlation between organization culture and creativity as
perceived by managers (Pearson correlation =(R .028 ; P value =.759 ) Figure (3) also illustrates the mean plot for
impact of difference in organization culture level on employee creativity. Thus, H3 is not supported and the fifth
study objective is attained. The results of this research were not in conformity with Goncalo and Staw
(2005)concerning the importance of the organizational culture for encouragement of creativity within an organization.
This finding urges the need for some practical implications from top management developing mindsets that
value the importance of promoting creativity such as: Ask for feedback because it is seen as a learning opportunity;
reward or recognize efforts and not only results, actively seek ways to improve and inspire discussion of team
aspirations and empower teams to work at high level and be given the independence to ensure efficiently.

Figure (3) Mean plot for the relation between organization culture and creativity

Hypothesis 5
Hypothesis 5: The application of creative processes will significantly impact practitioners’ creativity.
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This hypothesis recommended that organizations encouraging its practitioners’creative processes promotes
theircreativity.
As shown in Table 4 a significant correlation between creative process and creativity was detected (Pearson
correlation =(R .572**; P value =001*) Figure (4) also illustrates the mean plot for impact of difference in applying
creative processes on employee creativity. Thus, H5is supported and the sixth objective of the study is examined. This
result is in accordance with several studies that have explored the role of the creative processes in motivating creative
performance (Horng et al.,2016).This finding could be justified that the non-creative processes may stifle creativity
and build blocks for a service culture due to the large number of people who must be involved. Furthermore, the
managerialexpenses associated with decision delays and extra managerial proceduresmay overwhelm the benefits of
coordination.

Figure (4) Mean plot for the relation between creative process and creativity

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The study is the first to explore the different attributes of creativity in Egyptian 5-star hotels. As creativity
plays an important role in providing excellent guest service.The perceptions of creativity attributes by hotel managers
are a pertinent issue.

Fig. (5) The relation between creativity constructs as perceived by hospitality practitioners
The first aim of this study is to elucidate the creativity perceptions of hospitality practitioners in Egyptian 5star hotels.This study reported “processes” as the most influential creativity construct on creativity. This result offers
several practical implications for hospitality management. First, the proposed measure can clearly identify the content
and structure of creativity for practitioners and can help them assess where enhancements are required. Second,
familiarity of creative practices can be shared during employees’ on-the-job training, and this scale can be used to
evaluate new employees. Therefore, this scale may be used for hospitality practitioners to hire or train employees.
Adding to this, the study revealedthat back offices, such as human resource and accounting where co-workers do not
interact regularly with the guest, and these departments has a day to day routine witha monotonous work nature.
Another finding is the non-statistically significant difference between education and creativity see (fig.5).Therefore,
the current Egyptian education system needs to be reconsidered.However, the results indicated a statistically
significant difference between experiencelevel and creativity. Consequently,hiring and recruiting experienced
candidates is an important practice for ensuring creativity in Egyptian hotel industry.
Additionally, the study revealed that proactive personality fostered a positive, creativity-supporting physical
work environment in hospitality industry. This finding offers some implications such as the importance of searching
for proactive personality traits while choosing new applicants. As for the hospitality industry in Egypt faces a lot of
challenges due to economic circumstances. Accordingly, the rare supply of calibre candidates could not help
achieving a competitive advantage within hospitality organizations. That’s why continuous training programs in that
direction for new recruits should be fostered. Furthermore, the finding of insignificant relationship between
organization culture and creativity,urges the need from top management to develop the mindsets that value the
importance of promoting creativitysuch as follows: Ask for feedback because it is seen as a learning opportunity;
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reward or recognize efforts and not only results, inspire discussion of team aspirations and empower teams to work
at
high level and be given the independence to ensure efficiently. Furthermore, hospitality managers need to

continuously evade procedures that may stifle creativity and build blocks for a service culture due to the large number
of people who must be involved.
Researchlimitations and directions for future research
1.The objective limit: This study is limited to the four creativity constructs
(proactive personality, organizational culture, creativity potential and creative processes). Also, shaping the
relationship between each construct and creativity as perceived by five-star hotel managers in Egypt.
2. The spatial limit (place limitation): the study applied in Egypt region.
3. Institutional limit: this study was limited to only the Egyptian 5-star hotels that are listed in the Egyptian Hotel
Association (EHA) (Egyptian Hotel Guide 2014-2015). Generalizations are limited to only those hotels who decided
to participate in this study.
4. The human limit (Respondent limit). The study was limited to department managers.
5. The time limit. The study was conducted from February to June 2018.
Additional research areas may be generated from the findings of the current study. Future research may be
needed to adopt a time crossing methodology rather than a single time point for research design.
Further studies need to investigate other hotel types as well as other food and beverage categories such as restaurants.
Different respondents segment needs to be targeted such as front-employees or back ones.
Findings of the research are symptomatic rather than conclusive. Therefore, a lot of future studies are needed, to
guarantee the results reliability.
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ABSTRACT
Comprising all the aspects of the hotel sustainable technologies in a single “state of the art” paper is missing
from literature. Information is fragmented in various sources. Sustainability in a hotel, besides its financial status,
comprises environmental, social and technological data. This paper reviews the sustainable features of the Greek
hotels in a qualitative framework. We focus on Greek hotels because tourism is important for the Greek economy.
This review will help hoteliers providing them with a benchmark and second policy makers to obtain a qualitative
overview of hotel sustainability and equip them with knowledge in designing policy measures.
Keywords: Greece; green technologies sustainable hotel; qualitative; review;
INTRODUCTION
According to the World Travel and Tourism Council (2017), in the following 20 years, tourism will fully
integrate climate change and other relevant issues into its business strategy with a low carbon economy, promoting
the value of responsible tourism and greening the entire supply chains (World Travel & Tourism Council 2017). The
article 195 of the Lisbon Treaty stresses the importance of an integrated approach to tourism in order to face global
competition, placing emphasis on high quality sustainable tourism. Greek tourism accounted for a total contribution
to GDP was 18.6% in 2016. In terms of employment, however, the total contribution of tourism to employment
mounts to 23.4% in 2016. Greece has 9,730 hotels with 788,553 beds. The number of hotels and beds corresponding
to each hotel category, is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Hotel and bed distribution across
Number of hotels
Number of beds
Percentage of hotels
444
137,210
4.58%
1,412
203,203
14.51%
2,472
185,560
25.40%
3,990
210,365
41.00%
1,412
52,215
14.51%
9,730
741,553
100%
Source: (Hellenic Institute of Tourist Research and Forecasting, 2016).
Hotel stars
5*
4*
3*
2*
1*

Greek tourist accommodation causes an environmental footprint that is significant. Hotels increase pressure
on energy and water demand in the local economies they operate. At the same time their infrastructure and waste
management might cause disturbances to landscape, the environment and the ecosystems. Although sustainable and
environmental friendly practices sometimes are dictated by governments, most of the time though, they also make
significant business sense, not only in reducing operating costs but also by enabling charging of higher prices in hotel
rooms. For example, over 30% of global tourists were willing to pay 5$ extra per night for an environmentallyfriendly hotel. In March 2014, 12.7% of respondents stated that they were willing to pay 10-25$ more per night to
stay in a hotel that claimed to be environmental friendly (Statista 2018). During a survey conducted in March 2017,
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93% of travelers from China stated that they were more likely to choose a hotel knowing that it was eco-friendly. This

figure was 83% for Brazilian travelers, 80% for Spanish and 68% for the global average (Statista 2018). About 73%
of younger generations (Millennials and Generation Z) are more likely to pay more for sustainability, compared to
51% of Baby Boomers (CREST 2016).
The rest of this review is divided in eight sections: Section 2 surveys the energy saving tools employed by
Greek hotels, sometimes supported by global evidence too. Accordingly, Section 3 deals with the water saving tools,
Section 4 deals with the waste management practices, Section 5 with the food and beverage sector, Section 6 with
hotel structure and smart information technology applications, Section 7 with miscellaneous applications towards
sustainability which do not belong strictly under any of the aforementioned sections, Section 8 with certification
schemes for hotels. Last, section 9 offers the concluding remarks.
ENERGY CONSERVATION AND EFFICIENCY SOLUTIONS IN GREEK HOTELS
Hotels are ranked among the largest energy consumers in the tertiary building sector. Annual energy
consumption of a Greek hotel ranges from 200-400 KWH/m2 and this cost corresponds to 4-10% of the hotel total
operation cost (Kataskevesktirion.gr 2016). This cost in Attica, Greece, rises up to 10% (Alexopoulos undated). Table
2 provides a disaggregation of energy consumption across the different uses in a Greek hotel.
Table 2: Disaggregation of energy consumption in Cretan hotels, Greece
Hotel sector
% of total energy consumption
Air condition
50
Hot water
15
Lighting
10
Kitchen/Laundry
15
Other
10
Total
100
Source: Adapted from Vourdoubas (2015)
Hotels are a particular case of industrial buildings and hence must comply with the demands of the Directive
for Energy Performance of Buildings (2002/91/E) which was transposed by the Greek Law 3661/2008. European
member states set goals of near zero energy buildings in the European Union (EU) by 2050 (European Parliament
2018). The year 2021 is a “new zero energy” building deadline for private buildings. A large number of Greek hotels
are situated in Greek islands which are characterized by low energy security. On the other hand, Greece offers a high
potential for the development of renewable energy sources. Hotel energy use depends on the hotel size, class, number
of rooms, customer profile, location, climate zone, quality of construction, services provided to the guests.
Compliance with demands for energy saving and energy efficiency technologies ensures that besides conforming to
legislation, hotels enjoy economic benefits and promote themselves in market as more competitive and innovative.
Hotels can apply energy friendly measures both in their construction and design and in their operation. In the rest of
this section, we analyze the “state of the art” in direct and indirect energy solutions. The direct ones involve lighting,
heating and cooling technologies. The indirect ones involve solutions not directly identified as the aforementioned,
but they can significantly contribute to energy generation and saving.
Direct energy saving solutions in hotels
Lighting: Nowadays, energy saving in hotel lighting takes place through low consumption lighting systems,
replacement of conventional lamps with LED lamps. The installation of movement sensors allows turning off the
lights if the client is not in the room. The installation of special magnetic cards-keys in hotels will enable the
automatic switch off of electricity (except for the fridge) when the client leaves the room.
Heating and cooling technologies: i) Automatic switch off of heating and cooling systems: The automatic
switch off of heating and cooling systems upon the opening of doors or windows in a hotel room is a smart
mechanism that stops the supply of electricity when the balcony door or other doors and windows are open. This
technology has become pretty standard nowadays, ii) The introduction of VRV (Variant Refrigerant Volume)
technologies: The introduction of VRV technologies allows the adaptation of the cooling appliance temperature to the
outside temperature and can achieve energy saving up to 50% compared to the conventional air-conditioning
appliances. It is regulated with smart floor and presence sensors and the direction of the air, it is distributed uniformly
in the room while it is a very quiet technology, iii) Geothermal heat pumps: Geothermal heat pumps provide cheap
and clean energy both for heating and cooling. Geothermal energy uses the ground or sea heat which has an almost
constant temperature throughout the year and exchanges this heat to a destination, iv) Solar energy: Solar energy for
hot water is the most commonly used renewable energy type. It is used for hot water for sanitary purposes and for
warming the water of swimming pools. According to Chasapis (undated), a person consumes 50-70 litres of warm
water/day. This water consumption requires electricity equal to 1.74-2.43kWh per guest night, v) Co-generation: Cogeneration involves the simultaneous generation of useful thermal energy (heat) and electrical power from the same
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initial energy source. At least two hotels in Thessaloniki, Greece have implemented co-generation projects, vi) Other
renewable energies: To the best of our knowledge, none of the hotels, neither in Greece nor worldwide, operates with

electricity produced by 100% from renewable energies, vii) Passive solar design or bio-climatic architecture: Hotels
can make allowance for this solution before their construction takes place. New hotel buildings can be designed in
such a way as to include north facing windows for the summer or use specific building materials that withdraw or put
off heat depending on the season, viii) Wall and roof insulation: As far as insulation is concerned, according to
Karolidou (2016), only 19% of hotels were built after 2004, while after 2012 only 5 star hotels have been constructed
or renovated. Thus, the fact that hotel buildings are old in Greece, is responsible for the high energy consumption
(10% of energy in total building reserve) in this sector albeit hotel buildings constitute only 1.2% of building supply
in Greece, iv) Replacing or upgrading of electric appliances: While this solution takes place eventually at various
times during the operation of a hotel business, because appliances have a certain lifespan and become outdated, it may
be worthwhile to replace them earlier after a careful cost-benefit analysis that will take into account the benefits from
lower electricity consumption, x) Proper maintenance of the air-conditioning: Regular maintenance of the air
condition units generates financial benefits for the hotel business. Omitting maintenance sessions not only puts human
health at risk due to the lower quality of air in the hotel room, but also leads to higher electricity consumption.
Zografakis et al. (2011) have estimated that the yearly maintenance of the air conditioning units was 20€/year per
room or apartment and saved electricity corresponding to 25€/year per room or apartment. Thus, there was a net
benefit of 5€ after the maintenance.
WATER CONSERVATION AND EFFICIENCY SOLUTIONS IN HOTELS
Water conservation can take place either through water foregoing or the reduction of its consumption
through rational use. The following solutions are either currently applied or are suggested for Greek hotels, based also
on international paradigms and best practices: i) Installation of water thrift toilet flushing systems and tap move
sensors: Double flow flushing systems in toilets provide two choices of water quantity: The low quantity and the high
quantity for different purposes. This double system can save up to 67% of water consumption in the toilet (SEYA
2018), ii) Recycled water use for toilet flushing and irrigation: Most large Greek hotels have their own freshwater
drills from which they withdraw water for irrigation. Also, there are hotels which operate their own small wastewater
treatment plants, but irrigation with recycled/treated wastewater is still at an experimental level, because of the fear
for odors or infections due to the pathogens it contains in its untreated form. iii) Sea water desalination: Desalination
is cheaper than it was in the past and some Aegean islands have such facilities but none of them is in use. The
desalination procedure is high energy demanding, so it is ideal to take place with renewable energies. iv)Towel and
linen re-use in hotel rooms: Prolonging the re-use period of towels and linen for additional days, saves both water and
energy from redundant laundry, labor costs and the costs of towels and linen because their lifespan is reduced with
frequent washing, v) Selection of special arid, or low irrigation needs plant species for hotel gardens: Besides water
conservation applications, it is necessary for hotel businesses to select plants from a variety of plant types that do not
need much water. Various types of cactus plants are resilient to hot climates and require little water at sparse time
intervals, namely only light moisture once per week, vi) Computerized garden irrigation: Computerized garden
irrigation involves automation and the application of water at the correct place and time. Drip-irrigation systems and
other low volume watering systems which are regulated by computer programmes enable the accurate irrigation at the
root of the plant and at specific times of the day, vii) Use of sea water for swimming pools: A small swimming pool
sized 10×15 meters is filled with 75 m3 of water or 75,000 liters of water. This quantity corresponds to the water
consumption of a two person household for an eight month period. One tenth of the water in a swimming pool
evaporates each month and some of the quantity is lost when the pool is being cleaned.
WASTE MANAGEMENT
Besides energy and water conservation applications, a sustainable and friendly environmental hotel should
also make arrangements for its waste management (waste disposal, waste reduction etc). i) Recycling: Greek hotels
recycle paper, cardboard, plastic, aluminum, batteries, light bulbs, electric and electronic equipment, their used cook
oil, ink and toner cartridges and furniture. However, recycling progress is also dependent on the facilities available
from the local government in each occasion. If facilities are non-existent, then the separation of the recyclables may
take place at a primary level, but they end up being buried together with the rest of the unrecyclable solid waste in
landfills, ii) Soap Recycling: Soap recycling is an innovative practice which was initiated in the USA and was
recently introduced in Greece too. In 2012, in Kos Island, was established a non-for profit organization whose goal
was to combat the lack of basic toiletries in sensitive population groups, such as the immigrants and at the same time
to protect the environment by reducing the produced litter. This organization collects the used soap from hotels and
other relevant businesses, it recycles it and it sends it to immigrants and other social groups in Thessaloniki and Kos
island. Kos island is both a touristic island but also an entrance for immigrants arriving from Middle East (Latsis
Foundation 2015). iii) Recycling of cooked oil: The collection of cooked oil is followed by its refinement for the
production of biodiesel and bio-lubricants in industrial uses. One liter of cooked oil produces 800gr of biodiesel
which is regarded as a renewable energy form whose employment reduces greenhouse gas emissions, iv) Food straps
for compost: Disposing vegetables, fruit straps, egg shells and kitchen paper towels into compost bins decreases the
volume of solid waste accumulated in landfills, v) The use of environmental friendly detergents: The main problem
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with detergents is that they result in lakes, rivers or the sea and contribute to the eutrophication problem, negatively
affecting water resources and marine supply. Eutrophication refers to a situation where water becomes rich in non-

organic salts and poorer in oxygen. Phosphorous and ammonia create favorable circumstances for underwater
plantation. The latter has increased oxygen needs, thus depriving oxygen from other sea organisms, sea flaura and
fauna.
FOOD WITH A LOW ENVIRONMENTAL FOOTPRINT
The consumption of seasonal and local food is regarded as more sustainable, because the food cost does not
involve long transport miles and the consequent greenhouse gas emissions that transport entails. Consumption of local
food provides income for local producers and households. Consumption of seasonal food does not involve the costs of
unseasonal agriculture (e.g. greenhouse cultivations and other artificial treatment of food). Lower consumption of
meat, besides being healthier for the human organism, is also more environmental friendly due to the avoidance of the
high methane emissions from the animal inhalation and the high consumption of energy and water required in animal
breeding. Buying locally and consume the seasonally produced fruit and vegetables is a practice increasingly adopted
by some hotels in Greece (e.g. Creta Maris Hotel in Heraklion, Crete is committed to following a Cretan Cuisine).
Larger hotels which have developed a culture for environmental sustainability, promote this as a choice that takes
place for the environment and the benefit of the humans. They have also created small Greek or Cretan corners of
food. Smaller standard hotels usually are tacit about this culture, but they sometimes follow the trend because of cost
reduction driven motives. Smaller alternative hotels which deal with agro-tourism may be found to offer an exclusive
Greek food with genuine native ingredients. Some large 5 start hotels offer their clients a wide variety of international
types of breakfast, lunches and dinners. The implementation of such a variety necessitates their buying imported food
products. The following sustainable practices are met in Greek hotels with respect to food: i) Certified food suppliers:
Food suppliers in hotels should be certified. Certification guarantees that suppliers fulfill all the international
standards to safeguard public health, and they provide genuine products whose top quality remains constant in time,
ii) Open kitchen initiatives: Kitchens are placed within the dining rooms, sometimes with or without a separating
glass wall between the kitchen and the dining room and tourists can observe the preparation of their food. This is not
easily applicable in massive tourism hotels, but it takes place easier in hotels with many smaller restaurants, iii)
Implementation of HACCP food and hygiene safety management system: The hotel kitchen must be equipped with
smart appliances for rapid refrigeration, rapid freezing and combi-ovens with functions such as baking, grilling, steam
cooking, blanching4 etc. Quick refrigeration is crucial for the prevention of bacteria development in food and uniform
cooking of materials in food. The kitchen staff must also be trained to face and handle all possible hazards in an
effective way for the benefit of the human health, iv) Greek Olive oil in hotel cuisine: International tourists in Greece
are a very important promotion channel for the Greek olive oil (as well as other agricultural products) and can offer
convenient cross-selling opportunities (together with other agricultural or non-agricultural products) that should not
be underestimated, v) Hotel eco-gardening: Nowadays, the food business places great emphasis on product
healthiness, freshness, their low environmental impact and the level of nutrition it offers without much fat. These food
characteristics reflect the tendency of the consumers who have also become more conscient of these dimensions.
Therefore, “Farm-to-Table” marketing mottos have become a catchphrase, because they offer evidence of product
freshness, vi) Coffee from “Fair Trade” brands: “Fair Trade” is a trademark that is assigned to products whose
production processes and team treats local people in resource countries in an ethical way and make commercial
agreements which are mutually beneficial, both for local populations and multinationals. This is a powerful
trademark, since the customer sentimental impact is not negligible when customers learn about the exploitation of
workers and children in the countries of the third world.
HOTEL CONSTRUCTION AND IMPROVEMENT, BIO-CLIMATIC ARCHITECTURE & SMART
IT APPLICATIONS
Several of the environmental friendly practices for a hotel start even before it is built. Preparing a hotel
construction under the principles of bio-climatic architecture occurs at the very beginning of a hotel business and as
such, it is not surprising that only newly built hotels have made provisions with respect to this matter. While there are
corrective solutions available even for older hotel buildings, the structure and the orientation of a hotel building
cannot change once implemented. On the other hand, there are parameters which can be corrected and amended to
help the hotel business rationalize its energy consumption costs. This is done with appropriate and adequate
insulation, the replacement of window and door frames with new ones, double glazing etc. Last, IT smart applications
which rationalize costs and reduce the effort both from the hotel staff and the customer allowing him/her to make the
most of his/her holiday time are usually solutions which can be added to the hotel infrastructure at any time.
Examples of this branch of sustainable technologies are: i) Double glazing, heat proof door and window frames:
Based on the Decision Number 216/9-01-2015, double glazing and energy frames constitute one of the technical
prerequisites for a hotel to belong to the category of 5 star hotels. Double glazing keeps heat or coolness within the
hotel room, thus reducing its electricity consumption. Also, smart energy door frames, besides their increased
aesthetic effect, also eliminate slots from where air can come into the room. Furthermore, double glazing reduces
noise by 70% in the hotel room, it is more secure and reduces UV radiation which is harmful for the hotel room
furniture, ii) Bio climatic architecture and relevant practices: Bioclimatic architecture enables the passive heating
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Blanching is a cooking process wherein vegetables are scalded and then plunged into cold water to stop the cooking
process.
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and the cooling of buildings by making the most of the sun heat during the day at wintertime and the night cooling
during the summertime. It takes place through various arrangements in the architectural design of the hotel building.
For example, vertical openings in the building roof create the so called chimney effect which contributes to
completely renewing the air within a building. Sufficient hotel aeration during the night is a wise action for leaving
the day heat outside and allowing the night breeze come into the building and stay there. Conversely, early in the
morning, the hotel windows and doors must stay closed, iii) Environmental monitoring: Environmental monitoring in
hotels occurs through multiple actions: Regular monitoring of water quality (drinking water, seawater and swimming
pool water) can take place in a qualified lab. Hotels assign environmental monitoring to a qualified group of hotel
employees or other specialists outside the hotel business, iv) Computer Information Technology (CIT) in the hotel:
CITs offer a variety of applications and opportunities for the hotel. The hotel webpage is a powerful tool for hotel
operations and its promotion. For the webpage to be fully functional, it must be dynamic and interactive. It must give
the consumer the opportunity to make an online reservation without errors, watch videos and pictures about the hotel,
to enable keeping a stable communication with the past clients, the current and the future clients through email
newsletters and SMSs, v) Hotel smart applications and artificial intelligence: A Greek hotel with a high integration
of smart applications is the 4 star “Kubic Athens” hotel where lighting and temperature, TV, alarm clock and many
other parameters in the room are regulated through a tablet. The hotel opened in 2017 and also offers two Apple Mac
computers for usage by its clients. Moreover, clients are offered the choice to consume eco-meals and also enjoy takeaway meals prepared by the hotel. Another smart 5 start hotel has opened in Heraklion Crete and is called “Olive
Green” Hotel. This is both an eco-smart and a high tech hotel, vi) Other sustainable solutions such as a) Distribute
tourists in local amenities and venues: When local markets feel that they also enjoy a share from the tourist market
benefits, their interests are harmonized with the interests of the hotel businesses. Nowadays, Greek food venues are
regularly practiced in hotels. Producers can treat tourists with their products: olive oil, wine, raki (a local Cretan
alcohol beverage), herbs, cheese etc. and then encourage them to buy them as small gifts for their friends and relatives
back in their countries, b) Local employees: Hiring employees from the local community is beneficial for the hotel
business. Employees care more for the company’s progress because it operates within their community and they are
performing better because they regard it as their own home and its welfare is closely connected with theirs, c)
Sustainable transport: Sustainable transport may not be directly related to the operations of a hotel. However, within
the framework of a wider environmental conscience and corporate responsibility, the hotel can encourage its
employees and clients to use bicycles, not only by providing them for free or setting up motives for them to use
bicycles, but the hotel management can also buy company cars that fulfill certain environmental criteria and emit low
emissions, d) Bed mattresses in hotel rooms: Mattresses and pillows are an important key detail for ensuring that the
client will have a comfortable and healthy rest in bed. It is important that they are of excellent quality, since this
knowledge and feeling augment the sentiment of hospitality. Mattresses should be anatomically designed,
hygienically cleaned and renewed regularly. They must be made from natural materials that do not cause allergies.
Some textile companies declare that they use cotton produced from biological cultivations, e) Hotel volunteer actions:
Examples of such actions are the donation of redundant food supplies to local community outlets when the tourist
season is over. Due to the economic crisis afflicting Greece (2008-2016), there are various non-governmental
organizations which are responsible for the collection of food products, medicines, clothes and other products
necessary for the survival of financially weak households. Also, hotels may decide to renew their worn out bed linen
and towels and donate the replaced material to hospitals and other institutions.
ENVIRONMENTAL CERTIFICATIONS IN HOTELS
Hotel management should ensure that the above environmental and sustainable practices are applied as much
as possible in order to keep up with the competition, but also to be able to take the lead in that. However, the
environmental friendly practices must not only be applied but foremost their application must be well documented,
monitored and guaranteed. There are various certification schemes available for the environmental context. In this
section we briefly refer to the most common of them:
RELACS: Renewable energies for tourist accommodation buildings is a European network of tourist
accommodation which aims at reducing the environmental implications from the hotel operations. It extends to ten
European member states: Greece, Austria, Bulgaria, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Sweden and UK. To
become a RELACS member, a hotel business must be able to comply with four out of the following ten criteria: 1)
Production of monthly energy audits, 2) Annual evaluation of recorded energy consumption, 3) Aim to reduce
primary energy consumption by 25%, 4) Staff training, 5) Visitor information, 6) Assume energy conservation
measures, 7) Use of renewable energies, 8) Introduce sustainable/local products, water conservation systems, 9)
Waste production avoidance, waste separation, recycling, wastewater treatment, 10) Sustainable transport (Mass
means of transportation, non-mechanical transportation, mobility management). In 2010 only ten Greek hotels were
reported under the RELACS framework (Dolma 2011).
EU Eco-label: The EU Eco-label covers a wide variety of manufacturing sectors to tourist accommodation.
Criteria for this certification are revised every four years to reflect the technological and environmental change.
According to the Decision 175/2017 of January 2017, there are 22 mandatory criteria forming five categories (general
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criteria formed on the aforementioned categories. Under development are prerequisites for food products, office
buildings and cleaning services. In Greece there is only one eco-labeled hotel. This is “Beyond Villas” hotel in
Lefkada island, in the Ionian Sea (European Commission 2017).
The Green Key: This is an ecological label for tourist businesses (hotels, restaurants etc). There are thirteen
categories as prerequisites that must be fulfilled for this certification: environmental management, staff participation,
customer information, water management, washing and cleaning, waste management, energy, food and beverages,
interior environment, gardens and parking spaces, corporate responsibility, green activities and management. It was
inaugurated by the Foundation for Environmental Education in Copenhagen, Denmark in 1994 and it began in Greece
in 2009 with 59 hotels. There are 41 countries participating in this certification with 137 out of the 2100 participating
tourist units located in Greece. In 2017, the Greek hotels awarded with a Green Key increased to 272. Currently, 57
countries are participating with 2900 establishments. According to the Green Key Global (2018), 68% of tourists
prefer to book a certified eco-friendly accommodation.
RE100: Renewable Energy 100 is a global initiative with more than 100 influential businesses committed to
100% renewable electricity through either their own production or purchase. Among the criteria are: To define a
company as influential, it must be nationally or globally recognized and have a significant power footprint. In
addition to this requirement, the company must be willing to make a public commitment to sourcing 100% of
renewable electricity throughout its entire operations, it should have credible deadlines for achieving the 100% of
renewable energy, namely set the fulfillment of the goal of 100% by the year 2050 or the fulfillment of the goal of
30% by the year 2020% etc. Furthermore, the company must report annually on its renewable energy strategy and the
progress made.
EMAS: Eco Management and Audit Scheme is a management instrument developed by the European
Commission for companies to evaluate report and improve their environmental performance. It is easier for a
company that complies with ISO14001 to step up to EMAS, because the latter contains the former and adds to it with
a combined emphasis on environmental performance, credibility and transparency (EMAS INFO undated). To
acquire the EMAS certification, a hotel must conduct an environmental analysis, adopt an environmental policy,
establish an environmental management programme in the hotel, involve staff and local community participation in
these practices and finally to compile an environmental statement based on the achievements, progress and results
(European Commission 2017).
Green leaders: This is a TripAdvisor programme which promotes a group of hotels that are environmental
friendly and they apply green practices such as recycling, the consumption of biological and local products and
stations of recharging for electric vehicles. Green leaders have four levels. The higher the level of green leadership,
the higher the environmental benefit from the green practices of the hotel. Travelers can click on the picture “Green
leader” in the Tripadvisor weblink for a hotel and read what green practices clients should expect to find from the
hotel. Hotel businesses are judged for their qualifications from an independent body of auditors specialized on
sustainability measurement. Besides the field controls that take place after customer remarks, the auditing body
performs random field visits and investigations in hotels to check performance (Tripadvisor 2018).
Travellife: To become Travellife certified, a hotel must work on improving its social, economic and
environmental impact and become more sustainable in these dimensions. The checklist comprises sectors about the
general business policies, legislation compliance, its communication progress, human and financial resources
availability, environmental management records (energy, water, waste, ground erosion, hazardous substances,
wildlife, labor and human rights, community integration, local suppliers, guest information etc). Hotel members have
a step-by-step embedding process into sustainability and they are provided extensive support from online materials
and an on-site audit by an independent Travellife trained auditor for the confirmation of the certification status
(Tripadvisor 2018). In 2016, about 240 Green hotels had acquired this certification (Green Guide 2017).
Blue flag: This certification was initiated in 1985 by the Foundation for Environmental Education in
Copenhagen, Denmark. It is implemented mostly in Europe and very few parts outside Europe. The certification
promotes sustainable development in marine and freshwater areas. In 2017, the Blue Flag had been awarded in 486
Greek beaches and 12 marinas (Blue Flag 2018). The prerequisites that must be fulfilled fall under four categories: i)
environmental education and information, ii) swimming water quality, iii) environmental management, iv) security,
first aid and lifeguard facilities (Hellenic Society for the Protection of Nature 2018).
CONCLUSION
Greece is a major international tourist destination with 9,730 hotels and 788,553 beds with inbound tourism
arrivals in 2018 equaling three times the country population. It is a country rich in culture, seacoasts, biodiversity and
many tourist attractions. It has 18 UNESCO World heritage sites. The hotel sector is the backbone of tourist sector132
development and contributes most to the enjoyment a tourist can reap from his/her holidays. Even in underdeveloped

countries where the outside environment reflects social inequalities and poverty, the hotel environment can help the
tourist relax and transfer him or her into an environment of calmness and reassurance, cut off from the outside reality.
Therefore, the hotel plays a major role for the wellness and relaxation of the tourist during the holidays. Given the
increased environmental responsibility assigned to businesses nowadays, the hotel is also a business that needs to
assume its own environmental responsibilities. Tourists are becoming increasingly aware of the eco possibilities and
usually come from countries which are advanced on environmental friendly and sustainable practices. Thus, they tend
to appreciate hotels which prove that they make allowance for this aspect of tourist life. While a hotel is becoming
more environmental friendly, besides the enhancement of its image, it can also enjoy serious financial benefits.
This paper provides an overview of all the environmental friendly practices applied in Greek hotels also by
borrowing international examples as reference points. The collection of information required for this article proved to
be a difficult task as the relevant literature has been extremely fragmented in many reports, publications and internet
resources. For hotel management teams often pressed by time restrictions and required policy actions is usually this is
even harder simply because this information is not available in a single publication that could be regarded as a
qualitative blueprint of environmental sustainable technologies in hotels. It was deemed necessary for this paper to
include relevant best practice examples from hotels worldwide, even when there was no evidence for the
corresponding practices from Greek hotels. We believe this article will benefit hotel management and other
stakeholders, new investors and policy makers, by showing them the alternatives available and how far they are from
those.
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Abstract
This paper is rooted in the network science and contributes to filling a gap: evaluating the ability of mega
events to create turning points in the performance of hospitality firms. The work adopts a supply perspective and
described the destination as a complex networked system, where hotels are the nodes, and the relationships between
them the links. The ability of this network to enlarge, and modify nodes, on the one hand, and to create valuable new
links between actors, on the other, makes it possible to build and renew the destination competitive advantage,
developing new processes and attracting the interest of some targets. This network representation is a useful way to
investigate the structural and dynamic characteristics of a complex system. The sample is based on Smith Travel
Research (STR) data, a source that permits access to the daily data of a large sample of rooms, roughly 30 thousand
for each year considered, covering a large number of Milan hotels. In fact, the total number in the Milan district is
equal to 38 thousand rooms, and therefore the sample represents approximately 80% of the population. Consequently,
this performance data can be considered as a valid surrogate for the real data in the area. Furthermore, STR data
allows for longitudinal analysis; in fact, the research team received daily selling information from 2004 to 2017. The
present paper considers three operating measures: occupancy (the ratio between rooms sold and rooms available),
average daily rate (ADR) (the ratio between room revenue and rooms sold), and RevPAR (the ratio between room
revenues and rooms available). All these indices have been widely used in many previous studies focusing on
hospitality. Based on Horizontal Visibility Graph (HVG), this paper explores the ability of Milan World Expo 2015 to
create a turning point in the complex dynamic evolutions of local hotel performance.
Keyword: Milan World Expo 2015; short-term effects; hospitality firms; STR; performance
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ABSTRACT
The Internet offers the potential to hotels to create opportunities to interact with their customers, though
there is a lack of physical interaction that characterizes the new market transactions. This paper attempts to correlate
factors originating from hotel guests’ experience, resulting from data provided by a third party websites and trying to
determine the effect of those factors on Hotel’s facilities. Hence, this study has practical implications for hotel
managers. How a hotel should compromise parameters such as comforts, services etc., that are costly, without great
impact on value for money rating. Hotel managers should pay attention to these reports coming out of such an
integrated hotel CRM system. The data used in this study were obtained from a third-party website. This is a
limitation of our study that we have data only from hotels registered in that website.
Keywords: Feedback (reputation) mechanism, CRM, hotel industry, online reviews
INTRODUCTION
The Internet offers to a great number of tourists, the possibility to judge against prices and book at relatively
low costs. In this context, online reviews have an important role in booking travel services (Mauri and Minazzi,
2013). Many websites offer the capacity to provide comments with which consumers share their experiences about
many touristic services. This electronic WoM offers reference to potential customers for planning their journeys.
Gretzel (2006) claimed that 77,9% of online users are influenced in deciding which destination to book. Vermeulen
and Seegers, (2009) have shown that online reviews have an importantpositive or negative effect on customers’
decision-making processes. However, this information is to be processed mainly by guests and not by hotel managers
which is suggested in this paper.
Hotels have on the internet questionnaires for comments andcomplaints, hence, providinga channel for
dialogue to their customers. The problem is that guests do not feel "secured" to state complaints sincerely in hotels’
complaining forms belonging to official hotels’ web sites. Moreover, their "comments" are forced in censorship
which filters comments uploaded to the web site. Therefore, third party websites could constitutea more reliable,
channel to express unbiased and free opinions.
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This paper attempts to propose a set of models based on variables provided by a third party website and
trying to determine the effect of those variables on the value for money variable of a hotel’s room. Value for money
can be considered a measure of customer satisfaction as it involves the perceived guest’s experience to the money
paid. Hence, when a hotel customer answers to a third party website what was the value for money of the room he
visited, then, Guest judges quickly in his mind whether he is satisfied compared to what he expected because the
room price was known from the beginning and in this pre-agreed price included an expected experience that he/she
has now “tasted”. Particularly, the specific objectives of this paper are to:
Identify the possible relationships between value for money and hotel quality parameters ranked in a third
part website.
Find out whether trip type moderates the rankings of several hotel variables.
In the next section of the paper, a review of the literature is made and addresses the need for effective usage
of online customer feedback. The variables under study also are determined and described. Then, some hypotheses
are formulated in order to find out the relationships among the variables that are used to measure hotel quality
parameters by third party reputation websites. Next, the methodology to collect data is presented. Hypotheses testing
along with the results are discussed. Finally, conclusions, managerial implications, limitations and suggestions for
future research are made.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Hotels are gathering information about their visitors at any time of their check in check out or stay. The
fundamental point is the ability of hotels to make possible the collection of customer information. Presently, many
websites use feedback forms to collect data from their online users and customers. However, few Hotel CRM
electronic systems exploit this information. Moreover, there could be dataoriginating from “external” sources, which
eventually the CRM system did not store. Furthermore, using data from external sources raises challengers for
conventional CRM systems.
Some papers underlined that the electronic CRM system has helped hotel enterprises to handle more
effectively room and services reservations and provide their customers with them effectively and quicklySamanta
(2009). Others claimed that CRM systems do not embed efficiently marketing variables like customer satisfaction,
loyalty, customers’ complaining etcAssimakopoulos, et al., (2010).There is a lack of entailing the customer
complaining behavior variable in the CRM systems applied and especially in the CRM software. Others pointed out
that collecting and monitoring feedback allow hotels to assess and upgrade their services and facilitate guest loyalty.
Moreover, many authors have used the data source from e-tourism feedback systems (“external” to the hotels) in
order to investigate service quality issues, or customer loyalty and satisfaction. Obviously those feedback reports
could provide opportunities to identify and understand the determinants of customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction.
Capturing reviews and comments from websites is not an easy task. Moreover, not all websites allow access
to their database. Additionally, textual information also poses problems. It is not feasible for hoteliers to read all the
comments or blogs one by one.On the other hand, the rapid development of the Internet and e-commerce has brought
numerous customer review websites. Consequently, customers have several choices of responses when they
experience a service failure or success. Particularly, guests use hotel reviews sites, such as booking.com,
tripadvisor.com, hotelchatter.com and many others to express their feelings. Additionally, tourists increasingly check
comments before making any decision. Prior studies showed that customers seriously consider online feedback when
making purchasing decisions, and may be even willing to pay more for products/services with good reputation.
Moreover, more than 60% of consumers consult a customer feedback before making purchases. Ye et al., (2009)
present a quantitative analysis that shows how a 10% improvement in reviewers' rating can increase sales figures by
4.4%.Moreover, it is found that the consumer's online reviews greatly impact hotel image and, in turn, customer
choice of hotels.
Consequently, a corporate integrated system is needed that could firstly analyze customers feedback from the
company’s website, and, secondly, manage customers opinions from alternative popular cyber-intermediaries on the
Web. Management needs to establish which tools will effectively capture data and make these data accessible in a
user-friendly and timely manner. Then, this information should automatically be fed into the CRM data warehouse.
Additionally to the hotel’s perceived quality, customers rank the value for money, which is a parameter that
entails price and overall satisfaction. In fact, it could be considered as a balance between quality and price (Bolton
and Drew, 1991). Customer satisfaction is a combination of hotel quality and price. Consequently, the value for
money rating uploaded by a hotel visitor will be a function of the ranks corresponding to the above mentioned quality
dimensions of a hotel. Hotel visitor rankings reflect the hotel price and the service quality experienced.
It is well-known in the literature that customer satisfaction/dissatisfaction is affected by parameters that 137
consist of quality perception like hotel cleanliness, room comfort, hotel special services, personnel etc. (Cronin et al.,

2000; Jiang et al., 2010; Lee, 2010; Tung, 2004). Hotel visitors that write down their dissatisfaction usually elaborate
their negative experiences regarding the prior mentioned dimensions of hotel quality perception. All the above
mentioned dimensions are considered as important in calculating hotel’s perceived quality (Callan and Kyndt, 2001;
Choi and Chu, 2001; Lockyer, 2003; Petrick, 2002; Sweeney and Soutar, 2001). There are many websites that provide
the opportunity to rate all those factors and based on them estimate an overall score which could be considered as a
measure of the perceived quality of the customer’s perceived experience. Third party information sources could be
essential if data is noteworthy. The variables that are measured are: hotel cleanliness, hotel's location, hotel's comfort,
hotel's services, hotel's personnel. All those variables are important when it is proven that they could have an impact
on the overall satisfaction of the guests. Since competition and environmental hotel parameters like the above
mentioned, determine hotel's room prices, it would be interesting to test the existence or not of a relationship among
them when data originate from third party websites such as trivago.com. Moreover, if those relationships are verified,
it would be interesting to evaluate the weights of each parameter related to the room's price.
Then, the collection of data regarding those variables becomes quite important to the hotels' managers, due
to their usefulness to extract prediction models and formulate room prices. The value for money which is a measure
of customer satisfaction and entails the dimension of room price, is affected by each of the measured variables of the
third party sources. This is already studied in the relevant literature (Prasad, et al. 2013). However, direct connection
to the hotel room prices has not been studied yet. Based on these thoughts, hypotheses are formulated as follows:
Hypothesis 1a: Room Value for Money (VM) of a hotel, is affected by hotel's location (HL).
Hypothesis 1b: Room Value for Money (VM)of a hotel, is affected by hotel's cleanliness (HC).
Hypothesis 1c: Room Value for Money (VM)of a hotel, is affected by hotel's room (HR).
Hypothesis 1d: Room Value for Money (VM)of a hotel, is affected by hotel’s services (HS).
Hypothesis 1e: Room Value for Money (VM)of a hotel, is affected by hotel’s sleep quality (HSQ).
The estimation model is specified as shown in Equation 1. The value for money (VM) is the dependent variable, and
the independent variables include hotel's location (HL), hotel's cleanliness (HC), hotel's room (HR), hotel’s services
(HS) and hotel’s sleeping quality (HSQ). The formulation of the approximation equation is depicted below:

VM = b 0 + b1 ´ HL + b 2 ´ HC + b3 ´ HR + b 4 ´ HS + b5 ´ HSQ

(1)

However, if it is proved that the trip type moderates ratings then we will not just determine one approximation
equation but we should talk about a cluster of equations and thus equation 1 should be turned into equation 2 where i
denotes the trip type.

VM = b 0,i + b1,i ´ HL + b 2,i ´ HC + b 3,i ´ HR + b 4,i ´ HS + b 5,i ´ HSQ

(2)

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The data used in this study was obtained from a third-party website, the trivago.com. We were interested in
European hotels around Mediterranean sea due to the fact that this region is a popular tourist destination. Data was
collected during January 2010 and March 2015. The research team decided to study hotels of all star categories.
Researchers tried to keep a balance of hotels originating from countries with greater tourist industry. The total
“population” was 177144 records of hotels comments. Data collected concerned a great number of variables. Among
others are overall rating, value for money, location, cleanliness, service, room rating and sleep quality for each
available category of visitors and trip type. The previous mentioned variables, except for hotel name, star rating, room
price, number of comments (positive/negative) and region, were measured on a scale from 1 to 5.
Data was processed and relationships were tested using Pearson Correlation, Analysis of Variance, and
Multivariate Regression analysis.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
It is well-known in the literature that customer satisfaction/dissatisfaction is affected by parameters that
include quality perception like hotel cleanliness, room comfort, hotel special services, sleep quality etc. (Cronin, et
al., 2000; Jiang, et al., 2010; Lee, 2010; Tung, 2004). Hotel visitors that write down their dissatisfaction usually
elaborate their negative experiences regarding the prior mentioned dimensions of hotel quality perception. All the
above mentioned dimensions are considered as important in calculating hotel’s perceived quality (Callan and Kyndt,
2001; Choi and Chu, 2001; Lockyer, 2003; Petrick, 2002; Sweeney and Soutar, 2001). Based on that concept, there is
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The preferences that a Hotel’s Guest has are affected by the purpose of the trip. There are different needs by
someone travelling alone and different needs from the same person travelling with his family. The ratings to the
variables under study should be different in that case and hence the coefficients of any equation approximating the
relationship of the variables under study should be also different. The analysis of variance of the variables’ data
among the different trip types shown that they have mean values originating from different distributions (see table 1).
Thus, it is profound that different "#,% can be extracted.
Table 1. Compare means-Trip type with the variables under study
Mean Square

F

Sig.

Overall Rating

Between Groups 736,074

Sum of Squares df
4

184,018

174,124

,000

Location Rating

Between Groups 402,767

4

100,692

125,975

,000

Cleanliness Rating

Between Groups 380,322

4

95,081

103,123

,000

Rooms Rating

Between Groups 423,763

4

105,941

93,909

,000

Service Rating

Between Groups 654,109

4

163,527

143,613

,000

Sleep Quality Rating Between Groups 311,173

4

77,793

73,997

,000

Value Rating

4

206,263

178,562

,000

Between Groups 825,052

In order to verify hypotheses (H1a through H1e), the Pearson correlation is utilized. It is found that hotel
cleanliness, room, location, services and Sleep quality variables affect the value for money (p<0,001). Hence,
hypotheses H1a through H1e are confirmed. Moreover, there is a positive influence. It would be extremely useful if we
could identify the weight of each component. Thus, moving a step forward and performing multivariate regression
analysis, the weights are determined. The linear equation that arises is depicted above. The parameters of the equation
were estimated using multiple regression and are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Parameters of the regression model that approximates the “Value for Money” ratings
Y
V1
V2
V3

Value for Money
(constant)
Location
Cleanliness
Room

V4
V5

Services
Sleep Quality

Business

Friends

Couple

Family

Solo

-,065

,149

,053

,064

,171

,068
,116

,118
,130
,274

,094
,124

,091
,134
,271

,086
,123
,279

,303

,295
,137

,309

,308

,152

,140

,357
,313
,113

,126

,305

** p<0,001
Trip type has a different effect on the parameters that fine tuning the value for money which is an indirect
measure of satisfaction. It depends how table 2 is read. As can be seen, vertically the greater numbers depicts the
most important parameters for the trip category. For instance, “Room” (as a space, decoration etc.) is the most
significant parameter for those that travel for Business reasons and for Couples. “Services” matters for Friends
travelling, Families and Solo trips. Horizontally, each parameter has a special “load”to the trip type. For example,
Location matters mostly for friends travelling, Cleanliness is mostly important for Families. Room and services is for
those travelling for business and sleep quality is mostly important for families.
CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
This study depicts the importancefor the hotel manager to use a reliable reputation mechanism which will
provide customer reviews and comments from Web sources. Those reviews affect human booking decisions and
consequently decision-making processes. Simultaneously, they present the points that need to be improved when
guest satisfaction is the target.
The empirical part of our research examines the influence of hotel quality parameters based on data obtained
from online hotel reviews, to the value for money. Hence, this study has some practical implications for hotel
managers. How a hotel should compromise parameters such as cleanliness, services etc., that are costly, without
affecting much guests’ satisfaction. How the variables under study are defined or how they are rated by the visitors or
what the services are that moderate the corresponding room value for money is still a question.
Customer feedback comes from a growing number of channels. CRM is responsible for gathering and
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reporting this information. It is critical for hotels to familiarize themselves with new technology and emerging new

channels for a better understanding of their customers. However, many firms believe that as CRM is a technology tool
it will automatically improve their business even though they ignore the implementation of basic marketing and
management functions, as well as, the specialized software assisting organizations to accomplish their goals. As we
have mentioned many times in our previous studies, CRM is first of all a management philosophy (Papaioannou et
al., 2011). Technology can assist by exploiting the capabilities of CRM.
The paper’s limitation relates to the development of suitable mechanisms to exploit well-defined ontologies
in order to operate effectively, based on the comments of third party websites. Another limitation is that the data used
in this study were obtained from one single third-party website, the trivago.com. This is a well known user-review
site and many tourists are purchasing travel services through it. However, it is a limitation because it is not clear how
people access the website and review sincerely.
Further, research should include more hotels originating from countries other than those in this study in
order to enhance cross-country validity and examine the influence of different cultures. Currently, the authors are
working on these issues.
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ABSTRACT
The objective of this paper is to investigate the effect of job resources on employees’ work engagement.
The study examined the variance in employees’ work engagement in direct and indirect customer contact
departments. An exploratory study was conducted through the use of a self-administered questionnaire. The
population of the study consisted of all five-star hotels in Egypt. A sample of 50% was selected using a stratified
random sampling technique, with a response rate of 40.8%. Results revealed a significant positive effect of job
resources on work engagement. Employees’ work engagement was also positively related to their direct and
indirect customer contact departments. The study provides useful guidelines and implications for hotel managers
and practitioners.
Key Words: job resources, work engagement, direct and indirect customer contact departments, and Egypt.

INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, understanding the concept of organizational work engagement has become a
paramount concern to human resource managers, industry directors, practitioners, and academic researchers, due to
the strong belief in the role of engaged workforce in improving business outcomes and reducing labor costs (Kahn,
1990; Saks, 2006; Schaufeli, Martinez, Pinto, Salanova & Baker, 2002b). Previous research has also offered strong
evidence that engagement leads to key organizational results, including creativity and innovation, client
satisfaction, positive financial outcomes, and reduced absenteeism (Baker, 2017). Employee work engagement is a
challenge facing many business organizations worldwide nowadays (Iqbal, Khan & Iqbal, 2012). According to the
international statistics, only 13% of employees worldwide are engaged at work, according to Gallup's study, and
one in eight employees is considered engaged at work and likely to be positively contributing to their organizations
(Crabtree, 2013). In fact, employees’ work engagement is crucial in the hospitality sector as well. Researchers
have evidently confirmed that employee engagement is correlated with a variety of positive individual and
organizational results, and therefore, it attracts great attention from researchers and practitioners (Albrecht,
Breidahl & Marty, 2018). Engaged employees represent the cornerstone for any business, and their engagement is
mirrored in the quality of services and customer satisfaction (Bedarkar & Pandita, 2014). Furthermore, studies
indicated that highly engaged employees are more positive about their jobs and organizations, treat
colleagues with additional esteem, help others improve work efficacy, constantly progress work-related
skills, are more energetic and achieve better performance (Bakker & Demerouti, 2009).
In the recent years, the amount of studies on work engagement has rapidly augmented (Bakker &
Albrecht, 2018). A lot of studies were performed in the area of job resources and their impact on employees’ work
engagement (Karatepe & Olugbade, 2009). Lu, Lu, Gursoy and Neale (2016) studied the gap of work
engagement, job satisfaction and turnover intentions between supervisors and line -level employees. A study on
the antecedents and consequences of service employees’ work engagement was conducted by Menguc, Auh,
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Fisher and Haddad (2013). Christian, Garza and Slaughter (2011) investigated the relations between work

engagement in task and related performance. Moreover, a study of work engagement indicated that employees are
better engaged in their work if particular job resources are available, such as performance feedback, social support,
rewards, job security, job control, involvement in decision making, and support from supervisors (Demerouti,
Bakker, Nachreiner & Schaufeli , 2001; Schaufeli and Bakker, 2004). Despite the prevalence of studies on
employee engagement in management and business literature, studies that focus on the hospitality industry, and
the influences of various job resources on employee engagement within, are relatively scarce, especially in Egypt.
Aspiring to shed light on the issue of employee engagement in the hospitality industry, the objectives of
this study are threefold. First, to investigate the effect of job resources (namely: supervisor support, supervisor
feedback, social support, and training and development opportunities) on employees’ work engagement in fivestar hotels in Egypt. Secondly, it also aims to examine the variance in employees’ work engagement in direct and
indirect customer contact departments. Thirdly, the study provides recommendations for academia and
practitioners in the hospitality industry on how to use job resources to achieve better work engagement among
employees in different hotel departments.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Work Engagement Concept and Definition
In the literature, ‘work engagement’ is viewed in three main categories relating to psychological feeling
about work, relation with stress, and relation with the organization. In the category of the psychological feeling
about work, Kahn (1990; 1992) stated that when employees feel psychologically safe and their work becomes
meaningful to them, they become psychologically available. Employees’ work engagement appears as a positive,
psychological state of occupational health that measures a positive, work-related state of mind. Bakker &
Demerouti, 2008; Bakker, Schaufeli, Leiter & Taris,( 2008) added other components to Kahn’s view of work
engagement, which are attention and absorption in a role. Harter, Schmidt and Hayes (2002) further defined work
engagement as the person’s attachment and satisfaction, as well as enthusiasm for work. It is also the
psychological presence in a specific work role that involves attention and absorption (Bakker & Schaufeli, 2008;
Saks, 2006). In the second category of work engagement’s concepts that relates to stress, two negative outcomes
exist: ‘burnout and disengagement’. In the study of Schaufeli et al., (2002), work engagement has been
conceptualized as opposed to burnout. Park and Gursoy (2012) agreed that work engagement entails high levels of
energy and recognition with one’s work. Also, Hayati, Charkhabi and Naami (2014) defined work engagement as a
state that may fluctuate within the same person. The third category of conceptualizing work engagement is in
relation to the organization.
Gebauer and Lowman (2009) described work engagement as "having a deep connection with the
organization, which provides a state of willingness to exceed expectations and perform more than required to
accomplish success." In addition, work engagement is viewed as the level of commitment and involvement an
employee has towards the organization and its values (Andrew & Sofian, 2012).
Components of work engagement
From the definition of Schaufeli, Salanova, Gonzalez-Roma & Bakker (2002a) and Schaufeli et
al., (2002b) three components of work engagement were derived. They defined work engagement as “a
positive, fulfilling, work-related state of mind that is characterized by vigor, dedication and absorption”.
Those three
dimensions of employees’ work engagement reflect how employees are connected to their work (Roof,
2015), and previous studies used them to measure work engagement (Stoeber & Damian, 2016). The feeling of
vigor refers to "the existence of energy and mental resilience during working, employee’s willingness to work hard,
and persistence in difficult situations" (Schaufeli et al., 2002a, 2002b). The second component ‘dedication’ is seen
as a person’s great involvement in the job (Brown, 1996). Dedication has a lot of things in common with job
involvement. Job involvement is related to how far the job can satisfy an employee’s needs (Kanungo, 1982;
Mauno & Kinnunen, 2000). However, dedication seems to be broader than job involvement (Mauno, Kinnunen &
Ruokolainen, 2007).
The third component of work engagement is absorption. That refers to the full concentration on and
immersion in work, characterized by time passing fast and complete attachment to one’s work, and the inability
to be separate from the job (Maslach, Schaufeli & Leiter, 2001; Schaufeli et al., 2002a, 2002b). Some studies
considered that the state of absorption is similar to that of flow (Gonzalez-Roma, Schaufeli, Bakker & Lloret,
2006). Flow happens when an employee experiences a good balance between the job demands and his
professional skills (Eisenberger, Jones, Stinglhamber, Shanock & Randall, 2005).
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Work Engagement Benefits and Importance
Work engagement has numerous beneficial outcomes for organizations, as mentioned by Park and
Gursoy (2012). Benefits include positive attitudes towards work and towards the organization, such as job
satisfaction, organizational commitment, and low turnover intentions (Demerouti et al., 2001; Hakanen, Bakker &
Schaufeli, 2006; Schaufeli, 2003; Shaufeli & Bakker, 2004). They also comprise positive organizational behavior,
such as extra-role behavior (Salanova, Llorens, Cifre, Martinez & Schaufeli, 2003), and proactive behavior
(Salanova et al., 2003; Salanova and Schaufeli, 2008). Work engagement is also related in many studies to better
work performance (Bakker and Bal, 2010; Salanova, Agut & Peiro, 2005; Xanthopoulou, Bakker, Demerouti &
Schaufeli, 2009). A study conducted by Young, Meterko, Mohr, Shwartz and Lin (2009) revealed that engaged
employees were more friendly, caring to customer problems, rapid in service delivery, and better in responding to
customer needs. This link was also recognized by Brown (1996), who indicated that work engagement is related to
high productivity and meeting customer needs. Furthermore, high levels of work engagement give positive
outcomes for individuals. This includes creating better emotional experiences, health and wellbeing for
employees (May, Gilson & Harter, 2004; Schaufeli, Taris & Van Rhenen, 2008; Xanthopoulou et al., 2009); as
well as low levels of depression, low absenteeism and fewer emotional complaints (Demerouti et al., 2001; Harter
et al., 2002; Schaufeli & Bakker, 2004). In addition, engaged employees develop new knowledge, respond to
opportunities, go the extra mile (Lockwood, 2007), support the company, and engage in mentoring and
volunteering. They are also more energetic, involved in their jobs, and identify more with their job tasks (Bakker
& Bal, 2010; Kahn, 1990). Also, previous studies proved that work engagement fosters the employees’ selfefficacy (Salanova et al., 2005; Seijts & Crim, 2006).
Job Resources and their Dimensions
In the literature, job resources have been defined in a consistent manner, and their benefits were wellstated. Job resources are ‘physical, psychological, social, or organizational aspects of the job that not only
diminish the depressing effects of job demands and assist to attain work goals, they also motivate personal
growth, learning, development, well-being and affirm the work engagement’ (Demerouti et al., 2001; Hobfoll,
2002; Schaufeli & Bakker, 2004). In other words, job resources are present in the work environment (at the level
of the organization, such as pay, career opportunities, job security), in interpersonal and social relations (e.g.
supervisor support), and in the job tasks (e.g. performance feedback) (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007; Bakker,
Demerout & Schaufeli, 2003; Demerouti et al., 2001). Moreover, job resources lead to high levels of work
engagement, especially when job demands are high (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007).
Previous research on work engagement revealed that some job resources were affecting work engagement
more than others. Supervisor support, as a job resource, is satisfied when employees receive more support from
their supervisors (DeConinck, 2010). Ten Brummelhuis and Van der Lippe (2010) declared that supervisor support
is a key for achieving team work. Supervisor feedback, as a job resource, happens when employees receive
consistent and clear opinions about their performance, outcomes and suggestions for advancement from their
supervisors (Hon, Chan & Lu, 2013). Corrective actions and measures to redirect the performance of employees
and support their effectiveness help to make them much more engaged (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007; Menguc et al.,
2013). Training and development opportunities, as a job resource, have a positive influence on work engagement
(Andrew & Sofian, 2012). Training gives employees resources that make them feel available to be fully engaged at
their work and secure about their ability to perform their job (Trépanier, Fernet, Austin, Forest & Vallerand, 2014;
Kahn, 1990). Furthermore, studies revealed the strong correlation between social support as a job resource and
work engagement (Christian et al. 2011). The ongoing exchange of social support creates team commitment
among employees, helps employees make more effort in their jobs, and establishes cooperative relationships
between them, which in turn provide higher work engagement (Muse, Harris, Giles & Field, 2008; Vera, Martinez,
Lorente & Chambel, 2016).

Relationship between Work Engagement and Job Resources
Job characteristics theory and self- determination theory were of the first theories explaining the
relationship between work engagement and job resources. Job characteristics theory describes the basic
psychological processes of work engagement as the experience of felt responsibility, knowledge of results, and
meaningfulness (Hackman & Oldham, 1980); while self-determination theory depicted work engagement as the
accomplishment of basic needs for autonomy, competence, and relatedness (Gagné & Deci, 2005). Previous
studies on work engagement demonstrated that job resources are correlated to several positive outcomes, together
with
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employee work engagement (Andrew & Sofian, 2012; Bakker & Demerouti, 2007; Christian et al., 2011;
Hakanen

et al., 2006; Koyuncu,Burke, Burke & Fiksenbaum, 2006; Schaufeli & Bakker, 2004; Salanova et al.,
2003). Further, Schaufeli, Bakker and Van Rhenen (2009) found that transformations in job resources are
predictive of work engagement over a period of a year. Also, the increase in social support, autonomy,
opportunities for growth and performance feedback was positively associated to work engagement.
RESEARCH METHOD
Nature of the Study and Hypotheses
The present study is an exploratory and empirical one. Based on a thorough literature review, the study
adopted a quantitative approach to investigate the impact of job resources dimensions on the employees’ work
engagement in hotels. In order to achieve the determined objectives, the study has two variables; (1) the
dependent variable that is ‘employees' work engagement’, and (2) the independent variables that are; ‘Job
resources’ (supervisor support, supervisor feedback, social support, and training and opportunities for
development), and ‘The employees’ in direct or indirect customer contact departments’.
The study suggested two hypotheses:
H1: There is a positive effect of job resources on employees’ work engagement.
H1.a: There is a positive effect of supervisor support on employees’ work
engagement. H1.b: There is a positive effect of supervisor feedback on employees’ work
engagement. H1.c: There is a positive effect of social support on employees’ work
engagement.
H1.d: There is a positive effect of training and opportunities for development on employees’ work
engagement.
H2: Employees’ work engagement is related to their direct and indirect customer contact departments.
Participants and Procedures
The total population of the study is 152 five-star hotels in Egypt, distributed among five main tourist
areas, including: Cairo, North West Coast, Canal Zone and Sinai, Red Sea, and Upper Egypt .The subject of the
study was represented in employees working in direct and indirect customer contact departments, namely the front
office and the food and beverage service as direct customer contact departments, and the housekeeping and the
food and beverage production as indirect customer contact departments. A stratified random sampling technique
was employed so that every element in the population had an equivalent probability of being selected as a subject.
Accordingly, the distribution patterns of the subjects investigated in the sample were distributed in the
most similar way as they existed in the population. The selected representative sample was about 50% (76 fivestar hotels) of the total population distributed in different touristic areas in Egypt.
Measures and Data Collection Instruments
The instrument conducted for data collection was the survey questionnaire, as it was more appropriate
for the nature of the study and the location of samples, which were distributed in far and different locations. The
questionnaire started with a letter explaining the objective of the study, asking for the participation of
respondents, and ensuring the confidentiality of the information provided. The questionnaire included three main
sections. The first section measured the dependent variable of the study ‘Work Engagement’, based on the
Utrecht Work Engagement Scale (UWES) (Schaufeli et al., 2002b). This scale is the most used in academic
literature to measure employee engagement (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007; Bedarkar & Pandita, 2014; Fleming &
Asplund, 2007; Rigg, 2012; Vera et al., 2016). This scale was modified and consisted of 15 items that comprised
the dimensions of vigor (5 items), dedication (5 items) and absorption (5items). All items were rated on a fivepoint Likert scale, where 0 = never and 5 = always. The second section was concerned with the independent
variable ‘Job Resources’. It
contained 31 statements measuring the effect of job resources on employees’ work engagement, in four
dimensions, explicitly supervisor support, supervisor feedback, social support, and training and opportunities for
development. The items developed in this section were based on the review of literature. The 6 measures of
‘Supervisor support’ were based on the work of Graen and Cashman (1975), Houtman, Bongers and Amick
(1998), Karasek, Brisson, Kawakami, Lee (2012), and Liden and Graen (1980), while the 5 measures of
‘Supervisor feedback’ were derived from the study of Digkas and Baltoglou, (2014). The 4 measures of ‘Social
support’ were developed from the work of Karasek, et al., (1998), whereas the 6 measures of ’Training and
opportunities for development’ were based on the study of Ning (2005). The last section was related to the
demographic profile of respondents (gender, age, educational levels, and years of experience). In addition, to test 145
the second independent variable of the study,

respondents were asked to define whether they work in a direct or indirect customer contact department,
through choosing one of the four departments formerly indicated.
Pilot Study and Questionnaire Administration
A pilot study was conducted by distributing the questionnaire to twenty five members from the academia
and five from the industry. Comments about the clarity of wording, layout and correlation of the questions, and
some questions with some errors were received. Then, proper modification took place. The final questionnaire
form was developed and an Arabic version was distributed. Twenty copies of the questionnaire were given to the
human resources manager in each hotel in order to be distributed among employees in the four above-mentioned
departments (5 in each). This process resulted in a total of 1520 distributed questionnaires. Managers were asked
to inform employees that their participation is voluntary, so that the employees would not feel compelled to
participate, as the surveys were given to them by managers rather than the researcher. For confidentiality purposes,
envelopes were placed in a chosen area within each department, where completed questionnaires were inserted. A
number of follow-up telephone calls were required. The total of returned questionnaires was 656 copies, of which
621 copies were valid, which made an accepted response rate of (40.8%).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) - Version 23 program was used to interpret results.
Descriptive statistics for research variables were conducted using means of scores to define employees'
perception of work engagement and the level of implementation of job resources in hotels. Moreover, regression
analysis test was used to explain the association among the study’s variables. ANOVA was used to explain the
effect of employees’ direct and indirect customer contact departments on employees’ work engagement.
Reliability was also tested for the main study variables using the standard Cronbach’s alpha (α). Its results were
well higher than 0.70, which was considered acceptable.
Profile of respondents
The majority of respondents were males (80.5%). They were distributed among different age group;
55.6% (from 20 to 30 years old), followed by 29% (from 30 to 40 years old), and finally 15.4% (over 40 years
old). The majority of respondents (53.9%) were institute, technical or secondary school graduates, followed by
41.2% holding a bachelor degree, 2.7% holding an educational level less than secondary school, and 2.2% were
still continuing their university education. The majority had been working in their current jobs for a period ranging
from 1 to 5 years (58.5%), followed by those with experience of more than 10 years (16%) and then those who had
been working for less than 1 year (14.7%), and lastly, those with 6-10 years experience (10.8%). Moreover, the
majority of them had work experience in the hotel industry for a period ranging from 1 to 5 years (45.5%),
followed by those with more
than 10 years’ experience (28.1%), with 6-10 years experience (20.3%), and finally the least percentage
of (6.25%) for respondents with less than 1 year experience. Respondents were roughly equivalently distributed
among the four departments. The highest percentage of them (29%) were working in the ‘food and beverage
production’ department, followed by the ‘housekeeping’ department (26.5%), the ‘front office’ department
(23.8%), and the least percentage was (20.8%) for the employees working in the ‘food and beverage service’
department. All of the employees were entry-level employees.
Results
Results of employees’ work engagement are shown in table 1. For the vigor dimension, the first three
statements recorded the highest repetition level (Mean = 3.87 to 3.82). This means that they always feel
fully encouraged to work and motivated when being on job. In contrast, statement 5 scored the lowest repetition
level (Mean = 3.52). This indicates that although the employees feel highly energetic at the beginning of the day,
they are prone to lose this energy gradually during the working hours. Regarding the dedication dimension,
statement 6 recorded the highest level of work engagement the employees experienced (Mean = 4.04), which
shows that employees feel highly challenged in the job. In turn, they are encouraged to put forth more efforts to
overcome those challenges with a feeling of self-development. The remaining four statements reached a close
mean varying from moderate to high, and ranging from (Mean = 3.97) to (Mean = 3.86). This indicates that
employees have a moderate to high level of positive feelings of inspiration and pride in the work performed. As for
the absorption dimension, statement 11 and 12 recorded the highest scores, (Mean = 3.98) and (Mean = 3.84).This
means that employees are totally absorbed. Statement 15 recorded the least score (Mean = 3.45) indicating that
they might not feel happy about being restricted to be totally involved in their daily work routine and mentally
detached from the work they perform.
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In conclusion, the overall calculated mean for work engagement is considered moderate to high (Mean
= 3.82). The dedication dimension was perceived to score the highest (Mean = 3.95), followed by the vigor
dimension (Mean = 3.77), which is very close to the absorption dimension (Mean = 3.75).
Table 1
Descriptive Analysis Results of the Level of Work Engagement for Hotel Employees
Work Engagement Dimensions

Level of Work Engagement
Never
Rarely
Sometimes Often
Always
Mean
R.
% R.
%
R.
% R.
%
R.
%
VIGOR
9.8
13 2.1 62
135 21.4 205 32.5 216 34.2 3.87

1. At my job, I feel strong and vigorous.
2. When I get up in the morning, I feel like
18
going
to work.
3. At my job, I am very resilient, mentally. 11

2.9

90

14.3

113 17.9

171

27.1

239

37.9

3.83

1.7

47

7.4

166 26.3

225

35.7

182

28.8

3.82

4. At my work, I feel bursting with energy. 8 1.3 71
5. I can continue working productively for
33 5.2 90
extra
hours after my shift ends.
Overall Mean of the Vigor Dimension
DEDICATION

11.3

169 26.8

180 28.5

203 32.2

3.79

14.3

190 30.1

152

166

3.52

6. To me, my job is challenging.
15
7. I find the work I do full of meaning and
7
purpose.

2.4

36

5.7

117 18.5

205

1.1

58

9.2

118 18.7

8. I am proud of the work I do.

9

1.4

33

5.2

9. I am enthusiastic about my job.

12

1.9

59

10. My job inspires me.

16

2.5

57

24.1

26.3

3.77
32.5

258

40.9

4.04

212 33.6

236 37.4

3.97

145 23.0

227 36.0

217 34.4

3.97

9.4

130 20.6

213 33.8

217 34.4

3.89

9.0

150 23.8

184 29.2

224 35.5

3.86

Overall Mean of the Dedication Dimension
ABSORPTION
11. I am immersed in my work.

3.95

9

1.4

48

7.6

131 20.8

204 32.3

239 37.9

3.98

19

3.0

36

5.7

180 28.5

189 30.0

207 32.8

3.84

12

1.9

57

9.0

162 25.7

224 35.5

176 27.9

3.78

21

3.3

57

9.0

173 27.4

221 35.0

159 25.2

3.70

15. I feel happy when I am working
38 6.0
intensely.
Overall Mean of the Absorption Dimension
OVERALL MEAN OF WORK ENGAGEMENT
R. = repetition

83

13.2

205 32.5

165 26.1

140 22.2

3.45

12. Time flies when I'm working.
13. When I am working, I forget
everything else
around me.
14. I get carried away when I’m working.

3.75
3.82

Table 2 displays the results of the implementation of job resources in hotels. Taking the dimension of
supervisor support, it could be considered as one of the moderately to highly applied dimensions with an overall
mean of (3.83). As for the supervisor feedback dimension, it could be viewed as one of the moderately to highly
applied dimensions with an overall mean of (3.83). The dimension of social support is obviously the most applied
job resources dimension with an overall mean score of (3.88). Regarding the dimension of training and
opportunities for development, it could be considered one of the moderately to highly applied dimensions with
an overall mean of (3.79). All in all, among the four dimensions of job resources, the dimension of social support
was perceived to score the highest (Mean = 3.88), followed by supervisor support and supervisor feedback
dimensions (Mean = 3.83), and followed by the dimension of training and opportunities for development (Mean =
3.79). In addition, the overall mean of job resources implementation in hotels was 3.83, indicating a moderate-high
level of implementation.
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Testing the Study Hypotheses
Regression analysis results revealed a significant and strong positive correlation between job resources
and employees’ work engagement (adjusted R2 = .677, p < .01). Among the three dimensions of work engagement,
vigor was the most influenced by the implementation of job resources (adjusted R2 = .653, p < .01), followed by
dedication (adjusted R2 = .600, p < .01), while the least influenced dimension was absorption (adjusted R2 = .579, p
< .01). Hence, when job resources with their dimensions are available for employees, their feelings of
enthusiasm and passion for work are highly increased; they become more dedicated and proud of the job they
perform, while being sufficiently absorbed by their daily work tasks. Therefore, hypothesis 1 is supported.
Regression analysis results also indicated a strong positive correlation between all the dimensions of job
resources and work engagement. The supervisor support had the greatest effect on work engagement (adjusted R2
= .621, p < .01), followed by supervisor feedback (adjusted R2 = .534, p < .01), then training and opportunities
for development (adjusted R2 = .499, p < .01), and lastly, social support (adjusted R2 = .429, p < .01). This entails
the strong linkage between the hotel employees and their supervisors, to the degree that they impact and direct
their feeling of work engagement. On the other hand, employees' work engagement seems to be less influenced
by social support. From the above results, hypotheses: 1a, 1b, 1c, 1d, are supported. Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) test results explore whether employees’ work engagement is influenced by whether their jobs are in
direct or indirect customer contact departments. Results indicated that a positive significant correlation between
the employees’ work engagement and their direct or indirect customer contact departments was found (F = 5.132,
P < .01). The most highly engaged employees were front office agents (Mean = 3.961), whereas the least engaged
employees were the kitchen staff (Mean = 3.638). This proves the assumption that the employees, who are
working in direct customer contact departments, are more engaged with their work than other employees working
in indirect customer contact departments. Consequently, hypothesis 2 of the study is supported.
Discussion
Regarding the employees’ work engagement, it was found that employees have a moderate to high level
of work engagement. Among the three dimensions of work engagement, the dedication dimension was observed to
score the highest, followed by the vigor and the absorption dimensions. This means that the employees are very
dedicated, committed to their work, and highly absorbed in its performed tasks. This is in line with other research,
which shows that most employees in different areas around the world were moderately engaged (Seijts & Crim,
2006). The first hypothesis of the study and its sub-hypotheses were supported, indicating that job resources have a
significant positive effect on employees' work engagement. In other words, if a hotel provides its employees with
an adequate amount of job resources that direct them to perform their jobs easily and encourage their performance
levels, this in turn will result in having employees with strong work engagement. This finding is consistent with the
theoretical prediction of the JD-R model, which claims that job resources lead to higher work engagement
(Schaufeli & Bakker, 2004). It is also congruent with previous studies (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007; Demerouti et
al., 2001; Schaufeli & Bakker, 2004; Salanova et al., 2003). Obviously, the results of this study support the
assumption that job resources have a positive effect on employees’ work engagement. Therefore, the more job
resources are efficiently applied in the work place, the more the employees will be engaged in their work. Thus, it
is important for hotel organizations to competently supply job resources in the work environment in order to
augment the level of work engagement of their employees. Similarly, prior studies revealed that work engagement
may be increased if employees have a controllable workload, training and learning opportunities, rewards and
recognition for their outstanding performance, and a community that supports them at work (Bakker & Demerouti,
2007; Maslach et al., 2001; Schaufeli & Bakker, 2004). Moreover, the study of Bakker et al., (2003) revealed that
engaged employees are successful in mobilizing their job resources. More specifically, regarding the measurement
of the relationship between each dimension of job resources and work engagement, some fruitful results were
produced.
First, supervisor support exhibited the strongest correlation with work engagement, which means that
supervisor support had the greatest effect on employees’ work engagement. In other words, employees’ degree of
work engagement increases when they work with supportive supervisors, who provide them with necessary means
to achieve their work goals and solve work problems. This result is consistent with previous research that stated
that supervisor support is a key resource that motivates employees to be engaged in their workplace (De Coninck,
2010; Schaufeli et al., 2008). The reason behind this might be is that employees constantly value having supportive
supervisors, to whom they can refer when in need of information or resolving work difficulties. This definitely
enhances employees’ job security and self-assurance. Secondly, supervisor feedback recorded a strong and
positive correlation with work engagement. This result is consistent with previous research (Menguc et al., 2013)
that mentioned that when employees perceive receiving sincere and precise developmental feedback, they then
believe in
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having supervisors interested in their growth, advancement, and learning. Moreover, previous
studies revealed that there is a positive relationship between supervisor feedback and other job resources and
work engagement (Hakanen et al., 2006; Menguc et al., 2013; Schaufeli & Bakker, 2004; Salanova et al.,
2005). In brief, supervisor’s feedback is an important element for hotel employees, as it provides them with a
full awareness of their performance levels. It is also a chance for them to develop and improve their
performance, to feel more valuable in achieving their hotels’ success and eventually leading to reaching
higher level of work engagement.
Table 2
Descriptive Analysis Results of the Implementation of Job Resources in Hotels
Level of Repetition
Never
Rarely
Sometimes
R.
% R.
% R.
%
SUPERVISOR SUPPORT
1. My working relationship with my
9 1.4 64 10.1 114 18.1
supervisor is effective.
2. My supervisor appreciates my
17 2.7 52
8.2
128 20.3
contribution of
work.
3. My supervisor provides me with any
material, data, information, advice…etc. in 21 3.3 49
7.8
122 19.3
order to
complete my tasks.
4. My immediate supervisors often go out of
23 3.6 50
7.9
137 21.7
their
way to do things to make my work life
easier.
5. My supervisor helps me to solve
18 2.9 71 11.3 105 16.6
problems
related to my work.
6. My supervisor considers my suggestion
45 7.1 40
6.3
136 21.6
for
change (if possible).
Overall Mean of the Supervisor Support Dimension
SUPERVISOR FEEDBACK
7. My supervisor encourages me to improve
10 1.6 26
4.1
153 24.2
my
performance.
8. My supervisor always tells me about
my strengths and weaknesses regarding
11 1.7 26
4.1
166 26.3
my
performance at work.
9. My supervisor holds me accountable for
11 1.7 29
4.6
152 24.1
my
performance.
10. Because of my supervisor, I understand
the importance of my position in achieving 14 2.2 55
8.7
142 22.5
the
organization’s goal.
11. My supervisor provides me with
11 1.7 78 12.4 154 24.4
continuous
feedback regarding my work.
Overall Mean of the Supervisor Feedback Dimension
SOCIAL SUPPORT

Job Resources Dimensions

12. I feel appreciated by my colleagues/co5
workers.
13. If I have problems at work, I can ask my
11
colleagues/co-workers for help.
14. My colleagues/co-workers and I have a
6
good
relationship outside work.
15. My colleagues/co-workers listen to my
11
personal
problems and offer help if they can.

Often
R.

%

Always
R.
%

Mean

253

40.1

191 30.3 3.88

232

36.8

202

244

38.7

195 30.9 3.86

223

35.3

198 31.4 3.83

253

40.1

184 29.2 3.81

239

37.9

171 27.1 3.71

32

3.87

3.83
267

42.3

175 27.7 3.90

238

37.7

190 30.1 3.90

261

41.4

178 28.2 3.90

224

35.5

196 31.1 3.84

289

45.8

99

15.7 3.61
3.83

0.8

47 7.4

99

15.7 293

46.4

187 29.6 3.97

1.7

31 4.9

122

19.3 295

46.8

172 27.3 3.93

1.0

52 8.2

117

18.5 288

45.6

168 26.6 3.89

1.7

54

130

20.6 325

51.5

111 17.6 3.75

8.6
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Overall Mean of the Social Support Dimension
TRAINING & OPPORTUNITIES FOR DEVELOPMENT
16. This organization provides as much
10 1.6 51
8.1 132 20.9
ongoing
training as I need.
17. I trust that if I do good work, my
14 2.2 69 10.9 139 22.0
organization
may consider me for a promotion.
18. This organization provides enough
information,
4 0.6 53
8.4 160 25.4
equipment and resources I need to do my
job well.
19. When I started working in this
17 2.7 76 12.0 93
14.7
organization, I received initial training as
much I needed.
20. My organization clearly tells me what is
12 1.9 73 11.6 123 19.5
expected for advancement.
21. There is room for me to advance at this
13 2.1
63 10.0 166 26.3
organization

3.88
281

44.5

157 24.9 3.83

214

33.9

195 30.9 3.80

267

42.3

147 23.3 3.79

286

45.3

159 25.2 3.78

256

40.6

167 26.5 3.78

227

36.0

162

25.7

Overall Mean of the Training and Opportunities for Development Dimension
OVRALL MEAN OF JOB RESOURCES
R. = repetition

3.73
3.79
3.83

Thirdly, a strong and positive correlation was found between training and opportunities for
development and work engagement. This result is congruent with the findings of Presbite (2017), who
revealed that improvements in human resource management practices, particularly in the areas of training and
development, yielded positive and significant change in the level of employee engagement. Finally, a strong
positive correlation was found between social support and work engagement. The rationale of this result is
that employees’ culture and beliefs, the friendly nature of the Egyptian people and their special interest in
building social relationships, brings about maintaining a warm and gracious environment, within which
members are well supported by co-workers. Similarly, previous studies have found that good communications
with colleagues and supervisors are highly associated with stronger work engagement (Heaphy & Dutton,
2008; Muse et al., 2008; Vera et al., 2016). In conclusion, providing social support is a healthy approach that
is needed in providing hotel’s services and products.
In addition, a significant positive correlation was found between employees’ work engagement in
direct and indirect customer contact departments, which supports the second hypothesis of the study. This is
critical, because it shows inconsistencies throughout the hotel organization, indicating that some hotel
departments have highly engaged employees, while other hotel departments’ employees may be lacking in the
favorable attitude of work engagement. The department with the most engaged employees was the front
office, followed by the housekeeping, the food and beverage service, and last the kitchen department. It was
noted that the mean score of work engagement for housekeeping employees is considered high and is higher
than the restaurant (direct customer contact department) employees. This might be due to the fact that not all
jobs in the housekeeping department are in indirect customer contacts. Results also indicated that employees
in direct customer contact departments are more engaged than their counterparts from indirect customer
contact departments. This result is consistent with those of Runhaar, Sanders and Konermann, (2013) that
have shown that employees with higher personal interaction with customers are likely to engage more at their
work. The rationale of the obtained results could be attributed to the fact that employees in direct customer
contact find their work more altering and exciting, whereas their counterparts in indirect customer contacts,
especially in the kitchen, are usually having routine work tasks, tougher working conditions with no or few
interactions with guests. In addition, employees in direct contact with guests, who are providing more
intangible products and services, gain more attention and consideration from the hotel’s management.
CONCLUSION
Employees’ work engagement is a promising concept that is essential to the hotel organizations'
wellbeing and success. Only few studies on employees’ work engagement have been conducted on the
lodging industry, especially in the Middle East. The present study succeeded in investigating the effect of job
resources (namely, supervisor support, supervisor feedback, social support and training and development
opportunities) on employees’ work engagement in five-star hotels in Egypt, and also in examining the
variance in employees’ work engagement in direct and indirect customer contact departments. Results
indicated that the hotel employees were engaged moderately to highly in their work and also revealed that the
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four studied dimensions of job resources were implemented between a moderate to a high level. Findings also
indicated a significant positive effect of different job resources on the employees’ work engagement. The
dimension of social support was perceived to score the highest overall, followed by supervisor feedback and
supervisor support dimensions, followed by the dimension of training and opportunities for development. In
addition, results showed that the employees’ work engagement is positively related to their direct/indirect
customer contact department.
RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY
The study contributes to the research pool of human resources management by giving consideration
to the magnitude of investigating the positive impacts of job resources on employees’ work engagement, and
shedding light on how it affects employees and organizations. Hotel managers should be well -informed of
employees’ needs, as well as the various effects of different job resources implemented in hotel organizations
to develop and create the environment and culture that promote employees’ work engagement. Thus, if the
culture of work engagement is well-spread among all hotel employees, hotel organizations will boost success
and outcomes, employees’ performance will improve, employees will be more satisfied and highly loyal.
It is very important that hotel managers set a strategy to sporadically gauge the work engagement of
employees to find out what the employees consider by and large desired, and consider revising job resources
that make them more engaged in their work. Supervisors are also required to provide the employees with
adequate support and to give them instant performance feedback. Also, less engaged employees should be
offered growth and advancement opportunities, training, and other benefits that would help to decrease unmet
expectations and disengagement on their part. In addition, hotel managers have to give main concern to
setting policies to engage employees in indirect contact departments in their jobs. Future research is
recommended to enlarge the study and investigate the effect of such job resources on other hotel categories in
Egypt. Other sectors of the hospitality industry should also be included in further research. In addition, other
variables (such as job satisfaction, turnover, loyalty, etc.) should be scrutinized in association with
employees’ work engagement. Moreover, there is a special need for more research on the topic of work
engagement in the lodging industry, particularly in developing countries and in the Middle East, where they
count on the tourism and lodging sector as an important part of their national income.
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ABSTRACT
Social media promote destination image as they allow users to create and share travel-related
information. This study based on Social Network Analytics and influence indicators, investigates the levels of
adoption and information diffusion by Destination Management Organizations of European Countries in
Facebook, and Twitter. It records the exact number of web 2.0 applications used by European countries DMO,
and uses indicators of activity and influence on Facebook and Twitter. The study measures the level of
information diffusion in relation to the electronic world of mouth dimension. A ranking of the countries on the
basis of influence and activity is attempted.
Key words: social media, DMO, European countries, Facebook, Twitter, influence
INTRODUCTION
Tourism global market is characterized by complexity and high level of competition. Policy makers to
an increasing extent rely on innovative ways in order to enhance the destination image of their countries, which
is very important for the implementation of successful marketing strategies (Echtner and Ritchie, 2003). Among
the most popular search queries in the web is information about tourism, and increasingly high traffic to tourism
related web pages is observed (Heung, 2003; Lexhagen, 2008). Social Media are characterized as flexible and
low-cost platforms with structural characteristics that enable the effective communication and information
diffusion (Hays et al., 2013). To minimize the risk of an incorrect choice, tourists increasingly tend to use them
for the evaluation of the alternative destinations (Leung et al., 2013) and depend their information on them more
than to other sources like friends or family members (Razvan and Gabriel, 2012). Destination Management
Organizations (DMOs) have the structure of non-profit entities with a primary function to enhance and organize
the main elements that enhance tourist visitation by creating a unique image for a specific destination (Gretzel et
al., 2006, UNWTO, 2017). Nowadays, Destination Management Organizations have changed their traditional
structures and became more complex entities that are not only marketing-oriented but are accompanied with
wider managerial functions. Thus, many researches are referring to them as "Destination Marketing and
Management Organizations" (Gretzel et al., 2006). Web 2.0 platforms used by DMOs have already become very
useful applications for the creation and promotion of a destination image (Molinillo et al., 2018).
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The main purpose of the study is to provide evidence about the extent of use, the level of adoption and
the actual level of performance and influence of DMOs through the most widely used Social Media. The
successful use of Web 2.0 by national DMOs can provide a useful framework for the development of tourism
marketing strategy, as DMOs are proved to be among the main strategic tools for the national destination image
promotion (Pike and Page, 2014) and Web 2.0 applications can play an important role in national tourism
marketing strategies (Razvan and Gabriel, 2012),
LITERATURE REVIEW
The increasing use of Web 2.0 applications and Social Media platforms by the tourism sector are
highlighted by related surveys (Antoniadis et al, 2014; Hamill et al, 2012; Hays et al, 2013; Xiang and Gretzel,
2010). By playing a significant role on the promotion of specialized and diversified services and by contributing
to the development of a recognizable and strong identity for the costumers, the role of Web 2.0 applications is
fundamental in modern service marketing (Blumrodt and Palmer, 2014; Hvass and Munar, 2012). However,
research efforts on the contribution of Web 2.0 tools to the promotion of tourism are mainly limited in content
analysis (Bayram and Arici, 2013; Leung et al., 2013). There is scant evidence on the benchmarking of the
relative position of European countries regarding their DMO influence and performance on Social Media and
their ability to enhance information propagation by using their Social Media profiles (Antoniadis et al., 2014;
Bayram and Arici, 2013; Roque and Raposo, 2016). Few studies in the area tend to either study one Social
Media platform (Antoniadis et al., 2014), or limit analysis to just a few reference countries (Bayram and Arici,
2013; Roque and Raposo, 2016).
According to Klout (2018) "influence is the ability to drive action. You are influential when you share
something on Social Media or in real life and people respond". To identify the quantitative indexes in order to
measure activity, performance and influence characteristics on Social Media and to reach better conclusions
about the most influential users, it is important to clarify the concepts of responsiveness and influence on Social
Web 2.0 tools (Rabiger and Spiliopoulou, 2015). To measure activity and influence on Social Media, one can
address to measurements that come from Social Network Analysis theory (SNA) (Peters et al., 2013) as well to
corresponding endogenous indicators of social networks known as Social Media Analytics. Social Network
Analysis (SNA) includes measurements such as the density of the network, the centrality measures, the page
rank etc. For the purposes of this study, Social Media Analytics are used as influence indicators based on
endogenous factional and structural characteristics of specific social network platforms, such as the number of
followers, followings and posts in Twitter, the number of Facebook posts etc. In conjunction with other metrics
and content analysis tools the above indicators are referred by a significant number of researchers (Adi et al.,
2014; Bayram and Arici, 2013; Peters et al., 2013; Razis and Anagnostopoulos, 2014). Given the popularity of
social media and in particular of Facebook and Twitter among social media platforms (Bayram and Arici, 2013;
Rogue and Raposo, 2016), we postulate the following research questions:
1. To what extend the national DMOs of European countries have adopted the Web 2.0 applications
and social media tools?
2. What is the relative position of the national DMOs of European countries according to their activity,
performance and influence on the most widely used Social Media?
3. Are national DMO profiles of European countries in Social Media able to enhance information
diffusion in their networks?
The first research question refers to the degree of adoption of Social Media by the national DMOs of
European countries while the second deals with the identification of the relative position of the reference
countries according to the activity, influence and performance of their DMOs in the two most popular Social
Media. Finally, the third research question is related to the measurement of the level of successful
implementation of Social Media by national DMOs in terms of Electronic Word of Mouth (e-WOM) dimension
and information diffusion.
METHODOLOGY
The data were collected during 6-10 May 2018, using the official Facebook and Twitter accounts of the
national DMOs of the 54 European countries of the analysis. The popularity of Facebook and Twitter is also
confirmed by the findings of the analysis as they are chosen to a greater extent by the European national DMOs
under study than other Web 2.0 applications. To be comparable, indexes should be recorded during the same
period for all the countries. For that purpose, a short time window was chosen during May as this month was
found to be the starting point in which tourists began to plan their summer vacations, and additionally it was
found to attract the greatest number of visitors for tourism destinations (Eurostat, 2018; Statista, 2017).
Five transcontinental countries located both in Asia and Europe (Russia, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan,
Georgia and Turkey) were included to the study, as well as Armenia and Cyprus. United Kingdom was also
analyzed both as a Union and as Separate countries.
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In order for the first research question to be answered, the official web pages of the national European
DMOs were searched for hyperlinks that link to Web 2.0 applications and Social Media accounts. A table which
shows the web 2.0 applications that are hyperlinked from the official DMO websites was then constructed. In
some cases, the search engine of Google and Social Media own search engines were used as well. For the
second research question the study proceeded with the recording of the key performance, influence and activity
indicators for Facebook and Twitter by using the profiles of the DMOs of the 54 European countries. At this
stage four Facebook and five Twitter endogenous indexes were recorded. For Facebook the indicators are the
Number of Likes, the Number of People Following the Page, the Number of Posts Per Day and the Number of
People Talking About which measures the number of people interacted with the profile over the last seven days
and for Twitter the Number of Followers, the Number of Followings, the Number of Tweets, the Number of
Likes and the Number of Tweets Posted During the Last Month. By using Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
one overall performance and activity index for Facebook and one for Twitter were constructed. The factor
scores produced by PCA were used for the construction of the final ranking of the countries. The cases with
factor score bigger than one are considered to be the most active and influential. In order to answer the third
research question, two more indexes were recorded, one for Facebook (the "Engagement Rate" that is proposed
by Likealyzer.com and represents the rate of messages that actual lead to interaction with other users) and one
for Twitter ("Last Month Tweets/Last Month Retweets") which refers to the rate of the messages that were
posted during last month by a user that was reproduced (retweeted) by other users. The "Number of Retweets" is
referred by a number of researchers as an indicator of message diffusion on Twitter (Adi et al, 2014; Hendricks
et al., 2016; Hoffman and Fodor, 2010). The countries are then ranked according to their relative scores to the
above indicators. The Likealyzer website was used for the recording of some of the Facebook indexes, and
Twitter's scroll down button was used in order to search for previous posts.
FINDINGS
Figure 1 presents the web 2.0 tools that are hyperlinked the most by the official web sites of the
national European DMOs. There is a big difference between the four most popular applications and the rest web
2.0 tools that are used by DMOs under study. Facebook is hyperlinked 51 times, followed by Twitter (45 times).
Figure 1
Ranking of Web 2.0 platforms hyperlinked by the official sites of DMOs

Table 2 presents the four Facebook indexes that were used in the PCA analysis. Countries with PCA
factor scores greater than one are reported. San Marino appears to be the only country without a Facebook DMO
account, while Turkey's profile has the maximum number of likes (5,155,302), followed by UK profile
(3,372,810 likes), Germany (2,652,738 likes), Switzerland (2,230,644 likes) and Spain (1,747,352 likes). The
countries having DMOs profiles that receive the minimum number of likes on Facebook are Moldova, Bosnia
Herzegovina and Kosovo. The picture also remains the same for those who follow the page indicator. The
account of Portuguese DMO appears to be the most active with an average 3.7 messages posted per day,
followed by the Croatian profile (3.2 messages per day), the Italian profile (2.9) the profile of Turkey (2.7) and
the Greek profile (2.4). The less active countries are Albania, Fyr Macedonia, Moldova and Bosnia and
Herzegovina. They appear to have the less active DMO Facebook accounts (with an average 0 posts per day).
Finally, the Scottish DMO account involves more people in a conversation and information diffusion with
92,983 people talking about the specific page, followed by Wales (with 37,124 to interact with its page), Turkey
(23,731), Slovenia (19,209) and Denmark (16,903). The Facebook accounts of Bulgaria, Czech Republic,
Albania, Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Kosovo, Fyr Macedonia, Moldova, Bosnia and Herzegovina and
Sweden, fail to engage their users in conversation, since less than 100 of them talk about the specific pages.
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With the exception "of the number of posts per day" all the other Facebook indexes have standard
deviations larger than their means. There is a great dispersion of the indexes among the accounts. Principal
Components Analysis (PCA) with varimax rotation was performed in order an overall Facebook performance
index to be created. The analysis resulted to the extraction of one component which explains 62.8% of the total
variance (Table 1). Table 1 presents the factor loadings for the four Facebook variables of the PCA. Highest
scores indicate better performance of the accounts on the specific indicators.
Table 1
PCA loadings of the four Facebook metrics
Facebook Performance Metrics
Number Facebook Likes
Number of Page Followers
Number of Posts Per Day (mean)
Number of People Talk About

Factor Loadings
0.926
0.925
0.695
0.537

Based on the factor scores produced by PCA, the DMO of Turkey appears to have the better overall
performance on Facebook, followed by Scotland, UK, Croatia, Germany, Portugal, Switzerland and Wales.
These countries are considered to have the most active and influential DMO accounts on Facebook since factor
scores produced by PCA are over unity.
Table2
Facebook metrics for the European countries DMO accounts with factor scores greater than 1
Country

Number
Facebook
Likes

Number of
Page
Followers

Number
of Posts
Per Day
(mean)

Turkey
Scotland
UK
Croatia
Germany
Portugal
Switzerland
Wales
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Std. Deviation

5,155,302
1,306,634
3,372,810
1,663,042
2,652,738
1,317,247
2,230,644
952,252
67
5,155,302
633,266
978,318

5,117,734
1,306,664
3,329,937
1,641,590
2,650,179
1,290,525
2,229,923
924,833
70
5,117,734
628,493
971,634

2.7
2.3
0.8
3.2
1.0
3.7
1.1
2.2
0
3.7
0.94
0.87

Number of People Talk
About (How many
people have interacted
with a page or its
content over the last
seven days)
23,731
92,983
4,775
15,709
3,355
4,460
204
37,124
1
92,983
5,468
14,175

Factor
Scores
Produced by
the PCA
4.29207
2.29139
2.02453
1.66783
1.53249
1.39144
1.19478
1.12574
-0.86775
4.29207
0
1

Table 3
Factor loadings of the five Twitter metrics after PCA
Twitter Performance Metrics
Number of Tweets Posted During the Last Month
Number of Tweets
Number of Followings
Number of Likes
Number of Followers

Factor Loadings
0.935
0.792
0.768
0.608
0.565

For Twitter, Table 4 presents the findings of the indicators along with the factor scores produced by the
PCA and countries are ranked according to their factor scores. By using five Twitter performance indexes (the
"number of tweets", the "number of followings", the "number of followers", the "number of likes" and the
"number of tweets that posted during the last month") PCA contributes to the construction of an overall Twitter
performance Index. Table 3 shows the factor loadings for the five Twitter performance indexes of the one
component that is produced by the PCA analysis with varimax rotation which explains the 55.6% of the total
variance.
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Table 4
A ranking of the 54 national DMOs according to the factor scores produced by PCA for the cases with
factor scores greater than one
Country

Number of
Tweets

Number of
Followings

Number of
Followers

Number of
Likes

Spain
Portugal
Czech Republic
Scotland
UK
Wales
Greece
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Std. Deviation

37,128
86,790
11,562
20,986
42,460
11,495
28,995
1
86,790
9,748
14,301

24,607
4,811
2,328
1,023
3,426
1,654
1,675
3
24,607
1,655
3,469

300,781
80,378
32,305
319,589
380,416
308,902
95,014
2
764,931
67,981
134,204

18,300
10,600
71,100
20,300
16,000
13,600
17,100
0
71,100
6,078
10,834

Number of
Tweets
Posted
During the
Last month
449
336
207
223
40
258
220
0
449
68
91

Factor
Scores
Produced
by the PCA
4.37985
2.88739
1.86234
1.41533
1.36532
1.25403
1.21103
-0.80034
4.37985
0
1

The countries without a DMO account on Twitter are Latvia, Belarus and Albania. Portugal has the
most active DMO profile as it posts more messages (86,790 tweets), followed by UK (42,460), Spain (37,128),
Greece (28,995) and Scotland (20,986). Romania, Armenia, Hungary, Fyr Macedonia, Moldova, Georgia,
Slovakia, Kosovo, Kazakhstan and Bosnia and Herzegovina have the less active DMO profiles in Twitter with
less than 100 tweets. In comparison to the results of the study of Antoniadis et al (2014), Spain remained in the
first position, and Portugal and Scotland are placed in the top five. Some of the accounts seem to be inactive.
Regarding the number of tweets that were posted during the last month, the results appear to be slightly differed
with the Spanish DMO profile placed at the top of the list (449 tweets), followed by the Portuguese account
(336), the account of Wales (258), the account of Scotland (223), the Greeks account (220) and the profile of
Czech Republic (207). The DMO of Spain has by far the most Followings (24,607), with DMO of Portugal to
appear in the second place (4,811), followed by the account of Slovenia (4,471), Netherland (3,710), UK (3,426)
and Croatia (3,224). All other national DMO profiles have less than 3,000 Followings. Turkey DMO account
attracts by far the higher number of followers (764,931) with UK in the second place (380,416), followed by
Scotland (319,589) Wales (308,902), Spain (300,781), England (205,468), North Ireland (105,653) and Croatia
(100,750). All other countries have DMO Twitter accounts with less than 100,000 followers. Finally, the DMO
account that engage more users to its content is that of Czech Republic with 71,100 total likes, followed by that
of Scotland, Spain, Greece, UK, Croatia, Wales, Switzerland and Portugal with 20,300, 18,300, 17,100, 16,000,
14,900, 13,600, 13,300, 10,600 likes respectively, with all the others to have less than 10,000 likes and 18 of
them less than 1,000 (Russian Federation, Lithuania, Ukraine, Cyprus, Sweden, Hungary, Malta, Bulgaria,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Armenia, Georgia, Azerbaijan, Slovakia, Kazakhstan, Kosovo, Fyr Macedonia and
Moldova). There is great dispersion of the indexes among the accounts, since all indicators have standard
deviation which are larger than the mean. According to the factor scores produced by PCA, the Spanish account
appear in the first position as it has the better overall performance. Together with Spain Portugal, Czech
Republic, Scotland, UK, Wales and Greece have the most active and influential DMO accounts in Twitter
according to the scores produced by PCA. In order for the third research question to be answered one index for
Facebook ("engagement Rate") which is proposed and reported by Likealizer (www.Likealizer.com) and one for
Twitter ("last month tweets/last month retweets") that refers to the calculation of the percentage of the number
of tweets that are posted during the last month that have been retweeted by other users, are analyzed. These two
indicators are relevant for the measuring of the level of information propagation. Table 5 reports the findings.

Table 5
Indicators of information diffusion
Country
Albania
Andorra
Armenia
Austria

Engagement Rate (Facebook)
0.00
0.01
0.08
0.00

Last Month Tweets/Last Month Retweets (Twitter)
5.42
0.00
0.92
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Azerbaijan
Belarus
Belgium
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
England
Estonia
Finland
France
Fyr Macedonia
Georgia
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Kazakhstan
Kosovo
Latvia
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Moldova
Monaco
Montenegro
Netherlands
North Ireland
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russia
San Marino
Scotland
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Ukraine
United Kingdom
Wales
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Std. Deviation

0.00
0.13
0.03
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.06
0.09
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.02
0.01
0.07
0.04
0.01
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.04
0
0.13
0.017
0.03

1.50
3.07
0.00
0.00
37.41
14.10
6.83
32.88
21.22
12.15
31.13
7.22
0.00
0.00
11.98
33.87
0.00
17.09
0.00
42.57
0.00
0.00
2.86
8.58
6.42
21.33
0.00
55.03
11.57
10.18
22.28
15.42
3.65
48.37
24.17
45.58
8.57
386.44
20.10
0.00
16.84
48.29
1.75
18.63
120.24
0.36
1,005.48
32.21
0
1,005.48
43.41
148.36

The Facebook account of the DMO of Belarus seems to engage its users in conversation to a greater
extent than the accounts of the other countries, as it appears at the first position according to the engagement
rate index. Nearly half of the national DMOs of the study have a rate that equals zero. Only the accounts of
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Latvia, Armenia Scotland, Kosovo, Liechtenstein, Serbia, Slovenia and Wales manage to have rates from
greater or equal to 0.4. Thus, the number of people that interact with the European DMO accounts during the
last seven days (during the period of the study) is very low and the followers of DMO profiles appear to have a
somehow passive attitude towards the information published in the profiles. On Twitter the DMO profile of UK
appears to be way ahead from other national profiles acquiring 1,005 retweets for the tweets that it posted during
the last reference month. Turkey remains well behind followed by Monaco, Portugal, Spain, Russia, Italy,
Croatia, Greece, Denmark, Wales and Finland, which DMO accounts received more than 30 retweets on average
to their tweets that posted during the last month. In all other cases profiles received less than 30 retweets. The
DMO accounts of Armenia, Hungary, Georgia, Island, Slovakia, Bulgaria, Kazakhstan, Kosovo, Fyr.
Macedonia, Moldova, Bosnia and Herzegovina are inactive having a ratio that equals to zero.
CONCLUSIONS
This study aimed to provide a framework for the measurement of adoption, performance, activity and
influence of national European DMOs in Web 2.0 applications and Social Media. This framework can be
regarded as a basic approach based mainly on Social Media Analytics. The proposed methodology can be
applied to other marketing fields as well. The two most widely used web 2.0 platforms by the national European
DMOs are Facebook and Twitter, followed by YouTube and Instagram. This finding is accordance with
previous research (Bayram and Arici, 2013; Rogue and Raposo, 2016). The majority of countries have active
DMO profiles in every one of the above applications while a number of them have hyperlinks from their official
web pages to some other Web 2.0 platforms as well. In conjunction with the study made by Rogue and Raposo
(2016) the tendency for the national European DMOs is to adopt more web 2.0 applications in order to promote
the destinations of their countries. The presence in Social Media is not big enough to ensure a level of activity
and influence. There is a large dispersion in the values of indexes, which means that only a small number of
countries manage to maintain an active and influential DMO profile in Social Media and given the low values in
the relative indicators, the number of them that manage to successfully engage the users that follow their
profiles to conversation is even smaller. The results confirm the findings of other relative studies (Hamill et al.,
2012; Hays et al., 2013; Sevin, 2013). Web 2.0 applications must be used as part of an integrated marketing plan
in a well-structured communication strategy under the scope of integrated marketing communications (IMC)
(Minazzi and Lagrosen, 2014). By knowing the relative position of their countries in the basis of the successful
implementation of web 2.0 applications and by understanding the main elements that contribute to the
successful use of these applications, tourism policy makers will be in position to develop better destination
image promotional strategies by adding the new means to their marketing plans (Echtner and Ritchie, 2003).
The proposed methodological approach can be beneficial for the governments and the related tourism bodies in
order to reach a better understanding about the mechanisms of web 2.0 applications and their main parameters
that lead to the better implementation of them in their marketing strategies. Based on the proposed framework,
tourism agencies, policy makers and Ministries of Tourism will be in position to better understand the
performance indicators in order to be able to monitor their performance, activity and information provision
capability in their social media profiles. This study was based only to Social Media Analytics and endogenous
Social Media performance indicators. The combination of the above analytics with Social Network Analysis
metrics is proposed in order to reach better conclusions and to lead to the better understanding of the elements of
activity and influence on Social Networks under study. Also, qualitative analysis may also contribute to the
confirmation and further support of the findings.
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ABSTRACT
Training has become more important for the development of the tourism industry and particularly to
support business competitiveness in the traditional distribution system. This has encouraged a growing focus on
e-learning and on the interesting advantages that it allows to obtain in training activities. However, limited
attention was given to the use of this tool for marketing purposes. This paper aims to analyze the use of elearning in the marketing perspective with specific reference to the relationship between tour operators and
travel agents. The case study of the e-learning platform GoAcademy is discussed.
Key Words: marketing, e-learning, tour operator, travel agents, relationship
INTRODUCTION
Tourism is among the sectors most involved in the digital revolution. The spread of the internet has
profoundly modified tourist purchasig behavior and has strongly impacted along supply chains and the
distribution system (Bigné et al., 2008; Andreu et al., 2010). The evolution of the commercial intermediary
system in the tourism industry deserves particular attention; a greater complexity and growing competition can
actually be observed. The internet allows travelers to access more information available online (Gretzel et al.,
2006), and to self-produce and purchase holiday packages independently (Cheyn et al., 2006). Selling tourism
products has therefore become a more difficult task because it is necessary to face the more difficult challenge
of comparing offers from multiple competitors, and also the “make or buy” decision mechanism of consumers.
Among the most evident changes the birth of Online Travel Agents (OTAs) can also be observed, which have
exacerbated the competitive context by putting in difficulty the figure of the traditional travel agent (O'Connor
and Frew, 2000; Cheyne et al, 2006; Garkavenko and Milne, 2008).
Disintermediation and the accentuated competition of online operators seriously threat the traditional
distribution channel, and interventions aimed at increasing the value of their services on the final market are
required. Travel agents have been defined as the most important ‘information guardians’ within the traveler
decision making process (Middleton, 1994), experts who know the tourism industry in all its aspects (McIntosh
and Goeldner, 1990 ), and ‘information brokers’ whose opinions and recommendations are required for their
high level of knowledge and involvement in a particular product class (Jacoby and Joyer, 1981). As influencers,
their knowledge and information have a significant impact on consumer choice about tourist destinations
(Lawton and Page, 1997). Inexperienced tourists and most of the people who move internationally are
particularly inclined to use the services provided by travel agencies (Baloglu and Mangaloglu, 2001).
Understanding of travelers’ needs, together with the deep knowledge of the tourism products are given for
granted. However, travel agents are not always reliable sources of information for tourists (McKercher et al.,
2003) and, as observed by Lawton and Weaver (2009), among the major threats there is the negative perception
of a part of the public due to unqualified travel agents. Moreover, thanks to the internet, travelers can
independently collect information regarding a specific destination, local suppliers and attractions, also
consulting previous experiences of other travelers. Therefore, the paradox may be that traveler is more informed
than travel agent.
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In this context of easier access to information, it appears increasingly important to strengthen the
assistance and advisory capacities of travel agents as required by the particularities of the tourism product
(McKercher et al., 2003). It is necessary to better understand travelers’ needs, expressed and hidden, and
identify the holiday package that is suitable to fully satisfy their needs. The passage from the mere sale of
tourism products to the actual consultation puts the accent on the importance of learning and continuous
updating of knowledge (Cho and Schmelzer, 2000; Sheldon et al., 2011). Knowledge is the strength of travel
agents and represents the competitive factor on which it seems appropriate to invest more and more to face the
scenarios that are taking shape.
This is demonstrated by the growing number of training initiatives provided by tour oeprators to
travel agents, in order to support their business partners in sales processes. The traditional fam trips, road shows
and face-to-face classes are increasingly supported by IT-based training methods, such as DVDs, CD-ROMs,
webinars and e-learning platforms. The objective is generally to deepen knowledge about the destinations and
tourism products offered by tour operators, but also the improvement of sales techniques. Behind the training
offer, however, it is evident that important marketing objectives are pursued. In fact, travel agents represent still
relevant players in the market, acting as influencers of final customers; giving answers to their needs and
support besides improving sales performances can allow also to develop the relationship with this important
component of the market. In this perspective, it is considered interesting to analyze the potential that can be
grasped by the use of IT, and in particular this study focus on the role of e-learning platforms in the marketing
perspective with reference to the relationships between tour operators and travel agents.
LITERATURE REVIEW
E-learning can be summarized as a way of learning based on the use of IT and in particular the
internet (Zhang and Nunamaker, 2003). E-learning consists of a wide range of learning strategies and
technologies such as online courses, CD-ROMs, DVDs, video conferencing, etc. (Sigala, 2002), and it is
appreciated for some advantages that it allows to obtain, among which the possibility to access the ‘anytime and
anywhere’ training, to design and implement highly personalized courses, to develop pedagogical methods
based on the cooperatives and collaborative learning (Botta, 2003; Trentin, 2004), to improve retention (Welsh
et al., 2003). E-learning solutions can allow "just in time" learning, reducing the time that elapses from the need
for knowledge to the acquisition of knowledge; while the accessibility ‘anytime and anywhere’ allows to shorten
the distance between learning and working contexts, facilitating, in other words, the transfer of the on the job
training activity. The prospects for e-learning development are particularly interesting considering:
the constant growth of the number of internet users in the world;
the development of new portable devices with increased opportunities for access to ‘mobile learning’
(Wu et al., 2012);
the increase in demand for social learning and Web 2.0 technologies, which are used in conjunction
with mobile technologies (Jones et al., 2013).
The high flexibility that distinguishes e-learning can make it possible to favor access to training even
for smaller companies, allowing them to increase their internal skills and influence their competitiveness
(Temperini, 2009).
As highlighted above, travel agents should improve their knowledge and skills in order to
consolidate their position in the market (Milne et al., 2008). They need personalized training and certification to
differentiate themselves from their competitors. In this scenario, e-learning represents the link between the new
market necessity and the training qualification strategies in the tourism industry (Sigala and Christou, 2002;
Braun and Hollick, 2006). The relevance and advantages of e-learning for training in the tourism sector have
been emphasized in several studies (Kasavana, 1999; Cho and Schmelzer, 2000; Christou and Sigala 2000;
Kalbaska et al., 2013; Mejia and Phelan, 2014). According to Cho and Schmelzer (2000), e-learning prepares
participants in courses related to tourism and hospitality to think critically, solve problems and imporve decision
making processes. With reference to the online training provided by DMOs, Kalbaska et al. (2013) have shown
that it has added value to the overall knowledge of tourism destinations worldwide. Since the tourist can be
considered a ‘great consumer of information’, it is evident that the widening of learning opportunities is
increasingly an opportunity for travel agents to get. In this sense e-learning can represent a valid tool
(Beckendorff and Zehrer, 2017; Kalbaska and Cantoni, 2018). Cantoni et al. (2009) ranked online courses on
hospitality and tourism in four different categories depending on the provider of training: academics, business,
Destination Management Organization (DMO), independent.
In the literature, several works that have examined the online training services provided by DMOs to
travel agents can be found. DMOs' e-learning courses are investigated as a training tool for trade partners
(Cantoni and Kalbaska, 2010; Kalbaska, 2012; Kalbaska and Cantoni, 2018), and as a strategic instrument for
tourism marketing (Kalbaska et al., 2013). However, the marketing perspective is still neglected, yet, as
highlighted by Gregori and Temperini (2013) with specific reference to the lighting sector, e-learning can play
an important role in the business communication and marketing activities, allowing the development of market
relationships and specifically with the actors who play the role of influencers of final customers. Despite the fact
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that a growing number of tour operators offer e-learning training programs with the clear aim of strengthening
the relationship that binds them to travel agents, there are no important works that analyze the phenomenon.
Travel agents can be considered an ‘indirect and external’ sales force of the tour operator, who requires training
to be loyal and make sales more effective. The perspective of the analysis appears to be of some interest,
however, little is still known about the current status of e-learning courses offered by tour operators to travel
agents. This exploratory study aims to fill this gap and in particular the following research questions were
formulated:
Which marketing purposes Tour Operators can achieve by implementing e-learning platforms to
provide training to travel agents?
How can the offer of online training services impact the relationship between Tour Operators and
travel agents?
METHODOLOGY
In order to respond tanswer to the aforementioned research questions, the GoAcademy case study is
examined. That is an e-learning platform implemented by the "Go Asia" pour operator, leader in Italy in the sale
of travel to Asian destinations, with a positioning on the market medium-high and with an average annual
turnover of around 10 million euros. From the methodological point of view an exploratory research was carried
out through the integration of several qualitative techniques. The participant observation method has been used
(DeWalt and DeWalt, 2011), ie a PhD student has been inserted for three years within the tour operator's staff
participating in the various stages of development of the electronic platform, thus being able to understand the
dynamics existing between tour operators and travel agencies, and then deepening the accessory service of
digital training. In-depth personal interviews were also carried out involving the owner and the head of the
marketing department of the tour operator. The semi-structured interview focused in particular on the marketing
objectives pursued and the perception of relationships with buyers. In addition, with the support of the
marketing manager, six travel agencies were selected whose staff was involved in the training activities
provided through the GoAcademy platform. In this case, the purposeful sampling was used, which is a method
widely used in qualitative research for the identification and selection of cases rich in information concerning
the phenomenon to be investigated. Interviews with the managers of these travel agencies was carried out in
order to investigate in particular their perceptions regarding the e-learning services used and the relationship
with the tour operator. The choice of the case study methodology is motivated by the fact that the phenomenon
investigated is not well known (Yin, 2003).
DISCUSSION
The Go Academy electronic platform was launched in 2014 by GoAsia Tour Operator and offers
online training courses to travel agents. The courses are free, upon completion of a form requesting some
information about the user and the travel agency he/she belongs to. There are currently over 1,000 travel agents
registered from various areas of Italy. The project began with a survey conducted on a sample of 80 travel
agencies aimed at detecting the needs for information and knowledge regarding the Asian destinations covered
by the tour operator and also the support needs in the sales processes of the tourist packages regarding the same
destinations. The research provided interesting input for the development of the e-learning platform, which is
structured in seven main sections:
The best agents: the names of the travel agents who have attended the courses and achieved the best
results in the learning assessment tests are highlighted;
Prizes: the prizes that the tour operator assigns to travel agents who successfully attend the courses
related to specific tourist destinations are presented;
Advisor: it is possible to directly consult the tour operator’s product managers which operate in the
various destinations and to follow webinars given by them;
Traveler's blog: travel reports are reported in order to stimulate interest in certain destinations or
tourist itineraries;
Video channel: link to the youtube channel of the tour opertator for viewing emotional videos related
to the travel purposes;
News and events: information on the initiatives of the tour operator, such as participation in trade
fairs;
Go Academy training: section dedicated to online courses, which are characterized by the integration
of images and texts.
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Various aspects of interest emerge from the marketing point of view, from the participant
observation and the interviews carried out. A first objective that can be highlighted in the use of the GoAcademy
platform is the collection and organization of important data relating to travel agents and their agencies, which
are requested at the time of registration. A dataset has therefore been developed on the basis of which
intermediaries can be profiled for the purpose of creating more targeted and effective communication or
commercial activities. It is also important to note that the e-learning platform contributes to feed the CRM
system, integrating useful data for the development of customer loyalty programs. Besides it is noted that elearning also acts as a communication tool for starting new relationships, helping the tour operator to reach new
business contacts and to expand its network of intermediaries. In fact, some travel agents have started business
relationships with the company after attending an online course. Another advantage is the increase of knowledge
related to the final market. The interactions of users with the platform’s tools are important occasions for
obtaining information regarding, for example, market trends, travelers’ uncertainties, needs and behavior. The
greater knowledge about the final market benefits in particular product innovation processes and planning. The
e-learning platform is also a useful means of spreading incentive activity. Through the awarding of prizes
(educational tours, gadgets, etc.) it is possible to convey the attention of travel agents to certain destinations that
the tour operator has an interest in promoting. It is noted that travel agents who successfully attend online
courses tend to increase their travel sales to the destinations covered by the courses themselves. Benefits are also
noted in terms of increased visibility and brand awareness among intermediaries.
The results of the interviews also make it possible to highlight some relevant aspects regarding the
relationship between tour operators and travel agents. The company has found that the offer of online training
services can affect the relationship with its direct customers (travel agents), who could perceive otherwise the
tourist packages offered as they have a greater awareness of them («those who have attended online courses
then almost automatically require that destination, because they feel more confident in proposing it»). All this
could have a positive impact on the loyalty of the intermediary and his behavior in the sales phase to the final
customer, thus directing the customer to what most satisfies his needs, but by highlighting the tour operator that
helped him to form and, consequently, to complete the sale.
Also on the buyers' side, perceptions about the effects of online training on relations with the tour
operator are positive. Online training is especially appreciated for flexibility and cost savings. From a relational
point of view, digital training appears as a tool able to increase the fidelity of travel agencies, who feel that they
are more supported by their supplier. The attenuation of the fear of being ‘cannibalized’ by the tour operator, has
allowed the agents to trust the company more, transforming the relationship from a simple business relationship
to two-way partnerships (‘tour operators who have decided to offer us an instrument such as training digital
that allows us to improve our work, show that they want to strengthen our position as an intermediary and not
they want to exclude us from the distribution, rather they are helping us to survive and fight the competition of
the OTAs’). Trust also appears to be relevant, which is a factor underlying relationships (Balaji, 2015). The
travel agents who were interviewed declared that they rely more on providers who offer online training services
than those who do not offer them (‘I believe that those who offer training services such as online ones are
certainly prepared and reliable, otherwise they would not have prepared a training course, it's worth his
reputation’). The quality of the training contents allows the intermediary to evaluate the skills and reliability of
the tour operator's staff and establish an adequate degree of trust. The relationship would also be strengthened in
an indirect way, as the skills acquired through the training courses allow travel agents to improve their work
resulting more effective and efficient. These benefits give the travel agent a sense of gratitude towards the tour
operator that can lead to a loyalty of the supply relationship. In the light of the aspects pointed out, the
advantages that online training can make in developing the relationship between tour operators and travel agents
can be outlined, therefore e-learning can be considered an increasingly interesting tool for relational marketing.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
E-learning is an interesting tool in supporting travel agents oriented to the transition from the role of
mere service providers to that of consultants, with a view to addressing the serious threats represented by the
growing competition of OTAs and disintermediation favored by the spread of the internet. The provision of
solutions to an effective need for continuous learning of travel agents can allow tour operators to achieve
important marketing objectives and in particular to influence the relationship with these intermediaries. The
analysis of the case study allows to highlight that through the online training offer positive effects on trust levels
and on the loyalty of travel agents with respect to suppliers can be achieved. In this sense, e-learning is
configured as a valid tool for relational marketing.
The study reveals interesting implications both theoretical, since so far in the marketing literature
little attention has been placed on this issue, both managerial offering different ideas and reflections on the
opportunities for using e-learning in terms of marketing, for managers of tour operators but in general also for
other organizations operating in the tourism sector.
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The single case study and the limited number of agencies involved in the empirical survey represent
important limitations of this research, therefore an expansion of the research by extending the number of
operators to be analyzed is required.
This work provides important input for the development of future research on the topic of relations
between tour operators and travel agents. A possible objective could be to investigate the relationship between
the satisfaction of travel agents attending online courses and their loyalty for tour operator. Another objective of
future research could be that of verifying the impact of e-learning activities on sales performance and therefore
highlighting the role of this training method as a tool to strengthen the traditional distribution system.
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ABSTRACT
The scope of this study is to extend previous literature, by examining the effect of hotel Facebook
pages’ performance on online co-creation, through emotional responses (pleasure, arousal and dominance). A
questionnaire was developed, based on a review of previous studies. Data were gathered using an online survey
from a sample of 207 participants. The results demonstrate a positive effect of website performance on online
co-creation. In addition, Hayes's PROCESS macro revealed that emotions partially mediate the relationship
between hotel Facebook pages’ performance and online co-creation. Further research could be undertaken to
examine if other mediating effects play a vital role in the aforementioned association.
Key Words: Hotel Facebook pages, online co-creation, website performance, emotions
INTRODUCTION
The ongoing rise of technology over the past decade has led to the popularity and growth of social
networking. More specifically, social networking is considered so powerful that the aggregate of active social
media users exponentially increases annually; since in 2021 researchers assume that it will reach 3.02 billion
active social media users monthly (Statista, 2018). In the marketing literature, numerous studies have noticed
the paramount importance of social media (e.g. Sorensen & Drennan., 2017) pertaining the engagement and
interaction with their customers (Singaraju et al., 2015) and the (co)creation of value (Yadav et al., 2016).
Among them, Facebook is regarded as the most illustrious and dominant social network globally, which justifies
the fact that it has more than 2 billion monthly users. (Statista, 2018). For most firms with an online presence,
the website is considered a critical tool (Elsharnouby & Mahrous, 2015) since it enables co-creation with
customers (Jiménez-Barreto & Campo-Martínez, 2018), with several benefits (e.g. reduced risk for the firm)
(Maklan, S., Knox, S. & Ryals, L. ,2008). . Additionally, today's consumers increasingly expect webpage
content to be engaging in order to purchase tourism related products and hospitality services (Dickinger &
Stangl, 2013). Thus, the importance of this engagement (online co-creation) is undeniable, while the website
plays a major role in this process.
Previous research in the hospitality and tourism industry have mainly focused on the effect of website
characteristics on predicting consumer behavior such as booking intentions and e-trust (Wang et al., 2015),
customer satisfaction and purchase intentions (Ali, 2016). However, these studies considered either the official
pages of the hotel (Wang et al., 2015) or the official destination website (Tang et al., 2012; Jiménez-Barreto &
Campo-Martínez, 2018) and did not give any attention to the social media pages, despite the popularity of
Facebook and its usage from diverse actors. Subsequently, the researcher pertinently chose Facebook to
examine. Understanding how the characteristics of hotels’ Facebook pages facilitate value creation through
online co-creation is an issue of cardinal importance, since it enables firms to co-create value with customers
(Vago & Lusch, 2016) and therefore build a strong media presence and brand loyalty.
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Furthermore, this customer-media (e.g. Facebook) interaction can generate emotions (Elsharnouby &
Mahrous, 2015). Despite the importance of emotions in marketing literature (Bagozzi et al., 1999) with one
exception (Correia Loureiro, 2015), the mediating role between website performance and customer behaviors
has not been examined on previous researches. Notably, no study until now has examined the mediating role
between website performance and online co-creation.
The scope of this paper to address the aforementioned issues and thus, to contribute to the existing
literature in two ways. Firstly, by examining the effect of hotels’ Facebook pages performance in online cocreation. Contrary to previous researchers (Elsharnouby & Mahrous, 2015) who examined the willingness to
participate in online co-creation experiences, this study focuses on actual online co-creation. Moreover, it
extends the authors’ view in the hospitality context. Secondly, by examining the mediating role of emotions in
the aforementioned relationship.
In recent years, it has been argued that the concept of co-creation (participation in different
hospitality services) is popular among customers, hospitality-related businesses (Rihova, I., Buhalis, D.,
Gouthro, M. & Moital, M. 2018;Buhalis and Foerste, 2015;Mathis et al., 2016) as well as social networking
sites. More specifically, the concept’s supporters, exert considerable efforts to actively participate as well as
engage in co-creation activities. Subsequently, this rather unanticipated elevation of co-creation’s reputation
served as the catalyst that initiated the composition of this paper. Thus, this paper implicitly suggests a shift
from traditional co-creation to online co-creation as well as investigates the existence of possible correlations
between website performance and online co-creation through the mediating role of emotions.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Co-creation in the online context reveals several antecedents. Elsharnouby & Mahrous (2015)
found that several dimensions of e-service quality (e-SQ) such as website efficiency positively influence
customers’ willingness to participate in the co-creation experience. Agag & El-Masry (2016) found that
individuals' perceptions of website about ease of use and usefulness positively influence their attitude toward
online travel community which in turn affects their intention to participate in an online travel community. In the
same vein, more recently, Jiménez-Barreto & Campo-Martínez (2018) show that the quality of the destination
website has a positive effect on the willingness to participate in online co-creation experiences. While in
marketing literature the research shows a positive relation between the website quality and consumers’ online
willingness to co-create (Elsharnouby & Mahrous, 2015; Agag & El-Masry, 2016; Jiménez-Barreto & CampoMartínez, 2018), previous research has mainly focused on intention or willingness to co-create, rather than
actual online co-creation (Prebensen & Xie, 2017). Moreover, the perceived website performance of social
media (e.g. Facebook official page) has not yet been directly linked to the actual online co-creation. Based on
these, we propose (see Figure 1):
H1: Website performance positively affects online co-creation.
Previous research (e.g. Correia Loureiro, 2015) shows that island website quality (e.g. the ease of
use, interactivity, visual appeal, and features of an island website) partially affects PAD. Similarly and by
extending previous research, this study theorizes that the usefulness, ease of use, website design, trust, content
quality, navigational challenge and system availability of a Facebook official website page (website
performance) can generate a feeling of happiness, excitement, and being in control, (pleasure, arousal,
dominance). If consumers feel trust, enjoyment, a perception of quality and a good website design when visiting
an official Facebook hotel website, they may feel stimulated, satisfied and being in control. Building on this, we
propose:
H2: Website performance has a positive effect on PAD (pleasure, arousal and dominance).
Previous research has also confirmed the relationship between emotions and co-creation (Gallan
et al., 2013; Yi & Gong, 2012). Gallan et al., (2013) support that consumer emotions have an impact on
customer participation while Yi & Gong, (2012) confirm that emotions affect various aspects of customer cocreation behavior. Building on previous findings and taking into account that emotions affect behaviors (Correia
Loureiro, 2015), a consumer who feels happy, excited and control when visiting a Facebook hotel’s official
website will be more likely to interested and participate in this visiting experience. Thus, we suggest that:
H3: PAD positively influences online co-creation
THE MEDIATING ROLE OF EMOTIONS
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Website performance is related with emotions (Jones et al., 2008; Correia Loureiro, 2015).
Customers’ emotional reactions during and after service recovery are depend on justice appraisals
(Schoefer & Diamantopoulos 2008; Schoefer & Ennew 2005). Schoefer & Ennew (2005) have found that high
level of perceived justice (distributive, procedural, interactional) affects positive emotions while low level of it
leads to negative emotions. Furthermore, in marketing literature the role of emotions as mediators is well
established (Chebat & Slusarczyk 2005; Schoefer & Diamantopoulos 2008) in predicting behaviors such as
word-of-mouth and repurchase intentions (Schoefer & Diamantopoulos 2008), exit–loyalty behavior (Chebat &
Slusarczyk 2005). Previous research identified the mediating role of emotions between website quality attitude
and intentions (Correia Loureiro, 2015). Building on previous literature, in co-creation activities (i.e. online cocreation) we similarly posit that website performance will have an impact on online co-creation behavior as long
as positive emotions evoke. More precisely, we predict that:
H4: Emotions positively mediate the relationship between website performance and online co-creation, i.e.
website performance increases emotions, which then increase online co-creation.
Figure 1
The Mediation Model

METHODOLOGY
For the purpose of the study, a survey was carried out using a structured questionnaire, as
research instrument. The questionnaire consisted of 207 respondents selected randomly, while the sole
prerequisite for the participants was to own a Facebook account and navigate on a specific hotel website prior to
the completion of the questionnaire. More specifically, the selected hotel’s Facebook page pertained the online
site of Costa Navarino.
The scales used were based on prior research. More precisely, we utilized the following scales;
the website performance scale developed by Dickinger and Stangl (2017), the Richard and Charles Chebat
emotion scale developed by Richard and Charles Chebat, (2017) and ultimately, the co-creation scale developed
by Prebensen and Xie (2017). A pre-test was conducted to obtain on the clarity and appropriateness of the
questionnaire. Based on the pilot test, some questions were slightly modified without distorting the meaning of
the initial items to ensure that respondents could fully comprehend and choose an appropriate answer and to
reflect more appropriate scale items for the specific context. Each item is answered on a 7-point Likert scale
ranging from 1=strongly disagree to 7=strongly agree. It is worth noting that higher scores represent higher
probabilities of a positive relationship between website performance and online co-creation. The lattermost
items of the questionnaire entailed several demographic questions. Out of 207 respondents, 105 (50,7%) were
male and 102 (49,3%) were female. Regarding the respondents’ age, 28 (13,5%) were up to 20 years old, most
respondents were 110 (53,1%) were between 21-30, while 46 respondents (22,2%) were between 31-40, 13
(6,3%) between 41-50, 3 (1,4%) were between 51-60 and lastly, 7 (3,4%) were 61 or more. Surprisingly, only
57% (27,3) respondents have visited Costa Navarino, although they largely considered the Facebook website of
Costa Navarino appealing. Concerning their educational background, the majority of respondents 100 (48,3%)
were college graduates, while 64 (30,9%) were high school graduates and 36 (17,4%) had a master’s degree.
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Reliability for website performance and emotions was estimated, using Cronbach’s coefficient
alpha. According to DeVellis (1991), a Cronbach alpha coefficient that exceeds 0.7 suggests respectable
reliability. In the current paper, Cronbach alpha coefficients of website performance, pleasure, arousal and
dominance were respectively 0.90, 0.81, 0.80, 0.75. Moreover, online co-creation comprised of 2 items, thus,
the usage of the Pearson’s r is considered essential. According to Evans (1996), correlation can be characterized
as an effect size, therefore the strength of the correlation which ranges between 60-79 is “strong». In our case,
the absolute value of r was strong (0.61).
RESULTS
The PROCESS macro for SPSS (Model 4) was used to test Hypotheses 1, 2, 3 and 4. Fig. 2 shows the total
effect of website performance on online co-creation (total effect=0.24, 95% CI) and supports Hypothesis 1. Αs
results show website performance was positively associated with PAD (b=0.35, p < 0.001), supporting
Hypothesis 2, which in turn was positively related to online co-creation (b=0.19, p < 0.001), supporting
Hypothesis 3. Residual direct effect was also significant (b=0.18, p < 0.001). PAD therefore played a partial
mediating role in the link between website performance and online co-creation (indirect effect=0.17, 95% CI),
supporting Hypothesis 4.

Table 1- Results of Hypotheses Testing
Hypothesis

Result

H1(+)

Website performance positively affects online co-creation.

Supported

H2(+)

Website performance have a positive effect on PAD (pleasure,
arousal and dominance).

Supported

H3(+)

PAD positively influence online co-creation

Supported

H4 (+)

Emotions positively mediate the relationship between website
performance and online co-creation, i.e., website performance
increases emotions, which then increase online co-creation.

Supported

DISCUSSION
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The current paper investigated the mediating effects of emotions on the relationship between
website performance and online co-creation. More specifically, it draws on co-creation, emotions, and website
performance literature, making several contributions in the existing literature. Initially, this study examines the
impact of website performance on online co-creation. Previous studies (Elsharnouby & Mahrous, 2015; Agag &
El-Masry, 2016; Jiménez-Barreto & Campo-Martínez, 2018) have focused on the investigation of the intention
or willingness to participate in online co-creation experiences, rather than the actual online co-creation, which
customers have experienced. We extend previous research by examining the actual online co-creation.
Essentially, the results demonstrate a positive effect of website performance on online co-creation. This is in
line with previous research (Jiménez-Barreto & Campo-Martínez, 2018) who argues that website quality
positively affects consumers’ willingness to co-create. Furthermore, the results show that website performance
positively influences emotions (PAD) by confirming previous studies (Jones et al., 2008; Correia Loureiro,
2015). In addition, this study unveils that emotions significantly increase online co-creation. This is in line with
previous research (Gallan et al., 2013; Yi & Gong, 2013) who discovered that emotions have an impact on cocreation. We add to this perspective by extending this into an online context. Secondly, although emotions are
central in marketing literature (e.g. Bagozzi et al., 1999) and act as mediators (e.g. Correia Loureiro, 2015)
previous research in online co-creation has largely neglected their role. Thus, we add to the literature, by
examining the mediating role of emotions between website performance and online co-creation. Findings
suggest that emotions partially mediated the relationship between website performance and online co-creation.
Thirdly, this study considers the website performance as an extended construct of website quality (Dickinger &
Stangl, 2017), and thus includes dimensions from previous literature (e.g. performance literature/website
quality/satisfaction) (Dickinger & Stangl, 2017).
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The present study is certainly not without limitations. To begin with, the study needs replication
across several contexts and using different samples. The second limitation is that pleasure, arousal and
dominance (P.A.D) were the only potential mediators that were examined in the present study even though there
are certainly other mediators that are likely to play a key role in the association between website performance
and online co-creation, other variables, such as e-trust, can be examined. What’s more, another limitation and
simultaneously an unprecedent opportunity for future study can investigate the characteristics of user profiles
such as age, gender, educational background, income and behavioral attitudes as moderating variables. Despite
its limitations, the present study represents the first attempt to investigate both website performance and actual
online co-creation as well as the mediating in one and the same study, extending our insight in the online
cultivation of connectedness. Considering future research, the online features that induce online co-creation
should be identified and examined for hospitality practitioners to enhance the overall online co-creation
experience of their websites as well as to create a more amicable online environment in which users will
genuinely engage in co-creative activities.
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ABSTRACT
Online hotel guest reviews represent a form of electronic Word of Mouth (eWOM). Online reviews are
nowadays considered the most crucial information source for travelers and hoteliers alike. This study examines
how independent travelers with different characteristics evaluate the hotels they visit and how they
communicate their experiences, through their reviews they publish at Booking.com. To accomplish this, our
study employs a sample of boutique hotels located in Rhodes, Greece, and uses content analysis to extract the
textual/semantic features from online reviews. Our findings contribute to the ongoing discussion regarding the
management of online reputation for the hotel industry and highlight the key differences between local vs.
foreign guests and frequent vs. non-frequent guests, in terms of overall hotel ratings and semantic features.
Key Words: Electronic Word of Mouth (eWOM), Hotel management, Online reviews, Online reputation,
Content analysis
INTRODUCTION
Online hotel guest reviews (ORs) represent a form of electronic Word of Mouth (eWOM; Filieri and
McLeay, 2013). Online reviews are nowadays considered the most crucial information source for travelers and
hotel decision-makers alike. In the digital era of web 2.0 and social media, the use of ORs is growing rapidly.
For instance, Tripadvisor (www.tripadvisor.com), the world's largest travel site (see the comScore Media Metrix
for TripAdvisor Sites, worldwide, October 2017), enables travelers to write reviews on accommodations all
around the world, covering approximately 7.5 million accommodations and presenting over 600 million reviews
and more than 455 million average monthly unique visitors (TripAdvisor log files, average monthly unique
visitors, Q3 2017). ORs are considered both influential on hotel customer behavior and independent of
marketing efforts (hence more trustworthy in the eyes of consumers/customers, Phillips et al., 2017). This,
naturally, has a major impact on bookings, and eventually, hotel performance and reputation. As such it is
important to increase our knowledge of the significance of eWOM.
Recent studies have shown that there is a strong connection between online reviews attributes (i.e.
valence, variance, and volume) and hotel performance. This is stated mainly in the form of room bookings,
sales, prices, revenue per available room (RevPAR) or occupancy (e.g. Ye et al., 2009). However, less effort
has focused on assessing the way travelers with different characteristics are reviewing the hotels they visit, in
terms of general assessment or more specific quality features.
This study examines how independent travelers, both native and foreign, evaluate the services received
during their visit and how they communicate their overall experience as guests at specific hotels, through the
reviews they publish, at one of the most popular online travel platforms, Booking.com. Specifically, this study is
assessing the differences between local vs. foreign guests and frequent vs. non-frequent guests, in terms of
overall ratings and linguistic features. Furthermore, our study also examines the association between the
average ratings and the pricing policies of sample hotels, and highlights certain key points and quality indices
that significantly affect the hotel guests’ experience.
Towards this end, our study employs a sample of boutique hotels located at the island of Rhodes in
Greece. Boutique hotels, a niche area of the Greek tourism market, attract independent and sophisticated
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travelers, looking for quality services and unique accommodations (Adner, 2003). For this category of hotels,
online reputation and eWOM are crucial success factors as such hotels are usually independent , with limited
advertising budgets that compete with big and established chain-belonging hotels in Rhodes.
In order to extract the textual/semantic features from online reviews, we employ content analysis, a
research technique adopted in various academic ﬁelds, especially in the social sciences (see, e.g. Krippendorff,
2013). Quantitative content analysis has proven useful in the context of online hotel guest reviews, as it can
provide insights to the key factors associated with satisfaction/dissatisfaction from the travel experience, as the
later are manifested in online reviews.
Our findings associate quantitative and quality ratings with different group of travelers, specifically
between local vs. foreign guests and frequent vs. non-frequent guests, while identify the key features, crucial for
forming the overall guest experience for each group of travelers. Finally it examines how the findings of this
study affect the price policy of its sample hotel. The results of this study confirm the fact that the boutique hotel
sector is characterized by high average scores, while indicating that one of the main factors affecting travelers’
experience is the relationship developed between the guests and the members of the hotel staff. Furthermore it
concludes that, between the two different groups of travelers, there are no statistically significant differences.
Finally it observes that, in the boutique hotel sector, the price policies are driven mainly from forces other than
the achieved average rating.
By combining online guest reviews from travel websites (Booking.com) with different guest
characteristics, for the first time, this study makes a meaningful contribution to the ongoing discussion regarding
the management of online reputation for the hotel industry. It highlights which attributes are important for
different groups of travelers (native vs. foreign or frequent travelers vs. non-frequent ones) and how its group
perceives and reviews its experience. Thus, it should be of great interest to hoteliers, tourism marketers and
businesses looking for excellence in tourism, travel and hospitality services alike. For instance our findings
could be particularly useful at implementing a segmentation, targeting and positioning marketing strategy for
boutique hotels or for the travel experience at the island of Rhodes as a whole.
LITERATURE REVIEW
In the tourism sector, online reviews (ORs) are a form of electronic versions of traditional WOM.
Online reviews include comments, ratings and experiences shared by travelers, regarding tourism related
products and services. Travelers are increasingly using ORs to find useful information for organizing their trip
as well to help out or advise others travelers (Yoo and Gretzel, 2008). Internet consumer opinion portals (COPs;
Burton and Khammash, 2010) are a valuable source of user generated comments regarding any tourism-related
product, such as hotels, restaurants and destinations. The ORs published on COPs are instantly available for any
person, to use and make knowledgeable decisions (Sigala et al., 2012). According to Ye et al., 2011, online
customer reviews, as a certain form of eWOM, are playing a major role in customers’ decision making. Online
travel agencies (e.g., booking.com, expedia.com, agoda.com) enable travelers to post online reviews on their
websites and use these reviews to promote their products (Mayzlin, 2006).
The growing use of e-WOM and ORs in the market has stimulated researchers to explore this field.
Research in the travel and tourism industry has revealed that, positive reviews encourage travelers towards
specific accommodations (Vermeulen and Seegers, 2009), while at the same time reduce the perceived risk and
hence increase a traveler’s confidence when booking (Gretzel, Yoo and Purifoy, 2007). Some scholars explored
how travel portals can influence a customer to visit a specific destination (Tang, Jang and Morrison, 2012),
while others studied the impact of post reviews on travelers (Bronner and de Hoog, 2011) and analyzed ratings
and negative comments on hotel services (Del Chiappa and Dall’Aglio, 2012). Another field of research focused
on the credibility of online reviews (Yoo et al., 2009;) and the way travel blogs can be used, to extract the
factors, that motivate travelers to choose a specific tourism-related product (Magnini, Crotts, and Zehrer 2011).
However, more research needs to be done regarding the impact of online reviews on travelers. (Vermeulen and
Seegers, 2009).
Online reviews and content analysis
Content analysis is a commonly used research methodology to analyze mostly written
communications (Holsti, 1969). The concept of quantitative content analysis can be expressed as follows;
“many words of text can be classified into much fewer content categories” (Weber 1990, p. 7). Nowadays,
computer-aided textual analysis software (CATA) is increasingly used in quantitative content analysis, offering
new possibilities and replacing gradually the manual methodology approach. Automated content analysis
though, has also some weaknesses, failing in some cases to perform an in depth interpretation of texts. The
manual methodology approach, on the other hand, can provide more precise and detailed results, customized to
the specific research setting. Still, it has also several disadvantages, such as the high cost to collect the data and
the limited ability to replicate results and generate follow up studies (Core, 2001; Li, 2010a).
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In the tourism field, the computer-aided content analysis is still not fully adopted by researchers
(Mehmetoglu and Dann, 2003). The lack of techniques to classify textual data and reduce dimensionally wordfrequency data, are some of the reasons that prevent the expansion of computer-aided content analysis in
tourism research (Stepchenkova et al. 2009). Researchers like Stepchenkova et al. (2009), by the use of
computer-aided textual analysis, examined issues related with efficiency, transparency and replicability of
content analysis in the tourism sector, while Xiang et al. (2009), by the use of neural networks, studied the
semantic representation of the tourism area on the internet. Stringam and Gerdes (2010), and Stringam et al.
(2010) analyzed comments on online travel agency sites, while Chaves et al. (2012) searched for patterns in
online reviews. Li et al. (2013), applied sophisticated programming techniques to analyze the text of online
reviews and reveal customer expectations and preferences. Most recently, Rahmani et al. (2017),
Anagnostopoulou et al. (2017) and Guo et al. (2017), applied semantic-based techniques to study the
communication of tourists’ experiences.
Online reviews of travelers with different characteristics
This study moves a step further and analyses how travelers with different characteristics, both native
and foreign, rate their visit and how they share their experience, through the reviews they publish in English, at
the travel website of Booking.com. Specifically this study is evaluating the differences between local vs. foreign
guests and frequent vs. non-frequent guests, in terms of overall ratings, linguistic features or semantic
characteristics, in a sample of small boutique hotels located in Rhodes, Greece. Moreover, our study also
examines the relationship between the main textual features from reviews and the pricing policies of sample
hotels, and highlights certain key points and quality indices that significantly affect the hotel guests’ experience.
To accomplish this, the study employs manual quantitative content analysis as its preferred research
methodology. Despite the known disadvantages of this approach (e.g. limited scope, low power, difficult to
replicate and to follow up; Core, 2001; Li, 2010a), it was selected as more suitable for the specific study, since
the sample size was rather small and the content analysis could be more precise, detailed and tailored to the
specific research setting.
SAMPLE SELECTION
This study analyzes data published on Booking.com, from a random sample of 24 boutique hotels
located in Rhodes, Greece. Boutique hotels, a niche area of the Greek tourism market, are characterized by high
aesthetics, personalized service and authenticity; components that differentiate the boutique hotel sector (Adner,
2003). In the last years, boutique hotels have shown significant growth, due to shifting customer preferences and
the overwhelming supply of hotel chains. Nowadays though, the competition has increased, with the large
traditional hotel chains entering the market and providing upgraded products and services. This is particularly
true at a destination like Rhodes, where big tour operators like TUI and Thomas Cook, or hotel chains like
Hilton, Mitsis Hotels and HH Hotels are well established since the 80s. In addition, financial and other resource
restrictions do not help the marketing of a boutique hotel and incommode the task of accessing the target
market. Online reviews can support this effort, by providing an efficient and cost-effective way to communicate
with customers. Thus, for this category of hotels, online reputation and eWOM are crucial factors of success.
The selected sample of boutique hotels consists of self-proprietary properties rather than chain
belonging hotels. As such they are not associated to any brand or hotel group. Researchers have found that chain
belonging hotels are performing better, in terms of efficiency, revenues, occupancy and other metrics (Ivanova
and Ivanov, 2015). In addition, travelers rate in a different manner independent and chain hotels, making this
way the comparison between them difficult (Banerjee and Chua, 2016).
All sample hotels are located in the island of Rhodes in Greece, one of the most famous tourism
destinations worldwide. Rhodes is the largest of the Dodecanese islands of Greece. It is located northeast
of Crete, southeast of Athens and just off the Anatolian coast of Turkey. Rhodes' nickname is “The island of the
Knights”, named after the Knights of Saint John of Jerusalem, who once conquered the land. It has a diverse
area of approximately 1,400 square kilometers (541 sq. mi), a coastline of approximately 220 km (137 mi) and
has a population of more than 100,000 people (Wikipedia, 2018). Tourism sector is the main economic
contributor in Rhodes, since the island has been established as one of Europe's most popular holiday destinations
(Duncan Garwood, Mediterranean Europe, 2009). Main attractions of the island are the medieval old town of the
city of Rhodes - a world heritage site - as well as Lindos, a traditional village located at the south part of the
island. Most of the boutique hotels of the island are located in these two areas, since the surrounding
environment is ideal for the development of this type of properties.
According to SETE (SETE, 2013), the region of Dodecanese lists in excess of 1,000 hotels or 140,000
beds, a capacity close to 18% of the total capacity of beds in the country. The regions of Dodecanese and Crete
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combined count almost the 40% of nation’s total bed capacity and produce close to 50% of the tourism income
in Greece. Furthermore at the region of Dodecanese are allocated the 10.75% of the hotel units of the country,
while it owns the 16.07 % of all 5- star hotels in Greece and 13.16 % of 4- star hotels respectively.
Destination “Rhodes” at Booking.com, lists more than 800 properties of all types (hotels, villas,
apartments), whereas 225 of them are hotels (Booking.com, 2018). Although boutique hotels cannot be filtered
as a separate category, if we subtract the category of “all inclusive hotels” (35) and assume that boutique hotels
are no more than 30% of the remaining number of hotels, we can safely estimate that the population of boutique
hotels listed on www.booking.com are no more than 60 units. That makes the size of our sample (24 units) large
enough, to extract conclusions with high accuracy and detail. The starting year of the sample period is restricted
by the fact that Booking deletes reviews older than 24 months (Mellinas et al., 2016). Consequently the online
reviews selected from the sample hotels cover a time period from 2016 to 2018.
METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

1

Elakati Luxury Boutique Hotel Adults Only

Location

Free Wi-Fi

Value for
money

Staff

Facilities

Comfort

Cleanness

Average score

Reviews

No.

Hotel

Guest online reviews are manually extracted from all sample hotels that exhibit at least one review on
Booking.com. A summary of the sample hotel units, including descriptive statistics provided by Booking.com
can be shown at the following table (table 1): As shown in the table, the category of boutique hotels is
characterized by high scores in all categories, presenting an average overall grade of 9.4/10 and an average
grade of 9.7/10 in the category “staff”. This is consistent with the statement that one of the main attributes of
boutique hotels is the connection that is created between hotel guests and members of the hotel staff (Anhar,
2001). It should be noted that according to Mellinas et al. (2015) and (2016), the Booking.com rating system
exhibits “inflated scores”, which affect customer perceptions and distort the results of academic research. Our
study is not particularly interested in the absolute rating numbers from Booking.com, but instead, in the textual
analysis of online reviews and the statistical differences between ratings and comments from travelers of
different profiles. Thus the limitation mentioned above is not actually affecting the results of the current study.

313

9.6

9.8

9.6

9.5

9.8

9.3

9.4

9.6

185

9.5

9.8

9.7

9.3

9.7

9.1

9.4

9.7

3

Bellevue Suites
Rodos Niohori Elite Suites Boutique
Hotel

82

9.6

10

9.7

9.7

9.9

9.1

9.5

9.5

4

Princess Andriana Resort & Spa

128

8.9

9

9.2

9.2

9.1

8.7

6.2

8.3

5

Nikos Takis Fashion Boutique Hotel

94

9.6

9.7

9.6

9.5

9.9

9.1

10

9.7

6

Ξενοδοχείο Κάμελοτ

76

9.3

9.7

8.7

9

9.8

8.7

9.2

9.8

7

Casa Cook Rhodes

219

9.3

9.6

9.8

9.6

9.4

8.9

9.4

8.6

8

Ξενώνες Λίνδος

174

8.6

8.7

8.1

7.9

9

8.5

8.2

9.2

2

9

Lindos View Hotel

50

9.1

9.4

9.2

9.1

9.7

8.4

10

9.2

10

Kouros Exclusive

210

8.9

9

9

8.8

9.3

8.7

7.7

8.6

11

Atrium Prestige

249

9.4

9.6

9.6

9.5

9.7

9

8.8

8.9

12

Melenos Lindos Exclusive Suites

42

9.6

10

9.6

9.7

9.7

8.6

8.6

9.8

13

Lindos Blu Luxury Hotel

62

9.3

9.5

9.4

9.3

9.6

8.5

9.6

9.4

14

Lindos Harmony Suites

107

9.3

9.8

9.3

9.1

9.5

8.6

9.6

9.5

15

Mitsis Lindos Memories

100

9.4

9.7

9.4

9.2

9.7

8.9

5

9.5

16

The Aquagrand of Lindos

156

9.3

9.5

9.7

9.4

9.4

8.6

8.6

9.2

17

Caesar's Gardens Hotel & Spa

169

9.6

9.8

9.7

9.7

10

9.3

7.8

9.3

18

Lindos Comfy Suites

144

9.5

9.8

9.5

9.3

9.8

9

8.9

9.5

19

Rodos Park Suites & Spa

200

9.3

9.5

9.3

9.1

9.7

8.4

9.1

9.6

20

Spirit Of the Knights Boutique Hotel

115

9.6

9.8

9.8

9.5

9.9

9.1

9.7

9.7

21

In Camera Art Boutique Hotel

120

9.4

9.7

9.4

9.2

9.7

8.9

9

9.7

22

Allegory Boutique

49

9.6

9.8

9.6

9.5

9.9

9.3

9.4

9.8
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23

Avalon Boutique Suites Hotel

160

9.6

9.5

9.1

9.1

9.8

8.9

9.6

9.8

24

Boutique 5 Hotel

143

9.4

9.7

9.7

9.6

9.7

8.9

9

9

9.4

9.6

9.4

9.3

9.7

8.9

8.8

9.4

Average

Table 1 - Sample hotel units and statistics provided by Booking (Booking, 2018)
At a second step and with the use of CATA, a list of the 20 most frequently used words in English and
Greek OR’s is produced (table 2). As shown at the table below, in both groups, similar aspects like staff, room
and breakfast are mainly commented. Finally the data (online reviews) are categorized and analyzed (manually)
according to the quantitative and qualitative indices shown at table 3.
English Online Reviews
Word
Word (english) Frequency
(english)

Greek Online Reviews
Frequency

Word (greek)

Frequency

Word (greek)

Frequency

STAFF

585

TOWN

167

ΠΡΟΣΩΠΙΚΟ

43

ΔΩΜΑΤΙΟ

10

ROOM

513

FOOD

165

ΔΩΜΑΤΙΟ

30

ΚΡΕΒΑΤΙ

10

BREAKFAST

390

PLACE

160

ΠΡΩΙΝΟ

28

ΠΡΩΙΝΟ

10

LOCAT

350

BEAUTI

159

ΕΥΓΕΝΙΚΟ

14

ΕΞΥΠΗΡΕΤΙΚΟ

7

FRIENDLI

268

COMFORT

152

ΤΟΠΟΘΕΣΙΑ

14

ΜΠΑΝΙΟ

7

STAI

252

RESTAUR

151

ΦΙΛΙΚΟ

14

ΠΕΡΙΒΑΛΛΟΝ

7

BEACH

180

SERVIC

135

ΑΝΕΤΟ

13

ΧΩΡΟΣ

7

VIEW

174

WALK

131

ΔΙΑΚΟΣΜΗΣΗ

12

ΚΕΝΤΡΟ

6

CLEAN

169

BED

126

ΠΡΟΣΩΠΙΚΟ

11

WIFI

5

POOL

169

LINDO

120

ΔΩΜΑΤΙΑ

10

ΕΞΥΠΗΡΕΤΗΣΗ

5

Table 2 – Most frequent words of OR’s
Quantitative indices

Avg. score
Quality indices

Positive comments

Location - Staff - Quality - Breakfast - Facilities and Comfort - Atmosphere Luxury

Negative comments

Room - Breakfast - Cleanness - Location - Staff

Table 3 - Quantitative and Quality indices
Metrics such as, the overall-score and the number of positive-negative comments allocated on proxies,
like location, staff, room, breakfast, facilities, comfort and atmosphere are recorded per review and per hotel
separately.
At a next step the results are associated with two different guest profiles: “Local vs. foreign guests” and
“frequent vs. non frequent guests”. By the term “frequent” we mean guests who publish more often, online
reviews on Booking.com. A threshold of minimum 11 reviews has been set, to distinguish “frequent” from
“non-frequent” travelers. The comparison of “frequent vs. non frequent guests” results is performed on a perhotel basis, as well as to the whole sample. The comparison of “local vs. foreign guests” results is performed
only to the whole sample since the comments published by local travelers, on a hotel basis, are not enough to
encompass a statistical comparison. Comparisons are based on standard t-tests (unequal sample sizes and
unequal variances assumed). Moreover, the average score of every sample hotel is associated with the price of a
standard room as shown on Booking.com, the dates 15/6/2018 and 15/8/2018. In order to achieve that, rank
correlation coefficients are estimated.
Regarding the overall average ratings of sample hotels, we observe that 22/24 or 92% achieved a score
over 9.0. This is typical in the boutique hotel category, since uniqueness, personalized service, authenticity and
aesthetic elements of surprise, place in a higher level the boutique hotel sector, from other hotels in the market
place (Adner, 2003). The score trends observed, resulted in a balanced mix of ascending and descending rating
trends.
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Average ratings

Trends
8%

8%

ASCENDING
TREND

9,5 AND OVER
46%
46%

9.0 - 9.4
UNDER 9

46%

DESCENDING
TREND

46%

STABLE TREND

Graph 1 – Average ratings and Trends
Local vs. Foreign
The comparison between “Local vs. Foreign” data sets was performed only on the whole sample, since
the number of local OR’s on most of the hotels is not large enough to support any ‘per hotel’ statistical analysis.
On the basis of the whole sample the hypothesis that there is no difference between the two means was
accepted, at the 95% confidence level.

Greek
English

No. Obs
113
986

t-test: Local vs. Foreign (hypothesized mean difference is zero)
Mean
t-test
One-tail critical value
9.2929
-1.2012
1.6567
9.4320

Two-tail critical value
1.9784

Table 4 – Hypothesis testing (T-Test) between “Local vs. Foreign” data sets at the whole sample
Frequent vs. non frequent
The comparison between “Frequent vs. non frequent” data sets was performed firstly on a per hotel
basis and secondly to the whole sample. By the term frequent traveler we mean travelers who have published at
least 11 online reviews on Booking.com. The hypothesis that there is no difference between the two means, was
tested separately for each hotel and was accepted at the 20/24 hotels at a confidence level of 95%. At the basis
of the whole sample, the hypothesis that there is no difference between the two means was also accepted, at a
confidence level of 95%.
t-test: Frequent vs. Non Frequent, whole sample (hypothesized mean difference
is zero)
No. Obs
Mean
t-test
One-tail
Two-tail
critical value
critical value
Frequent
314
9.3567
-1.1866
1.6475
1.9641
Non785
9.4378
Frequent

Frequent vs. non frequent per hotel
17%
DIFFERENCE
NO DIFFERENCE
83%

Table 5 – Hypothesis testing (T-Test) between “Frequent vs. non frequent” data sets
Results do not change if one selects a different cutoff point, for the division between frequent and non-frequent
data sets, e.g.
travelers who have published at least 6 online reviews on Booking.com
travelers who have published at least 3 online reviews on Booking.com
As shown at the following table the hypothesis that there is no difference between the two means was also
accepted, at a confidence level of 95%.

At least 6
Under 6

t-test: Frequent vs. Non Frequent (hypothesized mean difference is zero)
No. Obs
Mean
t-test
One-tail critical value
Two-tail critical value
514
9.3953
-0.5904
1.6563
1.9622
585
9.4316

At least 3

t-test: Frequent vs. Non Frequent (hypothesized mean difference is zero)
No. Obs
Mean
t-test
One-tail critical value
Two-tail critical value
751
9.3997
-0.7098
1.6472
1.9636

182

Under 3

348

9.4447

Table 6 – Hypothesis testing (T-Test) between “Frequent vs. non frequent» data sets, with different cutoff
points.
Online reviews on quality indices
Regarding positive comments on quality indices such as Location, Staff, Quality, Breakfast and
Facilities, Comfort, Atmosphere and Luxury, among the 24 hotels of the sample most of the comments were
allocated at the category “Staff”. This is consistent with the statement that one of the main attributes of boutique
hotels is the personalized service and the connection that is created between hotel guests and members of the
hotel staff (Anhar, 2001). The above observation is also confirmed by the statistics provided by Booking.com,
where the average score of the sample at the category “Staff”, was 9.7/10.

Negative comments

Positive comments

3%

Location

0% 4% 4%

Room

Staff

15%

21%

Cleanness

Breakfast

77%

Breakfast

35%

Quality

Location

38%
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Facilitis and Comfort,
Atmosphere, Luxury
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Graph 2 – Positive and negative comments on quality indices
Regarding negative comments on quality indices such as Location, Staff, Quality, Breakfast and
Facilities, Comfort, Atmosphere and Luxury, among the 24 hotels of the sample most of the comments were
allocated at the categories “Room” and “Cleanness”.
Average ratings and price policies
At a final stage, we examine the relationship (if any) between the average rating of each hotel and the
price of a standard room at two specific dates, 15/6/18 and 15/8/18. To achieve that, firstly, a ranking of the
ratings and the prices of each hotel is performed. Then, the correlation coefficient between the three sets of
rankings is calculated. The results indicate that there is no statistically significant relationship between the
average ratings and the prices of the hotels of the sample.
Avg. Rating

Prices 15-Jun

Ratings

1

15-Jun

-0.00567

1

15-Αυγ

-0.17881

0.911629

Prices 15-Aug

1

Table 7 – Rank correlation coefficient between the ratings and the prices
This is probably due to the fact, that almost all the hotels of the sample, have similar (high) ratings and
thus the price is determined mainly by other factors, such as the market forces at the specific area of the hotel
and the unique characteristics of its unit. Another factor that supports a non-relationship or probably a negative
relationship between prices and ratings in this sector is the fact that most of the hotels have high prices, resulting
to a low average at the category “value for money”, which affects negatively the overall score. The average
rating of the sample at the category “value for money” is 8.85 compared to a 9.4 average overall score. The
correlation coefficient between prices and value for money showed a negative relationship, while the correlation
coefficient between “value for money” and “average rating” is positive. Thus, the higher prices can affect
negatively the overall score and can result to a (slightly) negative relationship between prices and average rating
at this category of hotels.
Avg. Rating

Avg. Rating
1

Prices

Value for money
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Prices
Value for money

-0.00567204
0.43000401

1
-0.17488

1

Table 8 – Correlation coefficient between average ratings, prices and “value for money
CONCLUSIONS
This study examines how independent travelers with different characteristics (local vs. foreign,
frequent vs. non-frequent), evaluated their visit on a sample of 24 boutique hotels and how they communicated
their experience through the reviews they published, at Booking.com, in terms of overall ratings and linguistic
features. Furthermore, our study also examines the association between the average ratings and the pricing
policies of the sample hotels. The results confirm that the sample hotels and to a certain extend the boutique
hotel sector in Rhodes, are characterized by high average scores, while they indicate that one of the main factors
that affect the travelers experience, is the relationship that is shaped between the guests and the members of the
hotel staff. The analysis of the ratings between the two different groups of travelers (local vs. foreign, frequent
vs. non-frequent), did not uncover any statistically significant differences. It would be though interesting to
expand this analysis to other hotel sectors (e.g. city hotels, resorts, family resorts est.) and examine if this
finding persists. Finally the correlation analysis between the average ratings and the pricing policy of its unit did
not result in any statistically significant relationship. The results of this study add an extra piece of information,
to the ongoing research, regarding the influence of online reviews on hotel customer behavior and hopefully, it
makes a meaningful contribution, to the ongoing discussion, regarding the management of online reputation for
the hotel industry.
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ABSTRACT
The present study outlines the design and a proposed architecture of a modular, location-based service,
integrating Web, Multimedia, VR and Geolocation services/technologies into a mobile application enhancing
the tourist experience and tailoring it on individual preferences.
The provisioned functionality will allow end-users of the system, by using a specifically designed
mobile application, to create and maintain a personal profile of interests and get real-time, location-based,
suggestions along with essential, engaging and media-rich information about nearby sights and events matching
their personal preferences.
Special emphasis is given on the modular design of the system providing flexibility, expandability and
optimized functionality.
Key Words: e-Tourism , Mobile Applications, Web Services, Location-Based Services, Multimedia
INTRODUCTION
The sheer pace and acceleration of advances in Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs)
have reshaped almost every dimension of tourism industry (Wöber, 2003; Buhalis, 2004; Chalkiti & Sigala,
2008; Kim et al. 2008, Buhalis & Zoge, 2007, Law et al. 2014, Huang et al. 2016). The tourists are much more
demanding and have a more experienced and digital profile. Hence, it has become important for the tourism
industry to adapt and uplift its practices and skills of the workforce within in to meet changing customer
behavior.
E-tourism and the Internet in particular support the interactivity between tourism enterprises and
consumers and as a result they re-engineer the entire process of developing, managing and marketing tourism
products and destinations. All stakeholders related to tourism and hospitality, therefore, gradually see their role
being changed and new opportunities and challenges emerging (Buhalis and O'Connor, 2005). ICTs gradually
change the function of distribution from facilitation of information exchange and reservations to a much more
sophisticated mechanism of adding value and providing service (Buhalis and Law, 2008).
In the recent years, there is an increasing interest in the concept of smart tourism destinations which are
supported and enabled via technology applications and ICT infrastructures (Boes et al. 2015). Specifically, there
is widespread recognition of the role that ICTs, the Internet of Things and Cloud Computing play in providing
instruments and platforms to facilitate the dissemination of information and knowledge among stakeholders,
thus enhancing innovation and destination competitiveness (Boes et al. 2015). Buhalis and Amaranggana (2015)
go further by stating that smart tourism destinations should make an optimal use of Big Data by offering right
services that suit users' preference at the right time. Understanding the needs, wishes and desires of travellers
becomes increasingly critical for the competitiveness of destinations (Buhalis and Amaranggana, 2015).
Handheld smart devices, mainly in the form of tablets and smartphones, are dominating the mobile
computing market, covering a constantly increasing variety of needs ranging from the most basic to demandingprofessional ones. The modern operating systems and the processing power of such devices, combined with
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Web connectivity and the integration of advanced hardware such as GPS receivers, gyroscopes, accelerometers,
high resolution displays and sophisticated cameras, make modern mobile smart devices a viable platform for the
deployment of applications that until recently required state-of-the art and expensive equipment, found mainly
on research laboratories. Virtual and Augmented Reality are a good example of once “exotic” technologies that
are quickly becoming mainstream under the driving force of the gaming and entertainment industry. It is fact in
recent years that a number of opportunities for immersive Virtual Reality technology are also evident in the
areas of marketing and promotion in the tourism industry (Cho et al. 2002; Gretzel & Fesenmaier, 2003;
Guttentag, 2010; Abou-Shouk et. al. 2013; Huang et al. 2010; 2016). Virtual Reality is becoming a popular
choice for hotels, restaurants, travel agents and attractions, with many adding a virtual tour as a component of
their promotional mix (Guerra, Pinto & Beato, 2015 as cited in Gibson & Rave, 2018). On the other hand, while
still emerging, Augmented Reality technologies are becoming popular in the tourism industry today (e.g.
Pokemon Go).
A growing body of studies has focused on examining the increasing role of these technologies in the
tourist experience. Wang and Fesenmaier (2013) argue that the use of smartphones can significantly transform
the travel experience by changing travel planning, constructing and destructing one’s sense of tourism, and
reconfiguring the relationships among tourists, places, and others. The instant information support of
smartphones enables tourists to more effectively solve problems, share experiences, and “store” memories
(Wang et al., 2012) and contributes to the co-creation of value in the tourist experience (Neuhofer et al. 2012;
2015).
Tussyadiah and Zach (2012) findings highlight the role of geo-based technology beyond the mere
functional value for ease of navigation or identification of attractions, but the further understanding of how
technology plays a role in the various elements of everyday and tourism experiences.
Lamsfus et al. (2015a) propose a conceptual framework to describe the structure and fundamental
properties of a context-aware system design related to the mobile technological environment for the on-the-go
travelers. Especially in the vein of smart tourism, Lamsfus et al. (2015b) present a cloud-based infrastructure
which promotes the creation of advanced mobile tourism applications by tourism stakeholders with tools
adapted to people with no programming skills.
SYSTEM DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE
The present study outlines the design and a proposed architecture for the development of a locationbased service, integrating modern Web, Multimedia, Virtual Reality and Geolocation services and technologies
into a mobile application, which, by identifying and promoting relevant to the user Sights and Events, will
enhance and personalize the on-site tourist experience. The fundamental user and system requirements are:
Compatibility with all modern popular mobile devices, e.g., Tablets, Smart Phones.
Modular design: the system should consist of distinct modules, each one providing part of the
functionality and all of them being transparently integrated in the end-user mobile application.
Support for all modern media types, e.g. streaming video, 360o spherical immersive video and photos.
User profiling functionality: end-users should be able to maintain their personal profile and receive
information only related to their specific interests.
User Notification functionality: end users should get location-based suggestions about nearby events
and places of interest (sights) that match their profile.
Maintenance of essential and media-rich information (in the form of short, motivating and immersive
presentations, featuring multimedia and VR technologies such as 360o photos and 360o videos) to help users
decide if they are actually interested on the event or place suggested by the system.
User feedback/evaluation functionality: end-users should be able to provide feedback on the suggested
locations as well as the system operation for assessment and statistical purposes.
A Modular Design is suggested (Figure 1). End-users will interact with the Front-End of the System
which is essentially a Mobile Application executed on users’ smart mobile devices and hosting part of the
system’s functionality (User Profiling and Sights Module). The System Back-End is consisted of a set of Web
Applications/Services implementing and hosting the remaining modules (Presentation, Feedback, Events).
Figure 1
System Modules
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Splitting the System’s functionality in logical blocks (modules), provides flexibility and expandability,
allowing for independent updating and upgrading of each module with minimum impact on the functionality of
the rest, while hosting each module on the optimal – according to the specific requirements – side of the System
(Front-End/Mobile Application or Back-End/Web Application). The basic description, functionality and role of
each Module is featured on Table 1 along with each Module’s hosting location (Front-End or Back-End).
Figure 2
System Architecture
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The overall System Architecture is featured on Figure 2. The System is a mixture of Mobile and Web
technologies, consisting of a Mobile Application installed on users’ mobile devices and interacting with a set of
Web Applications/Services. The typical usage scenario (Figure 2) involves the user having the mobile
application enabled on the mobile device. The application regularly access user’s location (through the device’s
GPS receiver) and scans it’s database for Sights and Events matching the user’s profile and within the userdefined distance range. In this case a notification is issued on the device, providing basic information and
allowing the user to access related multimedia content through the Web by the Presentation Module. Finally, the
user is prompted to evaluate/rate the system’s featured locations/events , suggestions and functionality.
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Table 1
System Modules
Module Name
User Profiling

Sights

Presentation

Feedback

Events

Module Description

Module Location

Responsible for the maintenance of the userprofile (preferences and interests) as well as
a user-defined “proximity radius”. All the
sights and events featured by the system
within the user-specified range/distance,
will be filtered against the user profile in
order to issue only personalized/relevant
notifications.

Front-End (Mobile Application).

A database with registered and evaluated
Sights of high tourist attraction (natural,
architectural, cultural, historical, religious,
artistic etc). The Mobile Application will
regularly scan through this database/module to
identify those matching user’s profile and
within the user specified range, and issue a
“notification of proximity” with basic
information. Additional information about the
Sight will be provided be the “Presentation
Module” upon user’s request.

Front-End (Mobile Application).

A Web application maintaining the
“portfolio”/presentation of each registered
Sight. The Presentation Module will provide
media-rich information (in the form of short,
motivating and immersive presentations,
featuring multimedia and VR technologies
such as 360o photos and 360o videos) to help
users decide if they are actually interested on
the Event or Sight suggested by the system.

Back-End (Web Application).

A Web Application collecting (by
encouraging the user to answer a few welltargeted questions) anonymized feedback,
rating and assessment of the featured
Sights/Events, the quality of the system’s
suggestions and the system operation and
efficiency as a whole.

Back-End (Web Application).

A Web application maintaining a database of
events and happenings of touristic interest.
The Mobile Application will regularly scan
through this database/module to identify those
that match user’s profile and within the userspecified range and issue a notification with
essential information.

Back-End (Web Application).

By maintaining the user’s profile
locally on the user’s device (mobile
application) the system avoids to
centrally maintain personal
information, which simplifies the
service hosting and compliance with
Data Protection Regulations (e.g.
GDPR)
The database of Sights is not expected
to change often and thus by hosting it
locally on the user’s device (mobile
application) allows the user to receive
notifications and basic information on
places of interest even when no
internet connectivity is available.

By hosting the media files on the
Web, the System minimizes the
required mobile application size (and
consequently the required storage on
users’ devices) and at the same time
allows for easy updating of the
featured media ensuring that users
always receive updated information.
The downside is that users will need
internet connectivity to access the full
multimedia information.
This module resides on the Back-End
of the System, centrally collecting
feedback from all the users of the
system.

In contrast with the Sights Database,
the Events Database needs frequent
updating and thus it’s optimal
location is on the Web, ensuring that
users always receive up-to-date
information without the need of
updating the mobile application on
their device (by downloading a newer
version).
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CONCLUSIONS
The present study outlines the design and a proposed architecture for the development of a locationbased service, integrating modern Web, Multimedia, Virtual Reality and Geolocation services and technologies
into a mobile application, which, by identifying and promoting relevant to the user Sights and Events, will
enhance and personalize the on-site tourist experience.
By following a modular approach and splitting the system’s functionality in logical blocks (modules),
flexibility and expandability are achieved, allowing for independent updating and upgrading of each module
with minimum impact on the functionality of the rest. Additionally, by hosting each module on the optimal –
according to the specific requirements – side of the System (Front-End/Mobile Application or Back-End/Web
Application) the mobile application retains a certain degree of autonomous operation while demanding – in
terms of storage – multimedia data, and information that needs frequent updating, reside on the Web (Back-End)
and are downloaded upon request.
The suggested solutions and technologies are modern, widely adopted and well proven ones and the
implementation should not face major technical challenges. The domination of smart mobile devices, mainly in
the form of smart phones, and the ever increasing integration of Web Services and Mobile Applications in
everyday activities, suggest the availability of a large base of tech-savvy users/tourists and the viability of the
service.
Privacy and security of personal data is always a concern, especially in location-tracking applications,
but the proposed system’s design and functionality foresees for only local (on the user’s deice) maintenance of
personal information (the profile) and processing of user’s location. Only anonymized data are centrally
maintained by the system for assessment and statistical purposes.
Finally, the requirement of internet connectivity for accessing part of the system’s functionality (e.g.
presentation module, events) may lead to additional charges by the telecommunications service provider, but
mobile internet connectivity costs are constantly decreasing, while free of charge options (e.g. public access WiFi) are increasingly becoming available.
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ABSTRACT
Tourism and hospitality actors and their interactions formulate an ecosystem of activities,
collaborations and encounters at and between different levels. Building on the institutional theory and applying
a qualitative research design in Rhodes, the study delineates the complex interactions in the ecosystem of high–
value hospitality services; it elaborates on both the structural part of the ecosystem and its principal texture and
meaning mainly due to underpinning norms, rules, practices, meanings and symbols. Research findings from a
series of in-depth interviews with multiple key-informants are presented. Finally, directions are proposed for
practitioners and opportunities emerge for academics to open new research avenues.
Key Words: S – D logic, institutions, institutional theory, service ecosystem, qualitative research,
Rhodes

INTRODUCTION
In a rapidly changing world, in economical, social, and technological aspect, competiton is also
increasing in the tourism industry. Various changes in the global tourism arena pose new challenges for the
hospitality and tourism industry. The continuing development of information technology, has deeply affected
tourism (Cabbidu et al., 2013). The use of internet and social media, created a lot of new opportunities, yet a lot
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of issues. For example, through the use of social media, tourists have become more aware of the power they
have and they have become more active in the development and successfuly delivery of the service as active
participants in the ecosystem of tourism alike.
To this end, tourists get involved along with the other actors, and as a result they co-create value. The
Service – Dominant Logic (S-D logic) acknowledges the customers’ (i.e. the tourist) role in value co-creation
(Grönroos, 2006; Lusch & Vargo, 2006, Vargo & Lusch, 2008). This logic suggests that, in the process of value
co-creation, tourists and tourism organizations and firms all act as resource integrators (Dabholkar, 1990;
Holbrook, 1996, 2006; Arnould et al. 2006). The study tries to uncover the dynamics between the actors of the
tourism ecosystem, through the institutional theory.
This study closes a significant research gap since it is one of the first to conduct empirical research on
the service ecosystem in the tourism sector, incorporating the institutional theory. The research delves into the
hospitality ecosystem of Rhodes, identifies the actors involved and their relationships within the ecosystem. In
the first part of the paper, the framework of S-D Logic as well as the conceptualization of Service Ecosystems
and Institutions is analyzed. In the second part, qualitative methodology and in-depth semi-structured interviews
were used, in order to understand how the hospitality ecosystem works, the actors, the roles, the norms and
activities, focusing on the provision of high value services. Based on the findings, new eras for future research
appeared, as the hospitality ecosystem is constantly evolving.
SERVICE-DOMINANT LOGIC AND SERVICE ECOSYSTEMS
Vargo and Lusch (2008) introduced service – dominant logic (S-D logic) to identify and extend a
perspective that seemed to be emerging in marketing by refocusing on the primary of service, rather than the
goods that are only sometimes involved in its delivery. According to Maglio and Spohrer (2008: 18), “S-D
logic may be the philosophical foundation for service science, and the service system may be its basic
theoretical construct”. Value gets co-created when resources are integrated and used by actors, in a specific
context and with an intention to meet the intended, realized value in context (Vargo & Lusch, 2008).
A proliferation of definitions of value co-creation has been cited through the years, as the customer’s
creation of value in use (Grönroos, 2008) or the integration of resources through interactions with the
constituent parties of customer’s service network (McColl-Kennedy et al. (2012). Prahaland and Ramaswamy
(2000) denoted that experience instigates value co-creation, incorporating multiple parties apart from the service
provider-customer dyad with customers considered as unique arbiters of value (Vargo et al., 2006). Indeed, the
resource integration takes place in a constellation of exchanges, actions and interactions within service systems
and networks (Vargo et al., 2008). The S-D Logic represents a dynamic, continuing narrative of value cocreation through resource integration and service exchange that has been constructed by an increasingly large
number of academics from various disciplines and sub-disciplines.
The epitome of S-D logic is the identification of service - the application of resources for the benefit of
others - as the common denominator of economic (and non-economic) exchange. In discussing these resources,
Vargo and Morgan (2005) noted the primary role of operant resources that can act on other resources to create a
benefit, rather than the role of the relatively static, operand resources, which are more commonly considered. As
Gummesson (1995) noted some years before, “activities render services, things render services”. Over the years
it has become clear that the narrative of value co-creation is developing into one of the resource – integrating,
reciprocal – service – providing actors co-creating value through holistic, meaning – laden experiences in nested
and overlapping service ecosystems, governed and evaluated through their institutional arrangements (Vargo,
2015). Value co-creation is a loop, which consists of actors, resource integration, service exchange, institutions
and institutional arrangements, and service ecosystem; it has been extensively examined in the tourism context
alike (e.g. Prebensen & Foss 2011; Grissemann & Stokburger-Sauer, 2012; Cabiddu et al., 2013; Sfandla &
Björk, 2013; Mathis et al., 2016).
According to Van Riel (2015: 199), “service is not to be considered, studied, managed, as a discrete
phenomenon, but rather as something that is part of a system, of a network, linking departments in the firm,
multiple firms and customers in an ecosystem”. In the same vein, a service ecosystem is defined as “a relatively
self – contained, self – adjusting system of resource – integrating actors connected by shared institutional
arrangements and mutual value creation through service exchange” (Vargo & Lusch 2016: 11-12). Service
ecosystems are complex, involving, numerous actors, social forces, and co-creation and resource integration
activities (Akaka & Vargo 2015), which may reside at all levels (Beirao et al., 2016). In more detail, the service
ecosystem perspective engenders various interactions among and between multiple actors at and between three
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inter-related levels: macro, meso and micro (Akaka & Vargo 2015; Fisk et al. 2016; Witell et al. 2015). Yet, the
concept of service ecosystem in the tourism context is still in its infancy (e.g. Barile et al., 2017).
Conflicts among actors in service ecosystems often occur because actors are connected with multiple
networks (e.g. tourists, hotels, destinations), and thus their roles (i.e., sets of practices) in value creation may
vary depending on the resources and relationships they have access to in a given context (Akaka & Chandler,
2011) and the institutions that guide them; as actors draw on different roles, relationships, and institutions to
exchange and integrate resources and co-create value, the micro-, meso-, and macro-level contexts continually
change (Chandler & Vargo 2011; Edvardsson et al., 2011). For example, at the macro-level, governmental
bodies make policy decisions, and set the rules. The rules have impact on the meso-level (i.e. local hospitality
firms and authorities) and set the tone for their practices to provide high-quality hospitality services. These
practices also affect the micro-level, (local citizens, tourists) and their everyday interactions. According to
Akaka and Vargo (2015: 459), macro does not exist without micro and macro and vice versa. A service
ecosystem approach emphasizes how micro-level interactions constitute meso- and macro-level contexts. At the
micro level, dyadic interactions frame the integration of resources by each actor (i.e. tourists and front-line
hospitality employees) as well as the value derived and evaluated from that particular encounter (Chandler &
Vargo, 2011). In a micro-level interaction, each actor that engages in exchange is guided by a set of institutions
(Williamson, 2000), and the success of the interaction is usually dependent on the congruence (Solomon et al.
1985) of the institutions that guide the two actors. Thus, each micro-level interaction is nested within a broader,
meso-level context (Chandler & Vargo 2011).
A service ecosystems approach emphasizes the idea that market interactions occur throughout networks
of firms, customers, and other stakeholders and are governed by “institutions” (Williamson 2000). However,
these same institutions also comprise human actions and interactions (Giddens 1984), and thus service
ecosystems are formed an reformed through a recursive relationship between individual actions and the
reproduction of relationships and shared meanings.
INSTITUTIONS
According to North (1990:70), institutions are “sets of rules governing interpersonal relations”; they
can be considered as the game rules, which may pose limitations, but also shape mutual societal interactions
(North, 1993). In 2016, Sitaloppi, Koskela-Huotari, and Vargo, drew attention to the multiplicity of institutional
arrangements confronting actors in a service ecosystem. Institutions are defined as “…rules, norms, meanings,
symbols, practices and similar aides to collaboration” (Vargo & Lusch 2016: 6). Institutions are seen as the
mechanism that tie the actors together. Existing institutional theory tends to treat norms, rules, meanings,
symbols and practices together as one overall entity (Vargo & Akaka 2012; Vargo et al., 2015).
Institutions represent the humanly devised, integrable resources (Simon, 1996) that are continually
assembled and reassembled to provide the structural properties that are understood as social context (Chandler
& Vargo, 2011; Edvardsson et al. 2011) and thus are fundamental to the understanding of value co-creation
processes. Being crucial elements in the shaping of economic and social processes, institutions regulate and
guide not only actors’ resource integration and value co-creation processes but also their evaluation activities
(Edvardsson et al., 2014). In 2012, Edvardsson and his colleagues argued that studying practices are the only
way to describe and understand the performance of the intended resource integration. Within these service
practices, various social and service system-related structures, such as norms and rules, coexist and shape and
explain actors’ actual practices of resource integration.
Following this rationale, humanly devised rules, norms, and beliefs that enable and constrain action and
make social life predictable and meaningful (North, 1990; Scott 2001), namely the institutions and higher-order,
institutional arrangements (i.e. sets of interrelated institutions), as well as the process and role of
institutionalization are the keys to a deeper comprehension of the structure and functions of service ecosystems.
A view of actors as resource integrators who participate in value co-creation provides the foundation of S-D
logic (Edvardsson et al., 2014). Vargo and Lusch (2017) argue that with the addition of institutions and service
ecosystems to S-D logic’s foundational concepts, theory can begin to be something more than a lens, framework
and perspectives. Additionally, it can take several forms, but in a minimum, it affords the completion of a
relatively coherent narrative of value co-creation through resource integration and service exchange, coordinated
by shared institutional arrangements that define nested and overlapping service ecosystems. Institutions enable
actors to accomplish an ever-increasing level of service exchange and value co-creation under time and
cognitive constraints. The more actors share an institution, the greater the potential coordination benefits to all
actors. Thus, institutions play a major role in value co-creation.
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“Institutionalization” refers to the processes by which “social expectations of appropriate
organizational form and behavior come to take on a rule-like status in social thought and action” (Martinez &
Dacin, 1999: 78). It involves the social process, obligation or actualities with a rule-like status in social thought
and action (Scott 1987). This perspective, when applied to service ecosystems, provides a direction for
enhancing the understanding of service ecosystem actors and their interactions.
METHODOLOGY
For the purpose of the study, the research design incorporated the qualitative method of in-depth
interviews. The authors conducted 10 anonymous, in – depth interviews with key-informants from the Region of
South Aegean, the hotel industry (i.e. Hotel Operation Managers) and the restaurant sector (i.e. restaurant
owners), covering three major fields of the hospitality ecosystem. The Region of South Aegean plays a special
role in tourism strategy and marketing, since Rhodes is considered the flagship of tourism in the Aegean Region,
and may affect tourism at all levels (Pappas, 2008).
In order to tap a wide range of different perspectives, the sample included key-informants from all the
crucial areas of tourism services in the island of Rhodes. Apart from the Region of South Aegean, four-star,
five-star hotels as well as haute-cuisine restaurants were specially selected, considering their role in the tourism
and local community of Rhodes; they may affect tourism mostly at the meso-level, and eventually at the microlevel. The discussion was based on a carefully developed interview protocol with semi-structured questions
(Castillo-Montoya, 2013). Each interview lasted minimum 27 minutes and maximum 1 hour and 50 minutes,
and most of them were audio-taped, assuring anonymity and confidentiality. During the interviews, interviewees
expressed their views on the tourism service ecosystem, the institutions and their interrelationships, and
eventually how value is co-created in the ecosystem of tourism in Rhodes.
To further enhance the validity in the data collection and analysis, a combination of server aspects,
methods and data resources were used, ensuring triangulation (Decrop, 2004; Bekhet & Zauszniewski, 2012;
Denzin, 2012; Houghton et al, 2013). Considering that the multidimensional context of the tourism industry is
better approached with the aid of triangulation, a group of two or three interviewers was always present in the
data collection process and three different researchers were engaged with the transcription process. At least three
different sources of data were used, namely, semi-structured interviews, theory based on a thorough literature
review and organizational documents relevant to each actor and the ecosystem overall (either web-based or
provided by the respondents themselves). Content analysis was then applied to extract the research findings.
FINDINGS
Performing the qualitative research, the authors used bracketing (Chan et al, 2013) as a methodological
tool to raise the validity of the data analyzed and separate subjective experiences and prior knowledge in the
field of the tourism ecosystem and its potential institutions. The findings are briefly discussed below in separate
subsections.
Ecosystem. As a notion, ecosystem was thoroughly described in the interviews, and was interpreted as a
business and economic environment that engages a part or the whole of society. Throughout the interviews,
actors were all perceived as parties, which have direct or indirect contact with the tourists. Most of the actors
(interviewees) understood the different levels within the ecosystem, although they were note able to define
them. Considering hospitality ecosystem as a pyramid with three levels (macro-, meso-, micro-level), all actors
tended to question the role of the Region of South Aegean as being on the top of the pyramid, but they
unanimously agreed that hotels / restaurants / other business belong to the meso-level. Many respondents argued
that, although the Region of South Aegean might be on top, in reality the hotels are the flagship business in the
industry, which mainly drive the tourism growth. More specifically, central governmental bodies appear at the
macro level; in this case, local authorities such as the Region of South Aegean and the Municipality of Rhodes
may also belong to the meso-level. Respondents also referred to hotels, restaurants, cafés etc. as the business,
which exert direct or indirect influence to the tourism ecosystem; they all rest in the middle (meso-level)..
Referring to the ecosystem, a 55 year-old Hotel Manager rhetorically asked: “Basically, we should ask
ourselves… who is not part of the tourism ecosystem?”. Although a direct answer was not given, all discussions
unveiled the local community as the base line (micro-level). All the actors interact with each other and with the
tourists, co-creating value. For example, as a 53 year-old Hotel Manager mentioned: “there is a kind of
cooperation between hotels and local authorities. Hotels act as a mediator between tourists and authorities and
transfer complaints and requests”.
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Value co-creation. In the tourism ecosystem of Rhodes, when tourists receive high-value services, it is
largely implied that they interact with the actors to accumulate a high-value experience and get, for example,
high-quality service, and high-quality food and beverages. Nevertheless, the relationships between the actors in
the tourism ecosystem in Rhodes are characterized as superficial and typical. Respondents have realized that
each tourist perceives differently the notion of high-value service. What organizations/hospitality firms actually
offer is the continuous improvement of destination image and training (Region of South Aegean), high-quality
accommodation and services (Hotels), and high quality food and services (Restaurants). As a 53 year-old Hotel
Manager quoted: “high value services is everything”. A 52 year-old counterpart (Hotel Manager)
characteristically mentioned: “in hospitality services, beside the ‘hardware’ (infrastructure) there is also
‘heartware’ (to do it with all your heart)”. As a result, they all referred to the synergies fostered between operand
and operant resources, leading to a value, which is co-created. “The local who will guide the tourist to find his
way, co-creates value” as a highly ranked representative of the Region of South Aegean noted. Another Hotel
Manager put it in a similar way, saying that: “the hotels are somewhere in the middle of the chain. They listen to
the demands of the tourists, for example, more bus routes, and they convey them to the local authorities. That
way, value is co-created”.
Institutions. All high value services are bound by norms and rules within the ecosystem. Based on the
classification proposed by Baron and his colleagues (2018), norms, rules, practices, meanings and symbols
emerged from the study as the main pillars of institutional logic, as shown below.
Norms: Norms reflect the shared behaviors and attitudes of most members within an ecosystem (Vargo
et al., 2015). Generally, they remain tacit and unspoken. People follow norms just because “one” “knows” that
these norms are right (Steinhoff, 2009). In the tourism ecosystem of Rhodes, almost all of the actors understood
the position of their organization / business in the ecosystem (macro-, meso-, micro-level). At the macro-level
the mission of the organizations is destination re-branding and crisis management, while the norms entail
passion for work and honesty. At the meso-level, the mission of hospitality firms refers to the bottom line (based
on the very aim of their foundation and statute), high-quality services (the suitable service product for satisfied
customers), and mutual respect. A new hotel Manager quoted as a norm: “the customer is very right, but not all
the time”.
Rules: Rules are perceived as either tacit or explicit laws that are embedded in operational protocol.
The difference from the norms is that in case of violation, rules are backed by sanctions (Edvardsson et al.,
2014). Usually, rules are dictated by the most powerful actor(s) in the ecosystem (Baron et al. 2018). At the
macro level of the tourism ecosystem in Rhodes, the Region of South Aegean admits that they do not have the
authority to set the rules or the sanctions, since regulation and penalties stem from the Central Government.
While they are responsible to check the compliance with the rules, they are unable to conduct successful
inspections, since they are understaffed. At the meso-level, there are internal, operational rules, governing the
operation of each business. They also apply to international quality assurance standards (e.g. ISO). In general,
there are no direct sanctions, but there are consequences. In this context, a Restaurant owner underlined that:
“there are no direct penalties, but if we do not follow the rules, we will ‘lose’ customers or we will get lower
rates on the social media platforms”. Likewise, respondents from the hotel sector emphasized that any sanctions
arise from the breach of the terms of the contracts with the Tour Operators.
Practices: Practices are the activities and routines commonly found in organizations that allow work to
be efficiently performed. Given the diversity of organizations within the ecosystem in terms of sectors and
layers (multilevel and multidimensional), these practices are naturally highlighted by multiple organizational
logics (Baron et al. 2018). The way to avoid sanctions is to implement activities and practices that support highvalue services. Every actor focused on the need and the importance of education and training addressed each
level and actor. At the macro-level, the practices mentioned include destination promotion, promotion of
alternative forms of tourism, certification of agricultural products, support of agricultural production,
management of European funds, etc. Their daily routine encompasses the facilitating and enhancement role in
the relationship between local authorities and community. At the meso-level, the majority of the small-sized
firms dictate that the actors are involved in almost every aspect and activity of the business e.g. safety and
security, education, social media, operational activities and monitoring. Daily routines at this level refer to the
progress and growth of business as well as the provision of high-value services.
Meanings: Meanings refer to how actors make sense of the activities that occur as a consequence of
integrating resources with other actors in the ecosystem (Luca et al., 2016). The dynamic formation of
ecosystems derives from the meanings (Akaka et al., 2013). For most actors, the meaning nests in the rationale
to surpass the expectations of tourists, to satisfy their needs, to provide value-for-money services and standard
high-value services. Another 55 year-old, highly experienced Hotel Manager said: “high-value services lie in the
heart of hospitality”. Most interviewees agreed that actors strive for high-value services in Rhodes, but they call
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for improvements. At the end of the day, they feel some level of satisfaction for the services they currently
provide.
Symbols: Symbols are considered as the regulators of behavior in ecosystems and mechanisms for
value co-creation ( Flint 2006; Vargo and Akaka 2012; Akaka et al., 2014). Following Flint’s rationale (2006),
anything can be considered a symbol. In the tourism ecosystem of Rhodes, common values are shared among
the actors and mainly originate from the sun, the sea, the smile, the spirit of philoxenia, the food, the legacy
behind the name of Rhodes, the music and the folk dance etc. As a member of the Region of South Aegean
noticed: “it is all about ouzo, seafood tavern and nearby islands”. It is also argued that the geographic size of
Rhodes island does not leave much room to adopt only one symbol (i.e. diversity). The enthusiastic drivers
operating in the ecosystem are generally identified with the simplicity in the service delivery, stilll the mentality
of the hospitality in the 1960’s, history and culture.
Overall, the research demonstrated that interactions do exist among the institutions, some of which
might ask for a level of integration. More specifically, in some cases, rules are very limited and tend to be
powered or even substituted by norms and meanings. For example, sanctions work in the very same way. They
are intangible in nature, and are largely ‘imposed’ by the tourists, not from the authorities or the business
operation manual. In the tourism ecosystem described, it seems that practices have been the epicenter of analysis
and sight towards the provision of high-value services; thus, norms, rules, meanings and symbols follow this
rationale to support the practices. As Feldmann (2016, p. 68) said: “symbols unite people in a community in
which differences are plenty”. As such they constitute the glue that binds an ecosystem together. However,
symbols do not work that way in the tourism ecosystem of Rhodes, but they follow practices. In general, the
relationship among institutions is bidirectional and all institutions interact with each other. For example, it was
discussed that in case the mission of the Region of South Aegean changes, it can also affect other institutions,
possibly altering the existing rules, symbols etc.
DISCUSSION
Drawing on recent theories and following current developments in the services marketing field, this
paper is one of the first research attempts that elaborates on the notion and development of the tourism
ecosystem; based on empirical evidence, it provides further insight into its principal components. Therefore, the
role of the key-actors is described and the way they intertwine in a multilevel framework (service ecosystem).
The analysis of the findings reveal basic institutional arrangements, which might otherwise be considered latent
due to the significant overlaps and nested relationships within the ecosystem. Multiple arrangements are
unveiled both within and between the levels of the ecosystem.
The qualitative study was designed in a way that principal actors provide their input. High-value
services are generally conceived as high-quality offerings, where the visitor plays a significant role (i.e. value
co-creation). As part of the tourism ecosystem in Rhodes, hotels, restaurants and the Region of South Aegean
were put forward in the study. Although locals and central governmental bodies were not incorporated in the
research design, their distinct role was highlighted in the interviews. For example, the way locals also treat
tourists is deemed critical in order for the level of services to be maintained. Therefore, local community may
also be an integral part of the micro-level of the tourism ecosystem.
Despite the fact that a higher-order effect on the tourism ecosystem should be exerted at the regional
administrative level, the actors posit that the hotels are the epicenter of the ecosystem, driving the tourism
development. Customers, with the aid of information and communications technology (ICT), now indirectly
pose sanctions; as co-creators of value, they express their views on the social media and increase their power
through social media ratings and actual performance. Digging into the role of local authorities, it is evident that
their activities are restricted to specific activities, while the main responsibilities remain at a higher-level (i.e.
central government). The Region of South Aegean and the Municipality of Rhodes actually constitute a
significant part of the meso-level, whereas central governmental bodies (e.g. Ministry of Tourism, National
Tourism Organization etc.) pertain to the macro-level. All in all, the actors pinpoint that the lack of strategy at
macro-level is rather crucial for the provision of high-value hospitality services.
With regard to the corresponding institutions, this is inline with the limited gravity of symbols on the
integration and texture of the tourism ecosystem; as a matter of fact, symbols are not perceived as the glue,
which binds different parties together. However, this role is partly substituted by everyday practices. It is then
assumed that symbols cannot be considered as regulators in the ecosystem and only common tactical actions
(i.e. practices) move the ecosystem forward; in a deeper investigation of the symbols-practices relationship,
symbols appear to follow practices and not vice versa.
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A closer investigation of the interrelationships within the tourism ecosystem in Rhodes showed that
they are largely characterized as lenient. Destination policy makers should seriously consider this finding, which
might potentially threaten the nature of the ecosystem and the provision of high-value services over time.
Education and training addressed to all levels and actors may act as a positive catalyst in this direction. All
parties may then reconsider their role in the service value chain and undertake actions to support the
sustainability of the tourism ecosystem. These results pose new research challenges. Scrutinizing the constituent
parts of the ecosystem, future studies should encompass the central government and local community
perspectives in a broader framework. To deal with the role of technology, possible interlinkages between ICT
and existing institutions may also be part of the analysis. To conclude, this paper identifies the dynamics of the
future research agenda and aims to contribute to the extant literature, through a holistic view of the hospitality
and tourism industry.
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ABSTRACT
Drawing on the facilitating role of ICTs in the transformation of travel experiences, this research
views hospitality and tourism as a multilayered ecosystem of service exchanges and value co-creation,
where key-actors interact and share resources, enabled by an ICT platform. Adopting a case study approach
(i.e. travel community blog site), the authors analyse the dimensions of the tourism ecosystem and posit that
institutions (rules, norms etc.) are critical for the development of technology, but any applications are
dependent on the context. The service ecosystem perspective provides academic and practical directions,
reconsidering the travel and tourism sector through a broader lens.
Keywords: ICT, value co-creation, S-D logic, travel blog, service ecosystem, institutions
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, cutting-edge technologies have rapidly transformed the sequence of the travel
stages (pre-trip, during-trip and post-trip), which may significantly overlap (Minazzi & Mauri, 2015).
Throughout the entire journey, travel experience is fully enriched with a variety of physical and virtual
stimuli shared with different actors in the tourism marketplace. The relevant research stream has shed new
light to the key role of ICTs in reformulating travel experiences (Tussyadiah & Fesenmaier, 2009) e.g. the
conceptualization of technology enhanced destination experiences (Neuhofer et al., 2012) and the
technological foundations of smart tourism (Gretzel et al., 2015).
Anytime and anywhere, travellers interact with various people, locals and service providers as well
as mobile applications, websites, travel blogs, IoT platforms etc.; destinations foster close links with
visitors (Buhalis & Licata, 2002). In this context, ICTs in travel and tourism undertake a facilitating role in
every action and interaction (Buhalis & Law, 2008), offering a broad spectrum of value for all the parties
involved. In fact, tourists participate and collaborate with many different hospitality service providers
(Binkhorst & Den Dekker, 2009) as well as with other visitors (Rihova et al. 2018). Hence, destination is
considered an amalgam of emerging experiences lived and shared between different tourists in a dynamic
co-creation setting (Neuhofer et al., 2015).
The value generated across the set of touch points in the hospitality and tourism context goes well
beyond the tangible characteristics of infrastructures and attractions to a holistic perspective of service
offerings. With regards to both the demand and the supply side of the tourism ecosystem, a complicated
network of interrelationships is developed and constantly changing (Silkoset, 2004), based on the
coordinated efforts exhibited by travellers and hospitality employees, hospitality firms and tourism
organisations (Rodrìguez-Dìaz & Espino-Rodrìguez, 2008). On the grounds that ICTs synthesize the
knowledge platform that supports value co-creation (Payne et al., 2008), the tourism ecosystem can take
benefit from the intelligence generated and diffused with the aid of the technology. Digital tools may also
prompt different actors to create new value propositions to reshape tourism co-creation experiences.
Focusing on the significance of digital tools in the tourism ecosystem and their ability to connect
the different actors that add value to the whole experience (Barile et al., 2017), the aim of the study is to
unveil potential components of the travel ecosystem and discuss the underlying mechanism of their
interlinkages. For the purpose of the study, the authors draw upon the theory of Service-Dominant (S-D)
Logic (Vargo & Lusch, 2004; 2006; 2016), which posits that service is the fundamental basis of exchange
and rests on the premise that value is co-created between the beneficiary and other stakeholders; as a result,
the beneficiary is inherently in the epicenter of a value creation process. The case of a travel community
blog site (“the voyager voice) is put forward in the study to unveil critical dimensions of the travel service
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ecosystem. In the following sections, its main constituents are analysed in tandem with the theory of service
ecosystems and conclusions are further discussed. Research implications are finally addressed to both
academics and practitioners for the crystallisation of potential interconnections in the ecosystem of travel
and tourism.
CONCEPTUALISATION OF THE TRAVEL SERVICE ECOSYSTEM
Literature in tourism co-creation has mainly focused on dyadic (e.g. customer/employee)
interactions (e.g. Prebensen & Foss, 2011; Grissemann & Stokburger-Sauer, 2012), but there are some
studies, which adopted a broader perspective (Barile et al., 2017). Reviewing the literature of co-creation in
the tourism context, Campos and his colleagues (2018) confirmed that the concept of co-creation has been
examined at the micro-level (e.g. the consumer perspective and/or the firm/ destination perspective). In
particular, zooming in the customer-employee dyad can contribute to a better understanding of how value
co-creation is engendered among key-actors at the micro-level of the ecosystem. The proposed paradigm
shift implied the extension of the existing perspective from a value delivery approach – doing something
“to” tourists – to a co-creation approach – doing something “with” tourists. In this paper, we consider
tourists as actors who co-create value with other actors, adopting this terminology in line with the S-D
logic, reflecting its evolving notion.
Viewing hospitality as a highly interactive and experiential service (Hilton et al., 2012), where
visitor actively co-creates value, the authors suggest a service-ecosystem perspective (Vargo & Lusch,
2016) to understand how the context influences and is influenced by value creation in a tourism service
ecosystem. Service ecosystems are “relatively self-contained, self-adjusting systems of resource-integrating
actors connected by shared institutional arrangements and mutual value creation through service
exchanges” (Vargo & Lusch, 2016: 11). Integrating tourism into the philosophy of a service ecosystem
requires a detailed analysis into additional subsystems is necessary i.e. destination management
organisations, municipalities, hotel and restaurant associations etc.
These subsystems are a vital part of the notion of tourism as a service ecosystem in tandem with
mutual service exchanges developed among them. For example, starting with individual actors (e.g.
welcomers and travellers, trip planners and dreamers), we should also consider higher-level entities
formulated by multiple individuals (e.g. hotel units, restaurants, transportation companies etc.), as well as
the upper level of corresponding national or international structures in the tourism sector (e.g. destinations
per se, prefectures, DMOs, other local/regional authorities, national tourism organisations etc.). In this vein,
the tourism service ecosystem has multiple nested ‘levels’ of contexts, namely, the micro, meso, and
macro-level that frame service exchange and value co-creation (Chandler & Vargo, 2011). For example, the
micro-level may include exchanges between a welcomer and a traveller, the meso level may refer to the
triadic relationships between travellers, hotel unites, and, transportations companies and the macro level
may illustrate the complex relationships between hotels, restaurants, travel agencies and other entities,
depending on the context (i.e. local, regional, national or international).
As a self-adjusting system, the service ecosystem has the “built-in ability to regulate itself through
self-adjusting processes” (Lusch & Vargo, 2014: 164), which allows for a change of its structure according
to the context of value co-creation (Horbel et al., 2016). To coordinate activities among actors and to
function effectively (Lusch & Vargo, 2014), service ecosystems also need shared institutions (rules).
“Humans create institutions to coordinate their behaviours and free up time that otherwise would be
dedicated to finding ways to coordinate” (Barile et. al., 2016: 665). Institutions can be described as
‘humanly devised constraints’ (North, 1990: 3), such as rules, norms, meanings, symbols and practices
(Vargo & Lusch, 2016), that influence and guide actor's behaviour (Edvardsson et al., 2014). Moreover,
they offer a structure for value co-creation and resource integration in service ecosystems (Akaka et al.,
2013). For example, in various hotels, neat appearance might be a norm but employee uniforms may be
regarded as a rule, body language for hospitality staff might be considered as a symbol, additional travel
tips offered (i.e. type of consultation) may be part of current practices and the sense of personal
accomplishment in polite behaviour might work as a meaning in the set of different institutional elements.
Overall, institutions enable or constraint actors' actions (Scott, 2008) and interactions (Akaka et al., 2013)
while could be of regulative (formal rules that affect actors' behaviour), normative (norms, values, beliefs),
or cognitive (perception and representation of actor's reality) nature (Scott, 2008).
The ecosystem view provides a deeper and larger perspective of travel and tourism in the extant
literature. More specifically, it enables and compels researchers to zoom out beyond dyadic exchange
encounters (micro level) and to view value as being created in ecosystems of service-for-service exchange.
As Chandler and Vargo (2011) noted it is essential to zoom both in and out to understand phenomena at any
level of interest. Therefore, no activity can be fully comprehended, unless other levels are identified to
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provide a wider view and the principal role of institutions is perceived in ensuring the viability of the travel
service ecosystem.
To this end, the far-reaching progress of technology includes a process of institutional continuity,
disruption and modification, namely, institutionalisation (Vargo et al., 2015). Current institutions and
technology steadily intertwine and new institutions emanate from the persistent integration, which takes
place. All these actor-to-actor interactions tend to be reshaped or even replaced with technology-totechnology interactions (Storbacka et al., 2016). Addressing the disruptive loop process of technological
advancements, new institutions emerge from the changing configurations in resource integration. Thus,
technological platforms may enable interactions and foster new value propositions for the actors engaged.
THE VOYAGER VOICE: THE CASE OF A TRAVEL COMMUNITY BLOG SITE
Value co-creation has received considerable attention in the tourism and hospitality industry (e.g.
Shaw et al., 2011; Cabiddu, 2013; Chathoth et al. 2013), because of the benefits for both customers (e.g.
Füller, 2010) and firms (Maklan et al., 2008). The updated version of S-D logic framework has led to the
academic discussion about service ecosystems (Simmonds et al., 2018; Tsiotsou, 2016). To gain a deeper
understanding on the roles developed within the travel service ecosystem, a specific travel blog community
blog site was selected as the case under analysis (Yin, 1994). The selected travel community blog site, “the
voyager voice” [thevoyagervoice.com – ‘your world sophisticated travel map’], is the first travel
community blog site designed in Greece, now travelling around the world, notably addressed to truly
cosmopolitan and sophisticated world voyagers. It follows a distinct route with a vision to co-create a world
travel map together with voyagers, who check-in to an integrated view of destinations, people, services and
their interrelationships.
Previous studies analysed visitor opinions posted on travel blog sites to provide insight into the
destination experience manifested (Pan et al., 2007). Since technologies can be explained in close
connection with the broader social context within which they are used, actors’ engagement with this
platform and value co-creation are better analysed against the canvas of interactions developed within the
ecosystem. Given the growing attention to the influence that technology and institutions have on actors’
relations and interactions (Barile et al., 2017), the case under review is examined through the service
ecosystem lens as well.
The content of “the voyager voice” is delineated through it main pillars of “the voyager voice”
classified into the 4Ps of travel co-creation (The voyager voice, 2017) and presented as follows: 1) Priceless
(hospitality reviews focusing on hotels, restaurants etc.), 2) Places (posts and articles on destinations,
incorporating various actors), 3) People (interviews with key-experts from the travel and tourism sector as
well as experienced and sophisticated travellers) and 4) Perspectives (context-specific articles, travel and
tourism prospects at national and international level). Adopting the service ecosystem logic to analyse these
four components, the authors suggest that the micro-level constitutes of welcomers and travellers, trip
planners and dreamers (People); the meso-level includes various hospitality service providers such as hotel
units, restaurants, transportation companies etc. (Priceless) and destinations per se, prefectures, DMOs,
other local/regional authorities etc. (Places); the macro-level refers to the national and international setting
(Perspectives) enhanced with trends, best practices etc.
In the frame of this analysis, “the voyager voice” instigates the conditions (i.e. value co-creation)
for the travel service ecosystem to be developed with key-actors at all levels, shared resources, two-way
interactions and underlying mechanisms (i.e. institutions), facilitated by the main platform and the
embedded social media (i.e. facebook, instagram, linkedin and tumblr). Acting as a reference point for its
very community, “the voyager voice” sets the scene and formulates the necessary conditions for the
development of interactions between travellers and welcomers (i.e. direct or virtual communication),
among hospitality service providers (i.e. different firms included in the review of a destination), between
travellers and hospitality service providers (i.e. travellers searching for hotels during the planning phase of
their trip), who largely share resources (time, knowledge, facilities etc.) and co-create value (i.e. unique
destination experiences, best practices in hospitality, restaurant and other high-value services etc.).
Shaping and reshaping the travel service ecosystem, collaboration and value co-creation schemes
are portrayed in physical and virtual interactions through comments, shares and thought-provoking
discussions on existing and emerging destinations, openings and established firms, highly appraised
organisations etc. Since institutions have an impact on resource integration and value assessment by the
beneficiary (Edvardsson et al., 2014), in this case, the authors view institutions either enabling or
constraining the travel experience; they also guide how actors assess or evaluate the value co-creation. For
this reason, the authors assume that the institutions, institutional logics and the regulative, normative, and
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cognitive functions either enable or constrain value co-creation in the travel service ecosystem. Considering
institutionalisation, it is against this background that a common framework for interaction is fostered for
multiple stakeholders and value co-creation is enabled in a sense that the engaged community attributes
specific meaning to the value of travelling, co-travelling, high-quality services etc.
DISCUSSION
This paper analyses travel and tourism from a service ecosystem perspective (Vargo & Lusch,
2016) in an attempt to describe the coordination mechanisms of tourism ecosystems and the role of
institutions and technology in shaping value co-creation. Taking into account the role of institutions and
technology, the paper offers a glimpse into the travel service ecosystem by providing clues about the
structural conditions that foster actors’ interactions and value co-creation outcomes. The digital tools of a
travel community blog site facilitate complex interactions among them. To understand how these
interactions are shaped, the study is the first step towards the identification of a travel service ecosystem,
delineated into well-defined layers. The study concludes that the main pillars of the travel community blog
site not only enable value co-creation, but also support the creation of the appropriate value proposition
within the ecosystem.
Technology engenders new institutional logics in the dynamic constellation of ‘Priceless’ ‘Places’
and ‘People’ ‘Perspectives’ at micro, meso and macro-level. First of all, the preliminary design of actor’s
engagement touch points against the components of the digital platform is discussed; secondly, the
elaboration on multiple layers may allow for easy and direct relations and information exchanges between
the different actors. Consequently, value co-creation processes and engagement dynamics in the travel
service ecosystem should be explored by explaining the role of institutions and technology in helping actors
to integrate resources and exchange services. Regarding the interplay between institutions and technology,
this paper approaches the interplay between them from a theoretical perspective. It highlights the ability of
institutions to properly employ resources in the right context e.g. by attributing importance to check-in to a
hotel, order a high-quality menu etc.
The nature of the study represents a starting point for further empirical studies. In line with the
current research (Edvardsson et al., 2014; Baron et al., 2018), value co-creation insights have to be further
explored; the regulative, normative and cognitive institutions may also be classified as norms, rules,
meanings, practices and symbols. Moreover, new technology and existing institutions shape actors’
resource integration activities (Barile et al., 2017), but there is still need for a new research agenda on the
way institutions affect value co-creation at micro, meso and macro-level. A relevant qualitative study to
unveil the underlying institutions may pave the way for future research in this field.
To sum up, the ability of technology, through resource integration, service exchange and cocreation of value to provide new institutions is emphasized. In a proliferation of travel content and new
travel blogs focusing only on numbers of followers and similar statistics, destination policy makers and
hospitality practitioners should seriously consider the broader ecosystem-logic (what is the meaning of
becoming part of this initiative, to whom it is addressed, who else is also engaged with etc.), before taking
the final decision on a possible collaboration for mutual benefit. In this context, practitioners need
sustainable relationships to foster resource exchanges (time, money, expertise etc.) by supporting actors’
participation and interactions through the optimal use of technology, now more than ever.
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ABSTRACT
The burnout syndrome and its impact on customer service quality constitute important aspects of
Human Resources. Nowadays, burnout is posing a threat to overall quality. The distinctive axes of
Demographics, Burnout, Job Satisfaction and Customer Service Quality of this survey imparted that there is
a negative correlation between the two variables. With the use of the SPSS software, there has been both a
separate and aggregated analysis for every question with remarkable results, such as a wide perception of
exhaustion and job related stress, an urge to act impolitely towards colleagues or guests and finally
mistakes due to the workload.
Key Words: Human Resources, Burnout, Stress, Customer Service Quality, Job Satisfaction,
Career Anchors
INTRODUCTION
One of the reasons that this topic has been selected is its direct connection both with Total Quality
Management as well as Human Resources, Psychology and Work Environment. The entire triggering
mechanism behind this study was a difference in customer service quality within a two month period. This
major difference was initially attributed to workload and burnout, but it had to be examined further. In
consequence, the following theory has been developed and put to the test; the burnout syndrome affects in
negative ways the customer service quality. City hotels were chosen only because of the fact that this
syndrome has been known to develop after several months of work and, therefore, resorts were not suitable
for the survey, even though they present a different variety of interesting characteristics. Numbering more
than six thousand articles, books, journals and conferences, burnout has been proved to be a significant
issue with a well-structured documentation that dates back to the seventies. With ample bibliography on
burnout and customer service quality, the occurring questions were numerous and concerned the
components of the syndrome and their ability or inability to exist individually, the salary, and emotional
labor. The data was collected using questionnaires based on the Maslach Burnout Inventory and was
adapted to fit the Greek society and reality. Finally, they were analyzed and revealed valuable information,
which can be used to improve the procedures followed in the Human Resources Department in large or
medium hotels. The following sections will analyze the syndrome and its components, emotional labor,
surface and deep acting, job satisfaction, career anchors, customer service quality and finally the results of
the survey, so as to provide a deep understanding of this undeniably anthropocentric matter.
BURNOUT
The term “burnout” appeared during the seventies and now it has been established as an issue of
major importance, with 20 times more bibliography today than it presented the years 1970-1995
(Galanakis, 2012). According to Maslach, Schaufeli and Leiter (2001), the core of this concept has not been
developed in a strictly academic and scientific environment but in actual work environments. More
specifically, it has been experienced by the workers in medicine and allied health professions. Maslach
(1993) mentions that the reason why there has not been consistent examination of the phenomenon, is that
the first ones to scientifically deal with the issue were also the ones suffering by it. Probably, they were
more interested in solving the problem rather than finding its operative event, especially with possibly
limited research abilities.
However, what does exactly burnout mean? The burnout syndrome is a relatively long term
situation that is caused in the workplace and is characterized by physical exhaustion, depersonalization
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towards the job itself as well as the relationships between colleagues, guests and management and, finally,
ineffectiveness. There has been new information added to this definition that includes moral commitment, a
diminished sense of personal accomplishment and cynicism. Therefore, the older approach focuses on
mental and behavioral disorders while the newer one discerns the positive correlation with physical and
psychosomatic disorders (Toker, Shirom, Shapira, Berliner & Melamed, 2005:344).
Nowadays, this syndrome is being dealt with a series of other factors, such as job satisfaction,
career anchors, depression, motivation theories, need hierarchy and work environment. As an image,
burnout considers the worker to be a flame. For this flame to keep burning efficiently there is need for
sufficient sources, such as earnings, which is the most easily measured and historically older aspect, job
title, job position, support, encouragement and even the reinforcement of social contacts in the workplace.
In absence of these resources, the employee reacts in a negative manner towards himself, his colleagues and
customers, being insufficient for his job and feeling alienated from it (Schaufeli, Leiter & Maslach, 2009).
This way the employee is no longer profitable for the institution because of sick leaves and bad
management. Actually, burnout affects people’s lives so intensively that Freudenberger (1974) compares its
symptoms with chronic drug abuse. More specifically, among other symptoms he mentions the emotional
decline, lack of motivation and the deterioration of the sense of commitment. Recently, Viljoen and
Claassen (2017) included in the list symptoms like dementia, sleep disorders, eating disorders and even
physical symptoms such as blood clotting system dysfunction and cardiovascular diseases.
Generally, the burnout syndrome tends to appear in jobs that are closely linked with customer
service, front row approach, frequent contacts with customers and crisis management. However, it needs to
be said that according to new studies burnout can inflict all kinds of professions as well as unemployed
people, since there are multiple levels of the syndrome, as the Copenhagen Burnout Inventory suggests
(Kristensen, Borritz, Villadsen & Christensen, 2005).
Concerning the tourism industry and more specifically the hospitality industry, Ledgerwoord,
Crotts and Everett (1998) mention that, during the breakout of the burnout syndrome practically the
satisfied and motivated employees proceed to unconstructive acts against their job, their colleagues and the
guests of the hotel while their endurance and patience with colleagues, guests and the Management
diminishes. On the other hand, Cherniss and Kranz (1983) observed that this disorder does not appear in
monasteries, Montessori schools and religious institutions, where people perceive their profession merely
as a “sacred” occupation and not a typical job. They stated that these ideological communities create a
sense of collective identity, characterized both by social commitment and a common value system. When it
comes to corporations, though, there is an intense try to create such values. Indeed, by some job
commitment is considered to be the antidote of the syndrome.
Moving towards the components of the burnout syndrome, work constitutes a significantly large
part of the daily life and can improve or aggravate someone’s quality of life. According to a survey of the
European Union about safety and health (European opinion poll on occupational safety and health, 2013),
the percentages of work stress are very high in the entire European Union. Even if work stress is different
from burnout, they are closely connected in all definitions and aspects in the history of the topic. Stress that
is not channeled in work will find its way to be channeled in the private life (Maslach, 1979). Another
survey in the state members of the European Union revealed that work stress in increased by bullying and
burnout, both phenomena caused by insufficient management (Blache, Borza, De Angelis, Frankus,
Gabbianelli, Korunka, & Zdrehus, 2011). However, what is not obvious here is which the cause is and
which the effect. Actually, Shirom (1989) stated that stress is so closely related to burnout that the other
two components were coincidental and, therefore, negligible. On the other hand, even if stress is considered
necessary for the manifestation of the syndrome does not mean that it is sufficient.
Another disease, depression, has been closely connected, too, with the aforementioned issue at the
point that they were often mistaken for one another. It needs to be taken, though, in consideration that
burnout refers to the workplace while depression to private life (Maslach et al, 2001). In other words,
working conditions are more directly connected to the syndrome than demographic characteristics are.
Despite this fact, these two conditions share five common areas, as indicated by Maslach (2003). 1)
Domination of different negative feelings, such as psychological and mental exhaustion, fatigue and
sadness. 2) More attention is given to behavioral issues rather than physical. 3) There is a trigger
mechanism for the outbreak. 4) Symptoms can appear to formerly unsuspected people, without any medical
history of psychopathology. 5) Finally, the performance is lower than usual due to negative behaviors and
wrong actions.
Work commitment seems be the antidote to burnout, according to Maslach and Leiter (2008),
which is an issue that keeps appearing in the bibliography. Work commitment is the active participation in
activities that lead to the self-accomplishment and enhance the perception of professional efficacy. After
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the long debate of the burnout characteristics, it appears that the axes are three: increasing sense of
exhaustion, feelings of cynicism resulting to depersonalization from the work role and, finally, the feeling
of inefficacy and lack –or what is perceived as lack- of self-fulfillment. The first axis represents the work
stress, which indicates the perception of insufficient resources of any type for the completion of the job
task. The second axis concerns the deeper change the person undergoes and the third one shows the selfevaluation of the “patient”. These three components show some kind of increasing chain reaction. One of
the most interesting parts is that people in the hospitality field suffer from burnout because of the exact
same reasons they chose the profession. These reasons could be the desire for an emotionally demanding
position, a human-oriented role and frequent crisis management (Pines & Aronson, 1988).
Imtiaz and Ahmad (2009) suggest that as the nature of work changes constantly, it is reasonable
for employees to feel some kind of insecurity concerning the stability of their employment and salary. As
the financial crisis has posed its own rules and restrictions, salary deviations suppress people even further,
creating feelings of injustice, discomfort and stress. For example, in Europe, differences in salaries can be
huge, such as the salary of a Manager being 20 times more than a minimum wage employee (Andersson &
Bateman, 1997). Furthermore, one of the major factors of stress and discomfort is the workload and the
working hours. Especially in the tourism sector, where there has been observed situations of exhaustion due
to lack of days off, the workload, the seasonal employment, multiple and changing shifts, working without
insurance, understaffed institution etc. This situation gets even worse if the absence of a clear role and
mission is taken into consideration.
Of course, the work environment plays an extremely important role, as Moran and Wolkvein state
(1992), since it constitutes an intense characteristic that separates the institution from other institutions and:
Incorporates collective ideas of the members towards the institution itself, autonomy, trust,
consistence, support, recognition, innovation and justice.
Is created by the interactions between the members
Serves a theoretical base for interpreting situations
Reflects the current rules of behavior, the values, customs and policies of the organization
Functions as a source of inspiration for the formation of behaviors.
It is obvious that the work environment influences tremendously and daily the employees and can
possibly be either benevolent or detrimental. Since this environment tends to remain stable, it eventually
forms a prism under which anything that takes place can be perceived and interpreted. Cooper and
Marshall, as mentioned by Ross (1997) detect five sources of work related stress:
The nature of work
The role of work
The mobility
The relations between colleagues and Management
The work environment
Especially in hotels, work there involves rigid deadlines, unexpected contacts with guests and
crisis management, changing shifts and difficulty in coordination. Front row workers face an extra
difficulty; handling inconvenient situations ad hoc and in front of the guest, which increases both stress and
expectations. Stress, however, cannot be considered a merely negative feeling, since it can create vigilance
and improve performance when it is experienced in moderate amounts. On the other hand, it is observed
that hotel employees present a high percentage of sick leaves, quitting, headaches, gastroenterological
issues and sleep disorders (Imtiaz et al., 2009). Deery and Jago (2009) mention that these people are 2,4 –
3,1 times more prone to alcohol abuse.
ORGANIZATIONAL CYNICISM
“Organizational cynicism is a negative attitude toward one’s employing organization,
comprising three dimensions: 1) a belief that the organization lacks integrity; 2) negative affect toward the
organization; and 3) tendencies to disparaging and critical behaviors toward the organization that are
consistent with this beliefs and affect” (Dean, Brandes & Dharwadkar, 1998: 345). This way, the employee
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starts to believe that justice, honesty and integrity are sacrificed for the sake of the profit of the
organization. These beliefs create behaviors in contrast with the work environment and the character of the
“patient”. Intense and negative feelings of rage, stress and even shame take place. These feelings are
manifested with smirks, dark humor and conspiratorial glances. The situation can be easily misinterpreted
as “a spiteful worker” but that would create a vicious circle for the employee that now needs to be treated
as a patient. Eventually, depersonalization takes place, which causes a negative, abrupt, and distant
approach of guests, colleagues and the Management, as if they were objects.
LACK OF FEELING OF SELF-ACTUALIZATION
Maslow (1987) introduced a theory about hierarchy of needs and supported that a human
even if he has covered all significant needs, such as sleep, housing, food, partnership in family, love and
friend level, he will still be in discomfort unless he occupies himself with something he is destined to do.
Self-actualization is a complex concept and has been achieved by only 1% of the population (Martin,
2007). It could be phrased as the process of the transition from one’s reality to one’s destiny. Burnout
seems to inflict damage on the two higher levels of the pyramid of needs, having both physical and
psychological symptoms. It can no longer be denied that it is a dangerous issue and needs to be either
prevented or treated.
CUSTOMER SERVICE QUALITY
According to Mack and his colleagues, as cited by Mohsin and Lockyer (2010:161), the fact that
“businesses typically lose 50 per cent of their customers every five years, stresses the need that businesses
should talk to their customers, understand their expectations and make efforts to retain them and sustain
profits”. Quality needs to be designed, planned, implemented, controlled and sustained (Pallet, Taylor &
Jayawardena, 2003).
Especially if the fact that in the tourism industry the service and the provider are inseparable is
taken into consideration, then it can be apprehended that customer service quality is truly important and can
be undermined by the syndrome in question. Mohsin in the same survey states that the differences between
impeccable and unsatisfying customer service include the personal touch, the ability to handle complains,
the lack of communication and teamwork and, finally, the lack of commitment both from the Management
and the front row staff. For the measurement of customer service quality the SERVQUAL tool is used
(SERVice – QUALity) (Archakova, 2003) and it numbers ten aspects:
Tangible aspect: Infrastructure, appearance, age, personnel.
Reliability: Is the service provided always and by everyone the same way?
Correspondence: Are issues and complains being dealt with responsibility, immediacy and
effectiveness?
Ability: The technical knowledge of the personnel. Can they provide a service without delay?
Courtesy: The friendliness that the employees show to the guest.
Trust: In that case trust refers to not only the one shown from the guest to the staff but the entire
institution. It plays an important role for brand name and is affected by all previous experiences in the hotel
or the hotels of the brand.
Security: Refers to safety in using equipment in the hotel as well as personal data handling, such
as credit card information.
Approach: The immediacy in contacting staff to resolve issues (Phone, mail, at the reception desk
or up close and personal.
Communication: Immediate, unobstructed communication with the client in a language and terms
that can be understood.
Understanding: Attempt from the personnel to deeply learn about the customers, perceive their
needs and desires and correspond according to them.
Practically, these ten aspects can be concentrated in five axes: credibility, correspondence,
security, understanding, tangibility. All five of these could be affected by the employee’s state of mind.
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METHODOLOGY
The reason behind this quantitative research was a difference in customer service quality within a
two month period, as perceived by different customers. The main difference was the workload and therefore
the approach from the staff. In consequence, a research process started and tried to explain this process. The
questions that rose were numerous; did the employees indeed act impolitely? What was the reason behind
that? Did they become more polite after two months? Did this occur thanks to the fewer working hours?
Was it only issues of politeness or more characteristics were affected, too?
Since there has been suspicion for burnout incidents, the prism had been set. This survey is a
statistical hypothesis testing. The reason why the hypothesis was considered sufficient is that no enterprise
wants unsatisfied clients and tremendous amounts of money are being wasted because of the burnout
syndrome. The aim was to prove that there is a probably negative correlation between these two variables.
For integrity reasons, the entire project was viewed as if there was no burnout present and as if it would be
solely used by a Human Resources Department for the amelioration of the work environment, which is the
most probable use of it in the future, too. After having viewed the primary and secondary aspects that
interfere with burnout, the questionnaire was created, based on the Maslach Burnout Inventory, which is the
most widely used tool to evaluate burnout.
For the data collection the questionnaires used were both virtual and printed. However, after the
first days there have been two modifications. The first one was that the question “In which hotel do you
work?” was no longer obligatory, for reasons of anonymity and the second one was that the question “What
is your monthly salary?” was also made optional, because of the very sensitive personal data it required.
Out of the 128 participants only 10% answered the question of the name of the hotel while only 5% omitted
answering the question concerning the salary.
CONCLUSION
After having examined the questions of the sample both separately and aggregately, the extraction
of conclusions was possible, which occured based on the answers given. To begin with, it appears that in
the tourism sector there are, indeed, observed phenomena of burnout. That was traced by the wider image
of the replies, since, as mentioned above, burnout can be complex with components occurring individually.
The levels of stress, exhaustion, depersonalization, cynicism, work dissatisfaction and lack of selfaccomplishment are undeniably present and underline the gravity of the matter.
With a strong tourism industry, producing a large part of the country’s GDP and providing work
places for the one fifth of the population, customer service quality is not only an abstract concept but an
existent threat. It can bring even more adverse results, since guest will always remember the service they
received. The tourism product is not tangible, which means that it can be perceived as equal to customer
service quality by someone.
The aim of the study was exactly to detect this kind of incidents. It was revealed that, indeed,
tiredness, workload, lack of mobility and lack of work status update opportunities as well as other factors
have the ability to temper the experience of the recipient. Burnout levels seemed not to exceed the
reasonable levels but it has to be stressed out that the research took place in city hotels, so as to have a
satisfying sample, probably working in reasonable work conditions. In the future it would be prudent to
conduct a similar research but in resorts and/or seasonal hotels. Even if there are some time indications in
the bibliography for the appearance of the syndrome, it has to be taken into consideration that due to the
financial crisis the daily work life might have become worse and as well as the fact that people are unique
and have different temperaments and psychosynthesis.
Table 1
Exhaustion by the End of the Day & Work Makes the Employee Unapproachable Crosstabulation
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Exhaustion by the end of the day * Work makes the employee unapproachable Crosstabulation
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The table above shows the answers of the sample concerning two questions, which were phrased
like this: 1) I feel exhausted by the end of the day 2) This work makes me unapproachable. This
crosstabulation was attempted in order to show that exhaustion and depersonalization (which affects
customer service quality) are connected. With a first glance the correlation between these two variables is
positive, which is further confirmed by the bibliography. Here, one can observe a percentage of people that
feel exhausted by the end of the day more than once per week and state that sometimes in a year feel that
they become more unapproachable. It is reasonable that the correlation is not absolute, since the nature of
these two separate feelings is very different and it is not unexpected that one can experience these two on
approximately the same level without even realizing it. Furthermore, it is observed that those that feel
exhausted more often do not feel unapproachable. This contradiction might be attributed to the fact that, as
in depression, the patients do not realize the situation they are into at the beginning of the disease, but that
would need further research to provide accurate and irrefutable results.

Furthermore, based on personal experience and confessions from other workers, in resorts there is
a series of issues in the Human Resources Management – which does not exist necessarily in every resort-,
like lack of days off, overtime work, not giving Christmas and Easter bonuses despite being enforced by the
law and working in frenzied paces without any sense of sustainability.
Concerning the rest of the results, the fact that burnout does not affect directly the security
procedures came both as a surprise and as a relief. This probably has to do with the nature of these
procedures and their target to protect human lives. On the other hand, though, the rest of the sectors of
customer service quality are severely affected from the syndrome. Reliability is compromised since the
service is not provided the same way, at any time by anyone because someone might react improperly due
to the workload of the difficulty he is facing. The same happens with the aspect of correspondence, where
an employee will find it hard to prioritize his goals, creating discomfort to the guest due to this late –and
even inappropriate due to the delay- response. This way, the aspect of the ability is affected when the
employees have not learned what it need to be learnt and cannot handle the situations that occur. Another
observation that needs to be mentioned is the fact that the questionnaire for burnout need to be detailed so
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as to cover all sides but also financially attractive. One way to succeed is to include this assessment tool in
an intra-company evaluation frame. One of the reasons why employees have to answer such surveys is that
it can occur to people without any previous symptoms or history of psychopathology. Another reason is that
prevention does cost less than the cure.
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ABSTRACT
The main purpose of this paperwork is to represent the developing proposals for understanding the
importance of the Destination Management in Quality of Hospitality, during the process for the Quality
standards adoption. First part of the paper is focused on the theory and concepts related to the topic while in
the second part presented a benchmarking approach for comparisons between EU directives & Greek
standards required according the law in comparison with Halkidiki agreement of Quality in Hospitality,
Gastronomy and related services as a useful tool to Destination Management Competitiveness. The last part
contains the conclusions and the proposals for improving the quality in hospitality understanding the
visitor’s evaluation in social media reviews as an interactive action.
Keywords: Destination management, quality in hospitality, quality standards, human resources,
gastronomy, destination competitiveness.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study is to examine the profile, motivations and on-site experiences of volunteer
tourists who operated on the island of Lesvos in Greece to deal with the refugee crisis. Survey was
conducted in a sample of 107 volunteers. The results of the study revealed three altruistic motivations: to
help people in need, to do something meaningful and worthwhile, and to work with an organization whose
mission they support.
Key Words: refugees, volunteers, tourism, motivations, Lesvos, Greece
INTRODUCTION
Since 2015, Europe has witnessed an unprecedented influx of refugees seeking safety, the largest
since Second War World, as a result of the on-going wars in Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan and Libya, as well as
conflicts in many African nations. Greece has become the main entrance gateway for hundreds of
thousands of people trying to get to northern European countries through the Balkans (Georgiou, 2016).
According to UNHCR (2018), a total of 856,723 refugees and migrants arrived in Greece via Turkey in
2015, followed by 173,450 more refugees in 2016, and 29,718 refugees in 2017. The reason for this great
reduction in 2016 and 2017 in refugee flows is the EU–Turkey Repatriation Agreement that was signed on
8 March 2016 (Tsoni, 2016). More than half of the refugees (500,000 in 2015) arrived crossing the Aegean
Sea in the Greek island of Lesvos, while the rest of them reached the islands of Chios, Samos, Kos and
Leros. The favorable location of these islands located near the coast of Turkey turned them into a bridge to
Western Europe for the refugees.
Nevertheless, the arrival of the migrants came as Greece was still reeling from a painful financial
crisis. The huge, unprecedented numbers of arrivals have made it impossible for reception mechanisms to
meet needs (Gkionakis, 2016). For the Greek authorities it was very hard to handle such flows of people
due to the economic situation of the country and the lack of infrastructure to accommodate and register the
refugee/migrants. The islands that are near Turkey, such as Lesvos, Kos, Chios and Samos were found to
face an enormous pressure to deal with such large number of refugee arrivals and were struggling to cope
with this humanitarian crisis. These islands happen to have limited economic resources making them very
fragile in emergency situations, like the one related to this refugee crisis (Skanavis and Kounani, 2016).
However, the massive and continuous influx of refugees and the circumstances under which they were
received in Greece provoked a mass solidarity reaction from all over the world (Gkionakis, 2016). Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) with thousands of volunteers arrived in the North Aegean islands, and
operating sometimes outside the traditional state frameworks, were a determining factor in dealing with the
crisis by creating on-site structures for the rescue, reception and support of refugees (Chtouris and Miller,
2017). Thus, the burden of managing the crisis fell almost exclusively on the shoulders of volunteers and
local communities which, despite the improvisational nature of their involvement, made a great
humanitarian effort to manage the situation, at the same time when the official political or administrative
reactions of the Greek or the European authorities remained strongly inadequate, if not entirely absent
(Tsoni, 2016).
LITERATURE REVIEW
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Several studies have been conducted on volunteer tourism, with a number of these studies focusing
on volunteers’ motivations. According to Pan (2012), motivation is considered as a key factor in explaining
tourist behavior and is an important factor influencing an individual into action to become a volunteer.
Much of the discussion about the volunteer tourists’ motivations concentrates on the ‘altruism versus
egoism/self-interest’ or ‘interpersonal versus personal’ issue (Trihas, Antonaki and Kouremenou, 2014).
Researchers argue that a historical shift is taking place from volunteering motivated primarily by altruism
toward including the motivations of self-development and personal growth (Grabowski, 2013). Chen and
Chen (2011) recognized eleven motivations for volunteers to travel overseas which they categorized into
three groups: personal (travel, authentic experience, challenge – stimulation, and other interest),
interpersonal (interaction with locals/ cultures, desire to help, enhancing relationships, and encouraged by
others), and other (time/ money, unique style of the trip, and organization goal). Similarly, Lee and Yen
(2015) agree that volunteer tourists are motivated to volunteer not only for interpersonal reasons (giving
back, helping others, working with the locals, contributing skills), but also for personal reasons (developing
careers, the desire to travel, experiencing new things, developing new relationship, learning professional
development, fulfilling a dream). Tiessen (2012) examined the motivations of Canadian youth who traveled
abroad to participate in volunteer programs and found that many of these motivations (skills development,
testing an academic background or career choice, cross-cultural understanding, language acquisition,
adventure or travel experience) generally fit under the category of personal growth, and can be described as
egoistic, extrinsic and self-oriented rather than altruistic. Likewise, Daldeniz and Hampton (2011) who
examined the motivations of long-term volunteers in a rural development project in Nicaragua, found that
their main driver was the acquisition of new skills and field experience, and consequently the enhancement
of their curriculum vitae (CV), in order to find employment within their desired sectors, while many of
them stated that they aspired to a career with an NGO. The study of Sin (2009) has found that motivating
factors for volunteer tourists were ‘to travel’ rather than ‘to contribute’ or volunteer. Grimm and Needham
(2012) also categorized volunteer motivations for volunteering abroad into self-interested (e.g. learn, travel,
escape, have fun, professional development etc) and altruistic (e.g. help, make a difference, contribute, do
something worthwhile etc). Altruism was found to be the primary motivation for volunteers in the study of
Knollenberg et al. (2014), while other motivations, such as the desire to experience different cultures, build
relationships with family and to escape one’s daily life are important too. Weaver (2015) concluded that
altruism and personal wellbeing are the most important among 24 motivational factors studied. Coghlan
and Fennell (2009) argue that altruism is commonly associated with volunteer tourism as a motivational
force for participants and a key factor in their on-site experiences. However they suggest that, while
volunteer tourists may behave in an altruistic manner, personal benefits derived from the experience by and
large dominate the experience. Nevertheless, Mustonen (2007) argues that the line between altruism and
egoism is blurred, suggesting that altruistic and ego-centric motives are interconnected.
METHODOLOGY
For the purposes of the research, a structured questionnaire consisting of three sections and eighteen
questions, based on literature review, was designed. To ensure the reliability and validity of the
questionnaire, a pilot test was conducted with 10 volunteers in Lesvos, to test efficacy and clarity. Little
modifications were then made based on their recommendations. The survey took place between November,
1st, 2015 and February, 29th, 2016 in Mithymna (Molyvos) in the island of Lesvos. Lesvos was selected
among the other eastern Aegean islands, because it was the epicenter of the refugee crisis, receiving most of
the refugee/migrants population. In that period, up to 7,000 refugees arrived in Lesvos daily and up to 100
national and international organizations, agencies and solidarity collectives, as well as thousands of
independent international volunteers were active on the island (Tsoni, 2016). The volunteers’ initial
primary contribution consisted of frequently saving the refugees, children in particular, upon disembarking
on the island and welcoming them (Chtouris and Miller, 2017). A total of 107 usable questionnaires were
collected through personal interviews with volunteers that were active in the area and approached at
random in their accommodations. They were informed of the nature of the survey and were asked to
complete the questionnaire. Each survey lasted about 15 minutes. The collected data were statistically
analysed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 22.0.
RESULTS
The majority of the respondents (54.2%) were female, while 49 of them (45.8%) were male. Most of them
(42.1%) were between 25-34 years old, followed by 25 persons 35-44 years old (23.4%), 22 persons 18-24
years old (20.6%), 14 persons 45-60 years old (13.1%), and just one participant over the age of 60. More
than half of the respondents (62.6%) were single, followed by married people (35.5%), while divorced
participants reached only a 1.9%. The educational level of the participants was remarkably high, with 69 of
them (64.5%) to have graduated from a college or university, and 25 persons (23.4%) holding a Master’s or
PhD degree. Regarding their occupation, a significant number of participants (40 persons) were either
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doctors or nurses, followed by students (5.6%), journalists or photojournalists (3.7%) and various other
professionals (47.7%). Full time volunteers represented only 5.6% of the sample (6 persons). In terms of
the nationality, 38.3% of the respondents originated from Netherlands, 29.9% from Norway, 11.2% from
USA, 9.3% from Canada and the rest from various other countries, mainly European.
For 52 volunteers (48.6%), this was their first volunteer trip abroad. 21 volunteers (19.6%) can be described
as experienced by having participated in more than three volunteer trips, while two of them have three trips,
18 of them have two trips, and 14 volunteers have participated in one volunteer trip before. For 47 of the
volunteers (43.9%) this was their first trip to Greece, while the rest 56.1% had visited the country before.
Regarding their length of stay in Lesvos, 59.8% of the respondents stated that they will stay for one to two
weeks, 22.4% for 15-30 days, 6.5% for 31-60 days, another 6.5% for more than 60 days, and finally 5
volunteers for less than one week. A high percentage of participants (43%) did not have any previous
experience in volunteer programs, as this was the first project they participated in. The others were asked
about the type of most recent volunteer project they participated in. Their responses vary and confirm the
variety of relevant projects available: community development (22.4%), medical assistance (15.9%),
economic and social development (5.6%), scientific research (2.8%), cultural/historical restoration (2.8%),
ecological conservation (1.9%), and other (5.6%) (building projects, church mission trips, orphanage, arts).
Only two of the participants reported recent past experience of a migrant or refugee crisis (in Mexico in
particular).
Subsequently, participants were asked to state the reasons (motivations) that prompted them to participate
as volunteers on this trip to Lesvos. Based on their answers, volunteers traveled to Lesvos mainly to help
people in need (Mean=4.94), to do something meaningful and worthwhile (Mean=4.69), and to work with
an organization whose mission they support (Mean=4.09). Other quite important motivations are ‘to do
something always wanted to’ (Mean=3.51), ‘to challenge myself’ (Mean=3.31), and ‘to broaden my
horizon’ (Mean=3.02). On the contrary, the motivational factors that contributed the least to the volunteers’
decision to participate in this trip are ‘to escape from my own troubles’ (Mean=1.36), ‘to visit Greece /
Lesvos’ (Mean=1.57), ‘to be close to nature’ (Mean=1.36), and ‘to view the scenery’ (Mean=1.44).
In the next part of the survey, volunteers were asked to freely describe their best and worst experiences of
participating in the program. Participants’ perceptions of best experience were largely linked to the concept
of altruism: “the privilege of helping traumatized people”, “all the helping hands”, “giving smiles to those
in need”, “saving people’s lives and seeing their smiles on their faces knowing that I have touched a part of
their painful experience to a better experience”, “helping people off the boats and giving them a hug, warm
clothes and food/water to see their joy at arriving safely”, “feeling of doing good thins”, “what the
volunteer represent: love compassion, heart” were just few of the many responses that focused on the
feeling of helping other people in need. Another group of answers focused on the meeting of volunteers
with other people, whether they were locals, other volunteers or refugees: “the amazing people I have met
here”, “the people who are from this area and their kindness”, “my fellow volunteers”, “good heartfelt
contact with local Greeks”, “all the good people I have met, all the lovely Greek people of this island and
from around Greece and all the volunteers”, “the good people of Lesvos – they are all so kind, generous and
giving, I am amazed”, “the local’s people generosity”, “ “talking with refugees and hearing their stories”,
“having a football match with refugees”, “the different people of all over Europe and elsewhere coming to
help people in need, it feels like one big international family”. Finally, some volunteers reported “the
beautiful scenery”, “the nature” and “the nice food” in Lesvos.
On the contrary, worst experiences highlighted mainly the issue of the loss of refugee lives in their voyage
from the coasts of Turkey to Lesvos: “I saw dead children”, “when I saw a boat sinking in front of my eyes
and the death of all these people who did not make it”, “resuscitation of two drowned children”,
“hypothermic drowned people”. Other volunteers addressed the issue of the lack of adequate means to face
the humanitarian crisis and the absence of assistance from other organizations or authorities: “realizing that
Lesvos does not receiving any help from the UN or any major organization that can deal with what is
happening”, “hospital and ambulance lack means and knowledge to take over patients with life threatening
disease”, “not to be able to help them all”, “when we had nothing to give out when everyone was so
hungry, wet and cold and there were so many refugees and very few volunteers”, “the lack of coordinated
international aid for the refugees and the lack of assistance to the Greek people in this effort”, “not be able
to provide the help people needed”, ‘luck of support – coordination by local government”. Various other
bad experiences included: “tiredness and sleeplessness”, “storm”, “people with ‘hero’ syndrome”, “my trip
to come here”, “crashing my car”, “the journalists – I think we need them but they are too focused only on
bad thinks and tragedy”. Of particular interest are the views of some volunteers focusing on the competition
that had developed between the different volunteer groups operating on the island: “there was not much to
do, there were many volunteers and not much work”, “not so many boats”, “competing with other volunteer
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groups”. All in all, participants comparing their experience of participating in the project with their prior
expectations, would characterize it ‘as it was expected’ or ‘better’ (Mean=3.26).
CONCLUSIONS
In the last years, the island of Lesvos has been transformed from an idyllic tourist destination into a leading
gateway of informal migration into Europe. However, Lesvos has seen the rise of another form of tourism,
that of volunteer tourism. Aid workers and volunteers arriving from all over the world to help the refugees,
along with UN and Frontex employees, journalists, activists, photographers, researchers and others, keep
tourism enterprises unseasonably busy. In this study, it is clear that the driving force behind the decision of
the volunteers to travel to Lesvos was pure altruism. Their main motivations were to help people in need, to
do something meaningful and worthwhile, and to work with an organization whose mission they support.
On the other hand, other motivations oriented toward self-interest or egoism (e.g. the desire to travel or to
gain experience and skills that will help them in their career) which are acknowledged as the strongest
motivation in other studies, in this study were found to be rather unimportant. Knowing why volunteers
decide to travel and volunteer can help NGOs and other volunteer tourism organizations in recruiting
potential volunteer tourists and in developing programs that can perfectly meet their needs and interests.
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ABSTRACT
Main purpose of this investigate what is the impact and the benefits of EU sponsorship to rural
tourism Hosts. More of that is examines if the size and geographical characteristics of rural tourism host
enterprises affects how positive are hosts on rural tourism development. To answer to the hypotheses a
questionnaire was developed then a factor analysis was implemented to discover the most important
questions to define “successful rural tourism development”. Then T-Test and ANOVA test was applied to
examine if hypothesis one will be accepted or no. Our population was 652 rural tourism hosts and 174
replied giving a response rate of 27%. Findings revealed that subsiding, size and peripheral economic
condition are significantly influencing the respondents' views for and against the topic of successful rural
enterprises factors. Significant differences based on size do exist in the case of skillful persons who manage
well the available resources and they ensure the right management of the financial capitals.
Keywords: Rural Tourism, European Union, Greece, Hosts
Introduction
Tourism in rural areas, particularly holidays on farms, in many countries has been increasing since
1970s (Anestis Fotiadis, Yeh, & Huan, 2016). Local as well as international tourists may be attracted into
the countryside for a number of reasons. State funded programs targeting development of rural tourism are
implemented in a large number of countries. The programs are expected to revitalize rural areas by creating
new development opportunities, providing an alternative to urbanization, enhancing job creation, income
growth, infrastructure development (Fleischer & Felsenstein, 2000; Hegarty & Przezborska, 2005).
Introducing tourism into the farm requires low capital, the variable costs are often not high either, which
makes host farms able to expand or contract according to the demand (Dernoi, 1983).
However, the profits generated by farm tourism are in some cases relatively small. Demand for
farm tourism by the visitors is seasonal, which obviously influences farmers’ incomes (Iorio & Corsale,
2010). The employment generated on the farms by letting in tourists is also seasonal and/or part-time, and
mostly utilizes women’s work. Additionally, this employment is often one of the lowest paid (Wilson,
Fesenmaier, Fesenmaier, & Van Es, 2001). Most of the difference in expenditures is due to amounts spent
on food, drink, recreation, and gifts (Ribeiro & Marques, 2002). Many of these drawbacks are counterargued against with the suggestions to supply a broader range of services and attractions, which most likely
requires government support. Additional services mid-season should relieve the seasonality problem,
reduce social isolation between seasons, and youth migration outside of the region (Pulina, Giovanna
Dettori, & Paba, 2006)). The drawbacks may also be countered with an improvement of the hosts’
marketing strategies, as studies show that often rural tourism service providers do not employ a sound
marketing strategy (Ramanauskiene, Gargasas, & Ramanauskas, 2006). The areas that require
improvements are service quality, creating a positive image of the area, organizing promotions, keeping
contact with potential customers. As mentioned, all of the methods to counter the drawbacks may require
state support, such as sponsoring rural educational activities for school children, establishing farming
museums and libraries, investing into facilities for outdoors activities (Pulina et al., 2006). As very few
countries examine this topic regarding rural tourism main scope of this study is to examine which is the
impact and the benefits of EU sponsorship to rural tourism hosts. Furthermore, that it surveys if the size and
geographical characteristics of rural tourism host enterprises affects how positive are hosts on rural tourism
development.
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Literature review
Tourism has for a long time been considered as a potential catalyst for development of rural areas.
This has become particularly important due to reduction of traditional agricultural activities in many
countries (Hegarty & Przezborska, 2005; McGehee & Kim, 2004). Tourism in rural areas, particularly
holidays on farms, in many countries has been increasing since 1970s. Local as well as international
tourists may be attracted into the countryside for a number of reasons. Some visitors wish to isolate
themselves from the bustle and noises of the cities, which they cannot do in hotels in metropolitan areas (A.
Fotiadis, Vassiliadis, & Piper, 2013; Slak Valek & Al Buainain, 2016; Slak Valek, Shaw, & Bednarik,
2014). Another factor contributing to the growth of demand for rural tourism is its relative inexpensiveness,
which makes it appropriate for low income families and families with many children. The latter also benefit
from the freedom of movement in the natural environment as well as exposure to traditions and ways of life
in the countryside. Some travelers engage in rural tourism due to spirituality, which is not necessarily
related to a belief in divine powers. Spirituality may be manifested in the need to feel one’s connection with
/ belonging to the world. With fast paced urbanization and industrialization in many areas of the globe,
rural landscape facilitates the creation of this feeling; which, along with solitude, tranquility and open space
can be rejuvenating (Sharpley & Jepson, 2011).
On the supply side, there are a number of factors contributing to emergence of rural tourism. An
important one is industrialization at the farms, which releases previously engaged labor resources
(Komppula, 2014). Industrialization also leads to farms merging into larger ones, making some of their
premises idle. Hence, farms diversify into rural tourism in order to use these surplus resources (Iorio &
Corsale, 2010). Farmers’ participation in rural tourism improves employment in the countryside and
provides the participants with additional income, which has been shown to be one of the most important
factors (Michalko & Fotiadis, 2006; Nickerson, Black, & McCool, 2001; Polo Peña, Frías Jamilena, &
Rodríguez Molina, 2013)(Nickerson et al., 2001; Goa et al., 2009). A farmer’s income can increase when
income from agriculture drops, tourism can offset the decrease in farmers’ earnings (Panyik, Costa, & Rátz,
2011). Hence, by diversifying economic structure of local communities, farm tourism makes them less
vulnerable to adverse changes in market conditions. The families of the farmers may also have educational
and/or emotional benefits from communication with a greater circle of acquaintances.
State funded programs targeting development of rural tourism are implemented in a large number
of countries. The programs are expected to revitalize rural areas by creating new development
opportunities, providing an alternative to urbanization, enhancing job creation, income growth,
infrastructure development, etc. (Iorio & Corsale, 2010; Loureiro, 2014). Support of the governments
involved in regulation, education, promotion, and stimulation of investments is crucial for tourism
development (Yeh & Fotiadis, 2014; Ying & Zhou, 2007). Often small farms in rural areas don’t have
enough resources to promote themselves or the local community to the outside world. Government support
is essential for building local attractions and creating public infrastructure. This, along with the educational
programs, increases the area’s accessibility and professionalism of employees of the rural tourism sector.
These factors have been shown to be important for perceived quality in rural tourism, which in turn
influences tourists’ attitudes towards visiting rural areas (Hernandez-Maestro & Gonzalez- Benito, 2013).
Hence, the government would also be advised to incorporate tourists’ perception of quality in evaluation of
rural development projects.
State support is also important for maintaining the environment and the community in general
(e.g., keeping the areas clean and beautifying them) to make it appealing to tourists. The government can
also assist in the development of local tourism industry by providing necessary education and information
to its entrepreneurs and their employees. Another important aspect of education is ensuring that the local
community members are aware of the state funded programs; it has been shown that effectiveness of such
programs is correlated with the awareness (Anestis Fotiadis et al., 2016; Komppula, 2014; Wilson et al.,
2001).
Often government tourism projects endeavor to preserve local cultural values, as well as to create
jobs in the rural areas (Ying & Zhou, 2007). However, only large projects succeed in increasing
employment substantially, since in rural tourism labor resources are usually obtained within the family. In
attempts to create alternative incomes for farmers, governments subsidize investments into accommodation
facilities and support other entities, such as tennis courts, landscape tours, educational facilities,
exhibitions, and various workshops (A. Fotiadis, 2011). In relation to direct support of rural tourism
entrepreneurs, some researchers raise income inequality issues, arguing that government support mostly
benefits the relatively wealthy farmers. Additionally, distinct authorities within the public sector may differ
in their interests, as well as the extent of their involvement in development of tourism in various rural areas
(Rid, Ezeuduji, & Pröbstl-Haider, 2014). However, indirect programs, such as those focused on preserving
the biodiversity in the area, also provide benefits to the development of rural tourism. These improve the
countryside environment, provide recreational opportunities and facilities, thereby enhancing the quality of
local residents’ lives as well as promoting tourism. These efforts also stimulate increased investments into
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the development of tourism from the locals, raising the participation levels of the community (Garrod,
Wornell, & Youell, 2006).
Regional issues require attention when government supported development programs are
implemented, as well as other factors, such as local community, environmental friendliness, and limited
managerial expertise, can affect the state’s approach to tourism development and the community’s appraisal
thereof. These notions are reflected in the framework and the hypotheses of current research. The research
considers the case of rural development in Greece, as the role of tourism in rural development may differ
greatly from one country to another, hence requiring a case by case analysis. In the case of Greece there are
three sources that can support someone to become rural tourism host (figure 1).
Figure 1: Rural tourism sponsoring procedures.

One source is someone to be self-sponsored and develop his own business while others are getting
European programs such as Leader and Leader plus and others can get sponsorship from them government
on national or local program they develop. To be sponsored there are specific rules and constrains that a
host must take care for.
Based on the literature review the following hypotheses was developed:
H1. Rural tourism Hosts who receive sponsorship by EU are more positive on Rural Tourism
Development or Policy Factors.
H2. The size of rural tourism host enterprise affects how positive is hosts on rural tourism
development factors
H3. Geographical characteristics are affecting how positive are hosts on rural tourism development
factors
Methodology
To answer the above three hypotheses a questionnaire was developed that contains in total thirtysix questions. First part of it relates to successful rural tourism development and the second one to
demographic characteristics and operational characteristics of host in Greece. Subjects in the first part
examines financing tourism development, leadership, collaboration among tourism entrepreneurs and local
government and community cooperation. A seven point Likert scale was used from totally disagree to
totally agree.
Sampling
Two main rural tourism organization was used for this survey: Agro SA and the Greek Network of
Rural Accommodation. In these organizations 652 rural tourism hotel companies was consider as hosts.
First, we contacted all of the companies by phone and informed them that they could complete a survey
electronically or by regular mail. A response rate of 174 hosts or 26.69% was accomplished and it was
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consider appropriate for this study as host from every area in Greece was included as it can be seen in the
following table 1.

Data Analysis
As it was important to find out the meaning of “successful rural tourism development” a factor
analysis was developed so we could find out which was the most important questions to define this term.
Secondly hosts were separates to the one who got sponsored or no from the European Union and then TTest was used to examine if hypothesis one will be accepted or no. Moreover we categorize hosts based on
the size of their facility to large, medium and small facility. With ANOVA test we examine if the size of
the facility plays an important role on successful rural tourism development. Furthermore we examine what
is the economic condition for Greek Peripheries and we classify them to rich, middle class and poor
peripheries and we examine with ANOVA test if Periphery economic condition affects the factors of
successful rural tourism development (Figure 2).
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Results

Factor analysis was used to determine the structural relationships between statements on facilities
and services for both the importance and performance measures. This involved conducting KMO and
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity followed by a principal axis factoring. The analysis revealed many coefficients
of 0.3 and above in the correlation matrix with a statistical significance for the Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity
of less than 0.000, which supports the factorability of the correlation matrix (Bartlett, 1954). Furthermore,
the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin value of 0.904 for social interaction scale exceeded the recommended value of 0.6
by a wide margin, which supports the appropriateness of the constructs used in the questionnaire (Kaiser,
1970, 1974).
Following the Kaiser rule of eigenvalues ≥1, a four-factor solution was generated for the social
interaction scale after varimax rotation which accounted for 68.4% of the total explained variance. When a
solution counts for more than 50% of the total variance it is regarded acceptable (Hair, Black, Babin,
Anderson, & Tatham, 2006; Zhang, Ma, & Qu, 2012). The first factor for the social interaction scale
consisted of four items which was named “Financing tourism development” as it included issues about:
“Individual investors who are reinforced and supported by financing protocols (e.g. Leader, Interreg, etc)”,
“The local government and the market banks are coordinated and they support the individuals who invest
on tourism”, “The financing of works related to tourism development and promotion of the tourism product
are reinforced”, and “The local taxation from the local government contributes to the support of our tourism
activities” For this factor, 28.76% of the total variance was explained. The second factor, with six items,
was named “Leadership” as it is related to “local leadership assistant and collaboration”, “local leadership
needs”, local leadership acceptance of collaboration”, “state promotion of rural tourism”, “skillful person to
manage resources are important” and “collaboration to deal with shortages and problems”. For this factor,
18.69% of the total variance was explained. The third factor consisted of three items and it was named
“Collaboration among tourism entrepreneurs” where it is connected to “cooperation between entrepreneurs
is important for success”, “variety of cooperation is important for success”, and “it should be a net between
the regional entrepreneurs”. For this factor, 10.92% of the total variance was explained The final factor
explained 10.03% of the total variance is called “Local government and community cooperation” and it
consists of three items associated with “Local government aims at the development and promotion of
tourism”, “Local government aims at the construction and maintenance of infrastructure related to
tourism”, and “The local government supports us through financial capitals for the creation of tourist
brochures, through actions which ensure normal road traffic and supports us by improving the landscapes
of the geographic” (Table 2). All items were extracted with a factor loading higher than 0.5 (Kayat & Hai,
2013; Kim, 2013; Stevens, 1996). Based on these factor analysis results, seven attributes which had low
factor loadings were eliminated. As we can see from Table 2 the “Financing tourism development”, had the
highest variance level (28.76) for the explanatory factors pertaining to the social interactions scale of rural
tourism host in Greece and at the same time it has the highest average (5.89) while “Leadership ” (5.28) has
the lowest.
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Furthermore we examine if successful rural enterprises items for every factor have any
significance in 0.05% and 0.01% level. Findings revealed that subsiding, size and peripheral economic
condition are significantly influencing five of the respondents' views for and against the topic of
successful rural enterprises factors we considered in the present study (table 2). For example, significant
differences based on subsiding exist on 0.05% significant level in two cases: The local government and
the market banks are coordinated and they support the individuals who invest on tourism t=-2.418, p=0.16
where EU-Subsidized (M=4.13, SD=0.963) seem to support this comment more than Self-Subsidized
(M=3.90, SD=1.019). Moreover we notice significance differences on respondent’s opinion on the item
“our members have learned to collaborate in order to deal with the shortages and the problems that occur
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each time” (T=-2.512, p= 0.012) where self-subsidized (M=3.58, SD=0.867) support more this comment
than EU-subsidized (M=3.37, SD=0.911).
Table 3: Items for successful rural entrepreneurship results of ANOVA and independent T- tests

manage well the available resources and they ensure the right management of the financial capitals
and the resources from financing (F=2.804, P=0.005). Large companies (M=3.47, SD=0.758) support
more this comment than medium (M=3.00, SD=1.024) and small companies (M=2.90, SD=0.824).
Peripheral condition has significance in one case in 0.01% level and in one case in 0.05% level. In these
two cases, “Our success results from the variety of enterprises which collaborate among themselves,
e.g. shops, restaurants and sights (F=4.442, p=0.004), and “The local leadership accepts the fact that
tourism depends on the collaboration between the individuals and the local organizations (F=2.968,
p=0.032)”, Poor Peripheries have lower mean scores (M=3.46, 0.820; M=3.29, SD=0.906; M=3.43,
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SD=0.861) Middle Class and Rich Peripheries (M=4.00, SD=0.853; M=3.75, SD=0.989; M=3.58,
SD=1.018).
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ABSTRACT
The issue of tourism crises constitutes the subject of a vast research in the tourism literature since
the consequences of a crisis caused either by natural or man-made causes may prove disastrous for tourism
development and sustainability of destinations. The crises that a destination may undergo can be divided
into internal and external. The responsibility of the first lies with the destination or country in which it
occurs; examples include political instability, frequent strikes, and heightened crime rates (Simpson,
Simpson and Cruz- Milan, 2016) The second can be caused by natural phenomena or other external factors,
such as terrorist attacks (Breitsohl and Garrod, 2016), exacerbation of refugee flows, military hostilities in
neighboring destinations etc.. The main impact of tourism crisis is the decrease of tourist demand with
negative consequences for arrivals, tourism-dependent businesses and the revenues of destination (CruzMilan et al., 2016) and the damage made to the image and reputation of destination as regards safety,
attractiveness and general perceptions of tourists about it. However, the issues at the root of the crisis affect
the impact’s intensity in different degrees. In any case, appropriate crisis management by destinations and
governments is a major issue in the recovery of the tourism image, the loyalty and sustainability of tourism
development of the destination. The procedure for selecting a destination follows the decision to travel (Um
and Crompton, 1990) and is a cognitive process that is significantly influenced by the perceived risk
(Sirakayaa and Woodside, 2005). In fact, in an effort to reduce the chance of a decision containing risk, the
individual tourist replaces the "dangerous" destinations with safer ones (Liu and Pratt, 2017). The
destination image, inter alia, plays a crucial role in the travel decision as it influences risk perception. In the
context of the above discussion, the present article attempts to investigate the impact of the refugee crisis in
the perception of the tourism image but also in the choice of the Chios Island as a holiday destination. It
does so by means of a quantitative primary survey conducted using a structured questionnaire addressed to
tourists of various nationalities visiting the island of Chios during the summer season of 2017. The analysis
of the survey data demonstrated that the destination selection process was not affected by the establishment
of refugees on the island. Also, as evidence points out, the latter did not impact the perception of the
destination image. As a matter of fact, tourists felt that Chios was a safe destination and they came across as
satisfied with their trip and willing to revisit the island and recommend it to others (relatives and friends),
as a tourist destination. In this context, there is an undisputed need for further research into understanding
the process leading to the tourist’s decision (with emphasis placed on his/her choice of the destination), and
also the effect of the factors leading to the crisis a tourist destination.
Key Words: refugee crisis, destination image, destination choice, destination management, Chios island
INTRODUCTION
There is no lack of studies in the bibliography of tourism treating the impact of crisis, internal or
external, human-generated or nature-induced, on it. In every case, the consequences for the tourism
development and the sustainability of the destination can be devastating (Breitsohl and Garrod, 2016;
Causevic and Lynch, 2013; Cruz-Milan et al., 2016; Saha and Yap, 2014; Samitas et al., 2018; Som et al.,
2014). In that perspective, crisis can be classified as either internal or external. Under the first category fall
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instances such as political instability, frequent strikes or industrial actions and increasing crime rates
(Simpson et al., 2016). Under the second can be found event brought about by natural phenomena or other
external factors, like terrorist attacks, exacerbated migration flows, warfare in neighboring countries or
destinations etc. Their principal consequences include a dramatic fall of the tourism demand which in its
turn impacts negatively the arrivals, the business related to tourism and the income generated by it, and
naturally, the damage suffered by the image and the reputation of the destination, as far as its safety and
appeal are concerned.
To focus on Greece, it just so happens that all refugee5 flows from embattled countries such as
Syria, Iraq or Afghanistan are soaring since midyear 2015. According to data from the International
Organization for Migration (2016)6 in the course of the year 2015 a staggering 857.363 of migrants and
refugees entered the country via the islands of the Eastern Aegean Sea, a number which represents 84% of
all refugee flows to transit by way of the Mediterranean Sea. The number of refugees start diminishing in
the course of the year 2016 (they fell to 176.906) and was even lower in 2017 where they fell to 56.351
(Kasimati and Panagiotopoulou, 2018).
In the context of the above problematic, the present paper attempts to accurately investigate the
impact of the refugee crisis on both the perception of the destination’s image and the choice of the latter as
such. It does so by means of a quantitative primary survey conducted using a structured questionnaire
addressed to tourists of various nationalities who were visiting the island of Chios during the summer
months of the year 2016.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Perceived Risk- Perceived image and Tourism Destination Choices
In the relevant tourist destination literature, travel destination choices of individuals are
demonstrated as being influenced by internal and external factors as well as mental-cognitive constructs
which incorporate elements from their internal and external environment (Um and Crompton,1990).
Choosing a destination is the next step after making the decision to travel, and it consists of a cognitive
process which is heavily influenced by perceived danger (Sirakayaa and Woodside, 2005) In fact, tourists
tend to replace what they somewhat subjectively consider “dangerous” destinations with safer ones in an
effort to reduce the risk-taking involved in decision-making (Liu and Pratt, 2017).
The tourist’s satisfaction element is originally described as a comparative process involving the
expectations formed by the interested parties prior to the trip and the actual trip experience (Chen et al.,
2013). It results in poor satisfaction rates if the former are higher than the latter and vice-versa. It follows
that the tourist satisfaction is an emotional response produced by the degree to which a destination covers
the needs and expectations of the individual. Satisfaction creates an emotional tie which is gradually
transformed to loyalty which can be distinguished to cognitive, emotional and impulsive. Cognitive loyalty
derives from the information about the destination that tourists dispose of as well as from the assessment of
their experience. Emotional loyalty derives from the attitude of the tourist towards the destination, while
impulsive loyalty, in other words the intention of the tourists to keep visiting the destination in the future, is
the most appropriate tool when it comes to forecasting future behavior patterns (Kyriakaki et al., 2015). In a
nutshell, the process can be described by the following triptych: SATISFACTION=>TRUST=>LOYALTY
It is a fact that a destination’s perceived image can influence to a great degree the tourists’
attitudes when it comes to choosing it or not; therefore managing the destination, especially in periods
where external crisis occur, is of primordial importance. A negative image can haunt the collective memory
of future tourists. Without a doubt, the perception of real or perceived danger in a given destination can
influence the eventuality of visiting it or recommending it to others. From all the above it follows that
investigating the factors which shape the destination’s image, especially as far as danger is concerned is
crucial and must be conducted in marketing terms and in the framework of destination management.
According to Lepp and Gibson (2003:619) “the marketers can improve the image of a destination by
decreasing the perception that specific risk factors are present”.
Tourism and Refugees’ Crisis
5 Let us note that the distinction between refugees, migrants and illegal migrants is never very sharp in the
minds of the visitors
6International Organization for Migration (2015). Retrieved from http://migration.iom.int/europe/ [Accessed the 25th of
January 2017, 18:40].
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Choosing a travel destination involves in all probability some form of risk since it entails planning
under uncertainty. Consequently, destinations are evaluated, among other things, according to their degree
of safety, political stability, the probability of strikes and manifestations, terrorist attacks and spread of
contagious diseases, (Sonmez and Graefe, 1998). Simpson et al. (2016) define as tourism crisis any event
which may affect negatively the tourists’ flows, the destination’s image as far as safety is concerned, its
appeal and the local economy and industry by curtailing arrivals and tourist’s expenditure. Tourism crisis
are triggered by unforeseeable events, induce surprise or even panic and put the ability of public institutions
and businesses to control their duration and consequences to the test. Immediate decision making about
their management is a prerequisite for keeping the negative impact as low as possible while gradually reestablishing the lost sense of safety and improving the destination’s overall image.
Despite the great number of studies analyzing the impact of internal and external crisis on the
tourism sector, few treat the financial and social impact of migrant and refugee flows to both the image and
the social cohesion of a tourism destination. According to the study conducted by Simpson et al. (2016),
migrants deprived of legal documents flowing to specific destinations seem to influence the attitude of the
tourists, especially with regard to perceived safety, as well as their intention to recommend or visit again
said destination.
As far as the negative impact of recent refugee flows to popular destinations on the islands of the
Mediterranean is concerned, a recent brief research examines their impact on tourist demand and price
fluctuations (Costa, 2017). In insular destinations which were the recipient of significant refugee flows
usually accompanied by negative publicity, the prices of tourism accommodation fell. Conversely, in the
destinations where no flows were registered, prices rose. Also, two recent articles host the analysis of
owners and executives working in the tourism industry with regard to the impact of the refugee crisis in
Greece. In the first article are examined the consequences of the routinely negative publicity suffered by
Greece as a tourist destination, as well as the reactions of the foreign visitors to it, the various forms of
interaction taking place between local communities and refugees and the initiatives undertaken by the
owners of hospitality-related enterprises to counteract the crisis (Pappas and Papatheodorou, 2017). It was
based on a research conducted on national scale and by means of questionnaires. The second article
analyzed the way the impact of the refugee crisis was assessed by hotel owners from the top four islands in
migrant flows transit (Lesvos, Chios, Samos and Kos), as well as the policies adopted by the hotel sector in
order to diminish their damaging consequences (Ivanov and Stavrinoudis, 2018).
THE REFUGEE ISSUE ON THE ISLAND OF CHIOS
In the course of the year 2015, an unprecedented wave of refugees has chosen the East
Mediterranean Route as entry point to the European countries. Obviously, the Greek islands of the Eastern
Aegean Sea were found in the impossibility to meet the most elemental reception and temporary
accommodation needs of such impressive numbers. Among the reasons lie the lack of suitable
infrastructure paired with political instability, was due to the negotiations being carried out by the Greek
government with the European Institutions in the summer of 2015 and the ensuing referendum. Also the
protracted dramatic recession crippled the local economy by imposing capital controls. All of the above
became the ingredients of a major crisis, which not only rendered impossible the management of the
refugee crisis but also damaged seriously the image of Greece in general and that of the Eastern Aegean
island in particular as tourist destinations.
In 2015, refugees arrivals run as high as 506.919 for the island of Lesvos and 120.556 for that of
Chios, the top two islands in Eastern Aegean Sea in terms of arrivals (UNHCR, 2016)7. The heightened
sense of solidarity of the locals combined with the spirit of hospitality and a natural tendency to do the right
thing by other fellow humans, as well as the presence of an important number of volunteers contributed to
the saving and rescuing of quite a number of refugees and deterred panic. These elements also solidified the
traditional image of Greek people as hospitable hosts; but they could not be expected to do damage control
as far as the negative impact of such formidable flows is concerned.
The refugee crisis therefore resulted in cancellations of hotel reservations, rented rooms and other
accommodation schemes, the shrinkage of the tourist period, a reduction in the bookings for the year 2015
and the one after that (Ministry of Finance, Infrastructure, Shipping and Tourism, 2015), and the
cancellation of flights from overseas. According to data provided by the Civil Aviation Authority arrivals
from other countries at the airport of Chios fell from 8228 (for the year 2014) to 7224 (for that of 2015).

7

UNHCR (2016). http://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/mediterranean?id=83# [Accessed the 29th of June 2017, 18:20]
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The one category however of tourists who appeared to be oblivious to the refugee crisis is that of Turkish
nationals who, in all probability because of long familiarity with the refugee presence, rose from 68912 (for
the year 2014) to 82075 (for the year 2015).
Once the EU-Turkey Statement was signed on March 18th, 2016 and the borders to the Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia were closed, the greatest part of refugee flows turned to the Central
Mediterranean Route. As a consequence, the rate heading to the Greek islands was drastically reduced. As a
matter of fact, the number of the refugees arriving at Lesvos fell to 99361, while those arriving at Chios
reached 40521. But despite this reduction in flows, arrivals at the Chios airport were further curtailed to
2.266 for the year 2016, registering thus, for the period 2014-2016, a 72% most pronounced adverse change
among the islands which were points of entry for refugee flows. Indicatively, let us mention the adverse
changes for the island of Lesbos for the same period, 58%, and those of Samos and Kos, , 21% and 16%
respectively (Civil Aviation Authority, 2017)8. Moreover, a reduction of 11,2%9 of the number of Turkish
tourists was observed in 2016, their number falling to 72.884. However, this can be partly imputed to the
political instability reigning in Turkey in the aftermath of the failed coup d'état of July 2016.
METHODOLOGY
Doubtlessly there is a significant gap in the relevant bibliography concerning the influence of the
refugee crisis on the attitudes and perceptions of tourists, especially with regard to how safe they perceive
the destination to be and whether they intend to visit it again or to recommend it to others. The empirical
research conducted in Chios from July 27 to August 26, 2016 aimed to examine that influence on two areas.
On the one hand the decision concerning the choice of destination and the shaping of the tourist’s
experience and on the other the satisfaction derived from said choice and the loyalty created out of it, in
other words, the intention to visit the destination again or recommend it, or lack thereof.
The Questionnaire was conceived in three languages, English, Greek and Turkish, and was
distributed to visitors at the entry points of the island (airport, port and custom house) as well as in areas of
special tourist interest on the island (beaches and sightseeing sites). The sample’s consistency was based on
the tourist flows during the same period, a year before these lines are written (2015). Random sampling
yielded 392 valid responses and the data was analyzed with the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS 23). A reliability test was conducted concerning the ordinal varieties by using the Cronbach Alpha
coefficient and providing both descriptive (arithmetic and graphic techniques) and inferential statistics
(hypothesis testing, analysis of variance (ANOVA) test, x2 test) (Siomkos and Vasilopoulou, 2005).
RESEARCH RESULTS
Sample Profile
As far as the country of origin of the respondents is concerned, 16,3% comes from Europe, 9,2%
from the United States, 45,2% from Turkey, 27% from Greece, and a 2,3% comes from other countries. As
to their demographic profile, one third of the sample is between 46 and 65 years old, whereas half of it is
between 26 and 45. They have a high educational level, since 80% of them reported that they are Graduates
of Higher Education and the same holds true for their economic status, since 75% claimed that they
belonged to the bracket described as Medium Income Level (Table 1).

Table 1
Demographic Profile of Sample
Sex
Male
Female

Frequency
191
201

Percent %
48.7
51.3

Total

392

100.0

8
9

Education
Primary
Secondary
Higher
Total

Frequency
2
84
306
392

Percent %
0.5
21.4
78.0
100.0

Civil Aviation Authority, http://www.ypa.gr/profile/statistics/yearstatistics/. [Accessed the 8th of October 2017, 19:30]
Unpublished statistical data provided to the authors by the Custom Office of Chios
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Age
18-25
26-35
36-45
46-65
66-80
Total

Frequency
45
113
80
132
22
392

Percent %
11.5
28.8
20.4
33.7
5.6
100.0

Income Level
Low
Medium
High
Total

Frequency
13
293
86
392

Percent %
3.3
74.7
21.9
100.0

Country of Origin
Europe
United States
Turkey
Greece
Other countries
Total

Frequency
64
36
177
106
9
392

Percent %
16.3
9.2
45.2
27.0
2.3
100.0

One can conclude from the above data that the island of Chios is not a destination in high demand
among the younger generations (18-25) or popular to tourists of lower education or income.
Characteristics of the visit and of the perception of a destination’s image
According to the research’s results, the rate of multiple time visitors is especially high (60%) as is
the average duration of stay (11,5 days), a fact that corroborates the tourists’ loyalty to the island of Chios.
The most popular reason when it comes to visiting the island is that it is considered as a favourite
destination (Mean=3.81/5), a result which accounts also for the high rate of multiple visits. Second comes
the destination’s safety (Mean=3.75/5). In accordance with the theory of risk perception, the destination is
indeed in “tourist crisis” due to the refugee issue but multiple time visitors who develop strong ties with the
place, have easier access to reliable information as to the risk attached to travelling to it. Two other
categories of tourists who are not risk adverse when it comes to destination choice are the ones who visit
friends or relatives, and the owners of a second home there (Cruz-Milan et al., 2016). These two reasons
were mentioned in third and fourth place as to why the specific destination was chosen. Moreover, in a
separate question aiming to investigate the tourists’ perception of the image of the Chios island, given the
presence of the refugees, the majority of the respondents (86,6% και Mean=4,26/5) replied that they
consider the island a safe destination. The country of origin appears to be an element affecting differently
the tourists’ perception of the refugees’ presence in the destination and its impact on the latter’s image
(p=0,000<0,05). More specifically, tourists from all over the world with the exception of Turkey and the
United States of America declared that the safety of tourists is not compromised by the presence of
refugees. Turkish tourists tend to agree to a lesser degree but American ones, despite an overall neutral
stance, represent the highest rate of disagreement to that statement. Consequently, the perception of the
destination’s image and the feeling of being safe of the tourists who visited Chios do not appear in any way
influenced by or connected to the fact that the refugees stay on the island. This point will be demonstrated
even more clearly further then.
The influence exercised by the refugee issue on the tourism decision
The establishment of refugees on the island of Chios did not affect the latter being chosen as a
tourist destination, as it can be seen in the responses of the sample to the relevant question. 67,1% of the
visitors to the island declared that their decision visit it was not impacted in a negative manner by the fact
that refugees were hosted there (See Fig. 1 and 2), 83,7% stated that even if the option of cancellation of
their visit to the island was offered to them, the refugee issue would not be among the reasons to activate it.

Figure 1
Negative impact on the decision-making

Figure 2
Refugees stay and safety
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The fact that refugees were hosted in
Chios influenced my decision to
travel negatively

I think that the refugees hosted in
Chios do not put the tourists at risk

101

98

121
77
76

67
33

41.2
25.9

22.8

19 6.5

11 3.6

TOTALLY DISAGREE NEITHER
DISAGREE
AGREE
NOR
DISAGREE

AGREE

TOTALLY
AGREE

Frequency

11 3.4

10.3

TOTALLY DISAGREE NEITHER
DISAGREE
AGREE
NOR
DISAGREE
Frequency

Percent %

31.6

24.1

AGREE

30.6

TOTALLY
AGREE

Percent %

This finding is aligned to the perception of the destination’s safety, since 62,2% (199/320) of the
respondents agree that the refugees hosted on the island constitute no threat to the tourist’s safety
(Mean=3,76/5) (Fig. 2). Moreover, 87,8% of the sample mentioned that the refugees presence is not a
reason to cancel tourist activities such as a lunch in a restaurant, a visit to the town centre etc.
(Mean=4,3/5). 84,0% stated that said presence did not alter their holiday program (Mean=4,21/5) and
75,7% that their mood was not disrupted during their island holiday by it (Mean=4,04/5). It follows that the
direct tourist experience of the respondents comes across as not being influenced by the presence of the
refugees, a fact that leads to the positive evaluation of the destination and a reinforced choice of it.
Tourists’ satisfaction and loyalty towards the island of Chios
The overwhelming majority of the tourists in the sample (91,3%) declares itself totally satisfied or
satisfied from their visit of the island (Mean=4,39/5). This fact proves that the destination lived up to their
expectations, that it did not suffer from negative events in the course of their trip and is still a good choice
for their holidays in the future. The rate of tourists wishing to visit the island again is particularly high
(94,4%) and equally high is the rate of those who are willing to recommend it as destination to their friends
and relatives (Word of Mouth) (93,4%) (Table 2). The findings in question constitute strong evidence of the
loyalty towards the destination, which appears to emerge unscathed by the refugee issue.
Table 2
Loyalty to the Destination
Loyalty to the Destination
Would you visit Chios again?
Would you recommend Chios as a destination to family or
friends?

Yes
No
Total
Yes
No
Total

Frequency
302
18
320
299
21
320

Percent %
94,4
5,6
100,0
93,4
6,6
100,0

The statistical analysis has proven that the desire to revisit and recommend the destination is
positively correlated with the satisfaction derived from the destination. More specifically, tourists who
appear satisfied by their choice of the island as travel destination also declare that they are willing to visit
it again in the future and to recommend it to friends and family (p=0,000<0,005) (Table 3). It follows that
the tourists’ satisfaction by the chosen destination has a remarkable influence when it comes to
multiplying the visits and the positive Word of Mouth publicity.
Table 3
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Satisfaction by the destination/Future visits/Recommendation of the destination
I am satisfied with
my choice of Chios
as my destination.

Would you visit again Chios in the
future?

Would you recommend Chios as a
destination to family or friends?

NO

TOTAL

NO

YES

TOTAL

%
50,0

Ν
2

%
100

Ν %
1 50,0

Ν %
1
50,0

Ν
2
2

100

24

100

YES

Totally disagree

Ν
1

%
50,0

Ν
1

Disagree

2 100,0

0

0,0

2

100

2 100

0

Neither agree
nor disagree
Agree

7

29,2

17

70,8

24

100

9 37,5

15

8

6,0

126

94,0

134 100

7

5,2

127 94,8

134 100

Totally agree

0

0,0

158 100,0

158 100

2

1,3

156 98,7

158 100

TOTAL

18

5,6

302

320 100

21 6,6

299 93,4

320 100

94,4

x2= 75,477, p= 0,000< 0,05

0,0
62,5

%
100

x2=79,713, p= 0,000< 0,05

The results of the research corroborate the finding of other studies with regard to satisfaction and
loyalty issues (Yoon and Uysal, 2005; Zhang et al., 2014; Chiu et al., 2016; Kyriakaki et al., 2015, 2016) as
well as the correlation of loyalty and the perception of safety/risk in a given destination (Breitsohl and
Garrod, 2016; Cruz-Milan et al., 2016).
CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of the data gathered in the framework of a primary quantitative research, conducted by
means of a structured questionnaire which was addressed to tourists of various nationalities who visited the
island of Chios during the summer months of 2016 yielded the following findings:
•
•
•
•
•

The presence of the refugees did not influence the travel decision of tourists concerning the choice
of destination.
The refugee issue does not seem to influence negatively the perceived image of the destination,
since the latter is still considered by the majority of the sample as a safe and favorite destination.
The estimated degree to which the refugee issue damages the safety of the destination according
to the respondents seems to vary in accordance with their country of origin.
The majority of the tourists comes across as having obtained a positive experience and being
satisfied by their visit to the island of Chios.
Tourists/visitors were loyal to the destination to an elevated degree.

Consequently, it can be stated that the refugee issue has no negative consequences to either the
travel destination decision or the travel experience of the tourists visiting the island of Chios. Also, the
destination’s perceived image was equally unchallenged concerning safety and so was the intention to visit
the destination again and to recommend it to friends and family (positive WOM). The findings of the
present study are not without interest in the context of management of a destination in crisis, since they
demonstrate that the latter did not suffer substantial damage by refugee flows. If one seeks to unveil the
reasons behind a steadily decreasing rate of tourist arrivals which precedes the refugees’ appearance and
shows no signs of abatement despite a respite in the refugee crisis, one should search alternative factors
contributing to it.
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Introduction
Cultural tourism is one of the most popular kinds of tourism since 17th century. Different
definitions of Cultural Tourism further support the complexity of the phenomenon covering a range of
relative activities such as historic tourism, fine arts related tourism etc. Controversial options regarding the
impact of this phenomenon conclude that tourism policy is crucial in order to increase the positive results
and to reduce the negative. In the context of Tourism policy, a set of regulations and rules provide a
framework that directly affects long-term tourism development in a specific area.
In order to further investigate the differences of Policy and Planning within these cities,
comparative study took place. The present paper aims at studying the strategies between two different cities
concerning the touristic development process. The two cities were chosen because of the fact that they are
the second-largest cities of Greece and Bulgaria, additionally with rich cultural heritage and cultural
diversity.
Primary data was collected through semi-structured interviews, which aredefined by a set of
predefined questions and were based on open-ended questions. The research is qualitative. Particularly, it is
a combination of descriptive and conclusive research. Using deliberate sampling, representatives of local
authorities have been selected that play acrucial role in development of local tourism strategy in
Thessaloniki and Plovdiv in 2016.
Presentation of the objectives of the tourism strategy,the advantages and disadvantages and action
priorities for each city are further high-lighted. The importance of cultural events, cooperation bodies and
the involvement of the local community as a part of the development processes are analyzed. The
projection and promotion of destinations within and outside borders is being investigated.
In Conclusion to estimate the tourist development of the two cities, are presented the total number
of over night stays, the visiting rate of domestic and foreign tourists and the tourism performance of the
year 2016, as reported by the Thessaloniki Hoteliers Association and the National Statistical Institute of
Bulgaria. Finally, a comparison is made between the two cities taking into account the above data and
making some conclusions about the current situation, while at the same time it is of particular interest to
repeat the research in the long run.
Key words: culture, tourism development, tourist policy, planning
2. Literature review
2.1 Definition of Cultural Tourism
Cultural tourism has been one of the most popular types of tourism since the 17th century,
however the interest of scientific attention for this type of tourism was focused in the late 1980s and early
1990s (Balcar&Peace,1996). Since then, the tourist literature has demonstrated a wide range of semantic
delineation, with different results that are used in research studies on cultural tourism and its fields
(CityTourism and Culture – The European Experience, 2005).
As McKercher and DuCros (2002) respond to the question: "What is cultural tourism? This
seemingly simple question is very difficult to answer because there are just as many definitions of cultural
tourism as cultural tourists
The same scholars have classified the definitions of cultural tourism into four categories:
a) definitions based on the theory of tourism; b) definitions based on motivation c) definitions
based on experience and d) functional definitions.
Richards (1996) points out: "As with tourism in general, the conceptual definitions of cultural
tourism attempt to describe the motives and concepts that are associated with cultural tourism activity."
McIntosh and Goeldner (1986) consider that cultural tourism includes all aspects of travel, where
travelers learn about the history and heritage of others or about their modern ways of life. Konsola's (1993)
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approach describes cultural tourism as a means of protecting cultural heritage as well as an educational tool
for acquiring knowledge about the historical, artistic and intellectual heritage of a particular region
The "broad definition" of cultural tourism adopted by the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO
1985) covers all people's activities, including educational visits, visits of special interest, festivals and
cultural events, visits to monuments, museums, archaeological and historical sites, excursions to the study
of the natural environment, monitoring of various forms of art and folk culture and participation in religious
cults and pilgrimages
The different approaches prove that cultural tourism is a complex phenomenon, as it covers a wide
range of activities such as historical tourism, tourism focusing on the fine arts, industrial tourism, etc.
However, most attempts to define cultural tourism agree that it consists of the consumption of culture by
tourists (Richards, 1996).
2.2 Tourist Policy &Tourist Planning
Over the last 20 years, there has been universal acceptance that the access and consumption of
cultural resources is important to successful urban development strategies (Psarrou, 2011).
Culture is directly linked to economic, social, cultural, educational and political benefits while
acting as a lever for the reduction of inter-regional imbalances.
The development of cultural tourism must be part of the general tourist policy of the place,
because tourism policy is the conscious promotion and shaping of tourism, which is achieved through the
influence between public, private bodies and various interest groups (Kaspar, 1982)
The aim of the tourism policy is to integrate economic, political, cultural and intellectual benefits
into countries and destinations in order to improve the quality of life of people, which is the basis for world
peace and prosperity (Edgell, 1990)
The Policy and planning are two concepts inextricably linked to the tourism development of a
region. The product of tourism policy is a general strategy (Ritchie&Crouch, 2003) that deals with current
principles and general objectives and forms the basis for the planning process.
In its practical form, tourism planning is related to the organization and control of tourism
development according to the policies of each destination (Page, 2006).
There is a common acceptance that planning is a set of processes rather than a theoretical
framework of organization of the socio-economic space, and a set of alternative or changing strategies
(Komilis&Vagionis, 1999).
This practically means that planning is an ordered sequence of functions, designed to achieve the
goals and the balance between them (Murphy, 1985)
Several writers agree that the most important feature of any kind of planning, including tourism
planning, is its forward-looking (Hall, 2000).
Gunn (1979) considers that tourism planning is a tool for the development of the destination and
the way for assessing its needs. He also suggests that tourism planning should be directed towards four
main objectives: sustainable use of resources, increased visitor satisfaction, integration of the local
community, improvement of the economy and business success (Gunn, 2002).
Therefore, in countries where tourism is not developed, planning can provide the necessary
guidelines for its development. On the other hand, for developed destinations, where tourism is established,
the planning is often required to revitalize it and preserve its future viability (World Tourism Organization,
1994).
3. Methods
3.1 ResearchFramework
The case study is the research methodology of this paper. Porter (1991) argues that issues of
management and implementation of development strategies require the use of case studies. Thus, in the
present study, the city of Thessaloniki and the city of Plovdiv were selected as case studies. The cities were
a field of research as they have rich cultural heritage and cultural diversity. At the same time, they are two
twinned towns since 1984.
In an effort to achieve a holistic understanding of the process of tourism development in
Thessaloniki and Plovdiv, is presented an empirical social research. The type of Research is a combination
of descriptive and conclusive research. the Descriptive research aims at capturing the current situation. it
describes the methods, where two towns adopt of the tourism development (Thessaloniki - Plovdiv). The
conclusive research is based on the findings of the survey as they emerged from the analysis of the
qualitative data.
The survey data were collected primarily through indepth interviews (Pappas, 2002). The type of
interview was semi-structuredinterview, which is characterized by a set of predefined questions (Iosefides,
2008). The survey is qualitative and was based on open-ended questions. The selection of the participants
in the survey was based on the technique of deliberate sampling. Therefore, the interview was conducted
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with representatives, who have an important role in the development of local tourism development
strategies in Thessaloniki and Plovdiv.
4. Case studies
4.1 Case study: Thessaloniki
Thessaloniki is the second largest city in Greece in population and geographic area.
The influences of the great empires (Roman, Byzantine, Ottoman), as well as various ethnic
groups and religious groups (Greeks of Asia Minor, Armenians, Jews, etc.) contributed to the formation of
its history and culture.
Temples, monuments, architectural buildings, archaeological sites and museums shape its
multicultural and cosmopolitan identity. Thessaloniki connected with Mount Olympus, Vergina, Dion,
Pella and Halkidiki.
The Administration of the Municipality of Thessaloniki and the Tourism Organization of
Thessaloniki are the public authorities for the tourism development.
Necessary condition for Thessaloniki to develop tourism was the change of narrative. The brand
name: Thessaloniki, Many Stories, One Heart built by the Thessaloniki Tourism Organization was an
important part of the narrative strategy, which aimed at highlighting the multicultural background of
Thessaloniki. The administration of the Municipality based on narrative strategy shaped the strategy of
"Diplomacy of the Cities. Among these, development strategies include: brand name, city diplomacy,
placement of Thessaloniki on the world tourist map, attract visitors, community participation, presentation
of advantages, improving infrastructure, improving tourism management, establishment of new selffinancing bodies.
There many advantages of Thessaloniki. First of all location, monumental wealth, atmosphere of
the city, young profile, walkable character, leisure opportunities
The disadvantages are mainly identified in infrastructure (for example, the railway service is not
the best and traffic flows are also problematic. A major disadvantage is lack of international hospitality
companies.
Collaboration and participation in decision making process is a necessity in the tourist
development of the destination. Thus, the city of Thessaloniki cooperates with airlines such as Ryanair,
Turkish Airlines, Aegean and Fraport, with other municipalities in the area (e.g. municipality of
Kalamaria), with local businesses, interest groups (Thessaloniki Hotels Association) and local community.
In additionthere is cooperation abroad with City Marketing Organizations in Europe, World Tourism Cities
Federation
Themarketing and promotion of the city in Greece and abroad by Municipality administration is
carried out through policy approach and management policies.
As for that, the Thessaloniki Tourism Organization is the main mission. Therefore, in general
terms the marketing and promotion of the city is realizedthrough City diplomacy, B2B meetings, funds and
press trips, Aegean, Fraport, social media, digital applications, forms and other information materials. Also,
important is participation of Thessaloniki in international conferences and tourism exhibitions.
One of Thessaloniki's strategies includes the establishment of international and local events and
festivals.Cultural events with international titles such as the Biennale (2011) or World Music Expo
WOMEX (2012), the European Youth Capital (2014) and sporting events are some effortsof promotion of
the city. However, there are events that are not known abroad.Dimitria, a local event of exceptional
importance, has not gained international reputation.In recent years, an effort has also been made to host
events of the modernera, such as FESTIVAL MEDIAMIIX, WEBIT FESTIVAL, the Open Knowledge
Festival that are global and can contribute to the internationalization of the city.
According to statistics byThessaloniki Hotels Association the city begins to acquire a new identity.
Completeness in the city's hotels reached 70%in 2016. The percentage of tourist participation of the city in
the tourist product of the country increased by 10%.
Most overnight stays were made by Greek citizens, with the percentage reaching 53%, while the
number of foreigners was 47%.The largest percentage of visitors to the city is for recreational and business
purposes. At the same time, travelers are satisfied with the facilities and the price.
For Thessaloniki, the main foreign countries are:
Cyprus with 13%. Followed by Turkey (8%), the US (7%) and Germany (6%). Romania, Russia,
Bulgaria, Serbia and Montenegro and Italy account for 5%. While the United Kingdom is 4%.
The main reason that tourists visit Thessaloniki is the city's personality. Of particular interest are
gastronomy, archaeological sites and the cultural background of the city
In conclusion, the city has indeed a multicultural character with distinct areas that emphasize its
particular identity.
Cultural activities and centers of culture and recreation are important elements for attracting
visitors and new residents, with the expected rise of the local economy.
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Therefore, culture has a leading role in tourism development, through which other sectors of
tourism emerge (gastronomic, touristic, athletic etc.). The actions of the Municipality of Thessaloniki and
the Tourism Organization of Thessaloniki demonstrate the decentralization of tourism development by the
central administration. The organizations may differ in some aspects of strategy and goals, but their vision
is common. The collaboration of actors and stakeholders with timeless consistency and authentic ability can
establish Thessaloniki in the world tourist map, as a unique and competitive destination.
4.2 Case study: Plovdiv
Plovdiv is the second largest city in Bulgaria. Since ancient times, Plovdiv is situated in a central
point not only in Bulgaria, but also in the Balkans and Europe. The city has been influenced by various
civilizations: Thracian, Macedonian, Roman, Byzantine, Old Bulgarian, Ottoman, Renaissance and modern.
There are many museums, galleries and cultural institutions that present the rich ethnic and
religious diversity of the city.
In the tourist development of Plovdiv, the public authority with a leading role is the Municipality
of Plovdiv
The tourism strategy is mainly connected with the city’s resources: natural and cultural resources.
If certain points of the Tourism Strategy of Plovdiv need to be highlighted, these would be Open new
locations, rebuildings, accessibility of the city, advertising campaigns, participation in events and
conferences of tourist interest, The cultural calendar. A great advantage of Plovdiv is its central location.
Apart from the variety of historical sites, there is abundance of leisure and green areas. The region is the
biggest wine-producing area in the country. The Rowing canal is the biggest one on the Balkan Peninsula
and a venue of international contests, giving preconditions for developments of sports tourism. Also the
variety and abundance of conference halls and business hotels make Plovdiv ideal destination for business
and congress tourism. One of the biggest advantages is an important educational center with 9 universities
The main disadvantage results from not making the most of the natural resources, like Maritsa
River. One of the biggest disadvantages is the condition of Plovdiv airport – first, there is no direct public
transport to it; second, it is currently served only by one company, offering low-cost flights to 4 countries.
The public and private sector collaborate in a few ways in order to meet the objectives. One of the
main means of collaboration is establishing Tourism Advisory Council, members of which are managers of
public tourism structures, as well as representatives of the branch..Also, annual tourism forums are being
organized, the most important of which being the International Meeting of Tourism, which is an annual
event gathering together representatives of the branch, like tour operators and journalists. A new platform
aiming to increase private initiative and introducing certain objectives is the Annual Tourism Awards
Plovdiv is promoted in various ways according to the annual program, such as: international
tourism exhibitions, national tourism exhibitions, international campaigns advertising platforms (pocket
guide, arrival Guide) internet (visitplovdiv.com, Facebook, Twitter, etc.) foreign editions and blogging.
Event tourism goes hand in hand with any other kind of tourism of Plovdiv. Most of the big annual
festivals are being held in historical venues, such as the Ancient theatre of Plovdiv, the Roman Stadium,
etc. The cultural calendar annually consists of over 130 big concerts and festivals, and there are private
exhibitions and smaller events, as well. September is the most popular month in terms of events. Some of
them are the International Folklore festival in the first week of August, the Young Wine Parade taking
place in the Old Town every last week of November, the open-air opera festival ‘Opera Open’,
International Festival of Chamber Music,’ etc.
For the year 2016 in the total number of overnight stays the percentage of Bulgarian visitors was
68% while 32% were foreigners.Travelers choose Plovdiv for leisure and business reasons. They said that it
is inexpensive city in terms of plant prices and quality of service.
For Plovdiv, the main market is Turkey with 17%. Greece ranks second with 10%, followed by
Israel 6%, Germany and Italy are 4% and France 3%. Russia, USA, Spain, United Kingdom account for
1%.
Visitors to Plovdiv are mainly associated with the city's cultural attractions, wine cellars in the
area.At the same time, the number of visitors to attend festivals and cultural eventshas increased
considerably.
Although Plovdiv has included cultural tourism very early in its development plans, it has not
become an attractive and competitive destination. The long-term procedure of actions in an ever-changing
environment, will show the satisfaction of the objectives.
5. Conclusion
In the era of globalization, competition between cities is commonplace/frequent phenomenon,
although economic theories believed that only businesses compete with each other.
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Nowadays, in order to attract visitors, residents and investments, the cities are turning to a search
for policies and tools for reconstruction and upgrading of their characteristics. For this reason, cities'
competitiveness plays a central role in local government and urban development policies. The objectives of
the case studies strategies are to increase the percentage of overnight stays, to satisfy the visitor and to
increase the economic and social benefits of tourism development for the local community
During 2016, the total number of nights spent in Thessaloniki was 2.309.617, twice the number of
nights spent in Plovdiv, which reached the number of 1.003.300.
Strategies and actions have shown many common points and some differences,
Their developmental processes are on track. The two cities seem to have a strong vision, with
Thessaloniki taking the lead in the field of tourism development.
The two cities should exploit and integrate new tourism trends, such as
millennials, adventureTravel,VR technologies, personalized services, green tourism (eco tourism),
security, sustainable workforce.
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ABSTRACT
This study aimed to test the influence of destination image and event quality on athletes’ intentions
to repeat visiting the city in the future and develop positive word of mouth. Two hundred (N=200)
questionnaires were collected by athletes. The influence of event image and event quality on behavioral
intentions and word of mouth was tested with two multiple regression analysis. All the dimensions (except
affective image in prediction of word of mouth) had significant contributions to the prediction dependent
variables.
Key Words: Destination Image, Sport Event Quality, Behavioral Intention.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, small scale events have had rapid growth. Particularly, national and local
communities have realized the value of sport events as a strategy to create awareness for their places and
develop destination image (Dimanche, 2003). Event managers do their best to extent the market, deliver
upper-class services and keep their customers satisfied. It is well-known that service quality is an influential
factor for the development of positive consumer attitude (Howat, Crilley & McGrath, 2010; Tzetzis,
Alexandris & Kapsampeli, 2014). The development of service quality research, which has been extensively
documented in academic literature, is justified by its value to explain the consumer satisfaction process
(Alexandris, Douka, Papadopoulos & Kaltsatou, 2008) and contribute to our understanding of consumer
loyalty (Theodorakis, Alexandris, Tsigilis & Karvounis, 2013). The last twenty years, numerous scholars
have shown the applied value of service quality on sport events settings, as quality services are associated
with positive behavioral intentions and intensity of participation (Greenwell, Fink & Pastore, 2002;
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Hightower, Brady & Baker, 2002; Theodorakis et al., 2013). In that way, several destination marketers have
focused on hosting sport events as a marketing tool to develop destination image and expand its tourism
market (Chalip, Green & Hill, 2003; Kaplanidou and Vogt, 2007). Academics and researchers claim that a
sport event can influence positively or negatively the destination image (Kaplanidou and Vogt, 2007).
Additionally, destination image has a large impact on consumer behavioral intentions (Bigne, Sanchez &
Sanjez, 2001; Chalip et. al., 2003). This paper examines the influence of destination image and event
quality on athletes’ intentions to repeat visiting the hosting city and develop positive word of mouth.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Service quality in sport events
Sport events run within a complex content of sport, recreational and tourism activities; they can
develop an economic impact for the hosting destination (Bjelac and Radovanovic, 2003). Building service
quality in the sport events is challenging (Koutouris and Alexandris, 2005). In the service quality literature
researchers recommended several measurement models in order to measure service quality. Several
dimensions have been proposed, such as tangible, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, empathy
(Parasuraman, Zeithaml & Berry, 1994), interaction quality, outcome quality and physical environment
quality (Brady and Cronin, 2001). In the event literature there are a few multidimensional models to
measure service quality in small scale sport events settings. One of the most widely accepted models has
been developed by Chelladurai and Chang (2000), who proposed three dimensions of service quality:
physical environment, such as facilities, equipment, stadiums etc; interpersonal attributes, such as
volunteers / employees’ behavior and attitudes; and the core service, which is the performance of the event
itself. Furthermore, Alexandris, Theodorakis, Kaplanidou & Papadimitriou (2017) assessed runners’
perceptions of event service quality in a city marathon based on the Brady and Cronin (2001) scale
model. Their proposed instrument included three dimensions: physical environment quality, defined
by facilities and running routes; interaction quality, defined by personnel’s behavior; and outcome
quality, defined by what the consumers/ runners receive as an outcome during the event.
Destination image
Destination image is described as “an individual’s mental representation of knowledge, feeling and
overall perception of a particular destination” (p. 870) (Baloglu and McCiearly, 1999). Destination image
has been studied widely in the tourism literature; several definitions were proposed (Tasci and Gartner,
2007; Zhang, Fu, Cai & Lu, 2014). A number of studies has addressed destination image in relation to
loyalty, behavioral intentions and service quality. (Chen and Chen, 2010; Mechinda, Serirat & Guild,
2009). According to Gartner (1993), destination image is made up of cognitive-defined by attributes of the
place, affective-defined by feelings to be obtained from the location and conative-defined by wishes,
intentions and efforts occasionally irrespective of the overall cognitive and affective evaluation. A similar
model proposed by Baloglu and McClearly (1999), which suggest an evaluation form for destination image
via cognitive, affective and overall image. In sport events setting, Kaplanidou and Vogt (2007) addressed
only cognitive and affective dimensions to measure the destination image of the hosting place of sport
event. Results have shown event and destination image may positively affect each other. Furthermore, in
the tourism literature destination image has been described as a positive influence to overall satisfaction
(Baker & Crompton, 2000). Therefore, satisfaction is expected to affect the behavioral intention to revisit a
place as a tourist or to participate in the sport event. This study aimed to test the influence of destination
image and event quality on athletes’ intentions to repeat visiting the city in the future and develop positive
word of mouth. The event took place in „Spens" sport center, in the city of Novi Sad, Serbia.
METHODOLOGY
A quantitative study was carried out in order to achieve the research objectives. Two hundred
(N=200) questionnaires were collected, with an on-site survey, from athletes, who participated in the World
Sambo Championships for Youth and Juniors organized by the International Sambo Federation (FIAS) and
the Sambo Federation of Serbia (SSS) in October 2017 in Novi Sad, Serbia. This sample covered almost
50% of the total number of athletes who participated in the competition. Destination image was measured
with two dimensions: affective and cognitive (Kaplanidou and Vogt, 2007). Event quality was measured
with three dimensions: core, tangible and supporting (Alexandris et al., 2017). Finally, behavioral
intentions were measured with intention to visit the city in the future and word of mouth communications
(Alexandris et al., 2017).
Data analysis
The statistical analysis included the application of a confirmatory factor analysis using the
statistical package of LISREL 9.1.The process of evaluation of the model was based on a number of fit
indices: Sattora-Bentler scaled χ2 statistic (χ 2), the Non-Normed Fit Index (NNFI), the robust Comparative
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Fit Index (CFI), and the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA). Two multiple regression
analyses were further run for the examination the relationship between perceived service quality and
destination image with Intentions to revisit and WOM. The three service quality and two destinations image
dimensions were set as the independent variables, while the Intention to revisit and WOM were set as the
dependent.
RESULTS
In terms of the reliability analysis, as seen in Table 1, all the dimensions had acceptable values of
alpha (>.72). The mean scores in the service quality dimensions were relatively high, with the tangible and
the supporting one having the highest mean scores (4.25). The two destination image dimensions had lower
mean scores (3.53 for the cognitive and 3.61 for the affective).
Table 1.
Means, standard deviations, alpha values, composite reliabilities, average variance extracted and
correlations for intention, W.O.M., destination image and service quality dimensions
Variables
M
SD
AVE
CR
r
a
Intention
3.63 0.99
W.O.M.
3.91 0.96
Affective
3.61 0.94 0.93
0.93
0.67
Cognitive
3.53 0.96 0.90
0.90
0.66
0.82b
Tangibles
4.25 0.62 0.72
0.73
0.88
0.44 b
0.38b
b
Supporting
4.08 0.62 0.75
0.76
0.51
0.40
0.34b
0.84b
Core
4.25 0.58 0.87
0.87
0.54
0.42 b
0.31b
0.73b
0.81b
b
Note: p < 0.01
Confirmatory Factor Analysis. A confirmatory factor analysis was run to establish the factorial
validity of the scales. Inspection of skewness, as measure of shapes of distribution, showed that it was
within the accepted range (±1.0). However, in three items (Volunteers/Personnel, Facilities for sambo and
Medal ceremonies) a significant distribution asymmetry was observed. Also, application of KolmogorovSmirnov test of normality showed that some variables did not have normal distribution. Mardia’s
coefficient of multivariate kurtosis was found to be 208.43 (normalized estimate was 42.34). Subsequently,
Sattora-Bentler scaled χ2 statistic was used for further analysis. The analysis showed acceptable fit of the
model for predicting behavioral intentions: S-B χ2 = 819.61, p<0.001, NNFI=0.95, CFI=0.96,
RMSEA=0.08, RMSEA CI=0.079-0.089. Also, the analysis showed acceptable fit indices for the model
predicting WOM: S-B χ2=778.56, p<0.001, NNFI=0.95, CFI=0.96, RMSEA=0.08, RMSEA CI=0.0750.086. The values for NNFI and CFI fit indices showed excellent fit (Hu and Bentler, 1999).
Multiple Regression Analyses. As previously noted, two regression analyses were run. Both the
models showed significant predictions. In terms of the Intention model (F=3.25, p<0.001) all dimensions
had statistical significant effects on the dependent variable; higher effects were found by the two service
quality dimensions (Core and Tangibles) and the Destination-affective dimension. This model predicted in
total 21% of the variance in Intentions to revisit. In terms of WOM (F=4.04, p<0.001), all the dimensions
offered significant predictions, except the Destination image-Affective. The largest effect was found by the
Service Quality- Tangible. The whole model predicted 28% of the variance on Intentions to revisit (Table
2).
Table 2
Regression analysis for intentions and word of mouth
Intention
β
t
p value
Affective
0.47
7.45
0.001
Cognitive
0.22
7.51
0.001
Tangibles
0.43
11.96
0.001
Supporting
0.41
31.82
0.001
Core
0.48
20.75
0.001
2
R =0.21
F=3.25
0.001

W.O.M.
β
0.045
0.12
0.58
0.23
0.15
R2 = 0.28

t
2.27
2.33
4.16
9.71
5.76
F=4.04

p value
n.s.
0.005
0.001
0.001
0.005
0.001
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This study aimed to examine if the quality of a sport event and the image of the destination
influences athletes’ intention to revisit the city (Belgrade) and the development of positive WOM for the
city. The results confirmed what has been proposed in the literature (Bjelac and Radovanovic, 2003). Sport
events can contribute to the development of tourism destinations. The vast majority of athletes expressed a
positive intention to visit the city of Novi Sad in the future for tourism or sport purposes. This shows that
countries and / or cities can benefit by organizing sport events. It has to be noted that the specific event,
while international, it has to be classified as a small-scale sport event. Previous studies have emphasized on
the role of small scale events for local tourism development (Alexandris et al., 2017). This study further
showed that the quality of an event, as perceived by athletes, is an important factor for the development of
positive behavioral intentions and WOM communications. Previous studies have emphasized on the role of
event quality on event loyalty (e.g., Alexandris et al., 2017). However, the link between event service
quality perceptions and behavioral intentions has not been well empirically examined (Alexandris et al.,
2017; Chelladurai & Chang, 2000). It is significant that in the present study all the three aspects of the
event quality (core, supporting and tangible) were shown to influence behavioral intentions and WOM.
This should be taken into considerations by event organizers. This study also provided empirical evidence
for the link between destination image and behavioral intentions. The construct of destination image, while
being addressed in the literature, is not still well empirically investigated. In this study we used the two
dimensions of destination image (cognitive and affective), as proposed by Kaplanidou and Vogt (2007).
Both these dimensions were shown to influence behavioral intentions. It has however to be noted that in the
present study the destination image was not considered as an outcome of the event, but as an antecedent
factor that exists as perception, which has been developed by formal and informal sources. Novi Sad is a
relatively new tourism destination. It will be interesting for future studies to include more well-known or on
the other side relatively unknown destinations in order to test the model proposed in this study.
Furthermore, it will be interesting to study the destination image as an outcome variable and see its change
before and after the event takes place.
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ABSTRACT
This paper analyzes the relationships between self-congruity, functional congruity, satisfaction,
sport event involvement and behavioral intentions of triathlon travelers. The moderating effect of different
training experiences is assessed in allowing these relations. 885 data were collected among triathletes
participating to international triathlon competitions. A theoretical model has been developed and tested
using SEM. The majority of hypotheses are empirically confirmed. Regarding the moderation hypothesis, a
multi-group SEM has been estimated (high-intensity and low-intensity training). Some differences between
the two groups are highlighted, remarking the need to develop differential marketing strategies in active
sport tourism.
Key Words: sport tourism; triathlon; self-congruity; functional congruity
INTRODUCTION
Sport tourism is defined as “leisure-based travel that takes individuals temporarily outside of
their home communities to participate in physical activities, to watch physical activities, or to venerate
attractions associated with physical activities” (Gibson, 1998). Sport tourism is a relatively recent,
impressively growing phenomenon (Higham & Hinch, 2009). Its high profitability has created a
dynamic industry, characterized by a multifaceted offering and an increasingly growing competition.
The increasing economic relevance of the phenomenon has triggered the interest of management
research, who has devoted increasing efforts to investigate sport tourism (e.g., Bosnjak et al, 2016).
However, despite this growing interest, existing research appears limited. In particular, sport tourism
research has mostly considered passive sport tourists (Trail & James, 2001). In this sense, dynamics
related to active sport tourists have received negligible attention; however, the increasing willingness of
people to participate in such kind of activities, and the consequent relevant economic impact of such
tourism activities recently pushed academics to focus more on this research area (e.g., Bosnjak et al,
2016).Extant contributions have suggested how the field is quite complex. For example, some (e.g.,
Kaplanidou & Gibson, 2010) have suggested how, active sport tourists differ in terms of consumption
types: non event- and event-related consumption. The former are only leisure-based tourists, while the
latter associate event participation to their travel behavior. In terms of consumer motivation, research
suggests how motivations of active sport tourists are extremely multifaceted and heterogeneous (e.g.,
Kurtzman and Zauhar,2003):in this sense, sport travelers might be motivated both by the desire to
compete in a sport event; at the same time, tourism-related motivations (e.g., escape, destination
attributes) are not negligible, and are likely to drive selection of events as well.Such multifaceted nature
of consumer decision making process poses important challenges, both for sport and tourism marketers,
and for scholars.This paper contributes to this debate by developing and testing a model to explore
active sport tourists’ determinants of satisfaction and behavioral intentions.Triathlon events are
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prominent in the sport tourism industry (Shipway and Fyall, 2012). An overwhelming demand has
triggered the growth of several international events around the globe, usually located in touristic areas
(e.g., Lake Garda in Italy,Hawaii).
The model proposed in this paper is based on two pillars. On the one hand, it considers the
impact of consumer congruity evaluations on consumer satisfaction and behavioral intentions. Both the
self-image congruity with the event, and the functional congruity with the functional attributes of the
hosting destination are considered.On the other hand, involvement represents the second pillar of the
proposed model. The involvement construct is central in social sciences (Krugman, 1966). Particularly,
the involvement construct appears as particularly relevant in fields like organization, consumer, and
leisure research. Note that, as suggested by Beaton et al (2011), these fields are strongly pertinent for sport
management, and tourism management research. In tourism research, involvement is a well—known and
well-researched construct (Yeh, 2013); oppositely, few contributions in sport management research have
addressed involvement (e.g., Brown et al, 2016), as well as in sport tourism (both active
andpassive).Contribution of the present paper can be considered as twofold: on the one hand, further
exploration of the role of congruity evaluations for active sport tourists is provided. On the other hand, the
study enriches literature on involvement in sport tourism management research.Finally, this paper
provides a dynamic perspective on the proposed relationships. Following the suggestion the suggestion
that consumer evaluations might change, over time, according to different consumer backgrounds in terms
of consumption episodes (Dagger and Sweeney, 2007). In this specific case, the moderating effect of
different sport training backgrounds on all the proposed relationships is investigated.
LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
Self-congruity
Self-congruity is referred to the perceived match between a consumer (in this case, the tourist)
self-concept and the perceived image of a certain product/service (Kressmann et al, 2006). Perceived
congruence tends to lead to the actual purchase (Mannetti et al, 2004). In this sense, consumers tend to
purchase those products/services that are perceived as close to their self-concept.Reflecting the multiple
role that people are likely to held in society (Rosenberg, 1979), the self-concept is commonly considered
to have multiple dimensions: actual self-concept, ideal self-concept, social actual and ideal self-concept.
Note that, ideal and actual self-concept have been mostly studied in literature. (e.g., Beerli et al, 2007).
In line with much of previous research, the present paper only examines the ideal and actual dimensions
of self-concept. This choice can be also justified by another point, raised in past contributions: that is,
the more“individual” dimensions of self-concept (i.e., actual and ideal self-concept) can strongly
influence social-related dimensions (Ekinci et al, 2003).Actual self reflects how a person sees him or
herself; conversely, ideal self concerns the way a person would like to see him or herself. Social selfconcept (i.e., actual social and ideal social) refers instead to how a person presents him or herself to
others (Sirgy et al, 2008).Accordingly, on the one hand, actual self-congruity is reached as individuals
consistently behave according to their real (actual) self-image: in other words, their actual behaviors
reflect how they actually think they are. On the other hand, ideal self-congruity refers mainly to selfenhancement (Hung and Petrick, 2011), reflecting the efforts put in place by people, to become as close
as possible to the person they would like to be.Grounded in social psychology, the concept of selfcongruence has been highly relevant for marketing research, since a long time (e.g., Levy, 1959). The
relevance of self-congruence in consumer decision-making process is directly linked to the widelyknown assumption that, consumers purchase goods and services not just basing on functional, utilitarian
evaluations, but also (and most importantly) due to symbolic meanings products carry (e.g., Lee and
Hyman, 2008). Levy (1959) effectively summarized the prominent role of consumer evaluations of
symbols (i.e., symbolic meanings) embedded in products, with respect to their personal self-concept: “a
symbol is appropriate (and the product will be used and enjoyed) when it joins with, meshes with, adds
to, or reinforces the way theconsumer thinks about himself”. In other words, consumer evaluation of
products/services passes through the personal evaluation of the extent to which such products/services
can maintain, reinforce, and enhance their own self-concept.Self-congruity has been widely applied in
marketing research (Hosany & Martin, 2012), proving its relevance in a variety of contexts. Specifically,
in the case of tourism, the study by Chon(1992) was among the first to introduce the self-congruity
theory in a touristic context. The study suggested how, self-congruity in terms of consumer self-image
and destination image was a key determinant of consumer satisfaction. Sirgyet al (2008) provided a
comprehensive theoretical model of the impact of self-congruity on destination choice. Other studies
(e.g., Ahn et al, 2013) confirmed this relevant impact of self-congruity in the case of destination
choice.Regarding event image in sports, research has mainly concentrated in specific areas, such as the
role of sponsors in defining, first, an event intended self-image, and, in turn, self-image congruity of
people attending sporting events. Only few research studies dedicated their attention to identifying
effects of self-congruity with perceived event image tout court (Hallmann & Breuer, 2010). This can be
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justified by the generalized, past tendency of the industry regarding sport events, which were mainly
conceived as marketing tools to enhance other, related offerings (Brown et al, 2016). However, another
limitation of existing research is that, such studies focusing on self-congruity are usually concentrated
on sport event spectators, or passive individuals in general. As far as it is known, active sport tourism
has seen few applications of self-congruity theory. For example, Bosnjak et al (2016) suggested that
self-congruity in active sport tourism might not only be referred to destination image, or to the event
image, rather to the sport activity itself.Consumer importance of the matching between consumer selfimage and the -usually stereotypical- image of a product/service is well established (e.g., Ahn et al,
2013). The impacts of self-congruity on many, key consumer behavior outcomes (such attitudes,
preference development, loyalty, satisfaction) are quite established as well in marketing and tourism
research (Ahn et al, 2013).
This leads to the definition of the following hypothesis:
H1: Self Congruity has a direct effect on satisfaction.
Functional congruity
Congruity in consumer evaluations also regards utilitarian features of a product/service.
Functional congruity is defined as “the match between consumers’ ideal expectations of utilitarian brand
features and their perceptions of
how the product is perceived along the same features” (Kressmann, 2006). Albeit some studies have
juxtaposed self- congruity and functional congruity (e.g., Mannetti et al, 2004), many others have
considered jointly self-congruity and functional congruity, exploring also the interdependencies between
them, in the effort of proposing more comprehensive models of product/brand choice (e.g., Choi and Reid,
2016). Regarding tourism, functional congruence generally refers to consumer evaluations of performance
attributes of a destination (i.e., atmospherics, destination services, economic convenience), with respect to
their aspirational level of performance attributes (Ahn et al, 2013). Evaluations related to these attributes
strongly influence tourist behavior (Sirakaya and Woodside, 2005). Despite functional congruity is
considered as a relevant construct in tourism research, as far as it is known, the construct has never been
related to active sport tourists. In this paper, functional congruity has been operationalized regarding the
functional attributes of an event hosting destination. As in the case of self-congruity, functional congruity
is believed to have direct effects on post-purchase outcomes, such as satisfaction (Chon and Olsen, 1991).
Sirgyet al (2008) theoretically illustrated the role of functional congruity in predicting tourist behavior.
Utilitarian attributes of a destination are aimed to fulfil tourist basic needs such as convenience, security,
relaxation, and accessibility (Ahn et al, 2013). Consequently, it is likely that a higher functional congruity
exerts a beneficial effect on satisfaction.
This leads to the definition of another research hypothesis:
H2: Functional Congruity has a direct effect on Satisfaction
Satisfaction
Consumer satisfaction is a key concept in tourism research and practice (Chen and Tsai, 2007).
This concept can be considered as broad and holistic, referring to the post-purchase stage of
consumption (i.e., of a holiday, Fornell, 1992). Due to its holistic nature, some studies suggest the
adoption of a single, global measure of satisfaction (e.g., Baloglu et al, 2003). Behavioral intentions can
be conceived as the outcome of consumer mental processing, converting motivation into actual, future
behavior (Jang & Namkung, 2009). Tourism research generally refers to behavioral intentions as revisit,
or recommend intentions (Baloglu et al, 2003). Sport marketing and tourism literature widely agree in
stating that a positive relationship between satisfaction and behavioral intentions exists (e.g., Prayag &
Grivel, 2014).
This leads to the formulation of:
H3: Satisfaction directly influences behavioral intentions.
Involvement in sports
Involvementisanindicatorofthepsychologicalconnections(Funk et al, 2004),oftheperceived
personal relevance (Kyle & Chick, 2002), and of the individual commitment towards a certain activity,
experience, or location (Gross and Brown,2008).Service/brand loyalty and product involvement appear
to be positively related (Pritchard et al, 1999). As noted by Chen and Tsai (2008), involvement towards
a certain object of interest (i.e., product, service, or location), is an important determinant of
consumers’ behaviors and evaluations.In tourism, studies on activity involvement appear highly
significant in understanding tourists’ behavior (Lee and Chang, 2012). Moreover, it has been
demonstrated that, increased tourists’ activity involvement tends to influence consumer sensitivity to
activity attributes, to influence perception of activity importance, commitment, and destination loyalty
intentions (Lee et al., 2007).Consequently, involvement is a widely-used construct in leisure and
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tourism literature. Havitz& Dimanche (1997) define involvement as “an unobservable state of
motivation, arousal or interest toward a recreational activity or a product”. In the case of sport
consumers, learning and involvement appear to be related to some extent (Mullin et al, 1993). Zhang,
Smith, Pease, & Maher (1996) point out that knowledge about a certain sport event can predict
attendance to the sport event itself. However, in contrast with the wider attention the construct has
received in other fields, like leisure research (e.g., Sato et al, 2016,Vlachopoulos et al, 2008); in sport
tourism, involvement is an underexplored topic (Beaton et al, 2011). However, despite its limited
application, involvement appears a key construct in identifying the major drivers of consumption, and
attitude formation in sports (Funk et al, 2003). In their literature review, Beaton et al (2011) suggested
that “sport involvement is present when individuals evaluate their participation in a sport activity as a
central component of their life and provides both hedonic and symbolic value” (p. 128). The existence
of cognitive and affective dimensions in involvement (Shank and Beasley, 1998) have been also
emphasized in literature. The present study adopts such multidimensional view of the
construct.Emotions have been found to affect consumers’ information processing (Bagozzi et al, 1999).
Satisfaction has been defined as an emotional response based on a holistic view of a phenomenon
(Cronin et al, 2000).In the context of recreational settings, it has been suggested how, individuals
showing more involvement in an activity are more likely to stay loyal (e.g., Iwasaki &Havitz, 2004).
Higher involvement has been showed to be an important predictor of higher participation to sport
events, and of higher spending on event-related products (Beaton et al, 2011). In examining (passive)
sport tourists’ behavior, Brown et al (2016) pointed out the positive, direct impact in terms of
satisfaction of tourists’ degree of sport involvement.In a nutshell, the level of involvement that a
consumer exhibit with respect to a certain object of interest works as an important determinant of
consumer evaluations and behaviors (Chen and Tsai, 2008). Scholars suggest that, the level of
consumer involvement might change according to consumer attitudes and perceptions, especially with
respect to service quality, perceived value, and satisfaction (Lai and Chen, 2011).The above
considerations lead to the following hypotheses:
H4: Satisfaction has a positive, direct effect on Sport Event Involvement
H5: Sport Event Involvement has a positive, direct effect on Behavioral Intention.
Self-congruity evaluations deal with product/service symbolic meanings. A positive consumer
evaluation in terms of self-congruity leads to a stronger consumer involvement with the product, service,
or brand (Bosnjak & Rudolph, 2008). Moreover, such relevant reinforcement in terms of consumer
involvement creates the necessary motivation for the consumer to proceed with the next step in
congruence evaluation, that is, evaluating functional attributes and devoting time and resources to such
evaluation. Hence:
H6: Self-congruity has a direct effect on sport event involvement.
Functional and utilitarian evaluations are likely to impact too on emotional reactions of
consumers. For example, Parket al (2006) suggest that people are likely to develop attachments with
those offerings satisfying their needs. From this point of view, it should be recalled that, in the case of
destinations, performance attributes (i.e., the object of consumer functional evaluations) are mostly
related to the satisfaction of those fundamental needs of tourists, such as security, convenience,
relaxation, and so forth.Congruity research suggests that consumers attribute to products and brands
specific personalities. Brand personality has been repeatedly indicated by research as a potential key
source of brand equity (Bodet & Chanavat, 2010). The importance of brand personality has been also
confirmed in the case of tourist destinations (Usakli & Baloglu, 2011), and for sport consumption
contexts (Alexandris, 2016). By bringing attribution theory to congruity research, one could argue that,
satisfaction will be a function of the attributes of certain products/services/brands. The higher the
consumer perceived matching (both in functional and in self-image terms), the higher satisfaction is
likely to be. Several studies argue how, if service levels match with consumer expectations, this will
also have an impact on involvement (Lai & Chen, 2011).Thereby:
H7: Functional congruity has a direct effect on sport event involvement
The moderating effect of training background
Some scholars (e.g., Dagger and Sweeney, 2007) suggested that, longer-term and novice
customers assess services differently. Longer-term consumers can count on a larger amount of relevant
information regarding the purchase (i.e., they have gone through it many times). In the case of longerterm consumers, credence qualities are more relevant in their service evaluations (Dagger and
Sweeney, 2007). Oppositely, novice consumers explore more the actual qualities of the services in
doing their evaluations (i.e., they are likely to be in a novel, quite unexplored context). Different levels
of consumer experience impact on consumer evaluations of products and services, indifferent ways.
For example, Dagger and O’Brien (2010) explained how, the higher consumer experience, the
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moreconsumers are enabled to acquire relevant information to fully evaluate their experience. In this
sense, thereby, even the major drivers of consumer satisfaction and/or loyalty might vary according to
different levels of experience (Mittal and Katrichis, 2000).This suggestion is particularly relevant both
for scholars and service providers: it highlights the need to capture the actual drivers of loyalty and
satisfaction, that might vary according to different groups of consumers, identified according to
different levels of product/service experience. This in turn suggests the need for companies and service
providers to pay attention to these varying needs, that might be vital to define differential strategies to
acquire new consumers, and retain existing ones (Mittal & Katrichis, 2000).Mittal et al (2001)
suggested that, the relationship between service attributes, satisfaction, and customer loyalty is likely
to be dynamic, and to vary according to differentconsumption stages. Moreover, Dagger &
O’Brien(2010) showed that the major determinants of consumer loyalty in the case of experienced and
novel consumers might be different: in this sense, satisfaction was a prominent driver of loyalty only in
the case of new customers. Mittal et al (2001) noted that specific service attributes impact differently
on consumer satisfaction, according to the level of consumer experience. In their study of healthcare
services, Dagger and Sweeney (2007) found that service quality significantly impacted on behavioral
intentions only in the case of novice customers.Active sport tourism entails a direct participation to
sport activities. The sport activity plays a central role in the touristic experience: participants are
strongly involved in the proposed activities, also from a technical point of view. Given that, and
following the discussion above, in the specific context of active sport tourism, consumer/tourist
experience might be referred to the sport activity. The knowledge accumulated by tourists might lead
to different evaluations (i.e., more or less detailed, or making more or less difficult evaluating the
events’ attributes). Funket al (2007) noted that, in any case, prior involvement in the sport activity
proposed by a certain event is a significant predictor of the participation to the event.From the
discussion above, the following hypothesis derives:
H8: Training experience of active sport tourists moderates all the relationships presented above.
Figure 1 depicts the theoretical model.

Natural

Leisure

Figure 1. The theoretical model

METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
Data were collected in four international triathlon sport events (Triathlon Sprint Revine Lago;
Rimini Challenge, Italy; Triathlon Internazionale di Bardolino, Italy; IRONMAN Klagenfurt, Austria)
through questionnaires administered to attending athletes between May and June 2015. 885 valid
responses were collected. Construct measurements were based on previous research. Regarding the
measurement part of the specification process, a first step defines the number of factors at play. Starting
from Self-Congruity, two factors emerge clearly from EFA, respectively related to the real (5 items) and
ideal (4 items) self-perception; CFA shows that these two factors can be used as latent indicators of an
overall second-level factor for Self-Congruity, including both real and ideal items. As for the functional
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congruity construct, EFA shows the presence of 3 distinct factors (Natural Resource & Infrastructure,
Leisure, and Facilities & Comfort), each measured by 3 items; in this case the overall CFA model does
not allow to incorporate them in a unique second-level factor.Thus, together with Self Congruity,
Natural Resource & Infrastructure, Leisure and Facilities & Comfort will be considered as different
exogenous antecedents of the endogenous variables of interest: Satisfaction (4 items), Sport Event
Involvement (4 items) and Behavioral Intentions (3 items).The structural model presented in Figure 1 is
a recursive one, in which all exogenous variables have an effect on Satisfaction (H1 and H2) and on
Sport Event Involvement (H6 and H7), which also depends on Satisfaction itself (H4). Finally,
Behavioral Intentions depend on Satisfaction (H3) and Sport Event Involvement (H5), which therefore
act as mediators of the effects of the exogenous variables on behaviors.The estimation results are in the
first column of Table 1. The model shows a discrete level of all fit measures, allowing to interpret the
results to test hypotheses. The data confirms all hypotheses, with the only exception ofsome specific
effects from functional congruity factors: while Natural Resource & Infrastructure has a significant
effect both on Satisfaction and Sport Event Involvement, all effects of Leisure and Facilities & Comfort
are not
significant.Finally,theuseofmodificationindexesshowsthatsomeoriginallyneglecteddirecteffectsonBehavi
oralIntentions (Natural Resource & Infrastructure and Facilities & Comfort) are indeed significant. Thus,
the mediation hypothesis is only partially verified in ourcontext.The last two columns of Table 1 show
the estimates of a multigroup SEM aimed at testing the moderation hypothesis of training intensity.
There are two, significantly different parameters, both regarding the direct effects on Behavioral
Intentions: the effect of Satisfaction is only significant for High Intensity Training backgrounds
triathletes, while the effect of Facilities & Comfort in only present for Low Intensity Training ones.
NOmoderation
Whole sample
Est.
S.e.
Sig.

High Intensity
Est.
S.e.
Sig.

Moderation
LowIntensity
Est.
S.e. Sig.

Satisfaction
Natural Resource &Infrastructure
.277 .039
*** .277
.039 *** "
Leisure
-.017 .031
-.017
.031
"
Facilities
-.029 .042
-.030
.042
"
Self-Congruity
.331 .047
*** .334
.047 *** "
Sport EventInvolvement
Satisfaction
.553 .042
*** .552
.042 *** "
Natural Resource &Infrastructure
.099 .030
*** .099
.030 *** "
Self-Congruity
.237 .042
*** .228
.043 *** "
BehavioralIntentions
Sport EventInvolvement
.385 .076
*** .401
.075 *** "
Satisfaction
.282 .070
*** .415
.075 ***
-.021
Natural Resource &Infrastructure
.131 .047
** .158
.048 *** "
Facilities
.114 .056
**
-.089
.078
.257
Fitindexes
Chi square (dof)
1788 (694)
1759
(692)
"
RMSEA
.068
.067
"
CFI
.917
.919
"
TLI
.909
.911
"
SRMR
.072
.066
"
Note 1: " same values as High Intensity; Note 2: *** p<.01; ** .01<p<.05;
*<p<.10
Table 1. Estimates of the structural model with and without moderation

.083
.072 ***

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Self-congruity appears to be a quite strong antecedent of satisfaction and involvement. This is
in line with results of extant research (Kressman et al., 2006).The effect of self-congruity and of
(some) components of functional congruity evaluations remarks the importance of developing
synergies between the event-related components, and destination related components. Sport events’
perceived image appears to be a determinant component for active sport tourists. However,
destinations are likely to have a relevant, complementary role. The centrality of the sport experience in
the touristic experience is confirmed by the significant impact of sport event involvement on ultimate
behavioral intentions.Of particular interest, both for consumer researchers and sport and tourism
marketers is to deepen the relationship destination-event in sport tourism. From this point of view,
results of this study suggest a careful management of the structure and the value proposition of the
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combined sport-touristic offering. The point is raised looking at the different significances of the single
functional attributes related to the event. Note how, for example, attributes related to facilities and
comfort, and leisure-related characteristics are not significant at all with respect to tourist satisfaction,
while other factors, like available natural resources and infrastructures turn out to be significant. In
some sense, these results confirm suggestions of Bosnjak et al (2016), suggesting a high relevance of
the sport activity itself, over and above the different contents of the offering. In other words, active
sport tourists might pay high attention to the evaluation of technical characteristics of the event,
related, for example, to the possibility of performing the sport activity without difficulties, and
obtaining all the necessary technical support. This should not suggest that destination is irrelevant at all
in determining ultimate evaluations of consumers: infrastructure and natural resources appear as
significantly influencing consumer satisfaction and involvement. This confirms previous research,
suggesting an interdependence between sport-related and tourism-related elements. Such
interdependence might be particularly relevant for disciplines entailing a strong interaction with the
surrounding territory, like triathlon.The introduction of the moderating effect of training background
provides some additional insights. The majority of the relationships and their interpretations are mostly
confirmed. Note that, the “Facilities & Comfort” functional attribute is only significant for lowintensity training athletes. In addition, the effect of satisfaction is only significant-highly significantfor high-intensity athletes.Active sport tourists appear strongly committed to their respective
disciplines. Particularly, as the sport discipline absorbs a significant amount of resources in
individual’s lives (i.e., denoted by a high-intensity training), the sport event per se is highly valued by
individuals. In this sense, they are strongly driven, in their future intentions, by the experienced level
of satisfaction. Highly-trained active sport tourists (i.e., experienced) are likely to be closer to an
athlete, rather than to a tourist. Through their relevant experience, they have developed such an
expertise and a technical competence, so that they are likely to technically evaluate sport events to
which they participate (or have participated in the past). Technical aspects are likely to be strongly
relevant for them (see the relevance of the attribute Natural Resources & Infrastructures: they are
functional to the triathlon competition). Such evaluative ability is very likely to be a stringent selection
criteria among the different, available events. The destination is thus incorporated into a wider system
of offering, which is more complex to manage than a traditional touristic offering system.Low intensity
athletes (i.e., less experienced customers) tend to show more moderate tendencies. For them, only the
facility/comfort component is significant, suggesting that these individuals value more the leisure side
of the experience. Sport and tourism amalgamate there under the leisure domain, leading to a less
extreme consumer, which is likely to seek a challenging, involving experience, without giving to it
totalizing meanings.The discussion above provides a relevant suggestion for sport tourism marketing,
remarking the need to carefully screen demand, and to consider needs of a multifaced clientele.
Marketers must be aware of the need to develop differential strategies, and, more in general, of the
need to create events that must interact, complement surrounding environment, not being just means of
touristic promotion. They should create themselves value for the customer.Results provided are of
interest both for tourism and sport research, and suggest the need to further explore such contexts,
which pose at the edge between sport consumer behavior and tourism consumer behavior. There is an
increasing need to explore the interrelations between motivations, different event attributes, and
consumer preferences.Some limitations of the study can be identified. The model could be further
extended by adding other moderating variables, such as travel motivation, lifestyles, or
psychographics. Second, the study is limited to European events. Finally, the cross-sectional nature of
data; further research efforts might explore the proposed relationships over time.
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ABSTRACT
The study aimed to test the direct and indirect effects of brand associations on the development of
place attachment, considering the role of sport involvement as a mediator variable. Data were collected
from three hundred and seven (N=307) Greek hikers. Structural equation modeling was employed in order
to test the model fit and estimate the model coefficients. The results indicated that coefficients associated
with the direct and indirect paths had significant contribution in the prediction of dependent variable.
Key words: brand association, place attachment, sport involvement, structural equation model
INTRODUCTION
Recent international statistics have shown a growth in sport tourism industry (Scheerder, &
Beeveld, 2015). Adventure tourism was identified as one of the fastest growing sectors in the sport tourism
industry with an economic activity in 2016 of US$ 263 billion (Adventure Travel & Trade Association,
1990). Millions of people travel around the world to participate in several outdoor activities in National
parks and unique destinations. An important reason for participants to take part in recreational activities is
to “feel” the sense of success (Driver, Tinsley & Manfredo, 1991), to be involved with a sport activity and
bond emotionally with destination settings (Kyle, Graefe, Manning & Bacon, 2004b). It is a common
practice for tourism organizations today to enhance their tourism product by adding opportunities for
recreational sport participation. As a consequence, building brand destinations through involvement with
recreational activities has been identified as a strategy to develop positive behavioral intentions and
attachment with the destination (Alexandris, Kouthouris & Meligdis, 2006; Keller, 2003). Kaplanidou et.al.
(2012) addressed the key role of place attachment as an outcome of branded destinations. Furthermore,
brand associations have been extensively documented in the marketing literature as an important element to
influence consumer decision-making (Keller, 2003); their role, however, on the development of place
attachment in a tourism destination context has not been empirically examined yet. This study aims to
measure the direct and indirect effects of brand associations on the development of place attachment,
considering the role of sport involvement as a mediator variable.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Brand Associations
According to Aaker (1996), brand associations are thoughts that a consumer makes considering a
brand. Keller (1993) defined brand associations as ‘informational nodes linked to the brand node in
memory and contain the meaning of the brand for the consumers’ (p.3). Marketers use brand associations to
position a brand, develop awareness, promote positive product attitudes and increase loyalty. Keller (1993)
classified brand associations into three dimensions: a) attributes, b) benefits and c) attitudes. Attributes are
specific characteristics of each product/service and are defined into product (e.g. tangible elements of a
hiking trail) and non-product related (e.g. the ‘name’ and stories of a well-known mountain). Benefits are
consumers’ expectations related to the value of using a product or service and are categorized into
functional (e.g. buying a pair of hiking poles to support the long walking days), experiential (e.g.
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participating in a team sport for pleasure) and symbolic (e.g. attending a F1 race for social status and
prestige). Attitudes are related to consumers’ belief and overall evaluation of the brand. According to
Kunkel, Funk and King (2014) brand associations can be measured for sport leagues. In the context of the
fitness industry, Alexandris, Douka, Papadopoulos and Kaltsatou (2008) proposed an eight-dimensional
scale, defined by popularity, nostalgia, logo design, escape, vicarious achievement, management, pride in
place and affect.
Sport Involvement
Sport involvement has been well documented in the sport marketing literature as the main aspect
which leads to positive behavioral intentions and loyalty (Iwasaki & Havitz, 2004; Kyle, et.al., 2004b).
According to Rothschild (1984), involvement is described as a psychological state of motivation and
interest toward a product, activity or object. Sport involvement has been conceptualized and measured by
two different approaches (Funk, Alexandris & McDonald, 2016). The first approach treats sport
involvement with a unidimensional measurement way. The second approach examines sport involvement in
a multidimensional context with several facets. The most widely acceptable model was proposed by
McInture and Pigram (1992); this model proposes three subscales: a) attraction, b) self-expression and c)
centrality. Attraction refers to the hedonic and excitement value derived from participating in a sport
activity. Self-expression represents a self-impression that an individual wishes to convey to others through
sports. Centrality refers to the central role that a sport activity plays in a person’s life. Research has shown
that sport involvement affects place attachment (Kyle et. al., 2004b). It has been proposed that the affective
(e.g centrality) element of sport involvement predicts attachment with a destination (Moore & Graefe,
1994; Kyle, et.al., 2004b).
Place Attachment
Researchers have attempted to measure the human feelings linked to a specific location (Kyle,
Absher & Graefe, 2003). According to Stokowski (2002), places are more than geographic locations with
physical and tangible aspects; they are changeable contexts of social interaction, feelings and memories.
Kyle, et.al. (2003) defined place attachment as “the extent to which an individual values or identifies with a
particular environmental setting” (p.250). In their review of the place attachment literature, Low and
Altman (1992), concluded that affect, emotion and feelings are the main dimensions of the construct. Two
facets of place attachment were proposed by Kyle et al. (2003): a) place identity and b) place dependence.
Place identity reflects the symbolic importance and affective value of a place for an individual. Proshansky
(1978) defined place identity as “those dimensions of self that define the individual’s personal identity in
relation to the physical environment by means of a complex pattern of conscious and unconscious ideals,
beliefs, preferences, feelings, values, goals, and behavioral tendencies and skills relevant to this
environment” (p. 155). Place dependence reflects the tangible context of an environment, such as biking
trails and running routes, which help a participant to achieve his/her goals through participating in a
particular activity (Williams & Vaske, 2003). This model was shown to be reliable and valid in several
studies (Kyle, et.al., 2003; Moore & graefe, 1994; Williams & Vaske, 2003). Additionally, several studies
have indicated the positive relationships between place attachment and behavioral intentions, loyalty,
satisfaction and sport involvement (Alexandris, et.al., 2006; Kaplanidou, et.al., 2012; Kyle, et.al., 2003).
This project aimed to test the direct and indirect effects of brand associations on the development of place
attachment, considering the role of sport involvement as a mediator variable.
METHODOLOGY
Participants and procedure
A quantitative approach was adopted. Data were collected from hikers on Mount Olympus in
Greece. The total sample consisted of 307 (N=307) individuals. The questionnaires were distributed within
four mountain huts during the summer season, which is the busiest period of mountain huts. Participants
completed the questionnaire prior to or after their hike. The demographic characteristics of the sample
indicated that the majority of participants were males (70,5%), single individuals (69,2%), with a mean age
of 34 years old. Additionally, participants reported that on average they visit mount Olympus three times
(M=3) per year and hike mainly with friends (68%).
Measures
A multi-scale questionnaire was used to measure the hypothesized model. Participants were given
a questionnaire which included: Brand Association which were measured with eight subscales (Alexandris,
et.al., 2008); Sport involvement which was consisted of three subscales: attraction (three items), centrality
(three items) and self-development (thee items) (Kyle, et.al., 2004b); Place Attachment was defined with
two dimensions: place identity and place dependence (Kyle, et.al., 2004b).
Data analysis
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Prior to the formal data analyses, descriptive statistics were examined. Then, confirmatory factor
analysis (CFA) using Lisrel 9.1 (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1997; Mels, 2006), was carried out to test goodness
of fit indicators of the measurement model. Additionally, structural equation model (SEM), with a
maximum likelihood estimation method, was conducted to examine the direct and indirect effects of brand
associations on place attachment, treating sport involvement as a mediator variable. To assess the overall
model fit, researchers have presented several fit indices (Stevens, 2002). In this study, the fit indicators
used for model evaluation were Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) (Steiger & Lind,
1980), Comparative Fit Index (CFI) (Bentler, 1990), Normed Fit Index (NFI) (Bentler & Bonett, 1980),
Non-Normed Fit Index (NNFI) (Bentler & Bonett, 1980) and chi square (χ2) (Byrne, 1998). A RMSEA
value less that 0.8 indicates an acceptable model fit (Byrne, 2006; MacCullum, Browne & Sugawara,
1996). On the other hand, CFI, NFI, NNFI values over 0.90 indicate an acceptable model fit, while values
greater than 0.95 indicate an excellent fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999).
RESULTS
Descriptive statistics
Descriptive statistics for all factors are presented in Table 1. The results showed that scores were
ranged from moderate (M=2,8) to high (M=4,2). Hikers perception about the place dependence (M=3.0)
and attraction (M=2,8) were moderate. On the other hand, several facet of brand associations scored in high
level, such as vicarious achievement (M=4,2) and affect (M=4,2). The construct reliability estimates were
calculated for all subscales. All values were acceptable (.72 -.90) (Cortina, 1983).
Table 1. Correlation matrix, mean, standard deviation and alpha coefficient.
Factors
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11 12 13
1.Attraction
1.000
2.Centrality
0.658 1.000
3.Self expression
0.429 0.467 1.000
4.Palce identity
0.494 0.537 0.350 1.000
5.Place dependence 0.343 0.373 0.243 0.531 1.000
6.Popularity
0.119 0.129 0.084 0.202 0.140 1.000
7.Escape
0.183 0.199 0.130 0.311 0.216 0.346 1.000
8.Vic. Achievement 0.161 0.175 0.114 0.273 0.190 0.304 0.468 1.000
9.Affect
0.165 0.180 0.117 0.281 0.195 0.313 0.482 0.423 1.000
10.Self Development 0.177 0.193 0.126 0.301 0.209 0.336 0.517 0.584 0.467 1.004
11.Social Interaction 0.140 0.153 0.100 0.239 0.166 0.266 0.409 0.360 0.370 0.543 1.000
12.Nostalgia
0.106 0.115 0.075 0.180 0.125 0.200 0.308 0.271 0.279 0.299 0.237 1.000
13.Pride
0.137 0.149 0.097 0.233 0.162 0.363 0.400 0.351 0.361 0.314 0.307 0.573 0.990
Mean
SD
Alpha coefficient

2,8 3,4 3,0 3,3 3,0 4,4 4,1 4,2 4,2 4,2 3,6 3,3 3,9
1,04 1,09 1,06 ,96 1,11 ,60 ,83 ,85 ,80 ,83 ,88 1,09 1,07
.90 .90 .85 .72 .90 .79 .86 .88 .89 .87 .72 .79 .89

Measurement Model
A confirmatory factor analysis was conducted to examine the factorial validity of scales. The
univariate skewness values ranged from -1.26 to 0.67. The univariate kyrtosis values ranged from -0.82 to
1.83. An exploratory analysis of these values (skewness-kyrtosis) along with the use of KolmogorvSmirnov test of normality identified that all facets were not normally distributed. Mardia’s coefficient
(Mardia, 1970) of multivariate kyrtosis was 201.34 and the normalized estimate was 51.12. Thus, the
assumption of multivariate normality was not acceptable (Byrne, 2006). Consequently, Sattora-Bentler
scaled χ2 statistic was used. Results indicated an acceptable fit of the model: S-B χ2 =6.77, df=58, S-B χ2 /
df=0.11, p<0.001, RMSEA=0.00, SRMR=0.04, GFI=0.95, CFI=0.96, NFI=0.92 and NNFI=0.95.
Structural Model
A structural equation model was conducted to define the relationships between latent variables.
All constructs used in the model presented significant positive direct and indirect effects on place
attachment. Particularly, brand associations revealed a direct effect place attachment (direct effect: .425).
Furthermore, sport involvement mediated the effect of brand associations on place attachment (indirect
effect: .206). The structural model fitted the data well: S-B χ2 =101,13, df=62, S-B χ2 / df=1.6, p<0.001,
RMSEA=0.45, SRMR=0.03, GFI=0.95, CFI=0.97, NFI=0.92 and NNFI=0.96. Detailed results presented on
Table 2.
Table 2. Structural model.
Paths

Coefficient

t-value

p-value
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Brand Associations
Place Attachment
Brand Associations
Involvement
Involvement
Place Attachment
Direct effect
Brand Associations
Indirect effect Brand Associations

.31
.27
.64

4.55
4.59
9.39

0.001
0.001
0.001

Place Attachment
.425 R2=.22 p<.001
Involvement
Place Attachment .206 R2=.34 p<.001
DISCUSSION

The study aimed to test the effects of brand associations on the development of place attachment,
and examine the degree to which sport involvement acts a mediator variable. The results indicated that
brand associations have both direct and indirect effects on place attachment. In terms of the direct effects,
the results confirmed previous studies (Alexandris, et.al 2008; Kaplanidou, et.al. 2012; Kyle, et.al. 2004b;
Moon, Ko, Connaughton & Lee, 2013;), which showed that brand association, are associated with positive
consumer behavioral outcomes. In the present study place attachment was used as the outcome variable of
brand associations. As previously discussed, place attachment is in its turn associated with consumer
loyalty, the developing of which is always one of the challenging tasks for marketers. The results of the
current study subsequently propose that tourism destinations should be branded in order for visitors to
develop cognitive and affective relationships with them and become repeated visitors. It is obviously easier
to market well-known destinations such as mount Olympus, which has a strong brand because of its history
and physical characteristics. Still, however, branding strategies should be developed by local authorities
and tourism organizations in order to further enhance this brand and develop all its elements. In the present
study eight dimensions of brand associations were included, some of which need specific strategies to be
targeted.
The results of the present study also showed the important role of sport involvement, since this
variable partially mediated the relationship between brand associations and place attachment. This supports
previous studies (Alexandris, 2016; Funk, Alexandris & McDonald, 2016; Kyle, et.al 2003; Kyle,
Kerstetter, & Guadagnolo, 2002) which have emphasized on the role of sport / leisure involvement as one
of the key variables in consumer decision-making. It is clear that the development of sport involvement is
not on the hand of destination marketers. Sport associations, federations, local authorities and clubs are
among those bodies that can contribute to the development of sport involvement. However, it is argued that
these associations have to cooperate with tourism authorities in order to provide opportunities for quality
recreation. Positive experience is associated with positive brand associations and increased level of
involvements.
As a final note it has to be emphasized that this study included only hikers in mount Olympus,
which is probably the most well-known hiking destination in Greece. Future studies should include more
destinations with different images and also include more attitudinal and behavioral variables for better
understanding of hiking behavior.
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ABSTRACT
Szczyrk, a small town in Poland, can be an example of a resorts struggling during the
transformation times, to finally regain its position of Polish leading resort. Its evolution from state owned
coal mines huge investments in late seventies, through stagnation in eighties and nineties and local conflicts
and decline in early years of XXI century, to big privatization and investments by foreign big ski operator is
mirroring most of problems that traditional Polish ski resorts undergone last thirty years.
Key Words: ski resort, integrated resort, community resort, Central and Eastern Europe.
INTRODUCTION
Ski resorts around the world vary in size, organization, age and development processes, due to
different local environmental, social, economic, or legal conditions. However, some classifications (like
Pearce’s division between integrated catalytic resorts) and might be applicable to most of the resorts located
in different countries. The situation might be very different when we consider the countries from the former
communist bloc. Winter sports were also popular in most European communist countries, still, the
rationales for those investments, the ways of conducting investments and the localization criteria were
completely different. The economic crisis and the transformation process at the end of the century also
played an important role in shaping the present state of the winter sports industry in those countries. The
paper presents a case study analysis of one of the most important ski resort in Poland – Szczyrk. This resort
can be an example of a resorts struggling during the transformation times and later on at the beginning of
free market economy in Poland, to finally regain its position of Polish leading resort. Its evolution from
state owned coal mines huge investments in late seventies, through stagnation in eighties and nineties and
local conflicts and decline in early years of XXI century, to big privatization and investments by foreign big
ski operator is mirroring most of problems that traditional Polish ski resorts undergone last thirty years.
Also the evolution of the resort shows many features of both – community and catalytic ways of resorts
development, which proves that the resorts established during the communism times and then redeveloped
in free market economy do not fit directly to none of those categories.
CATALYTIC AND INTEGRATED RESORTS
A “ski resort” is a term which has not been clearly defined in the literature of the subject. It is
most commonly used to refer to a town or village with infrastructure for skiers (Gill and Williams, 1994).
Some authors, however, use this term to define a complex of lifts and slopes under common management,
where a combined ski ticket can be used (Tuppen, 2000). Here, the term “a ski resort” will be used as a
synonym of "a winter sports destination" (Flagestad and Hope, 2001), and the term “a ski area” will be used
in the second possible meaning of the “ski resort” (Williams, 1996). In that sense, a ski resort is a type of a
tourist destination (Żemła, 2008). It is an area of consumption, configured for a targeted service type, a ski
tourism product. Ski resorts are often specifically designed as ski products; the resort activities essentially
revolve around skiing and the whole product development and packaging are focused around this activity
(Paget, Dimanche and Mounet, 2010). The reason of some misunderstandings between the notion of terms:
“a ski resort” and “ a ski area” is relation between them very different in Alpine countries and in Central
European countries. In Alps, where huge ski areas dominate, one ski area often connect few destinations
(ski resorts), while in Poland few small, separated ski areas can be located in one ski resort.
Pearce (Pearce 1978; WTO 1995), who presented his division into catalytic and integrated resorts , argued
that integrated resorts are typical of the French Alps while catalytic resorts are common in the Austrian
Alps, and the reasons for this situation are natural, social and legal. Integrated resorts are those which have
been carefully planned as individual entities. They have been created by a single operator who coordinates
all resort activities (Paget et al. 2010). Most of them are carefully planned to function efficiently and
provide an interesting environment for tourists (Pearce 1996: 18). Catalytic resorts were created usually in
remote locations, far away from inhabited area. Catalytic resorts occur in areas with residential and
economic communities and are developed with the participation of many local actors (Inkson and Minneart,
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2018). According to Pearce (1996) in the case of Austrian catalytic resorts, their localization further to the
north and at lower altitudes is responsible for the fact that building a ski resort with reasonable snow
conditions often does not require expensive investments in wild high-mountain areas, as it is usually the
case in France. An even more important difference between typical Austrian and French resorts regards the
local inhabitants' participation in the resort development. Typically, catalytic resorts are built step by step
(Pearce identified three typical phases of a catalytic resort development – Pearce 1989), with a strong
support of local labor, capital and authorities. As a result, local people also benefit economically from the
ski resort development. In contrast, an integrated resort is often developed as a one-stage investment by
one, huge, external company, managing ski infrastructure at several destinations. The localization of a
resort at high altitude, far away from human settlements, almost completely excludes local people from
drawing economic benefits from the resort development. However, integrated resorts are perceived more
favorably as regards their potential to match customer needs, as all the elements of the product are under
the same management. With the development of catalytic resorts, coordination is always required but
sometimes it is not efficient. (Inkson and Minnaert, 2018). The next difference between catalytic and
integrated resorts concerns the size of the ski infrastructure and other facilities. Small hotels and boarding
houses established by the local capital are typical for catalytic resorts, while huge hotels and apartment
houses built by one investor are commonly found at integrated resorts.
The models and evolutionary schemes presented above might be perceived as universal tools of analysis of
development of ski resorts, but they quite well depict primarily the situation in the Western world of the
20th century. However, the situation might be very different when we consider the countries from the
former communist bloc. Big disproportion between the volume of research on the development of ski
resorts in Alpine countries and in Central European countries, makes the gap in scientific knowledge
evident. Further research should explain how establishing ski resorts in the communism times and the
process of systemic changes that countries of Central and Eastern Europe underwent last decade of XX
century influenced the development of ski resorts in those countries. The ways the traditional resorts
followed at the end of XX century are diverse and were not researched so for. Also the effects of their
actions were diverse and some of those resorts (like Turiecka in Slovak High Fatra) collapsed not being
able to compete on free market, others (like Szczyrk in Poland) after several years of struggling regain their
position and others (like Jasna in Slovak Low Tatras) underwent transition smoothly building successfully
their position. Finally several resorts (like Korbielów in Poland) are still struggling and their future is to be
decided.
EVOLUTION OF SZCZYRK
Szczyrk is a small town (slightly over 5000 inhabitants), located in Silesian Voivodeship, BielskoBiała County (Polish: powiat), in the narrow Żylica Valley in the Śląski Beskid,. Even though it has
municipality rights, Szczyrk resembles a tourism village with buildings clustered around the only road,
parallel to the river. It is surrounded with the tallest mountains of the Śląski Beskid. Skrzyczne – the
highest point of the whole range, a little south to the town center, creates favorable conditions for the
development of winter sports, and the northern face of Skrzyczne is the highest elevation (over 700 metres)
in the Polish Beskid mountains. Those favorable conditions were appreciated in 1950s, when the Polish
Ministry of Sport established a modern ski area, with a two-section single chairlift. In the 1960s, two t-bar
lifts were added. However, the time of the biggest investment was the beginning of the 1970s, when
Silesian coal mines established the Czyrna-Solisko ski area on the northern face of Małe Skrzyczne. This
was a unique system of thirteen t-bar lifts, serving over twenty kilometers of slopes. Czyrna-Solisko
without any further investment had remained the biggest ski area in Poland till 2017, when it was
modernized and maintained its status. At the same time, a few smaller ski areas were created in Szczyrk,
mainly due to local people' investments. They included Beskidek, Beskid, Kaimówka and Biały Krzyż.
This development of winter sports infrastructure was followed by numerous hotels, restaurants and other
elements of tourism infrastructure. Again, most investments in big hotels were made by external, stateowned industrial companies. Towards the end of the 1970s, Szczyrk was commonly labelled as the “winter
capital of Poland”.
Unfortunately, the following years brought stagnation. Over the period between the 1980s and the end of
the first decade of the 21st century, only one new lift was built. The only investment was the modernization
of old chairlifts on Skrzyczne and the replacement of a single-seated lifts by a not-so-modern two-seated
ones in the early nineties. At the time of the political and economic transformation in Poland in the 1990s,
Szczyrk remained the biggest winter sports destination in Poland in terms of size, but it offered only old
lifts and slopes which were not equipped with snow guns or lights. It was a time when Szczyrk started to
lose its prestige and was labelled in the press as a “ski museum” and not as the “capital” any more.
The stagnation caused many problems resulting from the communist style of investing. The lack of proper
spatial planning brought terrible traffic jams and problems with parking places. Some of the hotels were
privatized, but others were closed down and fell into ruin. However, the most serious problem was
connected with the fact that in the 1970s , the rights of the local land owners were not properly protected.
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That concerned the land on which lifts and the slopes of Czyrna-Solisko ski area were built. The mistrust
between the GAT venture running the ski area (created by a state-owned coal mine) and the owners of the
land first stopped all investment talks and then led to an open conflict. As a result, nine out of thirteen lifts
were closed down for most of the winter seasons between 2000 and 2010. This eventually ruined the
position of Szczyrk as the leading Polish ski resort. Consequently, the incomes of the owners of hotels and
other hospitality and gastronomy facilities plummeted and many of them were desperately trying to sell
their businesses at a low price. Also the Beskidek ski area declined. The conflict evoked huge emotions, as
both parties - GAT and the association of land owners, were not transparent and not playing fair.
New perspectives opened at the beginning of the next decade. The Czyrna-Solisko ski area was finally
privatized and the buyer was a company established by the local land owners. This was a breakthrough, but
at first only in terms of image and organization. The new owner did not have sufficient means to make
urgent investments. In 2014, the ski area was sold once more and this time the buyer was the Tatry
Mountains Resorts (TMR) – a Slovak giant running several huge resorts in Slovakia and the Czech
Republic. The TMR developed a plan of large investments, which were to restore the status of the best
Polish ski resort to the area. During the winter season 2017/18, a completely new ski area (now known as
the Szczyrk Mountain Resort) was re-opened. A new gondola and two high-capacity chairlifts appeared
along with new slopes and modernized artificial snowing and lightening systems. At the same time,
Centralny Ośrodek Sportu (COS – Central Sports Resort), running the ski area on the Skrzyczne mountain,
modernized its chairlifts again by introducing modern, fast, four-seat chairlifts. Another important year was
2015, when the old Beskid ski area was acquired by a private company from Katowice, specializing in
heavy constructions. The new owner created a modern small area with a fast four-seat chairlift, three slopes
and a revolutionary snow making system, efficient also in warm temperatures. Another breakthrough
connected with the 2017/2018 winter season was the introduction of a common ticketing system for all
three major ski areas in Szczyrk, as well as free ski buses which should help to solve the problem of traffic
jams. Since 2010, many new good hotels have been opened in Szczyrk, and the gastronomic offer has been
broadened, but Szczyrk still lacks a satisfactory après-ski offer and pedestrian areas for evening strolls.
KEY FACTORS LEADING TO DEACRESE AND SUCCESS OF SZCZYRK
Szczyrk’s evolution from state owned coal mines huge investments in late seventies, through stagnation in
eighties and nineties and local conflicts and decline in early years of XXI century, to big privatization and
investments by foreign big ski operator is mirroring most of problems that traditional Polish ski resorts
undergone last thirty years. Among the most important issues that has to be underlined are:
local conflicts between the external company (state owned) running the biggest ski area and the land
owners ruining reputation of Szczyrk at the beginning of the century and replaced by a model cooperation
of new owners of the biggest ski areas and local authorities;
missing investment during almost thirty years leading to the shaming label of “ski museum” and huge, onestep investments by TMR, but also in COS and Beskid Sport Arena ski areas at the same time establishing
very modern infrastructure;
position of local authorities having no solutions for the worsening situation for many years and playing
active in contemporary cooperation with ski operating companies and with media;
exclusion of local inhabitants from tourism business being the effect of mixing features of integrated and
catalytic development;
crash on the local real estate market following decline on the winter sports market lead to significant
decrease in local entrepreneurship and was one of the reason of contemporary domination of big capacity
facilities run by external investors;
accessibility problems with huge traffic jams on the single road to Szczyrk remains to be the most serious
problem still to be solved;
the role of mass media in creation of positive or negative image of Szczyrk.
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ABSTRACT
Sport events are recognized today as a major strategy for building the image of the destination in which
they take place and contributing to local tourism development. The aim of this study was to examine the
economic impact and the participants’ characteristics of an open-water swimming race, called “Oceanman
Greece”. The participants (n=152) of this study were surveyed online, a week after the completion of the
event. The results indicated a direct economic impact of 89,000 euros in the area in which the event took
place.
Key Words: small-scale sport tourism event, economic impact, sport tourism
INTRODUCTION
Sport events as a type of sport tourism has been growing fast during the last decade, firstly because people
can afford to spend more in travelling and leisure, and secondly due to the continuous growth of the number
of outdoor small-scale sport events, which are organized in various destinations today. Given that mega
events have been received much criticism lately, regarding theirs financial struggle, negative legacies,
environmental effects and uncertain contribution in tourism development (Gibson, Kaplanidou and Kang,
2012), it has been proposed that small-scale sport events can generate proportionately more economic
benefits and can enhance sustainable tourism (Αlexandris, 2016). For the purpose of being competitive and
attracting more participants and spectators, event organizers pay attention in providing high quality
experience for participants that will boost positive comments and visitors’ intention to repurchase.
THE CASE OF OCEANMAN GREECE
Oceanman Greece is a part of an open-water swimming races circuit which is hosted in countries such as
Russia, Switzerland, Spain, Ukraine, Mexico, Thailand, Malaysia, Italy and Dubai and attracts international
audience. It took place for first time in Greece in July, 2017 with 330 swimmers from 12 countries. Every
race of Oceanman series takes place at an annual base. At these open-water swimming races, there are three
different distances to choose. The “Oceanman” 10 km, “Half-Oceanman” 5km and Popular distance of 2
km. Therefore, participants’ level range varies from professional athletes to beginners and that result also a
broader target audience. In every race, every ten first finishers of each age group win their participation in
the final, which is hosted in one of the countries mentioned above.
This study aimed to test the direct economic impact of the event in the area in which it took place, and
examine participants evaluation of their experience from participating in the event.
METHODOLOGY
An anonymous questionnaire was send via email to all 330 participants, a week after the completion of the
race. 152 of these questionnaires were returned. The questionnaire included typical demographic and socio266

economic questions, as well as questions related to the money spent by participants during the games and
the experience of participating in the event.
RESULTS - DISCUSSION
The demographics were really promising regarding the financial potential of such events as it was revealed
that the vast majority of the respondents were middle aged, high educated people that hold managerial and
executive positions at the private sector. Moreover, participants proved to be keen on taking part in other
swimming races during the year, showing their love for open-water and their competitive character. Given
that taking part in such sport events require sufficient time of training and preparation, this target group
proved to be dedicated in their purpose.
This opinion was also enhanced by the fact that most of participants are less keen on taking part in similar
events such as triathlon and running, even if they follow some during the year, which could justified as an
alternative to swimming while in cold periods (Table 1).
Table 1
Participation in Swimming Races and other Relative Sport Events
Swimming events per anni
%
Relative events per
%
anni
Less than 3
32
Less than 3
50
3–5
40
3–5
24
5–8
22
5–8
12
More than 8
6
More than 8
14
A second objective of this study was to examine whether or not, and at which level this small-scale event
can be a motive for boosting tourist activity. In response to these relevant questions, more than 80% of the
swimmers combined the race with some holidays and stayed more than one day in the broader area of
Oitylo. It is also significant to note, that nearly all the participants were accompanied by one or more friend
or family (Table 2).

Stay in Oitylo
Days in Oitylo
One
Two
2–4
More than 4

%
14
47
35
4

Table 2
Added Tourist Activity
Travel Accompanion
Companions
Solo traveller
One
2–3
More than 3

%
10
30
41
19

Regarding the economic impact, participants were asked to report their expenses on transportation,
accommodation, dinning, clubbing and shopping. The results showed an important financial contribution of
the event in the local economy (Table 3). Participants spent money in travelling to the destination,
including airport taxes, buses, car rentals and taxis. Hotels and rental companies boost their operating
season with at least two more days of many bookings. Restaurants, taverns, fast food canteens as well as
lounges and bar have a couple of days of increased traffic, while groceries and shops can see a difference in
their daily incomes.
Table 3
Participants Average Spending
Expenditure
Average Spending in euros
Transportation per person
102
Accommodation per night
71
Dinning per person per day
30
Lounges, bars, clubs
22
Shopping (souvenirs, groceries etc.)
15
It is estimated that Oceanman Greece 2017, with 330 swimmers and at about 600 athletes’ family and
attendees, as a one-day event, resulted on a direct economic impact of approximately 89,000 euros. Apart
from its economic contribution, Oceanman Greece was used as tool for promoting Oitylo, Peloponnese and
Greece as a tourist destination to thousands of potential visitors that follow this swimming circuit and
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receive its updates. This event also proved the need of potential collaboration between the private and the
public sector that can only be mutual beneficial. Furthermore, the results showed positive visitors’ attitudes
towards the destination, which means that such an event can contribute to the development of destination
awareness and positive word of mouth. It has to be noted that small-scale events such as the Oceanman, are
organized with a relatively low investment risk.
Moreover, participants were asked to state their intention to return to Oitylo and swim again in the next
year’s event and their willingness to recommend it to a friend. In both questions, nearly all the respondents
replied positive in attending next years’ race (90%) and in suggesting Oceanman Greece to a friend (88%).
Provided that prior studies have revealed an established relationship between customers loyalty, service
quality and customer satisfaction (Tzetzis, Alexandris and Kapsambeli, 2014), the findings concerning
participants loyalty, can be useful in anticipating event quality and swimmers satisfaction, and particularly
encouraging for the upcoming events of Oceanman Greece.
It is clear that the results of this study support the argument that sport events can be beneficial for local
tourism development (Higham, 1999) and crucial in enhancing sustainable tourism (Alexandris, 2016).
Finally, Oceanman Greece 2017 is another proof that a small-scale event with limited public funding, no
facilities and narrow publicity but with lot of collaborative actions is indeed an efficient tool of tourism
development. It should be mentioned that one of the most important achievements of such events is to have
the support and help of the local community and enjoy the acceptance of local entrepreneurs. It is critical to
be seen as an opportunity to build collaborations among diverse and competing businesses and
organizations towards a common purpose, this of building a strong destination image and increase
sustainable tourism development.
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This study investigates: (1) stakeholders’ perceptions of sustainable tourism planning and development on
the island of Samos, Greece, and (2) the possibility of forming a tourism cluster on the island. The paper is
based on the perceptions of 100 respondents, categorized into four stakeholder groups. The participants are
generally welcoming of sustainable tourism and clustering. The findings reveal the importance of a tourism
development strategy that should be in line with the needs of the stakeholders. The study attempts to give
guidance to policy makers so they can provide benefits to the island of Samos in a way that all stakeholders
can enjoy.
Key Words: stakeholders; perception; sustainable tourism; cluster; Greece
INTRODUCTION
Sustainability is considered as an important topic in relation to tourism development (Cohen, 2010).
Achieving sustainable tourism is a continuous process which has to be planned, managed and developed so
as to be environmentally tolerable over time, ethically and socially compatible with the local communities,
generate economic benefits to the host areas, and preserves the natural and cultural resources. This
approach leads to new forms of partnerships where all stakeholders should work together in planning and
regulating tourism development (Presenza et al., 2013).
The connection between stakeholders (e.g. local communities, government agencies, tour promoters and
agents) could be reflected in a tourism cluster. Tourism cluster is an innovative method for achieving
competitive advantages; it is built on vertical and horizontal networking, and strategic partnerships between
tourism stakeholders. In this context, different resources, ideas and competencies provide tourists with
combination of experiences, making thus a destination attractive. However, in order stakeholders being able
to engage in discourse, knowledge is required (Moscardo, 2011). It is thus worth investigating the
stakeholders’ perceptions on tourism development for a sustainable tourism destination and the possibility
of forming a tourism cluster on Samos, a Greek island.
Although research has been carried out on the perceptions of residents in island regions of Greece (e.g.
Andriotis, 2005; Haralambopoulos and Pizam, 1996; Pappas, 2008; Sdrali and Chazapi, 2007), no studies
have compared the perceptions of various stakeholders in a Greek island destination. Therefore, the paper is
a first attempt to fill the gap through the comparative study of the perceptions of various groups of
stakeholders on sustainable tourism planning and development.
The paper starts with a literature review on the role of stakeholders on tourism development and of
collaboration between them. Then, the methodology is described and the results and the discussion of them
follow. The paper ends with the main conclusion and implications, and the directions of future research.
LITERATURE REVIEW
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The proper management of tourism development requires responsible planning. For this purpose, areas
which are economically based on tourism have to take into account sustainable development with a view to
the community (Sánchez Cañizares et al., 2016). In this context, several authors (e.g. Dabphet et al., 2012;
Ellis and Sheridan, 2014; Imran et al., 2014; Sdrali et al., 2015; Waligoa et al., 2013) have given emphasis
on stakeholders’ views as part of the planning process.
Stakeholders are defined as any group or individual who is affected by or can affect the achievement of an
organization’s objectives (Sánchez Cañizares et al., 2016). Morales and Hernández (2011) distinguishes
fifteen different tourism stakeholders, while they classify them into four basic types; i.e. host community,
tourists, tourism promoters, business owners or providers, and public agencies and bodies. In addition to
this, Tomljenovic et al. (2013) added a new stakeholder group called “advocacy groups”’ (activists and
non-government organizations that can affect tourism development). According to Mitchell and Reid
(2001), a community with a high level of tourism control and management may have a broad-based
democratic structure and decision-making process, a high degree of individual participation in decisionmaking and a high amount of local ownership. However, due to the particular interests of each stakeholder
group, a conflict can be arisen attempting to develop tourism in an appropriate manner. Cook et al. (2013),
following the social exchange theory, suggest that each party must perceive that the benefits derived from
tourism outweigh the costs or negative impacts.
In this context, cooperation and collaboration at local and regional level is necessary in order to ensure a
quality tourism product. The connection between stakeholders could be reflected in a tourism cluster.
According to Cunha and Cunha (2005), tourism cluster may be defined as a group of companies and
institutions related to the tourism product or group of products. It is an innovative method for achieving
competitive advantages; it is built on vertical and horizontal networking and strategic partnerships between
tourism stakeholders. The focus is on relations among stakeholders that involve some kind of transfer of
resources (material or immaterial), formal or informal, thereby excluding pure personal relations. In the
field of tourism, associative forms such as tour operators, travel agents / tour guides, suppliers of tourism,
leisure industry, transport companies, universities, training institutions and other relevant organizations can
be established, working together but in competition, aiming to achieve competitive advantages.
METHODOLOGY
The study area
The study was carried out in the island of Samos, Greece. The island is located northeastern of the Aegean
Sea and is part of the North Aegean region. It is close to the island complex of Dodecanese. Samos covers
an area of 477.4 km2 with a population of 32,977 permanent inhabitants. The average density per km2 is 69
per inhabitant. The length of its coasts is 160 km. The municipality of Samos consists of the regions of
Samos town (Vathy), Marathokambos, Pythagoreion and Karlovasi.
The island’s economic development is heavily based on agriculture and tertiary sector, such as tourism,
retailing and shipping. A significant proportion of tourist-related businesses are owned by the locals and
managed by family members. The contribution of tourism to the GDP has increased considerably in recent
years from 15.28% in 2002 to 18.4% in 2010. The tourism industry has grown 3.12% annually on average
and seems to have an even greater potential for growth. Samos Island boasts many beautiful natural places
(Natura 2000) and UNESCO World Heritage Sites, such as the Pythagoreion -an ancient fortified port with
Greek and Roman monuments and a spectacular tunnel-aqueduct- as well as the Heraion, the temple of the
goddess Hera . An integrated planning is provided based on eco-tourism and cultural tourism and quality
local products as well (such as famous sweet wine) for making an attractive tourism destination.
Research instrument
The main objective of this research was to investigate: (1) stakeholders’ perceptions of sustainable tourism
planning and development on the island of Samos, Greece, and (2) the possibility of forming a tourism
cluster on the island. For this study, a survey was conducted by collecting primary data and a close-ended
type questionnaire was used. The survey questionnaire was developed based on research by Byrd et al.
(2008), Haralambopoulos and Pizam (1996), Hatipoglou et al. (2016) and Reid et al. (2004).
The questionnaire consisted of three sections. In the first section, the stakeholders’ knowledge on the
principles of sustainable tourism was investigated. The second section explored the respondents’
perceptions towards the current tourism development of the island and their views about a strategic
plan for sustainable tourism. Finally, in the third section, the respondents’ perceptions on issues of
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clustering were investigated. All perceptions were measured based on a 5-point Likert scale that ranged
from 1 to 5, where 1 = strongly disagree and 5 = strongly agree.
Sample and sampling technique
The target population for this study was limited to stakeholders categorized into four groups; i.e. public
authorities, social economy institutions, experts/academics and entrepreneurs (tourism industry, food and
beverages shops, art-craft and agricultural producers) living in Samos Island.
The survey questionnaire was distributed during a period of four months (November 2017 to March 2018).
Before the questionnaire was sent, a small pilot study was done and modified accordingly. Then, the
questionnaire was sent, via e-mail, to 243 stakeholders. The questionnaire was accompanied by a cover
letter explaining the research aim. Telephone calls were conducted in order to confirm receipt of the
questionnaires and answer any questions. Totally, 100 valid responses were obtained. Specifically,
stakeholder groups were: 45 (45%) entrepreneurs, 22 (22%) public authorities, 18 (18%) social economy
institutions, 15 (15%) experts / academics.
Data analysis
The collected data were analyzed using descriptive statistics for calculating the means and standard
deviations of continuous variables, and the frequencies and percentages of categorical variables. Then, an
ANOVA test was performed to determine the existence of statistically significant differences between the
stakeholder groups. Statistical analyses were performed with STATA version 15.0 software.
RESULTS
The respondents, irrespective of the group they belong to, seemed to know the principles of the sustainable
tourism. They agreed that sustainable tourism is aiming at promoting socioeconomic wealth and preserving
the natural and cultural resources of the host area (mean=4.55). In addition, it seems that visitors’
satisfaction (mean=4.39) is important for promoting sustainable tourism as well as residents’ satisfaction
(mean=3.99). It is worth mentioning that ANOVA revealed significant differences between the ratings of
the stakeholders’ groups. Specifically, experts/academics and entrepreneurs have a more positive opinion
about the role of tourism in meeting visitors’ needs and wants (mean=4.53 and mean=4.51, respectively).
However, all stakeholders reported that residents’ participation in the development process of sustainable
tourism is necessary (mean=4.27).
All stakeholders accepted tourism as advantageous for its impacts on their region’s economy (mean=4.18).
However, regarding the effect of tourism in stakeholders’ economic life, differences between the strength
of their agreement were found.
Moreover, all stakeholders reported that they are not satisfied with the way that tourism is being developed
on the island (mean=2.17) and, as a result, ANOVA did not reveal any significant differences between the
ratings of the groups. Most importantly, the stakeholders regarded that residents, business community and
local authorities are not in agreement on how tourism should be developed on the island (mean=2.49),
having found significant difference in the strength of agreement; social economy organizations seemed to
have less favorable view.
Regarding the stakeholders’ involvement in tourism development and their perceptions towards
partnerships, entrepreneurs and public authorities claimed that they are more involved in the tourism
development of their region than the other stakeholders’ groups. Similarly, the aforementioned groups were
more positive towards the stakeholders’ engagement in participatory opportunities related to the tourism
development of the island.
Concerning the obstacles of collaboration, for entrepreneurs (mean=4.13) and experts/academics
(mean=4.07) the lack of trust was considered as the most important barrier of collaboration. Furthermore,
experts/academics perceived the lack of cooperation between the islands of the North Aegean region as a
significant obstacle (mean=4.00). Finally, the lack of a common product pricing strategy was regarded as a
barrier of significance by entrepreneurs; a result that was expected.
Table 1
Stakeholders’ Perceptions on Sustainable Tourism and Clustering
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Perceptions

Total

Entrepreneur
s

Social
economy
organiza
tions
n=22

n=100
n=45
Sustainable tourism should
4.39
4.51
meet visitors’ needs.
Sustainable tourism should
3.99
3.93
meet residents’ needs.
Residents’ participation in
the development process of
4.27
4.42
sustainable tourism is
necessary.
Tourism is a definite
economic asset for the
4.18
4.27
island’s welfare.
Tourism plays a critical
3.56
4.13
role in my economic life.
I am satisfied with the way
tourism is being developed
on the island.
2.17
2.09
Residents, business
community and local
authorities are in
2.49
2.44
agreement on the manner
that tourism should be
developed.
I feel that I am actively
involved in the tourism
3.42
3.69
development of my region.
Stakeholders should
engage in participatory
opportunities related to the
4.36
4.67
tourism development of
the island.
Lack of trust is a factor is a
3.96
4.13
barrier of collaboration.
Lack of a common product
pricing strategy is a barrier
3.35
3.55
of collaboration.
Competitive relations and
lack of cooperation
between the islands of the
3.67
3.64
North Aegean region are
barriers of collaboration.
*, *** show statistical significance at 10 and 1% level.

Local
authoritie
s

Experts/
Academic
s

Diff. in
means

n=18

n=15

Sig.

4.04

4.39

4.53

.028*

.63

4.00

4.22

3.87

.616

.86

4.14

4.28

4.00

.154

.69

4.04

4.33

3.93

.242

.70

3.45

2.94

2.73

.000***

1.20

2.09

2.39

2.27

.422

.71

2.18

2.55

3.00

.074*

.95

3.45

3.67

2.27

.000***

1.10

4.27

4.50

4.00

.075*

.66

3.86

3.55

4.07

.098*

.86

3.41

3.22

2.80

.095*

1.04

3.27

3.94

4.00

.075*

.97

Std.
Dev.

Table 2 shows the stakeholders’ perceptions on the appropriate manner that tourism should be developed on
the island. In general, there were no statistically significant differences between stakeholders’ perceptions
on any of the statements related to tourism planning and development on the island.
Table 2
Stakeholders’ Perceptions on Tourism Planning and Development of the Island

Perceptions

A “Common Vision” of all
stakeholders is an
important factor for

Total

Entrepreneur
s

n=100

n=45

Social
economy
organiza
tions
n=22

4.14

4.00

4.27

Local
authoritie
s

Experts/
Academic
s

Diff. in
means

n=18

n=15

Sig.

4.33

4.13

.396

Std.
Dev.

.80
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promoting a tourism
quality product on the
island.
Stakeholders should be
involved in the
development of tourism,
4.33
4.33
participating in seminars
and workshop.
The tourism industry in
cooperation with
Academic and Research
4.13
4.11
Institutions must support
innovative products and
services.
The tourism industry
should create and support
agro-food networks or
4.41
4.49
partnerships between the
involved businesses.
** show statistical significance at 5% level.

4.14

4.55

4.33

.232

.64

4.09

4.33

4.00

.432

.61

4.04

4.67

4.40

.011**

.64

DISCUSSION
Data analysis has yielded some interesting results that could be useful for the strategic planning and
promotion of sustainable tourism on the island.
For experts/academics, sustainable tourism should maintain a high level of visitors’ satisfaction. According
to Meng (2006), tourist’s satisfaction is important to successful destination marketing since it is directly
linked to destination choice, consumption and repeat business. Measuring satisfaction provides information
on how well a destination meets the tourists’ needs and helps destination marketers improve the quality of
tourism products and services (Jennings et al., 2009). For Andriotis (2005) the measurement of residents’
attitudes is also essential for tourism development. The findings showed that the satisfaction and needs of
residents are regarded as a principle of sustainable tourism. That means that there is understanding that
residents need to get involved in development tourism planning and gain the benefits of the collaboration
process.
Stakeholders’ perceptions reveal a general discontent with the way tourism has been developed so far. An
agreement on the need to get better organized is discerned, a result similar to that of Hatipoglou et al.
(2016). In other words, the significance of this proposal shows the uncertainty of the existence of
cooperation between residents, business community and local authorities.
Participation in public discussions or meetings for tourism development is needed. The results reveal that
the stakeholders understand the meaning of sustainable principles because participation is the key point of a
sustainable destination management. The holistic approach, due to the involvement of different
stakeholders, creates the conditions the region being sustainable, protecting and preserving natural
resources, promoting social justice and promoting better economic conditions. Regarding the stakeholders’
involvement in the tourism development of the island, there was a statistically significant difference
between the groups. Entrepreneurs seem to have higher score; a result that was expected since
entrepreneurs are strongly affected by tourism.
Most respondents (75%) are willing to be involved in tourism clusters. The process of building an
innovation agro-food cluster on the island may be a visible option for connecting agri-food sector with
tourism one. The tourism industry should create and support agro-food networks or partnerships between
the enterprises involved. For enterprises, agro-food cluster is considered as a promotional tool towards
trade operators, for which the presence of many firms in competition each other offers a way of negotiating
and selecting the best supplying conditions (Musso and Francioni, 2015). Clusters provide access to
resources, reduce information asymmetries among enterprises, enable higher bargaining power vis-a-vis
market counterparts, increase lobbying power with governments, and allow enterprises to upgrade their
capabilities (Giuliani, 2013). According to Batterink (2010), innovation broker could play a leading role in
the networks of agricultural entrepreneurs and tourism entrepreneurs in general. A broker could be the
appropriate person for organizing innovation initiation, network composition and innovation process
management as well as promoting communication and trust.
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Finally, trust refers to fundamental feature that facilitates coordination and cooperation. Trust builds the
concepts of collectivity and social cohesion, while its absence weakens collaboration and breaks the social
fabric, leads to individualism and competition. Mutual trust is a key point requiring honest communication,
credibility and understanding of interdependence to the common interest. According to the results,
entrepreneurs seem to consider strongly that the most important barriers of cooperation between the
stakeholders on the island are trust and the lack of a common pricing policy of the products. It is regarded
that Greek tourism is not anymore “good value for money”; as a result the competitiveness of the Greek
tourism product is being declined. Particularly in the North Aegean region, a pricing policy developed
should lead to the direction of promoting quality tourism products and services. Participatory decisions and
organizational-economic efforts are needed.
Our study suggests that the four groups of stakeholders surveyed view sustainable tourism development on
the island positively. However, according to the stakeholders, this requires a common vision, information,
communication and cooperation between the different groups. The government must involve community in
the strategic planning of tourism on the island, taking into account its views, suggestions and complaints.
Considering hosts as human beings from various experience environments, they could be included as
partners in the process of making a unique and authentic tourism destination.
CONCLUSION
All stakeholders are generally welcoming of sustainable tourism and clustering. Tourism cluster is one of
the most important models of economic development based on the involvement and cooperation of all
relevant organizations for tourism. Participation of all stakeholders is considered necessary and the
common vision is a key tool for the process of an integrated tourism development plan. The findings reveal
the importance of a sustainable tourism development strategy that would be in line with the needs and
wants of stakeholders.
The study attempts to give guidance to policy makers and planners so they can provide benefits to the
island of Samos in a way that all stakeholders can enjoy. This research is restricted to four stakeholders
groups. However, tourism development involves many community groups, such as non tourism-related
entrepreneurs and managers, tourism employees, developers and planners, residents, whose perceptions
should be incorporated. Therefore, further research on the perceptions of these community groups is
needed. Finally, the limitations of this research may concern the small sample size. Therefore, future
research on a larger scale can be conducted. Moreover, this paper provides interesting findings which can
inspire for in-depth research in the future. Further research could be done using qualitative research
techniques, such as in-depth interviews. In-depth interviews can be used to deeply explore respondents’
thoughts, feelings and perspectives offering a more complete picture of what is happening and why and
thus developing a more concrete quantitative survey.
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ABSTRACT
It has been argued that residents’ perceptions and attitudes towards tourism development in Island
destinations is important for their future sustainability. This study aims to examine residents’ perceptions
and attitudes towards sustainable tourism development by focusing on the city of Larnaca, Cyprus. Through
a mixed method approach, this study yields insights on residents’ perceptions and attitudes towards
sustainable tourism development, particularly in relation to the socio-cultural impacts of tourism. Residents
recognise the role that the developmental limitations of small Island destinations play on the formation of
their attitude. Conclusively, this study contributes a theoretical framework which tourism planners in Island
destinations utilise to evaluate future tourism projects and strengthen residents’ participation in the
decision-making process.
Keywords: Resident perceptions, sustainable tourism; Island destination; Lanraca; Cyprus.
INTRODUCTION
Tourism is considered a resource dependent industry. Given its fragmented and profit-oriented
nature, the inclusion of the concept of sustainability in tourism planning further complexifies tourism
development (Sharpley, 2014), particularly in Island destinations which are characterised by vulnerability
and resource limitations. Residents’ perceptions and attitudes play a significant role in sustainable tourism
development, wherein collaboration on the coordination of resources and community support of tourism
development are required for the successful implementation of sustainable tourism principles. Nonetheless,
concerns have been raised regarding the inclusiveness of residents in tourism planning and decisionmaking. Thus, the cooperation of residents in tourism development, especially in small Island
communities, is vital due to the proximity of the exchange between residents and tourists, the utilisation of
common resources and the increasing conflict between tourism and other sectors as a result of global
resource depletion (Becken & Job, 2014). Recognised as one of the most influential conceptual paradigms
for understanding social behaviour and its relevance regarding the “power element” of the exchange
between the host community and tourists, this study utilises the Social Exchange Theory (SET) in an
attempt to explore residents’ perceptions and attitudes towards sustainable tourism development within an
island destination context.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Residents’ Perceptions and Attitudes toward tourism
Tourism is a community industry, in which residents are affected by either positive and/or
negative changes incurred, relative to economical, socio‑cultural and environmental factors. A such, a
considerable body of research in the area of residents’ perceptions and attitudes towards tourism
development exists. Whilst earlier studies concentrated predominantly on economic effects of tourism
development, over the years tourism was evaluated through a more impartial approach aiming in
identifying positive and negative impacts to the local community (McGehee & Andereck, 2004). Overall, it
has been recognised that tourism has the ability to greatly influence local communities and several
researchers have attempted to look beyond the economic impacts into the area of socio-environmental
impacts that tourism may impose on local communities (Bramwell, Higham, Lane, & Miller, 2016).
Nonetheless, past studies reported mixed findings on residents’ perceptions of tourism (Eusébio, Vieira &
Lima, 2018). On the one hand, the different types of hosts and visitors have been recognised as yielding the
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various forms of encounters, therefore, influencing perceived impacts (Kastenholz, Carneiro, Eusébio and
Figueiredo, 2013). Additionally, a wide range of intrinsic and extrinsic factors have been recognised as
influencing residents’ perceptions and attitudes towards tourism development (Sharpley, 2014) including
community attachment (Rasoolimanesh, Jaafar, Kock, & Ramayah, 2015) and economic dependency
(Vargas-Sánchez et al., 2015).
Within this context, the most utilised theory in examining residents’ perceptions is the SET which
attempts to comprehend the social behaviour of humans towards economic activities (Wang & Chen, 2015;
Rasoolimanesh et al., 2015; Vargas-Sánchez, et al., 2015). The SET suggests that residents are likely to
support tourism development if they perceive that the expected benefits exceed the costs (Rasoolimanesh et
al., 2015). With power being a significant element during the exchange between two actors, outcomes are
evaluated from a privileged or a disadvantaged position. This power element is more evident in the case of
Islands, due to their fragile environment and resource limitations. Thus, by utilising the SET, this study
examines residents’ perceptions and attitudes towards sustainable tourism development in relation to the
socio-cultural impacts, within an Island’s context. The study focuses on the context of Larnaca, Cyprus
which is a well-known Island destination in the Mediterranean. Informed by the literature review on Island
tourism, variables related to Island destinations such as Island characteristics, the political situation, the
economic crisis etc are considered as contributing factors.
DATA COLLECTION
An exploratory sequential design was utilised based on a mixed qualitative/quantitative approach
that enabled the residents to contribute in the design process, by creating an instrument that was more
suitable to the specific study area. Findings were interpreted in light of the SET and triangulated to validate
themes.
Qualitative research
In-depth interviews were conducted with Larnaca residents, based on non-probability judgment
and snowball sampling through personal and professional contacts that were conveniently available. In
order to minimise the element of bias and achieve homogeneity as well as triangulation, a wide range of
subject themes were chosen. Questions were exploratory in nature, based on an initial template that
permitted a level of flexibility, regarding issues addressed by the respondents. By the 12th interview, the
study reached saturation, so all three researchers agreed to close the interviewing cycle at the 15th interview.
The sample included 8 female respondents and 7 male respondents. The qualitative data were analysed
using Directed Thematic Content Analysis and Discourse Analysis based on cognitive, affective and
behavioural related themes in light of the SET. This continuous process allowed the researchers to identify
themes and make an attempt to verify and qualify them in order to identify further themes and classify them
into categories. Qualitative findings were utilized through inductive method in order to assist in the
development of the quantitative research instrument in order to create an instrument that is more applicable
to Cyprus’ case. Qualitative findings are also used to aid in the interpretation of the results. The
implications of these findings are discussed in the concluding section of this paper.
Qualitative Findings
Through the Content Analysis, it is evident that all residents expressed knowledge of the role that
tourism plays in the development of the region. Residents perceive a positive perception and attitude which
is consistent throughout all three aspects of an attitude, with quite high scores in themes relative to the level
of current (12%); future development in the area (11%); Government and Municipality involvement in
tourism development (10%); limitations of future development (10%); Island characteristics (9%); positive
feelings to tourism development (10%); positive impacts of iourism (9%); and, positive intention to act
(9%). Negative themes related to all three aspect such as increase in crime and divorce rates, have scored
lower (3% and 4%), thus indicating an insignificant association between residents’ perception and attitudes
of negative tourism impacts and the residents’ attitudes toward tourism highlighted in the literature
(Rasoolimanesh et al., 2015). Overall, residents express a positive perception and attitude towards the
benefits that outweigh the costs of tourism development, thus demonstrating a pro-tourism behaviour
consistent with the literature (Hales & Larkin, 2018; Park, Nunkoo, & Yoon, 2015). In light of the SET,
residents perceive this exchange as being unbalanced through themes related to limitations of future
development and Island characteristics such as the political and economic situation of the Island, issues
related to seasonality and the overall management of the industry. To stimulate a more sustainable tourism
industry and tackle the seasonality issue, the respondents suggested promoting Larnaca as an all year-round
destination, with the development of new hotels in the area, as well as theme parks and other forms of
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tourism such as conference tourism and sports tourism. Residents perceive that tourism development yields
substantial revenues that in turn will aid in the development of the regional and national economy at large.
Quantitative Research
The quantitative research aimed in reaching a representative sample of the population, in order to
complement the qualitative research of the study in the evaluation of the selected themes onto a wider
sample of the population through probability simple random sampling. In this stage, the intention was not
to acquire a specific number from each group, but to acquire a representative sample of the population .
Towards this end, a total of 1500 questionnaires were distributed to achieve the 382 questionnaire sample
size, requested for the study, resulting in 399 completed questionnaires, a total of 26% response rate. Three
questionnaires were omitted due to a large number of missing values providing 396 valid questionnaires for
analysis. Out of the 396 questionnaires, male respondents accounted for 42% and female respondents for
56% with a 2% no response rate. Within the sample, respondents were representative of the overall
population of Cyprus based on the annual demographic report of the Republic of Cyprus Statistical Services
for 2013, covering the main variables selected such as: gender, age group, life cycle stage, educational
background and occupation of the specific community during that particular period of time.
Instrument
The exploratory sequential design facilitated in the building of an instrument that had its
theoretical basis in the SET and is attributed to and adapted from the literature (Lankford and Howard,
1994; Juroski, Uysal, and Williams, 1997; Gursoy, and Rutherford, 2004; Imbakaran and Jackson, 2006).
The instrument utilised was a self-completed questionnaire containing three sections and was coded to
allow easier and more accurate data analysis. Section 1: included 24 statements divided in four parts with
eight statements including positive and negative items mixed on each of the three aspects of an attitude.
Each part evaluating a different factor: socio-cultural impacts of tourism; tourism and community change;
and tourism’s role in the local community; tourism and the role of the State. Section 2 included 6 questions
revolving around behavioural aspects, including positive and negative intention to act towards tourism
development. Section 3 included demographic questions i.e. gender, age, educational level, and other
related information. Statements were based on a 5-point Likert type scale response (1 strongly disagree 2,
disagree, 3 neutral, 4 agree, 5 strongly). Questionnaires were accompanied by a letter of consent including
information regarding the return procedure and a stamped self-addressed envelope to encourage replies.
When the instrument was designed it was pre-piloted and then piloted again before it was finalized.
Exploratory Factor Analysis
The quantitative data collected was coded and analysed using the Statistical Package for Social
Sciences (SPSS, V.19). The 24 statements were then subjected to an Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA),
using SPSS, with the intent to identify a large number of relationships amongst interval level variables and
attempt to understand the relation amongst variables and the concepts underlining them. Kaiser-MeyerOklin overall measure of sampling adequacy (KMO) value was (.72) the Bartlett’s Test of Shpericity value
was significant (p:000) indicating a Sig value of (.05). These results suggested that factor analysis was
appropriate on the data-set. In order to reinforce the reliability of the factor analysis a sample of at least 300
cases was achieved with 16 cases per item to be evaluated. The strength of the inter correlations between
the statements was also evaluated with a correlation matrix indicating r=.3 or greater.
EFA Findings
The EFA yielded 7 factors that explained 62.43 % of the variance in perceptions and attitudes
towards tourism. The proportion of the variance of each item h2 ranged between 55 and 76 (see Table 1 for
summary of the results of the EFA).
Table 1
Summary of the results Factor Analysis
Factor
1. Tourism and community positive changes
2. Perceived Socio-cultural benefits of tourism
3. Tourism’s role in the local community
4. Tourism and the role of the state
5. Tourism impacts and island countries
6. Perceived negative Socio-cultural impacts of tourism
7. Tourism and community concerns.

Mean
4,14
3,71
4,19
4,67
3,32
3,06
3,74

Std. Dev.
,69
,79
,64
,62
,65
,76
,52
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Factor 1 consisted of five items relating to Tourism positive changes and explained the 18.09%of
the variance within the data. Positive changes within the community includes infrastructure, development
of the hospitality industry, restoration of historic buildings and in general, the quality of life which is also
evident in the literature (Mathew and Sreejesh, 2017; Özel and Kozak, 2017; Puhakka, Sarkki, Cottrell, &
Siikamäki, 2009). Residents acknowledge the positive contribution of tourism in their community even
though at times they perceive that it may not contribute as much as it could to the community (Canavan,
2011). Factor 2 consisted of three items related to socio-cultiral impacts and explained the 10.39% of the
variance. Residents perceive to have a positive attitude towards the sociocultural impacts of tourism in their
community and are therefore inclined to be more supportive and willing to participate in the exchange, in
line with the SET and the literature (Özel and Kozak, 2017; Canavan, 2014). Factor 3 consisted of three
items related to the role of tourism in the community and explained the 8.80% of the variance. Residents
acknowledged the potential contribution of tourism development to their community and were willing to
offer regeneration strategies aiming in a more sustainable industry by reducing seasonality and attracting an
all year-round tourist type that is more nature and culture oriented (Brooker & Burgess, 2008). Factor 4
consisted of three items related to tourism and the role of the state and explained the 7.41% of the variance.
Residents expressed concerns regarding the intensity of engagement of the community in tourism-related
issues and feel the need to become more involved and empowered in decision making within their
community as evident in the literature (Hales & Larkin, 2018). Factor 5 consisted of five items related to
island characteristics and explained the 6.52% of the variance. The inclusion of Factor 5 related to Island
destinations demonstrates a possible connection between residents’ attitudes towards tourism development
and Island limitations. Residents acknowledge the limitations emanating from tourism development in
Island economies and consider tourism as a profitable means to develop their region. However, at the same
time, the expressed concerns regarding the sustainability of this path is enacted from the findings of the
qualitative research. The last two factors included the lowest variance. Factor 6 consisted of 3 items related
to the negative socio-cultural impacts which justifies the 5.73 % of the variance.Finally, Factor 7 consisted
of only 2 items relative to concerns which, in turn, justify the 5.50% of the variance. As Factor 7 yielded
only two variables it may be excluded from future studies.
Residents are aware that even though tourism has positive contributions to their community in
general, tourism development can also negatively influence the values, traditions and culture by increasing
the negative socio-cultural impacts such as crime rate and divorce rate as highlighted in the literature (Özel
and Kozak, 2017). However, it must be noted that based on the size and structure of the population during
the period of the study Cyprus was holding a high rate of emigration in with 21 emigrants per 1 000
(European Commission- Eurostat:2016). Therefore, based on the data available it is difficult to isolate their
concerns solely on tourists and not on foreigner residents in general.
The results of the EFA indicate the necessity for rapid changes in destination management which
will pave the way towards a more sustainable development concept and with particular emphasis on the coordination between all stakeholders regardless of their level of involvement in tourism.
Pearson Correlation Analysis
Pearson Correlation was then utilized to explore the relationship between the factors derived from
the EFA and the behavioural statements, in terms of the strength and the direction of the relationship. For
each pair of variables evaluated, the SPSS system provided the (r) value; the significance level; and, the
number of cases given. The direction of the relationship was evaluated through the negative sign in front of
the (r), which referred to a negative correlation between the two variables. Care was taken with negatively
worded questions during analysis, which were reversed before scoring.
Pearson Correlation Findings
The results of the qualitative research and the EFA were reinforced through the Pearson
Correlation Analysis. The Pearson Correlation Analysis showed a statistically significant positive
relationship between the residents’ intention to act and the factors derived on one hand, and a positive
intention to act towards tourism development on the other Factor 1 and 2 are linked with the benefits
regarding the development of tourism. Thus in light of the SET residents’ tend to act pro tourism as they
perceive the encounter to be profitable. Factor 3 and 4 are relative towards the organisation and the
management of the tourism industry. Residents feel the need to participate in decision making regarding the
development of their community and feel very strongly about the way that their destination is managed.
Factor 5, evaluating Island characteristics is linked with all others factors as it acknowledges the role that
Island characteristics play on the formation of residents’ perceptions and attitudes. Factors 6 and 7 are
linked to the costs regarding the development of tourism. Residents feel strongly about the sustainable
development of their community. Worth mentioning here is that the on-going issue regarding the
construction of an industrial harbour versus a marina and a more tourism-oriented future in the area,
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demonstrates residents’ willingness to protest for tourism development as they recognise that the benefits
outweigh any possible costs to the community, contrary to other types of development. This act came to
confirm the results of this study, which concluded that residents will act upon their attitude and will protest
if they feel that the developments are not to their benefit as evident in the literature (Hales & Larkin, 2018).
Protest action is considered as a shift from “unsustainable” to sustainable tourism (Dwyer, 2017). It must be
noted here that this correlation is based on the specific sample tested, as well as the political, economic,
environmental and social factors related to the specific community, at that specific time the data was
collected.
CONCLUSION
This study represents an attempt to explore the role of Island characteristics in the formation of
residents ‘perceptions and attitudes. Through the utilisation of a mixed method approach, the researchers
have managed to shed some light in an area of research that has not been investigated before. The
quantitative data reinforced and complemented the results derived from the qualitative data and the
previous studies. The results of the study confirm that residents support tourism development in the
Larnaca region, while demonstrating awareness of their destinations’ unique characteristics, the positive
and negative impacts relative to sustainable tourism development as well as the need for careful monitoring
regarding any future development opportunities. In light of the SET, the findings of this study support that
the host-tourist exchange is unbalanced and as such, the level of dependency of Island states on tourism,
coupled with their unique characteristics, becomes a contributing factor in the formation of residents’
perceptions and attitudes towards sustainable tourism development. It appears that residents perceive that
even though tourism can be comprised by a number of potentially unsustainable facets, if properly
managed, it is perceived as a far more sustainable development option for their community, than other
development options.
As residents’ perceptions and attitudes toward tourism development change with time, it would be
applicable to adopt a longitudinal approach that will contribute to the further understanding of Island
characteristics as well as validate the results of the existing study. Through a longitudinal approach the
researchers will be given the opportunity to investigate additional variables such as education, occupation,
proximity to tourism facilities, which were out of the scope of this study, and also further explore this
relationship with other areas of the Island in order to compare results and finally validate the instrument.
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This paper presents and discusses findings of research carried out on 141 tourism stakeholders withtwo
tourism destinations located in Sardinia, Italy. Specifically, it investigates: the priorities that respondents
consider essential to attain sustainability and competitiveness for their business and the destination as a
whole; the main barriers to tourism sustainability and their attitude towards climate change and its influence
on tourism. Our contribution to the literature, along with managerial implications, is discussed and
suggestions for future research are given.
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INTRODUCTION
Tourism has become a pivotal sector in economies across the world, becoming one of the world’s
largest economic sectors and contributing to 10.2% of global GDP (WTTC, 2017).In this scenario, it is easy
to understand how important it is for tourism destinations to reach a sustainable tourism development that is
able to maximise positive tourism impacts while minimising negatives ones (Nunkoo and Gursoy, 2017).
Nowadays, researchers concur that sustainability is one of the most important elements of destination
competitiveness (Ritchie and Crouch, 2003). To ensure that the economic, socio-cultural and environmental
impacts of tourism development outweigh the related costs and that tourism sustainability can be achieved,
collaborative policymaking among local authorities, government agencies, businesses and host
communities must occur (Vernon et al., 2005). Hence, considering local stakeholders’ views is necessary to
obtain their support for tourism projects (Ap, 1992) and is crucial to achieve tourism sustainability (Woo et
al., 2015) and its long-term success (e.g. Fotiadis et al., 2016). Significant research has been devoted to
analyse residents’ perceptions and attitudes towards tourism sustainability and its meanings (e.g. Nunkoo et
al., 2010). Nevertheless, there is still limited academic research aimed at analysing the views and meanings
that tourism businesses have in mind regarding tourism sustainability and the effects that climate change
can exert on tourism development (e.g. Torres-Delgado and Palomeque, 2014).This study was, therefore,
carried out to contribute to filling in this gap. To achieve this goal, the study discusses the results of a
quantitative analysis performed in two coastal tourism destinations: Villasimius and the Tepilora, Rio
Posada and Montalbo biosphere reserve, located on the island of Sardinia, Italy.
LITERATURE REVIEW
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Over the last few decades, the international debate on sustainable tourism development has
increased significantly. Nowadays, researchers widely recognise that sustainability is one of the most
important elements pertaining to destination competitiveness—if not the most important (Ritchie and
Crouch, 2003). Hence, researchers agree that only a competitive destination is able to create and deliver
tourism experiences which are able to satisfy the needs and expectations of visitors while still ensuring that
natural and cultural local resources are effectively preserved and valued and that tourism development still
guarantees the long-term well-being and quality of life of the local community (Weaver, 2011).As largely
emphasized by existing literature, for tourism sustainability to occur, strong and effective networking
among local authorities, government agencies, businesses and host communities is needed, jointly working
to shape tourism strategy and projects (Vernon et al., 2005). Further, an effort should be done to analyse the
opinions, views and attitudes that both residents and tourism organisations (Woo et al. 2015) have towards
tourism development and its impacts on the destination. Then, once having analysed such perceptions and
attitudes, policy makers and destination marketers should involve the local community and tourism
stakeholders in tourism planning (Mitchell and Reid, 2001); thus, making them the subject of tourism
development (Fredline and Faulkner, 2000) and allowing them to act as stewards of the natural and cultural
resources (Tsaur et al., 2006).
Several researchers have quite recently called for future research aimed at exploring and analysing
actual perceptions and attitudes that tourism businesses show towards sustainability, climate change and
their interrelation with destination competitiveness (Torres-Delgado and Palomeque, 2014). This study
intends to further contribute to deepen the scientific debate about this rather under-investigated research
area by presenting and discussing the findings of a quantitative analysis carried out on a convenience
sample of 141 tourism stakeholders in two sustainable-labelled maritime tourism destinations: Villasimius
and the Tepilora, Rio Posada and Montalbo biosphere reserve (Sardinia, Italy). Our findings will make a
valuable contribution to the international scientific debate, which still lacks stakeholder-based studies
(Torres-Delgado and Palomeque, 2014), especially in the context of islands-related tourism destination (e.g.
Del Chiappa et al. 2016). Moreover, results will facilitate providing useful information to policy makers,
destination marketers and tourism business attempting to improve sustainability and competitiveness of
their destinations, along with increasing the extent to which local stakeholders have a proper consciousness
about climate change—its effect over the tourism development and the most effective strategies and actions
that could be adopted to cope with it.
METHODOLOGY
This study was conducted in two sustainable-labelled destinations: Villasimius (south-western
zone, total surface of 58.2 km2) and the Tepilora, Rio Posada and Montalbo biosphere reserve (west-central
zone), which are located in the island of Sardinia, Italy. The research activities were related to the
Strategies for a Sustainable Tourism (STRATUS)project co-financed by theProgramma Interreg ItaliaFrancia marittimo2014–2020; all the authors of this study were involved in the research activities. For the
purpose of this study, a structured questionnaire was developed based on prior literature, complemented by
site-specific input gained by a prior qualitative study carried out in the target areas, aimed at exploring the
views of local stakeholders towards tourism sustainability and climate change (Del Chiappa, 2018).Data
were collected during the period July–October 2017 in Villasimius and February–May 2018 in Tepilora,
Rio Posada and Montalbo biosphere reserve. The questionnaire was administered—face-to-face and
online—to a sample of local private stakeholders who were included in a database we obtained from the
local tourist offices of the two tourism destinations (Villasimius: N = 115; Tepilora: N = 188). By the end
of the data collection period, we had obtained 141 complete questionnaires, 57 in Villasimius and 84 from
Tepilora, Rio Posada and Montalbo (MAB) area. The data were entered into SPSS (version 19) and a series
of descriptive statistics were run for the purposes of our study.
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
The overall sample includes 141 tourism operators, 57 from Villasimius (response rate: 49.56%)
and 84 from the Tepilora, Rio Posada and Montalbo area (response rate: 44.68%). Majority of the
respondents were reported to be owners (Villasimius: 59.65%;Tepilora: 63.7%) or managers (Villasimius:
24.56%; Tepilora: 24.4%) of hotels (Villasimius: 35.09%; Tepilora: 16.6%), B&Bs (Villasimius: 12.28%;
Tepilora: 28.57%) or restaurants and bars (Villasimius: 12.28%;Tepilora: 11.9%). Overall, the findings
reveal that respondents think that the most relevant priorities to achieve sustainability and competitiveness
in their businesses are related to staff training (M = 4.61; S.D. = 0.803), finding new target markets (M =
4.58, S.D. = 0.793), increasing the use of social media (M = 4.58, S.D. = 0.786), increasing the quality
standard of their services (M = 4.56; S.D. = 0.857) and making their offerings accessible to all (M=4.49,
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S.D.=0.944). Furthermore, findings indicates that people agree with the idea that it is extremely relevant to:
increase capabilities of using social media when running destination marketing activities and operations (M
= 4.68; S.D. = 0.684); rely more on local identity and authenticity when promoting the destination (M =
4.67; S.D. = 0.74); increase the extent to which local stakeholders are involved in tourism planning (M =
4.66; S.D. = 0.808); further strengthen the local training system to increase the standard of professionalism
of local stakeholders (M = 4.63; S.D. = 0.792); enhance the accessibility to the destination (M = 4.62; S.D.
= 0.875) and innovate tourism offerings by creating non-seaside-based tourist experiences (M = 4.62; S.D.
= 0.828).
Furthermore, the findings revealed that tourism stakeholders think that tourism sustainability can
enhance a destination’s competitiveness (i.e. ‘Improving sustainability of the destination would
significantly increase the number of arrivals’: M = 4.35; S.D. = 0.94) and that the public sector should
make financial support available to private organisations for the improvement of tourism sustainability at
the destinations (M = 4.33; S.D. = 0.909). When respondents were asked to report the main barriers to
sustainable tourism development in their geographical areas, they referred, in a decreasing order, to the
inertia and inefficacy that they think is affecting the regional and local institutions and bureaucracy (M =
4.42; S.D. = 0.982), the scantavailability of financial resources (M = 4.06; S.D. = 1.138) and, finally, a
relatively poor level of networking among local stakeholders (M = 3.92; S.D. = 1.046).Respondents
perceive climate change as a real and actual problem affecting tourism (M = 4.06; S.D. = 1.253).and they
believe that training on this topic is useful (M = 3.91; S.D. = 1.264). In general, respondents seem to be
sceptical about the role that each organisation can play in order to alleviate issues related to climate change
by changing the way their business is managed (M = 3.2; S.D. = 1.38). Contrarily, they think that the issue
needs to be proactively managed by strengthening networking among local, public and private stakeholders.
Finally, a series of independent t-tests was run to investigate whether stakeholders’ views towards
tourism sustainability, its link with destination competitiveness and climate change significantly differed,
based on the specific tourist area (i.e. Villasimius versus Tepilora) considered in the present study
The findings revealed that local stakeholders in the two touristic areas significantly differed in their views
about the need to further strengthen the availability and the use of eco-friendly local means of transport
(e.g. electric cars and shuttles, etc.) (t = 2.938, p = 0.004) and in their views about tourists’ willingness to
pay a premium price to spend their holiday in a sustainable tourism destination (t = −3.211; p = 0.002). In
particular, local stakeholders in Villasimius preferred to further enhance the eco-friendliness of local
transport more than in the Tepilora, Rio Posada and Montalbo area (Villasimius: M = 4.44; Tepilora: M =
3.88); this could be due to the fact that an eco-friendly local transport system is easily implemented in a
concentrated geographical area (as in the case of Villasimius). However, in contrast to the stakeholders in
Villasimius, respondents in Tepilora thought that tourists would be more willing to pay premium prices to
spend their holiday in a sustainable tourism destination (Villasimius: M = 3.67; Tepilora: M = 4.26).
CONCLUSION
On the whole, the findings revealed that the tourism stakeholders agree that enhancing tourism
sustainability positively enhances a destination’s attractiveness and competitiveness. However, they also
perceive that the bureaucracy and inertia characterising public sector, scant availability of financial
resources and relatively poor level of networking among local stakeholders are formidable barriers that
prevent further exploitation of sustainable tourism development. In this scenario, respondents perceive
climate change to be a real and actual problem capable of undermining the tourism sector and its
sustainability. Nonetheless, they feel that they are not receiving enough training regarding the topic and call
for its betterment. Furthermore, they believe that changing the way each organisation is run will hardly
make a difference when trying to cope with climate change. On the contrary, they firmly believe that a
strong networking between public and private local stakeholders is required to further sensitise policy
actions at the regional level and to innovate better tourism offerings at their destinations. Finally, the
findings reveal that stakeholders’ views did not significantly differ between the touristic area under
investigation and, thus, suggesting that their views are quite homogenous.
Findings of this study are relevant for both researchers and practitioners. From a theoretical point
of view, the study contributes to the extant literature by providing an answer to the quite recent call for
further studies devoted to analyse stakeholders’ views regarding tourism sustainability, the main nature of
the barriers preventing it and the issue of climate change. Furthermore, our findings provide useful
information for policy makers, destination marketers and tourism businesses. First, it would be useful to
undertake a process to set up a formal DMO that, among traditional tasks and activities, shouldfavour a
stronger networking among the private and public stakeholders. It is worthy to emphasise that a formal
DMO has recently been set up in Villasimius also, as a result of the STRATUS project, wherein research
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activities related to this study were developed. Furthermore, our findings suggest that policy makers,
destination marketers and tourism associations should create and deliver training programmes on climate
change and its effects on tourism sector and in the field of digital marketing. Finally, actions would be
needed to improve accessibility both to and within the destination, also favouring eco-friendly
solutions.Although this study contributes to fill in gaps in the existing knowledge base and suggests some
implications for policy makers, destination marketers and hospitality managers, some limitations remain. In
particular, it must be acknowledged that the study is highly site-specific and based on a convenient sample.
Thus, findings cannot be generalised. Future studies could repeat the study at other national and
international tourism destinations, possibly including non-coastal tourism destinations as well (e.g. urban
tourism destinations, rural tourism destinations, etc.), in order to cross-validate the findings.
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138. FROM ARETE TO EUDAEMONIA: A PHILOSOPHICAL APPROACH TO DESIGNING
SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL EXPERIENCES

ABSTRACT

Katerina Giannitsioti
Arete Tours
Greece

“Change is the only constant” and yet, “the more things change, the more they stay the same”. To
these axioms, the travel industry is no stranger. Fast paced, dynamic and anthropocentric by default, it
makes for an ever challenging, if never boring work environment. Agility, flexibility and foresight. Vision.
Empathy and creativity, coupled with the ability to “think-on-your-feet and provide effective, spur-of-themoment solutions. Leadership. Resilience, a strong work ethic and team spirit. These are but a few of the
“softer” skills the travel industry requires if you are to“weather” the many vagaries of travel. It is no
coincidence that travel is one of the best metaphors for Life itself. As the travel industry is coming of age, it
is experiencing a boom that is predicted to grow exponentially over the next years. Moreover, the industry
is increasingly perceived as a driver of economic growth and development, while tourism landscapes world
over are changing in response to factors including (but not limited to): rapid advances in technology, the
broad use of the Internet, the opening and growth of new markets, developments in transport (as related to
leisure travel) and finally, the (travellers’) quest for “experiences”. In this light many questions arise with
regard to sustainability and the implications for destinations, local communities and travellers alike. What
then is the key to ensuring ongoing success? What can we travel professionals learn from ancient Greek
philosophy and apply to this multi-faceted and exciting industry? In this paper I would like to address these
questions through an exploration of Arete and Eudaimonia, linking both concepts to current industry trends
and examples from the recent past and present day. At the core of ancient Greek philosophy Arete is
translated as “virtue” or “excellence”, while Eudaimonia is often loosely translated as “happiness” or
“human flourishing”. The role of Arete and Eudaimonia in the shaping of sustainable travel experiences
will be examined and expanded upon.
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ABSTRACT
Eco-innovation is a challenge for tourism industry, given the connection and interrelationship
between environmental quality and business performance. Th eco-innovation plans represents a new field
of research in its infancy. This paper addresses the conceptual evolution of eco-innovation to subsequently
develop an analytical framework that tentatively explores this concept and its implementation in Spanish
hotel companies through two basic internal characteristics of these organizations: their business
performance and their respective size, measured in terms of capacity. A qualitativeresearch method was
implied, making a set of case studies of 10 Spanish hotel groups, through documentary evidence and
structured interviews. Findings suggest the influencing and determining factors for eco-innovation action.
Key Words:Eco-innovation, environmental responsibility, hospitality industry, drivers,
organizational change, Spain.

INTRODUCTION
Tourism industry represents 11.2% of the Spanish Gross Domestic Product. Spain has been among
the top five destinations in the world for more than twenty years according to the data recorded by the
World Tourism Organization (UNWTO). Tourism is the main export industry in Spain and creates 13 out
of every 100 jobs in the country.In addition to the socio-economic impact of tourism, the sector, if managed
in a sustainable manner, can become a factor of environmental preservation, promotion and cultural
valorization. For this reason, companies in the tourism sector play an important role in introducing criteria
of sustainability and energy efficiency in their operations (Magadán & Rivas, 2011) adopting ecoinnovations to reduce their environmental impact and optimize the use of natural resources (Sáezet al.,
2016).
General speaking, the ability of business organizations to compete is increasingly influenced by
their relationship with sustainability and innovation, either acting separately or synergistically (Esty &
Winston, 2009), generating new markets for environmentally benign products and a new field of academic
study: eco-innovation (Fussler & James, 1996). The company-environment binomial is transforming
processes, products, markets and business strategies by incorporating the principles of sustainability into
the strategic business direction. On the other hand, tourism industry is not immune to new technologies and
their impact on the changes both in the behaviour and consumption patterns of today's tourist (Aguiló et al.,
2005). In short, eco-innovation -or environmental innovation- could play an increasingly revealing role in
shaping a tourism model adapted to the environmental sustainability principles.
Tourism companies are increasingly implementing innovative plans, not only to sustain growth,
but also as a response to the varying scale and nature of global environmental change (Bell & Ruhanen,
2016). For some companies, this has included the development and adoption of green innovations).
Although tourism literature has considered the topic of business sustainability in broader terms, the notion
of eco-innovations represents a new field of research with studies that still investigate in depth the adoption
of eco-innovations among tourism companies (Tzschentke et al., 2008).
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Eco-innovation, as a concept handled in academic literature (Peiró et al., 2014) in which they find
space for organizational procedures linked to the incorporation of environmental aspects in different points
of the value chain and, even, in their own designs and organizational strategies is relatively recent (Klewitz
& Hansen, 2014). But its interest has grown significantly as a consequence -direct or indirect- of the new
options and business possibilities that are opened with eco-innovation and that could arouse a special
interest in small and medium-sized companies facing improve their efficiency and competitiveness: i) with
the implementation of new or improved processes and products, or ii) with a thorough reconsideration of
their business models. Eco-innovation offers, as indicated above, a path of competitive efficiency capable
of opening new markets. Although eco-innovation is founded on the basis of technical progress, it can also
be promoted simply through arguments that manifest a genuine concern for the environment or an obvious
economic need in the business organization capable of seeing efficiency gains and competitiveness to
which reference has already been made. In any case, the unique characteristic of an eco-innovative process
in organizations is that it must promote always a clear profit for the environment.
Eco-innovation is shown as one of the great challenges of the tourism industry, given the
increasing connection between environmental quality and the good performance of the sector (Tzschentke
et al., 2008). In fact, numerous studies on the hotel industry have shown that the commitment to
environmental practices improves the financial performance of hotels (Tzschentke et al., 2008). Despite the
industry's progress to be sustainable, hotels are still struggling with the most effective way to promote their
green status (Peiró et al., 2014).
LITERATURE REVIEW
2. 1. Eco-innovation concept
Eco-innovation can be defined in many different ways (see Table 1); however, it could be pointed
out that two are the most comprehensive (i) a new list of processes and products able to increase the value
for customers and companies and to favour a significant reduction of negative externalities on the
environment (Fussler & James, 1996); ii) the appearance of any novelty or improvement in products or
processes, organizational redesign or new marketing possibilities that, jointly or in isolation, are capable of
optimizing the use of natural resources while minimizing the negative impacts associated with such
changes (Alonso et al., 2016).
Table 1
Eco-innovation definitions (in chronological order)
Study
Eco-innovation concept
Fussler & James (1996)
New products and processes offering value to the customer and the business,
but that significantly reduce environmental impacts.
Klemmer et al. (1999)
All those measures of relevant social actors (companies, politicians, unions,
associations, churches, private homes) that: i) develop new ideas, behaviours,
products and processes, ii) apply or introduce them, and iii) contribute to the
reduction of environmental burdens or achieving ecologically specified
sustainability objectives.
Rennings (2000)
Production, assimilation or exploitation of a product, a service, a productive
Kemp (2010)
process, a commercial method or new management for the organization (that
develops or adopts it) that favour, throughout its life cycle, a reduction of
environmental risk, pollution and other negative impacts derived from the use
of resources (including the use of energy) in comparison with relevant
alternatives.
Little (2005)
Creation of new market spaces, products, services or processes driven by
social, environmental or sustainability problems.
González, Sáez & Díaz Any form of innovation aiming at significant and demonstrable progress
(2013)
towards the goal of sustainable development, through reducing impacts on the
environment or achieving a more efficient and responsible use of natural
resources, including energy.
Source: Own elaboration.
Ecological innovations occupy a very important place in the ecological business models. Ecoinnovation can contribute to the establishment of business and social networks, increase in social capital,
business cooperation and the creation of new relationships between the public and private sectors (Alonso
et al., 2016). For these reasons, all eco-innovation definitions agree with the increasing value of the
environment and reflect two derived effects of them: significant reduction of negative externalities and a
better use of productive factors obtained from environment (Hojnik & Ruzzier, 2016).
The suggested concepts of eco-innovation are indicating as a three-dimensional process, the three
pillars of Ecology, Economics and Technology (González, Sáez & Díaz, 2013). Any organization would be
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in that three-dimensional space looking to progress considering the opportunity costs associated with an
advance without environmental improvements that could have resulted in better business results. Therefore,
eco-innovation seeks to achieving a balance between commercial development and productivity with an
ecological concern attitude and respect for the environment, so that the tourism can conserve and efficiently
use natural resources.
There is still no consensus on the definition of eco-innovation, which is even more evident when
the analysis focuses on tourism, given the lack of studies related to this topic (García et al., 2015). In fact,
when considering the few existing studies it can be observed that the prevailing concept of eco-innovation
in the hotel industry is perceived as a binomial between environmental management and innovation,
oriented to the continuous improvement of the hotel organization (González, Díaz & Saez, 2016).
2.2. Previous studies on eco-innovation
Previous research on sustainability in the tourism field started two decades ago as an analysis of
the adoption of environmentally friendly practices (Alonso et al., 2015) and its economic impacts
(Perramon et al., 2014). Sustainable management and operation affect an organisation in three ways,
namely: i) it has a direct impact through energy saving; iii) it has an indirect effect because an image that
respects the environment creates a competitive advantage; and iii) gaining the advantage of positioning
itself as an ecological company (Hsiao & Chuang, 2016).
Eco-innovation research is more recent and, therefore, it is in an initial or embryonic stage (Alonso
et al., 2016). As is the case in other fields of study, it began in the manufacturing sector (Segarra et al.,
2014). In particular, the creation and adoption of ecological innovations have been analyzed in this sector,
and a series of triggers have been identified for their development (Alonso et al., 2016): i) investment in
Research and Development and Innovation and export capacity of an innovation (Horbach et al., 2012),
have little place in the services sector; ii) the possession or size of a critical mass of resources and
capacities, the mastery of certain technological capabilities and the existence of specific organizational
characteristics for each company (Biondi et al., 2002), can belong to all types of sectors. In any case, it
seems that there is a consensus that indicates that environmental regulation and market mechanisms are the
main triggers for the creation, development and diffusion of eco-innovations (Horbach et al., 2012). iii) It
comes from the environment in which the company develops its activity than from the company itself (del
Río, 2005). Therefore, subsequent research indicated that internal factors could boost more than external
factors because companies have little or no control over external factors.
Eco-innovation in tourism field has been little documented in academic research or scientific
articles (Alonso et al., 2016). The issues that have been studied in the academic literature include the role of
eco-innovations in the choice of tourist establishments, such as restaurants, the types of eco-innovations
adopted by restaurants and hotels (Horng et al., 2016), and the importance of using eco-innovations in the
design of the physical environment of restaurants to generate an innovative atmosphere. It is important to
highlight that eco-innovations include numerous action plans that affect tourism companies and
destinations in fields such as energy, recycling, water, buildings / construction, interior design, new
products, processes and business models, new materials, the use of eco-biological / organic product, to
name a few (Alonso et al., 2016). It is believed that generation, development, adoption and diffusion of
eco-innovations are different and much more complex than other innovations.
The research hypotheses, advanced by the present study, are discussed in the following
subsections.
2.3. Research hypotheses
Initially, drivers of eco-innovation are both on the demand side -market- and on the supply side capacity of the organization. Literature suggests the following drivers: (i) customers’ demands /
requirements; (ii) the existing legislation and regulations; (iii) the reputation / image of the organization;
(iv) savings / decrease of operational costs; and(v) the business commitment to social wellbeing, in terms of
corporate social responsibility.
This study attempts to explore the relationship between eco-innovation and two hypotheses linked
to the internal characteristics of a hotel company: its business performance (measured in terms of annual
turnover) and its size (measured in terms of unit capacity).
Scholars suggest that there is a direct relationship between financial performance, business results
and eco-innovation (Doran & Ryan, 2012). Good financial performance is a prerequisite to the
development of investments in eco-innovation and, consequently, the generation of positive results over
time. This is a driver for hotel organisations to design and develop eco-innovation plans. In addition, this
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relationship tends to be bi-univocal: successful hotel organisations are favourable to eco-innovation and
eco-innovative hotel organisations tend to achieve better results than non-eco-innovative ones. Based on the
above, the following hypothesis is proposed:
H1:The higher the turnover of a hotel company, the stronger is the incentive to implement ecoinnovation plans.
Hotel organizations do not evolve towards eco-innovation from similar positions. A determining
factor is the size / capacity to achieve incentive and streamline eco-innovation processes(De Marchi &
Grandinetti, 2012). Studies see, for instance (De Marchi & Grandinetti, 2012) indicate the positive and high
correlation between size and eco-innovation, arguing that larger organizations tend to be more inclined to
commit to eco-innovation. This is regarded as consequence related with the greater control over compliance
with environmental regulations. On the other hand, from the perspective of internal analysis of business
organizations, the question is if the capacity influences positively or negatively eco-innovation plans
(Molero & García, 2008). Based on the above, the following hypothesis is proposed,
H2:The bigger is the capacity of a hotel company, the stronger is the incentive to implement ecoinnovation plans.
The two hypotheses were tested by means of an empirical study.
EMPIRICAL STUDY: RESEARCH METHOD
This study adopted and implemented the case study method to investigating the two hypotheses.
Creswell (2005) considers that in a case study there should be cross-checking of data sources. Through it,
we ensure the constructive validity, since the use of different data sources and methods of analysis will
allow us to get a more accurate picture of the reality we are investigating (Johnston et al., 1999).This study
has used different methods of collecting information: i) documentary evidence, which could be obtained
through advertising, catalogues, reports and reports from companies, as well as financial data, among
others; and ii) structured interviews via Skype and e-mail.
Nowadays, more than 122 hotel chains operate in Spain, having a capacity of 628,556 rooms. This
study analyses 10 companies that lead the national hotel offering and have a remarkable international
presence. The analysed hotel chains have 3,221 hotel units (2.587 in Spain), 297,018 rooms (12,159 in
Spain), and achieveda turnover of 13,724.3 million euros.
The selected hotel companies (convenience sampling) are 10 hotel chains belonging to the main
Spanish national hotel chains, which have been named A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8, A9 and A10.
Table 2 depicts the profile of the 10 organizations studied.
Table 2
Sample:Hotel chains studied
Nam
e

Years of
operatio
n

Corporate
headquarte
r

A1

62

Balearic
Islands

A2

62

Balearic
Islands

A3

61

Balearic
Islands

A4

40

A5

87

Madrid

Balearic
Islands

Type
of
hotels

Rank of turnover
(millions of euros)
Categor
y

International
presence
(IP)
Numbe Numbe
r of
r of
hotels
rooms
2016
2016

Ratio=(PS /
IP) in %

Numbe
r of
hotels
2016

Numbe
r of
rooms
2016

Hotel
s

Room
s

83252

150

34867

48%

42%

78

27551

33

9665

42%

35%

1.848,0
0

93

42291

32

11142

34%

26%

1.475,0
0

1.395,0
0

381

58714

139

17588

37%

30%

1.317,1
0

1.178,9
0

109

32770

51

13858

47%

42%

2016

2015

5 stars
4 stars
3 stars

2.878,0
0

2.900,0
0

314

5 stars
4 stars

2.025,0
0

1.847,0
0

5 stars
4 stars

2.011,0
0

Urba
n

5 stars
4 stars
3 stars

Urba
n
Beac
h

5 stars
4 stars

Urba
n
Beac
h
hotels
Beac
h
hotels
Urba
n
Beac
h
hotels

Presence in Spain
(PS)
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Balearic
Islands

A6

58

A7

38

A8

35

A9

46

Canary
Islands

A10

17

Madrid

Catalonia

Catalonia

hotels
Urba
n
Beac
h
hotels
Urba
n
Urba
n
Beac
h
hotels
Beac
h
hotels
Urba
n

5 stars
4 stars
3 stars

558

500

50

12804

26

6214

52%

49%

4 stars
3 stars

505

440

55

14658

44

10391

80%

71%

5 stars
4 stars

413

370

66

9808

55

6653

83%

68%

5 stars
4 stars

389,6

319,17

20

7463

11

5187

55%

70%

5 stars
4 stars

136,6

127

39

5691

30

3478

77%

61%

Source: Own elaboration.

FINDINGS: ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Tourism in general -and hotel industry, in particular- has not been oblivious to the changes in
political and social attitudes regarding their commitment to environmental sustainability. In this new
context, hotel companies have had to face new challenges posed by environmental innovations that,
incardinated in their respective internal processes, are able to offer a way of compatibility with
environmental management. Nonetheless, these eco-innovations entail, in addition to an awareness of the
need for protection and sustainable use of natural resources, a financial challenge due to returns achieved in
the medium or long term. This challenge leads companies to reconsider their organizational structure in
order to obtain competitive advantages based on of ecological innovations of ecological nature. This was
postulated by H1 (the higher the turnover of a hotel organisation, the stronger is the incentive to ecoinnovate).
Using the information obtained through the analysis of cases, it can be concluded that
organizations are becoming more environmentally aware. For the representative of A1, sustainability is an
element inherent to positioning as a company, both present and future, which becomes a backbone of the
business model, thus ensuring the creation of economic value in a sustainable way. Its representative
recognizes that management based on sustainability criteria allows them to have an important tool for
continuous improvement of the daily activity of their units, focused on mitigating the impact on
environment. The representative of A2 claims that it was in the last years when the organization began to
take seriously the environmental management and points out that they initially began with an approach to
the idea of sustainability from the people to subsequently moving towards the environment. This
organization identified the increasing interest on the part of its clientele in carrying out a respectful leisure
with people, cultures and means to which was added the concern of government, with regulations. The
representative of A2 points out that the hotel chain has a strong commitment to environmental preservation
and respect for the fauna and flora in all the destinations in which they operate, based on the opinion that
sustainable economy is the way forward. The representative of A2 claims that they have reached that
awareness and environmental plans pushed by demand.
The representative of A3 argues that they operate on daily basis to develop their business in an
increasingly responsible manner with the environment and the community. He also indicates that they are
aware of the direct impact of theiroperational activities on the environment and that is why they work to
minimize by implementing plans aimed at ensuring efficiency and savings in energy and water
consumption, protecting biodiversity, and avoiding pollution. The interviewed representatives of A5, A6
and A9 share the same opinion and argument they act in terms of environmental sensitivity (certifications
and environmental sustainability plans, energy efficient equipment, etcetera.) driven by demand and legal
requirements / regulations.
The representative of A4 states that this company is fully committed to integrate responsible
business management in the economic, social and environmental fields. The representative of A7 goes
further by collaborating actively in various social and environmental projects with non-profit associations,
hospitals, schools, orphanages, contributing to a sustainable development of its hotel units.
The representative of A9 indicates that their company has successfully implemented different tools
for sustainable management, making in recent years heavy investments, in the fields of energy (renewable
sources and efficient use), and wasteas well as water management. Hotel organisation A10 annually
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establishes objectives and goals both at the chain / corporate and unit levels. She points out that “promoting
sustainable development in line with our daily activity is a strategic value: it is about promoting
sustainable development in line with the activity daily.”In all these cases, it is emphasized that the financial
capacity of the respective organizations made it possible to introduce different environmental management
processes aimed at achieving certifications, labels and approvals. Over time, this formalization and
institutionalization of good practices of environmental management within each organization has focused
on obtaining better results to achieve a range of customers more increasingly aware of respect for
environment.
Representatives of A1, A2, A3 and A4 enthusiastically expose the achievements of their respective
organizations in the field of eco-innovation. Beyond being or dealing with a necessary adaptation to social
changes specified in government regulations or a perception of the new concerns of their clientele, what is
involved is to advance in the improvement of the organization. For these hotel organisations, addressing the
challenge of eco-innovation is to have long-term vision: energy is saved and, therefore, there is a costs
reduction; in addition, the related plans are enhancing and improving the prestige of the organization itself.
In A1, A2, A3 and A5, they state their commitment to environmental sustainability through the adoption of
innovations positively feeds the economic results of the organization. In short, for A1, A2, A3, A5 and A6,
eco-innovation can be defended in their organizations not only by the need to build an awareness of respect
for the environment, but the same long-term economic rationality makes the adoption of environmental
innovations an opportunity to distance income and costs to advance the benefits.
Based on the above discussion, it could be argued that there is a direct relationship between
financial performance, business results and eco-innovation, as suggested by previous studies (Doran &
Ryan, 2012). Hotel organisations with higher turnover have more incentives to eco-innovate as they
perceive eco-innovations as investments whose returns in the medium and long term allow them to
consolidate a competitive advantage derived from the positive assessment by increasingly growing clients
sensitive to their relationship with environment.
As for the second hypothesis, it is proposed that the higher the number of rooms in a hotel
company, the stronger is the incentive to eco-innovate. Based on information obtained by means of cases
analysis, it was found that all interviewed representatives recognize the need for better waste management
and an optimal use of energy and water in all the hotels of their respective organizations. Particularly, in the
cases of A1, A2 and A3, the direct relationship between this management concern and the hotel size is
underlined, especially by the control of indirect variable costs associated with the processes of consumption
and operations within the hotel units. The organisations A2 and A3 claim that they refuse to transfer the
burden of environmental sensitivity to clientele because encouraging them, for instance, to use water
responsibly is a wake-up call to their awareness, but it is not a suitable business solution to the challenges
that arise in the hotel environment management.
Therefore, the capacity of hotel companies, measured in number of rooms, may stimulate and
speed up the eco-innovation processes as indicated by previous studies (De Marchi & Grandinetti, 2012).
Larger companies are more prone to eco-innovation (De Marchi & Grandinetti, 2012). This is due greater
governmental pressure and closer monitoring by public administration.
When analyzing the internal structure of the companies studied and bearing in mind a potential
linkage between eco-innovation and size the research question proposed is whether this variable can
suppose a brake on eco-innovation or just the opposite (Molero & García, 2008). Based on the above
discussion, it could be argued that the higher the number of rooms in hotel organisations the stronger their
incentive to eco-innovate aiming at two objectives (i) to manage available resources efficiently, and (ii) to
achieve significant decreases in indirect variable costs.
Therefore, the two hypotheses advanced by the present study were supported.
CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS
This study attempted to consider and analyse a topic of importance for the strategic management
of hotel companies in general, which is progressing in Europe in an outstanding way and which is expected
to follow an analogous pace in the Spanish hotel industry, considered as one of the most important in the
world.
Based on the above discussion, this study could conclude about the main drivers of eco-innovation
in the context of Spanish hotel industry. It is believed that two are the main drivers to design, develop and
implement plans of innovation is the field of hotel environment management, namely the capacity and the
financial performance. The higher the turnover of a hotel company, the stronger is their incentive to ecoinnovate; and the bigger theircapacity (in terms of units and number of rooms), the strongeris their
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incentive to eco-innovate. Nonetheless, the analysis allows us to classify the hotel organizations into two
groups: (i) First group - Reactive eco-innovators: their annual reports include the progress in environmental
matters, progressively certifying their hotels in environmental quality and underlining the change in market
trend, every time more oriented to sustainable products and services; and (ii) Second - Pro-active ecoinnovators: the organisations publishing annual sustainability reports with the actions performed in this
field trying to go ahead of the standards, and trying to make use of eco -innovations in their hotel units.
In the first group (A1, A4, A5, A6, A9 and A10) the "push factor" was twofold: firstly,
government regulations and, secondly, the greater customers' sensitivity and concern about environment.
From there, these organizations realise that eco-innovation is not an ‘expensive obligation’, but a long-term
strategy to reduce costs and improve the position of the different hotel units of their respective
organizations. In the second group (A2, A3, A7, A8 and A9), there is a certain anticipation and vision
'beyond' mandatory regulations and market demand, making them take control of the internal processes and
operations of their hotel units, driving them towards the eco-innovation from the conviction that this is the
adequate strategy to make a high quality and profitable hotel company.
Hotel organizations are seeking to adapt to the conditions of an evolving and challenging new
socioeconomic and ecological context. Their management (mainly senior) are beginning to accept the value
of an organizational culture capable of transforming and guiding companies towards sustainable
development.
The first conclusion is to see eco-innovation as a source of competitive advantages (Kemp &
Horbach, 2007) in the medium and long term associated with: i) a significant reduction in costs, ii) an
improvement in business reputation, and iii) access to market segments 'environmentally sensitive and
aware' wishing to enjoy their leisure in a sustainable way (respectfully) with environment.
The second conclusion is to highlight the driving role of government policies to guide hotel
companies towards good environmental practices. In fact, eco-innovations and their implementation in the
hotel industry should be supported by the different instruments or mechanisms (mainly incentives,
subsidies and tax reductions) and available government policies (policies for information dissemination,
technology transfer and of creating associations and clusters of a mixed public-private nature) in order to
minimize possible barriers to knowledge (Doran & Ryan, 2012; Hojnik & Ruzzier, 2016). In some cases,
this orientation will have a reactive nature: the regulations act by defining the limits of what is
environmentally acceptable (Horbach et al., 2012; Rennings, 2000). In others, a dialogue and an
engagement among social stakeholders could contribute to promoting a citizenship with ecological
awareness and concern. The latter will enhance organisations to make decisions and implement plans
positively influenced by environmental sensitivity.
This study contributed to our knowledge of the eco-innovation and environment management in
the field of hotel industry; however, it entails some limitations. It presents limitations related to the
selection of the sample that will require in the future a broader and more detailed study to analyse the
evolution of eco-tourism innovation in Spain, a country as rich as diverse in tourist terms. The profile of
hotel companies considered is very marked by its urban character, but it would be desirable to evaluate
hotel units with different targets to detect if there are significant differences in the implementation of
environmental innovations depending on the market to which Spanish hotel companies are oriented.
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Over the last decade, new technology and payment systems have altered business activities in
various ways (Cabanillas et.al, 2014). Adoption and implementation of Internet, social networks, mobile
and electronic payments, block chain technology and digital currencies are a driving force and strategic
asset for many organizations. Hospitality industry is particularly proactive towards acceptance and use of
new technologies (DiPietro and Wang, 2010). Technology contributes to hospitality organizations
performance, competitive advantage and success (Nyheim et al., 2004; Wang and Qualls, 2007). There is a
lot of research on technology adoption and diffusion in hospitality industry (Heart and Pliskin, 2002;
DiPietro and Wang, 2010). As world is as interconnected as ever and travelling experience is a priority for
many people, especially for younger generation acceptance and adoption of new technology has become an
important aspect for hospitality industry businesses. Leisure and business travellers are spending more of
their budget on international trips and it is important to keep up with technology and guest demands in
order to stay competitive (Paul, 2005). Digital technology savvy millennial generation of consumers (Lou
and LI, 2017) are adept at the use of new technology and are eager to bring that into their travelling
experiences (DiPietro and Wang, 2010).
Digital currencies, such as Bitcoin, Etherium, Litecoin, Ripple and hundreds of others, have
emerged as an alternative form of money, mostly unregulated and unbound to traditional money (Gilbert
and Loi, 2018). There are over 900 cryptocurrencies with an exstimated value of USD 342 billion, which is
around 0.3 percent of Global GDP (WorldCoinIndex, February, 2018). Cryptocurrencies represent new
payment technology, which allows payers and payees to directly
send value to each other electronically and anonymously without the need to use the services of
trusted third parties, like financial institutions (ex. banks) (Nakamoto, 2008). Digital currency is both a
virtual and a cryptocurrency (with computer encryption protecting coin supply and ownership (Gilbert and
Loi, 2018). Cryptocurrency is defined as currency that is stored and transferred electronically (Wagner,
2014) and is a medium of exchange that rely on cryptography, in order to secure transactions and control
the creation of new units (Roussou and Stiakakis, 2016). Throughout this paper, we use term
cryptocurrency (virtual, digital, encrypted). Blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies, with Bitcoin
being one of the most famous one, is the new business model which aims to compete with traditional
financial services (Lou and LI, 2017) and could even affect the functioning of the monetary system
(Halperin, 2013; Stevens, 2017). Decentralized cryptocurrencies have the potential to drastically change the
existing retail system and it is important to understand factors that influence their adoption (Jonker, 2018).
Technology innovations may help organizations achieve competitive advantage, improves
performance and competitiveness (Wang and Qualls, 2007; Roussou and Stiakakis, 2016). It has been
stated that perceived relative advantage positively affect intention to use innovation (Shih, 2007; Lee,
2007). For example, technology adoption was found to add value on guest service and customer
relationship management in hospitality industry (DiPietro and Wang, 2010), reduce costs (Folkinshteyn and
Lennon, 2007), increase competitive advantage (Cho and Olsen, 1998; Morone, 1989; Nyheim et al., 2004)
and customer and competitor orientation (Han et al., 1998). Businesses, including hospitality industry may
achieve competitive advantage via the provision of cryptocurrency payments to customers and the issue
associated with appropriate cryptocurrency payment usage is the important research topic for exploration
(Roussou and Stiakakis, 2016). Acceptance of digital currencies as an additional payment option could be a
marketing tool and help companies to stand out (Roussou and Stiakakis, 2016). There is a need to
investigate whether digital currencies will be accepted and adopted as a trading instrument with or without
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traditional currencies and the conventional payment systems (Roussou and Stiakakis, 2016). Younger
generation of travellers have an expectation of using more technology in their business interactions,
examples include commonplace of having television, wireless connection in hotel rooms (DiPietro and
Wang, 2010) as well as being able to book and pay for the hotel room online.
The adoption of cryptocurrency payment is increasing rapidly, with companies such as Microsoft,
Paypal, EBay, Dell, and Expedia now accepting Bitcoin payments (Ussel, 2015). Rapid advancement of
cryptocurrency market has a strong potential on business and individuals payment transactions choice
behavior. This paper focuses on a recent innovation for which acceptance and adoption behavior is poorly
understood- cryptocurrency payment. The purpose if the present study is threefold. First, authors aim to
provide insight into the factors that influence hospitality industry organizations to express intention to use
cryptocurrency payment. Second, from the theoretical perspective, we examine widely used Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM) to develop and test an integrated model which is better able to predict hotel
owners intention to use an innovation technology in the form of cryptocurrency payment. Third, this
research integrates strong predictor of technology acceptance external variable- perceived security, which
considered a strong predictor for new payment technology adoption (Folkinshtein and Lennon, 2017;
Khalilzadeh et al. 2017; Liao and Cheung, 2012; Cheng et al. 2006) into the established model. We suggest
that perceived security is crucial to understanding and predicting adoption of cryptocurrency payment,
however it is not yet explored in the literature in the context of cryptocurrency payment or hospitality
industry.
There are paucity of papers regarding cryptocurrency payment adoption and usage (Jonker, 2018;
Polasik et al., 2015; Schuh and Shy, 2015; Tsanidis et al. 2015; Silinskyte, 2014). There are no studies
available on the adoption of cryptocurrency payment among hospitality industry. This paper fills that gap.
Another novelty is that this paper contributes to new payment technology adoption and hospitality industry
related research by examining integrated technology adoption model in Taiwan hotel industry. Taiwan
provide a good setting for this research as it has a well-developed technological infrastructure and is
welcoming to cryptocurrency and blockchain technology.
The paper is structured as follows. The first section introduces overview of technology adoption
models and factors influencing adoption decisions of new payment technology. Second, we provide the
background of cryptocurrency payment technology. We then develop hypothesis, explain methodology and
data collection and conclude with discussion of the findings and their implications for theory and practice.
Literature Review
Theoretical background / Technology acceptance theories
There are several social psychology based classical models of behavioral decisions and behavioral
intentions which analyze people’s behavior when faced with something novel (Pavloy, 2002a). Theory of
reasoned actions (TRA) is a general model explaining person’s behavior based on the relationship between
the variables beliefs-attitude-intention-behavior (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975). This model takes into
consideration the attitude towards behavior and the person’s subjective norm as an explanation factors for
intention. TRA became a base for Technology acceptance model (TAM) which aims to explain information
technology and information systems adoption behavior (Davis, 1989; Davis, Bagozzii and Warshaw, 1989,
Munoz, 2008). TAM it is a well-established, influential and widely used model of IS usage and IS
acceptance behavior and is applied to a variety of information technology and information systems studies
(Lymperopoulos and Chaniotakis, 2005; Kim, Mirusmonom and Lee, 2010,) such as e-mail, spreadsheets,
microcomputer usage, group support systems, expert systems, e-payment, mobile payment, block chain
technology (Chen, 2008; Lin and Nguyen, 2011; Kim et al., 2010; Cabanillas et al., 2014; Lou and Li,
2017). TAM states that adoption behavior is determined by the intention to utilize a particular system
determined by the perceived usefulness and ease of use. TAM states that information technology users act
rationally during their decision whether to use technology or not. User’s intention to use new technology
depends on their beliefs of perceived usefulness (PU) and perceived ease of use (PEU) of the technology.
PU is defined as the degree to which a person perceives that adopting the system will boost his/her
performance. PEU is defined as the degree to which a person believes that adopting the system will be
effortless. TAM model is relevant as it provides a framework by which the effect of the external variables
on a system usage can be assessed. TAM became the base for several models of innovation technology
acceptance. For example TAM was extended to TAM2 which includes social and organizational variables
(subjective norm, image, job relevance, output quality, result demonstrability) which are shown to have
direct impact on PU (Venkatesh and Davis, 2000). UTAUT (Venkatesh, Morris, Davis and Davis, 2003)
proposed four key constructs (performance expectancy=PU, effort expectancy=PEU, social influence and
facilitation condition) as direct determinants of usage intention and behavior and introduced moderating
constructs (gender, age, experience and voluntariness of use) for the impact of four key constructs on usage
intention and behavior. TAM and UTAUT Models continued to be explored and improved in new research
(Luarn and Lin, 2005).There are TAM3 (Venkatesh and Bala, 2008), MOPTAM- Mobile Phone
Technology Acceptance Model (Renaud and Biljon’s, 2008).
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Research on new technology acceptance by different user types is ever more relevant and
necessary in the era of disruptive innovation technologies. TAM provide a core elements and could be
developed and expanded differently in line with the IT and IS innovations (Venkatesh and Morris, 2000;
Lin and Nguen, 2001).
There are several primary constructs that have been recognized to strongly influence technology
acceptance in the past research. The most important predictors of innovation adoption are individual
differences (Zmud, 1979, Nelson, 1990, Agarwal and Prasad, 1999; Venkatesh, 2000, Mallat, 2007;
Ondurus and Pigneur, 2006), new technology characteristics (Ostlund, 1974; Tornatzky and Klein, 1982;
Gatignon and Robertson, 1985; Davis, 1989; Moor and Benbasat, 1991; Rogers, 1995) and social
influences (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975; Moore and Benbasat, 1991; Venkatesh and Davis, 2000; Lucas and
Spitler, 2000; Venkatesh and Baia, 2008; Fennolar and Cuestas, 2010). In relation to financial interactions
and new payment system acceptance perceived Security (security, risk, trust) is especially relevant in the
context of financial transactions (Khalilzadeh et al., 2017) and would be of critical importance for the
present cryptocurrency payment adoption study.
Cryptocurrency Payments
Established payment card networks (e.g., Visa and Mastercard) and a broad range of so-called
―alternative paymentsǁ including eWallets (e.g., Paypal, Google Checkout, and WebMoney), direct debit
systems (typically via ACH, such as eBillMe), money transfer systems (e.g., Moneygram) etc . are all
explicitly identify the payer in transactions, and are centrally or quasicentrally administered (Pomarole et
al., 2013). In other words the user provides his account information to the merchant, and trusts the merchant
and the processor to withdraw only the agreed-upon (Folkinshtein and Lennon, 2017). On the other hand
cryptocurrency payment is pseudo anonymous, it do not explicitly identify the payer or the payee,
transactions are irreversible but requires third party, a global peer-to-peer network, mediation which makes
all transactions completely transparent (Pomarole et al., 2013). Cryptocurrency is a ―push-basedǁ payment
system—the user creates a transaction transferring a specific amount to the merchant and without specific
further action on the part of the user in creating a new transaction, no other amount can be taken. To make
an analogy to the world of cash, with cryptocurrency you take some cash out of your wallet and hand it to
the merchant. With the bank/credit card system, you give your wallet to the merchant and ask him to take
out the amount you agreed upon, while you turn your back and do not look (Folkinshtein and Lennon,
2017).
Blockchain technology and cryptocurrency and widely recognized by the scientific and business
community as a pioneering technological innovation which contributes to the shaping of a new market and
network (Roussou and Stiakakis, 2016). On the one hand cryptocurrency, such as Bitcoin has been
negatively associated with use in the illicit dark web commerce sites (Barratt, 2012; Trautman, 2014) on the
other hand Bitcoin (every transaction is recorded on the publicly viewable block chain, the legitimacy of
transactions is verified by comparing the transmission with the previous history of transactions as recorded
on the block chain, ensuring provenance and validity) is by design aims to increase trust (Brito and Castilo,
2013; Nakamoto, 2008a,b; Folkinshtein and Lennon, 2017). Growing popularity of crypto currencies is
influenced by decreasing public confidence and trust in the credibility of financial institutions as well as
leading to new ways of transactions, without third party mediation (Roussou and Stiakakis, 2016) which is
very popular among millennial generation (Lou and LI, 2017). For example Bitcoin currency is considered
the first application of block chain innovation which gradually changes the current organization and
structure of the market and the financial system, displacing previous value systems (Antonopoulus, 2014).
Cryptocurrency payment involves fast, secure, anonymous, person to person payment via internet,
without time or space limitation. As block chain technology increases in popularity, cryptocurrency
payment continue to facilitate secure electronic commercial transactions between organizations or
individuals. This paper focuses one the important innovation that is steadily gaining popularity for which
adoption processes are not yet understood- cryptocurrency payment. Block chain is a decentralized public
transaction ledger, it is transparent and immutable technology which has a potential of fast, cheap, peer-topeer financial transactions (Folkinshtein and Lennon, 2017). Cryptocurrency, such as Bitcoin is an entirely
digital distributed currency, not dependent on any particular national currency or geographic location
(Folkinshtein and Lennon, 2017).
Research Model and Hypothesis
Previous research has identified three principal external variables of the TAM - namely individual
differences, technology characteristics and social influence (Davis, 1989; Moor and Benbasat, 1991;
Agarwal and Prasad, 1999; Venkatesh and Davis, 2000; Venkatesh and Baia, 2008). There are several
primary constructs that have been recognized to strongly influence technology acceptance in the past
research. The most important predictors of innovation adoption are individual differences (Zmud, 1979,
Nelson, 1990, Agarwal and Prasad, 1999; Venkatesh, 2000, Mallat, 2007; Ondurus and Pigneur, 2006),
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new technology characteristics (Ostlund, 1974; Tornatzky and Klein, 1982; Gatignon and Robertson, 1985;
Davis, 1989; Moor and Benbasat, 1991; Rogers, 1995) and social influences (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975;
Moore and Benbasat, 1991; Venkatesh and Davis, 2000; Lucas and Spitler, 2000; Venkatesh and Baia,
2008; Fennolar and Cuestas, 2010). In relation to financial interactions and new payment system
acceptance perceived Security (security, risk, trust) is especially relevant in the context of financial
transactions (Khalilzadeh et al., 2017) and would be of critical importance for the present cryptocurrency
payment adoption study.
In this paper, authors adopt TAM as the robust and widely used theoretical foundation for
understating one of the latest technologies of cryptocurrency payment adoption. We therefore propose to
include several constructs at the same time the study of cryptocurrency payment.
Based on the Technology acceptance model (TAM) several factor in relation to block chain
technology and cryptocurrency adoption were identified: Perceived Risk (viability, security risk, third party
service failure risk, risk of user error, risk of privacy loss, risk of counterparty fraud, risk of illicit
association), Perceived Ease of Use (free participation, instant transfers, simple interface, linkage to
traditional currencies, relative complexity of bitcoin trading) and Perceived Usefulness (control own
money, disintermediation, high speed of transfer, low cost of transfer, high transaction security, limited
supply, international scope, lowers merchants cost, increase customer trust requirements, higher price
volatility) (Folkinshtein and Lennon, 2017). Following TAM sequential approach authors add attitude
construct as a mediator of the impact of perceived usefulness and ease of use on behavioral intention
(Davis, Bagozzi and Warshaw, 1989). Sequential approach of TAM model logic has a potential to enhance
the explanatory power of the current study research model. Integrated research model proposed in this
study focuses on cryptocurrency characteristics and perceived security constructs influence on behavioral
intent.
With an empirical test of this model, this paper seeks to achieve three research purposes: 1) to
extent the explanatory power and predictive accuracy of TAM model in technology acceptance studies; 2)
to investigate integrated effect of technology, individual and social characteristics on business owners
intention to use cryptocurrency payment technology in hotels; 3) to address differences in determinants of
block chain technology based cryptocurrency acceptance in hotels. The paper is organized as follows: first
theoretical background of the study is presented, then hypothesis are developed and a conceptual
framework is introduced, third research method, analysis and results are explained and finally the findings,
implication, limitations and contributions of this study are discussed.
Perceived Security (security, risk, trust)
Security
Perceived Security is ―the degree to which a customer believes that using a particular mobile
payment procedure will be secureǁ (Shih, 2009, p.1346). Security is the degree defined as the protection of
security threats, for example in relation to cryptocurrency it is the loss/hijack of digital wallet, money loss
due to privacy volatility, etc. (Roussou and Stiakakis, 2016). Perceived security positively affects
behavioral intent (Shih, 2009). Security has been found to have strong direct and indirect effect on intention
to use new payment technology in restaurant and play a vital role in the context of a new digital
environment (Khalilzadeh et al. 2017). Perceived security has been found to be a significant antecedent of
trust in e-commerece and online shopping studies (Flavian and Guinallu, 2006; Kim, Ching and Lee, 2011).
Hypothesis: Perceived Security of using cryptocurrency payment has positive influence on
intention to use cryptocurrency payment.
Hypothesis: Perceived Security of using cryptocurrency payment positively and directly
influence perceived trust.
Perceived Risk (PR)
Perceived risk is defined as ―the consequence of a decision reflecting the variation of its eventual
resultsǁ (gefen, Rao and Tractinsky, 2003) and as ―the possibility that the use of innovation could not be
safeǁ (Gerrard and Cunningham, 2003). Risk and uncertainty are the main reasons which cause users to
avoid new technology adoption (Pikkarainen and Pikkarainen,
Karjaluoto and Pahnila, 2004; Worthington, Edwards, 2000). Perceived risk was found to affect
Behavioral Intention (Cheng et al. 2006). Previous research on new payment services adoption highlighted
the importance of taking into consideration both perceived risk and perceived trust as a major concern that
the risk of financial loss influence adoption or not of payment service (Liebana-Cabanillas et al., 2014). For
example previous research about mobile payment system adoption has shown that risk is a strong influencer
on user’s trust, and as a result reduces intention to use the new payment service (Chen, 2008; Yang et al.,
2012). The issues of security and privacy was found to be an important variables for perceived risk (Tan,
Eze, and Chong, 2009; Wang, Wang, Lin and Tang, 2003). Perceived risk is considered as an attribute of
Perceived Usefulness (Liao and Cheung, 2012). In relation to cryptocurrency and blockchain technology
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Perceived Risk (viability, security risk, third party service failure risk, risk of user error, risk of privacy
loss, risk of counterparty fraud, risk of illicit association) is considered to be one of three most influences
factors influencing adoption long with PU and PEO (Folkinshtein and Lennon, 2017).
Hypothesis: Perceived Risk of using cryptocurrency payment has a negative influence on
intention to use cryptocurrency payment.
Hypothesis: Perceived Risk of using cryptocurrency payment has a direct negative impact on
perceived security.
Hypothesis: Perceived Risk of using cryptocurrency payment has a direct negative impact on
perceived trust.
Hypothesis: Perceived Risk of using cryptocurrency payment negative influences Perceived
Usefulness.
Perceived Trust
In virtual electronic transaction trust is defined as ―the psychological state leading to accept the
vulnerability of a trustor, based on positive expectations of the trustee’s actionsǁ (Singh and Sirdeshmukh,
2000) and ―the willingness of the parties to be vulnerable to the actions of a virtual partyǁ (Mayer et al.,
1995; Van Der Heijden, Verhagen and Creemers, 2003). Perceived trust positively affects behavioral intent
(Shih, 2009). Trust is an important construct in determining acceptance of new technologies such as ecommerce (Goles, Lee, Rao and Warren, 2009; yang, Chandlrees, Lin and Chao, 2009 ) and mobile
payment adoption (Misra and Wickamasinghe, 2004). Trust was found to influence the attitude and
intention to use a mobile payment (Chandra et al., 2010; Shin, 2009; LU, Yang, CHau and Cao, 2012).
Trust is also an antecedent of the ease of use (Chircu, Davis, and Kauffman, 2000; Pavlou, 2003).
Technology experience people, for example advanced internet users show higher levels of trust in the
online application (Ruiz, Izquierdo and Calderon, 2007; Flavian and Guinaliu, 2007).
Hypothesis: Perceived Trust of the use of cryptocurrency payment has positive influence on
intention to use cryptocurrency payment.
Hypothesis: Perceived Trust of the use of cryptocurrency payment has positive influence on
attitude towards the use cryptocurrency payment.
Data Analysis Results and Discussion
Data on various aspects of cryptocurrency payments were collected from several hotels in Taiwan
using a questionnaire during the summer of 2018. The variables employed in this analysis are all related to
cryptocurrency payments and include convenience, trust, technological risk, financial risk (security), social
risk, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and behavioral intent. Data were collected from 101
respondents working at various positions in the hotels. The respondents’ were presented with multiple
questions for each variable, with answers in the form of a likert scale ranging from 1 to 7.
The number of questions used in the construction of each variable is as follows: convenience – 4;
trust – 7; technological risk – 7; financial risk (security) – 4; social risk – 2; perceived usefulness – 6;
perceived ease of use – 4; behavioral intent – 4. The reliability of the data pertaining to each variable is
acceptable, as indicated by Cronbach’s alpha. The alphas for each variable are as follows: convenience –
0.93; trust – 0.97; technological risk – 0.95; financial risk (security) – 0.954; social risk – 0.9; perceived
usefulness – 0.85; perceived ease of use – 0.95; behavioral intent – 0.95.
Figure 1 below shows the model that illustrates the hypothesized relationships between the
variables. The model describes the following assumed relationships. Perceived usefulness and perceived
ease of use affect behavioral intent to use cryptocurrency payments. Trust, bint 0.8156 0.7535 -0.1765 0.2512 -0.0988 0.7499 0.8332 1.0000 peu 0.7882 0.7532 -0.1308 -0.2598 -0.1054 0.7663 1.0000 pu 0.6896
0.7471 -0.0119 -0.0785 0.0123 1.0000 sr -0.1038 -0.1910 0.5937 0.7233 1.0000 frs -0.2184 -0.3207 0.7893
1.0000 tr -0.0808 -0.2021 1.0000 tru 0.7887 1.0000 con 1.0000 con tru tr frs sr pu peu bint financial risk
(security), technological risk, and social risk affect perceived usefulness. Technological risk and
convenience affect perceived ease of use.
Figure 1. Illustration of the hypothesized model.
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Table 1 below shows the correlation coefficients between the variables. In general agreement with
the model illustrated above, perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use are highly correlated with
convenience and with trust. However, perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use are not highly
correlated with different risk types. Also in general agreement with the model, behavioral intent is highly
correlated with perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use.

The empirical models have the forms shown in the following formulas.
(1) PU = a0 + a1*TRU + a2*FRS + a3*TR + a4*SR + u _cons 1.114541 .3958813 2.82 0.006
.3287231
1.900359 sr .054723 .0690204 0.79 0.430 -.0822813 .1917273 tr .0153214 .0823468 0.19 0.853 .1481358 .1787785 frs .0823989 .0981903 0.84 0.403 -.1125073 .277305 tru .5835255 .0505991 11.53
0.000 .483087 .683964 pu Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval] Total 133.138179 100 1.33138179
Root MSE = .75407 Adj R-squared = 0.5729 Residual 54.5881249 96 .568626301 R-squared = 0.5900
Model 78.550054 4 19.6375135 Prob > F = 0.0000 F( 4, 96) = 34.54 Source SS df MS Number of obs =
101
(2) PEU = b0 + b1*TR + b2*CON + e
(3) BINT = c0 + c1*PU + c2*PEU + m
In the formulas above, the variables on the left-hand side are dependent variables. The variables
listed on the right-hand side are independent variables. The list of constants includes a0, b0, and c0. The
list of coefficients includes a1 – a4, b1, b2, c1, and c2. The list of error terms includes u, e, and m.
The regression result of the model in formula (1) above is shown in the table 2 below. The overall
fit of the model is relatively good. Adjusted R-squared equals 0.57, meaning that 57% of the variance in the
dependent variable is explained by the variance in the independent variables. However, individually, not all
independent variables seem to be useful in predicting the dependent variable. The P-value is below 0.05
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only for the constant (intercept) and trust variable. Trust in cryptocurrency payments has a P-value of
0.000; hence, trust is statistically significant in affecting the perceived usefulness. All of the risk related
variables have a P-value much greater than 0.05. the P-values for financial risk, technological risk, and for
social risk are 0.403; 0.853; and 0.43. Hence, the effect of all of these risk related variables on perceived
usefulness is statistically insignificant. One possible reason for the regression results to show no statistical
significance of the risk related variables is multicollinearity. Table 1 shows that financial risk is highly
correlated with both the technological and social risk, with the correlation coefficient above 0.7 in both
cases.

The regression result of the model in formula (2) above is shown in table 3 below. The overall fit
of the model is relatively good. Adjusted R-squared equals 0.61, meaning that 61% of the variance in the
dependent variable is explained by the variance in the independent variables. However, individually, not all
independent variables seem to be useful in predicting the dependent variable. The P-value is below 0.05
only for the constant and convenience variable. Convenience of cryptocurrency payments has a P-value of
0.000; hence, convenience is statistically significant in affecting the perceived ease of use. The P-value is
above 0.05 for technological risk variable, P-value equals 0.279. Hence, the effect of technological risk on
perceived ease of use is statistically insignificant.

The regression result of the model in formula (3) above is shown in table 4 below. The overall fit
of the model is relatively good. Adjusted R-squared equals 0.71, meaning that 71% of the variance in the
dependent variable is explained by the variance in the independent variables. The P-values of the
independent variables are below 0.05. Both the perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use have a
statistically significant effect on behavioral intent to use cryptocurrency payments in the hotels.
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Conclusion
In summary, this study has applied TAM to cryptocurrency payment adoption in Taiwanese hotels,
examining the factors that are more likely to affect the behavioral intent. The empirical results suggest that
intent to adopt cryptocurrency payments is affected by perceived usefulness, and perceived ease of use of
these payments. In turn, perceived usefulness is affected by trust towards these payments. Interestingly,
perceived usefulness was not shown to be significantly affected by different types of risks associated with
cryptocurrency payments, including financial risk, technological risk, and social risk. Perceived ease of use,
in turn, is affected by convenience of cryptocurrency payments; and is not shown to be significantly
affected by trust.
Admittedly, this study has some limitations, including a relatively small sample size of 101
respondents and a relatively simple empirical test. Future research needs to re-examine current results with
employment of a larger sample size and more rigorous analysis of that sample.
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ABSTRACT
This study is focused on identifying how aspects related to intrinsic, interactional and
environmental nature, affect the intention to travel of families with a child on the Autism Spectrum
Disorder, when staying at hotels. One out of 68 children in the world present some type of ASD. A
structured survey was targeted at a sample of Spanish families (N=117). Preliminary results indicate
that the intrinsic dimension and the degree of disability might influence positively the family’s
intention to travel. The findings provide the hospitality industry insights to better enhance the
customer experience of the families.
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experience, excellence in hospitality
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ABSTRACT
This empirical research study aims to explore how Greek tourists evaluate the Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) hotel practices when selecting a hotel and if there are customers with similar
perspectives. Further, using a holistic approach, it searches the attitudes and perceptions of tourists toward
the concept of CSR. Through a survey of 164 participants, it was found that Greek tourists even if they are
not aware of the concept of CSR per se, they appraise the CSR hotel practice in a holistic view. The study
revealed that Greek customers are not familiar with the concept of CSR per se. However, the majority
seems to understand the sustainable hotel practices in a holistic view. In addition, the data revealed the
important role of experience in the process of the evaluation of CSR hotel practices.
Key Words:Corporate Social Responsibility, Greek tourists, triple bottom line approach, responsible
tourism.
INTRODUCTION
Since the 1980s, the concepts of ‘sustainability’ and ‘responsible tourism’ appeared, as
organization realized that they need to develop practices that respect the environment, protect social equity,
and promote economic growth in order to gain competitive advantage.The concept of sustainability started
to be conceptualised in a more systematic way, offering alternative emphases of the term (Carrrol, 1999,
Cochran, 2007) such as its voluntary character (Walton, 1967); its connection with corporate philanthropy
and community relations (Heald, 1970); the role of various interest groups (Johnson, 1971); the attempt to
determine criteria for its measurements (Steiner, 1971); its association with corporate social performance
(Carroll, 1979); its visualization as a process (Jones, 1980); its compatibility with profitability (Drucker,
1984). Nowadays, tourism industry supports one out of ten jobs (WTTC, 2O17) ona global level, and grows
at a greater pace than the global economy.The tourism sector is inseparably linked with environments and
societies challenging the future growth of the sectorand its global social and environmental impact.
Scientific literature has shown that the implementation of CSR practices in hotels is
positively associated with cost savings due to the reduction of energy expenses, competitive advantage,
employee commitment, job satisfaction, employees’ morale, brand positioning, increased customers
loyalty, higher room revenue, and ethical considerations of managers and owners (Fombrun et al., 2000;
Gupta, 2002; Brammer et al., 2007; Han et al., 2009; Mair and Jago, 2010; Levy and Park, 2011). This
trend involves a responsible behaviour both from tourists and tourism organizations (Manente et al., 2014).
There are limited scientific studies that explore sustainability with a holistic approach as it is
expressed by the ‘triple bottom line’ paradigm (Elkington, 1997). Most of the studies on consumers’
perception of CSR are primarily focused on the environmental dimension (Han et al., 2010; Heung et al.,
2006; Manaktola and Jauhari, 2007; Kim and Han, 2010). Levy and Duverger (2010) suggest that this is
because consumers are more likely to participate themselves in such activities rather than any other CSR
practices.
Hospitality industry lacks a commonly accepted scale for measuring, in a holistic way, CSR hotel
practices. Fatma and Rahman (2015a, b) note the low level of recognition of sustainability; while Levy and
Park (2011) suggest that the limited understating of CSR is due to the limited effort within the hospitality
industry to clarify the concept of CSR and to set clear definitions. This study adopts the three-dimensional
scale (CSRConsPerScale) proposed by Alvarado-Herrera et al. (2015), whichsupports the idea that “CSR is
a multidimensional construct whose three dimensions— economic development, social equity and
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environmental protection—correspond to ‘sustainable development’ paradigm” (van Marrewijk, 2003 cited
in Alvarado- Herrera et al., 2015), as this has been expressed by the Brundtland Report (1987).
LITERATURE REVIEW
Corporate Social Responsibility and Responsible Tourism
The foundation of the modern literature of corporate social responsibility is the book Social
Responsibilities of the Businessman (1953) by Howard R. Bowen. Bowen noted that ‘‘It refers to the
obligations of businessmen…to follow those lines of action which are desirable in terms of the objectives
and values of our society’’ (Bowen, 1953 cited in Carroll, 1999). Later, in 1987, the United Nations World
Commission on Environment and Development pointed out that economic growth needs to be formed on
policies that ‘sustain the environmental resource base’ with the aim to diminish poverty. The well-known
Brundtland Report (“Our Common Future”) defined sustainable development as “the development that
meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs”, supported the idea that ecology and economy are interconnected, and environmental degradation
can lead to economic decline.In 1996, the World Tourism Organization set ten principles (Global Code of
Ethics for Tourism - Agenda 21 for Travel & Tourism) with the purpose to provide guidelines to
stakeholders for future sustainable tourism developments. Sustainable tourism development supports the
need for environmental protection, integrated management, the participation of local communities in the
decision-making process, and the adoption of ‘carrying capacity’ to assess limitation levels (SEGITUR,
2014).
Numerous definitions of CSR in the hospitality literature review highlight different aspects of the
term. Porter and Kramer (2002) point out that CSR can better be expressed as corporate ethos, implemented
all along the company’s value chain. White (2006) identifies the dynamic role of internal and external
stakeholders. Ketola (2006) suggests that organisations’ CSR practices should be in accordance with its
impact on society, noting that not all the dimensions of CSR have the same importance for
each organisation. Moreover, even if the term ‘environmental’ is not included in the label ‘Corporate Social
Responsibility’ many academics have identified that it gains greater attention over the ‘social’ or
‘economic’ dimension (Freeman and Velamuri, 2008; Jamali, 2008 cited in Coles et al., 2013). AlvaradoHerrera et al. (2015) claim that two perceptionshaveprevailed; The first is associated with the concept that
organisation is accountable beyond maximizing profits and the second involves the idea that the
organisation is responsible not only for its owners but for other stakeholders as well.
Parallel to the concept of sustainable development, the theory of responsible tourism reflects a
variety of alternative options to mass tourism, such as agritourism, conscious tourism, fair trade tourism,
ecotourism, and heritage tourism, all of them supported by the ethical consumption paradigm. In prosperous
economies, consumption has to be controlled (Cohen et al., 2015). It is the conscious decision by
individuals that leads them to support eco-friendly activities and to seek for socially and ecologically
responsible companies (Han and Yoon, 2015). The environmentally responsible behaviour is associated
with destination attachment (Halpenny, 2010), direct experiences with the natural environment (Schultz et
al., 2004), organizations’ CSR image (Trudel and Cotte, 2009), and environmental education. These factors
lead to increased environmental consciousness which in turnsreflects a responsible behaviour towards
environmental and socially sustainable choices (Chiu et al., 2013).Sustainable development and responsible
tourism share common thoughts. Responsible tourism involves an overall responsible behaviour on behalf
of consumers, reflecting a demand-side approach; while, sustainable development sets the principles which
organisations should undertake to satisfy the needs of responsible tourism (Manente et. al, 2014), reflecting
a supply-side approach (Colombo, 2005; Sambri and Pegan, 2007 cited in Manente et al., 2014).
CSR: a multidimensional approach in hospitality industry
The hospitality industry is highly sensitive to various crisis events, such as terrorism, natural
disasters, political instability, and cyber-attacks. The dynamism and complexity of the sector illustrate the
multidimensional impact that brings in a global level. Houdre (2008) suggests that CSR combines
economic growth with environmental protection and social responsibility, pointing out that organisations
are responsible for the environmental, social and economic impact they produce.
The economic dimension of CSR involves the feasibility of the organisation and its ability to
continually improve its financial performance (UNEP-WTO, 2005); it reflects practices such as hiring
employees from the local community, and satisfying employees safety needs (Kim et al., 2017); and
supports the improvement of customers’ satisfaction and loyalty.The social pillar of CSR involves the
protection of human rights, the improvement of working conditions, the eradication of poverty, the respect
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in different cultures, the improvement of the quality of life and the elimination of child labour. Regarding
customers, social responsibility concerns issues such as customer’s health and safety, product and service
labeling, the protection of customer’s privacy and personal data and compliance with laws (GRI 20002011, UNEP-WTO 2005). The environmental dimension of CSR includes actions that aim to protect scarce
environmental resources, to reduce pollution, to recycle waste materials, to promote sufficient water
management and to conserve biological diversity (GRI 2000-2011, UNEP-WTO 2005). Finally, Xu and
Gursoy (2015) argue that ‘true’ sustainability is integrated all along the including providers as well as the
final consumer.
Organisations with poor performance in CSR activities will be unable to restore their bad
reputation and eventually will lose customers’ trust (Manente et al., 2014). Fombrun et al. (2000) suggest
that organisations which implement CSR actions gain reputational capital and share competitive advantage
(Gupta, 2002 cited in Rhou et al., 2016). The incremental value that derives from a sustainable integrated
management requires effective marketing management (Servaes and Tamay, 2013; in Rhou et al., 2016).
The implementation of CSR practices in the hospitality industry is limited, especially in SMEs. A
survey was conducted among six European countries by the Chambers Active for Sustainable Tourism
(2009) reports that a 50% of the tourism organisations have not undertaken any audit or consultant on
sustainable practices (CAST, 2009). Only 30% of the responders have reported a written policy about the
management of their environmental impact (CAST, 2009). On the other hand, in recognition of the
enormous impact of inefficient tourism, the United Nations (2017) set ‘17 Sustainable Development
Goals’to encourage all stakeholders to lessen the negative impacts of tourism and to promote the
responsible and sustainable management. Towards this direction, the top hotel chains have developed
strategies to promote sustainable tourism and to reward responsible behaviour.
Given the preceding theoretical and empirical background, this study presents the following
research questions and hypotheses:
Research questions
1. How do consumers perceive the multidimensional character of the CSR?
2. Which CSR hotel practices are more important for the consumers when searching a
hotel?
3. Are there differences in demographics on consumers’ appraisal of CSR hotel practices?
4. How does customers’ previous experience in sustainable hotel practices influence the
appraisal of CSR hotel practices?
5. Are there factors that influence consumers’ appraisal of CSR hotel practices?
6. Are there different groups of customers according to the appraisal of CSR hotel
practices?
According to the aforementioned research questions the following hypotheses were set to test the
existing theory:
Research hypotheses
H1 - Customers do not appraise equally the CSR hotel practices.
H1a - Environmental sustainable practices are more important to customers as they are more
familiar with them.
H2 - Customers’ appraisal of CSR hotel practices differs significantly based on the demographic
characteristics: a) gender, b) age, c) annual income, and d) educational level.
H3 - Customers’ appraisal of CSR hotel practices differs significantly based on their previous
experience in environmental CSR hotel practices.
H4 - Customers’ appraisal of CSR hotel practices differs significantly based on the hotel category.
H5 - there are groups of customers that present similar patterns based on their appraisal of CSR
hotel practices.
If hypothesis 5 is accepted, the following hypothesis will be investigated.
H6 - Clusters differ significantly based on demographic characteristics: a) gender, b) age, c)
annual income, and d) educational level.
METHODOLOGY
Research design
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The survey supported by the deductive approach and the positivism philosophy with the aim to
generalize statistically based on quantitative data by measuring the relationships between the variables.
The data collected, within a period of two months (October-November 2017).
A pilot survey of 20 participants was conducted in order to evaluate the survey for validity and
liability issues as well as to identify potential weaknesses in terms of content, design, and time restrictions.
At the final stage, the questionnaire included seventeen closed questions with the aim to gather information
about consumers’ behaviours and attitudes about the frequency of travel, the purpose of travel the preferred
booking channel, the purpose of visiting hotel’s website, the preferred hotel category, the preferred
destination, and the previous experience in sustainable hotel practices as well as one scaling question with
the aim to examine the evaluation of sustainable practices. The answers scored based on the Liker point
scale of 5, ranging from ‘not important’ (1) to ‘very important' (5). The questionnaire was posted on the
social media translated into Greeklagueage, accompanied by a cover letter which explained the purpose of
the study and invited the receivers to participate by explaining their right to withdraw whenever they
wanted.
Data collection & analysis
A total number of 164 usable questionnaires were collected, representing a 94% response rate. The
Survey Monkey program was used for the data collection, due to the advantages that provides over other
similar programs. All the answers were coded by defying one number for each answer. At the final stage,
the collected data was imported into the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) for analysis.
A variety of statistical methods were used to examine the research questions and hypotheses.
Frequencies and descriptive statistics were used to analyse the data of each question and to search the
demographic characteristics of respondents. Independent t-tests were employed to examine the statistically
significant difference between groups within different variables. The Principal Component Factor analysis
was conducted on the 18 appraisal items to determine if dimensions of appraisal emerged. Cluster analysis
used to detect if homogeneous groups of tourists emerged based on the appraisal results. In addition,
discriminant analysis was employed to maximise the reliability of the cluster’s analysis results. Finally, chisquare (x2) tests and analysis of variance (ANOVA) were used to examine potential demographic
characteristics between the clusters.
RESULTS
Four demographic questions examined the gender, the age, the annual income and the educational
level of the sample. Table 1 presents the characteristics of the responders. Of the 164 respondents, 57.3%
were females and 42.7% were males.The category of 25 to 34 years was the highest and received 44.5%
response. In addition, 29.3% of respondents selected the income category 10000€ to 19000€. The
remaining three categories received 29.3% response, while a 12.8% of respondents preferred not to report
their annual household income. Finally, 47% of the respondents had completed a bachelor’s degree and
37% of the respondents had concluded a master’s degree.
Table 1
Characteristics of the sample

Variable

Range

%

Variable

Range

%

Gender

Male

42,7

62,2

57,3

Booking method for
search/book a hotel

Online platform (Booking.com, Expedia, hotels.com etc.)

Female

Directly from the hotel’s website

15,2

Travel Agent or Tour Operator

6,1

Age

18-24 years

3,7

Social media

0,6

25-34 years

44,5

Phone application

0,6

35-44 years

31,1

Telephone / email

15,2

45-54 years

9,8

55-64 years

7,9

65 or more

3

less than 4999€

11

5000€ - 9999€

17,7

Visiting a hotel's website
prior to the reservation

Yes
No

95,1
4,9

Annual
income

Purpose of visiting hotel's
website

To check for more photos of the property

19,9

To search for better prices or other offers

9
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Educational
level

Frequency of hotel
searching

10000€ 19999€

29,3

To acquire more information about the services (spa, restaurant,
banquet services, activities)

28,2

20000€ 29999€

15,2

To acquire more information about the CSR practises that the
hotel implements

1,3

30000€ 49999€
50000€ or more

9,8

more photos & info about services & info about CSR

2,6

4,3

more photos & better prices/offers

8,3

no answer

12,3

more photos & info about services

12,8

more photos & info about CSR

0

Junior
secondary
education
Senior
secondary
education
Bachelor degree

1,2

more photos & better prices/offers & info about services

10,9

12,2

more photos & better prices/offers & info about services & info
about CSR

1,9

47

better prices/offers & info about services

3,8

Master degree

37,2

better prices/offers & info about CSR

0,6

PhD

2,4

better prices/offers &infο about services & info about CSR

0%

info about services & info about CSR

0,6

Very rarely

11

Rarely

32,3

Occasionally

49,4

Frequently

10,4

Very frequently

1,2

A first result of note here is customers’ experience in hotel searching. All of the respondents
have searched for a hotel to stay in at least once in their life. 49.4% of the sample reported that they search
for a hotel occasionally (4-5 times per year) and 32.3% replied rarely (once a year) with a mean 3, 67. Also,
62.2% of the respondents uses an online travel platform (e.g. booking.com, Expedia, hotels.com) to make
the reservation, while a 50% books a hotel either directly from the hotel’s website (15.2%) or through
telephone or email (15.2%). 10 respondents indicated that they consult a travel agent or a tour operator.
Only one subject uses the social media or a phone application to make a hotel reservation. With regard to
the purpose of visiting a hotel’s website prior to the reservation, the results showed that only the 1.3% is
interested in finding if the hotel implements CSR practices. The majority of the sampled customers (28,
2%) areinterested in finding more information about the services of the hotel (spa, restaurant etc.) or to
check for more photos of the property (19.9%).
Further descriptive analysis revealed that for the majority of the respondents (42.7%) CSR
reflects exclusively social responsibility. A 17.7% replied that CSR is associated purely with economic
continuity and quality of working life. Only a minority (9.8%) identified the three-dimensional approach of
CSR. With regards to the appraisal of CSR hotel practices (hypothesis 1), Table 2 presents the top five CSR
hotel practices. ‘Protect environment (ENV4)’, received the highest evaluation score (64%) with a mean
4.37. ‘Recycle its waste material properly (ENV5)’, received the second highest score (61%) with a mean
4.30. ‘Continuously improve the quality of services that they offer (ECON3)’, received the third highest
score with a mean 4.46.
Table 2
Percentage of responses with their mean. Top five preferred CSR hotel practices.
Label

Frequency

Mean

Protect environment (ENV4)

64,0%

4.37

Recycle its waste materials properly (ENV5)

61,0%

4.30

Continuously improve the quality of services that they offer (ECON3)

51,8%

4.26

Carry out programmes to reduce pollution (ENV3)

50,6%

4.16

Always improve the quality of(employees’) working life (ECON5)

50,0%

4.10

The environmental section of CSR hotel practices included 6 (ENV 1 through ENV6) items
and scored first with a total mean 4.1. The economic section of CSR hotel practices included 6 items
(ECON 1 through ECON 6) and scored second with a total mean 3.5. The social section of CSR hotel
practices included 6 items and (SOC1 through SOC 6) and scored third with a total mean. Thus, hypothesis
1a is accepted indicating the importance of environmental CSR practices in consumers’ preference.
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Hypothesis 2 examined that customers’appraisal of CSR hotel practices differs significantly
based on the demographic characteristics (gender, age, annual income, and educational level). There was no
significant statistical difference in scores for males (M=3.85, SD=0.859) and females (M=3.82, SD= 0.83);
t(164) =0.244, p=0.808, two-tailed). The magnitude of the differences in the means (mean difference =0.32,
95% CI: -0.23 to 0.29) was very small (eta squared=0.0036). In addition, two age groupings were compared
(Grp1: up to 34 years old and Grp2: 35 years or more). There was no significant statistical difference
between the Grp 1 (M=3.88, SD=0.77) and the Grp2 (M=3.8, SD= 0.89); t (164) =-0.141, p=0.88, twotailed). The magnitude of the differences in the means (mean difference =0.18, 95% CI: -0.27 to 0.24) was
very small. Further, respondents were divided into three groups according to their annual income (Grp 1: up
to 9999€, Grp 2: 10000€-19000€ and Grp 3: 20000€ or more). There was no statistically significant
difference at the p<.05 level in the scores for the three groups: F(2, 140)=0.589, p=0.55. Post hoc
comparisons using the Turkey HSD test indicated that the mean scores for the three groups did not differ
significantly; Grp 1 (M=3.8, SD= 0.90), Grp 2 (M= 3.9, SD= 0.71), and Grp 3 (M= 3.7, SD= 1, 01).Finally,
respondents divided into three groups according to their educational level (Grp 1: up to senior secondary
education, Grp 2: bachelor degree level and Grp 3: master and PhD level). There was no statistically
significant difference at the p<.05 level in the scores for the three groups: F(2, 161)=1.15, p=0.31. Post hoc
comparisons using the Turkey HSD test indicated that the mean scores for the three groups did not differ
significantly; Grp 1 (M=3.9, SD= 0.60), Grp 2 (M= 3.9, SD= 0.76), and Grp 3 (M= 3.7, SD= 0.97).
Further descriptive analysis revealed that of the sampled customers, 62.2% have no previous
experience in environmental CSR hotel practices, 64.6% have no previous experience in social CSR hotel
practices and 59.1% have no previous experience in economic CSR hotel practices. There was a significant
statistical difference in scores for those who did not have any experience in social CSR hotel practices
(M=3.71, SD=0.81) and those who had experience (M=4.04, SD= 0.86); t(162)= -2.38, p=0.01, two-tailed).
It is observed that those who had a previous experience in social CSR hotel practices are more familiar with
CSR and evaluate differently the CSR hotel practices.Similarly, there was no significant statistical
difference in scores for those who did not have any experience in economic CSR hotel practices (M=3.74,
SD=0.89) and those who had experience (M=3.96, SD= 0.74); t(162)= -1.69, p=0.09, two-tailed). Finally,
hypothesis 3 is accepted, as the results indicated that there was a statistically significant difference in scores
for those how did not have any experience in environmental CSR hotel practices (M=3.73, SD=0.83) and
those how had experience (M=4.01, SD= 0.84); t(160)= -0.247, p=0.04, two-tailed). The magnitude of the
differences in the means (mean difference= -0.28, 95% CI: -0.55 to -0.009) was small (eta squared=0.026).
It is observed that customers who had previous experience in environmental sustainable practices were
more familiar with responsible behaviour, thus, evaluated differently CSR hotel practices.
With regard to the factors that influence customers’ appraisal of CSR hotel practices, the
results showed that location, purpose of travel as well as hotel category are not considered significant
factors. There was no significant statistical difference in scores for those who select an urban area (M=3.81,
SD=0.849) and those who select a seaside/mountain area (M=3.86, SD= 0.838); t (164) =-0.363, p=0.717,
two-tailed). Also, there was no statistically significant difference at the p<.05 level in the scores for the
three groups: F(2, 164)=0.373, p=0.689. Post hoc comparisons using the Turkey HSD test indicated that the
mean scores for the three groups did not differ significantly; business travellers (M=3.84, SD= 0.977),
leisure travellers (M= 3.78, SD= 0.82), and both business & leisure travellers (M= 3.93, SD= 0.77).
Similarly, hypothesis 4 was rejectedRespondents were divided into two groups according to the category of
the hotel they prefer (Grp1: 1,2, and 3-star hotel, and Grp2: 4 and 5-star hotel). There was no significant
statistical difference in scores for those who select a 1,2 or 3-star hotel (M=3.77, SD=0.807) and those who
select a 4 or 5-star hotel (M=3.89, SD= 0.868); t (164) =-0.957, p=0.340, two-tailed).
Hypothesis 5 assumed that there are groups of customers that present similar patterns in their
appraisal of CSR hotel practices. A factor analysis was conducted to determine the main factors that emerge
from the appraisal of CSR hotel practices. None of the communalities was low, thus all the variables are
related with a factor (some of them in a higher degree – e.g. 0.893, while others in a lower degree – e.g.
0.485).There were total 18 factors. However, only for the first three factors the eigenvalues were high
(>1.0). The three first factors explain the 72.54% of the total variance, which was sufficient for the
extracted factors.Table 3 presents the results of the factor loadings after the rotation. Loadings higher than
0.6 were considered sufficient, while loadings lower than 0.3 have not been included in the analysis. The
first factor had 9 high loadings related to the environmental protection and quality of life. The first factor
named “environment – human dimension”. The second factor included 4 high loadings related to the social
and ethical causes. The second factor named “social – ethical dimension”. The third factor included 3 high
loadings reflecting the financial practices. The third factor named “financial dimension”. Finally, a
reliability test was conducted, using the coefficient Cronbach a. All the factors were considered reliable (≥
0,70) for the analysis.
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Table 3
Rotated Component Matrix. Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method:
Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
Component
1

2

3

Carry out programmes to reduce pollution

,868

,282

,244

Protect environment

,854

,318

,182

Allocate resources to offer services compatible with the environment

,809

,342

,133

Recycle its waste materials properly

,786

,339

,315

Use only the necessary natural resources

,751

,298

,277

Sponsor pro-environmental programmes

,726

,494

,137

Always improve the quality of working life

,682

,383

,310

Hiring and promoting employees from the local community

,664

,384

,242

Help to impove quality of life in the local community

,636

,563

,181

Sponsor educational programmes

,324

,817

,158

Sponsor public health programmes

,339

,784

,130

Sponsor cultural programmes

,345

,745

,228

Make financial donations to social causes

,427

,705

,137

Be highly committed to well-defined ethical principles

,451

,542

,283

Build solid relations with its customers to assure its long-term economic success

,113

,166

,862

Have a competitive pricing policy

,165

,043

,756

Continuously improve the quality of services that offers

,363

,196

,683

Maximise profits in order to guarantee its continuity

,230

,408

,516

a. Rotation converged in 6 iterations.

In a next stage, a cluster analysis was conducted to identify potential market segments based
on the evaluation of CSR hotel practices scale. The between-group linkage analysis and the dendrogram
indicated two clusters. A k-means cluster analysis using two numbers of clusters was employed. Out of
164 cases, 128 fell into the first group, while 36 fell into the second group. A discriminant analysis was
conducted using two and three clusters. From the two clusters, the discriminant analysis showed that the
98.8% had classified sufficiently. For the three clusters, discriminant analysis showed that 96.3% of the
cases had classified correctly. The compare means report (Table 4) indicated that cluster 1 had high scores
in all the variables. The 128 consumers that belong to this group were interested in all the CSR hotel
practices. This group named “holistic CSR customers”. For cluster 2, the variables that present high scores
were ECON 2, ECON3, and ECON4. The 36 consumers that belong to this group are interested in the
price, the services, and the image that a hotel offers. When searching for a hotel, they try to find which
hotel offers the best prices, has significant services and promotes the customer-oriented marketing
approach. This group named “sales- sensitive customers”.
Table 4
Compare means report.
Mean
1 Cluster

2 Cluster

Total

Sponsor educational programmes (SOC1)

N=128
3,79

N=36
1,92

3,38

Sponsor public health programmes (SOC2)

4,09

2,06

3,64
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Be highly committed to well-defined ethical principles (SOC3)

4,01

2,50

3,68

3,71

2,06

3,35

3,92

1,97

3,49

Help to impove quality of life in the local community (SOC6)

4,40

2,44

3,97

Sponsor pro-environmental programmes (ENV1)

4,48

2,33

4,01

Allocate resources to offer services compatible with the environment (ENV2)

4,30

2,58

3,92

Carry out programmes to reduce pollution (ENV3)

4,58

2,67

4,16

Protect environment (ENV4)

4,77

2,94

4,37

Recycle its waste materials properly (ENV5)

4,73

2,78

4,30

Use only the necessary natural resources (ENV6)

4,25

2,58

3,88

Maximise profits in order to guarantee its continuity (ECON1)

3,44

2,22

3,17

Build solid relations with its customers to assure its long-term economic success (ECON2)

3,96

3,25

3,80

Continuously improve the quality of services that offers (ECON3)

4,49

3,44

4,26

Have a competitive pricing policy (ECON4)

4,23

3,67

4,10

Always improve the quality of working life (ECON5)

4,56

2,72

4,16

Hiring and promoting employees from the local community (ECON6)

4,28

2,64

3,92

Sponsor cultural programmes (SOC4)
Make financial donations to social causes (SOC5)

The factor analysis showed three dimensions of appraisal. In addition, cluster analysis
revealed two groups of customers with homogenous attitudes in regard to the appraisal of CSR hotel
practices. Therefore, hypothesis 5 is accepted.
With regard to the assumption that clusters differ significantly based on demographic
characteristics (gender, age, annual income, and educational level). The results showed no statistical
association between clusters based on gender (x2 (1, n=164) = 0, p= 1, phi=0.01). Two age groupings were
compared (Grp1: up to 34 years old and Grp2: 35 years or more). Chi-square test revealed that there was no
statistical association between the clusters based on age (x2 (1, n=164) = 0, p= 0.751, phi=0.04). further,
three income grouping were compared (Grp 1: up to 9999€, Grp 2: 10000€-19000€ and Grp 3: 20000€ or
more). An analysis of variance pointed out that the is no significant differences in the clusters based on
annual income (F= 0,1, p= 0.19). Finally, three educational grouping were compared (Grp 1: up to senior
secondary education, Grp 2: bachelor degree level and Grp 3: master and PhD level). ANOVA testing
indicated that there is no significant statistical difference between clusters based on the educational level
(F=1.6, p=1.9).
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
The first note of this study is customers’ minor interest in CSR practices. The majority of
customers is not familiar with the concept of CSR and the reason of their visitation on hotel’s website prior
to the final reservation is either to find more photos of the property or to search for more service.
Customers claimed they have limited access to CSR practices or didn’t know where to find this
information. The vague definitions of CSR and the limited attempt within the hospitality industry to set
explicit and defined CSR guidelines may explain the lack of information for the concept of CSR. With
regard to this marketers may focus on a better investment in a sufficient and extensive advertisement (Rhou
el al., 2016) for CSR hotel practices.
The second important result here is the existing correlation between the appraisal of CSR
hotel practices and the previous experience in environmental and social sustainable actions. People perceive
and appraise based on their personal beliefs, concepts, previous experience, behaviour, motivations, and
values (Cohen et al., 2014).Customers’ preference in environmental CSR hotel practices may be described
by the fact that the environmental dimension of CSR gains greater recognition than the social or economic
dimension (Coles et al., 2013). Even more, this observation may support the hypothesis that customers have
a low level of understanding the CSR (Fatma and Rahman, 2015). Hospitality marketers may support
promotional actions with the aim to create sustainable experiences. Therefore, customers will become more
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familiar with responsible behaviour and eventually will recognize and perceive sustainability in a more
holistic way.
An interesting result here is the high percentage that economic CSR practice – ‘always
improve the quality of employees’ working life’ - received in customers’ preference. The last years, Greece
is facing an extensive economic crisis which has a tremendous impact on the working environment. In
times of crisis, customers’ trust in businesses operation is collapsed (Mavros, 2012). Organisational trust
and customer’s satisfaction are positively correlated. Thus, understanding employees as internal customers
is crucial for the organisation’s CSR initiatives. Customers are very sensitive to issues related to the
working environment and the quality of working life. Hospitality organisations should invest more in
internal marketing.
In addition, the results showed that demographic characteristics are not sufficient predictors
of the appraisal of CSR hotel practices. The demographic characteristics (age, gender, education, and
income) were not correlated with the evaluation of CSR practices and no significant difference was found
among the survey population based on demographic characteristics. Moreover, the current study
investigated how other factors, such as the purpose of travel, the hotel category and the location of travel
influence customers’ appraisal of CSR hotel practices. Similarly, the results indicated that none of these
factors is correlated with the evaluation of CSR hotel practices. A possible explanation for this might be the
fact that the appraisal of CSR hotel practices might be influenced by more qualitative factors including an
overall responsible consumption on behalf of customers. Many authors (De Pelsmacker et al., 2005; Bray et
al., 2011; Cohen et al., 2015) have noted that there is a gap between actual purchasing behaviour and
customer’s willingness to purchase ethically. The limited research on sustainable consumption in the
lodging industry needs further attention. Future research may focus to explore in depth the factors that
influence sustainable behaviour.
The final note of this study is the fact that the evaluation of CSR hotel practices can be used
as a segmentation method. The cluster analysis revealed two groups of customers that approach CSR in a
different way. The first group, ‘‘holistic CSR customers’’, placed greater emphasis on all the 18 CSR hotel
practices. The second group, ‘‘sales-sensitive customers’’, were interested only in CSR practices related to
the economic pillar of CSR and more specifically to practices related to sales. Hospitality companies need
to use different marketing strategies for these two groups. The first group, which consist the 78% of the
survey population, approaches CSR in a holistic way. It supports all the dimensions of sustainability and
reflects a conscious purchasing behaviour. This group is willing to support sustainable organisations.
However, the second group which consists the 22% of the study population puts greater emphasis on the
room price, the services that a hotel offers, and the public relations of the organisations. Thus, hospitality
marketers should take into consideration that there are customers that even though they have limited
information about the concept of CSR, they are interested in sustainable hotel practices. Hospitality
organisation should find ways to better understand the needs of this specific market segment.
In conclusion, this study revealed that Greek customers are not familiar with the concept of
CSR per se. However, the majority seems to understand the sustainable hotel practices in a holistic view.
In addition, the data revealed the important role of experience in the process of the evaluation of CSR hotel
practices. An interesting implication of the findings is how hospitality organisations which promote
sustainability will target this sensitive market segment. This study can help hospitality organisations to
understand how Greek customers evaluate CSR hotel practices in order to help them develop marketing
strategies and to position their product more sufficiently.
Future research may investigate the reasons why Greek tourists lack to understand the
concept of CSR. Is this due to the lack of sustainable behaviour in Greek organisations? Or due to the lack
of ethical consumption on behalf of the customers? In addition, future research may explore the qualitative
factors that influence sustainable consumption. Which are these factors and whether these factors can be
used as variables for a potential segmentation process. Further, future research may investigate the topic in
a larger sample. The creation of potential profiles of the clusters will be beneficial for the scientific
research. Finally, the comparison of the study, with different nationals might be a profitable research area.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to unearth and recommend ways of combatting factors that
lead to high employee turnover in the South African hotel sector. A questionnaire survey of 210 hotel
employees in Cape Town was used to generate raw data for analyses. Employee retention factors were
explored to seek out variables that significantly lead to high employee turnover. Long working hours, strict
supervision and perceived unfair salary were found to be major variables driving high employee turnover.
This study’s recommendations will help curb high employee turnover costs and support fairness, equity,
creativity and ownership of responsibilities among hotel employees.
Key Words: employee turnover, employee retention, hotel sector, South Africa, sub-Saharan Africa

INTRODUCTION
Yee et al. (2011) report that organisations can create programmes tailored to enhance employee
satisfaction and loyalty. They state that when there are high levels of work satisfaction and employee
loyalty, these can lead to higher service quality delivery (Yee et al. 2011). Karatepe and Ngeche (2012)
therefore posit that employees who are well-rooted in their jobs will have little or no intention to leave their
organisations and will likely have higher work performance.
High employee turnover has associated costs for every business organisation. These include
financial costs of replacing employees, inconsistency in delivering service quality due to performance
variability of different employees, and the probable subsequent loss in customer loyalty (Kuria et al. 2012;
Mohanty and Mohanty, 2014; Yang et al. 2012). In the hotel sector, employee retention has been a major
concern, and many prospective employees may not find working in hotels, the right choice. Previous
studies have reported high employee turnover in hotels (such as Davidson and Wang, 2011; Mohsin et al.
2013). Authors (such as AlBattat et al. 2014; Davidson and Wang, 2011; Kuria et al. 2012; Mohanty and
Mohanty, 2014) relate the cause of high employee turnover in hotels to be among others: employees’
perception of their salaries and benefits to be unfair in relation to their assigned responsibilities; little
employee development opportunities; insufficient job involvement or work engagement; poor work
relationships between managers and subordinates; and long working hours. Although there is much
international research on hotel employee retention, the African situation, especially sub-Saharan Africa is
not well reported. Mohsin et al. (2013) state that hotel employee turnover is a global problem, which is not
particular to any given nation. AlBattat et al. (2014) propose further studies on the human element of high
employee turnover and the dynamic conditions in which the hospitality industry must operate. This research
explores factors that lead to high employee turnover in the South African hotel sector focussing on hotels
operating in Cape Town, South Africa. South Africa is a highly diverse nation regarding the cultural groups
who are South Africans as well as those who live and work in South Africa. It is quite usual to classify
employees in South Africa, not only as females or males, but also as Black, White, Coloured, Indian and
Asian. This study assumes that these cultural groups may perceive hotel employment and the working
conditions differently.
The results of this study will assist hotel employers in South Africa to address employee concerns
in order to reduce the high employee turnover costs. It is also expected that possible comparative research
in other countries and continents will support establishing cultural similarities and differences among
nations or continents. Cape Town, in South Africa, is globally renowned as a ‘must visit’ tourism
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destination. Though there are numerous hotels with varying star grading in Cape Town, this study focusses
on three, four and five star graded hotels. These are relatively larger, have more employees, and likely to
employ non-family members compared to one or two star hotels. The next section of this study presents a
summarised literature review of previous journal articles that have focus on employee retention or turnover.

OVERVIEW OF LITERATURE
Regarding high employee turnover in hotels, many studies have been done on employee retention
(such as Chen and Wallace, 2011; Karatepe and Karadas, 2012; Msengeti and Obwogi, 2015). As we
pointed out earlier, the problem of high employee turnover is a worldwide issue (Mohsin et al. 2013).
Researchers (such as AlBattat et al. 2014; Davidson and Wang, 2011; Kuria et al. 2012; Mohanty and
Mohanty, 2014) relate hotel employment to undesirable working conditions such as long working hours,
perceived unfair compensation, minimal growth opportunities, and poor working relationships between
superiors and subordinates. These factors are discussed in the subsequent sub-sections of this literature
study.
Compensation
Employees (hotel employees included) work for financial stability and comfortable life. The
compensation that employees receive from work is usually perceived by employees to relate to the nature
of work done, and this will undoubtedly play a role towards employees’ level of job satisfaction. Ineson et
al. (2013) and Jung and Yoon (2015), report that pay is the most important factor contributing to job
satisfaction. Karatepe and Karadas (2012) posit that acceptable pay and related rewards reveal top
management commitment to proper service quality. They further asserted that this will support employee
satisfaction as they feel that their efforts in the organisation are recognised. Jung and Yoon (2015) report
that fair pay will have the ability to enhance employee work engagement and reduce job withdrawal.
Mohanty and Mohanty (2014) suggest therefore that management create and approve lucrative reward
structures to attract and retain talented employees.
Employee development
Employees normally get some form of continuous training and development in their organisations
as part of the reward package they receive from their employers. Employee development programmes in
hotels have different trainings in which employees, who have interest in them, are allowed to participate in,
as part of the team with mandate to deliver acceptable level of services to guests. Some hotels however do
not provide enough of these trainings to their employees. Chen and Wallace (2011) posit that multiskilling
of employees to increase productivity and versatility (increased ability to fill-in other positions in the
organisation) of employees does bring fulfilment in employees, and in turn reduce the chances of
employees wanting to leave the organisation after a short-while. It is common knowledge that many
employees take up jobs in organisations with challenging work opportunities, where they feel they have
enough opportunities for growth and development.
Work engagement
Work engagement or job involvement requires viable communication between managers and
subordinates and entails employees’ active participation in the job design and the actual carrying out of the
job (Zopiatis et al. 2014). Employees in a hotel need to be informed and updated on events, changes in
policy and strategy, and also of any changes that affect them. Job involvement therefore provides
employees the opportunity to be informed and make decisions in relation to their work (Zopiatis et al.,
2014), thereby empowering employees. Employee engagement develops workers’ skills and enhances staff
productivity, which in turn avails the organisation the opportunity to be internationally competitive (Chen
and Wallace, 2011). It can therefore be said that engaging employees actively in their work improves the
chances of these employees to stay in the organisation for a long time.
Working relations
A healthy workplace provides a conducive work environment, which in turn motivates employees
(Msengeti and Obwogi, 2015). Managers need to provide guidance and support to their subordinates,
which will make the latter to feel valued (Lam and Chen, 2012). Employees who feel valued by their
organisation tend to have positive emotion and energy, causing them to work as if the organisation belongs
to them. Favoritism in a workplace inadvertently creates animosity among the employees. Research found a
link between interactional justice and supervisory support (Lam and Chen, 2012). Job satisfaction is not
only mediated by financial compensation, but by other factors such as social involvement in workplace
(Ineson et al., 2013).
Working hours
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Long working hours and the hospitality sector seem to be the two sides of a coin. Accepting long
working hours is actually viewed as a prerequisite to work in this sector. People need jobs and most times
take up offers as they come their ways, only to become demotivated with time and quit, probably for
another job with shorter working hours. Mohanty and Mohanty (2014) state that long working hours, is one
of the undesirable working conditions in hotels. Institutions of higher learning where hospitality education
are offered do inform the learners or students on the hotel working conditions, including long working
hours, and working on weekends. One may argue therefore that many entrants into the hospitality sector,
with hospitality qualification do know at the time of entry, how hotels operate and the conditions attached
to this operation, which include long working hours. The next section addresses how the data for this
study were collected and analysed.
METHODOLOGY
The nature of the tourism and hospitality research requires much quantified data to arrive at
conclusions (Ezeuduji, 2013; Veal, 2011). This study used respondent-completed structured questionnaire
survey to obtain data that were analyzed for information on employee retention and related factors.
Questionnaire variables emanated from literature review done. Literature on employee retention or
employee turnover identified factors related to employee retention (Jung and Yoon, 2015; Mohsin et al.
2013); namely employee development (Jung and Yoon, 2015), compensation (Jung and Yoon, 2015), work
relations (Lee et al. 2015), work engagement (Jung and Yoon, 2015; Karatepe and Ngeche, 2012), and
working hours (Davidson and Wang, 2011; Hon et al. 2013; Mohanty and Mohanty, 2014).
A non-probabilistic sampling approach (purposive sampling) was used for this research to recruit
respondents from three, four and five star hotels operating in Cape Town. These hotels identified their
interest to participate in this research. In these hotels, 217 employees were randomly surveyed, and from
these, 210 returned questionnaires were found usable for data analysis.
IBM’s statistics software was used for data analysis. First stage of analyses used descriptive
analysis (frequencies) for all variables, followed by the second stage of analyses using multivariate analysis
(reliability tests) of employee retention variables and related factors’ variables. Reliability tests were done
to check for internal consistencies among variables used to explain particular factors. Cronbach’s Alpha
coefficient is used in the reliability tests to predict internal consistency among variables explaining a
particular factor (Gliem and Gliem, 2003). Although George and Mallery (2003) advocate the use of
Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient of between 0.5 and 0.7 to explain adequate consistency; Tavakol and
Dennick (2011) posit that low Cronbach’s Alpha scores might result when few variables are being used to
explain a factor or when there is a weak interrelation among variables that are being used in the analysis.
For this study’s reliability analyses, a Cronbach Alpha score of 0.6 or above was accepted owing to the
relatively few numbers of variables that were used to explain each factor.
Subsequently, at the third stage of analyses, a Pearson Chi-Square test was conducted between
employee retention and related variables (recoded into categorical variables) on the one hand and the
employees’ socio-demographic variables (also categorical), on the other hand (see Veal, 2011). This test
was done at 95% confidence interval. The next section discusses the findings of this study.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Employee Profile: Results from the hotel employee respondents show that females dominate males, and
close to 60% of hotel staff are relatively young in age (less than 36 years old). Black and Coloured
employees make up more than 71% of the sample, and close to 50% of the employees have no higher than a
high school education. About 64% have not worked in the hotel for more than 5 years, and majority of the
employees surveyed are working in the rooms, food and beverage, convention and catering sections.
Employee Retention Factors: From Table 1 results, it can be deduced that hotel employees agreed
favourably to most of the employee retention and related factors’ statements, however hotel employees
raised serious concerns towards ‘strict supervision’ (about 46%), ‘long working hours being a problem’
(about 34%) and ‘perceived unfair salary in relation to responsibilities’ (about 34%) as clear demotivating
factors. Good news for hotel managers lie in the results that about 67% of the hotel employees disagreed
that ‘they cannot wait to leave the hotel’, about 63% of them ‘feel attached to the hotel’, and about 42%
‘want to remain in the hotel for a long time’.

Statements

Table 1
Employees’ Level of Agreement to Employee Retention Statements
Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree

Strongly
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agree

disagree

1 Employee retention
1.1 I feel attached to this hotel

24.3

39.0

20.0

10.5

6.2

1.2 It would be difficult for me to leave this hotel

14.8

23.8

32.4

18.6

10.4

1.3 Working in this hotel is a labour of love for

18.1

36.7

28.6

10.5

6.1

1.4 It would be easy for me to leave this hotel

9.1

22.5

30.1

23.4

14.9

1.5 I want to remain in this hotel for a long time

20.0

22.4

26.7

19.0

11.9

1.6 I cannot wait to leave this hotel

8.2

5.8

18.8

33.6

33.6

me

Reliability Statistics (employee retention), Cronbach's Alpha =.857, N of Items = 6
Valid cases = 207(98.6%), Excluded cases = 3(1.4%), Total = 210
2 Compensation
2.1 The amount of pay I receive in this hotel is 15.2
42.8
21.0
11.0
10.0
the industry wage for my position
2.2 My monthly salary in this hotel is not 10.5
19.0
23.8
35.2
11.5
satisfactory
2.3 My salary in this hotel is fair for my 7.1
35.2
23.8
20.0
13.9
responsibilities
2.4 Benefits provided as a package in this 25.2
46.2
19.0
6.2
3.4
hotel (e.g. sick leave, maternity & paternity)
give me stability
2.5 My pay in this hotel is not necessarily 10.5
30.5
33.3
19.0
6.7
subject to organisational performance
2.6 Employee initiative in this hotel is always 12.9
29.5
31.0
16.6
10.0
compensated
Reliability Statistics (compensation), Cronbach's Alpha =.676, N of Items = 5 (when item 2.5 in the
Table – ‘pay’, is deleted). Cronbach's Alpha =.616, N of Items = 6 (when all items in the Table are
included). Valid cases = 210(100%), Excluded cases = 0(0%), Total = 210
3 Employee development
3.1 If I do good work in this hotel, I can count 21.9
28.6
19.5
17.6
12.4
on being promoted
3.2 I did not receive extensive customer 7.1
9.5
21.9
39.0
22.5
service training in this hotel
3.3 Continuous training is provided in this 31.4
42.9
10.0
5.7
10.0
hotel
3.4
Support for my long term career 20.0
36.2
20.0
11.9
11.9
development is provided in this hotel
3.5 My supervisors in this hotel explain the 23.8
43.3
15.7
7.6
9.6
key success factors on the job
3.6 This hotel has opportunities for skills 32.9
33.3
12.9
10.5
10.4
development
Reliability Statistics (employee development), Cronbach's Alpha =.829, N of Items = 6
Valid cases = 210 (100%), Excluded cases = 0(0%), Total = 210
4 Work engagement
4.1 In my job in this hotel, I have sufficient 15.2
48.6
19.0
10.5
6.7
opportunities to use my initiative
4.2 For a large part I determine how I work in 11.9
39.5
26.2
12.4
10.0
this hotel
4.3 I am not empowered to solve customer 6.2
13.8
20.0
42.9
17.1
problems in this hotel
4.4 I am not strictly supervised or controlled 8.6
23.8
21.9
25.7
20.0
in this hotel
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4.5 I enjoy meeting and serving customers in 49.5
37.6
8.1
3.3
this hotel
4.6 I am afforded an opportunity to decide 22.4
41.9
16.7
9.5
how to do my work from time to time in this
hotel
Reliability Statistics (work engagement), Cronbach's Alpha =.639, N of Items = 6
Valid cases = 210 (100%), Excluded cases = 0(0%), Total = 210
5 Work relations
5.1 I have a good working relationship with 30.0
42.4
11.4
8.1
my supervisors in this hotel
5.2 I work very well with everyone in this 43.3
42.9
8.6
3.8
hotel
5.3 I enjoy good communications with my 28.1
41.0
15.7
8.1
supervisors in this hotel
5.4 I enjoy good communications with my 48.1
42.9
8.1
0.5
colleagues in this hotel
5.5 I think of the workplace as my second 29.5
33.3
20.0
10.5
home and my colleagues as my family in this
hotel
5.6 I have good working relationships with 41.4
43.8
12.9
1.4
my colleagues in this hotel
Reliability Statistics (working relations), Cronbach's Alpha =.803, N of Items = 6
Valid cases = 210 (100%), Excluded cases = 0(0%), Total = 210
6 Working hours
6.1 My working hours are adequate in this 17.1
51.4
17.6
7.6
hotel
6.2 My job schedule in this hotel does not 11.4
36.2
22.9
18.1
interfere with my family life
6.3 In this hotel, I am given enough time to do 19.0
47.6
19.5
6.7
what is expected of me in my job
6.4 Working hours in this hotel infringe on 10.0
21.0
28.6
27.6
my personal quality time with friends
6.5 Long working hours are not a problem to 11.4
30.0
24.8
21.0
me
6.6 The hotel’s long working hours are 6.2
18.6
22.4
34.3
unreasonable
Reliability Statistics (working hours), Cronbach's Alpha =.717, N of Items = 6
Valid cases = 210 (100%), Excluded cases = 0(0%), Total = 210

1.5
9.5

8.1
1.4
7.1
0.4
6.7
0.5

6.3
11.4
7.2
12.8
12.8
18.5

These numbers may not be highly satisfactory, however it shows some level of commitment
towards the hotels by the respondents and give hope to the employers that the work conditions in the hotels
are not very alarming.
Regarding the negative result on ‘strict supervision’, Cloete and Allen-Payne’s (2012) suggest
coaching and mentoring would be adequate development plans to be harnessed in hotels over the long-term
to develop employees to the level where they will no longer require strict supervision to do their work
satisfactorily. Without proper training, employees may not be able to perform their jobs optimally (Ford et
al. 2012). Strict supervision can be implemented at the early phase of employment, but not on the longterm, else employees will become demotivated, having someone to ‘look over their shoulders’ all the time.
This study’s employees concern on strict supervision can be redirected to employee engagement. Karatepe
and Ngeche (2012) advise hotel managers to engage or involve their employees in the hotel operations and
decision-making, as engaged employees are known to have high levels of energy, are excited in their job
and are mostly absorbed in their work. They posit that work engagement does lead to excellent performance
in the workplace.
This study results are similar to Mohsin et al.’s (2013) finding that long working hours and the
accompanying job pressures and stress in hotel employee’s personal life have impacts on employees’
intention to leave the hotel. The hotel sector is associated with long and antisocial working hours (Davidson
and Wang, 2011). Hwang et al. (2014) posit that some of the common occupational stresses experienced by
hotel employees are long working hours and heavy workloads. Davidson and Wang (2011) find that hotel
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sector employees are often not compensated for their long working hours. This study argues that when
employees accept a job in a hotel, they are usually advised that they may have to work long hours and over
the weekends. When employees need a job desperately, they are likely to accept whatever is on offer, no
matter the conditions attached to it. However those with hospitality education and those who truly want to
work in hotels know that this condition exists not only in the hotels but in other businesses operating within
the hospitality industry. This study therefore posit that fairness in hotel employment can be achieved if the
employee remuneration is linked to the employees working hours and be properly communicated to both
part-time and full-time staff so that individuals can clearly observe the impact that longer working hours
have on their salary. Problems will however continue to exist if this link is perceived to be unfair among
employee clusters, and also where employees are paid differently though they have similar qualifications,
and do same work at same period of time.
As earlier reported, fair pay is perceived to improve employee job engagement, and at the same
time, decrease job withdrawal (Jung and Yoon, 2015). Till and Karren (2011) therefore state that pay
satisfaction is arguably a function of the difference between perceived pay level and the employees’
perception of how much their pay should be. Perceptions of unfair compensation are usually encountered
when the amount of pay that an employee receives is not aligned to the industry wage for the position
which the employee is holding, or when the compensation that an employee receives is considered unfair
compared to the employee’s responsibilities. In certain cases, there could also be unequal pay between male
and female employees, between racial groups or between ‘able’ and ‘disabled’ employees. It is therefore
imperative that management consider and implement staff compensation that is based on the nature of
work, and also use performance-related-pay to support a work environment that promotes equity,
ownership of responsibilities, and creativity among hotel staff. Nasurdin et al.’s (2015) findings support
the implications of these results that monetary rewards are very relevant to hotel employees because this
job is normally associated with low wage and minimal tangible rewards. As Yang et al. (2012) put it,
employees who feel that promotion opportunities, fair pay and better working hours are lacking in an
organisation, are very likely to withdraw their employment. Wu et al. (2013) posit that when employees
perceive their salary to be fair, they will make every effort to deliver proper service.
The results of Chi-Square statistics between employee retention and related variables on the one
hand, and the employees’ socio-demographic variables, on the other hand, show that:
•

Immigrant employees agree less than South African employees that ‘their salary in the hotel is fair
for their responsibility’,

•

Female employees disagree more than their male counterparts that ‘benefits provided as a package
in this hotel give them stability’,

•

Black and Coloured employees agree less than other cultural groups that ‘employee initiative in
the hotel is always compensated’,

•

Coloured employees agree less than other cultural groups that ‘if they do good work in this hotel,
they can count on being promoted’, ‘support for their long term career development is provided in
hotel’, and ‘the hotel’s long working hours are unreasonable’,

•

Black employees agree less than other cultural groups that ‘in their job in the hotel, they have
sufficient opportunities to use their initiative’, and

•

White employees agree more than other cultural groups that ‘they are not strictly supervised or
controlled’.

It is revealed therefore, that significant numbers of immigrants, females, Black and Coloured
employees perceive they are not fairly compensated. Managers need to take note of these and endeavour to
create a working environment that fosters equity, creativity and ownership of responsibilities among hotel
employees. We conclude this study and address management implications in the next section.

CONCLUSION AND MANAGEMENT IMPLICATION
These results are beneficial to hotel employers as they will help them address employee concerns
and reduce the high employee turnover costs. A significant number of hotel employees are concerned about
strict supervision, long working hours, and unfair salary in hotels, nonetheless the majority of the
employees have favourable attitude towards hotel employment. More immigrants, females, Black and
Coloured employees perceive they are not fairly compensated. This study therefore suggests (a) that
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employee development plans should focus on coaching and mentorship instead of on strict supervision, (b)
that fairness in hotel employment can be achieved if the employee remuneration is linked to the employees
working hours and be properly communicated, and (c) that management implement staff compensation that
is based on the nature of work, and use performance-related-pay to support a work environment that is nonracial but promotes equity, ownership of responsibilities, and creativity among hotel staff. Further research
is encouraged in hotels in other nations to check for cultural similarities and differences among nations or
continents, regarding employee retention and its related factors.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the potential effects of the so-called sharing economy in a
destination that experience continuous growth in its tourism figures. The effect of the sharing economy on
housing markets and tourism destinations until now is barely measurable and its investigation is limited to a
few popular urban centers. A case study for Chania Regional Unit, combining relevant literature review
with primary data that investigate the influence at the hotel industry may provide with insights on the
sharing economy effect, from a perspective where empirical research could be useful in tourism policy
formulation.
Key Words: Airbnb, hospitality industry, sharing economy, hotels
INTRODUCTION
The consolidation of the particular hospitality form called Airbnb in recent years has led tourism
specialists in conducting several researches related to the sharing economy. Airbnb’s increasing popularity
in Greek destinations, has led authors to investigate the case of Chania Regional Unit of Crete, focusing in
the effect that hotel industry experiences from such market increase. Literature review with regards to the
sharing economy is developed in the first section, while second section includes several findings and data
met in the literature concerning the impact of Airbnb in the traditional hotel industry. Third section
provides with information regarding the region in study, while research methodology and results follow,
quoting and highlighting significant findings that have been exported by the statistical analysis of research
data. Conclusion and discussion are the last section of this paper that may motivate future researches on this
topic.
LITERATURE REVIEW
I)

Collaborative consumption
In recent years, an alternative form of economy has been developed to meet consumer needs, the
sharing economy. Looking at the international literature we find various alternative terms such as:
collective economy, collective consumption, collaborative consumption, on demand economy, all to
describe this new practice where individuals exchange resources and assets in a state under-exploitation or
inactivity. Bostman, (2013), states that the sharing economy is "an economic model based on the exchange
of unused assets, from spaces to skills with or without payment of money".
are:

According to Muñoz, and Cohen (2017), factors contributed to the spread of the sharing economy
• Online platforms. These sites are easily accessible via digital devices in real time and provide
users with global information about products or services,comparing available goods with local
demand
• The use of inactive (under-exploited) resources or
• Sharing occurs between peers
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• Participants in the sharing economy can maximize the added value of things they already have
• Environmental factors. Population and urban population growth, the decline in available natural
resources, lead to the adoption of alternative consumer behaviors
• Social factors. According to Gansky (2010), participants in the sharing economy not only focus
on the trade but they see the whole procedure as a rich social experience.
II)

Sharing economy in the hospitality sector
In recent years, the hospitality sector has witnessed the emergence of the sharing accommodation
phenomenon.The sharing economy on hospitality sector has grown through vacation rentals and has been
intensified through online and social exchange between peers. The basic idea began in 2004, when Couch
surfing, having hospitality as main element, linked potential travelers with volunteer hosts. Psarros et al.
(2015), report that travel and tourism emerged at the forefront of the cooperative economy because it is a
particularly innovative sector of the global economy, where new products and services often make their
appearance. Another factor is the new traveler's profile. The new generation of tourists, millenials, require a
new set of travel services and experiences that many traditional providers can’t offer (but residents of the
area can).
The rise of sharing accommodation emerged in 2007, when Joe Gebbia and Brian Chesky, both at
the age of 27, were struggling to pay their rent for their homein San Francisco. The idea was born during an
annual industrial design conference in their city where hotels were fully booked. Gebbia and Chesky
decided to earn some extra money by offering inflatable beds and breakfast ontheir living room for their
guests. For this purpose, they created the site, airbedandbreakfast.com and six days later they had their first
3 guests charging $ 80 each per night. Today, according to Quinby (2016), Airbnb is considered a leader in
the domain of shared hosting and one of the top players in the hospitality industry in general.
The company's numbers are impressive:
• 150 million users
• 640,000 hosts
• 6 million visitors
• 4 million entries
• Valuation of 31 billion. US dollars
• 500,000 average number of daily nights
• Activity in 191 countries
• Total arrivals of 80 million visitors (Smith, 2018)
The cooperative economy has caused a variety of reactions in the industry. On the one hand, it is
argued that this model has a lot of socio-economic effects, while on the other hand the professionals of the
industry consider that the exchange economy has no difference compared to a conventional business
model.Just offers simple ways of avoiding regulations exploits the workers in the industry and deceives
customers under the guise of sharing (Sigala& Chen, 2017).Visitors choose Airbnb to experience a more
authentic local experience at affordable prices (Guttentag, 2015) as hotels are run by professionals and
visitors experience an impersonal "corporate" experience. Guests want to be in touch with courteous
owners who will provide a pleasant stay while factors such as the atmosphere and the equipment, the
comfort and the understanding of the special needs of the visitors, play important role in the evaluation of
the services quality.

THE IMPACT OF AIRBNB IN THE TRADITIONAL HOTEL INDUSTRY
Airbnb, the largest company in the Sharing Accommodation Market, has about 3 million listings,
including entire homes, shared and private rooms. The period 2011-2015, hosted approximately 50 million
visitors, of which 30 million were hosted only in 2015. The remarkable volume of listings and the rise in
the number of visitors led Airbnb to berecognized as a "disruptor" of the accommodation industry
(Guttentag, 2015), since the creation of such a new and innovative product creates itself a new market.
According to the research of Blal, Singal and Templin (2018) in San Francisco market, Airbnb's
homes are not just a complementary product of the housing market, but have substitution elements on sales
of hotels in their long-term impact. According the above research, the effect of Airbnb on hotel sales is
complex and is based on the comparison made by consumers between typical accommodation and Airbnb
accommodation in terms of price and value. Guests check the possibilities of staying in the two types of
accommodation when booking, comparing the benefits for each model through previous guest reviews. If
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users of the Airbnb platform are satisfied with their experience they are likely to repeat it, which will lead
to reduced demand for hotel accommodation
The impact of Airbnb on hotel revenues has been quantified in a recent study by researchers
Zervas, Byers, &Proserpio, (2017) in Texas. The authors found that the increase in the number of Airbnb
listings by one percent resulted in reduced room revenue of 0.5%. These results have intensified concerns
expressed by stakeholders in the hotel sector that the development of a common economy platform may
adversely affect hotel industry revenue. In Europe, Airbnb is 8 to 17 percent cheaper than the average daily
price of a regional hotel, while in the top 25 markets in the US, Airbnb is 6 to 17 percent cheaper than the
hotels in these markets (Ting, 2017).
Recent efforts by the tourism industry to apply legislation rules imply that the hospitality industry
indeed considers Airbnb as a major competitor (Benner, 2017). In a recent survey conducted on behalf of
the Greek Chamber of Hotels, an effort has been made to assess the size of the sharing economy so as to
approximate the losses that exist at the level of standard accommodation and at the level of public revenue.
The results of the survey concluded that the size of the sharing economy for the tourism industry amounts
from 1.38 billion to 1.46 billion in 2015, while 840 million - 890 million of which concern spending on
accommodation and the remaining expenditure for other services. According to the survey, one part is
complementary, while the other one is a substitute of the typical hotel industry. The relationship between
supplementary and substitute amounts to 30/70 (this proportion applies only to visitors through the sharing
economy and not to all visitors to tourist accommodation) (GrantThornton, 2015).
Therefore, understanding what motivates consumers to book Airbnb will help the hotel industry
develop strategies to compete with Airbnb. The physical (ie space, location, benefits, etc.) and non-physical
features (ie, sociability, reliability, friendliness, etc.) on which the price of Airbnb's accommodation is
based play an important role in the decision-making process of Airbnb's customers. Therefore, the analysis
of the characteristics that shape these values can play an important role in understanding the factors leading
to the development of housing services within the sharing economy (Dogru&Pekin, 2017).
THE CASE OF CHANIA MUNICIPALITY
The case study of this research was Chania Municipality region. Chania is the capital of
the Chania regional unit. It lies along the north coast of the island, about 70 km (43 mi) west
of Rethymno and 145 km (90 mi) west of Heraklion. The official population of the capital is 53,910, while
the municipality has 108,642 inhabitants (2011). The development of tourism is a structural feature of the
prevalence of the tertiary sector in the Municipality of Chania due to the natural environment and the
seaside character of the district. According to data obtained from tourism surveys, the Civil Aviation
Authority, Fraport Greece (FG) and the Association of Greek Tourist Enterprises (SETs, the last three years
arrivals of foreign tourists at Chania airport are mainly from Tour Operators and Low Cost (LCC) airlines.
It is a clear a two-pole configuration of the tourist product. The first pole consists of the tourist product that
comes from Tour Operators, who are mainly active in the high season, isdominatedby strong lobbing
groups. The second pole, the tourist product that comes from the individual tourists, arrives in Chania
mainly with L.C.C. and represents the new trend in tourism. The two poles are independent,
complementary and not at all competitive (Milonakis, 2018).
In the Regional Unit of Chania there are all categories of organized tourist accommodation.
According to MAIX (2017), the majority of foreign visitors and nearly two out of three foreign visitors
prefer to stay in hotels, one in four in rental apartments, while the percentage of non-Scandinavians who
prefer rented villas is particularly high. As for hotel packages, the so-called "all inclusive package" seems
to lose ground. Thus, while in 2016 it was observed that one in three was using the specific package, 2017
is dropped by almost one in four, with the non-Scandinavians preferring it most, and especially those
coming from East Europe. At the same time, simple staying seems to be gaining ground, with almost four
out of ten choosing it, with the Scandinavians showing particular preference. About the hotel categories
almost three out of four prefer to stay in 3 & 4 star hotel accommodations, with Scandinavians showing a
particular preference for them, while about one in five foreign tourists choose five-star accommodation
with non-Scandinavians to choose more luxury hotels. It is also important that 9% of foreign tourists used
the Airbnb service to book their accommodation, a percentage slightly higher than in 2016.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY & FINDINGS
I)

Research Methodology
Given the rapid growth of Airbnb platform, traditional accommodation providers, view Airbnb as
a threat and as an unfair competitor (Colin &Horodnic, 2017). Not only it’s not always subject to the same
legal and safety regulations (Heo, 2016) but also hosts who provide these services are also seen as more
likely to be operating in the informal sector.
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Here, therefore we start to fill the gap in the literature by evaluating the impact of Airbnb's
accommodations in ChaniaRegional Unit. This will set the scene for a discussion of how Airbnb affects the
traditional hotel accommodation, if it is a complementary product on the market or have substitution
characteristics. Therefore, we will look into the effect of Airbnb on hotel occupancy, yearly operation,
residence time, hotel prices and number of staff combined with hotel category. At the same time we will
present, the opinion and attitude of the hotel managers regarding the effect of the phenomenon as well as
the measures taken to deal with it. Finally we will describe the participants' suggestions regarding the
changes that are considered necessary in the context of short-term lease of real estate through the Airbnb
platform
For the methodological approach of the subject under consideration, the quantitative survey was
selected using a structured questionnaire which was distributed by the authors and by email and it was used
as a primary data gathering tool during the survey period (April - May 2018). The quantitative method was
chosen because it allows the connection of two or more characteristics for a large number of cases, thus
highlighting the general trends and correlations between variables that appear in the sample (Kyriazi,
2009).
In the present study it was virtually impossible to approach the number of homes and beds
available through sharing economy platforms due to their relevant policy not publish statistical data. So, it
wasn’t possible to assess the size of the tourist product due to a sharing economy. For this reason, this study
approached the hotels of Chania Regional District in order to investigate the effect of Airbnb on occupancy,
yearly operation, time of stay, prices and number of staff in combination with hotel category. For the
selection of the surveyed population, a non-random sample was applied and a sample of 52 hotels was
selected from the total population of 550 Hotels of Chania Regional District, according to secondary
research data.
Statistical data was analyzed using descriptive and inferential statistics. In particular, the
qualitative variables are presented with absolute (n) and relative (%) frequencies, while the quantitative
variables with appropriate position and dispersion measure. In order to select the appropriate position and
dispersion measure in the quantitative variables, the Shapiro - Wilk regularity check was implied. The
majority of the variables in the present study had a p-value of <0.05, so the zero hypothesis of the regularity
check performed was discarded. This means that most variables do not follow the normal distribution;
therefore, the median is chosen as a measure of central tendency, while the 25th (Q1) and 75th (Q3)
quadrant was selected as a measure of dispersion.
The opinion of hotels managers was presented in a descriptive manner, and the non-parametric
Kruskal-Wallis test was used to check if the operating characteristics of the units had been affected over the
last three years by Airbnb phenomenon. The zero hypothesis of this test is that there is no difference in the
operating characteristics of the units between the three years, while the alternative assumption of the test is
that the operating characteristics differ between at least 2 years. In case of statistically significant
differences and to deal with the error of multiple comparison error, the Bonferroni correction was used.
II)

Results

Table 1 presents in detail the operating characteristics of the units by unit category. In the 1 to 2
star units the median (Q1 - Q3) occupancy ranged from 68% (60% - 85%) in 2015 to 70% (66% - 83%) in
2017. Median yearly operation (Q1 - Q3) from 6,5 (6 - 12) months in 2015 to 6 (6 - 10) months in 2017,
while median (Q1 - Q3) average stay time was 5 (4 - 7) days and the 3 years. The median (Q1 - Q3) rental
rate, ranged from € 45 (€ 35 - € 62) in 2015 to € 50 (€ 40 - € 65) in 2017, while the number of staff
remained stable with an average of 3 employees for each year. None of the observed differences are
statistically significant.
For 3-star units the median (Q1 - Q3) occupancy ranged from 70% (60% - 87%) in 2015 to 82%
(70% - 90%) in 2017. The median yearly operation from 6 (6 - 7) months in 2015 to 7 (6 - 8) months in
2017, while the median average stay was 5 days and the 3 years. The median (Q1 - Q3) rental rate ranged
from € 70 (€ 60 - € 90) in 2015 to € 80 (€ 55 - € 100) in 2017, while the median (Q1 - Q3) - 7) staff in 2015
in 7 (3 - 9) employees in 2017. None of the observed differences are statistically significant.
For the 4 to 5 star units the median (Q1 - Q3) occupancy ranged from 95% (80% - 98%) in 2015 to
95.5% (89% - 98%) in 2017. The median yearly operation was stable for all three years and equal to 6
months, while median average stay was 7 days all three years. The median rental rate did not differ in three
years (€ 120), while the median (Q1 - Q3) staff numbers ranged from 40.5 (11 - 75) employees in 2015 to
41 (12 - 80) employees in 2017. None of the observed differences are statistically significant.
Table 1: Unit operating characteristics per accommodation category
Operation unit/ category
Year
2015
2016
Median(Q1 – Q3)
The period 2015-2017

2017

p-value
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Operation unit/ category
(approximately) the occupancy
was (in %), Median (Q1 – Q3)
1 – 2 stars
3 stars
4 – 5 stars
The period 2015-2017
(approximately) the median
yearly operation was ( in
months)
1 – 2 stars
3 stars
4 – stars
The period 2015-2017
(approximately) the median
average stay was ( in days) was
1 – 2 stars
3 stars
4 – 5 stars
The period 2015-2017
(approximately) the median
rental rate was ( in euro)
1 – 2 stars
3 stars
4 – 5 stars
The period 2015-2017
(approximately) the median
number of stuff was
1 – 2 stars
3 stars
4 – 5 stars

2015

Year
2016

2017

p-value

68 (60 – 85)
70 (60 – 87)
95 (80 – 98)

70 (62 – 82)
80 (65 – 89)
95,5 (80 – 98)

70 (66 – 83)
82 (70 – 90)
95,5 (89 – 98)

0.7813
0.5938
0.8938

6,5 (6 – 12)
6 (6 – 7)
6 (6 – 7)

6 (6 – 12)
6,5 (6 – 7)
6 (5 – 6)

6 (6 – 10)
7 (6 – 8)
6 (6 – 7)

0.9104
0.6767
0.8718

5 (4 – 7)
5 (4 – 7)
7 (3 – 8)

5 (4 – 7)
5 (4 – 6)
7 (3,5 – 8)

5 (4 – 7)
5 (4 – 7)
7 (3,5 – 8)

0.9803
0.9255
0.8910

45 (35 – 62)
70 (60 – 90)
120 (75 – 120)

50 (36 – 62)
75 (55 – 90)
120 (82 – 120)

50 (40 – 65)
80 (55 – 100)
120 (82 – 160)

0.6445
0.6686
0.8546

3 (2 – 5)
5 (3 – 7)
40,5 (11 – 75)

3 (1 – 7)
6 (3 – 9)
40 (12 – 75)

3 (2 – 7)
7 (3 – 9)
41 (12 – 80)

0.9524
0.9360
0.9955

Concerning the opinion of the managers of the hotel industry in Chania Regional Unit, table 2
illustrates that the total number of managers (100%) is informed about the issue of short-term rental
through the Airbnb platform. 71.1% of managers believe that this rental of properties has a negative to very
negative effect on the hotel industry. At least 70% believe that Airbnb is responsible for the decrease in
hotel reservations in the Region, while almost 70% believe that property rental through Airbnb is
responsible for reducing the annual revenues of Hotels in the Region. Whether the rental through Airbnb
platform has led to staff reductions in hotels in the area, there is no clear opinion, 34.6% neither agrees nor
disagrees with this view, while from the rests almost 30% disagrees and 34% agree. More than half of the
respondents (~ 56%) disagree or completely disagree with the attitude that rental through Airbnb is
responsible for closing hotels in the area, while one in four neither disagrees nor agrees.
Table 2: Opinion of Hotel Managers about the influence of Airbnb
Opinion of Hotel Managers
Are you informed aboutshort term rentals through Airbnb, n (%)
Yesι
No
Do you believe that short term rental through Airbnb platform has
negative influence in hotel industry,n (%)
Very positive
Positive
Neutral
Negative
Very negative
Do you believe that short term rental through Airbnb platform has as
a result the reduction in the number of bookings in hotel industry in
Chania Regional Unit, n (%)
Completely disagree

Ν=52
52 (100)
0 (0)
0 (0)
3 (5,8)
12 (23,1)
23 (44,2)
14 (26,9)

0 (0)
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Opinion of Hotel Managers
Disagree
Neither agree, nor disagree
Agree
Completely agree
Do you believe that short term rental through Airbnb platform has as
a result the reduction in the annual revenues in hotel industry in
Chania Regional Unit, n (%)
Completely disagree
Disagree
Neither agree, nor disagree
Agree
Completely agree
Do you believe that short term rental through Airbnb platform has as
a result the stuff reduction in hotel industry in Chania Regional Unit,
n (%)
Completely disagree
Disagree
Neither agree, nor disagree
Agree
Completely agree
Do you believe that short term rental through Airbnb platform has as
a result the final closure of hotels in Chania Regional Unit, n (%)
Completely disagree
Disagree
Neither agree, nor disagree
Agree
Completely agree

Ν=52
6 (11,5)
10 (19,2)
25 (48,1)
11 (21,2)

0 (0)
8 (15,4)
8 (15,4)
23 (44,2)
13 (25)

2 (2,9)
14 (26,9)
18 (34,6)
13 (25)
5 (9,6)
9 (17,3)
20 (38,5)
13 (25)
7 (13,5)
3 (5,8)

Finally, concerning the measures that the managers of the traditional hotel industry had taken, only
34.6% have implemented measures to compete with the short term rental through the Airbnb platform. The
most frequent measures implemented were the provision of additional services to customers (83.3%) and
the use of social media (77.8%), while 55.6% of the units that had taken measures, had a price reduction (
Figure 1).
Figure 1: Measures of the managers of the traditional hotel industry to compete Airbnb
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CONCLUSIONS & DISCUSSION
It is evident from the above that the effect of Airbnb on the hotel accommodation in Chania
Regional unit is complementary, as there that there was no fall in the sizes under consideration. Although
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secondary data research has estimated that the relationship between supplementary and substitute (only for
the visitors of the sharing economy) is 30/70, it is noted that in the case of the Regional Unity of Chania it
is not verified. This may be due to the increase in arrivals in the period under consideration from 1,351,587
in 2015 to 1,508,499 in 2017 according to secondary data. Visitors explore the possibilities of staying in a
hotel or at Airbnb's listings by comparing the benefits for each model through past traveler reviews. The
fact that Airbnb did not affect the occupancy and other sizes of the present study in the Regional Unit of
Chania leads us to the conclusion that Airbnb does not have the appropriate accommodations that many
travelers are looking for, or even if Airbnb has, these are very difficult to find and to book them.
Regarding the opinion of hotel managers about Airbnb's influence on the operation of hotels, all
participants (100%) are informed about the issue of short-term rental through the Airbnb platform.
Traditional hotels managers opinions are inconsistent with the results of the present survey since, although
the majority of respondents consider Airbnb responsible for reducing reservations and annual revenues of
Hotels in the Region, corresponding figures have not been derived from this analysis. The result of this
survey has shown an increase in the occupancy and the other hotel sizes. Therefore, the reduction in annual
revenue is due to other factors. Below is the most important:
Hotels in Greece are subject to the second highest rate of income tax. With the exception of
France, the other European Union countries have adopted lower tax rates of income. In Greece, income tax
is 29% of taxable profits. The hotel product is subject to VAT, which is 13% for accommodation services
and 24% for other services. In addition, there are additional direct and indirect taxes and other charges,
such as property tax, residence tax, fees for municipality and other charges (Karageorgou, 2017). Grant
Thornton's (2017) research on behalf of Greek Chamber of Hotels, show that hotels in Greece, due to high
tax rates, are forced to place higher prices from 3.21% to 6.77% in their final product, compared to their
competitors in the rest of the European Union in order to achieve corresponding percentages. As a result,
hotels compromise with significantly lower margins in order to improve their competitiveness. The fact that
the average tourist expense in Greece is low, especially compared to that of competitors, helps us to
understand the reasons why the average profit margin of Greek hotels after deduction of taxes is estimated
at just 1.52% , making the implementation of new investments or the treatment of exceptional costs
absolutely limited.
With regard to the measures taken by hotel managers to compete the Airbnb phenomenon, only
34.6% have implemented measures against the short term rentals via the Airbnb platform. This suggests
that most hotels managers underestimate the risks associated with Airbnb and the other platforms of the
sharing economy. It is obvious that many hotels ignore the phenomenon, or they hope that the regulators
will at some point solve the problem by enforcing compliance with the basic safety and health rules while
at the same time taxation will be implemented in registered rooms. However, in this case it is not clear the
extent to which these measures will slow down the growth of the sharing economy.
So, in order to stay competitive, hotels should review their business models and strategy and raise
substantial questions about how they operate. This implies taking preventive measures to introduce more
innovative systems. Initially, they should understand the needs of their clients and tailor their services to
meet them. In particular, they need to redefine their needs for skilled staff. At the same time, they must
ensure effective personalization like mobile services, room selection, control of television and air
conditioning, applications that allow customers to open their doors their room etc. Also hotels should use
social media as communication channels of vital importance to consumers, and take control unfavorable
social media comments that can greatly damage their reputation. Therefore the prospects for hoteliers who
are ready to adapt to the needs of the era, are unlimited (Grant Thornton, 2015).
As for the changes proposed by the participants to the framework of short-term rental through the
Airbnb platform, there is a convergence in taxation. The ability to regulate property tax on the platforms of
the sharing economy has been extremely difficult until recently because of Airbnb's refusal to provide data
for the home owners of its platform. The Ministry of Finance has moved towards setting up a special
register for these accommodations so as to ensure their taxation.Finally, it was asked to establish a licensing
framework, which will check the number of listings per district, provide technical and operational
specifications and terms and conditions that Airbnb's accommodation must meet. At the same time,
reference was made to the levels of safety and health that such accommodation given the fact that the
apartments were illegally hired on the Internet without any control over the services offered.
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ABSTRACT
This diploma thesis is exploring and describing factors to the most beneficial, tourist and
economic exploitation of Religious Tourism in Greece.
To begin with, the study is divided in two parts. The first part includes the entire theoretical
framework, while the second part includes the study of religious tourism in terms of its proper use and
development. To be more specific, in the theoretical context, were given the definitions of Tourism
Marketing and what affects of Religious Tourism; the definitions and the information about Religious
Tourism, its historical points, not only in Greece but also globally; its basic characteristics, the motivation
and choices of tourists of relaxation and amusement kinds, and last but not least, ways and methods of its
development. Of course, touristic categorization could not be omitted.
On the other hand, in the practical part, there is the presentation of the results gathered for the
study, the consequences and the solutions people who asked, answered for this issue. And finally, the
percentages of the study.
To sum up, nowadays, the Greek authorities should take into consideration the whole research
because they will find useful tips and views of what people – tourists think. We all can make our country
reach the peak of success, develop our financial conditions and be one of the most desirable places to pay a
visit by people.
Key Words: Tourism, Religious Tourism, Religion, Prostration, Greece
MEANINGS AND DEFINITIONS FOR TOURISM
"Tourism", by all, means the activity in which people move for a short period of time in different
places for various reasons, mainly rest and recreation, browsing, exploration, profession, religion, visiting
friends and relatives, cultural and other events, and for other personal reasons. Tourism is one of the peaks
in the Heart of Competitive Identity according to Anholt, and its role in building national reputation is
particularly strong. On one hand, those who involved in the tourism industry have the opportunity with
great immediacy to promote the culture, history and people of their country to the international public,
while on the other hand the increase in tourist flows worldwide due to the reduction of travel costs and the
increase of consumption opportunities by larger groups of people, require more and more places to be
promoted as tourist destinations, thus creating competitive advantages at a global level.
RELIGIOUS TOURISM
Religious tourism, in which the main motive is religious sentiment and includes visits to religious
centers and religious events, is defined as the organized mass tourist form, which first emerges after World
War I and World War II, in places where the tourist perceives the meaning of Sanctuary, where Miracles
happen, the tourist asks for Blessing, Forgiveness, Soul Treatment and Peace.

RELIGIOUS TOURISM IN GREECE
Religious tourism in Greece has grown rapidly in recent years, making it an interesting form of
alternative tourism because, it is linked from visits to monuments or places with religious value.
Both Greek and foreign visitors are shocked by the imposing temples, the Byzantine monuments,
the lush country churches, the monasteries and the religious centers that cause awe. The visitor during a
religious trip will admire both the islands and the innumerable places of worship in the country. It also has
the opportunity to encounter buildings and monuments of worship of different doctrines and religions that
co-exist in a continuous dialogue, highlighting the rare historical and cultural life of the Greek space.
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In Greece, religious tourism, today, is an important part of the tourist movement and involves
visiting religious places of worship, such as monasteries and churches. A large number of domestic and
foreign tourists in Greece have as their exclusive or complementary destination areas with religious or
cultural resources. All the counties of the country have religious centers, making it attractive for tourists for
a large number of tourists. The monuments of the Greek orthodox church, such as Byzantine and postByzantine churches, cathedrals, country churches and monasteries, show the interconnection of art with
religious worship, are part of the cultural heritage and constitute a remarkable attraction for visitors.
Apart from the monuments listed on UNESCO, Greece has many monuments and religious sites
that are a tourist attraction mainly of national and global interest. Indicatively, we can mention the Panagia
of Tinos, Panagia Soumela in Imathia, Ekatontapyliani of Paros, the Monasteries of Agia Lavra and the
Great Cave in Kalavryta, Panagia of Agiasos of Lesvos, Agios Dionysios of Zakynthos, Agios Spyridon of
Corfu and Agios Gerasimos of Kefalonia. Unfortunately, only six (6) Greek religious monuments are
included in UNESCO's list of monuments and sites of natural and cultural heritage, which means a loss of
visibility, protection and assistance to most of the country's religious resources. These six monuments are
Mount Athos, Meteora, Early Christian and Byzantine monuments of Thessaloniki, the Byzantine state of
Mystras, Dafni Monasteries, Hosios Loukas and Nea Moni of Chios, and finally the Cave of the
Apocalypse, the Monastery of St. John the Theologian and Chora Patmos.
Greece has the privilege of enjoying a position on the geographical map allowing easy access to
visitors, which is an appropriate basis for the development of religious tourist flows.
At the same time, mild climatic conditions, with good weather conditions prevailing in the larger
days of the year, allow religious activities to be practiced throughout. The cultural, social and political
factors, as the main drivers of the development of religious tourism, are moving to positive levels in Greece
as favorable conditions.
THE BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF RELIGIOUS TOURISM IN GREECE
Before making a concise analysis of the basic characteristics of religious tourism in Greece, we
report that there is no official statistical record and information on elementary issues related to this form of
tourism phenomenon. Thus, there are no official and valid statistics on visits to religious sites, the origin of
visitors and their travel distances, visit time, age, education, and other visitor characteristics that would help
to analyze the phenomenon. The only remarkable statistic available is the recording of the pilgrimages per
county and their geographical location. Among other reasons of intense commercialization of the particular
tourism are:
1. The socio-economic phenomenon
2. The potential tourists
3. Tourist identity
4. The new markets
5. Human resources
6. Technology
7. Destinations
8. The offer
9. The consumer
10. Seasonality
11. Distribution
FRALITIES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF RELIGIOUS TOURISM
Key features of both the establishment and the development of the economic, mainly in tourism
side, are the following:
1. Bureaucracy
2. The laws those do not accept approved documents
3. The inefficient and functional, organizational scheme
4. Obsolete service
5. Failure to qualify for closure
6. Insufficient marinas, harbors and shelters
7. Lack of infrastructure support projects
8. The Community Support Framework

PROSPECTS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF RELIGIOUS TOURISM IN GREECE
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Initially, in order to establish and thus develop Religious Tourism, the basic foundations of its
recognition and development, where education is concerned, should be laid. More specifically, today, a
modern specialty with employment prospects in a new emerging, tourist market that approaches our
country due to its rich religious history and the presence of monuments with a history of centuries, operates
for the first time in 2018 at the Public Institute (IEK) of Thessaloniki. Some of the main ways of
developing Religious tourism are:
1. Connection of means of transport withreligous tourism
2. CD-ROM, DVD displaying religious monuments
3. Advertising brochures and material
4. European programs
5. Formation of bureaucracy for this type of tourism
6. Improving the accessibility of religious monuments and sites
7. Create an electrical platform
8. Conferences of theological content
9. Creating Commercial Religious Packages
10. Special information programs
11. Possibility of historical and religious tours during the program.
12. Establishment of Private and Public Schools where young people will be trained, but there will also be
lifelong learning to develop and support pilgrimage tourism.
In addition to the actions of the Church can be added the following:
a. Establishment of an organizational office for the development of religious tourism
b. Launch of libraries and museums, monasteries and churches
c. Organization of religious - historical - political publications.
POSITIVE EFFECTS OF TOURISM DEVELOPMENT
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Many new jobs are created, which, in turn, also entail low unemployment rates
Additional income is generated for each "household"
The country's infrastructure is improving and evolving
Regional interconnection and support is being developed
A positive overall input response is generated when these products promote tourism activity based on
orthodox planning and programming
The development of tourism in the peripheral regions of the Aegean has the effect of exploiting resources
(economic, natural and human), who have remained inactive or under-employed.
In the construction industry there is an impressive increase, being the most important factor in the
employment of the secondary sector. Typical here is the case of the Dodecanese, where the residential
needs of the residents were served, apart from the new building, with restorations of older buildings.
It is remarkable that tourism contributes to the containment of immigration, while a significant number of
islanders living in the capital return to them and open tourist businesses. Clearly the impact of tourism on
maintaining the quality of the natural and built environment is in many cases positive.
At the same time, the presence of Greek and foreign tourists contributed to the cultural development not
only of larger but also smaller islands. So there is a great deal of great art exhibitions, film festivals,
symposiums and local publications for the history of the islands. It has also begun to perceive that not only
summer tourism is sufficient, so an effort is being made to develop viable economic units in the winter,
which have such specifications that their products can be traded inside and outside Greece, thus ensuring a
secure clientele.
NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES OF TOURISM DEVELOPMENT

v Inflationary price pressures
v Creating serious problems in the social structure, through change of income, lifestyle, imitation,
xenomania, urbanization, acquaintance, self-examination, positive feeling, ranking and pride.
v In professional and social mobility, by turning to tireless and socially acceptable tourism professions it
leads to the depreciation and abandonment of other professions (mainly through urbanization and
depreciation)
v In public order and security, through the tendency of tourists to flee, the adoption of new roles, the
overthrow of moral barriers and their diversion, reasons that lead to friction of hostile climate, local
insecurity and the development of stereotypes for tourists.
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v

At the cultural level, the factors of place development, commercial traditional culture resulting in the
degeneration and abandonment of local tradition, customs through the production of traditional products,
good awareness management, and security awareness.
v However, mass tourism development was accompanied by negative impacts, which varied in terms of their
type and intensity depending on the speed of mass tourism in each region.
v In the Aegean islands, where mass tourism expanded rapidly and was established in the form of
"monoculture", significant negative social consequences occurred. On the contrary, in the islands where
moderate tourism development prevented the disruption of social life, the native population adopted a more
cautious attitude to mass tourism development.
v Some of the negative impacts of tourism development are expressed by the high seasonality and massive
nature of tourism coupled with the seasonal operation of many businesses. Among the negative social
impacts of tourism, the commercialization of relations between residents and the creation of a "tourist"
youth.
Tourism in general, as a polymorphic phenomenon, presents: a dynamic element (journey), a subsequent
element (combination), a static element.
HOW TOURISM CONTRIBUTES TO TACKLING UNEMPLOYMENT
The development of tourism can contribute to create increased employment opportunities by
contributing not only the reduction of poverty and social exclusion but also the renew of the dynamics of
local economies by limiting the migration of local populations, especially young people, by enhancing their
cultural consciousness and pride and turning them into an additional development lever and cultural
projection. It can also serve political purposes, highlighting the prestige, recognition and penetration of the
country in international contexts by effectively supporting environmental objectives.
Of course, it should be stressed that tourism development should be carried out with particular
attention and in full compatibility with the national socio-economic policies and ideological, social and
cultural traditions, as well as with the conditions of the international tourist market.
Tourism under these conditions can turn into a strong incentive to preserve and enhance cultural
heritage, since it can be redirected to initiatives that ensure its long-term survival.
Of course, it should be understood that investing exclusively in tourism development strategies
alone cannot sustainably sustain a country's economic growth as it is linked to the ability of a country to
integrate new technologies over time and to redistribute human its resources in the production of evernewer goods, maintaining productivity at high levels.
Tourism, on the other hand, lacks the possibility of large expansions and redistribution of work,
and should therefore be part of a wider diversified economic strategy to ensure sustainability prospects and
non-exclusion conditions. In any case, planning, implementation and management of tourism should always
be carried out with particular attention, because in general there are effects in various sectors. Attracting
tourists and increasing tourist flows may seriously jeopardize the authenticity of cultural expressions and
make them alter by turning them into commercial and tourist consumption items.
Tourism practically is less a part of the cultural industries and more the recipient of the products
and services offered by other industries. This is a sector with a dubious relationship with culture and
cultural diplomacy, as it is not limited to the exploitation of cultural elements solely for profit, but extends
to its organized participation - with the right demands, proper guidance and appropriate partnerships - to
further increase the production of cultural services and thus to ensure the sustainability of national culture
and its link to the creative present and future of the states.
In addition, a significant impact is also created between tourists and the local population, as well
as between tourism development partners and those who manage cultural heritage and expression at local
level. This interaction under the appropriate conditions can act as a catalyst for the local and further
national reproduction and revitalization of the local culture but also of the economic one without neglecting
the social dimensions.
RESEARCH METHOLOGY
More specifically, with all the above, the reason and purpose of this particular subject of work is to
highlight the alternative form of tourism, the Religious one in our country, and whether it could promote
Greece, but also contributes to the economic development of the country. Below is the type of the
questionnaire used to highlight qualitative and quantitative factors that contributed to the overall form of
the study:
1. Gender
2. Age
3. Education
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4. Professional Status
5. Family Status
6. Children
7. What is the level of the monthly income of the family?
8. How often do you travel a year?
9. Why do you travel?
10. Where do you prefer to travel usually?
11. What is the usual duration of a trip for tourism?
12.Where do you travel to Greece how much money do you spend per person per year? (including
accommodation, food, transportation)
13. Do you travel with religious visits?
14.If you would be "Religious Tourism," why would you?
15. How much of the following do you give for visiting places of religious interest?
16. Do you believe that our country is making good use of its religious sites in terms of economic
prosperity?
17. What would you suggest to make better use of areas of religious interest in the country?
RESEARCH RESULTS
As people answered all the above questions, here are the results of the study:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
•
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

The respondents are 65.3% female and 34.7% male.
The age of respondents are: 13.3% ages 26-35, 21.3% ages 18-25, 28% ages between 36-45, and
finally 37.3% over 45.
In terms of education: less than 9% are post-secondary education, 9.3% primary school graduates,
40% are graduates of secondary education, and 44% are tertiary graduates.
In terms of vocational training: Less than 5% of respondents are unemployed. 10.7% are students,
16% represent retirees and freelancers. 20% are civil servants, while 32% are private employees.
Less than 5% are widows and divorced, while 38.7 are single and 58.7% married.
Of those responding, less than 5% had three or more children. 14.7% have one. 36% to two, while
44% at all.
From now on, financial sums are reported that contribute to the formation and contribution of
Pilgrimage Tourism in Greece.
The percentage of the monthly income of the family of respondents in percentages is as follows:
13.3% is up to 500E, 18.7% above 1500E, 26.7% is over 1000 and up to 1500E , while the highest
figure of 41.3% corresponds to those who receive over 500 to 1000 E.
From the respondents, the percentages that come out of how many times they travel per year are
89.3% from 1 to 5 times a year. While less than 5% corresponds to those traveling from 6 and
above.
Most respondents prefer to travel for rest (86.7%). 41.3% prefer for religious reasons, while 28%
are for work reasons. Only 20% prefer to travel for architectural reasons, and for some other
reasons prefers to travel at 5.3%.
Most respondents prefer to travel more to Greece (74.7%) than abroad (25.3%).
49.3% prefer to travel from 4 to 7 days, 38.7% up to 3 days, 8% from 8 to 10 days, and less than
5% more than 10 days
Of the respondents, 9.3% spend more than 1000 euros a year per person. 21.3% over 500 to 1000,
33.3% over 200 to 500 euro, while 36% to 200 euros.
Of the respondents, 77.3% travel for religious reasons, while 22.7% do not travel religious.
77.3% said that if he would "Religious Tourism" would do for religious reasons, 24% for cultural
reasons, 18.7% for revival purposes, 50.7% for personal reasons, while 35% % for religious
holidays.
Less than 5% gives from 100 to 200 euros. 34.7% give up to 100 euros, while 61.3% less than 50.
81.3 respondents said that they do not believe that our country is making good use of Religious
sites in terms of economic prosperity, while 18.7% are being properly utilized.
FACTOR CORRELATIONS – INDUCTIVE STATISTICS

Below are the categories to which Religious Tourism belongs. Particularly,
1.
2.

Clearly Religious
Only Religious Tourism
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3.
Religious tourism of cultural interest
4.
Short-term Pilgrimage Tourism, which is distinguished by the fact that it refers to cultural places
and within very close distances, while the
5.
Long-term, includes visits to religious centers and lasting days.
With the criterion
i.Places of religious interest
ii.Temples, which act as tourist spots
iii.Temples - tourist sites of attraction and intellectual value
iv.Churches for celebrations
v.Religious places of attraction for tourists are also the religious celebrations of great importance

CONCLUSION
Concluding the study of the research and observing all the above results are the following conclusions:
I.
most of the respondents believe that there should be better organization, good visibility and good
advertising of Greek religious monuments.
II. not only to make economic use of them, but more generally to their full exploitation through the
promotion and promotion of our Religion and Good Faith, through television, internet, radio, magazines
and other media
III. to provide better presentation and information to all those responsible and those responsible for
these areas.
IV. to make better advertising on the products that produce the monasteries.
V. to solve the problem of long-standing especially in the summer months while waiting at the
pilgrimages
VI. Grants from European and domestic business programs
VII. Investments in religious tourism as a consequence of covering many jobs and non-escaping Greek
youth abroad.
VIII. Continuous education and information of the people for the promotion of Pilgrim Greek Tourism
through educational institutes and schools.
Summing up, if first of all we ourselves, as Greeks, do not respect and appreciate these important and
important heirlooms of our Orthodoxy in the most correct way, which they can develop our financial bases,
then it is better not to expect that the economy in our country.
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ABSTRACT
The first part of the study gives a brie information on Urla district in Izmir, Turkey and briefly
emphasizes alternative tourism benefits and various types of it. The second section focuses on a case study
on Urla district and the alternative tourism applications of the destination namely; festival tourism, heritage
tourism, new-culture tourism, camping tourism, trekking tourism, yacht and sailing tourism, wine tourism,
gastronomy tourism, adventure tourism and eco- tourism.A derived SWOT analysis on Urla’s alternative
tourism is also included in the final part where appropriate strategies and suggestions which are likely to
optimize the strengths and opportunities, to eliminate or strengthen the weaknesses and to handle the threats
are developed.
Key Words:Alternative tourism, Urla, SWOT Analysis
INTRODUCTION
Despite the rapid increase of global mass tourism development, alternative tourism has a slow
growth pattern and includes various tourism types like gastronomy tourism, slow tourism, agri-tourism,
museum tourism, shopping tourism, dark tourism, eco-tourism, medical tourism, MICE tourism, sports
tourism, yacht tourism and such (Erdogan and Kuter, 2017). There are many types of alternative tourism
but the common characteristic of each type is that it segments a very homogeneous target group demanding
the similar things in their tour packages or travel experiences. There are many benefits that alternative
tourism applications bring to a destination. Main ones are the revenue generation where the alternative
tourists are willing to spend for their unique travel experiences. Another is the improvement in local
employment and quality of life levels of residents.They also support specific know-how and expert practice
in travel agencies, accommodation facilities and related business operations. Alternative tourism
applications have the advantages of niche marketing also, since the satisfied tourists become loyal
customers who have positive thoughts about the destination and impact word of mouth advertising.
Urla has a huge potential for many sorts and subsectors of tourism which has a high potential for
development. The region has a great demand for mass tourism and 3 S, though the potential for alternative
tourism types seems to be even more but not optimized at all. Thus the region seems to lag behind the
general tourism development pattern of Turkey. This study highlights the potential of alternative tourism
types of Urla district which was brought as a solution to the disadvantages global mass /3S tourism
development brings. Therefore, the aim of this original study is to make a preliminary SWOT analysis of
alternative tourism potential of Urla districtwhich has many different alternative tourism types as a
potential for development and choose the most promising ones.
URLA DISTRICT AND ALTERNATIVE TOURISM
Urla is a town located 35. km from Izmir, the 3rd biggest city of Turkey and 45 km away from
Cesme, a famous tourism destination (Unsal& Kurucu, 2016; Zogal & Emekli 2018). Urla has a population
of 49.000 and is located in the same name Urla peninsula. It,is a very modern town where most of the
residents consistof wealthy and well-educated people.
Urladistrict has a huge potential for many sorts of tourism. The mild suitable climate, rich ancient
history, touristic investments and natural ecological beauty of the area makes the district an important
source for tourism industry (Iriguer& Ozdoğan, 2017). The potential of the district is suitable to extend the
touristic season and to increase the kinds of tourism products offered.Urla is famous with its cuisine and
becoming quite popular for gastronomy tourists(Kargiglioğlu& Kabacik, 2017). In addition, the town hosts
many gastronomical festivals like International Urla Artichoke Festival (Bakirci et al, 2017) , Barbaros
Oyuk Festival(Farm Scarecrow Festival), Traditional Herb Festival, International Village Theatres Festival,
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Nohutalan Cantaloupe Festival, Sardine Festival and the Literature Festival. In addition, Urla hosts a
traditional 2600 year old Harvest Festival which has been organized cooperatively by the Chamber of
Agriculture and the Municipality of Urla for 20 years now. Agriculture and organic farming are also
important development areas of Urla district (Turkmen, 2016).“Urla has a rich agricultural hinterland and
organic farming that Urla is selected as one of the pilot areas in Izmir Metropolitan Area under Agriculture
and Rural Development Financial Support Programme 2010” (Karakayaci & Ozcan, 2011:31)
Urla’s rural touristic assets are very rich in variety and they are dispersed as normal villages,
coastal sea side villages and forest villages (Emekli & Soykan, 2008). Altogether, there are 14 villages of
Urla and some of these villages are very unique like the 1000 years old Özbek village with interesting
heritage and natural resources. Bademler village, owns Turkey's first and only village theatre (Ersoy, 2017).
In addition, Urla was the first olive oil production center of Anatolia and has heritage sites as Klazomenai
antique city and Limantepe (Karakayaci & Ozcan, 2011:). World’s biggest olive oil history museum
(Kostem) is located in Urla and projects like Ankara University Mustafa V. Koç Marine Archeology
Application and Research Center (ANKÜSAM) andLiman Tepe Underwater Excavations make the district
very appealing for heritage and culture tourists.
Urla has a nice marina and the seaaround the Urla marina is clean, the wind and the coastline is
suitable for sea sports and yachting.With the help of Urla Yacht Club (URİYAT) district hosts many sea
sports, sailing races and competition events periodically.
When assets of Urla district is studied, it is understood that; festival tourism, gastronomy tourism,
yacht tourism, sports tourism, culture tourism, education tourism, thermal tourism, religious tourism, agritourism eco-tourism,wine tourism, trekkingand similar eco friendly tourism types are becoming popular
and have a high potential alternative tourism types for it(Ivonavo, 2012;Zagrali & Akbaba, 2015; Kose
2017; Iriguer & Ozdoğan, 2017). Thus, the potential of the district to attract specialized interest groups
and nature friendly affluent tourists by innovative alternative tourism products is high.
METHODOLOGY
In this study, both primary research data and secondary research data(Icoz, Pirnar & Gunlu, 2010; Pirnar &
Icoz, 2010; Pirnar, 2011; Velibeyoglu, 2016; Iriguer & Ozdoğan, 2017; Zogal& Emekli2018).
is used to gather information presented in table 1 below showing the SWOT analysis of alternative tourism
potential of Urla district in Turkey.
Qualitative research is preferred for primary data collection. Interviews were held face-to-face where the
semi-structured open ended questions shown in appendix 1 with the 20 experts consisting the sample. The
respondents are experts and residents of both Urla districtand its’ alternative tourism potential.
SWOT Analysis of Alternative Tourism Potential of Urla District
A SWOT analysis is a method including the detailed investigation of the present situation of a company,
firm, product, service, district etc. where strengths and weaknesses related to the analyzed subject and
opportunities and threats that are related to the surrounding economic, politic, social and cultural
environments are analyzed. The opportunities and threats should be related to the areas that have effect on
the subject’s activities and success. (Tribe, 2010; Sariisik, Turkay, & Akova, 2011).
The data gathered from qualitative interview method were analyzed and a SWOT analysis table (table 1
below) was derived from replies of the interview. The derived SWOT analysis table of Urla district’s
potential for alternative tourism types involves a detailed examination of the strengths and weaknesses of
the district, and the opportunities and threats happening within its’ external environments. Related to
SWOT S/O, W/O, S/T and W/T strategies gathered from the interview replies were also concluded as
adjunct to the SWOT analysis table
Table 1- SWOT Analysis of Alternative Tourism Potential of Urla District in Turkey
Strengths (S)
Weaknesses (W)
1. Increasing popularity of
1. Resource allocation
Urla
conflict between
2. Climate is suitable for
improvement /
season extension
development & protection
3. Potential for alternative
issues
tourism types like festival
2. Population growthand
tourism, gastronomy
increasing immigration
tourism, yacht tourism,
3. Inconsistent marketing
slow food tourism, rural
messages and lack of
tourism, culture tourism,
cooperation for
wine tourismeducation
promotional efforts of
tourism, thermal tourism,
Urla’s tourism
religious tourism, agri4. Need for special interest
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Opportunities (O)
1. Growing interest in
alternative tourism
types in global market
2. Increase in new special
interest markets like
festivals and
gastronomy
3. Changes in
psychographics of the
consumer groups,
4. Changes in consumer
needs and changing
trendstowards

tourism, sports tourism,
eco-tourism, wine
tourism, trekking and
heritage
4. Hosts many different
festivals
5. Coastal shores are long
6. Owns quite a number of
unique heritage sites like
Klazomenai Antique city
7. Existence of Izmir
Institute of Technology
with a techno park.
Techno parks serve as
tools for the creation of
advanced technology and
competitiveness
8. Urla marina and
organization of many
yacht sailing races
9. District is very near to
important tourism
destinations
10. Existence of many
wineries.
11. Projects like Ankara
University Mustafa V.
Koç Marine Archeology
Application and Research
Center (ANKÜSAM) and
Liman Tepe Underwater
Excavations
12. World’s biggest olive oil
history museum (Kostem)
13. Existence of interesting
boutique hotels and
recreational areas
14. Innovative products like
the art street, bicycle route
15. Urla-Cesme-Karaburun
Peninsula Sustainable
Development Strategy
2014–2023’, as a
subsequent part of Izmir
Regional Plan
produced by Izmir
Regional Development
Agency
S/O Strategies
1. Create a unique Urla
brand focusing on
sustainability image and
it’s alternative tourism
potential
2. Promote to specific target
segments like culture
tourists, gastronomy
tourists, culture tourists
etc.
3. Use cultural and natural
beauties to create a
differential image of Urla

tourism employee training
Insufficient number of
qualified tourism staff
6. Need for more specialized
travel agencies for
alternative tourism types
7. As a transportation mode
sea is almost not utilized
in Urla
8. The restoration efforts of
historical and cultural
buildings is insufficient.
9. Not utilizing modern
management techniques
like quality management,
strategic planning,
benchmarking and
innovation
10. Need for an integrated
approach for regional
alternative tourism
developments
5.

W/O Strategies
1.Use innovative marketing
2. Try to overcome the pollution
problems
3. Reduce red tape and ease
theformal procedures for projects
supporting environmental
protection and development in
alternative tourism.
4. Focus on niche markets for
special interest groups
5. For cost minimization and
productivity, go for strategic
partnerships and alliances
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5.

sustainability, ecology
and such
Increase interest in
sustainability issues

Threats (T)
1. Severe global
competition
2. Economic problems
3. Decline in the number
of species, endangered
species, habitat loss
4. Regional competition
5. Increasing water
pollution, air pollution
and soil pollution
6. Huge increase in land
and housing prices.

4.

By focusing on unique
projects, resources and
strengths of Urla, promote
the brand accordingly
5. Emphasize the
sustainability, quality and
price differentiation in
promotion
S/T Strategies
1. Use innovative
management and cost
reduction strategies
2. Offer different package
alternatives for special
interest tourists.
3. Offer innovative and
tailor-made special
interest tour packages
4. Stress the price-value
proposition in promotions
5. Applying a promotional
mix of Urla directed to
target niche customers
through green channels
emphasizing
sustainability

6. Establish standard quality by
investment and enterprise
certifying and documentation
7. Apply and sustainable
management systems including /
emphasizing ecological ones
W/T Strategies
1. Use modern marketing
and branding tools for
lasting image of Urla
brand
2. Use a consistent
promotional message
focusing on a good deal
for quality- value
proposition
3. Use all the combinations
of suitable 8 P’s
marketing mix
4. Apply a coordinated
regional policy for
alternative tourism
development in Urla
5. For synergy establish
regional cooperation and
destination marketing
platform for Urla

FINDINGS & CONCLUSION
The findings indicated that alternative tourism types like; festival tourism, gastronomy tourism,
yacht tourism, sports tourism, culture tourism, wine tourism education tourism, thermal tourism, religious
tourism, agri-tourism, sports tourism, eco-tourism, wine tourism, trekking and heritageand slow tourism are
indeed very suitable alternative tourism types for Urla district where there seems to have huge growth
potential. Thus, the survey and SWOT analysis results indicate that the stated suggestions and areas of
importance are vital points for development in Urla’s alternative tourism applications.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Application of festival tourism, gastronomy tourism, organic farming, yacht tourism, sports
tourism, culture tourism, wine tourism education tourism, thermal tourism, religious tourism, agritourism, sports tourism (cycling, trekking, and such ecological sports), eco-tourism, wine tourism,
heritage and slow tourism / slow foodas applicable and suitable alternative tourism types
Encouragement of sustainable tourism development
Certification of the human resources for sustainable applications
Supporting the technological improvements &superstructure development in alternative tourism
projects.
Focusing on niche markets for special interest groups like gastronomy tourists
Providing opportunity for cost minimization and productivity, look for strategic partnerships and
alliances and merger options
Establishingstandard quality by investing in enterprise certifying and standard documentation
Applying quality and sustainable management systems including / emphasizing ecological ones
Focusing on green marketing and sustainable / renewable energy sources
Using a consistent promotional message focusing on a good deal for quality- value proposition
Focusing mainly on festival marketing, gastronomy tourism, rural tourism, organic farming and
heritage & culture tourism
Applying suitable 8 P’s (place, promotion, product, price, people, process, physical evidence and
productivity) marketing mix for Urla as a marketing strategy focusing on sustainability
Applying a promotional mix directed to target niche customers through green channels
emphasizing sustainability
Improving organic food farming and sustainable restaurants in the district.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying barriers, encouraging usage of permits and legislation for the alternative tourism
growth
Involving local community in sustainability and increasing local participation with the help of
training
Forming Urla district’s tourism destination platform for solid results in regional improvement in
alternative tourism applications
Conducting periodical alternative tourism inventory of Urla district and determining problem areas
for improvement
Working on zoning plans and reinforcing clustering subcategories of various tourism types
(zoningthrough development of alternative tourism types within clusters)
Finding and allocating the necessary funds for Klozomenai antique city and Limantepe
Excavationssince 80% of the work is not completed yet.
Conducting the new marina projects
Urla’s museum project should be completed.
LIMITATIONS & FUTURE RESEARCH

This research as many others do has some limitations. First limitation is the constraint of timing. Also the
limited sample size is another one, where the number of the respondents were 20 for primary data
gathering.For further research it is suggested to conduct not only qualitative, but also a related
quantitativeanalysiswith a greater sample size for the study. Also, other marketing and management
analysis types like PESTEL etc, maybe added to the conducted SWOT analysis of the study.
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APPENDIX 1
Interview Questions
1. Do you think Urla district maybe regarded as a suitable destination for alternative tourism types like
thermal and health tourism, yacht tourism, sports tourism, culture tourism, religious tourism, agri-tourism,
gastronomy tourism, eco-tourism, wine tourism and festival tourism? If you agree, please indicate the most
suitable 3 that has a potential for improvement?
2. Do you thing the for alternative tourism potential of Urla district is utilized in full for alternative tourism
purposes? If no, why do you think the reason is?
3. State the;
a. strong points (strengths) of Urla district’s alternative tourism
b. weak points (weaknesses) of Urla district’s alternative tourism
4. In order to promote and improve the alternative tourism types and associated markets in Urla district
name the related;
a. opportunities
b. threats
taking into consideration the impacts that may come from all the economic, politic, social, legislative,
cultural and technological external environments.
5. a According to you, what should be the S/O and W/O strategies applicable for Urla district’s alternative
tourism development and improvement?
5. b. According to you, what should be the S/T and W/T strategies applicable for Urla district’s alternative
tourism development and improvement?
6. Which one of the alternative tourism types stated below are suitable for Urla district’s tourism promotion
when its’ natural and cultural resources and district characteristics are taken into consideration (Please mark
and number the most suitable 5)
o Slow food trend
o Gastronomy tourism
o Festival tourism (Artichoke Festival, Barbaros Oyuk Festival (Farm Scarecrow Festival),
Traditional Herb Festival, International Village Theatres Festival, Nohutalan Cantaloupe Festival,
etc) _______________ (you may state your suggestions)
o Camping
o Sailing & yachting
o Sports ______________ (you may state the kind of the sports)
o Rural tourism
o Agri-tourism
o Organic &sustainable agriculture
o Organic farming
o 3rd age group (special tours for people aged 65 and over years)
o Historical and cultural heritage
o Eco-tourism
o Education aimed tourism
o Birdwatching
o Youth tourism
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Adventure tourism
Visits to wine production places and wineries
Popular culture tourism (concerts, fairs etc.)
Religious tourism
Caravanning
Trekking
Other (please state) _____________
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ABSTRACT
Tourism, and especially the incoming, exerts a host of influences - positive and negative - in a host
country. An approach to these impacts is attempted by analyzing two key indicators of tourism,
international arrivals and average per capita tourist spending in Greece. The development of tourism
development plays a decisive role, focusing on sustainable development and alternative forms of tourism.
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INTRODUCTION
Tourism, and especially the incoming, exerts a host of influences - positive and negative - in a host
country. An approach to these impacts is attempted by analyzing two key indicators of tourism,
international arrivals and average per capita tourist spending in Greece. The planning of tourism
development plays a decisive role, focusing on sustainable development and alternative forms of tourism.
POSITIVE IMPACTS OF TOURISM
The positive economic impacts of tourism on a host economy relate to "employment, multiplier
effects on the local economy, regional development, tax revenues" (Georgopoulou, 2014: 30: 31),
contribution to the "balance of payments, culture. " (Statiri, 2011: 31: 35)

According to the World Travel & Tourism Council's (WTTC) Travel & Tourism Economic Impact
2017 Greece survey, the world's total number of tourists employed in tourism in 2016 amounted to 292
million, accounting for 10% of total employees and 860.300 in Greece, corresponds to 23.4% of the total
number of workers in the country. (WTTC, 2017) That is, about 1 in 4 Greek workers are employed in the
tourism sector.

The tourism sector also contributes to the country's GDP. According to the above-mentioned
WTTC survey, the global contribution of tourism to global GDP in the year 2016 rise to 7.6 trillion. $,
expressed as a percentage, is 10.2%. In Greece, the total contribution of tourism to GDP for the same year
amounted to 32.8 billion. €, which corresponds to 18.6% of GDP. (WTTC, 2017)

Furthermore, tourism contributes to the communication of people of different nationality and
cultural identity and to the exchange of ideas and opinions between them, thus promoting respect for
diversity. (Statiri, 2011)
NEGATIVE IMPACTS OF TOURISM
Some negative impacts of tourism on a host economy are "leakage of benefits, inflationary
pressures, monoculture - unbalanced growth and seasonal fluctuations in tourism." (Statiri, 2011: 32-33)
The leakage of part of the tourist revenue away from the host country due to imports and tourism
companies based abroad. (Statiri, 2011: 33) Exclusive engagement with the tourist sector leads to the
abandonment of other important sectors of the economy, such as agriculture, livestock, crafts and others.
and the balance of development is disturbed. (Statiri, 2011: 32)
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The massive incoming of tourists leads to the social and cultural alienation of tourist areas. The
value of local cultural tradition is diminished, relations between residents and tourists become impersonal
and incidents of violence and illegal acts are developed. Also, the creation of non-harmonious
infrastructures in the physical space and the overconsumption of natural resources (land, water) are the
main negative influences of tourism development on the environment. (Statiri, 2011)

INTERNATIONAL ARRIVALS IN GREECE
The trend of international arrivals in Greece in the years 2000 - 2016 is shown in Chart 1.

Chart 1*.
International arrivals in Greece in the years 2000 – 2016
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*Source: SETE. (2017). Basic Indicators of Greek Tourism for the years 2000 – 2011 & Bank of Greece.
(2017). Incoming travel of non-residents in Greece by country of origin for the years 2012-2016

AVERAGE PER CAPITA TOURIST EXPENDITURE
The evolution of the average per capita tourist expenditure in Greece in the years 2000-2016 is
shown in Chart 2.

Chart 2*.
Average per capita tourist expenditure for the years 2000-2016
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(2017). Expenditure per non-resident trip in Greece by country of origin for the years 2012-2016

TOURISM ANALYSIS
The above charts reveal the need to create a tourism development plan in Greece, but also a
management plan. Introduction of alternative tourism development standards and the adaptation of the
tourist services offered to the changing demand of tourists are required. In addition, constructive
cooperation between tourism businesses, local, national and international players will contribute to both
increasing international arrivals and increasing tourist spending. (Kokkosis and Tsartas, 1999)

THE IMPORTANCE OF TOURISM DEVELOPMENT PLANNING & REASONS FOR ITS
ENFOERCEMENT
Tourism planning contributes to maximizing positive and minimizing the negative impacts of
tourism development. It is necessary to ensure balance with the other productive sectors of the economy,
elimination of conflicts between them and the successful tourism development of the region. It contributes
to ensure that tourism development is controlled and in a certain direction. The success of the project
depends on the existence of the necessary resources, the development program and, above all, on the
willingness of the locals to actively participate in the planning and implementation process. (Kokkosis and
Tsartas, 1999)
The "institutional framework" of the particular region or country plays an important role in
planning. Its components are public and private tourism agencies, the marketing, advertising and promotion
of the tourist destination, the creation of favorable conditions for attracting new investors and the
appropriate professional training of the employees in tourism. (Papadopoulou, 2009: 13)

The environment is a structural component of the tourist development of a region and at the same
time it receives its negative effects, which eventually are reflected in it. Environment and tourism develop
strong interactions and its existence in the tourism development plan and the necessary measures to protect,
manage and secure its future existence are required. (Kokkosis and Tsartas, 1999)

The reduction in travel costs and the increase in middle-class incomes have contributed to the
doubling of international travelers annually and to their increased concentration on European destinations
which are already accommodating a large number of tourists. Combined with the lack of a tourism
development plan, it leads to the development of the phenomenon of over-tourism. (Lazu, 2017)
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MILIA VILLAGE OF CHANIA: AN EXAMPLE OF SUCCESSFUL TOURISM PLANNING
Milia is located in the province of Kissamos in the prefecture of Chania in the west of Crete.
(milia.gr, 2016). It is a "traditional settlement" that in 1982 two owners of houses and land have decided to
work together to renovate their houses and upgrading the environment through the sustainable use and
protection of their natural resources. (Daskalakis, 2016: 55)

The renovation of the dwellings - 13 in total - took place respecting the special features of the area
using local materials and furniture. At the same time, measures have been taken to improve the
environment and visitors become high quality services and hospitality receivers. (Daskalakis, 2016)

Milia has been awarded several international awards both for the quality tourism services and
products it offers, as well as for its contribution to the protection and management of the natural and built
environment of the region. (Daskalakis, 2016)

SANTORINI - EXAMPLE OF INADEQUATE TOURISM PLANNING & OVERTOURISM
Santorini Island of the Cyclades has shown strong tourist growth in recent years. According to
surveys, Santorini’s residents are 13,500 and tourists on the island every day (including the cruise) may be
more than 75,000. (Spilan, 2017)

The impacts of tourism development on the environment (natural and structured) are not as
positive as the economic ones and negatively affect the future of tourism. Tourism development has led to
the construction of 18% of the island's surface, the increase in water consumption, energy and waste
generation, the creation of urban problems (air pollution, traffic, noise) and the loss of local character in
order to meet the tourists’ needs. (Spilan, 2017)

Tourism development also contributed to the dominance of tourist activity and the abandonment of
other productive sectors (agriculture, livestock, viticulture). Negative impacts include soil erosion and loss
of natural beauty due to unconventional construction and the inability of transport infrastructure (port,
airport, road network) to serve the high number of tourists. (Spilan, 2017)

Tourism development in Santorini has exceeded its carrying capacity, most issues in the region are
subject to state management, while local authorities have little competence. The lack of the necessary
institutional framework and adequate planning and control of the development of tourism contributed to the
exacerbation of the negative effects. (Spilan, 2017)

There are three options for Santorini’s future. The first concerns the continuation of tourism
development at the same pace, aiming at expanding tourism businesses and economic benefits, ignoring the
negative social and environmental impacts. The second concerns the adoption of a mild form of tourism
development in which measures are taken to minimize negative effects. The third option is based on the
creation and implementation of a development plan, taking into account Santorini's bearing capacity and its
specific characteristics, so that the environment becomes a recipient of the benefits it offers to tourism.
(Spilan, 2017)
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ABSTRACT
It is a fact that Greece is suffering the heaviest consequences of the worst postwar economic and
social crisis, while at the same time it is required to reconstruct the foundations of its cultural and tourism
infrastructure. However, in times when international public opinion is questioning Greece’s ability to
overcome this ordeal, the project of the Revival of the Colossus presents the opportunity to the country to
benefit from its intangible and mythical cultural heritage to upgrade its status with an emblematic and
innovative work-of-art, enhancing significantly its reputation and increasing its global competitiveness in
the international scene.
Key words: Destination Marketing, Tourism Competitiveness, Place Branding, Experiences Management,
Cultural Heritage, Cultural Diplomacy
INTRODUCTION
Throughout the years of human history our economic society has shifted from the
agricultural era, to the industrial era and after that to the information age. As our society is changing, we are
entering the “dream society” era where emotions and fantasies prevail. Therefore, a modern and proactive
tourism system should aim at developing new tourism products and services in the form of consumable
experiences. To do so, it is necessary to structure a stimulating tourism environment where the visitor feels
involved and directly participates with true and inspiring emotions. Increasingly important is to change the
type and attitude of tourism professionals and human resources personnel who should learn on how to
involve customers by creating and narrating exciting legends and stories. (Jensen, 2001).
“Destinations will need to reinvent themselves in order to be competitive and enhance their
industry in the future. Destinations need to move beyond offering products and services (hotels and
attractions) to also inventing, orchestrating and delivering exceptional experiences to their clients that
exceed their expectations”. (Poon,2005).
The Future of Rhodes as a Tourism Destination
Living in an era of constant social, technological and economic changes a series of frequent
questions come to mind such as: How is tourism going to evolve in the future in Greece? What is tourism
going to be like on the island of Rhodes? How can Rhodes, as a tourism destination, reinvent itself in order
to become competitive in the future? What mega actions and subsequent mega events would lead Rhodes to
successfully enter the Dream Society and enable it to offer exceptional experiences to its visitors that
exceed their expectations?
The Revival of the Myths
Rhodes bears the myth of the Colossus, one of the seven wonders of the ancient world
which hugely influenced mythology, arts, science and religion, fields that have stirred the fantasy and
imagination of generations for centuries. The global reputation of The Colossus along with its unparalleled
mythical qualities are the elements that will inspire tomorrow's visitors to experience and explore the
mystery of that particular period in ancient times. (Mastrapas, 1993)
THE REVIVAL OF THE COLOSSUS
A project with a vision of Peace in the Mediterranean
The proposal suggests the creative revival of this ancient wonder in a modern, contemporary
work-of-art that will bring out the invaluable and intangible characteristics and convey the symbolic values
of the legendary monument. The main source of inspiration comes from the 21st century re-visitation of the
ancient wonder aimed at embodying the diachronic values of (world peace, friendship and cooperation) and
at becoming an iconic project of Greek culture invested with an ecumenical ideological content.
The ultimate vision of the project is to promote Greek cultural heritage and reestablish
Rhodes, as a tourism and cultural destination “par excellence”. The New Colossus of Rhodes aspires to
become a Tourism - Architectural Landmark, a Cultural Achievement of our century (by embodying a
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contemporary Theme Museum and an Archaeological Research Center ), as well as a neutral Venue of
Peace in the Mediterranean region .
The following seven-step roadmap synopsis is proposed in order to define the proper
framework for the dissemination and implementation of the idea of this undertaking, enabling it to become
an eternal offer of Rhodes and of the Greek civilization to Humanity. (Barboutis, 2017)
A Seven-step Roadmap synopsis for its ideal implementation
1. Concept
The Colossus of Rhodes , one the seven wonders of the ancient world, is the eternal legend
of the island of Rhodes, which ought to be creatively revived avoiding any intention of reconstructing a
sterile replica of the mythical statue bearing with it any anachronistic or archaeological implications.
The philosophy and ambition behind this project is to create a contemporary (21st century)
feat of human accomplishment, inspired by the ancient wonder which will constitute an evolutionary and
ideological continuation of the ancient statue, borrowing only the unique intangible attributes, the symbolic
characteristics and the artistic values of the legendary monument.
It will be a modern achievement and a world landmark of Greece. It will also symbolize the
values of Hellenic cultural heritage and promote the perpetual and diachronic ideals of peace, freedom and
friendship amongst people and countries.
2. Vision
“Just like The Colossus, which was built as a tribute to the Sun God (Helios) , to freedom,
unity and peace, its future successor standing in the Mediterranean, at the crossroads of three continents,
will constitute Rhodes’ tribute to the world, symbolizing world peace, and its eternal light will send
messages of hope and optimism to future generations .”
3. Implementation – Tendering Procedure among International Architects
To give substance to this new landmark, a call for an open international architects’ tendering
procedure is proposed to secure artistic excellence and innovative technological capability of global
recognition.
An Honorary Selection Committee must be formed consisting of prominent figures from the
world of politics, culture, literature, arts, sciences and technology, who will be placed under the aegis of the
President of the Hellenic Republic in order to acquire worldwide acknowledgment, international acceptance
and transparency in all procedures.
4. Attracting funds and resources
A significant amount of funds could be secured by contributions made by the Municipal and
Peripheral Authorities , international organizations, the European Commission and UNESCO; also through
contacting Greek and international prominent figures. In this respect Hellenes of Diaspora and philhellenes
could become ambassadors of the idea and lead an International Fund-raising campaign.
5. Future Revenues -Avoiding commercialization
Following the example of the revival of the Alexandria Library and avoiding any kind of
commercialization, future project revenues will be reinvested in promoting Greek cultural legacy as well as
the idea of global peace. This could be achieved by creating a theme museum of The Colossus and by
establishing an International Center of Peace, which may host a cultural multiplex, including a conference
center, exhibition spaces, auditorium, concert hall, also hosting major fairs and peace events.
6. Archaeological Research Center
To make the effort sustainable for the future generations of young scientists in the field of
Archaeology, it is proposed that a significant share of project revenues be attributed to the establishment of
an Archaeological Research Center for The Colossus and its history, which would aid the studies of
archaeologists and researchers on issues related to possible location or future historical findings of the
ancient wonder based on new scientific methods.
7. Α Mediterranean Venue of Peace
The ultimate challenge of the project and this visionary noble goal is to consolidate the belief
among people that Rhodes deserves to claim, in the long run, the Chair of the “Neutral Island of Peace” in
the Mediterranean region and through the successful completion of this ambitious undertaking, the Revival
of the Colossus, to maximize all eminent benefits and rewards.
Rhodes, with its multicultural identity and prominent strategic location, is the ideal venue to
bridge cultures and ideas, to establish free dialogue and promote the universal and diachronic ideals of
world peace and friendship amongst people and countries. Such a project has the potential to offer a
multitude of long term sustainable rewards on tourism, cultural and socioeconomic levels, especially during
this period of crisis, instability and hardship.

Will
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ABSTRACT
Consumption-led tourism migration has a rapid growth in China. Exploration of the attachment of
migrants to the destination is helpful to understand their loyalty and make strategies to achieve sustainable
development and social harmony. Using both quantitative and qualitative methods, the research reveals that
consumption-led tourism migrants have relatively high attachment while low identity to the destination. It
also confirms that such a positive attachment makes migrants behave more responsibly.
Key Words: consumption-led tourism migration; place attachment; place identity; China
INTRODUCTION
Consumption-led tourism migration refers to the phenomenon that relatively affluent
people travel to certain places and live there for some time, in pursuit of better quality of life (Benson,
2011b), in particular, for settings comfort (Aronsson, 2004). It is the result of the rapid growth of tourism.
The activities of consumption-led tourism migrants are leisure-based rather than profitable. The relatively
long duration of these migrants at the tourist destination stimulates local economy and many destinations
treat it as a strategy for development. Since consumption-led tourism migrants exists ‘in between’ tourists
and permanent migrants (Aronsson, 2004), research related with the particular group is often ignored, for
instance, their place attachment to the tourist destination. Consumption-led tourism migration grows
increasingly in China in recent years. Many cities and countries make use of their beautiful scenes and
comfortable climate to develop economy, such as Sanya, Beihai, Zhuhai, and so forth. The study explores
the attachment of Chinese consumption-led tourism migrants toward the destination, which is helpful to
understand the loyalty of migrants (Lee & Shen, 2013), and find push strategies to generate more
responsible behaviors. As such, the research will have much implication for the destination to achieve
sustainable development and social harmony.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Consumption-led tourism migration is one of mobility forms due to the rapid growth of
tourism. Different from tourism labor migration and permanent migration, the mobility of consumption-led
tourism migrants is not for the purpose of making living. Benson describes it as : “relatively affluent
individuals, moving either part-time or full-time, permanently or temporarily, to places which, for various
reasons, signify for the migrants something loosely defined as quality of life” (Benson, 2011, p. 12). The
generation of the desire for better life quality is greatly affected by increasing population, income growth,
value changes, more convenient transportation as well as globalization (O'Reilly, 2007) . Consumption-led
tourism migration has several synonyms, such as residential tourism (O'Reilly, 2007), lifestyle migration
(Benson, 2011), second-homes (Aledo & Mazon, 2004) and so on, which highlights various characteristics
of this phenomenon from different perspectives. They have both the features of tourists and that of
residents. For instance, like ordinary tourists, their life is leisure based, while they live a daily life in the
destination like residents. Generally, the existence in the grey zone between tourism and permanent
migration (Salazar & Zhang, 2013) makes consumption-led tourism migrants particular, which makes the
related research about them easily neglected, for instance, place attachment to the destination.
Place attachment refers to the positive affective bond and linkage that develops between an
individual or group and particular spatial settings (Hernández, Carmen Hidalgo, Salazar-Laplace, & Hess,
2007), where both residence and leisure or recreation activities take place (Nanzer, 2004). Place
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attachment involves the people’s emotion and maintenance of close relationship with specific geographical
areas, such as home, neighborhood and country (Hidalgo & HernÁNdez, 2001). Research of place
attachment often focuses native residents or people raised in the place, however, recent research suggests,
within the context of the modernity and globalization, most consumption-led tourism migrants such as
vacation home owners have experienced feelings of place attachment to the particular destination
(Aronsson, 2004).
Place attachment is always closely related with place identity. Place identity is the interaction
between places and the multiplicities of the individual and collective self, namely, “who we are”
(Torkington, 2012). However, there is difficulty to distinguish place attachment and place identity clearly.
Some research treat them as similar concepts that can be substitutable, some treat place identity as one
component of place attachment (Williams & Roggenbuck, 1989), and some treat them as two parallel
concepts which consist of broad concepts such as sense of place (Hernández et al., 2007). The different
views may be related with contexts and samples. The research has no intention to compare differences of
the concepts. Therefore, the relationship between the two concepts will be determined by the statistic
results of data analysis.
METHODOLOGY
Different from previous studies that often evaluate place attachment/place identity often
using quantitative method, the research uses interviews as well to further understand migrants’ place
attachment.
In terms of survey, the author constructed an instrument consisting of 10 items, which are adapted
from previous research about measurement of place attachment and place identity (Casakin, Hernández, &
Ruiz, 2015; Kaltenborn, 1997; Torkington, 2012; Williams & Roggenbuck, 1989). Indicators such as
general attachment, meanings, miss when leaving, second home, partial membership, sense of belonging,
local membership and so forth were first pooled together. The participants responded their intensity of
attachment on a scale of seven points, where 1 was “strongly disagree” and 7 was “strongly agree”. As the
largest tourist destination of consumption-led tourism migration in China, Sanya is chosen as the case area
of the research. Convenient sampling was used to collect data in four locations where consumption-led
tourism migrants like to stay, namely three leisure squares (Haipo Square, Haiyue Square, and Dadonghai
Square) and one park (Bailuhu Park). Each questionnaire takes from 15 to 20minutes. The number of
participants for interview is determined by theoretical saturation, where the investigator stops when there is
no new information emerging by talking to additional participants (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). The aim of the
interview is to help to better understand migrants’ place attachment as an assistant, therefore, the author did
not make coding for the interview results. As a result, 755 questionnaires were collected and 25 of them
participated in the conversation.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The authors made data preprocessing in terms of missing values as well as univariate
outliers. After that, a factor analyis for the 755 samples was conducted and two components were extracted,
namely, place attachment and place identity. Finally, place attachment was represented by 4 items and place
identity was reflected by 3 items. The two factors explained 75.92% covariances. Table 1 shows the results.
In terms of interview, 25 respondents participated in the interview, in which 13 of them are male and
another 12 are female, and 24 are from the three provinces in the northeast of China, and only two are from
Sichuan province and Guizhou province. Additionally, observation and field investigation were also used.
It can be found that the attachment of consumption-led tourism migrants to Sanya generally is in a
slightly high level, rating varying from 4.70 to 5.20 out of the 7-point scale. All of the respondents express
their love for the comfortable climate and the beautiful scenery of Sanya. Such attachment facilitates their
concern on local environment. Through interviews and observation, the authors find that the migrants are
self-conscious to protect the environment and keep it clean in daily life. Some consumption-led tourism
migrants who have stayed in Sanya for many years complain that the destination environment is
aggravating. For instance, a male respondent said,
I love Sanya very much. I have serious disease but I get better here. Sanya has become my home
and I often stay here for eleven months every year. In recent years more and more tourists come to Sanya.
Sanya also has developed many projects, which makes the air not as good as before. You can smell the dust
sometimes. And the sea water is not as clean as before.
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An interviewee who worked as a civil servants expressed his understanding of various problems
during Sanya’s modernization process. He stated that he would like to provide suggestions for Sanya’s
development.
This is the third time I come to Sanya. I come here every year recently. I love this place and its
climate is helpful to my health. … When I find something that should be improved, I often call the local
government directly. …their attitude (public administration) is good and they thank me for my advice.
The attachment of migrants toward Sanya manifests in their action too. Remote Pension
Association is one public organization, which is spontaneously established by some residential tourists who
moved to Sanya earlier. They founded the organization out of their love for the beautiful settings of Sanya.
One of the tasks of the association is to organize volunteers (all volunteers are residential tourists) to
monitor uncivilized behaviours (both tourists and residential tourists) and to keep the environment clean
along the beach. Up to now, more than 6,000 residential tourists joined the organization. The association
provides migrants consultations in other affairs to help them adapt to the life in Sanya quickly. The
volunteers often implement their activities along the beach, and some of them work in residential
communities.
Table 9 Place attachment and place identity of migrants to Sanya
F
actor
Me
Factors/Items
L
ans
oading
Place attachment
5.1
5
Attach1: Desire coming to Sanya
.8
5.0
8
9
Attach2: Missing Sanya when leaving
.8
5.2
7
0
Attach3: General attachment to Sanya
.7
5.1
8
5
Attach4: Non-intention to move other
.7
4.7
destinations
7
0
3.7
Place identity
6
Ident1: Feeling as Sanya locals
.9
3.4
1
2
Ident2: Belonging to Sanya
.8
3.9
1
3
Ident3: Partial identity of Sanya
.8
3.9
1
4
Total

Re
liability
Al
pha
.88

.86

.88

It also can be found from Table 1 that the place identity of consumption-led migrants to Sanya is
in a low level. The mean value is 3.76, lower than the mid-value of 4 out of the 7 point scale. The result is
in accordance with many previous research (Hernández et al., 2007), that is, the attachment is higher while
place identity is lower. Although some scholars state that this is because place identity develops after place
attachment (Hernández et al., 2007), the qualitative results reveal that there may be other reasons for
Chinese consumption-led tourism migrants. When asked the role they play in Sanya, many of the
interviewees prefer they are tourists or vacationers, that is, they do not stress their distinctions from general
tourists, which is different from the description about western migrants (Gustafson, 2002). Despite of the
ambivalent social position, Sweden migrants in Spain state that they are different from general tourists and
strengthen their priorities in terms of time, space, local knowledge, authenticity, and other aspects, through
which they want to be treated as local resident. However, Chinese elites do not have the intention to
dissociate themselves from ordinary tourists. Some of them even like to be called as tourists rather than
migratory birds, a popular appellation for this group which can distinguish them from tourists. However,
the interviewers find that migrants do not like the name. Similar to the description of Gustafson (2002),
many facilities in Sanya is established for general tourists, the appellation of “tourist” might make migrants
feel more attention from the local society.
The dissatisfaction of consumption-led tourism migrants with the local society may be another
reason(Ramkissoon & Mavondo, 2017). The interviewers find that many migrants are not satisfied with
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medicals, modernization and other aspects in Sanya, which may decrease their enthusiasm to become a
member of Sanya. Correspondingly, Huko, which endows migrants’ administrative identification,
intensifies their identity to their origins and weakens their identification to Sanya. Finally, “home” is
closely related with place identity. Home is a fusion of spiritual space and material space (Blunt & Varley,
2004). For most Chinese people, the material “home” is very important as it represents stability and safety.
Therefore, people often attach importance to the ownership of the properties. However, most residential
tourists do not have their own properties and rent apartments in Sanya. Mobility is in a state of homeless
due to the lack of stable material dependence, which influences their place identity to the destination. As
such, many migrants regarded themselves as sojourners rather than local social members.
CONCLUSION
The research explores place attachment of a particular group, consumption-led tourism
migrants to the destination. The result shows that the migrants do have relative high attachment to
destination, which is in accordance with their main motive of mobility (i.e. physical settings comfort).
Furthermore, qualitative results confirm that such a positive emotion facilitates the migrants behave more
responsibly (for instance, the Remote Pension Association). The place identity of migrants is low, which
may be related with respect, dissatisfaction, Huko and the definition for home. Whether these factors
generate factual effects on place attachment and place identity, will be further tested in the future.
Additionally, the research treats the migrants as a whole and study the place attachment and place identity
of the group. But it is not sure whether groups with different demographics have the same features, which is
a future direction as well. In general, for mobile migrants, place attachment and mobility are not paradox
any more.
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Abstract
Tourism is a labour-intensive industry. The mechanism and the quality of tourism are maintained
by labour force. Therefore, changes in the labour force may influence the tourism business. In a country
like Japan, where quality of customer service is a main part of its tourism attractions, such change could be
crucial. This study investigated the correlation of the level of customer service in Japan, and the volume of
labour force. It was revealed that, during the period of rapid increase of inbound visitors to Japan, the
customer satisfaction index fell, when the unemployment rate decreased,
Key Words: customer service, hospitality, tourism industry, management.
1.

Introduction

The service industry is a labour-intensive business. In tourism, one of the dominant elements
that make up a good quality may be a group of good staff, both in quality and quantity. If this is so, when a
service business is confronted by a shortage of such staff, deterioration of quality should happen. Hence,
the managers of a service business will need to make effort to keep the quality and quantity of labour force
to maintain the level of the service quality.
By taking Japan’s tourism condition as a sample, this study will verify how labour shortage
would influence the quality of service. Japan is an international destination whose visitor arrival is recently
rapidly increasing, and the country is determined to keep on enjoying the fruit of inbound tourism as the
countermeasure of its slow economy conditions. Whether it will be able to steer the course as planned may
rest in how well it manages and maintains the quality and the quantity of the labour force in the tourism
industry.
2.

Literature review

It is generally known that Japan is a country of high customer service that exceeds the
expectation of the customers, and many foreign visitors find the service as one of the attractions of Japan.
Al-alsheikh (2014) describes the Japanese hospitality as what can be found nowhere in the world.10 Japan’s
highly developed service industry is claimed to have largely benefited from its unique customer service
policies. (Zhu Yi, 2016)11
However, Japan’s labour market is beginning to shrink due to decreasing and aging population,
and the tourism industry is crucially suffering from labour shortage and low productivity. (Shioya, 2017)
Morikawa (2017) stresses the importance of leveling the demand for the service product to maintain the
productivity of the workers and the quality of service.12
To maintain the quality of service, one of the countermeasures Japan should employ is the use of
elderly power (Japan Institute for Labour Policy and Training, 2016).13 Although, at the point of writing,
the official report of School of Professional Studies, New York University, is not yet available, in its
seminar on Female workforce and tourism industry held in March 2018, it was pointed out that the
Japanese tourism industry is in extreme labour shortage and unless it moves to employ more female

Al-alsheikh, A (2014), The Origin of Japanese Excellent Customer Service, Studies in Business and
Accounting Vol. 8, p23
11 Zhu Yi (2016), Introducing Omotenashi to the World: Challenges to Japanese Customer Service in a
Cross-cultural Setting, “Transcultural Management Review Vol 13.” pp47-63
12 Morikawa, M (2017), What it Takes to Improve Productivity: Smoothing service demand is the key,
“Nihon Keizai Shimbun”, August 23.
13 Japan Institute for Labour Policy and Training (2016), Elderly Employment in an Era of Labour
Shortage, “JILPT Research Report No.186”
10
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workers, the industry will lose its function.14
3.

Methodology

In this study, “Japan Customer Satisfaction Index” will be used as the index of the quality of
customer service. This index is published as the result of an annual survey conducted by Japan Productivity
Center. The survey covers approximately 400 companies or brands from about thirty industries. In the
survey about 120,000 customer responses are analyzed. The level of customer satisfaction is given by a
figure of zero to 100.
Unemployment rate of Japan, published by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, will be
used to indicate the labour shortage: the lower the unemployment rate, the greater the labour shortage.
The rapid increase of the inbound tourist began in 2012. The visitor arrival from 2012 to 2015
will be referred, and the three data will be analyzed for their correlation.
If the Customer Satisfaction Index of the tourism industry has positive correlation with the
unemployment rate, it can be assumed that labour shortage will lower the service quality level of the
industry.
4. Background
4.1 Good customer service as a top attraction of Japan’s tourism
As an international tourism destination, Japan is known as a country where visitors can
experience high customer service. The word “omotenashi” was used in the presentation by the Japanese
team to the International Olympic Committee, to describe the good hospitality of the Japanese people. In
fact, various surveys of the visitors to Japan back this statement: many satisfied tourists reply that the
Japanese are kind and polite, and the level of hospitality is high. As we see in the World Economic Forum,
Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Report (Table 1), Japan has been ranked at the top with a considerable
lead over the following countries.
Table 1
World Economic Forum Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Report 2017,
Degree of customer orientation ranking
Country
Score
Separation
1
Japan
6.2
0.00% from best
2
Sweden
6.0
3.58% from best
3
Switzerland
6.0
4.40% from best
4
Taiwan, China
5.9
4.99% from best
5
Austria
5.9
5.04% from best
6
Singapore
5.8
6.86% from best
7
United Arab Emirates
5.8
7.35% from best
8
Denmark
5.8
7.58% from best
9
New Zealand
5.7
8.30% from best
10 Hong Kong SAR
5.7
8.30% from best
Among the ten items of tourism satisfaction, the visitors to Tokyo ranked omotenashi (customer
service) at the top, with 89% of the respondents showing satisfaction (Table 2). This is a survey conducted
by the Tokyo Metropolitan Government in 2016, which also revealed that, when seen by nationality of the
tourists, the Western tourists from the U.S.A., the U.K. and Australia were impressed more with the
Japanese customer service than others.
Table 2
Foreign Tourists Survey, satisfaction ratio by Items
3
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14 Female workforce and tourism industry, https://www.travelvoice.jp/20180421-108988, (accessed July 8,
2018)
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These two surveys prove that Japan is a country of good customer service and foreign visitors
have experienced kindness and politeness of the Japanese people.
4.2 Sky rocketing increase of foreign visitors
The increase in the number of foreign tourists to Japan has been significant. The number was
10.36 million in 2013 and it almost doubled to 19.74 million only two years later in 2015. Then in another
two years in 2017, it showed further growth close to 50% to reach 28.69 million. As we can witness in
Figure 1, the growth rate of the visitor number since 2011 is nothing like that of years before. This growth
is said to owe to the environmental reasons such as expanding economy in the South East and North East
Asia, relatively weak Japanese currency, and increase in the air route/services between Japan and the Asian
countries.
Figure 1
Annual Visitor Arrivals to Japan 1990- 2017
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Accordingly, to keep the tourism industry busy, the annual total tourism expenditure is growing.
In 2017 approximately 26.7 billion yen (approx. $250 million) was spent in Japan, which is more than 17%
greater than that of 2010. To make full use of the economic power of tourism, the Japanese government
upwardly adjusted the target number of foreign visitors by 2020 to 40 million from the previously set
number of 20 million.
It is only natural to assume that such a sudden increase in the business would influence the
condition of the tourism industry, especially its quality, to a certain extent.
4.3 Labour Intensive Tourism Industry
Tourism industry is a labour intensive industry. To cater to a larger volume of tourists, more
workers are needed. International Labour Organization shows the hotels, catering and tourism industry as
one of the fastest growing sectors of the global economy but is also among the top-job creating sectors
because of its labour intensive nature.15 Furthermore, 2016 OECD survey on labour productivity ranks
Japan at the lagging twenty-first position, far behind the top ranking Ireland, Luxemburg, U.S.A., Norway,
Switzerland and fifteen other countries. Japan had ranked 20th in 1970. It seems to show that the Japanese
15 International Labour Organization, Industry and Sectors, Hotels, catering and tourism sector
http://www.ilo.org/global/industries-and-sectors/hotels-catering-tourism/lang--en/index.htm, (Accessed
July 8, 218)
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do not wish to improve their efficiency. Table 3 shows the comparison of the labour productivity in the
tourism industry. Japan’s annual productivity per worker was less than half of that of Norway’s.
Table 3
Annual Productivity per Worker
Country

Prod. pp 1,000$

1

Norway (2011)

107

2

Sweden (2014)

85

3

USA (2013)

84

4

New Zealand (2014)

74

5

Australia (2014)

73

6

Austria (2013)

67

7

UK (2012)

59

8

Canada (2011)

52

9

Japan (2014)

46

10

Taiwan (2011)

27

Source: Produced from TSA data by Shioya (2017)16
Ohno (2009)17 attributes the low productivity of the Japanese tourism industry to the four
following factors:
1. Small business mainly constitutes the industry.
2. Share of low profit services (such as food and beverages) is high.
3. Occupancy rate of the accommodations business is low.
4. Too much service is offered despite the low selling price. (Japanese generally consider services to
be free.)
From these observations on labour intensiveness of the Japanese tourism business, it may be
assumed that the elevated level of the customer service in Japan is maintained by a large volume of labour.
Many foreign visitors to Japan are impressed that they are treated in such a courteous and polite manner.
One of the reasons that make this possible is because the industry is maintained by a large number of
workers.
4.4 Aging Japanese population and unemployment
On the other hand, the population of Japan has constantly been decreasing since 2011. It is
already approximately 2 million less from the peak of 128 million in 2008. Population aging is also
significant: 27.3% of the population is now 65 or over. The labour population is slightly decreasing, or
thinly maintained at around 65 million, however, owing to the remarkably low unemployment rate of 2.8%
in 2017.
Figure 2
Figure 3
Population of Japan (in 10k) and rate (%) of 65 or over
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5.

Objectives
The observation of this study shows that the hospitality industry is a labour-intensive industry, as
pointed out by ILO, and if the quality of the customer service by the Japanese hospitality industry is high,
as seen by majority of foreign visitors to Japan, it is maintained by a large quantity of human resources.
Surrounded by these conditions, the Japanese tourism is experiencing a rapid volume expansion, owing to
the increase of the inbound tourists. The inbound business is forecast and promoted to increase even
further. However, it should be noted that this plan will require a growth in labour force to match the
increase of visitor arrivals so that it can maintain its service quality. However, Japan is facing labour
shortage arising from decreasing and aging population. It is not feasible to conclude more tourists will
continue to be attracted to Japan, where one of its charms is the good customer service. This study will
verify if the influence of the actual labour shortage in Japan is starting to show in the level of customer
service in the tourism industry. The tourism authorities of Japan will need to seriously consider the policies
that would lead to the maintenance of good staff, in quality and quantity, in the industry.
6. Analysis
Figure 4
Changes in the Customer Satisfaction Index by Industry
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Source: Japan Customer Satisfaction Index, Japan Productivity Center
As seen in Figure 1, Japan’s visitor arrival in 2012 was approximately 8.3 million. Three years
later in 2015, it grew as close to twenty million, showing the rapid increase bringing more business and
jobs to the tourism industry. On the other hand, the change in unemployment rate for this period, which can
be seen as the index of the labour shortage, was from 4.3 per cent in 2012 to 3.4 per cent in 2015, a
dramatic one percentage point drop (Figure 3).
During these years of changes, how did the quality of the customer service of the tourism industry
change? Figure 4 shows the service index of the five business fields of city and business hotels, food and
beverage, convenience stores, railways and banks. Two separate tendencies can be witnessed. While the
index of banks and railways generally was unchanged, that of the tourism industry, hotels and food and
beverage, and the convenience stores showed a downward trend.
7.

Implication and Conclusion

It became known, from the studies of the visitor arrivals, the unemployment rate and the customer
service index, that during the short time span of 2012 and 2015, the quality level of the Japanese tourism
industry, as represented by the hotels and food and beverage sector, is consecutively decreasing. It is
possible to attribute this downward trend to the change of condition in the tourism industry, for it was a
period of four years of rapid increase in the business brought about by the inbound tourists. It is natural to
assume that the Japanese tourism industry had to cope with the expansion of business with the existing
work force: it was not easy for the management to increase the number of staff numbers because of the
labour shortage in Japan, which is shown in the low unemployment rate. Customer satisfaction of the
Japanese tourism industry is starting to deteriorate. The reason for this deterioration can be the inadequate
staffing.
Japan is trying to vitalize its society and economy by the power of tourism. One of the strategies
of this policy is the promotion of inbound tourists. The government has set the promotional goal of more
than double the number of visitor arrivals by 2030. On the other hand, the inbound tourists find Japan’s
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customer service as an attraction of travel experience. Therefore, the country needs to maintain the high
quality of customer service. But the quality of the customer service is now at stake.
This study analyzed these data and evidence that lead to suggest that the tourism attraction of
Japan is beginning to fade due to labour shortage. While the unemployment rate decreased, the level of
customer satisfaction continued to fall. Tourism is such a labour-intensive business that it is highly possible
that the change of unemployment rate and the level of customer satisfaction are linked. To maintain the
quality of service, certain volume of labour force is mandatory. So that Japan can enjoy the benefit of
tourism, it needs to eagerly cope with the situation of labour shortage. In tourism, the influence of labour
shortage should not be overlooked.
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ABSTRACT
Yacht tourism is of great importance to Greece, due to its geomorphology, with huge growth prospects. It is
a niche segment targeting a particular tourist group; thus, it requires a differentiated approach in terms of
planning, promotion, sales and customer service. Yachting, among other things, may prove to be a driving
force for the economic development of Greece and, consequently, positively impact the country's
employment. This study investigates the current situation of yachting in Greece. In particular, it examines
and lists the prospects for development of yachting, as well as all necessary actions that need to be taken
towards this direction.
Key words: Yachting, Greece, Special Tourism Forms, Tourism Development
INΤRODUCTION
In an attempt to define yacht tourism, one may come to the conclusion that there is no commonly
accepted definition. Mikulić, et. al. (2015) pointed out, that terms such as nautical tourism, marine or
maritime tourism, leisure boating, and so on, are commonly used as synonymous terms to yachting. They
also stated that yachting tourism should be considered as a component of the broader concept of nautical
tourism. Along the same line, Hall (2001), and Sariisik et. al. (2011) described yachting as part of the
marine tourism sector. More specifically, according to Chen et al. (2016), yachting tourism includes
various different tourism forms, such as fishing, sightseeing, and leisure sailing and is based on these
vessels to provide entertainment, accommodation, catering, and other leisure-related services on islands and
in coastal areas.
The international yacht tourism industry has experienced a considerable growth over the last
decades, a fact that is even more evident in the Mediterranean region (Diakomihalis, 2007; Chen, et.al.,
2016). In Europe, yachting has showed an average increase of 6% yearly, with an approximate number of
6,300,000 vessels and 4,500 marinas, while it is estimated that some 280,000 people are employed in the
industry (Tsamopoulos, 2017). When it comes to the Mediterranean region, France, Spain and Italy
represent more than 80% of the industry, mainly due to the fact that these countries take advantage of their
shipyards, infrastructure and improved services. Furthermore, those countries, along with Croatia and
Turkey, have invested intensively on the development of their infrastructure and the creation of state-ofthe-art marinas.
Greece on the other hand, a country where tourism is an important sector that highly impacts its
economic development, has not yet managed to gain a considerable competitive position in the yachting
industry, occupying an estimated 2% of the industry (Tsamopoulos, 2017). Despite the country’s natural
beauty and long coastline, its one-of-the-kind island complexes and its favorable climate, there are certain
challenges that adversely impact the development of yachting in the country, its competitive position
against other countries (Turkey, Italy, Spain, France, Croatia) and its attractiveness to yachting tourists.
These challenges are related to country’s infrastructure, as well as to the institutional framework and
bureaucracy, present in the entire legislative, administrative and fiscal framework of the yachting industry.
The aim of this study is to investigate yachting tourism and analyze the growth opportunities of
this industry in Greece. The paper also aspires to list all appropriate actions that need to be taken towards
further development of yachting tourism in the country.
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ii.

iii.

iv.

More specifically, the research questions examined are as follows:
Determining the profile and consumer behavior of yachting tourists visiting Greece
Listing services provided to yachting tourists by relevant companies operating in Greece
Identifying major weaknesses in the industry, formed by the general social and economic
environment
Highlighting the advantages of yachting in Greece, while providing suggestions and support
actions that utilize the opportunities present in the country for yachting tourism.

The study provides valuable information regarding the profile of yachting tourists, the distinct
advantages of Greece as a yachting destination, as well as the challenges and institutional barriers that exist
in the industry. Individuals opting in for yachting holidays differ not only in terms of the country of origin
and age, but also with respect to the type of vessel they charter and their daily spending. Finally, based on
the outcomes of the research, suggestions and possible actions are listed towards the support and further
development of this tourism form. Overall, the results of the study highlight how multi-dimensional
yachting is, as a tourism form.
The structure of the paper is as follows: The first section reveals the background, aims and
objectives of research, while the next section presents the literature review with respect to the development
of yacht tourism in the main European yachting destinations, including a discussion on the legal and
institutional framework in competing countries, and a review of the literature on the impact of yachting.
Subsequently, the current situation of yacht tourism supply in Greece is presented, followed by the study
methodology and limitations. The data analysis and discussion part reflect the results and the viewpoints
gained through the implication of the interview technique, while the final part illustrates the conclusion and
primary managerial implications, as well as suggestions for further research in the area.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The international yacht tourism markets are led by America, Sweden, France, Finland, Norway,
Britain, German, and Italy, which attract a significant number of yachts (Chen et. al., 2016). Furthermore, it
is estimated that the northwestern Mediterranean countries (France, Italy, and Spain) absorb 80% of the
total demand for yachting tourism in the Mediterranean. The northeast Mediterranean countries (Greece,
Croatia, and Turkey) meet 14% of the total Mediterranean demand, while the remaining 6% is met by
Algeria, Morocco, Cyprus, and Egypt. Thus, it is obvious that Greece faces strong competition mainly from
the northwestern and northeastern Mediterranean countries, i.e. France, Spain and Italy, while Croatia and
Turkey are becoming compelling rivals as well (Chen et al., 2016). Competition is becoming even more
intense, considering that VAT is quite low in some of Greece's neighboring countries, e.g. in France it is
10%, in Italy 6,6%, while in Montenegro, a “newcomer” in the yachting sector, there is a zero-VAT both
for yacht charter and for fuel used, for tourists that start their trip from Montenegro.
In regards to the competitive environment of yacht tourism, rivalry among European countries has
become more intensive, since both the dominant countries (i.e. France, Italy and Spain), as well as the
“newcomers” (e.g. Croatia and Montenegro) are investing heavily in nautical tourism, in general. As
presented by Tsimplakis (2016), Turkey has invested considerably in the development of a favorable fiscal
and legal framework for its yachting industry, that includes reduced docking fees, incentives towards fleet
renewal, reduced fuel prices, and a zero-VAT for Turkish-flag vessels. Sariisik, et. al. (2011) consider
Turkey as an ideal yachting destination, since it offers more than 8.000 km of coastline, 14.000 available
recreational vessels, and 19.300 berthing spaces, while at the same time the cost for the services provided in
Turkish marinas is significantly lower compared to northwestern Mediterranean countries. In particular,
prices are 30% lower compared to Greece, 40-60% lower compared to other northwestern countries and
similar to prices charged at Croatian marinas. At the same time, yachting, along with its support sectors
present a tremendous growth over the last decade in the Balearic islands (Moreno & Otamendi, 2017),
despite the bureaucratic procedures and restrictive legal and tax framework that place a huge burden on the
Spanish charter companies (VAT for the acquisition of new vessels is currently at 21%, while there are also
high docking fees for recreational vessels). Nautical tourism in Italy, on the other hand, faces a decreasing
trend since 2009, as boaters sail less and are much more aware of the expenses incurred during their
vacation. Issues related to the country's fiscal policies and related controls with respect to yachting, have
led boaters to flee from Italian ports, while at the same time expenditure of resident boaters in Italian
marinas experienced a sharp decline of 56% in the period 2009-2012.
Other countries have identified yachting as the tourism form that would provide opportunities for
tourism development, diminishing the negative impacts of the recent economic recession. Croatia in
particular, has encouraged and facilitated investments in maritime tourism, both at a regional, as well as at a
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local level, aiming at the provision of excellent value-for-money services to boaters (Lukovic, 2016). It is
worth-noting, that Marina Frapa in Croatia, which had been developed at the beginning of the previous
decade, has repeatedly been awarded the best prize for its upscale services, among 300 marinas from 60
countries around the world. At the same time, Croatian marinas have been rated as the highest quality
marinas in Europe, despite the fact that nautical tourism, is controlled by government policies and
development plans (Lukovic, 2008).
Furthermore, as Gon et. al. (2016) pointed out, yachting tourism is one of the most developing
niche tourism sectors around the world which provides important resources for the general economy. In
addition, for many destinations, yachting represents one of the core economic activities for their residents
(Diakomihalis & Lagos, 2008). Lukovic (2007) identified a considerable increase in the population of the
region where Marina Frapa was developed, from 350 inhabitants in 1996 at the average age of 70, to 2000
inhabitants ten years later, at an average age of 40. The number of employed people in the region increased
from 30 to 800 over the same period. At the same time a sharp increase of small and medium enterprises
had been recorded, from 10 companies in 1996 to 100 companies in 2005. Recent studies have also
identified yachting and maritime tourism in general, as a tourism form that increases employability (Chen,
et. al. 2016; Sariisik, et. al., 2011); at the same time yachting assists tourism destinations in coping with the
spatial agglomeration of mass tourism, while reducing the dependance of tourism destinations upon the
“sun and beach” tourism product (Moreno & Otamendi, 2007). With respect to Greece, Diakomihalis
(2007) estimated that yachting contributed by 9,200 jobs (counting both direct and indirect employability).
During summer time, demand for berthing spaces in marinas and ports is quite high, and the same is true
with respect to revenue, while during the winter period, there is an increased need for shelters and
maintenance services. The positive impacts of yachting have also been identified with respect to its
contribution in the destination's GDP. According to Diakomihalis and Lagos (2008), tourist consumption
attributed to the yachting sector is estimated at almost 400 million euro, representing 3.6% of total tourism
consumption in 2004. Although the percentage of yachting contribution in the total tourism-related revenue
is quite small, this is a tourism form that needs to be further developed, since it has been estimated that the
average yachting tourist spends 125 euro per day to charter a yacht (including all relevant services) and
another 118 euro per day for offshore consumption (Diakomihalis & Lagos, 2008). A study conducted in
Croatia in 2012 revealed similar results with respect to yacht tourism spending, since the daily expenditure
of charter tourists was estimated to reach an average of 161 Euro (Institutezaturizam, 2012). The economic
impact of yachting is found to be even more impressive in Turkey, where yacht tourism related revenue in
2009 reached about 3,5 billion USD (Sariisik et. al., 2011).
However, yacht tourism faces significant constraints that hinder its development even in some of the
primary yachting European destinations. In Spain, for instance, there is a high VAT of 21% on yacht
charter, while there is also a significant tax burden on the ownership and use of recreational vessels.
According to Moreno & Otamendi (2017), yacht tourism is characterized by complex bureaucratic
procedures, while yacht owners usually charter their vessels illegally through online channels at lower
prices. Greece faces similar issues, that include a complicated legal and administrative framework, lack of
sufficient berths, outdated port and marina infrastructure, and ineffective marketing and promotional plan
for yacht tourism (Pardali et.al., 2007; Chen et. al., 2016).
YACHTING SUPPLY IN GREECE: CURRENT STATUS AND INFRASTRUCTURE
With respect to Greece, the country under examination in the current study, it has to be noted that,
despite the need for further development and improvement of the existing network of marinas and harbors,
yachting exhibits an upward trend and is extremely popular among both foreigners and local residents
(Diakomihalis & Lagos 2008). The existing network of marinas and shelters of tourist vessels provides
choices of maritime tourism which can offer the visitor, the acquaintance with many regions of insular and
continental Greece, while enjoying the various sea routes. Yachting can be offered either with manned
leisure crafts (e.g motor yachts) or with sailing boats, which are usually chartered without a crew
(Diakomihalis, 2007). However, it has to be noted that Greece still has the lowest average density of berths,
that is, 0.56 berths per km of coastline, while the respective average for the Mediterranean countries is as
high as 9.00 and for France 35.24 berths per km (Chen, et.al., 2016). The yachting industry brings
significant revenue to the Greek state, with a considerable number of small and medium-sized companies
operating in this sector. Besides companies selling and renting recreational yachts (yacht owners and
brokers), there is also a number of companies operating in the boat construction, maintenance and repair
segment, trading of spare parts, catering as well as other marine-related products and services.
An interesting point to be made is that Greece is among the first countries to set a legal framework
regarding the operation of recreational yachts (law 438/76, replaced by law 2743/1999, subsequently
replaced by law 4256/2014, which is still in force). The aforementioned law determines the terms and
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conditions of the operation of professional recreational yachts, minimum number of charter days, yacht
staffing, charter as well as other important matters for both business and private recreational yachts.
Professional recreational yachts must pay the recreational vessel fee, calculated per current year or current
month. There is also a 24% VAT charged on the actual chartering of the vessel. As far as private
recreational yachts are concerned, they must pay the recreational vessel fee, a docking fee, and a 24% VAT
on charters, fuel, lubricants, maintenance, repair, etc. In addition, private recreational yachts have to pay a
luxury tax, with the annual cost calculated based on the vessel’s length and years of registration; with their
taxation to be estimated based on the gross tonnage.
In Greece, there are more than 1,000 companies operating in the yachting industry, controlling
4,400 professional yachts registered with a Greek flag. According to the data provided by the Ministry of
Maritime Affairs and Insular Policy, there are 797 Maritime Companies of Recreational Yachts, 73 Private
Capital Companies, 45 S.A.s, 18 General Partnership Companies, 60 Limited Companies, 14 Limited
Partnerships, and 6 Shipping Companies. In addition, 7.914 professional recreational licenses were issued
between 2000 and 2014, in accordance to the provisions of law 2743/1999, while the respective number for
the period 2015 to 2017 was 1,530 licenses. Out of the 1,530 licenses issued, 983 were sail boat licenses
(65%), while 547 were motor boat ones (35%). As far as marinas and tourist ports are concerned, they
constitute an essential infrastructure for the yachting networks and are the main driver for maritime tourism
development in Greece. Currently, there are 57 marinas with 14,400 berth spaces, 86 shelters and
anchorages with a total capacity of 22,700 spaces. Most marinas are publicly owned, yet privately managed
under long-term contracts. The Greek Marinas Association has 21 marinas as members, 17 of which are
private-owned, whereas 4 are state-owned. The association has a total number of 8,100 berth spaces and
4,617 dry spaces.
RESEARCH METODOLOGY AND DESIGN
The aim of this study is to investigate yachting tourism and analyze the growth opportunities of
this sector in Greece. The paper also aspires to list all appropriate actions that need to be taken towards the
development of yachting tourism in the country. In order to achieve the main goals of the study, a primary
research with representatives from the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Insular Policy and the Greek
Marinas Association was carried out, aiming at collecting up-to-date, accurate data on yachting with respect
to the Greek and international context. In addition, in order to get more information and better evaluate the
results of the primary research, secondary data derived from internet sources, scientific papers and studies,
as well as scientific journals were utilized.
As far as the primary qualitative research is concerned, the survey was conducted using the indepth interview methodology. A non-random sampling method, and in particular critical sampling, for
which the researcher's judgment is required, was implemented (Vitouladiti, 2000). The application of this
sampling method led to the selection of stakeholders, in this case the shipowners, brokers and other
competent bodies, that were considered more relevant in regards to the study's objectives. A total of 22
respondents participated in the study, including vessel owners, brokers and agents, as well as other
representatives of the industry. More specifically, the survey involved eight recreational yacht owners, with
sailing boats of 12-19 meters, catamaran of 11-17 meters, motor yachts without crew up to 24 meters,
motor yachts, motorsailer and sailing yachts with crew up to 24 meters, as well as mega yachts from 50 to
85 meters. Moreover, 7 brokers and agents, as well as 7 industry representatives (clubs, marinas, public
authorities) participated in the survey. The participants had an experience from 12 to 40 years in the
yachting industry.
The survey was conducted from April to May 2018 during a number of conferences and events
that are of importance to the yachting industry. These events included the "Yachting Festival", organized by
the Greek Professional Bare Boat Yacht Owners Association in Marina Alimou; the 5th Mediterranean
Yacht Show, organized by the Greek Yachting Association in Nafplion; and the "17th East Med Yacht
Show", organized by the Hellenic Professional Yacht Owners Association in Marina Zeas (Piraeus).
In order to conduct the interviews, a questionnaire of 18 open-ended questions was designed and
distributed to participants. The first part of the questionnaire examined the respondents’ demographics. The
second part included questions with respect to the profile of yachting tourists visiting Greece, while the
third part aimed at investigating the advantages of Greece as a yachting destination, as well as the
challenges caused mainly by institutional barriers. Finally, the fourth part of the study recorded responses
related to the required actions and measure that could support and develop yachting tourism in Greece.
Each interview lasted approximately 45 minutes. During the interviews, the researcher recorded
interviewees' responses using a tape recorder – with the respondents’ consent.
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Regarding study limitations, a major challenge was encountered, with respect to identifying
relevant statistical data for recreational yachts. This is due to unavailability of data held by the Hellenic
Statistical Authority with respect to recreational yachts, while the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Insular
Policy does not keep sufficient data either, given that the "Electronic Register" platform for recreational
yachts has not yet been developed. In addition, the Ministry of Tourism does not possess accurate data on
marinas, shelters, and anchorages, while private marinas do not publish statistics regarding vessels passing
through or docking. Finally, there is no accurate data available with respect to the industry's contribution to
the Greek economy. As far as the primary research is concerned, no major difficulties were encountered.
Yacht owners and brokers do participate in the aforementioned events and summits on a regular basis, thus
there was no significant difficulties in arranging the necessary interviews. They were easy to get in touch
with, and happy to participate in the interview process. Scheduling more interview after the 17th East Med
Yacht Show was a challenge, though, given the participants' workload, which often led to rescheduling of
appointments.
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
The interviews with the representatives of yachting tourism were focused on the profile of tourists
chartering recreational vessels, and recorded the advantages of Greece as a yachting destination, the
challenges /institutional barriers that do exist, as well as the necessary actions that need to be taken. The
main objective was to document and analyze the opinions and suggestions of the respondents that represent
the industry supply side.
It is evident that Greece has great potential in further developing its yachting industry. The country
is a preferred tourist destination, due to its coastline, island cluster, geographical location, quality of sea
water, climate, cultural heritage and history. In addition, recreational vessels available to tourists are of high
standards, employ well-trained crew and provide a high-quality overall service. Besides yachting tourism,
Greece also offers other forms of tourism, such as gastronomic, cultural as well as other experiences such
as fishing, diving, surfing, etc. which yachting tourists may opt in to.
On the other hand, the responses provided by the second group of participants, i.e. brokers, agents,
and yacht owners, suggest that tourists visiting Greece come predominately from the US, Europe, Australia,
the Middle East and South Africa. Luxurious recreational vessels are mainly chartered by Americans,
Russians and Arabs, while sailing boats are mainly charted by German, English and Italian tourists. The
demographics are in line with the results of the study on maritime tourism conducted by Diakomihalis in
2007, who found that Europeans showed a clear preference for sailing boats, as opposed to Americans, that
preferred motor boats. The age of the charterers differs, depending on the type of vessel. Sailing boats are
mostly selected by people between 20-30 years old and are usually chartered by couples, friends and
families of lower income. Unmanned motor vessels, up to 24 meters, are commonly chartered by 30-50
year old tourists, with a moderate economic status. Furthermore, 14-24-meter vessels, with crew members,
are chosen by individuals aged 35-60 and are usually charted by families of high income. Finally, vessels
over 25 meters are also chartered by families with high income, while the age of the individuals ranges
between 40 to 80 years.
The average charter duration is 7 days, same as the average duration that was indicated by a most
recent study of yacht tourism in Croatia (Institutezaturizam, 2012), while the estimated daily cost per tourist
depends on the type of boat they charter. Specifically, it may range from € 50 to € 300, excluding the cost
of renting the vessel, fuel and catering. Charterers highly value gastronomy, as well as vessel equipment
onboard for sea activities (skiing, fishing, windsurfing etc.), gym, and jacuzzi. A number of tourists are also
looking for various other amenities, such as spa, massage, tour guides, sightseeing, cars, helicopters, villas,
as well as events organized on the boat; services which chartering agencies seek to provide to customers.
Mykonos and Santorini have high visibility and are the most popular destinations in the country, followed
by Paros, Naxos, Argosaronikos, Ionian islands, Patmos, Rhodes and Sporades. Agencies suggest routes to
potential customers and might modify those, if weather conditions do not allow sailing to the initial
destination. Over the last few years, charterers choose the Ionian islands for their holidays, due to the
favorable weather in the region and the upheaval caused by the continuous refugee stream in the Aegean
Sea. Concerning the services provided, the lack of marinas and the respected fragmented amenities in
existing ones, are factors adversely impacting the sector's growth.
According to marina managers, the involvement of various ministries, the extensive paperwork
required to license a marina, as well as the high fees paid to the state in the form of taxes, fees, etc., reduce
the income generated by marinas, a situation that may prevent further investment to improve their
infrastructure. Moreover, the constant change in the legislative and fiscal framework, as well as the relevant
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bureaucracy hinder investment and development of the maritime industry in general. Additionally, the high
level of VAT imposed on marina services for private yachts, may result in vessels choosing to dock in
neighboring marinas throughout the year, which are considerably cheaper than the Greek ones. This is also
evident in the study by Sariisik, et.al. (2011), who identified an increased demand in summer, for vessels to
dock in Turkish marinas and ports. On the other hand, in winter, this demand drops significantly, with the
demand for vessel shelters to increase in cases where there is a need for maintenance and vessel repair
activities. The same study suggests that the cost of the aforementioned services in Turkish marinas is lower
than that of the Northwest Mediterranean Sea, for services that are of similar standards. In Turkey, prices
are 30% lower compared to Greek marinas, 40-60% lower compared to marinas in the Northwest
Mediterranean Sea, and about the same as in Croatia.
In addition, interviewees suggested that the lack of a long-term plan and a systematic way of
promoting the industry oversees, along with the inconsistent branding of the Greek Tourism Organization
(EOT) logo and the associated advertising campaign, adversely impact tourism and tourists' perception for
Greece as a tourism destination. Participants pointed out that the Greek State should invest in creating and
implementing a systematic national strategy for the development of yachting in Greece, utilizing the beforementioned country's competitive advantages as a yachting destination. For this to be achieved, however, the
state should also eradicate bureaucracy related to marinas' licensing, as well as immediately put in effect the
'electronic record' for recreational vessels. The state should also adjust marina rental agreements and reduce
VAT on private recreational vessels, in order to attract a higher number of vessels which will result in
higher revenue both for the Greek state and for the yacht-related sectors. These findings are consistent with
the study by Chen, et. al. (2016) who identified insufficient advertising, high port costs, lack of legislative
incentives and inadequate infrastructure as the main weaknesses of Greek yachting tourism.
As far as chartering companies are concerned, they seek to meet their customers’ needs whilst
carry out various training seminars for their crews. This is more apparent when dealing with larger
companies in the industry. Moreover, all companies try to have a strong online presence, across the internet
and social media channels, whilst they also participate in various international marine exhibitions and
advertise in key industry magazines. It is worth mentioning though, that the majority of customers of
chartering companies are either loyal customers or become customers via “word of mouth” communication.
Finally, it was mentioned that all partied involved in the recreational yachting sector (owners,
brokers/agents, authorities) aspire to collaborate and provide yachting tourists with a high-quality service
which will result in a pleasant and memorable for the individuals experience.
IMPLICATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
Based on the outcomes presented and analyzed in the previous section, it is evident that there is an
urgent need for the Greek state to reconsider its national strategy for maritime tourism and yachting, in
particular, while also to clearly define its short- and long-term goals for the industry (INSETE, 2015).
Utmost priority should be given to the promotion of the sector, development of a stable institutional
framework, construction of well-organized marinas offering high quality service to stakeholders, and
improvement of existing tourist ports. With respect to the initiatives and institutional actions taken by the
state, officials should introduce a more favorable tax framework for private recreational yachts. In addition,
the state should implement the "electronic register" of vessels; an action that would generate considerable
state income (VAT, taxes, etc.), provide a single and modern system for registering and monitoring tourist
vessels, and prevent illegal yacht chartering. With respect to infrastructure, the country should invest in
constructing new, high-quality marinas as well as refining the existing marinas and tourist ports. It is
essential that marinas and ports provide vessels with all essential amenities and justify the relevant fees
charged. Creating training schools for crews was also found to be an important issue towards service
advancement.
Furthermore, it is advisable to take advantage on European financial instruments, Partnerships
Agreement for the Development Network (ESPA), private funds as well as Public and Private Sectors
(SDIT) from regions, municipalities and port authorities, in order to enhance the country’s port services
(INSETE, 2015). In addition, it would be beneficial for Greece to create and facilitate a cluster of marine
tourism yachting. The cluster may include companies providing port or shipbuilding services, commercial
and tourism enterprises, as well as research bodies related to yachting on a direct or indirect way. Such
clusters would develop a competitive advantage for each region in which the cluster is located (Pardali et
all, n.d.).
Last but not least, the following suggestions are deemed necessary:
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Reduce docking fees of the Greek marinas in order to become more competitive
Give incentives to renew the fleet of recreational yachts
Reduce the charter VAT
Abolish the fare imposed to vessels, so that owners do not seek alternative ports overseas for their
vessels’ permanent accommodation
Coordinate the cooperation among relevant stakeholders, ministries, professional associations and
reduce bureaucracy
Develop a dedicated crew training school
Reassess marina fees paid to the state as well as other expenses
Reduce the bureaucracy concerning the development and renewal of tourist ports, in order to
attract investors
Inform prospective investors of possibilities offered in Greece regarding marine tourism
Design a specific quality certification system for the pleasure boat charter sector.
CONCLUSIONS

Greece is one of the most important tourist destinations due to its distinct advantages in terms of
the coastline, island complexes and climate. Yachting tourism is of great importance for Greece as it
contributes to the economic development of its islands and coastal regions, brings revenue to the state and
creates jobs. Yet, there are certain challenges that adversely impact the development of yachting in the
country and hinder its competitive position against other countries (Turkey, Italy, Spain, France, Croatia)
and its attractiveness to yacht tourists. These challenges are related to the country’s infrastructure and its
institutional framework and bureaucracy, present in the entire legislative, administrative and fiscal
framework of the maritime sector. In order for yacht tourism to be further developed in Greece, the state
has to plan and develop a strategy focusing on the advancement of the sector, creation of a solid
institutional framework and construction of state-of-the-art marinas which will provide high quality
services. The improvement of the existing tourist ports is also imperative.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
In the present study, a primary qualitative research was conducted in order to collect information
via a survey from yacht owners, brokers, agents and operators with respect to the development of yacht
tourism in Greece. An idea for future research, in line with the present one, would be to conduct a survey
among recreational yacht passengers, via the broker agencies of the yachting industry. Such a survey would
define the tourist profile in a more accurate way, efficiently highlight the advantages of Greece as a
yachting destination, while it would also stress the challenges regarding the relevant services provided to
yachting tourists.
Finally, researchers may potentially investigate the legislative and fiscal framework of Greece's
main competing destinations, so as to provide the basis for an effective national strategy towards the
advancement of maritime tourism in the country.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, where crisis conditions shape competitive and rapidly changing situations in the
workplace, the issue of globalization of the workforce, effective management and leadership puts the
phenomenon of emotional intelligence in a prominent position because it is the most crucial issue of
modern society. Effective handling of emotions, successful treatment, of difficulties, teamwork, leadership
skills as well as proper training desperately require even greater emotional intelligence in hospitality
industry and customer service businesses as they are mainly human-centered.
Key Words: Emotional Intelligence, Staff Training, Management, Hospitality, Human Resources
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
According to Meyer and Salovey (1993) emotional intelligence is definied as the kind of social
intelligence that includes the ability to understand both own feelings and other’s people in order to guide
such actions and thoughts accordingly. According to Goleman (2000) the four skills that constitute the
concept of emotional intelligence are the following: a) Self Awareness, which concerns awareness,
understanding of emotions, self-confidence and predisposition towards a particular behavior. b) Self
Management, which is related to self-regulation, control of emotions, adaptability and flexibility in
handling various changes, as well as flexibility and positive direction of behavior. c) Social Awareness,
which is the ability of a person to accurately capture the feelings of other people, to understand what are
their feelings and thoughts. d) Interpersonal Relationships, which does concern the management of the
emotions of the individual is his or her interpersonal relations with people in the same environment, such as
influence, communication, leadership, handling disagreements, ties, partnership, collaboration and team
abilities.
INDIVIDUAL FORMATION
The Intelligence Quotient (IQ) is the index that measures the intelligence of an individual and
which is measured by various methods. On the other side Emotional Intelligence (EQ) is a meta-capability
that determines in which level can somebody handle any capability he or she has, even raw intelligence
(Goleman 1995). The Intelligence Quotient is determined by our birth, while the Emotional Intelligence is
a flexible skill that one can easily learn and cultivate even if it is not born with high IQ (Bradberry &
Greaves, 2005). A person's personality is a distinct property and an interlocking piece of the puzzle for the
formation of a person, as it complements the attributes of both IQ and EQ. According to Bradberry &
Greaves (2005), the Intelligence Quotient, the personality and the Emotional Intelligence are distinct
properties that we all have. If combined, they determine the way we think and do.
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Table 1. Individual Formation (Bradberry & Greaves, 2005)
WORK AND EMOTION
Work sentiments are characterized by intensity and capacity because they have substantial and real
consequences for the execution and completion of a project. More specifically, the positive side of a
situation recalls some well-related elements (cooperativity, honesty, sincerity and efficiency), bad mood
instead focuses on the negative side of things (irritation, anxiety, conflict) (Goleman, Boyatzis, McKee,
2002). According to Bradberry and Greaves (2005), making a survey of the feelings of individuals within
24 hours, they found that: "People experience an average of 27 senses per hour. If we estimate that they do
remain awake about 17 hours a day, then from the moment we wake up until we go to bed at night, we have
about 456 emotional experiences. This means that we are driven by over 3,000 emotional reactions a week
and over 150,000 a year. Of the total emotions you will experience during your lifetime, the two almost
millions will be during working hours. So it's no wonder working more easily with people who manage
their senses well and who are more likely to achieve their goal".
Good emotions activate mental efficacy, making people understand better information and making
complex decisions, but also be more flexible in thinking. Raised mood has a result a better and greatest
work performance, as this in turn increases optimism for achieving goals, creativity and decision making
(Goleman 1995). On the other side emotions may be stifled and transformed into an unpleasant sense of
tension, anxiety, and nervousness. Stress and interpersonal conflicts are evidence that many people can not
understand and control their feelings. Stress may reduce the level of emotional intelligence of a human,
leading to a reduction in both the basic ability of
empathy and social skills. It is therefore important to
notice the kind of emotions of humans, to be aware of them and to use them in a appropriate way in order
to guide a person’s behavior for well being and good life.
INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOR
An effective exploration of human behavior is also the study of the impact of human experiences
on interactions with his / her environment (Chitiris, 2013). In the case where the relationship between
human and his environment is good, he feels successful and has a positive image of himself, feels desirable,
acceptable, competent and ready to face any challenges with success (Success Theory). There is also a
possibility that some experience will lead to failure and therefore a person due to negative experiences may
feel unacceptable, undesirable and unable to fulfill work tasks. On the other side, when the level of selfconfidence and self-esteem from the human environment is very low, then the subsequent behavior of the
individual is inconvenient and disturbed ( Failure Theory). According to Harris J (1988), emotion
observation and awareness is important because by this way the individual behavior is guided.
TOURISM MANAGEMENT
Tourism management is defined as the management of the organization, planning, coordination
and control of tourism enterprises in order to achieve the objectives and activities that make up the tourist
product and services (Andriotis, 2004). The system applied by modern hospitality management is mainly
anthropocentric because the interaction between the people is the basis of the enterprise for achieving the
goals. Without the people the hospitality industry cannot work. The management of a tourism organization
and, by extension, of a hotel unit needs knowledge and understanding of what influences the attitude of
people at work in order to improve the performance of the last.
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Table 2. Hotel Unit ( Mullins 1995)
LEADERSHIP AND EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
Leadership is defined as the process of influencing, thinking, feeling, attitudes and behaviors of a
group of people guided by a human (leader) in order to achieve goals on a path to the future for a better
future (Bourantas, 2005). Kottler (2001) and Cohen (1981) claim that leadership as an influence affects
specific attitudes, feelings and behaviors of individuals (passion, enthusiasm, joy, initiative, inspiration,
creativity, faith) in order to achieve the greatest possible effort result that leader seeks. In order for a
tourism organization to become more competitive, it is required an effective leadership that keeps human
capital vigilant. The way in which the leader should work within a workplace to make use of the potential
of his associates is crucial. Understanding the strong role of emotions in the workplace distinguishes
virtually the excellent leaders from the rest, cause such leaders have high skills to keep the team in high
level in both the project quality and the final goal, as well as harmonizing the relationship between team
members. When the leaders guide the emotions in a positive direction, they bring to the surface the best of
each member of the leading group, when on the other hand they guide the feelings in a negative direction,
they cause disintegration and mischance, undermining the emotional foundations that allow people to
progress (Goleman, Boyatzis, McKee, 2002).
Goleman (2000) reported six different types of leadership that are directly related to the concept
of Emotional Intelligence and have different effects on the performance of employees and the organization
and which are: a) Coercive, b) Visionary c) Humanitarian d) Democratic e) Guider d) Advisory. Goleman
insists that a truly successful and charismatic leader should combine more than one leadership style
according to organization needs. Leaders who have flexibility and alternate four of the six leadership styles
and more specifically the Visionary, Humanitarian, Democratic and Advisory leadership create the best
organization climate in order to achieve the best possible performance and the healthy existence of the
business itself.
LEADERSHIP VS MANAGEMENT
Leadership is one of the key factions of the management. Management emphasizes at the project
performance of the organization in order to achieve its goals through strategic planning and it is considered
to be a function in a well structured organization with specific roles and duties. Leadership, on the other
hand, emphasizes at the interpersonal behavior of people in a wider field and is directly linked to the
change, progress, and the best working conditions for its people (Yudelowitz, Koch, Field, 2002). Leaders
create visions, inspire confidence and respect, and know how to direct the talents of other people to achieve
common goals, have the gift of communicating, motivating, and persuading others. Managers, on the other
hand, are engaged in analyzing business situations and problems, taking decisions, organizing and
strategically planning, coordinating activities and controlling employees through the power of their position
(Bourantas, 2005). According to Kottler ( 2001), the excellent combination of Leadership and Management
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brings high level performance and satisfaction to the whole Hospitality Human Resources and thus
contributes to the successful and effective achievement goals.
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
The approach of human relations has a purely anthropocentric character, with the people being
members of the society, in which their behavior and attitude are a characteristic point of efficiency
(Andriotis, 2004). Human Resources Management aims to manage effectively people within a workplace
in such a way in order for the individual , businesses and society can benefit. In Hospitality industry, the
disposal of the human staff has a much more direct impact on the quality of the produced work and
customer service and it is very important to pay attention on the operation performance of the human
resources management (Kanelopoulos, 1980). Main responsibilities of the human resources management
are: a) HR programming – labor needs b)Work and duty responsibilities c) staff selection and evaluation d)
Motivation (acknowledgement, promotion, development, financial incentives ) e)Education and Training.
According to Doswell (2002), the human resources development strategy covers the following
areas: a) The relationship between tourism development policies and human resources b) The existing
tourist product and the workforce c) Tourism development and workforce training through the construction
of new hotel units d) The current situation in tourism education and training and e) the future development
in all levels and types of education and training through appropriate well designed programs.
EDUCATION AND EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
Education is one of the most important parts of a enterprise’s investment in human resources and
motivates employees to work intensively and effectively by providing them with the sense of security that
they are remarkable members. The role of education contributes to increasing workers' productivity and
profitability. Businesses that have direct contact with customer service such as hospitality establishments
there are free and strong feelings which are transmitted from the customers to the first line staff service and
the opposite (Goleman 1985). A company can be successful if takes into account its human emotions.
Customer emotions are translated into money and profits. A hospitality establishment needs to train its
humans in order to provide high quality service to the customers and provide by this way to its staff the
importance that they are a part of an emotionally intelligent organization. According to Goleman (2000)
surveys have shown that businesses that have a human priority are more profitable than those who have the
priority the profit. The key to a business's success is customer satisfaction through the best possible human
resources training in order to cultivate humans’ emotional intelligence. As Mullins (1995) states in his book
on Hospitality Management: «Experience of hotel services is dependent upon personal interaction between
staff and customers. Effective management is therefore about working with people. Unlike physical
resources, people are not owned by the organization. And of course people differs as individuals»
Applying Education in a hotel contributes: a) In personality and skills completion concerning
Emotional Intelligence b) in better communication between humans c) in trust and honest relationships d)
in satisfaction of employees needs in order to increase performance and productivity during the work
execution.
RESEARCH METHOLOGY
The purpose of the survey is to understand and adopt the meaning of Emotional Intelligence in
Hospitality Industry. Our Research Problem does concern the correlation of Emotional Intelligence with the
a) leadership and management and b)education and training procedure in Hospitality. Survey data were
collected primarily through a structured questionnaire, using ease sampling for faster research (Berg, 2006).
The process of conducting the research is quantitative and follows two distinct stages: the planning stage
and the implementation stage. At the end the data analysis is processed and the conclusions are drawn up
and formulated. In the quantitative research, the data was collected objectively and then transformed into
statistic data with specific statistical procedures. The research was based on closed ended questions and
took place in the active population of all the hotels in Thessaloniki by sending the questionnaire through an
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electronic form to the respondents. The sample selected for the current survey in relation to the active
population of the Region of Central Macedonia, employed in Tourism are all hospitality establishments in
the Prefecture of Thessaloniki, which are 137 hotel units from 1 to 5 * luxury hotels. In total, 130
questionnaires were answered. Below is appeared in details the steps which followed for the research
methology:

Table 3. Reseach Methology for the current thesis
The data used for the current survey did concern the demographic data which was asked
from the respondents (Gender, Age, Education, hotel category, Job Position, Work experience) the rest of
the questions were graded according to the Likert scale of five grades and which were spitted in 2 parts:
Part A. Emotional Intelligence based on 4 skills of Self Awareness, Self Management, Social Awareness
and Interpersonal Relationships. Part B. Human Resources Management with the following 2 subdivisions
a) Leadership and Management, b) Training and Education.
RESEARCH RESULTS
The research results concerning the first part of the 4 Emotional Intelligent skills have shown that
A) a large large percentage (65%) of hotel staff have self-awareness:1) is aware of his/her emotions during
work 2) Complete and recognize the goals and mission of the company in which work 3) Aim goals beyond
those set by the company. It contributes to a creative character of the employee 4) Feel confident about
his/her values and abilities 5) Recognize strengths and weaknesses. B) a large percentage (70%) of hotel
staff have self-management : 1) Control and manage negative emotions 2) Take decisions, 3) Adapt under
pressure and change conditions, 4) Accept weakness and errors 5) Realize the relation between heart and
brain. C)The 90% of the hotel staff own social skills: 1) It takes into account the value of the team 2)
Owning empathy 3) Recognize team’s talents and successes 4) Pursue team goals and cooperation climate
5) Inspires in the team work positive emotions of enthusiasm, optimism and self confidence. D) The 68%
of hotel staff act and work together. They own interpersonal relationships: 1) Feeling strongly to share
his/her emotions with work team 2) Feeling good to build professional and personal relationships within the
work environment. 3) Considering important the role of Management in solving interpersonal conflicts. 4)
Support the cooperation and teamwork by handling the emotions in interpersonal relationships with people
in the same work environment.
Furthermore, the second part research results have proved that A) There is a marginal majority in
the Part of Management and Leadership as 50% agree while the rest 50% disagree: 1) The main care of
Human Resources should be the staff emotional satisfaction and well being conditions. 2) Approving an
effective Management with an emphasis to Human Resources. 3) Aim to a better intercommunication 4)
The feeling of trust and honest should be favored through motivation procedure 5) Aim to the most
appropriate type of Leader ship and Management with an emphasis to human being and its emotional
intelligence skills. B) The 43% of the responses agree that in their business they see applying education and
training programs based on emotional intelligence skills: 1) HRM should apply education and training
programs for the EI building and development . 2) Choose and attract the right persons in the right position.
The people must be qualified on EI skills 3) Hotel HRM should apply methods of appraisal work
performance for improvement or reward 4) The most important role of Leadership and Management
concerning the implementation of educational and training programs.
FACTOR CORRELATIONS – INDUCTIVE STATISTICS
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Our research confirmed the positive correlation between the four factors of emotional intelligence
with the a) Hospitality Management and Leadership and b) Education and Training which is applied by
Human Resources Management in Hospitality Industry.

Table 4. Factor Correlations - Inductive Statistics
RESEARCH RESTRICTIONS
No other research has been carried out on this issue, so there is no overall perception and the
estimates of the results may not be correct in high percentage, which should be taken into account. The
sample could be more representative and more reliable if it was based on a higher percentage of responses.
However, the conclusions are to some extent worthwhile and safe. It seems to be needed further research on
this issue in future investigations and more specifically: a) Study for a larger and more representative
sample for more secure conclusions and a better capture of reality. b) Future research must include Resort
hotels. c) Future research based on 2 different questionnaires suitably configured for both employees and
managers. d) Should proceed with further research on Hospitality leadership, education and training.
CONCLUSION
According to Hugo Masterberg (1836 – 1916), the high level of Emotional Intelligence contributes
to raising productivity and success. Emotional Intelligence gets positive acceptance from whole hotel
workforce. More specifically the basic principles of the EI in hospitality establishment are applied to a
certain extent: a) The right person in the right position. b) The best working conditions for the employees.
c) Taking decisions and achieving efforts. d) empathy and self confidence e) The right Leadership and
effective management.
Further Principles for applying EI skills in a hotel industry are the following: a) Human
Resources Management should continuously apply education and training programs based on Human
Emotional Intelligence Skills. b) Experiential Training during work time inside the hotel unit seems to be
important c) each hotel unit should always apply methods for appraisal work performance for each
employee d) each hotel unit should be in favor of human professional development through motivation
factors.
The right handling emotions deemed necessary condition for success in both personal and
professional life, because the feelings of a person affect anything the person does. The human resources
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development in hospitality establishments the organizational behavior, professional development as well as
education, are considered to be the main subjects in the hotel human resources management, in order to
have an improved work environment within the business as far as there is an understanding of emotions
from both leadership and human staff in order to be able to cope with the new working conditions required
by the modern tourism industry which is growing in an increasingly competitive and globalized
environment.
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Abstract
The Hospitality sector is constituted of labour intensive, small size enterprises. Along with a semiskilled human workforce, training seems to be a vital issue for employees’ increased productivity and
ultimately guests’ satisfaction. The objective of this study is to examine Hospitality Training Needs for Small
Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in Greece. Firstly, an analysis of the Hospitality industry will occur, secondly an
outline of Hotel Vocational Training Providers and thirdly the sector’s SMEs’ training needs are analyzed.
Then with primary research the SMEs’ training practices, the training providers, and small enterprises’ views
are presented.
Key words: Training Needs, Small Enterprises, Greek Hospitality
Introduction
Within a sector that is constituted of high labour turnover and small size hospitality enterprises,
along with semi-skilled human capital, training seems to be an important element for employees’ performance,
increased self-esteem and ultimately guests’ satisfaction. Nevertheless, identification of training needs within
the hospitality industry could be analyzed from a different perspective when approached from the enterprises
and training providers’ point of view. Various studies have indicated rapid changes of guests’ behaviour and a
more competitive international and domestic environment, especially in an overall economic recession where
small and medium hotel enterprises operate (Tsartas 2003, Varvaressos et all, 2017). Thus, human resources
operating within such hostile environments need to focus on increasing qualifications in order to be able to
work more efficiently in all working positions. Especially in those positions which require guest interactions
and are under time pressure due to demand fluctuations (Papayiannis et all, 2015). Whether these training skills
are soft or technical is the objective of this study from the enterprises’ and training providers’ point of view.
Research Methodology
The methodology of this research was based on two main pillars. Secondary research and Primary
research/Field Study. In specific:
A.
Secondary research
A desk research approach on secondary data focused on the characteristics of the Greek
Hospitality Industry.
B.
Primary Research/ Field Study
On the Field Study, emphasis was given on investigation a) of Training Providers and b) with in
depth interviews on both training providers and owners of Small and Medium hotel enterprises on their views
on labour’s training needs. The method of research used here are semi-autonomous and semi-structured in
depth interviews (Tsiolis G., 2014). More extensive analysis follows later on in the section “Primary Research
Methodology”.
Secondary Research. Greek Hospitality Industry
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The Greek Hospitality Industry comprises 9,783 hotels with 806,045 beds. However, the majority
of these hotels rank between 3 and 2 stars (Hellenic Chamber of Hotels 2018, see Table 1). Only 496 are 5*
hotels, a fact that presumably makes it difficult for the Greek Hospitality Industry to attract high-income
guests.
Table 1
Greek Hotel Units, Rooms and Beds by Region 2018
5*
12
1,197

4*
30
1,955

3*
99
3,198

2*
166
3,635

1*
75
1,126

TOTAL
382
11,.111

2,421
35
6,758
12,856
8
939

3,949
109
8,627
16,481
34
1,567

6,392
140
6,651
12,307
128
4,301

7.088
257
7,816
14,375
180
4,348

2,198
107
2,042
3,859
41
622

22,048
648
31,894
59,878
391
11,777

1,909
4
1,444

2,855
41
2,293

8,115
98
3,039

8,189
104
2,659

1,185
23
273

22,253
270
9,708

3,106

4,392

5,762

5,059

532

18,851

Units
Rooms
Beds
Units
Rooms

3
61
137
11
836

17
448
942
96
2,030

62
1,604
3.336
149
2,796

36
667
1.386
130
2,415

9
173
451
27
451

127
2,953
6,252
413
8,528

Beds

1,756

4,230

5,572

4,613

889

17,060

Units

28

119

135

212

76

570

Rooms

1,335

3,482

3,883

4,773

1,455

14,928

Beds

2,714

6,986

7,658

9,124

2,851

29,333

Units

39

126

217

476

75

933

6,003

11,737

13,231

15,625

1,525

48,121

Beds

12,127

22,846

25,594

29,922

2,951

93,440

Units

47

108

270

358

409

1,192

Rooms
Beds

8,560
17,769

8,731
17,128

10,392
20,719

9,624
18,704

8,18
16,407

45,825
90,727

Units

104

270

368

634

201

1,577

Rooms

19,568

26,914

16,951

21,997

5,459

90,889

Beds
Units
SOUTH AEGEAN Rooms
Beds

39,956
174
24,631

52,490
368
33,138

32,114
500
19,803

39,631
849
23,236

10,084
206
3,245

174,275
2,097
104,053

50,810

65,206

38,545

44,192

6,320

205,073

Units

22

122

212

231

72

659

Rooms

2,906

4,080

5,772

5,485

885

19,128

Beds
Units
STEREA ELLADA Rooms
Beds

6,142
9
646
1,429

8,070
45
2,803
5,489

11,409
137
4,508
8,533

10,402
267
6,103
11,508

1,710
66
1,152
2,163

37,733
524
15,212
29,122

PERIPHERY
EASTERN
MACEDONIA &
THRACE

Units
Rooms

Beds
Units
Rooms
ATTICA
Beds
Units
NORTH AEGEAN Rooms
Beds
Units
WESTERN
Rooms
GREECE
Beds
WEST
MACEDONIA

EPIROUS

THESSALY

IONIAN ISLANDS Rooms

CENTRAL
MACEDONIA

CRETE

PELOPONESSE

382

UNITS
GREECE TOTAL Rooms

496

1,485

2,515

3,900

1,387

9,783

74,884

107,805

96,129

108,383

26,926

414,127

204,193

51,600

806,045

Beds
153,132
211,064
186,056
Source: Hellenic Chamber of Hotels 2018, processed by the author

In addition, the majority of hotels are concentrated in five regions of Greece (out of 52 regions).
65% of these hotels are situated in the regions of Attica, Dodecanese, Crete, Ionian Islands and Central
Macedonia. Furthermore, the Greek Hospitality Industry has some unique characteristics:
First and foremost, the majority of all accommodation types (94%) are small and medium size
that employ less than fifty employees. In most cases, they are “family run” business, heavily relying on
ancestors for growth and development. Thus, employee’s promotion to higher levels of the business
hierarchy is impaired by the nepotism which exists within the industry. This obstacle in the professional
career development ladder forces employees and supervisors to move to other hospitality enterprises but
in working positions of the same hierarchy level. This horizontal mobility has two major impacts on both
human capital as well as on the hotel enterprises: a) Hotels need to train new employees to comply with
specific norms and directives of daily routine tasks and in parallel to familiarize them with the hotel’s
overall mentality and b) the human capital likely must undergo extensive training in order to operate at a
high level of productivity.
Secondly, most hotel establishments in Greece face seasonality obstacles. In the north, high
demand season last up to two to three months while in the south and the islands it lasts up to six to seven
months (Institute of Tourism Research and Estimations, 2016). This fact has a strong impact on invested
capital as well as on the labour force. Additionally, the state has to subsidize all these employees, during
winter/ low demand season with a significant compensation as they considered an unemployed work force
(Organization of Employment of Greece, 2018). Thirdly, there is an imbalance between labour demand
and supply. Greece has 52 regions, and seven of them comprise 70% of the overall hospitality industry.
Hotels in major cities in the mainland have a surplus of employees and middle managers, while hotels in
the islands face difficulties with efficient recruitment. Thus, salaries in cities remain low due to high
labour supply and the enterprises in the periphery struggle to attract skilled employees. Furthermore, the
hospitality industry is highly labour intensive, thus a high volume of employees is required. This may be
considered a minor issue in comparison with other industries due to decreases the overall national
unemployment rates. However, the hospitality industry requires high volumes of semi-skilled/ unskilled
labour and only few positions for skilled employees exist. In fact, various departments such as Food and
Beverage, Housekeeping and Banquet requires unskilled to semi-skilled employees while as front office
and middle managerial positions require skilled employees but in low volumes. Another characteristic of
the hospitality industry is that, only 6% is managerial staff and 94% is in the entry and/or lower levels of
the hotels’ structure (Cooper, 2001).
Nevertheless the overall employee turnover of the Greek hospitality industry among graduates of
all levels of the Greek tourism educational system seems to be high. Almost seventy per cent of them exit
of the hospitality industry at some point in their careers. This occurs mainly because the entry-level
positions available are not attractive to educated potential employees. Another vital issue in the Greek
hospitality industry is that salaries are lower than in other sectors. This applies to both managerial and
entry level positions. One positive factor about some entry-level positions is the opportunity to receive
tips from guests. However, even this positive benefit is doubtful since a high volume of hotels tend to turn
to all-inclusive models and consequently tipping is uncommon.
Moreover, all working positions do not have the conventional working hours. Overtime work is
required beyond the typical eight hour shift due to fluctuations in demand, and in many cases this work is
unpaid. In fact, in small and medium hospitality enterprises, employees working overtime and without
days off is common. In addition, small and medium enterprises face problems adapting technologically as
well as to other changes of the overall market. Thus, is difficult to follow changes in tourist’s behaviour,
new marketing techniques and trends. Last but not least, it is worth mentioning that the Greek state along
with the European Union support the small firms of the hospitality industry with various financial and
other programs. Nevertheless, the vast majority cannot gain from these programs as they do not have the
knowledge to participate or to exploit the funds provided (Papayiannis, 2014).
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Primary Research/ Field Study
Primary Research Methodology
Primary Research, focused on investigation with in depth interviews on both training providers
and owners of Small and Medium hotel enterprises on their views on human capital’s training needs. The
method of research used was semi-autonomous and semi-structured in depth interviews.
Implementation of the primary research took place from June 2017 to October 2017 in forty five
Small and Medium hotels in all peripheries of Greece. The Training Providers were eighteen in total, with
operations on a national and regional basis. The range of training seminars offered was both financed
from European Union and national funds, as well as seminars directly paid from the hotel enterprise (see
Table 2).
Table 2. The Field Study Sample. Characteristics of Participants

Characteristics (Hotel SMEs)
Sector
Official operating license
Occupation
Seasonal
Guest interaction
Type of employment
Sex
Age
Education
Tasks
Time pressure
Characteristics (Training
Providers)
Status
Range
Type of training courses
Financed
Source: by the author

Percentage
Hospitality
100%
Yes
100%
Owner and self-employed 34%
Yes
90%
Yes
100%
Full time
85%
Female
80%
24- 36
40%
Higher education 13%
Multi- tasks
80%
Yes
98%
Percentage

Percentage
Other
No
Employee
No
No
Part time
Male
36-55
High school
Single task
No
Percentage

0%
0%
66%
10%
0%
15%
20%
60%
87%
20%
2%

Private
90%
National
60%
All
100%
European Union/State 85%

Government
Regional
Other
Self- financed

10%
40%
0%
15%

Limitations
The major limitation of the study in question is that the sample used included only hotel
enterprises with an official operating licence form the Greek Tourism Organisation. Nevertheless other
accommodation enterprises do operate in the industry with no official licence in the form of “rooms to
let”. In addition, other accommodation facilities of all types are operating under the “Airbnb” system.
Both have been excluded from the sample here, although they comprise a major percentage of the
overall Greek hospitality sector.

Primary Research Conclusions
5. A. Overview of Hotel Training Providers
In general the Greek vocational training system for hospitality can be divided in two major
categories: Public and Private. In fact, the Greek hospitality industry receives students from other
educational sectors. Specifically, the industry commonly hires managers with economic, managerial or/and
linguistic studies backgrounds. These new hires are trained on the job, especially in entry-level working
positions. On the contrary, in the entry-levels, students work on a seasonal basis with no need of special
skills other than basic knowledge of a foreign language, typically English.
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5. 1. Vocational Training Organisations
Private Institutions of Vocational Training offer a variety of faculties concerning hospitality.
Namely, Chefs, Catering, Bars, Bakery, Pastry, Banquet, Hotel Management, Hotel Animation, and
Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Events (MICE). A primary difference between students in Private
Institutions of Vocational Training and the Public, is that students in the private incur fees and must take
exams after completion of studies in order to have equivalent rights with graduates of the public
institutions.
Private Vocational Training Centers/ Lifelong Learning Institutions
Private Vocational Training Centers offer a variety of courses in the field of the hospitality industry.
These courses are similar to those offered in the Public Vocational Training Centers, which have been
mentioned earlier. However, the faculties offered privately are on a “seminar- hourly” basis and not on a
semester basis.
Various Training Organizations
The private sector also tends to have a vital role in Training Courses offered in Greece in the field of
hospitality. Indeed, there are various field seminars for employees and managers offered, such as: Various
Hotel Reservation Systems (Ermis), Quality Hospitality Services, Hotel Marketing, Hotel Management,
Promotion and Advertisement, Public Relations, Food Quality Assurance Systems, Storage and Sanitation.
Moreover, some private training providers offer field courses within the enterprise’ facilities according to
the specific hotel’s training needs and wants. These training providers exploit taxation funds that
enterprises give to the state. The state in turn returns 0.24% of this taxation to the enterprises, if the
enterprise provides training to its employees.

5B. Hospitality Small Medium Enterprises’ training needs
First and foremost, it is important to note that Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs)
representatives claim that training in the hospitality sector focuses on “technical” rather on “soft” skills. As
they claim, it is more convenient to recruit trained employees rather than to train new employees in specific
information or reservation systems. Training on the job is the most common type of training in hotels,
especially as far as sales techniques are concerned. Overall, owners of SMEs in the hotel industry perceive
training as an obligation in order to follow the state legislation rather than to enhance employees’
performance. It seems that they rely mostly on informal, on the job training, or expect the state to give
them resources in order to conduct a formal training program. Moreover, seasonality problems and high
employee turnover have given hotel owners a negative attitude towards training.
Secondly, both SME’s representatives and Training Providers in the hospitality industry feel that
Recruitment could be divided in two major categories: a) large populated cities and b) periphery and the
islands where SMEs operate on seasonal basis. Specifically: a) in large cities, recruitment of qualified
human capital seems to be easier for SMEs since the labour supply exceeds demand. More importantly, it
is easy to find this potential employees who are willing to accept the minimum wage that the state dictates.
b) In contrast, in the periphery and the Greek islands qualified human resources are rather difficult to
recruit. The majority of employees prefer to find a job in large cities where their home is based.
Furthermore, hospitality industry SMEs claim that there is a need for new and updated skills since
competition and information technology changes rapidly. It seems that for both SMEs representatives and
training providers emphasis is given to information technology, communication and technical skills rather
on general soft skills.
In general, on behalf of the hotel representatives, training seems that is not an issue of improving
employees’ performance but an issue of following the state legislation. Moreover, Certification of quality
services offered to guests from small hotels, has been dictated by the need for building the overall image of
the enterprise (which in fact is a marketing issue), rather than by the need to offer high quality services to
guests. Common training seminars are those provided to the enterprises by technology suppliers. For
instance suppliers of accounting information systems or kitchens’ equipment offer such training seminars.
Beyond the aforementioned seminars, employees participate in some vocational seminars with their own
initiative and not with the direction of the management.
These seminars may offer them some degree of increased salary, up to ten per cent in some cases.
Food
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and Beverage (F&B) employees are the most frequent participants in these type of training
seminars. However, employers tend to have a negative attitude towards these training seminars because
payroll is increased due to various benefits the State ads on the basic employees’ salary.
Furthermore, SMEs’ hotel representatives in the hospitality industry claim that the basic training
needs they have are as follows: Information technology, Computerized Accounting, Support for
Equipment, Sales, Communication skills and Handling Guests’ Complaints Techniques. Notably, it seems
that they do not give much emphasis on training programmes for managerial, marketing skills or quality
assurance, as they rely mostly on their experience. Training providers recently offered the following
training courses: Communication skills, Information systems and Technical skills.
In addition, Small and medium hotels do not have a specific and organized Training Policy. They
rely mostly on training on the job in order to provide employees and supervisors with necessary
qualifications and skills. Similarly, in hotels’ Food and Beverage Department, vocational training seems
that is provided only occasionally in small and medium size enterprises. Once again the high rate of
employee turnover and seasonality issues are usually the main barriers, thus emphasis is given primarily on
training on the job. Small & medium size hoteliers tend to participate in training seminars in order to obtain
a certification on food hygiene and safety according to the state law. Notably, small and medium
enterprises face competition from bigger hotels for skilled employees. Once their size does not encourage
employees’ promotion, it is easier for a trained employee to move forward to a big chain hotel that offers
more benefits for skilled employees. Last, but not least, a vital variable in vocational training is the nature
of the hospitality industry itself. Multi-task jobs, which are mostly covered by the same person/ employee,
leave limited time for focusing on improvement of specific skills. Most SME representatives state that
more than 20% of their human capital take part in any kind of training programs every year. This occurs
mainly because of the high labour turnover, the size of the enterprise itself, and because of the new
technology systems.
Hotel unions and associations tend to be the main Target Groups for training providers as it is easier
to approach them and convince them to participate in the training seminars which they provide. Then hotel
associations in turn inform their members and encourage them to participate. Nevertheless, such a goal for
small and medium hotels seems rather difficult to achieve. As they claim, daily routine tasks and time
pressure do not permit implementation of new training policies. Fluent English, sales techniques and
familiarization with information technology systems seem to be a prerequisite in Front Office working
positions. In contrast, hotels’ waiters and housekeeping employees do not necessarily need these
qualifications.
Overall, it is vital to note that the hospitality sector is part of the Greek social and economic
environment. Greek society encourages initial education rather than life long vocational training or
continuous training. Moreover, skills on information systems are not easy to be delivered to middle aged or
elderly employees. The same applies for training in foreign languages. Thus, although the State encourages
vocational training with incentives such as the fund so called “0.24%”, there is little that it could actually
do to shape attitudes and believes in favour of lifelong learning. On the contrary, it could probably
reinforce learning of foreign languages in the official initial educational system. Training providers also
argue that the state should add more legislation for the minimum required employees’ qualifications. This
approach may dictates a more extensive study which will involve both employees’ unions and the sector’s
representatives.
Lastly, another issue that has been raised in this study, from both training providers and SME
representatives is the seminars organized by Vocational Training Centers financed by European Union.
These seminars focus on both unemployed and employed individuals. Participants and enterprises taking
part in these seminars are financed by the European Union via the Greek Ministry of Labour or the
Organization for Employment of the Labour Force. The point of view of both training providers and SMEs
owners, is that these seminars should be expanded with more benefits/ incentives for both enterprises and
participants.
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Conclusions - Recommendations

In conclusion, the Greek Hospitality industry is constituted from some unique overall and
employment characteristics, such as seasonality, labour intensive and labour turnover rates. Training
Providers tend to believe in the necessity of Lifelong Learning and training while SMEs’ representatives
tend to perceive training as an additional cost and as an obligation to follow state’s legislation. SMEs
representatives also seems to believe that if state legislation on minimum employee qualifications will
further be expanded, then increased labour cost would raise an issue of survival of SMES in the hospitality
industry. Nevertheless, both training providers and SMEs representatives believe that Lifelong training is
vital in areas of Information technology, Communication skills and Sales techniques. Training providers
suggest that the state should negotiate with both SME’s and employees’ representatives in order to
convince them to change their attitude towards training. This could be done presumably with an extensive
campaign and negotiation between all parties involved.
Training providers in most cases, tend to believe that SMEs of the hospitality industry possess a
positive attitude towards quality. They claim that offering quality services is an important element for the
development of human resources and consequently for the overall survival of the hotel which operates in a
highly competitive economic environment. Obstacles seem to arise on the actual implementation of this
objective. The crucial factors here seem to be cost, availability, time pressure and high employee turnover.
Additionally, once participants and SMEs perceive training as a source of exploitation of national and
European funds rather a pursuit of offering quality services, validity of any kind of training programs may
be not applicable on increasing employees’ performance, especially on daily routine tasks.
SMEs that invest in training employees on both technical and soft skills will offer quality services to
guests. This in turn could be used as competitive advantage towards competitors. On the contrary, if SMEs
choose not to invest in their human resources, they will possibly be forced to attract low income guests and
ultimately to go out of the hospitality industry. This in turn will leave an opportunity for other SMEs which
have a positive attitude towards training and customer care.
Presumably, an extensive campaign to change SMEs’ attitudes towards training would be more
useful instead of offering fiscal benefits to all parties involved.
In addition to the aforementioned conclusions that this study has presented, further studies should be
undertaken with a more extensive sample, including non-official licensed hospitality SMEs, in order to
have more accurate and vital conclusions.
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170. TECHNICAL SCHOOLS’ CURRICULUM IN HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT & CULINARY
ARTS AND ITS RELATION TO PROFESSIONAL BURNOUT IN TEACHERS: EXPLORING ONE
TEACHER'S PERSPECTIVE
Demetris kouklos
INTERNAPA COLLEGE
Sotira, Famagusta, Cyprus
E-mail: whitesugar@mail.com
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to investigate the experience of Hospitality & Culinary Arts teachers in Cyprus Technical
Schools regarding the implementation of the curriculum. A Qualitative approach was used to diagnose in an attempt to
adequately answers the research questions and to examine whether issues pertaining to curriculum design, content and
implementation are related to professional burnout. Thus, investigate how factors related to the TechnicalSchool
Hospitality and culinary arts curriculum, are related to teachers’ on-the-job stress and professional burnout symptoms.
Keywords: Professional burnout, curriculum, professional training

INTRODUCTION

The term "burnout syndrome" was used for the first time in the 1940s to describe the state in which an engine
stops and can no longer function as a result of its prolonged use and operation. The term began to be used for humans in
the 1970s when psychiatrist Herbert Freudenberger used it to describe the situation of stressed volunteers in psychiatric
clinics (Stavropoulou & Stroumbouki,2016). Freudenberger described the progressive loss of idealism, energy, and
satisfaction that people are experiencing in helping professions as a result of their working conditions (Alexander 2009).
The phenomenon of professional burnout has been systematically studied (Mashlach, 2003), while there is extensive
research on its relation to the individual's characteristics such as gender, age, national origin, (Alexander 2009), the
workplace (Stavropoulou & Stroubouki, 2016) and the level of education and the workplace (Maslach, 2003).
On the other hand, based on Lopez (2012), there are a number of parameters explaining the sustained excellent
Finnish PISA ratings despite the Cypriot education. Specifically, the Finnish Education System is organized in a
holistic way, integrating pedagogic, political and cultural parameters in all of its aspects. All parts of the Finnish
education system work complementary to each other. In addition, the Finnish Education System is organized in
accordance to the local culture, integrating a variety of its elements. Teaching is considered a prestigious career and
teachers are highly qualified. It can therefore be claimed that the Finnish Education System remains highly unaffected
by political agendas and that it is student-centered, meaning that emphasis is placed on teaching students how to think
rather than memorize (Mejling & Roe, 2006).
Curriculum autonomy is a dimension of teacher empowerment, which is critical to the successful
implementation of education reforms (Mashlach, 2003). As the curriculum can be a potential source of professional
burnout in teachers (Khmelkov, 2000), increased curriculum autonomy has been found to be positively related to the
decrease of on-the–job stress for teachers. However, little association was found between curriculum autonomy and job
satisfaction in general (Pearson & Moomaw, 2005). Curriculum autonomy is consistent with how teachers identify
themselves within the teaching profession, particularly in having authority for selecting activities and materials, for
instructional planning and sequencing (Pearson & Moomaw, 2005).
On the other hand,the relationship between the curriculum and teachers’ professional burnout has found that
on-the-job stress related to instructional load, paperwork and the work environment, is lower for teachers who perceive
that they have control over the curriculum (Khmelkov, 2000). The current system of Technical and Vocational
Education in Cyprus is based upon a philosophy that aims to prepare school graduates to face new situations and new
opportunities broadmindedly (MoEC,2017). According to this philosophy, as today’s school graduates complete their
courses of study, they are released into the job market with an adequate knowledge foundation to compete with other
European graduates on an equal-opportunity basis. Given the required educational grounding, they ought to be in a
position to proceed successfully either in their chosen profession or in their desired field of further study. According to
the Cyprus Ministry of Education and Culture (MoEC), “the educational curriculum and programme of studies offered
to Technical School students during the 1980s and 1990s has been found, on the basis of both content and instructional
methodology, to be outmoded and inadequate when it comes to meeting today’s employment needs” (MoEC,2017).
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During the 2001-2002 school year, newly structured school curricula were introduced in Technical Schools,
tailored to meet the demands of new professions and employment standards within the rapidly changing worldwide
environment. The expertise of the Technical Education teaching staff, of the Careers Advice Department for Technical
and Vocational Education and of the Education Council were therefore taken into consideration for the creation of these
curricula, which have remained the same ever since.

Purpose and research questions
The purpose of this case study was to investigate the experience of an experienced hospitality management and
tourism management teacher in one Cyprus Technical School regarding the implementation of the curriculum and to
examine whether issues pertaining to curriculum design, content and implementation are related to professional burnout.
The following research questions were examined:
1) How are factors related to the curriculum, specifically its content, structure and relation to the reality of classroom
teaching, related to teachers’ on-the-job stress and symptoms of professional burnout in hospitality and tourism
management teachers?
2) How factors are related to the teacher (his/her competencies in implementing the curriculum, professional training and
degree of autonomy entrusted to the teacher) related to professional burnout symptoms?
3) How can professional burnout in Technical Education teachers be avoided?
LITERATURE REVIEW
The concept of curriculum and the uniqueness of Technical Education curricula
According to UNESCO (2017), the formal curriculum is termed as the planned programme of objectives,
content, learning experiences, resources and assessment offered by a school. It is important to note that while curriculum
encompasses a wide variety of potential educational and instructional practices, educators often have a very precise,
technical meaning in mind when they use the term. In countries like Cyprus, where the curriculum is centrally created
and disseminated by the MOEC, it is not uncommon for it to reflect political or social agendas (Stavropoulou &
Stroumbouki, 2014).
In Technical Education, there are factors such as personality dimensions, self-efficacy and abilities that affect the
implementation of curricula (Akpan, Essien & Okure, 2013). Thus, the Technical Education teacher has to face
challenges of understanding students, planning instruction considering the needs, abilities, personalities and individual
characteristics of student, which in turn call for different curriculum implementation. Specifically, as Akpan et al. (2013,
p156) asserts:
“Technical education curriculum is equally unique in its characteristics […], especially as it
provides for job-oriented programmes and its primary function is ‘learning to do’ (i.e.psychoproductive activities). The implementation of the technical education curriculum is expected to
provide growth opportunity for each individual’s needs.”
Causes and expressions of professional burnout and the role of the curriculum
As Friedman (2000) suggests, burnout syndrome has three dimensions, namely exhaustion, which is a reaction
to the stress of job demands, depersonalization, which occurs when professionals become cynical and minimize their
involvement at work, and un-accomplishment, which is generally a feeling of ineffectiveness. Also, as Friedman (2000)
states, professional burnout emerges in three phases, the emergence of stress, the emergence of stress-induced
experiences and the emergence of reactions to stress-induced experiences. Professional burnout in teachers is mainly
due to increased workload, lack of recognition for the job, and increased emotional demands on the worker as a result of
his interaction with the social environment (Mashlach 2003). Another reason for professional burnout, which is highly
pertinent to this study, is continuous changes in curricula and lack of support to implement them (Antoniou, Polichroni
& Vlachakis, 2006). Additionally, teacher beliefs about the appropriateness of secondary education curriculum have
been found to greatly affect burnout levels (Koruklu, et al.,2012).
Hospitality Management and Culinary Arts Curriculum in Cyprus Secondary Technical and Vocational
Education.
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In Cyprus Technical and Professional Secondary Education, Hospitality Management and Culinary Arts is a
laboratory lessons taken in Years 2 and 3. The duration of the class is average 90 minutes per week. The aim of the
lesson is for students to become familiar with the Culinary Arts and hospitality management. The purpose is to acquire
basic knowledge and skills for the main services offered by the Food Industry. In this framework, the course is
organized around several thematic units such as geography of tourism, hygiene, cooking, food art, nutrition, oenology,
tourism management etc. The curriculum includes content knowledge to be taught, targeted skills for the students and
sample activities.
Methodology
Qualitative case study methodology provides tools for researchers to study complex phenomena within their
contexts (Baxter & Jack, 2008, p.544). The methodology for the present study falls within the post-positivism paradigm,
which deals with the quality of data, the use of an integrated approach in research and that it also considers the context
of the phenomenon studied (Adam, 2014). This study attempts to pursue objectivity through a qualitative approach and
therefore it acknowledges possible effects or biases.
Interview protocol.
In order to answer the research questions, an interview protocol was designed, which is presented in Appendix
1. Specifically, the protocol contained ten questions, designed to examine the research questions. Figure 1 presents the
parameters examined in the protocol, which were subsequentlyqualitatively analysed.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of parameters examined
Description of Participant
Twenty-five participantswere selected for the present case study. The participants are Culinary Arts and
Hospitality management teachers, who has served in Cyprus Technical Schools for the last 25 years. Experience was a
major factor for their selection, as the purpose was to investigate how certain variables pertaining to the curriculum are
related to professional burnout. Another major factor for their selection is that he perceives their self as presenting
symptoms of professional burnout and that, due to their extended experience as a teacher, theyhave had extensive
interaction with colleagues experiencing burnout symptoms. Availability and time constrain were also factors
considered in the selection of this participant.
Ethics
Permission from the school administration was obtained to conduct this research. All data related to the study
and to the researcher were made available to the participant and his consent was obtained for participating in the study.
His anonymity was ensured.
Validity- reliability
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Data are reliable if findings are repeatable (Baltes & Parker, 2000). To ensure validity, the interview protocol
was constructed so that all research questions were adequately addressed. Before conducting the actual interview, a pilot
interview was conducted with anothers culinary arts teacher to ensure that all questions were clear, concise and the
relevant adjustments were made. Specifically, there were some double questions which were avoided and the wording
was clarified in some questions. Validity refers to the credibility of the research study (Mc Leod, 2013). To ensure
validity the interview protocol was based on an extensive review of the literature on professional burnout, especially in
teachers. Generalizability of the findings will not be claimed since this is a case study aimed towards providing an indepth understanding of a specific case of professional burnout.
RESULTS
Participants’ conceptualization and experience with professional burnout symptoms
First, the participantswere asked to describe the concept of professional burnout. As shown in the abstract
below, he linked professional burnout to fatigue and to continuously doing similar tasks with large numbers of students.
Participant No.2.
Burnout is tiredness. I have taught Technical School for several years. When I look back, I see
that I was working like a robot. There are periods when you feel that you don’t give your
students what you can and sometimes you have a sense of failure. Fortunately, in Culinary Arts
and Hospitality Management you don’t have large numbers of students squeezed into one class,
but you have other challenges: Keeping them at school, behavioural problems or learning
difficulties are some of them.
Subsequently, the participantswere asked to describe the reasons whythey believed that a lot of teachers
experienced professional burnout. They referred to a series of factors, involving both procedural (e.g. time management
and work overload) and emotional issues (e.g.lack of support and appreciation). This notion is in line with previous
research which revealed that professional burnout is often related to personal characteristics (Maslach, 2003), the
workplace (Stavropoulou & Stroumbouki, 2016) and the level of education (Mashlach, 2003). The following excerpt is
indicative of this notion.

Participant No. 8.
Our job is to work with human beings. This can sometimes be overwhelming. A few of the
difficulties that a teacher has to face are problems with students, overload-especially in terms of
teaching time, criticism and demands imposed by administration, students and parents. Another
major point is the lack of appreciation that you get.
Curriculum aspects and relation to professional burnout

The participants’ referred to aspects of the Culinary Arts and Hospitality Management curriculum that, in his
opinion, were connected to teachers’ professional burnout. Specifically, he elaborated on curriculum content, structure
and applicability.
Participant No. 13.
The Technical Secondary Curriculum has remained unchanged since 2002. So, we need to
reflect upon whether it is applicable and relevant today. In my experience, its content is quite
broad. So, a Technical School graduate has all the necessary knowledge to get an entry level job
at a restaurant or to work in the kitchen. However, we have to keep in mind that the needs of the
market change and thus the curriculum needs modernization.
The participantswere required to elaborate upon why he considered the curriculum to be content-heavy and
whether it is applicable to the reality of the classroom setting.
Participant No. 21.
The Culinary Arts and Hospitality Management Curriculum incorporates elements of both
theory and practice. For example, students get to understand why tourism is important or why
food and drink are vital for our survival […]. At the practical level, they get familiar with
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equipment, they prepare simple meals, they understand food and drink control procedures […].
If you read this curriculum, you get the sense that it is very coherent and rich in its content.
However, one has to consider that as an elective course at the Technical School, Culinary Arts
and Hospitality Management is allocated a very limited time. In addition, at some schools there
are issues with equipment, not to mention problems that have to do with managing students in
class. All these considered, I am not sure whether this curriculum can be adequately
implemented.

Therefore, as observed in the previous statement, the participantsbelieve that, the curriculum is overloaded with
elements which cannot be fully covered in the allocated time. In addition, they referred to the additional challenges that
a teacher has to face in class such as effectively interacting with students and issues related to equipment and resourcing.
Subsequently, they referred to the curriculum structure, mentioning that the structure needs modernization. As presented
in the literature review, the curriculum can be a potential source of burnout (Khnelkov, 2000). According to Antoniou,
et al. (2006), the most highly rated sources of stress refer to problems in interaction with students, lack of interest,
low attainment and handling students with “difficult” behaviour.
Teacher competencies in implementing the curriculum and relation with professional burnout
The participantswere also asked to elaborate upon the characteristics of teachers that affect their competencies
to adequately implement the Culinary Arts curriculum and at the same time avoid professional burnout symptoms. They
mentioned that professional training on how to implement the curriculum is limited and stressed the importance of
focusing on empowering the teachers to implement what is required of them. They also mentioned that theywere content
with the amount of allocated autonomy to the teacher in terms of selecting specific aspects of the curriculum for
delivery. However, the fact that the curriculum is mandated in advance, limits this autonomy in a sense. Due to the
nature of this lesson, they mentioned that they would prefer a curriculum with more to choose from and at the same time
they would be facilitated in his work if more pedagogic material on the theoretic aspects of culinary arts was available.
As they mentioned, a teacher needs experience not only in teaching but also in a culinary arts and service management
profession in order to adequately implement the curriculum and that there could be some more specialization. The
abstract below is indicative of this notion.
Participant No.2.
For example, we see now that the market demands focus on coffee or wine. The teacher, having to
cover all the content in the curriculum, by default, has limited time to spend on such issues. But
on the other hand, the philosophy of how a graduate of the Technical School should be demands
the formation of a versatile, flexible and knowledgeable professional for today’s market. This is
something we should think about.
To add to that, Polichronis et al. (2006) found that experience is of extreme importance in facing challenges
related to curriculum implementation. Specifically, younger teachers experienced higher levels of burnout,
specifically in terms of emotional exhaustion and disengagement from the profession, while older teachers
experienced higher levels of stress in terms of the support, they feel they receive from the government.
FINDINGS
This case study investigated how factors related to the Technical School Culinary Arts and Hospitality
Management curriculum, are related to teachers’ on-the-job stress and professional burnout symptoms. Most of the
participants pointed out that although the curriculum is content-rich, it is also content-heavy and needs modernization in
order to meet market demands. Thus, some content needs to be deleted and other needs to be enriched to ensure that the
employability of graduates is improved. The curriculum structure also needs to be reviewed because it is not applicable
in the reality of the classroom, especially considering organizational challenges.
Additionally, this study investigated the relation between factors related to the teacher, specifically his/her
competencies in implementing the curriculum, pre- and in-service training and the degree of autonomy allocated to the
teacher, with professional burnout symptoms. The participants emphasized the need to empower teachers to better
implement the Culinary Arts and Hospitality Management curriculum through professional training and that more
autonomy should be given to teachers on focusing on specific aspects of the curriculum. Both curriculum characteristics
and teacher competencies were found to be related to symptoms of professional burnout in teachers. The teachers
mentioned that after several years of experience in teaching they has found that the curriculum is to some degree related
to the phenomenon and that with its modernization teachers are likely to be motivated more positively to implement it.
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Additionally, in the CY Schools are regularly inspected. The teaching profession in the CY is not as highly
regarded as it is in Finland, with teachers seeing a decrease in their earnings since the 1950s (Chevalier and Dolton,
2005). Overall compensation is not the only factor for society’s perception of teaching. As research has revealed MoEC
(2017), recruitment and retention of teachers in the CY is also related to benefits such as long holidays and hours of
work. Naturally, increased workload is a significant factor for leaving and burn out syndrome to the profession.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the present study has presented an example of how a secondary teacher perceived that the
curriculum might be a factor causing professional burnout in teachers. Through this study and the review of the
literature, common findings emerge regarding interventions to prevent and cope with burnout symptoms with particular
reference to the curriculum. Specifically, constant changes in curricula should be avoided and teachers need to be
supported (Antoniou et al., 2006).In line with previous research (Akpan et al., 2013) this study revealed that curriculum
structure and content might have a serious effect on teachers’ professional burnout. It is therefore important to ensure
the quality of Vocational Education curricula by introducing criteria regarding their assessment, which should
incorporate workplace competencies, technical accuracy, and pedagogical competence (Keiser, Lawrenz & Appleton,
2004). Thus, training the teachers and monitoring, the training methodology, and their practical training in the use of
innovative practices, probably should be the priority of a national strategy for training the trainees.
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ABSTRACT

Tourism represents one of the most important phenomena, with social, economic and cultural aspects
nowadays. The volume and complexity of tourism services has led to the development of travel in general and the
tourism industry. Due to this fact, the phenomenon of tourism should be considered as a separate branch of the economy
with particular extensions both in the educational and cultural field. The diversity of activities integrated in the tourism
industry and the overlapping nature of certain structures make tourism a particular branch based on connectivity and
interconnection. Tourism and accessibility for people with disabilities should be accepted as recent and future trends
including the humanitarian aspect: tourism for all, commercial and economic aspects: employment of all persons in
services, empowerment for the employment of people with disabilities, the psychosocial aspect: prevention, relaxation,
personal / team challenge, knowledge and skills, social contacts.
Key words: tourism, people with disabilities, staff education, accessibility

INTRODUCTION

Tourism in the field of the economy of the 21th century consists a key activity and has an active role in the
development and modernization of the economy and society. The importance and the financial contribution of the
tourism activity varies from one country to another but to a large extent its role is integrated into modern economies
with the financial impact focusing its significance in the terms of tourism activities. The diversity of activities integrated
in the tourism industry and the overlapping nature of certain structures make tourism a special financial part on
connectivity and interconnection. The above determine the size and the complexity of the links between tourism and
other parts of the economy in general and education. (Zaharatos & Tsartas, 2008)
Educational or learning approaches of tourism could take a variety of forms and may range from general
interest in the learning procedure or even in specialized fields. Education and professional staff development may hold a
special position in the hospitality and tourism sector and should take the utmost care nowadays in tourism, hotel
management and hospitality. In fact, the overall quality of hospitality and tourism depends on education and
professional development, ie the general level of training of staff. (Roth & Fishbin, 2015)
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The tourism and the accessibility for people with disabilities should be accepted as recent and future trends including the
humanitarian aspect, ie tourism for all, the commercial and economics aspects, ie employment of all persons in all
services, empowerment for employment of people with disabilities, the psychosocial aspect ie prevention, relaxation,
personal or team challenge, knowledge and skills, social contacts.

DISCUSSION

Tourism is a social and economic phenomenon in which individuals in order to satisfy intellectual curiosity and
psychosomatic needs change temporarily a geographical area for a period for no more than a year. During this period,
the individual may develop specific leisure, holiday, business and other activities. Of particular importance is the
definition of Mill and Morrison, which states that tourism as activity includes everything relating to the preparation and
realization of the journey, the stay, the return and the memories of the whole procedure. The complexity of tourist
activity, both in terms of demand and supply, makes it difficult to identify the concepts of tourism and the tourism
industry. Based on the sources of tourism demand, tourism may be distinguished as private consumption (demand from
households), as public consumption (public demand) and as part of production (business demand). The first two forms
form part of the final demand, while the third form is an intermediate inflow into productive activity. It should be
stressed that the largest size of tourism is due to the economic activity of households. (Lagos, 2005; Mill & Morrison,
1992)
According to the World Tourism Organization, tourism is distinguished by: Domestic - for residents of a given
country, traveling only within the bounders of the country (eg English within England), External - for residents of one
country traveling to another (eg Greeks traveling to Spain), Incoming - for foreigners traveling to a given country (eg
Italians coming to Greece), International Tourism is the outbound and inbound tourism together. Domestic tourism also
covers domestic and inbound tourism as well as national tourism covering domestic and outbound tourism. (WTO,2016)
The state of health of a person is directly linked to the socio-economic area where this person lives or works.
Low-growth countries have high rates of communicable diseases and few age-related diseases. On the contrary,
developed countries provide technology and medical aid to a large number of people whose health is experiencing a
situation that is considered incurable in low-growth countries. Thus, socio-economic situations appear to cause diseases.
A condition in a particular place and at a certain time is not the same in other circumstances. (Susser & Watson, 1971, in
Oliver, 2009)
The tourist market in Europe accounts for 27% of the total population and 12% of the tourist market. Elderly
people (over 60 years old - up to 22% by 2050), people with disabilities and families with young children need
accessibility to any destination that is ready to accept and serve them. There should be a tourism policy and strategy in
order to the various areas of tourist interest to develop practices and measures that take into account the diversity of
people with respect, age, mobility, mental disorder or general state of health. With social inclusion policies, techniques
and the use of new technologies as well as information tools, tourism experts will be able to serve these clients who
need 'good access'. (World Tourism Day, 2016)
According to Darcy (1998), in Australia, the persons with disabilities and the persons who are traveling with
them, contribute $ 1.500.000 of the total amount of costs on tourism. As well pointed out by Shaw and Coles (2004) and
Yau, McKercher and Packer (2004) people with disabilities usually travel with family or friends, which leads to the fact
that the number of people involved in tourism in this specific category is actually much higher than the actual number of
people with disabilities. Despite the large number of tourists with disabilities and the business opportunities created for
the tourism industry (Bi,Card & Cole, 2007· Daniels, Drogin Rodgers & Wiggins, 2005· Darcy, 2009), disability is
considered another neglected area of research in the field of tourism. (Richards, Pritchard & Morgan, 2010)
Staff training and career development are the most important factors that directly and indirectly reflects the
competitiveness of tourism products. Only trained staff in the field of hospitality and tourism allows the development of
new technologies, innovative products and services, aiming to increase the competitiveness of the tourist product, the
company and the country. The above state is confirmed by global educational institutions and associations and mainly
by the World Tourism Organization, whose observations and analyzes are focused on staff training and professional
development. The knowledge and the experience of the tourism staff, as well as the unused capabilities may influence
the achievement of the appropriate business results and therefore the future of the company. (Perman & Mikinac, 2014)
An International Qualification Certificate for Tourism to provide a uniform and objective measure of
accessibility and service is the Accessibility Pass. Accessibility Pass classifies hotels in terms of accessibility,
infrastructure and services, as well as staffing. It offers the right conditions for people with mobility, visual, hearing or
cognitive impairments to move comfortably in the hotel. This global certification system for hotels and conference
center, could ensure the quality of services and accessibility provided by the hotel or the conference center. It operates
on the basis of international standards and aims at creating a friendly and welcoming climate for people with disabilities,
providing information that will be easy to find and operate, and the universal idea of tourist accessibility.
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Moreover, the T-Guide is also available as far as the field of accessibility in tourism concerned. The T-GUIDE
was launched by the European Federation of Tourism Associations (FEG) in France and the European Network for
Accessible Tourism (ENAT) in Belgium and is a training seminar for visitors guides with training and information
offered by Europe to the Federation of Associations Tourist Guides (FEG) and a European Network for Accessible
Tourism (ENAT). Specially designed for further professional development, the course is conducted in specialized tourist
guides to upgrade their services by referring to the wider public the cultural and natural heritage of each site.
The right of every human being to discover the area in which resides is inalienable and non-negotiable. Every
person's need for tourism is the same, although access and services for people with disabilities are not yet what they
should, as seen also in Greece, where every year a lot of people with disabilities face the same problems concerning
accessibility. More and more people with difficulty in accessing are seeking their membership in tourism. The tourism
stakeholders should be committed to adapting their services to different types of consumers, trying to support the well
mentioned but not still real Tourism for All. (World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) and Fundación ACS,2015)
Training in the provision of tourism services is feasible, as it appears that in recent years the right of persons
with disabilities to access tourist destinations and services has been understood. Furthermore, observing also the
prospective of financial benefits and the economic crisis that Greece facing the last decade, the income derived from
hosting the people with disabilities and their families is important for the tourism economy as well as the expansion of
the tourist season as people with disabilities arrive throughout the year. So, it is important that each Government
understands the importance of this group of people and proceeds with universal moves in terms of accessibility in all
areas of particular tourist interest. The tourist employments should be aware of the provision of services to people with
disabilities as the qualifications of the staff are upgraded and ready to provide their services to people in need. (World
Tourism Organization (UNWTO) and Fundación ACS,2015)

CONCLUSION

People with disabilities have the same needs as people without disabilities. They need access to places of
entertainment, cultural sites, hotels, restaurants and more. Training in the provision of tourism services is feasible, as it
appears that in recent years the right of persons with disabilities to access tourist destinations and services has been
understood. The income derived from hosting the disabled and their families or escorts is important for the tourism
economy as well as the expansion of the tourist season as people with disabilities arrive throughout the year.
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ABSTRACT
The concept of Edu-tourism is tremendously growing rapidly and often adopted by educational institution. Edutourism is regarded as the agglomeration of tourism activities including ecotourism, heritage and rural tourism that is
supported by student exchange programs between interested educational institutions. Thus, this paper presents the
experience of Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM) Sarawak in initiating Edu- tourism product by engaging with the
community, government, and industry to help lift the tourism profiles of the quaint town of Sebuyau, Sarawak, Malaysia.
Sebuyau is located near the mouth of Batang Lupar River some 135km away from the main city of Kuching. The
population mainly consists of Malay dan Iban ethnicity whom are the traditional natives of the Sarawak state. The exotic
green environment, rich heritage and colourful culture of Sebuyau lays the foundation for the potential offerings which
could be capitalized for tourism. Since 2012, in tandem with the promising growth of incoming visitors into Sarawak,
UiTM initiated an ecotourism product development project under the coined name Entrepreneurship Tourism Product
(eTourP). Through the project, UiTM Sarawak created groundworks for engagement between various stakeholders
including the community, government and travel agencies. Major training and knowledge-transfers programs conducted
for selected participants with the help of university’s resources including lecturers and students, and input from the
tourism industry players. Six years after the project’s instigation, the community finally launched the Edu-tourism
packages of “D’Buyo Expedition” and “D’Buyo Longhouse” that promotes exotic ethnic experience and adventure
tourism. The inclusivity of the community, government and industry with the university’s project had marked a unique
integrated engagement approach in developing ecotourism product for Edu-tourism.
Key words: Sebuyau, Ecotourism, Edu tourism, eTourP, UiTM, Community, Government, Travel Agencies.
INTRODUCTION
Ecotourism and education is related in a way that environmental, cultural and heritage values can be the
knowledge resources to be shared effectively with the visitors. Knowledge can be shared through explanation,
stimulation, provocation, revelation and understanding in an interesting and enjoyable way among visitors. Hence, it
clearly shows how ecotourism can be the foundation for knowledge sharing through education which emphasize on
engagement (Black & Crabtree, 2007). Experiential learning requires formal and informal engagement approach. The
approach can be categorized into four main learning styles which are diverging, assimilating, converging and
accommodating. Diverging are based on feeling and watching, assimilating is watching and thinking, converging is
doing and thinking and lastly accommodating is doing and feeling (Rae, 2005). Based on the learning approach,
Ecotourism and Edu tourism can be much related to those who learn through engagement. In relation to the potential
connectivity between ecotourism and education, Ministry of Higher Education Malaysia had initiated Edu tourism as the
avenue to generate income for Malaysian Universities (Pasific Asia Travel Association, 2015). It is a situation where
Universities create package to be offered to target market that are willing to learn and experience in the Universities
which require class facilities, short courses, games, farm, and sports (Mustafa, 2016). Therefore, Universiti Teknologi
MARA Sarawak Branch has decided to capitalize tourism product which is developed under social entrepreneurship
project called Entrepreneurship Tourism Product (eTourP).
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eTourP had been initiated since 2012 which engaged various parties in Sebuyau for social purpose alliance
(Ahmad, et al., 2014). The collaborating parties are the community, UiTM, government, and travel agencies.
Collaborating is important particularly when the resources are limited, and the bootstrapping start-up project had been
implemented in effectuation approach (Sarasvathy, 2001). It is important for the social enterprise to collaborate with
various sectors to maximize values that benefit all parties that collaborate (Austin J. , 2000). Pure collaboration can be
secured through both the relational and structural social capital as UiTM Sarawak and staff had strong relationship with
various industries and Ministries (Myint, Vyakarnam, & New, 2005). Turning the eTourP project as the Edu tourism
project of UiTM Sarawak will eventually benefit all parties concerned to achieve their respective goals. The engagement
during collaboration to develop Edu tourism package had enable the transfer of tacit knowledge (Harris, 2009;Shane,
2000) and other related entrepreneurial opportunities (Dang & McKelvey, 2016). As time goes by, relationships are
further developed among the community, UiTM Sarawak, Government and Private sectors. From the structural social
capital which only involved the organization it is further strengthen with trust (Watson, 2014) and lead finally to the
development of relational social capital among members of the organization (Myint, Vyakarnam, & New, 2005).
THE BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT
Sarawak is the largest State in Malaysia which is home to over 20 different ethnic group (Chief Minister
Department, 2014) that live harmoniously in the vast green tropical climate. Located in the north of Borneo Island,
Sarawak is a very promising state which can offer mysterious adventure and unique heritage and culture that charm
visitors. According to Sarawak Tourism Board in 2018, tourist’s arrival in Sarawak had recorded an increasing trend
from 4.5 million (2015), 4.7 million (2016) and 4.9 million (2017). It shows that tourist arrival into Sarawak is on the
increasing trend and growing steadily despite world economic uncertainty. Hence, it’s vital for rural community to unfold
the opportunities in tourism sector which will impact their economic condition. In tandem with the development,
Sebuyau a rural small town at the mouth of Batang Lupar River can be capitalized to enrich Sarawak offerings in ecotourism with its greenery scenery, exotic culture and mysterious heritage.
Sebuyau is a small town, which is about 135km from Kuching the capital city of Sarawak. The major
population of Sebuyau are Malays and Iban who are mostly farmers, fishermen’s, retirees and cottage business
entrepreneur on such as keropok, cincaluk and kuih business. Though some portions of Sebuyau’s people hold more
stable employment such as teachers and government servants (Ahmad, et al., 2014). However, there are some Chinese
population who are active in farming, trading and seafood produce processing. Sebuyau is still surrounded by
serenading green tropical scenery with rivers and hills that silently awaiting to be explored. Other elements that spice up
Sebuyau potential are the colourful community culture and heritage such as the folks dance, local foods, adventure, wild
animals that need to be unfolded through ecotourism. Thus, it is much related to Ecotourism which emphasis on
preservation and sustainability of the environment and the local people wellbeing (Bricker, 2014). There are relationship
between ecotourism and education which are experience based learning on environmental, cultural and resource
management values that lead to travel and tours (Urias & Lisa , 2009).In addition, it is suggested that ecotourism should
capitalize education as part of operator business venture in order to create added value (Sander, 2012).
ETOURP MODEL
The eTourP model had been developed based on the Triple Helix Model which emphases on the collaboration
between the university, government, and industry on commercializing the innovation into the market (Vaivode, 2015;
Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff, 1995). However, the community engagement initiating the Edu tourism package development
had further transformed the Triple Helix Model of eTourP Model into the category of Quadruple Helix Model.
Quadruple Helix Model based on the four dimensions, which encompassed Society (Community), university,
government and industry (Galvão, Mascarenhas, Rodrigues, Marques, & Leal, 2017). The eTourP model in Figure 1
indicates collaborative effort emphasizing on the strategic resources accessibility to enable its operating model to work
with the aim to achieve its objectives (Guclu, Dees, & Anderson, 2002). The social-value proposition is to develop ecotourism package with the community within their daily life and to enhance the improvement of the community income
generation through eco-tourism. In addition, the decision of the social impact had considered the contextual factors,
which are the demographics, sociocultural, macro economy of Sebuyau that effect those who involved, and resources
required (Austin, Stevenson, & Wei-Skillern, 2006).
Figure 1 Etourp Model
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University’s Engagement
To develop Edu tourism package, UiTM Sarawak had engaged students from various faculty to assist the
community started from the year 2012. Prior to the engagement, students were interviewed and trained to build their
capability to deliver their services to the community. There were three stages of capacity building that involved students
which are as follows:
Stage 1: eTourP awareness session
Stage 2: Orientation and selection session
Stage 3: Leadership and communication session
In the stage 1, students were being exposed to social entrepreneurship project for creating awareness and
knowledge on social entrepreneurship. At the end of the session, students were invited to join eTourP and those who
performed well were invited to attend stage 2. At stage 2, students had to go through orientation and selection process
which involved ideas presentation, problem solving and report presentation. At the end of stage 2, 30 students from
various discipline were selected based on their performance during the session. In stage 3, selected students were
exposed with leadership and communication skills conducted by the lecturers. The purpose of this session is to enable
the students to lead the group and able to communicate with the participating community.
The main objective to engage students from various faculty is to facilitate trans-discipline knowledge sharing
among students and the community. Besides, the exposure through this social entrepreneurship project will exposes
students to the real environment and practice their knowledge and skills. The faculty involved were Faculty of Business
Management, Tourism and Hospitality, Computer and Mathematical Science, Art and Design, Accountancy, and
Administrative and Policy Science. In the situation that is full of excitement, students had learned more and able to
communicate and exchange ideas by explanation, stimulation, provocation, revelation and understanding. Lecturers
from the selected faculties were appointed as supervisors to guide and monitor student’s engagement with the
community. Prior to the selection, lecturers were selected based on their willingness to engage in social entrepreneurship
project with their expertise (Austin, Stevenson, & Wei-Skillern, 2006). The proper guidance from respective lecturers
enables the students to be well equip on knowledge that they need to share with the community in developing various Edu
tourism package. In addition, lecturer can advise students whenever they face difficulties in transferring knowledge with
the targeted community. Besides, through this engagement will open some research opportunities for the lecturers to
engage with. In addition, lecturers create the opportunity to develop their networking through the engagement.
Community Engagement
The Sebuyau community were selected to participate with eTourP project based on their occupation and
income background. Programs were developed to enable the participation of the selected community according to 4 stage
program which are:
Stage 1: eTourP Awareness Seminar
Stage 2: eTourP Product Development Workshop Stage 3: eTourP Functional Area Course
Stage 4: eTourP Product Experiencing
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However, prior to the selection, stage 1 which is an Awareness Seminar was conducted involving over 300
community in Sebuyau with the collaboration of various government agencies. The invitation for all participants which
comprise of fisherman, farmers, and youth were initiated by Sebuyau Sub District Office. In the Seminar, participants
were exposed to tourism potential and sharing of tourism experience by the state of Sabah. The speakers of the seminars
were from Sarawak Tourism Board, Sarawak Forest Cooperation, Agriculture Department, Sarawak Bumiputra Tour
guide Association, and UiTM Sabah. The Seminar was jointly organized by UiTM Sarawak and the Chief Minister
Department in charge of entrepreneurship development. At the end of the seminar, participants submitted their
application to participate in eTourP and they were selected based on their demographic background, personal
experiences, commitment, and attitude (Austin, Stevenson, & Wei-Skillern, 2006).
Stage 2 of Product Development Workshop critically engaged the community and travel agencies in
developing the potential product such as the eco-tourism package for edu-tourism. The workshop was conducted for 3
days which included sharing session of personal experiences on existing homestay project and some agriculture projects
in other places. The experiencing element in the workshop is to open-up the community mindset on tourism opportunity
(Vyakarnam, 1999). This is to enable the participants to engage in continuous brainstorming, presentation and
discussion in proposing potential package for Sebuyau during the workshop. Besides, the workshop is also intended to
strengthen the community bonding to share common interest among the team members for the success of the social
enterprise (Lechler, 2001). The guidance and knowledge given by the travel agencies during the workshop had
enabledsthe community to develop highly differentiate package with unique value proposition in line with the nature of
demand in the market (Dang & McKelvey, 2016).
The functional area course which is the stage 3, involves the training on the management perspective of the
enterprise project. The objectives of the course is to determine the functional areas require to operate the social enterprise
(Guclu, Dees, & Anderson, 2002). In addition, it is to highlight the tasks and responsibilities within the functional areas.
The participants of the course will able to understand various function scope of work hence will create better team
bonding (McDonough, 2000). The participating community were being appointed based on their capabilities, experience
and ability to socially interact to take on tasks with the functional areas (Lechler, 2001).
The stage 4 of the eTourP model involves the product experiencing by testing the developed package directly.
The community had to organize the package by involving some guests such as university students is representatives of
travel agencies, tour guides, reporters and various government agencies. Feedback from the guests for corrective action
and package enhancement were taken into. The product experiencing activities were tested for few times to ensure all
package were well delivered and really fulfil the needs of the visitors. After few rounds of testing, the community really
became well verse and had impress the guests (Bowie & Chang, 2005). After the product experiencing stage, various
parties started to pour in to offer supports in various forms. These includes other community group and government
agencies.
Government and Industry Engagement
eTourP project received various support from the government agencies which encompass grants for students
and community capacity buildings. Also, the fund to develop Edu tourism package has supported by the government
which included the federal and state government. Besides, collaboration with the government had enable the eco-tourism
for Edu tourism to be considered into the policy in the infrastructure development planning and implementation in
Sebuyau. The State Government of Sarawak had allocated a budget of RM10 million for the development of chalet to
facilitate visitors longer stay in Sebuyau. Also, additional budget of RM50, 000 for further Edu tourism product
development and community capacity building was allocated for eTourP by the state government (Shukri, 2018).
The tourism industry player in Sarawak had played a significant role in developing Edu tourism through
Sebuyau eTourP project. The travel agencies had deeply engaged in assisting the community to develop the ecotourism
package along the eTourP project process. The travel agencies had provided assistance in determining the attractive
package attributes, daily itinerary and win-win pricing for the package. Another area that the travel agencies contribute
is the promotional and networking to enable the marketability of the developed package. The promotional activities are
being done on continuous basis such as during expo, exhibition and publications (Ministry of Higher Education and
Tourism Malaysia, Ministry of Tourism and Culture, 2015). There are four travel agencies that were actively engaged in
the development which are Borneo Exploration Tours and Travel Sdn. Bhd, Eco green holidays Sdn. Bhd, One Wayang
Tours Sdn Bhd and Pelancongan Merdeka Sdn. Bhd. The collaboration among the community, UiTM Sarawak,
government, and industry in the eTourP project had resulted in the development and the introduction of ecotourism
package for Edu tourism.
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EDUTOURISM MODEL
The development and introduction of ecotourism package to accommodate demand in edutourism emphasis on
projecting exotic yet mysterious Sebuyau in line with Sarawak’s culture, adventure and nature. The launching of Edu
tourism in 31 January 2018 by the Assistant Minister of Coastal Road encompasses the package D’Buyo Expedition and
D’Buyo Longhouse. The attributes of Sebuyau product that lead to the packages of D’Buyo Expedition and D’Buyo
Longhouse comprise the following:
Table 1
Sebuyau Edu Tourism Package
Lists of Sebuyau Product
Sebuyau Iban wonderful culture

Value proposition
Observe and learn any form of traditional Iban culture at the Sebuyau Iban
longhouse such as “Miring”, “Ngajat”, and “Nimang”. Visitors will have the
chance to participate in the performance.

Sebuyau Iban food cuisine
demonstration

During the demonstration, learning and cooking Iban cuisine will be
experience by the visitors. Most of the food ingredients are the local wild
vegetables and fruits.

Sebuyau Iban craftwork

Learning and trying Iban craftwork can be done while observing the Sebuyau
Iban community. Iban craftwork are unique with various motives.

Sebuyau pepper garden visiting

Visitors can have the chance to observe how famous Sarawak pepper is
planted by small scale farmers. It might involve of how it is planted or
harvest before turning into the final product.
Visitors will have the opportunity to watch and try Sebuyau Malay cultural
performance such as Malay dance “Joget”, “Bertandak”, “Hadrah” a Malay
tambourine music performance and “Silat” the Malay martial art.

Sebuyau Malay cultural
performance
Sebuyau Malay food cooking
demonstrations

Malay traditional food in Sebuyau is highly recommended for its taste of
uniqueness which are mostly made of local ingredient such as fish, herbs,
coconut, nipah leaves, prawn, shrimps, and etc.

Sebuyau river cruising

Cruising along Sebuyau river with a traditional fishing boat up the river
mouth. Watching the wild greenery and creature along the river. Lucky
visitors may come across monkeys, crocodiles, birds, insects and ripe
wild fruits along the cruising route. Any catch will be cooks and served
in a traditional way in the boat.

Nipah crab catching

This activity is done during the river cruising where the catching method
are using traditional equipment. If there are any catch, it will be cooked
with a simple traditional way in the boat.

Traditional river fishing

Whilst cruising along the river, visitor will have chance to do fishing in a
simple traditional way called “enjaol”. The catch can be cook in the boat.

Buying sea produce

During the river cruise, visitors might have the chance to buy sea produce
in the sea from the fishermen. They can either cooked are served it in the
boat or bring it home.

Jungle tracking

The jungle tracking can be done at various sites such as the nearby area
of the long houses. Those who are interested in this engagement can
observe trees, wild plants, insects, birds, and wild animals.

Hill climbing

Hill climbing in Sebuyau can be done particularly around the longhouses
and at nearby Sebuyau. The up-hilling expedition will enable visitors to
observe serenading surrounding besides regal with the sounds of insects
and birds. At the top of the hills, the view of beautiful landscape will
fascinate the visitors.
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Cycling around Malay village

Cycling is an interesting activity where visitors can rent bicycle from the
community and ride around the Malay village. Visitor can buy some
traditional food along the village as well as engaging the community in
the village.

Meeting the local Sebuyau
community

Another interesting part in Sebuyau is the community. They are mostly
friendly and willing to interact with visitors.

Buying local produce for
cooking

Visitors can buy local produce along the journey to Sebuyau. It is
interesting when visitors can pay the local food service provider to cook
the fresh produce.

Playing traditional Sebuyau
games

Interesting and unique local traditional game can be participated by the
visitors. Experiencing the games signify friendships and new experience
for visitors. The additional games are a sepak takraw, “cengkek”,
“congkak”,
“Batu seremban” and “sumpit”.
CONCLUSION

The development of UiTM Sebuyau Edu tourism package had engaged various stakeholders, such as UiTM
Sarawak, Sebuyau community, government, and the industry players particularly the travel agencies under eTourP
model. The integrated collaboration within the scope of the model had turned into reality with shared vision and mission,
knowledge, expertise, resources, trust, and strong teamwork among the proactive stakeholders. The eTourP project had
abled the stakeholders to undertake future up-scaling move which can lead Sebuyau to consolidate its offerings for Edu
tourism.
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ABSTRACT
The Innibos National Arts Festival in South Africa is a renowned annual event with a mission to promote the
arts, tourism and regional economic growth. However, growing competition in the festival market, a weak economy
and price increases of arts goods result in changes in the purchase behaviour of arts patrons. Since the literature
focusses more on performing arts, research that aims to better understand attendees’ purchase behaviour of visual
artworks is valuable to optimise these product offerings at festivals.
Key Words: Arts Festivals; Visual Arts; Purchase Behaviour; Innibos National Arts Festival
INTRODUCTION
The renowned Innibos National Arts Festival is hosted annually in the city of Mbombela in the Mpumalanga province of
South Africa over a period of five days in June. The festival attracts more than 100 000 festival attendees each year; and
its mission is to promote the arts, tourism and the economic growth of the region. The arts festival programme makes
provision for over 200 musicians, actors and artists; and offers a variety of arts, crafts and food products from over 200
stalls on the festival terrain. However, in recent years the growing competition in the festival market; changes in
consumer lifestyles and the economy; and price increases of arts goods have resulted in changes in the purchase
behaviour of arts supporters. The literature on the purchase behaviour of performing arts also enjoys more attention than
that of the visual arts. Exploring the factors that contribute the most to attendees’ purchases of visual artworks will assist
festival organisers to better understand and cater for the needs of this market; thus helping to sustain this form of art and
the livelihood of artists alike.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Arts festivals are a collection of activities like contemporary dance, popular music and visual arts (Yeoman et al.,
2004:4); and visitors attend arts festivals to experience and enjoy what these festivals offer. It is important for the
marketers of arts organisations to understand which aspects contribute to positive purchase behaviour of arts goods
specifically since these aspects can be actively manipulated by the marketer to improve sales (Scheff-Bernstein,
2007:143). To date, many research endeavours focusing on aspects influencing the purchase behaviour of arts goods
(both performing and visual) have been undertaken, confirming the importance of this research. However, an in-depth
literature review was conducted to identify the aspects that can influence the demand for- and purchase behaviour of
visual arts goods specifically; since this research is very limited (Fillis, 2002, 2011; Marshall & Forrest, 2011). Studies
that identify some of these aspects are highlighted in Table 1.
Table 1
Relevant Studies Pertaining to Aspects Influencing the Purchase Behaviour of Visual Arts Goods
Research / Study
A framework for identifying factors
that influence fine art valuations from
artist to consumers
The effect of gallery and artist
reputation on prices in the primary
market for art: a note
The demand for creative arts in
regional Victoria, Australia

Aspects
The framework accounts for factors relating to the
artist, the product, intermediary influences and the
buyer.
Determinants include the size of the painting, the
length of the artist career, public perception, gallery
reputation, etc.
Factors influencing the demand of the arts include
attitudes, expenditure levels, demographic trends,
and festival attendance.

Authors
Marshall and
Forrest (2011)
Schonfeld and
Reinstaller
(2007)
Masters,
Russell and
Brooks (2011)
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Consumer dynamics in online art
purchasing: A South African
‘gallerist’ perspective
Artist Authenticity: How artists’
passion and commitment shape
consumers’ perceptions and
behavioural intentions across genders
Visual aesthetics and human
preference
Can science account for taste?
Psychological insights into art
appreciation
Possession and access: consumer
desires and value perception
regarding contemporary art collection
and exhibit visits
The effects of product scarcity and
consumers’ need for uniqueness on
purchase intention
What Role for Marketing in the Arts?
An Analysis of Arts Consumption
and Artistic Value

Purchasing art is influenced by reputation and
credibility of the dealer’s website, information
available regarding the artist and gallery,
convenience and variety of artworks.
Aspects related to the artwork itself and the artist.
The perceived authenticity of the artist, artist’s
brand, pricing, and technical characteristics.

Bester (2015)

Aspects identified include colour preferences
(single colours / colour combination), preference
for spatial structure and aesthetics of spatial
composition.
Artists’ use of subject, form and colour in their
artwork influences art appreciation.

Palmer,
Schloss and
Sammartino
(2010)
Lindell and
Mueller (2011)

Some aspects identified include sociality and
sharing their love of the arts, paintings of special
styles, the perceived value of philanthropy and the
desire to support the arts and artists.
The study focuses on the perceived scarcity,
perceived uniqueness, assumed expensiveness,
perceived quality, perceived sacrifice, perceived
value and purchase intention.
Aspects include uniqueness and originality of work,
attaining social status, perceived artistic value,
appeal to consumers’ taste and economic value.

Chen (2009)

Moulard, Rice,
Garrity and
Mangus (2014)

Wu, Lu, Wu
and Fu (2012)
Botti (2000)

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research is quantitative in nature. The questionnaire captured demographic and festival-related
behavioural aspects in Section A. From the in-depth literature study, a total of thirty-five (35) aspects that can influence
and contribute to the purchasing of visual arts goods were identified. These items were included in Section B of the
questionnaire and festivals attendees who had purchased an artwork over the past three years were asked to rate,
according to a 5-point Likert-scale, the extent to which these aspects contribute to their decision to purchase visual
artworks. The survey was conducted at the 2017 Innibos National Arts Festival and three hundred and sixty-six (366)
usable questionnaires were collected for the statistical analyses. Based on the population of 100 000 (N) attendees at
Innibos, 366 respondents (n) would result in a 95% level of confidence, with ± 5.03% sampling error; and is thus
adequate for the analyses. Microsoft Excel™ was used to capture the data, and SPSS® (Statistical Package for Social
Sciences) was used for the data analyses.
RESULTS
Table 2
Profile of Artwork Purchasing Attendees at the Innibos National Arts Festival 2017
Variable
Percentage (%)
Age:
<20
5%
20-29
22%
30-39
24%
40-49
19%
50+
30%
Average Age:
41 years
Gender
Male
30%
Female
70%
Artwork purchased in the last 5 years
None
24%
1 artwork
9%
2-4 artworks
45%
5-7 artworks
13%
8-10 artworks
5%
<10 artworks
4%
Average artworks purchased
4 artworks

Variable
Percentage (%)
Days spent at the festival
1-2 days
40%
3-4 days
47%
5-6 days
12%
7 days
1%
Average days spent
3days
Festivals attended over the past 3 years
First time
20%
2-4 times
62%
5-7 times
11%
8+ times
7%
Average
4 times
Education level
Matric
19%
Certificate/diploma
28%
Graduate
30%
Post-graduate
19%
Professional/PhD
4%
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How many were at arts festivals?
1.3 artworks
Average rand-value spent on artwork
Where do you usually purchase your artwork?
> R5 000
50%
Arts festivals
26%
R5 000 – 10 000
27%
Arts auctions
5%
R10 000-15 000
15%
Art galleries
13%
R15 000 - 20000
6%
Arts markets
21%
20 000+
2%
Private purchases
26%
Performing arts productions attended annually
Other exhibitions (e.g. malls)
9%
Average
4 productions
Extent to which respondents agree with specific statements
Agree
To an extent
Don’t
Is there enough visual art stalls at Innibos?
71%
27%
2%
Do visual arts get enough exposure/marketing at Innibos?
60%
35%
5%
Do visual exhibitions testify to good quality?
72%
25%
3%
Is there enough variety of visual artists at Innibos?
61%
32%
7%
Does South African art/artists get enough recognition?
32%
43%
25%
A good balance between visual & performing arts at Innibos?
59%
36%
5%
Table 2 above provides the demographic and behavioural profile of artwork purchasing festival attendees. The
4 valid factors from the EFA are reported in Table 3 below with their mean values, Cronbach’s alpha coefficients and
inter-item correlations. The CA values are all statistically reliable, ranging from 0.628 to 0.874. Factor 1 is
Reputation/status (with a mean value of 2.99); Factor 2 is Personal preference (mean value 3.41); Factor 3 is Value for
money (mean value 3.09); and Factor 4 is Investment acquisition (mean value 2.64).

The fact that the art piece is by an award-winning artist
The fact that the art piece is from a reputable gallery/dealer
The atmosphere and spirit experienced at the festival/place of purchase
The popularity of the artist/painter
The fact that I will own a unique one-of-a-kind art piece
The status associated with owning the particular artwork
Printed media/reviews about the art/exhibitions
The quality of the specific art piece
The message /feeling portrayed by the artwork
The artwork’s ability to complement the interior/décor style of my home/designated space
The colour palette of the particular artwork
The fact that the art piece is particularly beautiful to me
The fact that I can identify with the artwork (it ‘speaks to me’)
The specific image/scene portrayed in the artwork
The technique of the artist in the artwork particularly appeals to me
The fact that the artwork moves me / touches me emotionally
The allure of a/the art exhibition
The dealer's art expertise and assistance provided at the time of purchase
Having sufficient leisurely time to explore my options in the exhibition space
The fact that artworks are available/ easily acquired at the festival
My state of mind/ mood at the time of purchase
My love for visual arts and owning as much of it as possible
My ability to buy/afford the art piece
The fact that the art piece is good value for money
The artwork is available at a bargain price
The price of the available artwork/s in general
The fact that I buy artwork with the purpose to resell at a later stage
The fact that I regularly/annually make an artwork/painting acquisition
Information about the art/dealers on the festival website
The fact that the particular artist's work is currently the "in thing"
The fact that I have seen/ heard about the artist’s work from friends/family
Radio and television programs/interviews of a certain artist/s

Investment acquisition

Value for money

Personal preference

Reputation/ status

Table 3
EFA: Factors Contributing to the Visual Artwork Purchases

0.475
0.452
0.337
0.365
0.281
0.391
0.324
0.761
0.730
0.706
0.685
0.657
0.655
0.627
0.580
0.558
0.528
0.462
0.290
0.333
0.401
0.315
0.748
0.596
0.566
0.558
0.782
0.765
0.765
0.753
4100.728
0.699

The fact that I am an impulsive buyer
The fact that I am a fan of a certain artist's work
The fact that it is a financial investment
Cronbach’s alpha
Mean value

0.631
0.572
0.432
0.791 0.859 0.628 0.874
2.99 3.41 3.09 2.64
CONCLUSION

From the results, definite managerial implications can be derived. This purchase behaviour research provides
valuable insights and contributes to the promotion and sustainability of an important yet less researched art form,
namely visual arts, specifically at arts festivals. This is especially valuable due to the nature of this market since art is
not a necessity and is not always immediately accepted by the public (Chen, 2008:391). Also, artists need art galleries
and dealers to showcase their work. Art gallery owners and art dealers utilise arts festivals, amongst other platforms, to
do just that. Art purchasing festival attendees are therefore needed to support these art dealers / gallery exhibitors at
these arts festivals to help artist and dealers survive (Chen 2008:391). A better understanding of attendees’ purchase
behaviour of visual artworks at the renowned Innibos National Arts Festival allows the organisers to optimise the visual
arts product offerings at their event to sustain and grow this selective market.
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During last decade events and festivals around the globe have been developed as a tool for economic and tourism
development. Various researchers have been argued that events and festivals may act as catalysts in terms of increasing
tourism flows to the host area. Current paper focuses on the level of integration of festivals and events to local tourism
products. Initially there is a thorough analysis of the relative literature on the issues of event tourism, impacts and
exploitation of the tourism industry. Additionally, the paper examines the circumstances at the Greek festival market
through a comparative study. Specifically, collects primary data from Greek official websites from all Prefectures and
selected Municipalities and compares the way that events and festivals are being promoted on-line as parts of local
tourism product or experience in general.
Key Words: identify and list key words (maximum of 6) which represent the content of your paper.
INTRODUCTION
Events have been increasing in numbers during the last decades throughout the world. A wide range of festivals
have been developed so as to offer a variety of experiences to locals but also to tourists that visit the host destination. It
is widely accepted that the event and festivals industry not only is growing in numbers but also is improving in terms of
services and quality. Themes of festival and events has been developed interestingly and now the supply of the industry
includes a wide variety of festival and event types. Music festivals, film festivals, cultural and sporting events, expos,
conventions, wine festivals etc. are held around the world with numerous variations on themes, activities, features and
goals. All these events attract a substantial number of attendees. The contribution of events to local development has
been widely discussed and as a result various destinations around the world implement festivals in order to take
advantage of their positive impacts on the local economy, society and culture. Moreover, various researchers have been
argued that events and festivals may act as catalysts in terms of increasing tourism flows to the host area. At the same
time, competition between destinations becomes more intense at local, national and global level. The latter leads
destinations to host events and festivals so as to increase attractiveness and to enhance the experience that they offer.
Undoubtedly, level of success of events and festival may affect positively or even negatively the destination’s image at
the tourism market.
Current paper focuses on the connection between local tourism product and events and festivals. Actually, is the first
step on an on-going research at the Greek festival market which is focusing on the level of integration of events at the
local tourism products. This paper approaches the on-line presence of events at various websites from private and public
authorities. It examines several variables in order to test the way that events and festivals are being promoted as parts of
the local tourism product.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Relative literature on the field of events have been focused mainly on issues such as motivation, event design,
marketing and of course impacts. It is widely accepted that festivals and events may have either positive or negative
impacts on the host community. The extent of these impacts is directly correlated with the size of the hosted event and
researchers argue that bigger events affect highly the hosted area (Allen J., O’Toole W., McDonnell I. & Harris R.,
2002). According to the aforementioned there is a clear categorization of events to Local, Hallmark and Mega Events.
Furthermore - in a similar way to tourism impacts - event impacts are related with all the aspects of the surrounded area
such as economy, society, culture and environment.
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Events have been clearly evolved as a separate tourism product that satisfies the need of a niche or special
interest tourism market. Three decades ago, Donald Getz (1989)defined event tourism as ‘the systematic development
and marketing of special events as tourist attractions’. Since then, various attempts have been made to redefine this type
of tourism and to set the limits between different tourism products. It is widely accepted though, that event tourism can
be an umbrella or part of other types of tourism such as: cultural tourism, sports tourism, conference tourism etc.
(Skoultsos &Tsartas, 2009). Researchers have studied, also, the impacts of such type of tourism to various destinations
around the globe.First of all, event tourism can contribute positively to local economy as it can attract additional income
and be a catalyst to the creation of - at least seasonal - employment. Standard of living may be leveled up at a long-term
basis. On the other hand, there are various negative economic impacts mainly because of inflation, inadequate
estimation of costs of events, real estate speculation and finally - in some cases - failure to attract tourists (Janeczko B.,
Mules T. & Ritchie B. 2002, Hall 1992). In addition to the above, event tourism may affect local physical and social
environment negatively due to increase of crime, traffic conjunction, waste, modification of nature of event etc. Table 1
presents the main impacts of event tourism to various categories. Obviously, it cannot be neglected that events and
festivals can be effective marketing and promotional tools for destinations.

Table 1
Impacts of Event tourism
Type Of Impact Positive
Tourism/
• Increased awareness of the region as
commercial
a travel/tourism destination
• Increased knowledge concerning the
potential for investment and
commercial activity in the region
• Creation of new accommodation and
tourist attractions
• Increase in accessibility
Physical/
• Increase in permanent level of local
environmental interest and participation in types of
activity associated with event
• Strengthening of regional values and
traditions

Psychological

Political/
administrative

Negative
• Acquisition of a poor reputation as a
result of inadequate facilities,
improper practices or inflated prices
• Negative reactions from existing
enterprises due to the possibility of
new competition for local manpower
and government assistance

• Commercialization of activities which
may be of a personal or private
nature
• Modification of nature of event or
activity to accommodate tourism
• Potential increase in crime
• Changes in community structure
• Social dislocation
• Increased local pride and community
• Tendency toward defensive attitudes
spirit
concerning host region
• Increased awareness of non-local
• Culture shock
perceptions
• Misunderstanding leading to varying
degrees of host/visitor hostility
• Enhanced international recognition of • Economic exploitation of local
region and values
population to satisfy ambitions of
• Development of skills among
political elite
planners
• Distortion of true nature of event to
reflect elite values
• Failure to cope
• Inability to achieve aims
• Increase in administrative costs
• Use of event to legitimate unpopular
decisions
• Legitimation of ideology and
socio-cultural reality
Source: Hall 1992 inJaneczko B., Mules T. & Ritchie B. (2002)

THE GREEK MARKET
The Greek festival market has its origin at early 1980’s based on the characteristics of the contemporary
market. Since then, various local public authorities started to include cultural and traditional festivals in their annual
program of cultural activities. It is important to mention that the increase in numbers of held festivals did not actually be
followed by improvement in the quality of the offered experiences. Nowadays, there is a considerable variety of types of
festivals and events that are held in Greece. Music festivals, cultural festivals, film festivals, gastronomy festivals are
some of the main kinds that dominate the domestic festival market. In terms of numbers, there are no records regarding
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the total number of festivals, although some researchers estimate that there is a vast number of festivals by taking into

account all the festivals organized by the local authorities (Skoultsos, 2014).Nevertheless, economic crisis contributed to
severe decrease in public sponsorships and various festivals faced problems regarding their viability.
METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
As mentioned before, current research is the initialstage of a wider research focused on the Greek Festival
Market. In order to examine the issue of connecting the local tourism product with the organized events, authors
initially tried to record the current situation at the Greek market based on secondary data from previous researches. This
analysis came up with useful conclusions so as to continue to the second stage of this research. Secondly, authors
decided to focus on how destinations - or people who are responsible for the promotion of tourism experiences and
products - promote the events that host communities organize. The goal was to monitor how the events are being
promoted on-line because the structure of a website reflects the relative mindset of the entity behind it. The research
questions that came up taking into to account the aforementioned are the following: a) Ηow destinations - or people and
authorities who are responsible for the promotion of tourism experiences and products - promote the events/festivals? b)
Is there an effective online promotion of events and festivals at touristic websites? c) What level of integration of events
and festivals to local tourism product is reflected from the examined on-line presence? d) Which features of these
websites should be different to achieve better connection with the local tourism product?
In order to answer the above questions, authors conducted a thorough on-line research on destinations’
websites that were created for the promotion of local tourism products. In practice, there were some differences between
those sites especially regarding sponsors, public or private entity and area’s characteristics. It has to be mentioned that
the websites contain information either at local, regional or national level. The main quantitative features that were
monitored derived from relative literature. Specifically, authors took into account previous instruments that were used to
evaluate websites such as WEBQUAL (Sigala, Sakellaridis, 2004). Nevertheless, the examined features were based on
the model proposed by Giannopoulos & Mavragani (2011) adapted to the current research. Specifically, the final
quantitative criteria were the following: a. name and type of authority/entity, b. separate section for events at the home
page, c. classified event information in various categories, d. type of events referred at the website, e. Length of relative
information, f. existence of event calendar and finally g. number of foreign languages. At the same time, authors
recorded several qualitative information about each website in terms of quality of information, ease of use, up or out of
date information, site’s appearance etc. features
Table 2
Research instrument and variables used
Website

Website 1
…….
Website n

Authority

Visual appearance

Quality and variety of
information
Length of
type of
relative
events
information referred at
the website

Personalization, Interactivity, ease of
use
existence number of
Other
of event
foreign
qualitative
calendar
languages
features

classified
event
information
in various
categories

X

separate
section
for
events at
the home
page
X

X

x

x

x

X

X

Y

x

x

X

x

X

X

X

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The research came up with the examination of a total number of 54 websites. Most of them (30) contained
information at local level (e.g. municipalities, cities, prefectures, islands etc.), 16 of them at regional level and 8 of them
were aiming at national level. It has to be mentioned that the selection of the websites at regional and local level took
into account the popularity of the destination in the tourism market so as to monitor how areas with high-levels of
tourism flows approach the importance of events. Another worth mentioning feature is the fact that 20 of the selected
websites were sponsored by public authorities which actually reflects the mindset of local authorities in terms of
decision making on the issue of local tourism promotion.
Approximately half of the websites (n=25) present a separate section at the home page only for events or
festivals. Others (n=14) present information about events in the section “culture” that usually includes also other section
such as heritage, local traditions, sights etc. It is important to mention that 15 of the selected website do not use a
separate section for events. Actually, these sites do not include festival and events at all in their site-maps. Specifically,
3 (from 16) sites from the regional level do not contain information about events, 8 (from 30) and 4 (from 8) from
national level so the visual appearance of the website according to this specific subject is not at high level. It is obvious
that when the level is higher the collection and presentation of information is much more difficult than the at local level
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which may explains the high percentages of websites without information about events at national level. Another

interesting finding is that only the 1/3 of the sample contained classified information about events. This result reflects
the fact that the information provided to the web is not presented appropriately and the visual appearance together with
the ease of use is not a general feature of the examined websites. In detail, 46% of the sample use a separate section for
the events but only the 31% of the total sample use further division so as to offer explicit information to the tourist/user.
Table 3
Indicative Results from the analysis of the websites (n=54)
Information about events in separate section
No
15
Yes
25
Yes (as part of
14
another category)
Type of events
All types
Cultural
Cultural and
Traditional
No

18
8
4
15

Separate Calendar
No
38
Yes
16

Classified Information in various categories
No
37
Yes
17

Length of Information
Adequate
12
Analytical
13
Limited
No
Languages
Greek
Greek & English
Greek, English and
other

13
16
14
25
15

Quality of provided information was also examined in terms of quality and variety of information provided
reflected mainly by type of events being promoted and length of relative information. According to the results, cultural
events dominate the on-line information compared to other types of events. Specifically, 8 websites are offering
information only for cultural events and 4 sites a combination of events related to tradition and culture. 9 of the selected
websites present details for festivals closely related to local traditional celebrations and 18 of the websites offer
information for all types of events. It is obvious that these results reflect the fact that the Greek market is dominated by
cultural and traditional events, which have been also pointed out from previous researches (Konsola & Karachalis,
2010). Sports events, gastronomy events etc. are not taking place in websites with the same frequency as music festivals
or folk and traditional celebrations. Another reason for the domination of such type of festivals is that especially
traditional celebrations have been preserved and held as a part of everyday life of locals at the rural areas of Greece and
consequently are being promoted as the main events at the host areas. Furthermore, a certain type of categorization was
used to divide different levels of provided information. Specifically, the four types of categories were: 1. Adequate, 2.
Analytical, 3. Limited and 4. No information. The first one describes cases of websites that provide a limited description
of each festival that contains useful information and the necessary links to other websites for further information.
Analytical information were the cases that provided extensive information including dates, history and specific details
for each event. Cases of websites that provided only the name of the festival with very limited information was were
categorized as “Limited”. According to the results only 24% of the sample sites provided analytical information and
22% provided adequate information. It is worth mentioning that more than the half of the sample provided Limited
(24%) or no information (30%). The aforementioned percentages clearly depict the fact that even in cases that events are
part of the promoted material on the websites only some of them are presented appropriately and effectively. Hence, it
can be stated that the way in which events and festival are promoted actually lead to get them “out of the market”.
Regarding the ease of use, interactivity and personalization of the examined sites the results show that these variables
are very low. Specifically, only the 30% of the sample presented a calendar of events at their websites. It can be
estimated that the absence of an analytical calendar at the majority of the examined websites reveal the approach in this
particular issue. Undoubtedly, the promotion of events need a separate calendar or a personal organizer in order to be
promoted effectively. Lack of such information creates a confusion to the website user and leads inevitably to lack
reduced willingness to attend the festival. Ease of reaching information can play a significant role to the final decision of
the user.
Previous researches have been also revealed the fact that Greek festivals are aiming mainly to residents of the
surrounded areas and only few of them present a national or international identity. Domestic tourists and residents are
the main audience of the majority of Greek festivals. Hence, there is an inability in attracting foreign tourists to the
festivals (excluding local traditional celebrations) mainly because of lack of well-timed scheduling and ineffective
promotion (Skoultsos, 2014). Although, it can be stated that festivals can contribute positively to local economy, there
are no clear data that prove this statement in the Greek market. According to the above, Greek festivals need to be
reconsidered mainly as tourist attractions or tools for effective promotion of destinations or features of the latter.
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Especially, it has to be taken into account that increase of tourism flows is actually an obvious positive impact to several

areas in the Greek area. There are cases from the Greek market that support the idea of exploiting events and turn them
to a destination brand. Specifically, examples like International Dance Festival” of Kalamata, “International Puppet –
Mime Festival” of Kilkis, River Party Festival of Nestorio can be considered as successful events.
LIMITATIONS
As mentioned before, current research focused only on the on-line presence of festivals. It has to be
mentioned that together with websites, social media should be examined. Additionally, further qualitative research to
local authorities and people responsible for local tourism product is needed in order to getthe full image of integration of
events to local tourism product. Moreover, other factors may arise in terms of why Greek events and festivals still
remain out the tourism market.
CONCLUSION
As a general conclusion that derives from the current research, is the fact that events and festivals in Greece
are mainly aiming to satisfy needs of locals. This actually reflects the “introversion” of Greek festival market although
that events could have been exploited as tourist attractions. Weather conditions, festivalscapes, local traditions and so
on, are several strengths of Greek festivals that has not been yet approached as positive features that can promoted as
local tourism product.
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ABSTRACT
Cemetery Tourism is a new concept for Greece that has began to develop in recent years. Though unknown to
many Greeks, it has invaded the foreign tourism industry and it brings many profits to the tourism economy. More
specifically, through this presentation, an attempt is made to prove that Thessaloniki has monuments that could support
the Cemetery tourism, which is part of the well-known Dark tourism.
Key words: Dark Tourism, Cultural Tourism, Thessaloniki, Cemeteries, Burials, Monuments
INTRODUCTION
What is Cemetery tourism?
Tourism is not a new phenomenon. It is a multiform activity which has been associated with the concepts of
holidays and knowledge, the happy moments, the experiences, the discovery of the unknown and the escape from the
daily routine. The cemetery tourism, as its name implies, is the visiting of the cemeteries. Maybe a negative mood is
extracted arbitrarily when we hear the name of cemetery tourism. According to Colin M. Coates, because of the
prejudices of society to the idea of death, visiting cemeteries is not a part of everyday life and unlike the 19th century,
they have been turned into objects of criticism (Coates, 1987). Historic cemeteries, however, have to narrate stories of
an entire generation, to recount the sacrifices and sufferings of these people and fill in the new generation with pride.
Indeed the cemeteries of the first World War (1914-1918) are the most representative examples as they accurately reflect
the achievements and sacrifices of the combatants and the nations that they represented (Winter 2011: 462). Though at
first the military elites were the ones who were remembered only, after 1914 in the WWI, when the British armies
consisted mainly of citizens who participating in the war, all began to receive the necessary attention and memory like
the rest of the elites. Nowadays, people are started visiting the cemeteries more often since the interest in the historical
continuity and the historical achievements are constantly increasing. The cemeteries which are related to the WWI and
WWII are the ones which are very dear to the visitors but also tourists love visiting the graves of famous people such as
John Lennon's, Oscar Wilde's, Jim Morison's, Edith Piaf's and many others. People are visiting these sites either as
pilgrims ,who want to pay tribute to the dead, or as observers who are interested in learning about the events that took
place in those specific periods. Visiting the cemeteries is a way to pay respect to the dead and at the same time it
provides unique information to the visitors (Jones and Geoffrey, 2008). For this reason, the last few years more and
more people choose to visit these sites, resulting to mapping these historic graves in order to make their places known to
the world.
What are the benefits of the Cemetery Tourism/Dark Tourism?
The visitation of places which are related to death, has become a widespread form of tourism over the last few
years. More and more people are not satisfied anymore with the ordinary mass tourism and they are searching for
something more intriguing. Dark tourism (and consequently the cemetery tourism) can provide them with a whole new
experience and knowledge. For this reason, the numbers of tourists who choose this form of tourism have increased
significantly since 2007 (Eun-Jung and Noel and Timothy and Roy, 2012). Surely the benefits which can somebody
obtain by visiting places related to death are the same with these that somebody will obtain if he visits another cultural
heritage.
First, the knowledge which tourists can obtain is much. Ashworth (1996) mentions that the heritage which is
related to death and disaster is very educational, enjoyable and it is a “powerful instrument” for the dissemination of
socio-political messages (Sharpley and Stone 2009: 12). Dark tourism offers a vast range of knowledge and experiences
which are related to the past, but they do not belong in the happy moments of the past. They are related to a tragedy, to
death and fear.
Secondly, dark tourism's places and so the cemetery tourism can evoke abundance and variety of emotions such
as sadness, fear, empathy, feelings of vengeance, excitement and many others. Moreover, they can cause a desire for an
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inner search, philosophize ethical issues such as death and immortality, moral and immoral, memory and oblivion (Eun-

Jung and Noel and Timothy and Roy, 2012), it also reveals the uncertainty of the world and familiarizes people with
death. The tourist discovers the "horrors" of the past, which must convey certain "ethical lessons" and he is undergoing a
continuous search for life and how similar situations can be avoided in the future.
However, we should never forget that the sentiments of fear and hate were used by the leaders to persuade their
soldiers to commit mass murders (Braithwaite and Lok Lee, 2006). In our days these feelings are not required neither to
the field of tourism nor to our life generally. The monuments of dark tourism exist to remind us the historical events and
historical continuity, not to cause rancor and anger.
The Romanian- Jewish writer Elie Wiesel, who was a survivor of the Holocaust, once said “Without memory,
there is no culture. Without memory, there would be no civilization, no society, no future”. So, finally the dark tourism's
monuments and areas are used as places of lamentation, remembrance and forgiveness as they have been built or
preserved as symbols to maintain the meaningful remembrance of the loss.
Cemetery Tourism in Thessaloniki
The cultural tourism, as mentioned before, has experienced a significant growth in the city of Thessaloniki as
being rich in cultural resources, can offers plenty of cultural activities to visitors as well as much knowledge. It's a form
of tourism which has been adored by tourists, who are constantly looking to derive many benefits from it. On the other
hand, dark tourism is a subcategory of cultural tourism (Cultural Tourism has many subcategories which do not
presuppose the existence of monuments as the tourism of cultural events. According to Petroman, Marin, Ciolac, Vaduva
and Pandur, the cultural tourism offers a series of contradictions between the present and the past, the city and the
community, the own country of the visitors with another, the stereotypes of their everyday life with the stereotypes of
other countries (2013: 385)), as this form requires the existence of cultural sites and monuments and unlike other types
of cultural tourism, (for example archaeological tourism, tourism of cultural events, art tourism) has not developed
sufficiently in the city.
But why Cemetery tourism has not been exploited as tourism form in Thessaloniki? We could conclude that the
city does not have to tell stories or to display monuments and places related to this kind of tourism, but this would be an
arbitrary conclusion. It is not accidental the characterization of Mazower for the Thessaloniki as the city of ghosts
(Mazower, 2006). In his book, referring to the events after 1430 until 1950, when the city of Thessaloniki was
conquered by the Ottomans until the end of the civil war, he records the atmosphere of the decimated Thessaloniki,
which was created by the “fog” of death that covered, all these years, the conquered city. The period, with which
,
Mazower deals with, has been stigmatized by massive deaths that have been described as war crimes (ICRC, 2017) it
has been stigmatized by terrible tortures that the Germans submitted to the Jews and other groups of people who were
considered to be unacceptable, it has also been stigmatized by the barbaric islamization of Christians who were
subjected to daily humiliations. Many of these events are testified, not just by the history that has been recorded, but
also by the monuments which have been set up by people who lived at that time or by the descendants of the victims. A
walk through the city can reveal these monuments and places and certify the authenticity of the events.
But mankind, since antiquity, has been called upon to deal with the effects of the wars, natural and human
disasters and human's atrocity. The history of Thessaloniki could not be an exception. Thus monuments from the ancient
times "decorate" the city and recall these events. Thus the visitors of the city can indulge in this form of tourism, as
Thessaloniki can display monuments that are related to dark tourism and which belong to the Ancient/Roman,
Byzantine, Ottoman, Modern and Post- Modern eras.
Interview with Thessaloniki walking Tours
In the context of the of the international tourism conference, that takes place these days here in Rhodes and in
which we have the opportunity to present our views through our assignments, I interviewed Evi Karkiti who is a
journalist and coordinator of the group Thessaloniki walking tours. Thessaloniki Walking Tours was founded in autumn
2013 in Thessaloniki and through the thematic walking tours that organizes, aims to bringing the memory of a
multicultural city. The reason why I interviewed this group is because it often organizes cultural excursions to the city's
cemeteries and actually according to Mrs. Karkiti is the only group in the city that organizes such excursions
systematically. In several museums in Thessaloniki such as the archaeological, Byzantine and Jewish museums are
exposed tombs and funerary monuments that cause awe and thrill to the visitors, so why should there be a prejudice for
the visit of the cemeteries themselves? According to Mrs. Karkiti there is a significant difference in seeing the funerary
monuments exposed in the museums and visiting the grave sites itself. She mentions that in the case of the museums
there is a detachment of the visitor from the monument, while when somebody visits a cemetery comes into contact with
death and the dead. The feelings that these monuments can evoke vary from excitement to sadness and fear. Of course as
Niccolo Machiavelli has mentioned “Men are driven by two main things, either by love or by fear” (Machiavelli 1996:
185) and the sentiment of fear brings the feeling of hate. People who have experienced for example a situation of war,
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such as veterans and their families, they maintain the feeling of hatred for the enemy but somebody who has not

experienced the state of a war can also raise the hate by visiting military cemeteries or any other place related to war or
mass killing. Perhaps the resurgence of hatred that can cause these monuments constitute a potential danger, but their
proper use can bring many benefits to people and society.
One of the main goals of Thessaloniki walking tours, as Evi mentions, is to combat the fear of death using the
humor as their weapon but without detracting from the moral character of the area or the dead. The participants' mobiles
are closed when they are visiting the cemeteries, they do not chew gums, they do not make noise, they are diligent and
maintain the right respect for the site. In the tours of the group there is always sentiments and empathy for the place they
are visiting. These monuments are used as places of lamentation, remembrance and forgiveness as they have been built
or preserved as symbols to maintain the meaningful remembrance of the loss. They help people to express their sorrow
and their mourning, so it is not uncommon for various rituals to take place in these areas to commemorate those who lay
dead there. For example in the Allied cemeteries of Zeitinlik in Thessaloniki, in the context of the Anniversary of the
Annunciation and the end of the First World War, on November 11 2016 wreaths were deposited. Ater the wreath
ceremony in each section, a minute's silence was held while the band played the National Anthem of the respective
country and the National Anthem of Greece (Τσιτιρίδης, 2016). Furthermore, every year, the last weekend of September,
various events take place in the area of Zeitinlik,with a crowd of people attending these events. According to Bowman
and Pezzullo the pilgrimages and tours at these places contribute to the performing of rituals (Bowman, 2010). In the
case of Zeitinlik thousands of people from Serbia, France, Italy, Russia and Brittany visit the cemetery every year to pay
tribute to their ancestors. Mrs. Karkiti also mentions that the recent years people 's interest in cemeteries and in
particular for Zeitinlik has increased significantly. There are many people who are interested in knowing this cultural
city, in understanding the events of the First World War and in knowing the soils where their ancestors are buried. When
excursions are planned by the group in the cemeteries, the positions on them are sought after and tilted straight. Until
today hundreds of people have been guided by Thessaloniki walking tours to the city cemeteries.
I would like to mention the contribution of these monuments to the dissemination of the city's knowledge and
history. According to Mrs. Karkiti the visitor, depending on the questions posed to himself, can benefit from the relevant
knowledge. As she says “ The dead are talking” and they can narrate their story and the history of the city. Their
connection to the history of the city is intense, so the knowledge and messages that are being exported from them are
significant. The cemeteries offer a vast range of knowledge and experiences which are related to the past but they do not
belong in the happy moments of the past. They are related to a tragedy, to death and fear. It's a part of history very
common in practice, for example hundreds of wars took place in the past while new wars still exist today (Alchin, 2017)
but less mentioned in historical books.
Regarding the economic benefits of the cemetery tourism, although access to cemeteries may be free of charge,
can bring economic benefits to the city of Thessaloniki both in the local market and in the hotel industry. The tourists
visit the monuments and then choose their relaxation in the hotels, or their entertainment in a shop of the city. The
economic benefits which they can offer are the same with these of the cultural tourism, as the cemetery tourism is a part
of the cultural tourism. But as Mrs. Karkiti mentions there are people who are willing to pay to see the tombs. The tours
that the group of Thessaloniki walking tours organize in the cemeteries of the city are not free. She says that according
to the program of the tour that they create, the journey takes eight hours. They start from the archaeological museum,
where they see the ancient tombs and they end their journey to the cemetery of Bogomils in Nea Chalcedon, the last
remnant of a heresy that flourished in Byzantium from the 9th to the 12th century. Following local customs and
traditions, during their excursion, they make a break for coffee, while in the end they drink alcohol, especially tsipouro
and eat homemade pies with chocolate olives. Participants have paid for their participation and as Mrs. Karkiti mentions
they did not regret it. On the contrary, the interest of the participants increases every year. Actually Evi told me that until
October 2018 the group of Thessaloniki walking tours will have carried out a tour to the cemetery of Evangelistria, in
which the organizers will connect the area and the history of the cemetery with the literature and the poetry in order for
the people to overcome their fear of the death . It will be an innovative project, open to moral dilemmas.
To the question about the profile of the participants who have already taken part or they are interested in taking
part in the excursions of Thessaloniki Walking tours to the cemeteries of the city, Mrs. Karkiti answered that they are
mainly middle and upper age group with higher education. Most of them have considerable knowledge and want to
further expand their knowledge, while their motivation is also the creation of a coterie. The group Thessaloniki walking
tours has so far worked mainly with Greeks but its members hope to be able to expand and cooperate with foreign
tourists too. Generally, People were always fascinated by death and disasters. This part of their character, combined with
their need for exploration and simultaneously their "thirst" for knowledge and their need to understand new cultures and
histories, lead them to seek new horizons in this form of tourism. These visitors are searching for new, unique and
authentic experiences. They settle with nothing less and always look for the difference. While the tourist is wandering in
places he becomes a witness, as this kind of tourism introduces the visitor into that role and creates a cycle of
relationships between the witness, the victim and the perpetrator, with a center of gravity the violence (Robb, 2009). So,
I believe that if the cemetery tourism receive the appropriate promotional campaigns then it can claim even more
tourists.
However, according to Mrs. Karkiti, Thessaloniki has not sufficiently promoted its cemeteries. The
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municipality of Thessaloniki has made some speeches and campaigns ( Workshop was brought by the Commonwealth

War Graves Commission- Salonika Remembers- 12 of March 2017, The Municipality of Thessaloniki to London- 23 of
March 2017, Publication of a map for the city cemeteries- 2015, Salonika Remembers Program- 24 of October 2017) but
according to Evi there is a need to create even more campaigns in order even more people learn about the historical
cemeteries of the city and who are buried there, about the people with an important personality not only for Thessaloniki
but also for all the countries who participated to the World War I. Last but not least she believes that the cleanliness of
the area where the cemeteries are housed is very important as it constitutes another means for their tourist promotion.
Also according to the newspaper “Telegraph”, the gardening of the cemeteries is a way of paying tribute to the dead and
preserving the memory of the sacrifices of these fallen men (Guinnes, 2014). Colorful plantings decorate the tombs
having as a result the relief of the climate of the area and also making the garden more beautiful. So the cemeteries do
have an important place among public green areas and actually, they are subject to a special law that protect their
gardening and their flora (Yazici and Köse, and Gülgün, 2016).
Summarizing, Mrs. Evi Karkiti considers necessary to promote the cemeteries as through them a cultural
heritage and a part of the history of the city will be given prominence, which are close to getting lost in oblivion. She
mentions that these monuments have a “deep emotional character,” as you have the chance to see and get to know the
place where, people who are important to history, are buried and for this reason it would be sad if no efforts are made to
promote them. She claims that the city of Thessaloniki has to showcase many important historical cemeteries so it also
can support not only the cemetery tourism but also generally the Dark Tourism. However, she warns that the cemetery
tourism should not become a massive tourism. The phenomenon of massive tourism is an undeniable fact, which
“haunts” the industry of tourism for years now. Thanks to the development of technology mass tourism stretched its
roots and rapidly came to fruition in the tourism industry. Initially the plan of mass tourism seemed to had brought great
benefits to tourist destinations, but did not take long for several destinations to prove fatal. Mrs. Karkiti mentions that
inside the cemeteries there are behavor rules that everyone should follow as the respect for the dead is important and
necessary, while the group Thessaloniki walking tours has already highlighted these behavor rules.
Interviewer: Evi Karkiti, Journalist and coordinator of Thessaloniki Walking Tours
Conclusions
To conclude, people need to reshape their own past. They need to know the history of their family, their nation,
and the accomplishments of their ancestors. The memory is the mean to help them meet this need. More specifically, the
collective remembrance is the one that can accomplish that purpose. Collective remembrance is the process of
“gathering bits and pieces of the past and joining them together in public” (either putting them together or reassemble
them). These pieces and bits of the past are gathered in books and other means of disseminating of information and are
offered to the personal interested.
Visiting places that are directly related to the dissemination of the historical information (such as museums,
battlefields, cemeteries, archaeological sites etc.) is a very effective way of acquiring knowledge of the historical events
that took place on the corresponding period. The person comes in direct contact with the area and information, while
acquiring a new personal experience. Indeed the memory consists largely of memories deriving from the personal
experiences. There are people who travel abroad in order to visit the heritage offerings of a country or a community.
They see their travel as an opportunity to open up new horizons, gain knowledge and experience new adventures.
Thus, the whole tourism industry has been created based on the cultural and historical side of the countries.
Actually, from such travels, marketers expect a significant increment of the rates related to the tourism industry, as well
as significant augmentation of their incomes. The cultural tourists spend a great part of money in order to gain new
experiences and knowledge, while, at the same time, they prefer taking advantage of the services offered by guided
tours. During their stay, they prefer comfortable and modern hotels or motels that provide them quality of service
without looking too much into luxury aspect.
There are plenty of countries that are rich in cultural remnants, exploit, touristically, their cultural resources.
Countries such as Italy, England, France and others, which have a strong historical presence over the centuries, have
based their tourism industry, to a large extent, on the cultural tourism and have managed to gain significant incomes
every year from this form of tourism. But what about Greece?
Greece is not such a big country as the aforementioned ones, however its history and the importance of its
cultural treasures can compete with those of the other countries. Greece has a long history that starts from the antiquity
(ancient Greek culture), advances to Roman culture and then to Byzantine civilization and continues in the later years.
The remnants of civilizations are visible in every corner of the country, while it has some of the world's most famous
monuments and museums (Parthenon, Acropolis Museum, Dion, Zeitinlik etc.). A certain city of Greece, Thessaloniki,
stands out notably as it has a prominent history to narrate.
Thessaloniki is a city of infinite beauty, which, through its monuments, offers a unique experience, knowledge
and emotions. Some of its monuments are the cemeteries of the city, which narrate not only the stories of thousands of420

people who died in it, but also the history of the city itself. Just the historical cemeteries of the city themselves occupy
large areas of land while chronologically vary as they are dating back to ancient times and end up in the newer years.
Many, however, are the areas scattered graves were found, which nowadays are no longer accessible for a variety of
reasons (Either because they were removed from the plots to build houses and roads, either because they were destroyed
during their excavation, or because they are in warehouses of apartment buildings etc.). A long time these areas
remained in obscurity, many of which continue to remain up to our days, but also the "big" historical cemeteries of the
city, which preserved the tombs they inhabit, did not received the attention they deserved. The previous indifference to
city cemeteries is justified to some extent due to the socio-political disturbances taking place in the country. During the
Second World War and the following period, the public interest of the monuments and history of First World War
declined (Winter, 2011). Greece had to face a second great war and later many other smaller disputes (Greco-Turkish
War (1919-1922), Asia Minor Catastrophe (1922), Dictatorship of Theodore Pangalos (1925), Economic crisis (19291932), Kondylis coup d'état (1935), Metaxa dictatorship (1936), Launch of World War II (1939), Launch of an ItalianHellenic war (1940), German entry in Athens (1941), Ending the war in Europe (1945), Civil War (1946), Termination
of civil conflict (1949), Enforcing dictatorship of the colonels (1967), Restoration of democracy in Greece (1974)) that
disrupted the citizens and prevented them from dealing with the historicity of their city.
However, in recent years, a large number of people has begu
n to visit the cemeteries again in order to pay tribute to their ancestors, who gloriously died in the battlefields for their
homeland. The Cemeteries have began once again to be thought as places of visit and knowledge. Particularly in
Thessaloniki, lately, various kinds of speeches have taken place, aiming to the prominence and promotion of the city's
cemeteries and in particular of the allied ones. Also there are many other ways to advertise these sites, such as daily
newspapers, tourist exhibitions, tourist guides, magazines etc (Καραγιάννης, 1993), which have not been sufficiently
exploited so far. Of course, in the twenty-first century, the Internet and media networking are a powerful partner with the
contribution of them, the projection and promotion of tourist packages and opportunities are made with ease and free of
charge.
Thessaloniki, is an important cultural city that has not yet exploited all of its cultural resources. However, it is
important to take advantage of them as they can offer to the city a long-term tourism development and economic
prosperity as well as create new jobs such as guards, tour guides, seasonal museums, etc. (Κοκκώσης and Τσάρτας,
2001). This will also benefit to the city's authorities, as Thessaloniki will become more known and attract more tourists,
as well as to the residents, as the unemployment rate will fall, and the tourists, who will be satisfied with the city at the
end of their wandering may return again in the future.
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Managing an event is a very peculiar job - it involves many other people and the manager needs to juggle a
great number of tasks. This paper combines two strategic management theories – stakeholder management approach and
service quality approach. By combining these two theories it becomes obvious where exactly managers could focus in
order to avoid failure, while at the same time increase their competitive advantage.
Key Words: Stakeholders, Quality, SERVQUAL, competitive advantage
INTRODUCTION
Since the dawn of time events occur every moment around the globe, while no event takes place in isolation.
This paper focuses on planned events that - as all events – have a finite length that is usually fixed in advance. Getz
defines every such event as unique, stemming from the blend of management, program, setting and people. Event
tourism is a specific sector of tourism that focuses on events.
The events work at a destination:
- As attractions: Tourists move from other areas to participate in the events, while also locals might stay at
their home in order to attend an event and not spend the money at another destination.
- As animators: In the contrary with a museum, archeological site, resort etc. each event is unique (even if held
at the same place), so although somebody might have visited a specific destination once (either for the event or not), it is
very possible they will visit again for the event - thus creating repeated customers/visitors.
- As image makers: Especially a long tradition of specific events effect the image of a destination.
- To evolve: by marketing their place for the event and building the infrastructure to attract events.
- As catalysts: that attract international attention and funding in order to renew urban areas, a term used mostly
in the tourism literature to describe a destination development and marketing star.
In other words planned events affect and are affected, as well as support and are supported, by a large number
of people (or groups of people). Many traditional approaches to strategic management have ignored some stakeholders,
or consistently favored some stakeholder groups. In a world of constant change and turbulence, the limitations of
traditional approaches to strategic management, as well as event management, have become apparent. Getz (2002)
concluded that event managers need to understand resource dependency theory as it affects their organizations otherwise
their events would fail. Reid and Arcodia suggest employing stakeholder theory and its application to the planning
process has the potential of providing a competitive advantage to event organizers. In order to gain a competitive
advantage Baum (1997) and Crick and Spencer (2011) viewed service quality as an important strategy for gaining
competitive advantage in firms. By combining these two strategies we can help events deliver in a better way their
objectives and avoid failure.
1. STAKEHOLDER APPROACH
Since 1980s stakeholder management has been introduced into management courses. “Stakeholder” is any
group or individual who can affect or be affected by the achievement of the organization’s objectives (Freeman, 1984).
In this case stakeholders are people (or a group of people) who can influence the event or event organization, or are
affected by the event. The above definition can eventually include everybody that is, or potentially might be, involved in
the event. It is therefore crucial to categorize the stakeholders in order to be able to form a reliable and long term
strategy.
Mitchell, Agle and Wood (1997) defined the principle of who and what really counts. They identified 7
categories of stakeholders according to three attributes: power, legitimacy and urgency.
Image 1
Categories of stakeholders according to Mitchell, Agle and Wook (1997) regarding Power, Legitimacy
and Urgency

1 Dormant Stakeholder
2 Discretionary Stakeholder
3 Demanding Stakeholder
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4 Dominant Stakeholder
5 Dangerous Stakeholder
6 Dependent Stakeholder
7 Definitive Stakeholder

Obviously the definitive stakeholders are the ones who have to be addressed first, while the dominant
stakeholders have to be satisfied on the long term. Dealing with dangerous stakeholders should be part of the event’s
risk management plan and dealt with automatically. Dormant, discretionary and dependent stakeholders should be
monitored in case they move to another category. The demanding stakeholders aren’t to be taken into consideration.
The relative significance of each stakeholder to the success of the event can be determined by the matrix
proposed by Mendelow 1991 – each stakeholder is ranked depending upon two variables: the stakeholders’ interest and
power. The stakeholders’ power refers to the ability to influence the event, while the stakeholders’ interest refers to the
willingness to influence the event.
Stakeholder influence = power x interest
Image 2
Mendelows’ matrix (1991) including the proposed strategies by Savage G., Nix T., Whitehead C. and
Blair J.

The most influential stakeholders, those who have a direct connection with the event and have sufficient
bargaining power to directly affect the event, will be identified as primary stakeholders,. These could be participants,
volunteers/staff, suppliers/performers, sponsors, media, local communities, government agencies at all levels. All other
stakeholders, who don’t have a direct stake in the event and cannot directly influence the event, are the secondary
stakeholders. These could be NGOs, trade associations, competing events. Wheelen and Hunger propose a third step in
stakeholder analysis in order to estimate the effect any particular decision could have on each stakeholder group. For
example, some persons or groups (NGOs) might want to be consulted or seek to influence the event, although the
organizer sees them as dependent or even demanding stakeholders. The organization might activate these stakeholders
with its decisions and make them move to another category.
events.

Allen J., O’Toole W., Harris R. and McDonnell I. (2011) note the following relationship of stakeholders to
Image 3
Stakeholders and their relationship to the event according to Allen J., O’Toole W., Harris R. and
McDonnell I. (2011)
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We will therefore consider these as the primary stakeholders for events:
- Host organisation
- Host community
- Sponsors
- Media
- Co-workers
- Participants and spectators
2. STAKEHOLDER MANAGEMENT
A stakeholder approach for events, according to Freemans theory, has 7 characteristics: a) a single strategic
framework, able to cope with changes in the environment as well as the different characteristics of the event, b) it is a
management process rather than a planning process, so it takes into consideration how the event can also affect the
environment, c) survival as not only achieving the events’ objectives, but being able to change course in order to survive
in the long term, d) there is a critical role for values-based-management, in order to have the event accepted by all
stakeholders, e) a prescriptive and descriptive approach – so it goes beyond the concrete facts and analysis by
influencing and creating relationships with stakeholders, f) it needs concrete names and faces that are different from
event to event and g) a need for an integrated approach – meaning that management has to find ways to satisfy multiple
stakeholders simultaneously. The above characteristics should be advised when designing a specific strategy.
A helpful tool in deciding the strategy is a matrix, similar to the Mendelow matrix, that was designed by
Savage G., Nix T., Whitehead C. and Blair J. They used potential threat to the organization (instead of power) and
potential for cooperation with the organization (instead of interest). This way, they propose a strategy of collaboration
between the organization and the stakeholders who are the most influential – key players, as well as a strategy of
monitoring the least influential stakeholders – minimum effort. While for those with low potential for cooperation but
high potential for threat to the organization they propose a defensive strategy. Finally for those who have a low potential
for threat but a high potential for cooperation the proposed strategy is involvement.
3. SERVQUAL
As most products in the tourism industry, leisure services are intangible, inseparable during production and
consumption, variable and perishable. Defining and maintaining service quality is difficult, as is identifying and
recovering from services’ failures.
In 1988 Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry developed a multiple-item scale for measuring consumer perception
of Service Quality - SERVQUAL. It was designed to be applicable across a broad spectrum of services, satisfying this
way also the characteristic of strategic management approach for a single framework. They found that there are five
major dimensions that mostly reflect functional service aspects and can easilly be remembered through the acronym
‘RATER’:
responsiveness: willingness to help customers and provide prompt service
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assurance: knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to inspire trust and confidence

tangibles: physical facilities, equipment and appearance of personnel
empathy: caring, individualized attention the firm provides its customers
reliability: ability to perform the promised service dependably and accurately
The difference between what customers expect and what they perceive they get during events, is due to one (or
more) of the following gaps:
Gap 1 - Knowledge Gap: Actual expectations & perception of organizers about the expectations
Gap 2 - Standards Gap: Organizers false design of the standards/procedures
Gap 3 - Delivery Gap: False execution of the standards/procedures
Gap 4 - Communication Gap: Promising something different than the actual event
Gap 5 - Customer Gap: The difference between customer perception and expectation
According to Mills (2011) the best place for the manager to begin is a sequential five step approach:
1. Identify whether or not a problem exists
2. Manage customer expectations so they are realistic with the service offering (Gap 4)
3. Identify customer needs and expectations of quality service (Gap1)
4. Develop service quality standards based on customer expectations (Gap 2) and
5. Re-evaluate the human resource system to hire, train, and motivate employees who are willing and able to
deliver quality service (Gap 3)
4. SERVQUAL IN EVENTS
Every event manager should consider combining these two theories during designing a unique event
experience.
A. Host organisation
The host organisation focuses on the business objectives set and the event they would like to deliver. This
could lead to not taking into consideration the participants and the reason the event should take place (Gap 1). As
mentioned when the other stakeholders have a high potential of participation and either a high or low potential of threat,
the host organisation should try to collaborate or co-operate with them. This leads to many people being responsible for
different aspects of the event, and all have their unique experience and approach in designing the standards for the
event. It is not rare, especially at public organisations, that the plans or even regulations of one departments reject the
ones of an other department (Gap 2). Also, the host organisation often uses words like unique, once in a life time, and
other words over exaggerating about the actual event in order to attract more sponsors, media, performers and
participants (Gap 4).
B. Host community
Although the host community knows what it wants, it doesn’t always communicate it to the organiser (Gap 1).
A strong community feeling - and the use of word of mouth - many times creates to the communities’ members
expectations that are not equal to the event being organized. If organisers communicated directly with the whole
community or even just with the opinion leaders of the community this could be avoided (Gap 4). In some cases the host
community might also fall into the customer gap since they truly believe the event will be better than what is being
organized. This way they grow their expectations and upon delivery their perception of the event doesn’t match (Gap 5).
C. Sponsors
Sponsors usually create a delivery gap (Gap 3) either by not delivering what agreed or by demanding more for
what they agreed to deliver. Contracts with clear deliverables by both sides can solve many unwanted surprises.
Sponsors advertise the events they sponsor as something greater than what will actually be delivered mostly for reasons
of prestige and to gain the most out of their sponsorship (Gap 4).
D. Media
The media often are poorly informed about the event and eventually don’t communicate the correct
information. This is two folded, while on one hand they promise something that isn’t true (Gap 4), and at the same time
they instill on the other stakeholders their expectations (Gap 5). The above might be due to poor communication from
the event organizers and/or host community, but in the recent years it could very well also be because the media changes
part of the message that should be communicated in order to become viral and sell more advertisements. This not only is
unethical, it also leads management to monitor them as stakeholders and see if they move to being dangerous
stakeholders (having power and urgency, but no legitimacy).
E. Co-workers (employees, volunteers etc.)
Co-workers are responsible for delivering the event and they have an immediate contact with all the other
stakeholders. Poor training leads to bad execution of the standards (Gap 3). Also, by not informing all the co-workers
they also communicate to the public false information raising expectations (Gap 4).
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F. Participants & spectators

A unique aspect of events is that participants are actually part of the event/service provided. Although they are
the actual consumer of the service, they are also part of the production. So when they don’t communicate their
expectation in a proper matter they don’t let the organizer know their exact expectations (Gap 1). By not keeping
deadlines and complying with standards they don’t let the management design the right standards (Gap 2). The
participants often demand their expectations to be met and create problems to other participants and to the events’
workers, making the whole delivery of the event suffer (Gap 3). Participants, especially in our days with social media,
talk about events even though they have never participated in them and point out aspects of the event that actual don’t
exist (Gap 4). While the participants are the major subject of Gap 5 - difference between their perception of the event
and their expectations. It is not a surprise that participants can influence all gaps, since SERVQUAL was designed to
identify the customers perception of quality and the participants & spectators are the event’s customers.
COCLUSIONS
In order to avoid failure it is important to think and design in a strategic way. First the event planner/organiser
needs to identify all stakeholders related to the event. Secondly using all appropriate tools to categorize them in order to
be able to design a strategy. The strategy needs to take into consideration all needs of all stakeholders, but not all to the
same extend. Finally the quality aspects of the event need to be addressed and see how they influence all stakeholders.
The strategy should be accordingly adjusted. Unfortunately it can only be tested once. Each event is unique, and even if
it is an annual event, each year it is different (different programme, different participants, different expectations). A bad
plan is better than no plan. Combining stakeholder theory and SERVQUAL will lead to a plan and hopefully to a
successful event.
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184. ENHANCEMENT OF THE MICE DESTINATIONS MARKETING WITH LEISURE SPORT
ACTIVITIES
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Official Sailing Coach

The importance of providing an interesting and well organized activities program for a MICE event participants – delegates and companions – is an important part of every meeting and conference organization, in
addition to the selection of appropriate venue, providing high quality food and catering services, and adequate
accommodation, corresponding to the needs of the participants. In our case, leisure sports have not only become an
important element of the overall travel experience internationally, but these “adventure and sport type activities” are
increasing in demand, estimated at a compound annual growth rate of about 46% in the period 2016-2020 (as reported in
the Global Adventure Tourism Market 2016-2020 by SADLER, published in September 2016) more than the average
annual tourism increase (of about 4%) as reported by the UNWTO (and noted as increasing at 17% annually, based on a
study by George Washington University with the Adventure Travel Trade Association of the USA,presented by
AMADEUS at London WTM in 2013). Also, the UNWTO has reported (Report on “Adventure Tourism”in 2014) that
“adventure tourism activities” are increasingly becoming popular and provided breakdowns indicating that more than
1/3 of the leisure sports – adventure enthousiasts are university trained that slightly over 2/3 are international travelers
(they own a passport). Thus, the importance of including sporting activities is becoming an integral part of the good
organization of a MICE event and particularly for a conference – congress or meeting event, not only as part of the
“companions programme” but also for the delegates themselves. The presentation shall draw from the field research
carries out to participants of leisure sports activities in Rhodes Island, Greece, indications for the popular sports
participated, the influence of the sports facilities and services at the destination, for repeat business, the likelihood of
using championship sports events as an attraction for a destination. Results of the research also indicate the extent of
individual commitment to sports tourism and the selected sports, as well as the importance played by the destination
image in comparison to other destinations with sports offerings.
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Tourism market segmentation as well as finding ways, for it, to become more effective is always one of the
most important strategies of tourism marketing. However, selecting target-markets based on some demographic
variables, as the single criterion and ignoring the correlation of these variables with the destination’s characteristics,
which act as destination choice criteria, does not lead to remarkable results, according to several scholars. At the same
time, regarding visitors who choose various destinations, evidence suggests that is relatively difficult for a series of
demographic variables to be correlated to destination characteristics and their impact on the final buying decision, based
on the importance attributed to them by tourists. It is a fact that various target-markets attribute different levels of
importance to different destination characteristics and are therefore more or less affected by them in making a buying
decision. The present paper, through the formulating and testing of research hypotheses and by using as a case study the
city of Athens, attempted to correlate demographic variables and specifically the income levels with the destination’s
characteristics, which are considered important and influence its choice by tourists. The findings revealed which income
categories of customer markets considered several criteria to be important and whether these criteria have influenced or
not their decision to visit the destination. The characteristics/criteria studied were the available information on the
destination, climatic conditions, nightlife, the impact of a previous visit, history and culture, fear or lack of fear of a
possible terrorist attack, flight availability, general reputation of the destination, etc., as well as other characteristics
concerning the complex nature of a place, a city, etc. The findings of the above analysis indicated the degree of
influence or not of several criteria for the selection of Athens as a tourist destination. With the demographic variable of
income being proven to be correlated or not with various destination choice criteria, marketers of various tourism
organizations, tour operators and travel enterprises are given the possibility to design effective tourism marketing
strategies.
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ABSTRACT
In competitive environments such as the tourism sector, companies strive to gain customer loyalty.There is
though, lack of research on the antecedents of loyalty for the group of Z-Genders. Since they are increasingly targeted
by marketers, a better understanding of their preferences and behaviors is important. This research aims to describe the
effects of quality, satisfaction, value and reputation on loyalty in regard to Z-Genders.The sample was 324 individuals
and structural equation modeling was used. Results showed a good fit and revealed the significance of value and
reputation. Anunexploited academic area is addressed with implications for the formation of early loyalty for ZGenders.
Key Words:Generation Z; loyalty; service quality; satisfaction; reputation; value
INTRODUCTION
In a highly competitive environment such as the tourism sector, companies and individualsstrive to satisfy their
customers and gain customer loyalty (Stavrianea and Kavoura, 2014; Wang and Hsu, 2010; Liat et al., 2017). There is
though, lack of research on the antecedents of customer loyalty for the generational group of Z-Genders. Since this
group of individuals is increasingly targeted by the marketers, a better understanding of their preferences and behaviors
can be extremely important.
The purpose of this research is to reveal and describe the effects of service quality, satisfaction, perceived value
and reputation on loyalty in regard to the Generation Z. The study aims to address the key issue of the relationships
between the above constructs in the tourism sector which are not defined in a precise way and especially for the
generation Z, an area that the lack of relevant research is apparent.
This study also aims to fill the gap in theconsumer behavior literature for relevant research on generations over age
demographics, and especially for generation Z.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Customer loyalty remains a significant research area in the literature of consumer behavior. Loyalty refers to
the commitment that a consumer makes to buy again or recommend a product or service that he or
sheprefers(Oliver,1997; Cohen 2014). Even though,previous researchexists on service quality, satisfaction and
perceived value, the exact relationships between these constructs, and their role and effects on customer loyaltyare still
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not defined in a precise way, remaining therefore, a research area that demands further investigation. Furthermore, few

empirical studies have analyzed the relationships between reputation and other evaluative constructs such as perceived
value and service quality. Empirical studies that included the above mentioned factors along with reputation in models
explaining tourism loyalty are verylimited(Christou, 2003; Hu et al.,2008; Lee, 2009; Lin and Huang, 2017).In this
study, we propose and examine a model that describes the relationships and effects ofservice quality, satisfaction,
perceived value andreputation on consumer loyalty in the hospitality industry.
Relevant research from a generational perspective is scarce. This shortage in relevant research hasdeveloped a
new call for studies that also consider generational cohorts and do not use only age demographics that can be many
times oversimplified (Liat et al., 2017). According to the generational cohort theory, the members of each generation
don’t share only the same birth periods, but they alsoexperience the same social and historical events of their
times.These experiences and needs that individuals who live in the same time periods share in common,make them
developanalogous values, attitudes and behaviors and in this way they promote a common, shared identity (Manheim,
1952; Inglehart, 1997; Gao et al. 2017).
The youngest adult generation are the members of Generation Z which includes individuals who were born
between 1995 and 2009. The members of this generation are the ones that will have families in the future and studying
their preferences, attitudes and behaviors is very significant as it canshed lightto our perceptions of the roles of
generations in contemporary society(Rowlands et al. 2008; Williams and Page, 2011). The members of Generation Z or
Gen-Z’ers arealso called the Net Generation, Homo Zappiensor the Digital natives and Dot-com kids, since they are
constantly around their mobile devices and have been raised with social media. There is though, lack of research on the
antecedents of customer loyalty for the generational group of Z-Genders. Since marketers increasinglyfocus their
attention on this group,a more in-depth understanding of Z-Genders’ preferences and behaviors can be
verysignificant(Rowlands et al. 2008; Williams and Page, 2011).
Hypotheses development
H1. Perceived hotel quality will positively affect satisfaction.
H2. Perceived hotel quality will positively affect reputation.
H3. Perceived hotel quality will positively affect perceived value.
H4. Perceived hotel quality will positively affect customer loyalty
H5. Satisfaction will positively affect customer loyalty.
H6. Reputation will positively affect customer loyalty.
H7. Perceived value will positively affect customer loyalty.

METHODOLOGY
Based upon extensive literature review, and using existing scales for the above mentioned constructs, a questionnaire
was developed in Google docx and was forwarded via the internet (Priporas et al. 2015; Stavrianea and Kamenidou,
2017). In a two month period, 324 valid questionnaires were collected. The sample of the research consisted of324
individuals of this generational group who stayed in a hotel during their vacations in the previous year. The SPSS ver.24
and AMOS ver. 24 were used. The statistical procedure used confirmatory factor analysis and structural equation
modeling.
RESULTS
After completing Reliability tests and Confirmatory Factor Analysis for all constructs, we used Structural
Equation Modeling to test the hypothesized model which had a good fit. Table 1 presents the relevant indices.The root
mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) was 0.074 and slightly exceeding the standard of 0.06 suggested by Hu
and Bentler (1999). The GFI and AGFI indices were 0.99 and 0.95 respectively.
Table 1
Model Fit Indices
CMIN/DF
RMSEA
GFI
AGFI
CFI

2.779
.074
.997
.949
.998

Analysis properties and standardized regression weights are presented as following in Table 2. The effects of
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quality on satisfaction were, like our expectations, significant (r= 0.397, p <0.05). Therefore, Hypothesis 1 was

supported. Results indicated a strong, statistically significant effect of quality on reputation (r= 0.800, p <0.05).
Hypothesis 2 was supported. The effects of quality on value were strong, positive and statistically significant (r= 0.669,
p <0.05). Hypothesis 3 was supported.
The effect of quality on loyalty showed a strong, but negative and non-significant relation (r= -0.79,p>0.05). This can be
explained by the total indirecteffect that quality has on loyalty. Hypothesis 4, contrary to our expectations, was not
supported.
Table 2
Parameter Estimates
Parameter
Satisfaction
Reputation
Value
Loyalty
Loyalty
Loyalty
Loyalty

Estimate
Quality
Quality
Quality
Quality
Satisfaction
Reputation
Value

.397
.800
.669
-.079
.129
.449
.175

The effects of satisfaction on loyalty were, like our expectations, significant (r= .129, p <0.05). Therefore, Hypothesis 5
was supported. The effect of reputation on loyalty showed a strong, statistically significant relation (r= 0.449, p <0.05).
Hypothesis 6 was supported. The effect of value on loyalty was statistically significant and positive (r=0.175, p <0.05).
Therefore, hypothesis 7 was supported.

CONCLUSIONS –FURTHER RESEARCH
This research aimed to examine the antecedents of loyalty for the Greek Generation Z hotel customers which
was accomplished by a questionnaire- research approach with 324 participants. Seven hypotheses were tested. Results
revealed the relationships and effects of service quality, satisfaction, perceived value and reputation on loyalty in regard
to the Generation Z hotel customers.Results revealed the great significance of perceived value and hotel’s reputation for
the development of positive behavioral intentions for this group of individuals. The findings of the study addressed a
key academic area that has been unexploited and have strategic implications for the formation of early loyalty for this
generation.
This research has certain limitations that could also be regarded as a direction for future research. The
studyused a non-probability sampling method. And therefore, it lacks the possibility of generalization of the results. The
sample size is relatively small (n=324). Future research could further test and generalize current finding using a
probability sample. Nevertheless, even with the above limitations, the research is significant, as it enlightens theattitudes
and motivations of Greek young hotel customers, a topic that lacks research and in-depth knowledge.Future studies that
illustrate the attitudes and consumption preferences of individuals who belong toGeneration Zwill be very important for
the tourism sector in the following yearsin order to able to adapt to changes, communicate effectivelyand respond to
new customer needs(Cohen et al. 2014).
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Abstract
A question that troubles all of us involved in the tourism business is how we will optimize the provided
services and amenities. As it is widely known, correct use of the Internet benefits each and every place we are interested
in as well as Tourism Economy. Online Marketing holds a very important role in this, because with countable ways like
cutting down on the costs of advertising as well as a complete digital picture of the company, It makes it easier for either
new or old travellers to meet a new place, targeting them in compliance with their needs and requirements in order to
achieve the best experience they could have. Correct use of Digital Marketing in conjunction with offline actions would
result in positive and countable results. Taking all of the above into account, It would be optimal for Digital Marketing
to be considered of the same importance as Operation Management, and the combination of the two could skyrocket any
business involved in tourism. This is a topic that interests the World Tourism Market with immediate impact on the
Greek Tourism Market, as well as playing a role in the growth of a tourism company. It would be a huge honor for me if
this subject would be discussed in the conference: Tourman 2018 “In search of excellence in tourism, travel &
hospitality management” at 25-28 October 2018.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the results of a research that examines which cognitive destination attributes are essential
for choosing the tourism destination which participants visited lastly. The sample consisted of 1133 tourists that have
visited during the previous year a place for leisure or vacation reasons, and belong in five Greek generational cohorts:
Generation Z, Generation Y, Generation X, Baby Boomers, and the Silent Generation. Lastly, it examines if there are
any significant differences among the five generational cohorts and their ratings of importance of the cognitive attributes
for the destination chosen. Discussion of findings and recommendations are presented.

KeyWords: Destination choice, Cognitive elements; Tourism marketing; Destination marketing; Generational cohort;
Marketing.
INTRODUCTION
Academics and marketing managers are continuously interested in the factors affecting final decision over
destination alternatives (Bekhor and Prashker, 2008; Um and Crompton, 1992; Um, 1988). Tourists will make their final
choice after they evaluate the image projected and the features of the destination (Ankomah et al. 1996); with
destination image being subjective (Gallarza et al. 2002). Preceding studies (Stylidis et al. 2017; Stylos and
Andronikidis, 2013; Stern and Krakover, 1993) showed that the overall destination image comprises of the cognitive
component and the affective component. The cognitive component refers to attributes of a destination such as:
infrastructure, facilities, scenery, accommodation, restaurants, cultural and historical attractions, and events. The
affective component refers to a person’s feelings and emotions formed from the destination such as pleasure and
excitement. Moreover, tourists evaluations of a destination, and consequently their choice, are affected by personal
attributes. These attributes for example is individuals’ age(Yoon, 1997); and different age groups have different
behavior (Ryder, 1965). Additionally, researchers pointed out the significance of using generational cohorts in tourism
studies for destination marketing (Beldona, 2005).
Generational cohort theory proposes that individuals in each generational cohort have similar behavior
(Kupperschmidt, 2000) because they are born between a specific year zone at similar places, and share the same
momentous experiences (Laufer and Bengtson, 1974) in their coming of age (Parment, 2014). While at first the
generational cohort theory was applied in four countries (USA, Australia, New Zealand, and Canada), it has been spread
to other countries also, justifying its importance (Kamenidou and Mamalis, 2018; Parment, 2013; Dou et al. 2006;
Freestone and Mitchell, 2004; Oppermann, 1995).
Having in mind the above, this paper deals with the cognitive destination image components and their
importance for choosing the final destination visited.Specifically, it addresses the following questions:
1. What cognitive components compose a destination image?
2. How criticalis eachcognitive component in tourists final destination choice?
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3.

Do individuals belonging in different generational groups consider of different importance the cognitive
destination features in choosing the destination that they finally visited?

This study examines five Greek generational cohorts, i.e. the Silent Generation born between 1925-1945
(Williams and Page,2011); the Baby Boomers: 1946-1964 (Smola and Sutton, 2002); Generation X born between 19651977 (Smola and Sutton, 2002); Generation Y born between 1978-1994 (Williams and Page, 2011) and Generation Z
born 1995- 2009(McCrindle and Wolfinger, 2010).
There are several gaps in the academic literature that this study wishes to minimize: 1) the issue of generational
cohorts in the tourism area is understudied; 2) only a handful of studies refer to the cohorts of the Silent Generation and
the Generation Z; 3) generational cohort comparisons in tourist behavior are also understudied; 4)regarding generational
cohort comparisons, only one study with five cohorts in tourism and travel has been found,and it refers to the Chinese
generational cohorts (Huang and Lu, 2017); 5) studies ondestination image attributes that impact on choice and referring
to five generational cohorts have not been found.
GENERATIONAL COHORT THEORY AND LITERATURE REVIEW
In travel and tourism marketing,destination image is one of the most extensive subjectsexplored (Stylidis et al.
2017; Mariani et al. 2014; Stylos and Andronikidis, 2013; Kamenidou et al. 2009; Christou, 2007). Additionally,
destination choice is also an extensively studied subject (Lepp and Gibson, 2008; Seddighi andTheocharous, 2002; Um
and Crompton, 1990), with many academics acknowledging that it is influenced by its image (Chen and Tsai, 2007;
Chon, 1990).
Although there is abundant research on tourism and travel, research focusing on travel and tourism and
generational cohorts are comparativelyrarer (e.g., Beldona et al. 2009); especially those referring to multiple cohorts,
i.e., more than two cohorts. There is an amount of research that deals with one generational cohort and its’tourism
behavior. Thisresearch refers to the Silent Generation (Pennington-Gray and Lane, 2002);the Baby Boomers (Patterson
and Pan, 2007); and the Generation X (Cooper, 2017). Additionally, it deals with the Generation Y (Hritz et al. 2014)
and very few with the Generation Z cohort (Lin and Huang, 2017). A considerable number deals with a comparison of
two cohorts and tourism behavior (Lehto et al. 2008). Though, fewer compare three (Gardiner et al. 2015) and four
generational cohorts (Boulay and Hritz, 2016)and their behavior in tourism and travel. As regards comparison among
five generational cohorts in tourism, only one, to our knowledge exists, that uses generational cohort theory(Huang and
Lu, 2017)refering to the Chinese generational cohorts.
METHODOLOGY
This research applied a multistage method approach. In the first stage,extensive literature review provided a
first insight of the components and dimensions of a favorable destination image.In the second phase, qualitative research
was employed with participants from all five cohorts. Qualitative research and literature review formed the quantitative
research questionnaire.In the third stage, quantitative research with a questionnaire developed specifically for this reason
was used for data collection. It measured at first the desired components resulting in a favorable destination image
(measured on a five-point Likert scale), and then, how important each one of the 30 cognitive elements is when tourists
choose the destination they visited for vacation reasons (5-point Likert-type scale/importance scale: 1= completely
unimportant up to 5=completely important). Though, only the question related to this paper will be analyzed. The
question analyzed refers to how important is each of the 30 cognitive components in the choice of the destination finally
visited.
In order to collect data from all the generational cohorts, different approaches in data collection were used,
employing a non- probability sampling method. For participation in the research, some criteria were set. The criteria set
to participate in the research were the following:The individuals had to be Greek of origin and traveled for vacation
reasons in the previous 12 months of completion of the questionnaire (i.e., 2016-2017; the year of the research).
Additionally, they did not consider their hometown as for this vacation (they could go there, but also travel for tourism
purposes elsewhere too). Data was collected via the internet(Stavrianea and Kamenidou, 2017);self- administrated
questionnaires and personal interviews, resulting to 1133valid questionnaires, which were appropriate for the analysis.
Data analysis (SPSS ver.24) encompassed descriptive statistics (frequencies, percentages, and means), factor analysis
with varimax rotation, ANOVA,and multiple comparisons of means with Tuckey’sHSD test.
Sample profile

RESULTS- DISCUSSION

Genderhas almost equal distribution (46.2% were males and 53.8% females) among participants, and as to age,
23.0% belong in the Generation Z cohort; 25.8% in the Generation Y; 22.1% in the Generation X cohort; 21.3% in the
Baby Boomer cohort and 8.1% in the Silent Generation cohort. Thirty-eight percent of the sample is single; 52.0% is
married, and 9.0% is divorced or widowed.Most participants have a secondary education (39.5%) or a university or
postgraduate degree(35.1%). Additionally,27% were employees (federal or private); 15.0% and 16.0% were business436

people and on a pension respectively; 3.0% are workers, and 39.0% are dependent from others (housekeepers, students,
unemployed).Moreover, 14.8% of the sample does not have any family member that works or has any income, and
24.8% had at least one family member fired from 2010 and forth; year of the memorandum of understanding and
TROIKA economic measures. Lastly,42.5% of the sample had as income up to 1000.00 €;43.1% has 1000.01-2000.00€,
and;14.4% of the sample has an income ofmore than 2000.00€ per month.
Perceived and actual important components of a destination image
The thirty cognitive destination image components are rated by the participants regarding how important each
one was in their final destination choice. Results reveal that the Generation Z cohort took intoaccount “Clean sea-waters
for swimming-playing” (MS=4.12), “Suitable accommodations (hotels/ rooms/ organized camps,etc.)” (MS=4.08) and
“Clean destination” (MS=4.02). The Generation Y cohort took into account three features- all having anequal evaluation
(MS=4.14):“Security of things (e.g., car)”, “Adequate infrastructure (e.g., roads)” and “Safe place at night”. The
Generation X cohort rated as highest of affecting their decision “Clean destination” (MS=4.37) and equally (MS=4.30):
“Security of things (e.g., car)”; and “Safe place at night”. The Baby Boomer cohort considered first of all if the
destination is clean (“Clean destination”; MS=4.42), with three components havingan equal rating (MS=4.38): “Security
of things (e.g., car)”;“Adequate infrastructure (e.g., roads)” and “Safe place at night”. Lastly, the Silent Generation
cohort took into account if there were “Suitable accommodations (hotels/ rooms/camp/Airbnb)” (MS=4.46); “Sufficient
modes of transport” (MS=4.36); and “Clean destination” (MS=4.33).
Factor analysis, One Way ANOVA, and Multiple Comparison of Means
Exploratory Factor Analysis with varimax rotation was performed on the 30 cognitive destination image items
rated, producing eight factors (KMO=0.847; BTS=14014.242; df=435; p=0.000), and explaining 64.6% of Total
Variance (TV), employing Hair et al. (2010) criteria. In the procedure no item was dropped, and the eight dimensions
were named as follows: 1st “Sightseeing (n=5 items)”; 2nd:“Trendy and intense life (n=9)”; 3rd: “Safety and
infrastructure (n=5)”; 4th: “Good food and restaurants (n=2)”; 5th: “Access and accommodation (n=3)”; 6th: “Traditional
destination (n=2)”; 7th: “Value for money (n=2)”; and 8th: “Beaches and climate (n=2)”.
Continuously, theseeight dimensions were treated as new variables, and analysis of variance (ANOVA)
detected if there are differences among the cohort groupsand the importance of each dimension in actual destination
choice.The ANOVA results revealed that in all cases all dimensions differed significantly between cohorts (Table
1).This result implies that in all cases at least two cohorts differ in their importance of destination choice criteria in
destination choice.To further examine the significant differences in cohorts’ ratings per each dimension comparisons
were performed using Tukey honestly significant difference (HSD) tests. Table 1 presents the results of the Tukey HSD
testswhere means with different superscripts are significantly different.
Table 1
ANOVA and Multiple Comparison of Means between Generational Cohorts
Dimensions

Gen Z

Gen Y

Gen X

Baby
Boomers

Silent
Generation

ANOVA
F

ANOVA
Sig.

1.

Sightseeing

2.88 b

3.22 a

3.40 a

3.43 a

3.37a

14.120

0.000

2.

Trendy and
intense life
Safety and
infrastructure
Good food and
restaurants
Access and
accommodation
Traditional
destination
Value for money

3.04 a

2.88 a

2.63 b

2.44 b

1.92c

50.705

0.000

3.96 c

4.08 bc

4.25 ab

4.31 a

4.27 a

11.674

0.000

3.49b

3.81 a

3.96 a

3.94 a

4.05 a

12.891

0.000

4.04 c

4.05 c

4.16 bc

4.25 ab

4.43 a

8.555

0.000

2.90 d

3.22 c

3.63 b

3.74 ab

3.92 a

35.700

0.000

3.75 b

3.78 b

3.91 ab

3.98 ab

4.09 a

4.398

0.002

Beaches and
climate

3.60 b

3.62 b

3.75 ab

3.93 a

3.58 b

5.028

0.001

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Results with Tukey HSD tests indicated that regarding the eight dimensions the following results
sprang.“Sightseeing”:it is more important for the older cohorts as compared to Generation Z. “Trendy and intense life”:
as people grow older, they tendnotto give this dimension importance in their destination choice. Specifically, it has
significantly stronger influence by the younger cohorts(Generation Z and Y) as compared to Generation X and Baby
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Boomer cohorts and even less for the Silent Generation.Dimensions “Safety and infrastructure”, “Good food and

restaurants”, “Access and accommodation”, “Traditional destination” and“Value for money”:as people grow older,
they tend to give these dimensionsmore importance in their choice of a destination. Specifically, they have significantly
less influence on the younger cohorts(Generation Z and Y). Dimension “Beaches and climate”:Tukey HSD tests
demonstrated a significantly higher level of importance for the cohorts of Generation X and the Baby Boomer;among
the older generations as compared to the younger ones and as compared to the Silent Generation too.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper addresses three questions to be answered. The first question had to do with thecognitive components
composing adestination image. This was accomplished through qualitative research and extensive literature review.
Both produced a 30-attribute cognitive destination image multi-item question.
The second research question addressed was to measure how important was each component in the final
destination choice. This is attained through quantitative research. The 1133 participants (total sample) rated as the three
most important attributes of the destination chosen was: to be a “clean destination”, a “safe place at night”, and have
“adequate accommodations”. Furthermore, each generational cohort ranked differently in importance the 30 cognitive
destination elements for their final destination choice.
These results are fully or partially in line with previous researchers.Phau et al., (2014) found that in order to
target the Generation Y cohort, communication techniques should focus on pointing out the quality of infrastructure and
personal safety benefit.Safety is an essential component of a destination. Also, researchers have stated that if a tourist
feels that he/ she is not safe in a destination- irrespective of the cause – then he/she will not choose this destination for
visiting (Baker and Stockton, 2014; Wang, 2014; Sönmez and Graefe, 1998). Jang and Wu (2006) in their study found
that as the cohorts grow older on age, they have a bigger worry for their safety and security, in comparison with other
cohorts that are younger. They also found that senior travelers were concerned about cleanliness, and “Standards of
hygiene” was the second most important travel motivation factor. Adequate infrastructure is required probably by the
younger members of the cohort who travel by car.Pennington-Gray and Lane (2002) found that the “most important
preference dimension for members of the Silent Generation was the Environmental Dimension. This dimension included
such things as safety, standards of cleanliness and hygiene, weather and easy access to health care facilities”.
Pennington-Gray et al. (2003) found that for the older generations, and specifically, the GI generation ranked as less
important the variable, “nightlife and entertainment” compared to the Generation X which was the youngest generation
studied, and rated it the highest among cohorts. Also, as for “beaches for swimming and sunning,” these came less
important by age, and statistical differences were also found by the older cohorts, where it was rated less by the GI
Generation than the Baby Boomers. Additionally, they found that the Silent Generation ranked “high-quality
restaurants” more important than all the other generations and the GI Generation too. These results are also partially in
line with the findings of Huang and Petrick (2010) who found that Baby Boomers consider important for choosing a
destination for tourism and travel, attractions that refer to museums, hunting/fishing, and historical places.
The third question this paper addressed is if individuals belonging in different generational cohort groups
consider of different importance the cognitive destination features in choosing the destination that they finally visited.
This is achieved through ANOVA analysis, with factor analysis which preceded and reduced the thirty items to eight
dimensions. ANOVA tests revealed that in all cases statistically differences were found regarding each of the eight
dimensions and the five generational cohorts. Additional analysis with multiplecomparisons of means (Tukey’s HSD
test), revealed the specific between groups differences.These results can be used by destination marketing managers to
affect destination choice when targeting these generational cohorts, employing communication techniques pointing out
each cohort’s most important attributes for destination choice.
This research has limitations which could serve as drivers of future research: 1) it incorporated only cognitive
destination image components (30) and not affective ones as well;2) it employed a non-probability sampling method for
data collection and for so the generalizability of results is not possible 3) compared to other studies it has a small
sample (1133), which is justified since it was self-funded. Even though this research has the above limitations,it is
considered significant because it gives insight into the destination choice parameters of people belonging in five
generational cohorts, which lacks research and in-depth knowledge of theirtourist behavior as regards academic and
managerial literature.
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Summary
The highly competitive tourism industry facing the global geopolitical uncertainty and economic volatility
raises the awareness of the tourism destinations performance at the global market. In that context the following article is
based on the comparative analysis of the Bulgarian and Greek tourism sector competitiveness and developing common
tools for ensuring excellence in tourism. The global presence and extensive networking enable tourism destinations to
leverage international experience and local knowledge represents effective mechanisms for meeting clients’ needs.
At the other hand the marketing tools have the potential not only to overcome the weaknesses and deliver
competitive advantages but moreover to contribute to the destinations excellence. The research is developed considering
the key findings emerged from the results of the 2017 edition of the Travel & Tourism Competitiveness Report. As the
travel and tourism competitiveness particularly in the Asia-Pacific region is improving the threat of losing market share
for Bulgaria and Greece as tourism destinations is increasing. As the World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC)
research forecasts that between 2016 and 2026, the 10 fastest growing destinations for leisure-travel will be India,
Angola, Uganda, Brunei, Thailand, China, Myanmar, Oman, Mozambique and Vietnam, the World Economic Forum
Report 2017 concludes that those destinations provide better conditions for developing the travel and tourism
competitiveness.
According to the same Report, Bulgaria and Greece record better ranking than the year 2015, but the actual
growth of the competitiveness index is insignificant – only 0.1 – for the both countries and some of the index
components remain at the lowest levels of the ranking. In the near future those destinations will be facing numerous new
challenges establishing and positioning their tourism product in the international market. Developing the excellence of
the tourism sector requires to capitalize the opportunities for cross-border collaboration between the countries, included
in the study, which completely contribute to the second finding of the T&T competitiveness Report – the tourism
industry builds bridges rather than walls.
The Fourth Industrial Revolution and the growing awareness of the importance of the natural environment not
only threaten the Bulgarian and Greek tourism industry (although at a different extend) but determine the shift in the
destination marketing strategies and tools to stay competitive and to achieve excellence in the tourism sector of the
countries which is the main idea of the article.
Key words:Competitiveness, Marketing tools, Tourism destinations
1. Introduction
The highly competitive tourism industry nowadays has been facing the global geopolitical uncertainty and
economic volatility. Those external environment factorshave raised the awareness of the tourism destinations
performance at the global market. In that context the following article is based on the comparative analysis of the
Bulgarian and Greek Tourism Sectors competitiveness and on the development of common marketing tools for ensuring
excellence in tourism. The global presence and extensive networking enable tourism destinations to leverage
international experience and local knowledge and represent effective mechanisms for meeting clients’ needs. Gaining
competitive advantages, it is necessary to support theinnovative and experiential product and market development
initiatives which enhance the visitor experience and appeal of the destination by contributing to the strategic priorities
for tourism development and excellence.
For many years international tourism has achieved dynamic growth and undergone continued expansion.
Travel for recreational, leisure or business purposes is an important source of economic growth in both neighboring
countries –Greece and Bulgaria. The main motive for development of marketing tools for cross-border tourism
excellence is that those destinations face the tremendous challenges of the rapidly changing and highly competitive
global market along with national political and economic uncertainty. The following paper seeks for marketing tools
which could efficiently consolidate competitive advantages of both destinations. In the times of turbulent changes and
highly uncertain European future tourism hasn`t lost its role as a key driver of socio-economic progress through the
creation of jobs and enterprises, export revenues and infrastructure development.Increasing number of new destinations
are continuously emerging which makes the industry highly competitive. So, there is a growing need for tourism
destinations to obtain excellence in their developmentto show virtually uninterrupted growth, to enlarge their market
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share and to raise the international tourism receipts earned by them.

As the travel and tourism competitiveness particularly in the Asia-Pacific region is improving the threat of
losing market share for Bulgaria and Greece as tourism destinations is increasing.The World Travel and Tourism
Council (WTTC) research forecasts that between 2016 and 2026, the 10 fastest growing destinations for leisure-travel
will be India, Angola, Uganda, Brunei, Thailand, China, Myanmar, Oman, Mozambique and Vietnam and the World
Economic Forum Report 2017 concludes that those destinations provide better conditions for developing the travel and
tourism competitiveness.
Probably the theme of Travel & Tourism Competitiveness Report 2017, published by the World Economic
Forum – "Paving the way for a more sustainable and inclusive future" illustrates in a comprehensive way the industry
development. The significance and the potential for growth of tourism are undeniable regardless of the terrorist attacks,
political conflicts, migration crisis and the instability of the EU. Furthermore, in the context of the Bulgarian and Greek
tourism industry the focus could be on many more weaknesses and treats which emerge and should be overcome.
The cooperation and the good practices exchange between theneighboring countries with similar tourism
resources facing common threatshelp to create competitiveness and a higher differentiation of the comprehensive tourist
product based on the excellence at the global tourism market.
2. Trends in Marketing Tools Development in Tourism
Along with the global market challenges tourism industry has been changed by numerous specific factors
related to its operations and the marketing tools involved into its development. As the tourism product consists of
different components including transport, accommodation, food and beverage and many more, the article put stress on
the tourism distribution policy and the trends in its development.The traditional travel business worldwide evolved with
an integrated group of players — airlines, Computer Reservations Systems, travel agents and credit card companies —
whose successes were interdependent. In other words, if an airline sale a seat and make money, so everyone else in the
chain does. But the advent of online travel created new business models that altered the relationships among the key
players. They became less interdependent and more competitive. Moreover, their two primary goals are now similar and
could be summarized as generating revenue and building customer loyalty by selling directly to consumers and
improving profit margins by reducing transaction costs, primarily in marketing and distribution. Instead of sharing
customers, now they began to compete for them.
On the perspective of the tourism destinations the situation is completely different. They need to collaborate to
create regional excellence developing prerequisites for sustainable positioning at the global market. Enriching the
experience and the diversity of the tourism offerings at a particular geographic area ensure stable rate of tourist flows
and receipts for all the destinations situated in the region. Bulgaria and Greece don`t need to compete for the same
tourism markets because that wouldn`t lead to a sustainable long-term growth. Destinations need to work together to
increase the competitiveness of the area and jointly attract new tourists from the emerging markets.
Quitenaturally comes the question which the most effective way is to attract the tourists nowadays. Analyzing
the possibilities, the author reviews the shift into the tourism distribution channels because services suppliers such as
airlines and hotel companies already sought to reduce reliance on fees to travel agents and Computer Reservations
System (CRS) operators by selling directly to consumers through websites. In response to this threat to their cash flow,
CRSs followed suit, reducing dependence on airline and agent transaction fees. The travel agents’ response was to build
online stores for leisure and business travelers. Credit card companies formed co-branded alliances with hotels and
airlines to secure customer loyalty and supplier acceptance, and incorporated travel links into their online payment sites.
Those trends are completely applicable by the tourism destinations. Instead of being dependent of the tour operators
marketing strategies related to the 4th P, they could communicate directly to the customers all over the world and
efficiently influence the traveller destination decision-making process as the internet age has transformed the way a
traveler chooses and executes his travel plans. Travelers are increasingly using the internet to research and book flight
tickets and hotel accommodation, swapping traditional travel agents for online travel agents (OTAs). The deepening
penetration of internet usage and smart phones has led to increased booking of hotels through online portals and
applications in recent times. While the ease of access has provided hoteliers with an effective marketing avenue for their
rooms, it has also increased the cost of customer acquisition due to:
• commissions paid to hotel aggregators and OTAs;
• expenditure on upgrading IT systems.
As a result, today’s online travel market is highly competitive. Each site has advantages and disadvantages.
Finding everything on one site can be challenging, but not impossible. It just depends on when and where you’re going
and when and where you book. Many of these challenges stem from the same issues faced by consumers in the
traditional brick-and-mortar marketplace (for instance, one airline’s fare getting promoted over another based on its
superior position on a travel agent’s computer screen).
However, online technology can exacerbate these challenges, and can even obscure elements of transactions
the consumer could more easily perceive in the “real world.” So that Bulgaria and Greece need to enhance their online
presents sharing common digital space offering multiple tourism products to raise their potential for increasing the
tourists flows to the both destinations taking benefits from the short distances between them. Furthermore, destinations
now have many more choices because the Internet providesthem opportunities to create direct consumer relationships
and allows a wide variety of pricing. Those circumstancesoffer tourists with vast variety of alternatives in terms of what,
how, when and from whom to buy. But Web technology, coupled with the complex nature of the industry, has created
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an environment in which evaluating these choices can be mind-boggling, so destinations need to build long-term

customers` loyalty providing excellence at all the stages of the consumer’s decision process, during the travel, during
the stay and when the trip has already been finished.
Along with that destinations could take advantage of the independent ticket-booking sites which need to
address basic disclosure issues — from describing how their technologies work to clearly disclosing business deals they
make with airlines that might affect the price of fares, or their position on a screen.Sites also should better separate
airline and other advertising from screens of available fares, so the consumer is not manipulated into making a choice
based on strategic placement of an ad. Fees should be more clearly disclosed, earlier in transactions — not at the end
after a consumer has invested valuable time selecting a flight which could negatively affect tourist experience.
At the other hand, well designed destination website will contain much the same information as a well
conceptualized brochure. The difference here is that there is much more room for photos, and the use of color is limited
only to the web palette of colors likely to display well on most monitors. Travel agencies could make inquiries,
bookings, and other interactive functions easy for customers by using web forms, online reservations and payment, etc.
Hundreds of websites exist with excellent features.
In summary, the Internet travel industry is approaching a crossroads. Until some form of standardization
occurs, whether by regulation, market maturity, or both, shopping for the best travel deal online will continue to be
confusing at minimum.
The meaning and significance of the restructure of the marketing channels in tourism are result of the shift into
the demographic profiles of those who made online plans. As at the emergence of Internet travel in 1996 they were more
likely to be employed, educated to the postgraduate level and a professional or manager. Five years later, online travel
has gained mainstream popularity, and there were thousands of sites that offer travel information and services. They
range from direct providers (e.g. airlines, hotels, ground transportation) to support services (e.g. tour organizers, travel
and trade publications, hotel management companies), tourism development organizations, eco-tourism coordinators
and many more. Depending on the publisher, travel Web sites could be categorized as service providers, destination
related or Internet travel agencies (sometimes virtual branches of traditional agencies such as American Express, or
virtual branches of Internet portals like AOL and Yahoo!).
Effective marketing tools for attracting tourists are the online service providers which are branded sites
developed and operated by airlines, hotels and others that want to sell directly to consumers. That means if a supplier’s
site is used and there are concerns about price, consumers might have to shop around to get the best price among other
supplier sites. In early days, provider sites might only have offered information. Today, most of them offer a
comprehensive array of products and services online. Major airline sites offer customers reservations, electronic tickets
(e-tickets), seat selection, in-flight merchandise, reward points and sometimes discounted fares unavailable elsewhere.In
addition, they may offer lodging, transportation-package deals and cruises through their alliance partners which in fact
hastreated the travel agencies the most. Those sites could have links to the destination sites providing information and
services about theboth countries,city or area, including details on transportation, accommodations, sightseeing, dining,
local cultural events and mainly about the diversity of the cross-border products developed by the Bulgarian and Greek
tourism sectors not only on the basis of destinations common resources but relying on the differences as well aiming to
create unique experience. That common destination site needs to offer advertising, online booking capabilities or
discounts and coupons, it should provide links to the Bulgarian and Greek tourism sites as well. Since destination
marketing is usually the responsibility of the national or local tourism boards, their Web sites usually embody this tone.
Their goal is to generate visits to the area, so they are less concerned with the mechanics of how the traveler chooses to
get there.
Destinations need to closely collaborate with the Internet travel agencies. They are in fact Web sites that
expand traditional agents’ offerings. In addition to selling regular travel services such as air tickets and hotel rooms,
they also offer travel tips, destination information and other services. Many large traditional agencies such as American
Express and Liberty Travel have extended their shops to the virtual marketplace. Portal travel sites such as AOL and
Yahoo! link customers looking for travel services to sites that may appear on their portals, but generally are powered by
one of the big Internet travel agencies. The last category for Internet travel agencies is bidding sites, such as Priceline.
There, a deep discount for travel is available, but the travel provider’s brand (usually an airline) is hidden until the
purchase is complete.
Travel resellers and travel portals offer consumers the convenience of being able to review and compare many
travel options in one catalog or on one website, and make it easy to find travel packages, to book them, and to pay for
them. Most resellers and portals earn a commission from the operator whose package is sold via their catalog or website,
and they may resell trips from both inbound and outbound operators.
Travelers may purchase products directly from resellers and portals, but travel agents and travel agencies also
look for products to sell from these sources, and most resellers and portals have a commission arrangement for agents.
Resellers and portals commonly have well defined target markets, and the theme of the trips they sell will reflect this.
They may focus on budget or low-costtravel or focus on other specialty travel interest such as eco-tours, adventure
tours, the gap year market (young adults taking time off to travel between finishing high school or college and starting a
career), women travelers, or travelers over 50. Contracting with the resellers and portals provides destinations enlarged
online coverage and they could rich tourists outside the potential markets.
Customers are now given more choices about how and where they book and more services from which to
choose and pay for. One key theme in this latest evolution in travel has been a redefinition of who the customer is at
each stage of the process and aligning costs and revenues accordingly.
But the fact that these traditional marketing channels continue to exist and even thrive in the second decade443
of
the Twenty-First Century does not change the fact that a great metamorphosis has occurred in this century that has

profoundly altered the structure of marketing channels. The emergence of Internet-based electronic commerce toward
the end of the Twentieth Century was the seminal phenomenon that set the stage for a host of new technologies,
business models, and innovative firms that opened up a whole new world of possibilities for channels of distribution.
Indeed, it seems we cannot go through a single day without hearing about online commerce, mobile commerce, social
networking, YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, Hulu, Skype, PayPal, the iPhone, iPad, cloud computing, “Cyber-Monday”
instead of “Black Friday” and a host of other iconic terms and names associated with the digital age in which we live.
The implications of these and similar phenomena for marketing channel strategy and structure are just
beginning to emerge by the tourism destinations. One overriding implication, however, is already crystal clear:
customers now expect far more and better channel choices for gaining access to the vast array of products and services
from all over the planet—how, where, and when they want them. From walking into a store to touching the screen on an
iPhone while running to catch a plane, today’s customer expects the buying experience to be simple, quick, and
seamless. If it is not, a Tweet may soon be launched from the same iPhone to inform the unhappy customer’s social
network and whomever else is interested in hearing about the less-than-satisfactory tourism experience.
Such heightened customer expectations for more and better ways to book holidays and related services from
around the globe have, in turn, created a formidable challenge for tourism industry. In the context of distributing tourism
products and services which are offered we could summarize thathigh customer expectations not only need to be met,
but exceeded, to provide the high-level tourism experience customers expect.
The destinations could take an advantage of the increasing personalization of online travel marketing. In the
next few years there will be a gradual move to 1-to-1 marketing in the online travel sector. One-to-one marketing
(sometimes expressed as 1:1 marketing) is a customer relationship management (CRM) strategy emphasizing
personalized interactions with customers. The personalization of interactions is thought to foster greater customer
loyalty and better return on marketing investment. The concept of one-to-one marketing as a CRM approach with each
consumer treated in a different way in terms of the whole marketing mix, includes:
•
•
•
•

the type of promotion and adverts targeting people when they are online;
industry players targeting individuals more aggressively;
the products presented to people when booking online;
the price ranges of the products they are presented with.
The shift from desktop to mobile internet access is having a significant impact on the travel industry, making
smartphones and tablets an important booking channel, as well as customer service tool. Always-connected travel
consumers expect to receive customer service and the opportunity to make additional bookings, not only before the trip
but also during the trip.
The rising importance of mobile devices means an increased focus for travel companies on the period after the
booking and throughout the whole travel experience. This is expected to result in online travel agencies gradually
changing their business model to become mobile travel agencies (MTAs).
MTAs will be constantly reachable from consumers on-the-go to provide assistance, additional services and
additional booking options. New services will include the possibility to make bookings not only through smartphones
and tablets but also through wearable electronics, connected cars and in-flight screens.
Other services provided through mobile devices will include personalized offers based on consumer profiles,
convenient payment options, directions to get to the hotel when at the destination, check in and check out, concierge
services, room choice, mobile devices to be used as room keys, information on and reservation of local activities,
reservation of additional hotel rooms and nights and of other tourist in-destination services, such as tours, meals, car
rental and shopping for local products.
3. Methodological considerations
The methodology used in the article consists of the literature review of the tourism marketing tools and trends
in the industry development. Along with that the paper considers the research of the leading world organizations`
reports. In the following exposition, using the data from the World Tourism Organization report 2017
destinations(Bulgaria and Greece) analysis on the tourism industry is made to provide a detailed picture of the main
trends in the sector, to identify the opportunities and the threats of the environment for both countries on the base of a
comparative analysis. The results led to the justification of the importance of the marketing tools for ensuring the crossborder excellence for the Bulgarian and Greek tourism industry. In the second phase, based on the research of the Travel
& Tourism Competitiveness Report 2017, the competitiveness of the Bulgarian and Greek tourism sectors is estimated
which provide arguments for developing and applying different marketing tools, representing extremely significant
factors for enhancing the performance of the tourism companies in the countries and ensuring destinations excellence.
The evaluations of the competitiveness of the Bulgarian and Greek tourism sectors are based on the latest
iteration of the Travel & Tourism Competitiveness Index (TTCI). It measures “the set of factors and policies that enable
the sustainable development of the travel and tourism sector, which in turn, contributes to the development and
competitiveness of a country”. The TTCI benchmarks the T&T competitiveness of 136 economies that account for over
98% of world GDP. It measures four broad factors of competitiveness. These factors are organized into subindexes
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divided into 14 pillars, and 90 individual indicators distributed among the different pillars. The data set for the TTCI
is

mostly statistical. It is obtained from international organizations. The rest of it is based on survey data from the World
Economic Forum’s annual Executive Opinion Survey. Those are primary qualitative data or one for which
internationally comparable statistics are not available for a sufficient number of countries. Since the survey is carried out
annually among over 15,000 business executives and business leaders in all the economies the TTCI represents
validated information on the critical qualitative aspects of T&T competitiveness. The methodology enables the author to
observe the main trends in Bulgarian and Greek tourism firms’ behavior and to identify the possibilities for ensuring
cross-border excellence.
The four broad factors of competitiveness are organized into subindexes, divided into 14 pillars:
•

•

•

•

The Enabling Environment subindex, which captures the general settings necessary for operating in a
country:
1.
Business Environment;
2.

Safety and Security;

3.

Health and Hygiene;

4.

Human Resources and Labour Market;

5.

ICT Readiness;

The T&T Policy and Enabling Conditions subindex, which captures specific policies or strategic aspects that
impact the T&T industry more directly.
6.
Prioritization of Travel and Tourism;
7.

International Openness;

8.

Price Competitiveness;

9.

Environmental Sustainability;

The Infrastructure subindex, which captures the availability and quality of physical infrastructure of each
economy:
10.
Air Transport Infrastructure;
11.

Ground and Port Infrastructure;

12.

Tourist Service Infrastructure.

The Natural and Cultural Resources subindex, which captures the principal “reasons to travel”:
13. Natural Resources;
14. Cultural Resources and Business Travel.

4. Comparative analysis of Bulgarian and Greek Tourism
Based on the results and on the analysis made in the Travel & TourismCompetitivenessReport 2017, four key
findings emerge and represent at the same time threats and possibilities for the Bulgarian and Greek tourism industries
that could be overcome or take advantages of in a sustainable way by the cross-border cooperation between those
countries.
The main global challenge which all the traditional tourism destinations face is the improving competitiveness
in developing countries and particularly in the Asia-Pacific region. In fact, the developing and emergingcountries are
now providing better conditions for tourism development and are better prepared to attract and host millions of
tourists.The long-term result for the Bulgarian and Greek tourism industry could be seen, as a decline in the
international visits and loss of receipts, as the emerging markets are becoming more attractive destinations.
All the marketing tools used in the tourism sector has significantly changed as it is stressed above. The Travel
& Tourism Competitiveness Report 2017 moreover shows that millennials are more tech-savvy and connected than any
previous generation. Their spending on business flights is expected to account for 50% of global travel by 2020 and to
maintain that share for the subsequent 15 yearsso that the new type of the tourist profileisabsolutely changing the way
travel is consumed. That means new marketing tools are required to attract those tourists, to ensure a unique experience
for them and to build their loyalty.
Second key finding in the Report is related to the bureaucracy and to the visa barriers. As Bulgaria and Greece
are part of the EU,adopting less restrictive visa policies does not depend on the national government but could result in
decline ininternational visits and loss of receipts from the third countries which are not EU members.
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The third factor influencing probably the most Travel and Tourism Industry is the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
Nowadays the connectivity has increasingly become a must-have for countries as they develop their digital strategy
which completely changes the tourism product policy, the distribution policy, extremely influences the promotion policy
and to a lower but again significant extent results into the pricing policy.
Finally, despite all the initiatives worldwide for preserving the natural environment as a main tourism recourse
the sector faces enormous difficulties in developing sustainably and excellence.The TTCI allows economies not only to
track their progress but to analyze the success factors and obstacles and make a comparison between the countries.
The last two findings related to the Fourth Industrial Revolution and the importance of the natural environment
not only threaten the Bulgarian and Greek tourism industry (although at a different extend) but determine the shift in the
destination marketing strategies and tools to stay competitive and to achieve excellence in the tourism sector of the
countries which is the main idea of the article.
While being neighboring countries with identical natural, cultural, religious and historical resources Greece is
in the group ofSouthern Europe countries and Bulgaria is in the group of theBalkans and Eastern Europe countries.
Anyway, there are some common trends in the tourism development and obvious possibilities for good practices
exchange and enhancing the competitiveness cooperation activities.The cross-border relations between Greece and
Bulgaria have been shiftingtowards improved competitiveness butneed to be heading for the creation of
strongercooperation.
Table 1.Key indicators of Greece and Bulgarian Tourism Industry
Indicators
Greece
International tourist arrivals
23 599 455
International tourism inbound US$ 15 672.7 million
receipts
Average receipts per arrival
US$ 664.1
T&T industry GDP
US $ 14 704.1 million (7.6%)
T&T industry employment
400 983 (11.3%)
Source: Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Report 2017

Bulgaria
7 099 000
US$ 3 146.2
US$ 443.2
US $ 1 617.0 million (3.3%)
92 413 (3.1%)

The Table illustrates that Greece accepts almost 232% more visitors than Bulgaria and generates 398%
receiptsmore than its neighbor. The average receipts per arrival of Greece is 50% more than that of Bulgaria. The data
shows Greece better performance of its T&T industry.UndoubtedlyGreek tourism industry generates incomes and
ensure more sustainable employment for the local community.

Table 2. Performance overview

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Rank/Pillars

Greece

Bulgaria

Greece is better
performed with
(positions)

Rank
Score
International Openness
Prioritization of Travel & Tourism
ICT readiness
Human resources and
labour market
Health and hygiene
Safety and security
Business environment
Price competitiveness
Environmental sustainability
Air transport infrastructure
Ground and port
infrastructure
Tourist service
infrastructure
Natural resources
Cultural resources and

24
4.5
32
15
51
49

45
4.1
48
92
48
54

21
0.4 score
16
77

11
53
103
90
39
26
48

10
89
61
37
11
80
73

18

14

32
27

41
52

Bulgaria
is
better
performed with
(positions)

3
5
1
36
42
53
28
54
25
4
9
25
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business travel

Source: T&T Competitiveness Report 2017
For the last two years Greece and Bulgariahave raised their competitiveness. Both countries have
climbedrespectively of 7 places to reach the 24th position(Greece) and 4 places to reach 45th position (Bulgaria) in the
global rankings. Greece better performance dues primary on its Government efforts associated with theT&T government
expenditure(17th); Government prioritization of travel and tourism industry (34th), Effectiveness of marketing and
branding to attract tourists (43th) and Country brand strategy rating (67). Bulgaria is 77 positions behind Greece, taking
92th place in the global ranking on the pillarPrioritization of Travel & Tourism. The weakest performance of the
Bulgarian tourism industry same as the T&T Competitiveness Report 2015 is on the same pillar where the value of the
competitiveness is estimated at 4.3. The sector takes 92nd place among all 136 countries included. The indicators
estimating T&T government expenditure, government prioritization of T&T industry, country brand strategy rating and
the effectiveness of marketing to attract tourists rank the country at the 65th, 100th, 96th and 103rd place respectively.
According to the data main and most significant area for implementing the marketing tools in Bulgaria is in the field of
the destination marketing and management, the inefficiency of which is obvious. There are several possibilities for good
practices exchange between the two countries and toolsoutline above that could be successfully applied in Bulgaria and
Greece with the collaboration of the experts and professionals in the field of tourism in order to increase destinations
competitiveness and management excellence. The Prioritization of Travel & Tourism is the main prerequisite for
ensuring sustainable long-term growth of the Bulgarian and Greek tourism industry. Development of joint branding
strategy would be more effectivein providing greater visibility for both Bulgaria and Greece on the global tourism
market and would communicate destinations regionalexcellence. Furthermore, the joint branding strategy could support
the communication of countries` tourism tangible and intangible resources.
ICT readiness pillar ranks Greece and Bulgaria respectively at 51st and 48th place and exactly the digital
transformation is the factor which could make a destination leader in customer experience.Interactivity, personalization,
omnichannel delivery, and large-scale automation can help destinations and the services suppliers connect with growing
number of customers and promote loyalty, retention, and advocacy. The development of a common destinations
platform of Bulgaria and Greece reduces costs and positions their tourismindustries for the future by consolidating
multiple disparate systems into a single unified platform.
The pillar evaluating Price competitiveness of Bulgarian and Greek tourism sectors rank Bulgaria 53 places
ahead Greece at respectively 37th and 90th place in the global ranking. All the weaknesses related to the pricing policy
could be overcome by the creation of integrated tourism products based on the strengths of both countries and providing
unique traveler experience on the base of cross-border tourism and intraregional mobility which in particular have
increasingly come tothe attention in research on tourism and present an effective tool for enhancing the competitiveness.
ICT readiness puts Greece on 51st place, 3 three places behind Bulgaria`s ranking, butbased on the tourism
trends review and the T&T Competitiveness Report findings at today's tech-savvy world, both countries need to become
more ICT ready. The indicators which should be improved are ICT use for B2B transactions, Internet use for B2C
transactionsand the mobile-cellular telephone subscriptionsthat would impact revenues and international arrivals with
little financial investment required.
Greece registers low business performance, taking 103rd place, being 42 positions behind Bulgaria`s
rankingwith value of 4.2. The pillar includes indicators such as property rights, efficiency of legal framework for
settling disputes, extent of market dominance,time to start a business, cost to start a business, etc. In fact, the business
environment not only restricts the competitiveness of the tourism industry, but it reduces the impact of the marketing
tools used to ensure tourism management excellence. Although there is still a potential as stated above to increase the
capacity to acquire and absorb existing models and transform them at the national stage.
Despite the differences of Travel and Tourism industry development the cross-border cooperation between
Greece and Bulgaria is becoming an increasingly important factor for establishing excellence management standards,
stepping on the strengths of the both tourism industries which should be used for counteracting the existing weaknesses
in order to stimulate business environment end ensure T&T competitiveness.
Conclusion
Marketing tools in tourism industry are one of the main prerequisites for ensuring long term growth through
strengthening the competitiveness of the sector. The Bulgarian and Greek T&T sector follow all the characteristics and
trends of tourism development in Europe. Based on the analysis of the Travel & Tourism Competitiveness Index the
basic growth restricting factors are highlighted but they could be successfully overcome if implementing common
marketing tools in both countries Bulgaria and Greece. The analysis of the competitiveness shows those tools should be
developed first at macro level. The government policy in the field of destination management and marketingis the main
area for internal and external organizational innovation which could be either technological or non‐technological. Good
practices in destination management in the world’s most visited countries boasting the most competitive tourism sectors
(most of them are in Europa) could be a strong tool for ensuring management excellence in tourism. Furthermore, the
existing programs and schemes for certification, especially in the field of sustainable development provide wide range
of tools for product, process and delivery process excellenceensuring. That will contribute to increasing thesustainability
value of T&T development, the quality of the natural environment and the degree of staff training indicators.
Marketing tools relying on technology could generate rapid growth because the whole concept rests entirely on
the future growth potential. Used jointly those toolsprovide opportunities for gaining competitive advantages, exploring
new and bigger markets, increasing revenues and profits and restricting threats for the Bulgarian and Greek tourism 447

industries. As tourism sector operates in a highly competitive and risky environment, it could be assumed that the
implementation of new operations, management systems, new distribution channels and various pricing methods can
ensure sustainability in tourism development, based on the cross-border cooperation. The results included in this paper
should also be supported by future empirical studies aiming to estimate the correlation between the cross-border
marketing tools implemented in Bulgaria and Greece and the increase in their competitiveness. A field for further
researches is the extent at which the cooperation determines the market performance of the tourism sector.
In conclusion it could be stated that tourism development should be based primarily on the technological
innovations in the field of product development, process management, internal or external organizational relationships.
The basic goal for increasing the growth rates of international tourism receipts could be achieved by enhancing the
competitiveness of the destination. All the marketing tools should be focusedmainly on Bulgaria and Greece’s
outstanding cultural attractions and monuments, on the progress in promoting cultural attractions and turning them into
a magnet for tourists, on sports and entertainment events, as well as conferences, fairs and exhibitions because they also
play an important role in sustainable tourism development.
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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, the cognitive gap regarding Rhodes’ destination image between tourism stakeholders and
international and domestic tourists is being investigated. After identifying stakeholders’ image using in-depth interviews
and after implementing focus groups to capture the destination image of tourists, the study points out the unsuccessful
communication of the desired destination image to the target markets revealing discrepancies between the brand image
of Rhodes perceived by tourists and the brand identity framed and conveyed by stakeholders. Finally, implications are
recommended referring to what stakeholders and the DMO should execute to reposition Rhodes and strengthen its weak
image.
Key Words: tourist destination image, destination marketing, destination branding, tourism stakeholders, destination
image gap, cognitive gap.
INTRODUCTION
Tourist destination image (TDI) is a multidimensional topic for researchers for nearly 3 decades (Gallarza, Gil
& Calderón, 2002). Although the conceptualisation of TDI begun in the early 70’s and several approaches of defining it
are found, characterising the topic multifaceted (Gallarza, Gil & Calderón, 2002), most of the definitions used for TDI
are vague (Echtner & Ritchie, 2003). Reviewing the relevant literature, the definition mostly adopted and cited in
literature (Hosany, Ekinci and Uysal, 2006) is that by Crompton (1979) defining destination image as the combination
of perceptions, ideas, and impressions tourists hold of a place. As tourism offers intangible experiences that tourists
cannot enjoy before visiting a destination (Govers, Go and Kulmar, 2007), the tourism destination image (TDI) plays a
significant role in the decision-making process of targeted tourists (Mayo, 1975). Promoting the destination and
attracting tourists is a responsibility of the DMO of a destination which focuses on creating a coherent brand identity of
the destination. The issue of not recognising the extreme importance of a destination image (Pike, 2008) was identified
for this study’ location; Rhodes. Rhodes is one of the largest and most famous islands of Greece, with two million
annual international tourists’ arrivals in the last four years (Logothetis, 2017). It is a historic and cultural destination
whose economy is really connected and influenced by local tourist development.
The aim of this thesis is firstly to capture stakeholders’ TDI and investigate if they coordinate and try to
promote the same brand identity to target markets, then, capture potential domestic and international tourists’ TDI and
finally compare stakeholders’ and tourists’ TDI identifying the cognitive gaps. Therefore, the main research question of
this study is what the differences between Rhodes’ stakeholders’ and the potential domestic and international tourists’
destination image (TDI) are.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Tourist destination image
This thesis focuses on the pre-visit image formed by tourists which is based on organic or induced information
(Echtner and Ritchie, 2003). Organic image is a person’s pre-visit knowledge about a destination through the daily
assimilation of information like newspapers and friends’ or families’ experiences (Stylidis, Terzidou and Terzidis, 2007)
and on the other hand, the induced image is formed by promotions, brochures, publicity and paid advertising (Pike,
2008). Although academia agrees that TDI is a composite concept (Beerli and Martin 2004; Baloglu, 1999), the studies
of Hosany, Ekinci and Uysal (2006) and San Martín and Rodríguez del Bosque (2008) defined that TDI is the
combination between cognitive impressions and affective beliefs of a destination. On the one hand, the cognitive
dimension relies on the knowledge, experiences and beliefs of a destination’s characteristics (Baloglu, 1999) and can be
primary or secondary (Pike, 2008). On the other hand, the affective part contains tourists’ feelings toward a destination
(Chen & Uysal, 2002). Hence, many researchers have focused on the different attributes influencing the destination 449

image (Echtner and Ritchie, 2003). There are two different categories of attributes; the functional characteristics that are
tangible and measurable (e.g. transport,
prices, accommodation, etc.) and the
psychological characteristics which are
intangible and difficult to measure (e.g.
atmosphere, friendliness, hospitality, etc.)
(Echtner and Ritchie, 2003).
One of the biggest issues in TDI
studies is that most researchers focus on
measuring each attribute individually
ignoring the holistic perception of a
destination (Jenkins, 1999). A holistic image
can be considered as a composition of many
attributes into a total impression (Stylos et
al., 2016) A great contribution to this theory
was accomplished by Echtner & Ritchie
(2003) who firstly categorised the TDI
elements in four different components. As it
is shown in Figure 1 below, Echtner &
Ritchie (2003) divided functional and
psychological characteristics (as explained above) Figure 1: Dividing the destination image in four different by
also adding a dividing line between attributes and
components (Echtner and Ritchie, 2003)
holistic view accepting that TDI is perceived both
by
attributes and holistic impressions.
Destination branding
Destinations are considered to be the biggest brands of tourism (Morgan, Pritchard, & Pride, 2002).
Pike (2008) mentions that there are two elements forming a destination’s brand. On the one hand, brand identity
represents the self-image captured internally by the destination’s stakeholders and on the other hand, the brand image is
the actual TDI formed by tourists. The connection between the two components is the brand positioning, to which
DMOs and stakeholders have a lot of control (Pike, 2008). Firstly, as Aaker and Joachimsthaler mention (2014), the
brand identity of a destination focuses on its core values and forming a well-established brand identity means the
destination’s main attributes are communicated to tourists clearly (Ghodeswar, 2008). As Pike mentions (2008), in order
to develop a memorable brand identity, the DMO should encapsulate the values of the community taking the views of
the local stakeholders into account. The brand positioning should communicate the unique value proposition explaining
the single concept the destination stands for in tourists’ minds (Morgan, Pritchard, & Pride, 2002; Pike, 2008).
Following the previous statement, the brand positioning strategy is really challenging for a DMO because although there
is a diverse range of attractions and cultures in a destination attracting different markets (Zenker, Braun and Petersen,
2017), the strategy should be specific and narrow (Pike, 2008). If the destination brand identity is successfully
positioned among targeted tourists, then the destination image of tourists will be similar to the image stakeholders want
to convey (Kladou and Kehagias, 2014).

Destination marketing
As Baker and Cameron mention (2008), destination marketing covers all the activities to achieve a competitive
positioning for the destination to high potential tourists’ markets. Destinations invest in marketing campaigns trying to
influence the decision making of tourists (Tasci and Gartner, 2007). Therefore, DMOs have this responsibility to
promote the destination through different marketing channels (Buhalis, 2000).
Summarising all the theories analysed above, destinations must create a resilient brand identity and then implement the
brand positioning strategy (Baker and
Cameron, 2008). After that, communication
channels should be used to convey that brand
identity to the targeted markets implementing
a marketing strategy (Blain, Levy and Ritchie,
2005). Therefore, potential tourists form their
TDI which may be congruent to the actual
destination’s brand identity (Echtner and
Ritchie, 2003). Inspired by the framework
created by Echtner and Ritchie (2003), Figure
450
2 was created to combine the theories
Figure 2: Connecting destination image and destination
branding theories as adapted from (Echtner and Ritchie,
2003)

mentioned for this thesis and to show how the theory of destination branding comes first and is connected with the
formation of the destination image by tourists regarding Rhodes.
METHODOLOGY
The primary data of this study were collected via a combination of interviews and focus groups. On the one
hand, semi-structured one-to-one interviews were carried out to investigate the destination image of Rhodes perceived
by the local tourism stakeholders and on the other hand, two focus groups were implemented to investigate Rhodes’
characteristics perceived by tourists at their pre-visit stage, one with domestic tourists and one with international tourists
that have never visited Rhodes. The questions used in the interviews, were also used in the focus groups with slight
rephrase in order to obtain corresponding answers to the stakeholders.
This study used purposive sampling as fifteen stakeholders (local authorities and accommodation businesses
ranging from 5-star hotels to boutique hotels and Airbnb apartments) were chosen to represent the whole tourism sector
of Rhodes reflecting their beliefs (Ritchie, et al., 2014). Regarding the focus groups, a non-probability purposive
sampling was used as seven domestic tourists and eight international tourists from many different countries (e.g. United
Kingdom, Italy, Asia, France) participated in order to reflect many tourist target groups of Rhodes.
Thematic analysis was chosen for the transcribed data to be analysed. For each group, common answers were
identified on each question and after that patterns’ categorisation, the answers of the stakeholders and the answers of the
tourists were compared based on their most answered responses.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Stakeholders’ analysis
Stakeholders were asked about the description of Rhodes, the pre-visit expectations of tourists, the
unique selling points of Rhodes and why should someone visit the island. Regarding the description of Rhodes and its
characteristics, two respondents summarised:
‘Rhodes is a multicultural and multifaceted island having a great diversity of activities and can efficiently
satisfy different tourist profiles. Rhodes combines all the characteristics of the other Greek islands. All different tourist
profiles can travel and spend their time in Rhodes. As a moto for Rhodes, I would use ‘live the full greek experience in
Rhodes’’.
It is noteworthy that half of the stakeholders, believe that most of the potential tourists are not sure what to
expect about Rhodes revealing the weak destination image created for Rhodes. Supporting that argument, one
respondent mentioned:
‘We, as stakeholders and the former DMO have not created a resilient and strong brand identity for Rhodes
and we have not conveyed a coherent destination image to target tourist markets. As a result, many tourists are not sure
what to expect from our island and form a vague image for Rhodes’
When asked about the USP’s of Rhodes,
approximately all the stakeholders mentioned
two of the biggest attractions in Rhodes, ‘Rhodes
old town’ and ‘Lindos’ characterising them as
the most unique elements. It is noteworthy that
twenty-seven characteristics and attractions were
mentioned as USP’s by stakeholders revealing
the undefined brand identity of Rhodes by the
stakeholders. That argument is explained by Pike
who mentions (2018) that a destination should
focus on few determinant USP’s to connect the
destination brand with and communicate a clear
destination image to tourists. Summarising all
the most-answered TDI attributes of Rhodes by
the stakeholders and specifically the responses
given by more than half of the stakeholders,
Figure 3 illustrates the TDI perceived by the
stakeholders using the Echtner’s and Ritchie’s
conceptual framework (2003).
National tourists’ analysis

Figure 3: Stakeholders' TDI – Framework introduced
by Echtner and Ritchie (2003)
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The domestic tourists mostly referred to Rhodes as a ‘big’, ‘multifaceted’ and ‘multicultural’ island with
‘medieval’ characteristics. It is noteworthy that all of the participants agreed on the fact that Rhodes does not have so
beautiful beaches. The first thing mentioned by the participants about their pre-visit expectations, was that they would
like to see a representation of the ‘Colossus of Rhodes’. From the conversation with the focus group’s participants it is
confirmed that the myth of Colossus of Rhodes has great awareness especially for tourists with cultural and historic
interests. The main reason domestic tourists would visit Rhodes is that is an ‘all year visitable’ island capable of
satisfying tourists not only during the summer
months. ‘Multifaceted’ and ‘suits all tourists’
were mentioned again as main reasons to
choose Rhodes for holidays. As unique selling
points of Rhodes, the ‘medieval’ and ‘Rhodes
old town’ were firstly mentioned again as
competitive advantages against other Greek
islands. Many characteristics were mentioned
by domestic tourists as TDI elements of
Rhodes. ‘Colossus of Rhodes’, ‘Rhodes old
town’ and ‘Lindos’ were the attractions that had
the biggest awareness. ‘Culture’ and ‘history’
were also connected with Rhodes destination
image again. Summarising the most-mentioned
TDI attributes of Rhodes by the domestic
tourists’ focus group, Figure 4 demonstrates the
pre-visit TDI perceived by the domestic tourists
adopting the Echtner’s and Ritchie’s conceptual
framework (2003).
Figure 4: National tourists' TDI – Framework
International tourists’ analysis
introduced by Echtner and Ritchie (2003)
The international tourists mostly described Rhodes as a ‘big’, ‘cultural’ and ‘historical’ island with ‘medieval’
characteristics. Unfortunately, all the participants had the perception that Rhodes is just a ‘typical Greek island’
combining ‘sun-sea-sand’ and that fact reveals Rhodes’ weak destination image. The majority of the participants
mentioned that they believe Rhodes is suitable for ‘families’, ‘romantic’ and ‘relaxing’ holidays as it is not so ‘busy’
island. The pre-visit expectations of international tourists can be characterised as generic revealing once again the weak
brand identity of Rhodes to international millennials tourists as they all expect Rhodes to be a ‘typical hot Greek island’
combining ‘sun-sea-sand’, ‘great beaches’ and being suitable for ‘summer holidays’. The main reason international
tourists would visit Rhodes is the ‘culture’ of
the island. The ‘Colossus of Rhodes’, the
‘medieval’ old town create the perception of
an island ideal for ‘exploration’ which will
also reveal the ‘ancient archaeological
Greece’ to tourists. As unique selling points of
Rhodes, apart from the ‘medieval’ and
‘cultural’ characteristics that were mentioned
again, most participants of the focus group
agreed on characteristics like: ‘not busy
island’, ‘relaxing holidays’, ‘not so touristic’,
‘family-oriented island’.
Summarising the most-mentioned
TDI elements of Rhodes by the international
focus group, Figure 5 illustrates the pre-visit
TDI hold by the international tourists adopting
again the Echtner’s and Ritchie’s conceptual
framework (2003).
Similarities and differences between

Figure 5: International tourists' TDI – Framework
introduced by Echtner and Ritchie (2003)

stakeholders’ and tourists’ TDI
After analysing the interviews’ most mentioned answers, similarities and the differences between
stakeholders (blue color), domestic tourists (yellow color) and international tourists (green color) are illustrated below.
Description of Rhodes
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Firstly, as shown in Figure
6, regarding the description of
Rhodes, stakeholders, domestic and
international tourists agree that
Rhodes is a ‘big’, ‘multi-cultural’,
‘historic and ‘medieval’ island. The
biggest cognitive gap refers to the
perception about the beaches of
Rhodes, where stakeholders and
international tourists believe that
Rhodes has ‘beautiful beaches’ but
domestic tourists characterised the
beaches as ‘bad’. Hence, one of the
priorities of stakeholders is to
promote the ‘multifaceted’ character
of Rhodes as its most powerful
holistic psychological characteristic,
but it is identified that they achieved
to communicate that brand identity element
domestic tourists.

Figure 6: Description of Rhodes - Similarities and
differences (Personal Collection, 2018)

only to

Pre-visit expectations
As demonstrated in Figure 7, all participants agreed that potential visitors ‘do not have specific expectations’
about Rhodes at their pre-visit stage. Another disappointing finding, is that international tourists refer to Rhodes just as a
‘typical Greek island’ confirming their weak destination image again. The most interesting finding is that all tourists
expressed their expectation to experience a ‘representation of Colossus of Rhodes’ when visiting the island, while
stakeholders did not expect that. It is also shown that stakeholders failed to communicate the ‘great level of the hotels’
to the international tourists and
also failed to promote the
‘alternative tourism’ capabilities
of the island generally. ‘Local
experiences’ and ‘local
gastronomy’ were common
perceptions between the three
samples and another cognitive gap
regarding the level of
entertainment on the island is that
although stakeholders and
domestic tourists agree on the
‘nightlife’ opportunities of
Rhodes, international potential
tourists believe Rhodes is suitable
for ‘relaxing’ holidays especially
comparing the island with
Mykonos and Santorini.
Figure 7: Pre-visit expectations - Similarities and differences
(Personal Collection, 2018)

Why visit Rhodes – Unique
Selling Propositions
Regarding the reasons
why someone would visit
Rhodes, Figure 8 shows that all
tourists mentioned the
‘Colossus of Rhodes’ as one of
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Figure 8: Reasons to visit Rhodes - Similarities and differences
(Personal Collection, 2018)

the main reasons to visit Rhodes, while the stakeholders did not expect that. Therefore, the ‘Colossus of Rhodes’ could
be characterised as the most unique functional attribute of Rhodes (Echtner and Ritchie, 2003) differentiating Rhodes
from rival islands and stakeholders seem to underestimate its influence to the destination selection process of the
tourists. The most important finding on this category is that although the majority of the stakeholders believe the main
reason why someone would visit Rhodes is that he/she can live the ‘full Greek experience’ combining many activities,
they have failed to communicate that marketing ‘moto’ to potential tourists.

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
A new DMO for Rhodes’ promotion and branding
After 2015 that the local DMO stopped operating, Rhodes stopped being promoted to target markets. Tourism
representatives mentioned that Rhodes is at a mature stage of destination image and if it does not accomplish a
repositioning and destination image enrichment, it will decline. For the reasons mentioned above, a new DMO should be
founded in order to take the responsibility of the destination promotion of Rhodes and undertake all the marketing
campaigns (Pike, 2008). The DMO must consist of tourism experts who will reinforce the coordination between the
stakeholders which is vital for the promotion of a destination (Buhalis, 2000). As most stakeholders mentioned during
their interviews, they need a coordinating team like the DMO to organise them and set a long-term strategy for Rhodes
promotion.
Repositioning - Promoting the moto ‘Live the full greek experience in Rhodes’
Discussing with stakeholders about the unique characteristics and the reasons tourists choose to visit Rhodes,
the majority of them believed the main reason why someone would visit Rhodes is that he/she can combine many
activities and experiences in Rhodes. Being inspired by that perception, a ‘moto’ that would represent that perception is
the: ‘Live the full Greek experience in Rhodes’ which can be characterised as a unique holistic psychological element of
Rhodes (Echtner and Ritchie, 2003). As explained above, regarding the USP’s of Rhodes, stakeholders could not agree
on few USP’s giving inconsistent answers. Using that uncoherent image in favor of the destination branding, this moto
could describe that Rhodes is a multifaceted island with a diversity of activities and attractions able to satisfy any kind
of tourist profile. Although that positioning does not focus on few USP’s but focuses on the polymorphic and
multifaceted character of Rhodes which is the main perception of local tourism experts and can be appealing and
memorable to potential tourists (Loureiro, 2014).
Measuring Rhodes’ destination image of each target market
The starting point of developing and maintaining a destination brand image is to understand the tourists TDI of
the destination and analyse the strengths and the weaknesses of the place (Tasci and Gartner, 2007). As some
stakeholders mentioned in their interviews, Rhodes has never measured the TDI of it in each different target market. It
should be a priority of stakeholders to get an understanding of the destination image and the perception potential tourists
have for Rhodes. Therefore, for each of the target markets (Russia, United Kingdom, Germany, Italy, Israel, etc) a
detailed research should take place to measure the pre-visit image and the various expectations of target tourists. That
could be achieved with a combination of quantitative research (questionnaires) to measure the individual attributes
(Stylidis, Sit and Biran, 2014) and qualitative research (interviews) to capture holistic impressions (Echtner and Ritchie,
2003) at big airports in these countries where the researchers will measure the TDI of tourists. After the DMO captures
the motivations visitors have in order to visit Rhodes, opportunities for differentiated and targeted brand positioning per
country will be identified (Pike, 2008).
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Abstract
Although Lebanon’s share of global greenhouse gas emissions isn’t high (0.07% of global emissions), the
climate change is causing serious problems for the Lebanese environment and economies. The tourism industry is also
suffering from this problem which is threatening many tourism activities. As part of the tourism industry, tourist
accommodations are victims and perpetrators of climate change at the same time. For instance, they should be involved
in protecting the environment to save their business in the long term. This study was designed to analyze the
environmental practices in luxury hotels in Beirut. We try to understand if these hotels are aware of the importance of
environmental issues, how they are translating this awareness into day to day operations and if they are reinforcing their
marketing strategy with environmental programs. We also try to identify if there is a relation between the size of the hotel
and eco-friendly practices. Moreover potential customers’ survey was designed to understand their awareness toward
environmental issues.
Keywords: hotel industry, hotel size, environmental practices, green marketing, customers ‘awareness.
Introduction
Lebanon is located on the eastern edge of the Mediterranean Sea surrounded by Syria to the north &east and
Israel to the south. Its total area reaches 10452 km2. It extends over 210 km in length and 50 km in width. Despite its
small size, the country's territory is very rich and diverse. Its diverse atmosphere and ancient history make it an
important destination for tourism in the Middle East. The Lebanese economy is characterized by the low weight of the
industrial and agricultural sectors which represented only 27% of the GDP in 2002 while the service sector shows a
strong dynamism and represents 73%. Tourism is a major source of income and employment. Today, the tourism sector
accounts for 19.4% of GDP far exceeding the world average with a provision of 30.6% of GDP in 2026. The number of
international arrivals surpassed 1.9 million in 2017 (The World Tourism Organization). Many tourism activities offered
in Lebanon are dependent on climate conditions. The disrespect of the environment has caused a climate change that
will lead to serious problems for the Lebanese environment and economy. Despite the Lebanese share of the global
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions is just 0.07%, climate changes have already shown their effects in Lebanon. The
temperature has risen to exceed 40 ° C in summer 2017. Winter sport destinations suffered from the rise of temperatures
too, which has caused in delaying ski season opening and ending it sooner. In 2010, a well-known ski destination in
Lebanon assumed losses of up to 20 million dollars for the operators of various commercial enterprises. Moreover, the
climate change will affect the sea level that will submerge low-lying beach areas and islands. Rising temperatures and
extreme heat waves will reduce the attraction toward Lebanese mountains. In addition, the city tours could also be
affected by higher temperatures and extreme weather events which would cause according losses. As part of the tourism
industry, tourist accommodations consume high energy and substantial emissions, which are generated by heating, air
conditioning, hot water, lighting, and by budgetary and technical equipment. Moreover, food and beverages contribute to
the GHGs because they require transportation to be delivered. Furthermore, meals preparations and the related use of
energy contribute to emissions. Therefore, hotels are victims and perpetrators of climate change at the same time. For
instance, they should be involved in protecting the environment to save their business in the long term.
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In Lebanon, environmental engagement by hotels is largely unknown. Thus, the aim of this work is to analyze the
environmental practices in luxury hotels in Beirut. We try to understand if these hotels are aware of the importance of
environmental issues, how they are translating this awareness into day to day operations and if they are reinforcing their
marketing strategy with environmental programs. We also try to identify if there is a relation between the size of the hotel and
eco-friendly practices. Moreover potential customers’ survey was designed to understand their awareness toward environmental
issues. The paper is structured as follow: section two presents the literature review, the third provides a detailed description of
the empirical methods, the fourth presents the results and the final section concludes.
Literature Review
Global warming has become an undeniable fact as an environmental issue. However, this isn’t the only problem that
we should be concerned about. The planet is composed at the edge of a severe environmental crisis namely pollution, waste
disposal, natural resource depletion, deforestation, loss of biodiversity and much more. Nowadays, the growing international
awareness of environmental problems and climate change are forcing companies to take part of this concern and integrate
environmental issues into business strategy and activities (e.g. Nidumolu et al., 2009). Although the hospitality industry does
not grossly pollute the environment, nor does it consume vast amounts of nonrenewable resources, still it does have a
significant effect on global resources (Kirk, 1995). Thus, the hotel industry has a great interest in protecting environment for
many reasons. First, the localization of the property and its surroundings are part of the core product and considered to be the
most important attraction of the hotel. Moreover, customers are more aware of environmental responsibility which is affecting
their behavior when making purchasing decisions (Hillary et al., 2001; Segarra-Oña et al., 2012), influencing their reasons for
travelling and the final choice of destination and service provider (Sánchez- Ollero et al., 2012). Therefore, environmental
sustainability has become an important issue within the hotel industry (Han and Yoon, 2015). Environmental management
system (EMS) is one of the tools used by hotels in order to facilitate the implementation of environmental policies (Rothery,
1993). This tool has become enshrined in international standards such as the EU eco-management and audit scheme (EMAS)
and the International Organization for Standardization’s standard for environmental management systems ISO 14001 (Chan &
Wong, 2006). Many deluxe hotels in Hong Kong such as the Island Shangri-La Hotel, the Kowloon Shangri-La Hotel, Hotel
Nikko, and the Grand Stanford Inter-Continental Hong Kong have achieved ISO 14001 accreditation. In China, the Mission
Hills Resort in Shenzhen has the certificate, while other hotels such as the World Trade Center Grand Hotel Zhejiang in
Hangzhou is preparing for accreditation (Chan & Wong, 2006). While many hotels worldwide are following governmental
rules and regulations toward the environmental protection, others are implementing environmental programs by their own
initiative. Thus, environmental initiatives by a company may be a response to external mandatory requirement or internal
voluntary measures. Unfortunately, there is no law in Lebanon forcing the hotel industry to take environmental protection
actions. Despite the international awareness of environmental concerns and the trend to becoming more involved in green
initiatives, the nature and extent of hotels commitment to environmental issues in Lebanon is largely unknown. Thus, the main
objective of this study is to examine the situation in Lebanese hotels and give information on its environmental practices.
Methodology
The study was designed as a survey research combining qualitative and quantitative data. The questionnaire,
representing the quantitative data, was developed from literature review works using similar measures (Han, et al., 2009;
García-Pozo, et al., 2013; Sánchez-Ollero, et al., 2014; Millar & Baloglu, 2011; Baker, et al., 2014). The questionnaire was
checked by experts working within the hospitality field. The questionnaire was divided into four sections. Each section
included fourteen variables. Respondents were asked to specify if these variables were available and applicable at the hotel in
the first section. The remaining section were devoted to study professional’s perception of their customer’s vision about green
practices. Respondents were asked to identify the eco-friendly variables that: are important for customer choice in the second
section, increase their willingness to pay (WTP) in the third one, and increase a positive word of mouth (WOM) in the last
one. Another questionnaire was developed to collect potential customers’ attitude toward eco-friendly hotels. The qualitative
data were collected through interviews with hotel managers. The objective of the questions were to collect general information
about the hotel and understand professional’s vision about the environmental issue. The sample in this study was defined as
upscale hotels that includes 4 star hotels and 5 star hotels located in central Beirut. To determine the sampling frame, we
checked the list of hotels on beirut-hotel.com and Expedia.com. The total sample included 78 hotels consisted of 26 five star
hotel and 52 four star hotel. We contacted these properties by phone to ask for a meeting to conduct the interview and fill the
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questionnaire face to face. It was difficult to obtain cooperation from the management especially those working in 4
star hotels. At the end, we were able to conduct 35 interviews. The second questionnaire was published online, after filtering
all filled questionnaires we have obtained 60 completed responses.
Findings and Discussion
Results Description & Numbers
Environmental engagement & its importance for hotel choice, WTP &WOM
Green Variable

room
guest

Available at
the hotel (%)

Environmental certification
Recycle bin in lobby
Recycle bin in guest rooms
Refillable shampoo dispenser
Occupancy sensor
Keycard to turn power to the

22.9
31.4
11.4
5.7
48.6
97.1

on and off
Energy efficient light bulbs in

88.6

Important for
Increase
customer choice (%) positive word of
mouth (%)
22.8
11.4
20
17.1
2.8
17.1
2.8
5.7
2.8
20
31.4
14.2
17.14

14.2

rooms
Linen and towels reuse
71.4
25.7
22.8
program
Hotel is certified as a green
11.4
14.2
14.2
hotel
Water control usage
60
17.1
11.4
Recycling old beds and
45.7
11.4
11.4
matrasses
Eco-friendly guest programs
0
11.4
8.5
Eco friendly training for
60
17.1
11.4
managers
and staff
Green purchasing policy
11.4
11.4
8.5
Table 1: The percentage of positive responses of what is applicable at the hotels, what is considered to be important
for customer choice and what would increase the positive word of mouth based on hotel managers’ perception.
The first section of the questionnaire consisted of identifying to what extent hotels are going green, in other words
what are the green practices applicable in these hotels. Results show that all practices can be found at least in one hotel except
eco-guest program that is consisting of rewarding customers of being green. The table below shows the percentage of each
variable and its applicability in the hotels. When observing the table, we can notice that most hotels are using keycards, LED
lights, linen and towels reuse program and water control usage. These variables contribute to lower costs which is consisting
with previous studies that indicates that tourism industry is only interested in ecofriendly activities when it reduces operating
costs (Akis, 2001). 31, 4% of hotels have answered that they have recycle bins in lobby. In reality, they have explained that
the recycle bins are available in the back offices and many of the respondents indicated that they follow some rules such as
consuming a specific number of papers per month and not printing papers unless it is really important. It is essential to mention
that despite the limited number of hotels recycling their papers, it is still a great initiative by these hotels because in Lebanon
recycling centers are limited and municipalities doesn’t offer any recycling programs. Also, those managers responding by yes
concerning recycling old beds and matrasses have explained that they are not recycling them but giving up these assets for
charities. The second, third and fourth part of the study was intended to understand hotel managers’ perception of their
customers concerning environmental practices. Table 1 shows managers’ judgment about the importance of green practices
for hotel choice and their impact on positive word of mouth. Hotel managers agreed in the third part of the questionnaire that
none of the green practices might increase customers’ willingness to pay. Almost all managers had the same explanation
concerning the mentality of the majority of customers and potential cliental. More than 60% of hotels ‘customers are from
Arab countries. Managers suggested that they don’t have enough environmental education and awareness. Concerning
European and other tourists that may have environmental awareness, managers’ considered that it won’t affect their
willingness to pay more, reversely they may want to pay less. The small positive percentages shown in table 3 are not always
referred to western tourists. While environmental certification, recycling bins, LED lights and green hotel certification are
important for aware tourist of environmental issues when choosing a hotel, linen and towels reuse program has another
explanation for its importance. According to some managers, there are a lot of guests that ask not changing their linen and
towels for hygiene purposes. They think that using the same linen and towels is better than changing different ones used by
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many others. Furthermore, some managers agreed that actions

made for green issues may contribute to positive word of mouth by many tourists, especially by non-Arab clients. This
finding is consistent with Dief & Font (2010) results where Western European markets stood out as the most powerful predictor
of green marketing strategies. It is also consistent with Ayuso’s (2006) suggestion that customers’ environmental concerns
depend to a great extent on their nationality, with Western Europeans being more willing to collaborate in environmental
initiatives (Ayuso, 2006).
Environmental engagement & Marketing Strategy
Few hotels are using green practices in their marketing advertising. They represent 17% from the total sample.
Despite the majority of interviewed managers considered that eco-friendly practices enhance the image of the hotel, they still
consider that their customers do not care about the issue and it is a waste of money and time to market green initiatives.
Previous research in marketing and consumer behavior indicated that the image of a firm plays a critical role in buying
behaviors (e.g., Baloglu and McCleary, 1999; Bloemer and Ruyter, 1998; Chen and Tsai, 2007; Lin et al., 2007; Ryu et al.,
2007). So if managers are aware that ecological practices may enhance the hotel image, they should understand that it is
important to market these practices to inform the customers about environmental initiatives and gain competitive advantage. In
addition, the study of Han et al. (2009) implied that customers who have favorable attitudes toward eco-friendly behaviors in
their everyday lives and positive images of green hotels are willing to stay at a green hotel, to recommend it, and to pay more.
These results must attract marketers’ attention to consider green practices in their campaigns. Marketers should try to improve
their firm’s image on one hand and on the other hand they should enhance people’s green attitudes and awareness.
Hotel size & environmental engagement

Intercept

Coefficients

Mean

-0.497243075

4.636364

Medium hotels

0.079200104

Intercept
Large hotels

Coefficients
6.848926566
-0.000596692

Star rating
---

Mean
6.75
---

Table 3: The relation between hotel size and the
implementation of eco-friendly practices

Number of
participants

Mean

4 stars
hotels

11

6.769231

5 star
hotels

21

5.904762

Table 4: The mean of eco-friendly practices in hotels
based on their star rating.

A linear regression was used to study if the hotel size has an effect on the implementation of eco-friendly practices.
When hotels are classified based on their size, they are divided into 4 groups: small (fewer than 25 rooms), medium (25 to
99), large (100 to 299) and major hotels (more than 300). The majority of 4 and 5 star hotels in Lebanon fall into medium and
large categories. Therefore, we have distributed the hotels studied into these two categories to analyze if there is a relation
between the hotel size and the implementation of eco-friendly practices. Large hotels showed a higher mean of eco-friendly
practices than the medium sized hotels. However, the regression analysis showed that there is no significant difference
between the size of a hotel and the implementation of green practices Results are shown in table 3. Moreover, 4 star hotels
showed a higher mean of eco-friendly practices than 5 star hotels (table 4). Therefore, we cannot claim that there is a relation
between hotel size and environmental engagement in the Lebanese hotels case.
Customers’ behavior & hotel selection
An online survey was designed to understand customers’ environmental awareness and hotel selection preferences.
Respondents were asked to rate from 1= strongly disagree to 7=strongly agree their environmentally friendly attitudes in their
everyday life and intentions to visit and pay more for a green hotel. 60 respondents filled the questionnaire. Table 5 shows that
the majority of respondents are Arabs (All Lebanese) and the rest are Europeans. Respondents represents both genders almost
equally. The majority of respondents have a bachelor degree or above indicating that respondents are highly educated. Highly
educated people must be more aware and informed regarding many trends including the environmental issue.
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Variables Categories

Eco-friendly
activities
es %
recycle, reuse and
more
reuse plastics only
prefer less packaging
only
recycle only
compost only
no activity
Table 6: Respondents eco-friendly
activities.

Percentage

Gender

Female
Male
Age
18-24
25-34
35-44
Above 44
Nationality
Arabs
Other Nationalities
Level of education
Less than high school
High school graduate
Bachelor degree
Master’s degree
Table 5: Demographic
characteristics
Doctoral degree

53.33%
46.67%
40%
41.67%
11.67%
6.66%
76.67%
23.33%
1.67%
5%
33.33%
51.67%
of respondents.
8.33%

Respons
32.20%
8.47%
8.47%
6.78%
8.47%
35.61%

Table 6 shows that the majority of respondents do not implement any eco-friendly activity in their daily life. 32.2% of
respondents claimed that they implement different activities like recycle, reuse and compost. Despite the later percentage is
high, it doesn’t show any environmental involvement in its true meaning. In Lebanon, some non- profit organizations cover
solely the area of Beirut to recycle, while in other regions recycling is not practiced. Other activities such as plastic reuse and
compost are normally practiced in Lebanon in every home to benefit from the leftovers or bottles and cans without any
environmental awareness.
Table 7 shows respondents results about hotel selection and their willingness to switch and pay in favor of an ecofriendly hotel. The majority of respondents, 53.33%, consider that is important that hotels implement eco-friendly practices
but just 25% of them choose hotels based on their environmental activity. 33.33% of respondents were neutral regarding the
hotel choice based on eco-friendly activities indicating that it is not an important characteristic based on which the hotel
selection is made. 51.67% of respondents are willing to switch in favor of eco-friendly hotels but just 26.67% are willing to pay
more for these hotels. 35% of respondents are neutral about the willingness to pay more for eco-friendly hotels maybe because
their behavior may change according to the amount added to the price. Despite the majority of respondents are highly
educated, this fact didn’t affect respondents’ attitude when selecting a hotel. On the other side, results has shown that the
majority of respondents are aware of the importance of hotels ’implications in green attitude and they are ready to switch their
hotel choice to encourage hotels in helping protecting the environment and becoming more engaged. Although just 26.67% of
respondents are willing to pay more in favor of eco-friendly hotels, it is a good indicator that there are some people that are
ready to pay more for green initiatives which shows that they are responsible toward the nature and are ready to sacrifice their
money to help in saving the environment.
ongly
disagree
It is important that hotels
implement eco- friendly practices
I usually select hotels that
implement eco- friendly practices
I am willing to switch in
favor of eco- friendly hotels

%
%
%

Str

3.33
3.33
3.33

agree

%
3%
%
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6.67
33.3
1.67
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%
33%
67%
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10
38.
21.
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33%
67%
67%
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53.
16.
51.

Str
Wei
ongly agree ghted
average
67%
3%
67%

26.

3.93

8.3

2.93

21.

3.87

I am willing to pay more
in favor of eco- friendly hotels

10
28.3
35.
21.
5.0
2.83
%
3%
00%
67%
0%
Table 7: Respondents results about hotel selection and their willingness to switch and pay in favor of green hotels

These results show that respondents are aware of the environmental issue and the importance of organizations to be
involved in protecting it. It is obvious that when recalling this problem, people are ready to change their attitude and try to be
more eco-friendly by selecting environmentally engaged hotels but they are not ready yet to pay more for this change.
Therefore, the main goal is spreading information and education about the environmental issue and the importance of every
person to be involved. There is a real need of emphasizing the threat facing the planet if real action doesn’t take place.
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Conclusion
The hotel industry is one of many sectors that is becoming more aware of environmental issues and trying
to implement green practices. There are many reasons pushing the implementation of environmental protection by
the hotel industry such as government regulations, society pressure and cost reduction by reducing the consumption
of energy, water, and materials. Moreover, hotel managers believe that environmental practices may enhance
customer loyalty and the company’s public image (Chan & Wong, 2006). An organization can become eco-friendly
through two levels: first, value addition process and management systems, second, product level (Prakash, 2002). For
instance, a hotel may become green by including green practices in its whole value chain (logistics, operations,
marketing, servicing, waste and recycling) or through the corporate social responsibilities (Kapferer, 2010). In
Lebanon, hotels are trying to include green practices in some parts of the value chain especially in what is
concerning energy conservation, paper recycling and waste management, in addition to the corporate social
responsibilities. These green practices are implemented by reducing energy consumption in rooms by using the
keycard so when the guest leaves the room, all non-necessary energy appliances shut down. Linen & Towel Reuse
Program is another contributor to energy savings. Moreover, some hotels participate to the Earth Hour movement
by turning off lights for one hour. Hotels are also reducing their waste by implementing some simple practices such
as not printing emails, using both sides of the paper, recycling papers, donating old bed and matrasses, donating
excess food, and using biodegradable amenities. Some hotels claimed that they are planning to reduce paper usage
by replacing it with high tech products such as using tablets for restaurant menu and TV for promotions.
Environmental management has become a vital aspect of management in the hotel industry, with an
important number of hotels adopting ecological practices in response to the growing concern for sustainable
tourism products (Mensah, 2006). Nevertheless, the current findings suggest that hotels in Beirut are far away of
being environmental responsible. This is due not only for the mentality of conducting business and lack of awareness
but also for the general situation in the country. Although the majority of hotels are implementing energy saving
practices, in reality, the purpose of these implementations is cost reduction and not environmental protection.
Moreover, when conducting interviews, it was noticed the lack of environmental awareness, the lack of
understanding the importance of protecting the environment and the positive results of green practices. In addition,
managers ‘perception of customers’ awareness is very negative by considering them unaware and don’t care about
the environment while respondents were open to switch in favor of eco-friendly hotels. Managers must conduct
deeper studies and reach a wider market share to understand more customers’ attitude toward the environment. It is
obvious that marketing campaigns targeting the importance of environmental issues are very important and required
by all organizations especially hotels. There is a need to inform customers and try to change their ecological
behavior. Moreover, hotels that are aiming to become green must explain to the client each green step implemented
by the organization so the customer understand and accept these changes.
It is obvious from the present study that there is a need in Lebanon in general for a system of
comprehensive and integrated environmental protection policy and practices. This system must involve all sectors
especially the tourism industry. It is important that the government participate in reinforcing such system
application by mandating a minimum environmental protection standards in all organizations. It is true that
changing traditional ways of operating takes time, but it is important to begin green process by simple steps such as
recycling papers and decreasing paper usage, purchasing products with less packages, turning off unnecessary lights
and ask guests if they would like their room to be cleaned daily if their stay is longer than one day. Moreover,
including environmental trainings for staff is important to increase environmental awareness which may lead to
changes in attitudes and behavior toward the environment. Although these steps are simple and less costly than
other green approaches, they do make a difference in developing a green hotel.
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ABTRACT
Events cause negative environmental impacts. Event organisers should implement more green practices
to lessen these impacts. Determining attendees’ inclination to support certain green event practices is crucial. A
survey was conducted at the 2017 Vryfees Arts Festival in South Africa. A demographic profile of attendees was
developed. Furthermore, a confirmatory factor analysis was done on the green practice items identified from
literature. Five factors were labelled Greener Transport, Waste Management, Water Management, Energy
Management and Green Commitment. This research clearly indicated that festival attendees are indeed inclined to
support some green practices. A stronger focus on rewards systems is recommended.
Keywords: festivals, festival attendees, green practices, green attitude
INTRODUCTION
Arts festivals have grown in number and size in South Africa (Pretorius et al., 2016). These events attract
extensive numbers of attendees, often resulting in negative environmental impacts on festival terrains and
surrounding areas (Marumo, 2017). Cudny (2013) identified these dysfunctions as, for example, an increase in
pollution, because of the increase in human activities in a certain area. The rise in pollution can be air- and/or noise
pollution. Air pollution is mostly caused by the increase in tourists who make use of transport, because of the
vehicles’ gas emissions. Noise pollution occurs because of the overall increase in loud human activities, which can
also be caused by traffic or music-related activities at a festival itself. Another problem is resources, such as water
and electricity, which are not being consumed in a sustainable way. Cudny (2013) identified inefficient waste
disposal as another big environmental problem, which includes inadequate rubbish removal, without recycling
initiatives, as well as sanitary problems at festivals. These negative impacts have motivated many event organisers,
who are driven by socio-economic concerns, to start implementing green practices at events and festivals in order to
ensure a more environmentally friendly event (Yuan, 2013).
One of the current challenges facing the South African event industry is the fact that there are limited
green festivals in the country. Environmental issues are excelling at a rapid pace and it has become clear that
sustainable tourism is the way forward when organising an event. Nowadays, more festivals are being forced to
implement greening practices (Marumo, 2017). However, these practices are expensive to implement and the
willingness of the festivals attendees to support the greening of events remains uncertain, which leads to the
following question: What are the green practices that festival attendees are willing to support?
One of the largest arts festivals in South Africa is the Vryfees Arts Festival hosted in the city of
Bloemfontein. This district has recently experienced tremendous water shortages due to drought. The Vryfees Arts
Festival is hosted on the University of the Free State’s premises and accommodates approximately 160 000
attendees annually (Pretorius et al., 2016). It is an Afrikaans festival, which incorporates English and Sesotho. To
date, little to no research has been done on green practices at the Vryfees Arts Festival and very little green
initiatives are currently implemented successfully by the festival organisers.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Andersson (2016) refers to ‘greening’ at events as activities and actions that eliminate harsh impacts on
the environment that are caused by the event. When tourism products, such as events, implement green practices,
the overall level of sustainability of the product will automatically increase (Mair and Jago, 2010). This is
supported by Wong et al. (2015), who state that the greening of events has become a competitive advantage of 465

many events. An array of research has been done on eco-friendly initiatives in the tourism industry; however,
Wong et al. (2015:294) stated that there have not been many research projects on the consumers’ involvements in
green practices at events, such as festivals. Wong et al. (2015) identified that an increase in the availability of
information for event attendees is important.
One of the most critical steps in implementing green practices at events is, firstly, to identify possible
green practices that can reduce the environmental impact of events; and secondly, determining which of these green
initiatives event attendees are inclined to support. This information will give the researcher access to the event
attendees’ personal perceptions, motivations, interests and knowledge regarding these practices, which can later on
be used to decide which green practices to implement at future events (Wong et al. 2015).
Based on an in-depth literature study, the following global green event practices were identified. The
greening practices will be discussed under the following main categories: green transport management, waste
management, water management, energy management, and lastly, overall environmental management/commitment
initiatives.
Greener transport alternatives at events
Laing and Frost (2010) identified transport and traffic as one of the most crucial aspects to ‘green’ an
event, as the overcrowding-, sounds- and aesthetic disturbances of vehicles cause environmental problems. Vehicle
emissions also increase the decline of air quality as it sets carbon dioxide free, which adds to global warming.
Table 1
Green transport initiatives
Hybrid
vehicles
and shuttle
services

Carpooling

Bicycle
rental
service or
walking
Parking
discounts

In 2011, Kim (2011) did a study on how to improve transportation systems in Korea, specifically for
the Yeosu Expo. The findings showed that if the expo implements public transport discounts for the
expo attendees, it can possibly result in fewer tourist vehicles on the roads, which can eliminate
traffic caused by the expo. The author also suggested that the expo organisers should implement
more bus routes with more frequent traveling schedules. Laing and Frost (2010) stated that by
utilising hybrid shuttle services at events, it can decrease the carbon dioxide emissions caused by
normal shuttles.
Carpooling websites and mobile apps have been created to promote the idea of sharing lifts to
decrease the number of cars on the roads and also to relieve traffic problems (Laing and Frost,
2010). An example of such a websites is Bla-bla-cars (Bla-bla-cars, 2017). The Okeechobee Music
and Arts Festival (OMF), in collaboration with Carpoolworld, urges festival attendees to make use
of the carpooling opportunities at the festival (Okeechobee Music & Arts Festival, 2017). The OMF
states that a portion of the carpooling income will be sponsored to a carbon footprint organisation in
an attempt to decrease carbon consumption (Okeechobee Music & Arts Festival, 2017).
Bicycles can be rented to festival attendees and the attendees can make use of the secured bicycle
racks provided, free of charge (Laing and Frost, 2010). In agreement, Kim (2011) suggested that
major events can create official walking or cycling routes for the attendees to shorten the attendees’
routes to the event facilities.
Laing and Frost (2010) suggest offering parking discounts to vehicles that are fully occupied. In this
way, the numbers of cars will automatically decrease.
Waste management

In the case of mega events, the large numbers of attendees cause tremendous waste that can be harmful to
the environment (Laing and Frost, 2010). By taking all the services that offer food and beverages into account it,
results into heaps of disposable waste that must head out to a garbage disposal centre (Liang and Frost, 2010). The
next section will review how events can reduce waste.
Table 2
Waste Management
Recycling-bin
system

Recycling bin systems are used throughout society, as well as at several arts festivals, to
separate different types of waste. These bins use a colour system, as each bin has a different
colour, referring to the different materials that it should contain. Recycled waste includes paper,
plastic, glass and aluminium tin (Viviers et al., 2017). According to Marumo (2017), the
following South African events have already implemented the use of the recycling-bin system:
2010 FIFA World Cup and Innibos Lowveld National Arts Festival.
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Biodegradable
packaging

According to Roy et al. (2012), the manufacturing of bio-polymeric hydrogels has drawn a great
deal of attention over recent years, as these materials are used for environmentally friendly food
parcels. Hottle et al. (2015) based a study on a zero-waste ideal, where the authors identified the
use of biodegradable and compostable plastics to reduce landfill disposals. Laing and Frost
(2012) recommended that festivals should start to incorporate the use of compostable cutlery.

Food waste

Logistical issues can be fixed by reducing food miles by making use of local products; festival
organisers can also buy in bulk to reduce trips to suppliers (Liang and Frost, 2010). The
greening of food at festivals has become a trend, by means of utilising local, organic and
vegetarian products (Wong et al. 2015). It is advised that food services should serve smaller
food portions at events to decrease organic food waste (Wong et al. 2015). Leftover food that
cannot be donated should be thrown into a composting bin (Laing and Frost, 2010).
By making use of digital marketing, festivals can spread marketing material to more individuals,
in less time, over larger distances and with lower costs, which has a massive green advantage of
being paperless (Buhalis and Jun, 2011). At Rocking the Daisies Festival in 2014, a mobile app
was created to communicate information to the festival attendees, such as the artist line-up and
programme (Stead, 2014). The app also had an interactive section where the attendees could ask
questions and communicate to the organisers during the event (Stead, 2014). In the same way,
festivals can implement online booking systems and ticket sales to decrease the costs and
environmental harm of printing tickets. Nowadays, festival attendees can simply use their
mobile devices to enter festival grounds by showing an online receipt of payment or electronic
barcodes (Buhalis and Jun, 2011).

Digital
marketing and
electronic
ticketing
system

Itemrefundable
system

As littering and pollution became a problem, the concept of item refunds was created, where
event attendees could return goods and receive a reward in return. In the case of The All Points
West Music and Arts Festival, the festival organisers implemented encouragements for
recycling, where attendees could exchange waste that they have collected throughout the festival
for free concert souvenirs (Laing and Frost, 2010). Giambrone (2011), on the other hand,
identified a method of reducing the amount of plastic water bottles at festivals by offering free
festival-provided drinking water for attendees, by means of biodegradable and reusable cups.
Water management

Currently, water scarcity is becoming a major concern for the tourism industry, as global warming is
changing rainfall patterns worldwide (Fitchett and Hoogendoorn, 2016). This has also become a major concern in
South Africa, as parts of the country have been declared risk areas due to drought. In the following discussion, the
focus is on water saving initiatives that event organisers can implement.
Table 3
Water management
Grey water

Gel hand
sanitiser

Refuse
bottled
water sales
Water
conservation
strategies

Grey water is neither non-fresh nor polluted water. Utilising grey water in toilets for flushing and
decreasing the amount of water to flush the toilets can release the water tension at festivals
(Laing and Frost, 2010). Stettler (2011) stated that festivals should implement the use of selfcomposting toilets.
Washing hands with soap and water is seen as the most hygienic method of sterilisation to
prevent the spread of diseases; however, in some cases where water availability and cleaning
products are scarce, it is advised to make use of alcohol-based hand sanitisers, which also kill
bacteria (Marumo, 2017). Viviers et al. (2017) recommended that arts festivals should promote
the use of water-free gel hand sanitisers for festival attendees to reduce water consumption when
washing hands as a water saving initiative.
In a recent news article by The National Online, plastic pollution, mainly caused by plastic water
bottles, was seen as one of the biggest threats to the ocean and aquatic ecosystems, as it creates
between 5.5 and 14.6 million tonnes of waste that ends up in the ocean annually (Gornall, 2017).
As already mentioned, Giambrone (2011) stated that festivals should offer free drinking water for
attendees by only refilling the attendees’ reusable water cups or glass bottles.
Stead (2014) suggested that the awareness of water conservation and water saving campaigns
should be implemented at arts festivals. Mclennan et al. (2014) also emphasised that consumer
awareness should be improved to motivate tourists to partake in water saving.
Energy management

According to Giambrone (2011), Sub-Saharan Africa faces many difficult obstacles regarding energy
supply. The first problem is that Sub-Saharan Africa is the poorest energy supply region of the world, leaving
thousands without electricity. The second problem in Sub-Saharan Africa is that the current methods of energy 467

generation are unsustainable, mostly by burning non-renewable resources, which causes air pollution. Alternative
energy generation can be implemented at festivals to address these energy supply problems.
Table 4
Energy management
Alternative
energy

Natural
ventilation

According to Giambrone (2011) and Stead (2014), event organisers can implement the use of
biofuels to generate electricity. In agreement, Stettler (2011) recommended the use of mobile
solar-powered generators as electricity backups. Ways to reduce electrical energy consumption
are to utilise LED lights and to adopt alternative energy into electrical functions, such as the
lighting on stages for performances (Getz and Page, 2016).
Chan et al. (2008) emphasised that air-conditioning systems utilise large amounts of generated
electricity to cool or heat areas. At arts festivals, it is advised to consider the use of natural
ventilation for cooling purposes to reduce energy consumption.
Green commitment

Additional greening aspects that can be implemented before, during and after festivals will be discussed
next. Limiting the numbers of visitors to enter the festival grounds can have a positive effect on the environment, as
it can decrease the possibilities of overcrowding and over-use of facilities (Viviers et al. 2017). By channelling
attendees away from vulnerable natural areas on site during the event will also protect the environment (Saayman,
2009). In agreement, Viviers et al. (2017) suggested that limiting smoking to designated areas can reduce risks of
fire outbreaks. Rehabilitation programmes can be implemented after the event, at the festival grounds, to decrease
the environmental impacts such as land degradation and erosion caused by human activities (Marumo, 2017).
Lastly, Getz and Page (2016) suggested that event attendees should be educated to live more environmentally
friendly and they should be encouraged to make use of green accommodation during their stay at the event. To
summarise the greening aspects within event management, five greening categories were discussed, i.e. green
transport, waste management, energy management, water management and overall environmental management
initiatives. By addressing all five of the greening categories at an event, the event will have the possibility of
decreasing environmental harm.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research is quantitative in nature and the questionnaire was designed to consist of two sections.
Section A captured the demographic aspects and festival-related behaviour. Section B measured the extent to which
respondents are inclined to support the 32 green practices at the arts festivals by means of a five-point Likert scale
(1=Not at all, 2=Less likely, 3=Maybe, 4=Most probably, and 5=Definitely). The data was collected by means a
survey at the Vryfees Arts Festival from 18 to 22 July 2017, and a total of 424 usable questionnaires were gathered,
respectively, by means of a stratified sampling method. According to Israel (2009), from a population of 50 000
(N), 397 respondents (n) would result in a 95% level of confidence, with ± 5% sampling error. Based on the
population of the Vryfees attendees, the number of questionnaires collected is adequate for the analyses. Microsoft
Excel™ was used to capture the data and SPSS® (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) was used for the data
analyses. Firstly, descriptive analyses (frequency tables) were conducted to compile attendees’ demographic and
festival behavioural profile. Secondly, a confirmatory factor analysis was performed on the dataset on the 32 green
practices to be supported at the arts festival. This was done in order to verify the number of factors and the interfactor relationship using a path diagram and the CFA goodness-of-fit index. A reliability coefficient was further
computed to provide the Cronbach alpha coefficient, inter-item correlation and the mean values for each factor. The
green practices/items were grouped under each of the following themes/factors: Water management, Waste
management, Energy management, Green transport and Green commitment in order to identify the greening factor
that attendees are more inclined to support.
RESULTS
Table 5
Profile of attendees to Vryfees Arts Festival
Gender
Male
Female
Age
Average age
Language

39%
61%
35

How green do you consider yourself to be?
Very green
22%
Somewhat green
51%
Not green at all
27%
Length of stay
Average days
3 days
How green do you consider festivals to be?
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Afrikaans
English
Other
Province
North West
Gauteng
Free State
Limpopo
Mpumalanga
KwaZulu-Natal
Northern Cape
Eastern Cape
Western Cape
Outside RSA boarders
Number of tickets bought

86%
10%
4%

Average number of tickets

3.05

4%
9%
72%
1%
1%
3%
2%
4%
3%
1%

Green
Somewhat green
Not green at all
Type of accommodation
Own home
Staying with family and friends
Guesthouse or B&B
Hotel or lodge
Camping
Other
Number of times attended
1st time
2-4 times
5-7 times
Level of education

14%
54%
32%

Matric
Diploma, degree
Post-graduate/ professional

36%
35%
28%

74%
16%
4%
2%
3%
3%
17%
39%
42%

The five valid factors’ mean values, CA values and inter-item correlations are reported in Table 6. Energy
management (Factor 4) revealed the highest mean value at 4.04, followed by Waste management (3.97), Water
management (3.92), Green commitment (3.65) and Greener transport (3.11). The CA values are also considered
statistically reliable, ranging from 0.656 to 0.856.

I will use a bicycle rental service offered by the festival
I will use a shuttle service offered by the festival to travel to the festival
I will use a shuttle service offered by the festival at the festival
I will make use of well-planned walking routes with clear signage
I will support that larger groups travelling in one vehicle pay less
I will use a recycling-bin system at the festival to reduce littering
I support the use of only biodegradable packaging by all stall owners
I will support a refundable cup/bottle system for drinking beverages
I will support the exclusive use of electronic festival programmes
I insist that the festival makes use of digital marketing
I will pay a R5 entrance levy for community members to pick up litter
I insist that the festival not allow junk mail via flyers on car windows
I insist that the festival uses e-marketing
I insist that the festival arranges for regular waste removal
I am happy to pay R5 for toilet facilities that use less water
I will support the use of gel hand sanitiser instead of water and soap
I insist that the festival initiates a water saving campaign
I insist that the festival raises awareness about ways to save energy
I insist on the implementation of only LED lights during productions
I insist on the implementation of LED and light bulbs on the terrain
I support the use of wind and sun energy at the festival
I support that, from midnight, load music is not permitted
I support penalties/fines for parking in undesignated areas
I insist that the festival resorts to natural light and ventilation at venues
I insist that the festival regulates the number of visitors per day
I insist that the festival initiates a post-rehabilitation programme
I insist that the festival makes use of ways to reduce soil compression

Factor 5:
Green commitment

Factor 4:
Energy management

Factor 3:
Water management

Factor 2:
Waste management

FACTOR LABEL

Factor 1:
Greener transport

Table 6
CFA: Green factors to be supported at the Vryfees

0.588
0.817
0.865
0.266
0.299
0.566
0.23
0.543
0.567
0.639
0.498
0.593
0.682
0.668
0.585
0.591
0.724
0.680
0.858
0.873
0.702
0.571
0.590
0.645
0.444
0.701
0.705469

I insist that the festival designates only certain areas for smoking
I insist on the use of only environmentally friendly/safe cleaning products
I support a green fee with the entrance fee
I will only buy local food and products
Cronbach’s alpha coefficient
Mean

0.716
3.11

0.817
3.97

0.656
3.92

0.851
4.04

0.589
0.634
0.611
0.487
0.856
3.65

FINDINGS
•
Energy management stood out to be the factor that attendees are more inclined to support. The items that
formed part of this factor and will consequently receive the most support from the attendees were the support of
utilising alternative energy sources like LED light. Marumo (2017) also identified Energy management as the most
important factor for greening at the Aardklop National Arts Festival.
•
Waste management received the second most support from the festival attendees. Waste reduction
included greening practices such as the support of digital marketing and the support that the festival only uses
electronic programmes downloaded onto personal electronic devices. Stead (2014) discussed a similar factor,
namely Waste management, which is seen as a critical greening category for Rocking the Daisies. Buhalis and Jun
(2011) found Waste management as a highly supported greening factor that reduces costs, lessens physical waste
and reaches the consumer in a shorter period of time.
•
Water management also received a high level of support from the attendees, with the third highest mean
value. This factor included items such as paying extra for toilet facilities that use less water, use of hand sanitisers
and the implementation of water saving campaigns. Stead (2014) highlighted Water conservation as a very
important greening practice at Rocking the Daisies.
•
Green commitment received the second least support from the visitors and included items such as the
support that the event regulates the number of visitors per day on the festival terrain to reduce soil compression,
the support of locally produced food and products and the support of food stalls that serve smaller food portions at
the festival, to decrease organic food waste. Stead (2014) identified a comparable factor, Awareness and taking
responsibility, which emphasised the fact that some event managers invest time and effort into greening, but some
festival attendees do not seem to take responsibility for their own actions in terms of environmental protection.
Giambrone (2011) stated that personal green commitment plays an important role in the success of a green event,
as each visitor has an influence on the final environmental impact caused by the event.
•
Greener transport received the least support from the Vryfees Arts Festival attendees. This factor included
the support of shuttle services and bicycle rental services offered by the festival. This supports the studies done
by Barber et al. (2014) and Corazza et al. (2016), who reported that attendees do not consider the use of public
transportation to and at festivals and that although individuals have knowledge about the use of green transports
options, there are individuals who are not environmentally friendly.
IMPLICATIONS
It is advised that the festival should start to implement the use of alternative energy sources, such as solar
or wind energy. The attendees indicated that they are inclined to support the use of LED lighting. It could be a very
expensive process to immediately replace all of the current lighting of the festival. That is why it is advised that all
of the companies that construct the non-permanent stages and the purchasing stalls should be advised to only make
use of LED and CFL light bulbs.
By refusing printed advertisements and not allowing junk mail flyers, the amounts of paper waste could be
decreased and the attendees will support this initiative. The festival could create a Vryfees Arts Festival app, which
could be downloaded onto the attendees’ mobile devices, which they could use to view the festival programme, the
terrain map and shuttle schedules. An online paying method such as Zapper or Snap-scan could be incorporated
into the app, which will allow the attendees and the vendors to have a paper-free festival. Each vendor could have
its own QR code, which could be connected to the app to share marketing materials and live videos. If show tickets
will be purchased through the app, no paper tickets will be printed. The attendees will only have to show the online
barcode or receipt to the theatre staff to be allowed to enter the theatres.
In an attempt to decrease the wastage of clean drinking water on the festival grounds, it is advised to
supply water-free gel hand sanitisers instead of water and soap at the toilet facilities for the festival attendees to use.
The attendees indicated that they will also support grey water systems used to flush the toilets at the festival.
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Green alternative transport received the least support from the festival attendees according to the results. It
is advised that marketing should be increased and that awareness towards greener transport should be increased.
Public transport such as taxis, buses and shuttle services can have the festival’s theme and colours on removable
stickers to make the transportation more appealing. Organisers can develop a lucky ride concept, whereby attendees
who make use of the public transport can win festival food vouchers or show tickets.
Festival organisers also need to use the ‘reward system psychology’ to their advantage by looking at
creative ways of implementing green practices that also ‘compensate’ attendees with certain benefits. For instance,
forming a coalition with retail partners; for example, festival attendees who opt for public transport/shuttle services
at the festival can earn ‘green retail points’ with certain retail stores that qualify them for discounts on ozone- or
eco-friendly cleaning products and organic or free-range food products.
Lastly, festival organisers need to realise that, upon initiating green practices at festivals, vigilance must be
exercised when introducing practices that require greater effort and cost by attendees. Simple, effortless and
‘convenient’ practices that do not require significant individual or monetary contributions should enjoy preference,
since these are more likely to be supported.
CONCLUSIONS
The main purpose of this article was to determine festival attendees’ inclination to support the implementation of
green practices at the Vryfees Arts Festival. This research therefore provides the festival organisers with a greater
insight into attendees’ overall green behaviour in order to target the green initiatives/practices that are more likely
to be supported when initiating greener undertakings at festivals. It also suggests creative and innovative ways in
which festival management can encourage and increase attendees’ overall green behaviour. This research therefore
contributes to the management and minimisation of the negative environmental impacts commonly associated with
big events.
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ABSTRACT
The global tourism boom continues, and never before more people have traveled. The downsides of this
trend are not only discussed since yesterday. However, the discussion has received a new quality and intensity
against the background of the Overtourism debate. While the discussion in the media is already declining, both in
the scientific community and in the practice community, the view prevails that questions of perceived excess are
not so much a seasonal problem of some destinations, but a fundamental question of tourism development. It is
time to examine the question of which changes are occurring at the destination level in the course of this
development process. First measures by destinations show that concrete reactions are taking place, for example
through an access restriction of frequently visited places. It is unclear whether such are effective strategies that
address long-term problem solving or whether guiding and mitigation measures will shift the problem to different
places. In the end also the self-understanding of the DMOs in this process are crucial: Do they see themselves as
advocates of unhindered tourism development, sometimes at the expense of the local population, or do they take the
discussion as an opportunity to rethink the characteristics of tourism and strategies of destination development.
More specifically, this paper addresses the following questions:
How do DMOs generally perceive the Overtourism discussion?
In which areas, from the current perspective, the destination managers are aware of the need for action and
their competence to actively act?
How are the needs of the guest assessed in this context?
To investigate these issues, 19 qualitative interviews were conducted with destination managers in Europe.
Both urban and rural destinations were taken into account and a European-wide distribution of the sample was
emphasized. The interviews were evaluated with the qualitative analysis method GABEK® (holistic coping with
complexity). Thus, a rule-based and structured analysis of interview material took place and meaningful
relationships between the individual interviews statements in the form of network graphs could be established
(Zelger & Oberprantacher 2002). The results show that the discussion on overtourism is conducted both in urban
and rural areas. From the point of view of destination managers, the guest becomes increasingly multi-optional. He
accepts a high concentration of tourism activities in certain places, whereas he also wants to have authentic
experiences and a closeness to the local population elsewhere. Destinations can serve both needs, but have to think
of new ways of visitor management. This is a challenging task that could be addressed through a stakeholder
dialogue at destination level. However, as far as proactive treatment of the topic is concerned, there is currently a
wait and see attitude among the surveyed destinations. Well-known city destinations are cited as negative
examples, but a serious examination of this topic in relation to one's own destination is still at the beginning.
However, this mental transfer is a necessary first step on the way to a future oriented destination development
taking into account the local population. The Overtourism debate can be seen as an opportunity to bring the abstract
goals of sustainable tourism development to the level of concrete destination development. Pioneering destinations
are to develop, dealing with these issues early, seriously and consistently. Against the backdrop of the overall
economic significance of tourism, these destinations may be eligible for funding structures that compensate for
arising transaction costs and risk-taking.
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INTRODUCTION
Cultural diplomacy has proved to be a strong mode of communication between nations and constitutes a
mechanism of exposure and influence, that introduces the notion of mild power. It refers to the ability to
“convince” through culture, communicating values and ideas for the accomplishment of ideological goals and
functional targets. Also, it is closely connected to the formation of the identity of a country or a city. Today the
countries and cities are expected to form a particular image that will lead to a positive reputation, which results
directly in positive effects in the life of citizens, applying nation branding strategies.
Taking the city of Edessa, Greece, as a case study, this work aims to study cultural diplomacy in the
present international relationships, as well as its contribution to the formation of the image/identity of the city,
finally reaching some conclusions on the current situation. This particular city was chosen as a case study as it has a
rich natural and cultural heritage.
The documentation of the work is based on two axes. Firstly, the recording of the natural wealth, the
material and immaterial cultural heritage of Edessa, as evidenced by the literature review. Secondly, in the primary
survey conducted with a structured questionnaire, which included closed type questions andwas distributed to
active members of the Edessa population, in particular to citizens who are members of cultural organizations or are
working in the field of culture.
Afterwards, the results of the survey are analyzed, as they were derived from the answers of respondents,
which relate to the preservation and promotion of the natural and cultural heritage, participatory planning and
cooperation among people in charge, the exercise of cultural diplomacy and the ways of its application, while
presenting the main advantages and disadvantages of the elements that shape the identity of the city.
Finally, the results of the survey present that Edessa doesn’t have a strong identity, attractive enough for
potential visitors, but has a number of positive factors that could significantly improve its image, benefits and
operation if they are coordinated with one coherent plan and program. At the same time, the current situation leads
to the conclusion that the creation of a city's competitive reputation based on its natural and cultural heritage, with
the aim of tourist attraction and economic development, can be achieved by the citybranding and cultural
diplomacy.
Keys word: cultural diplomacy, citybranding, image/identity, development
2. Literature review
2.1 Definition of Cultural diplomacy
Cultural diplomacy has attracted the scientific attention through of its practices, in a wide range of
subjects.Some scientists argue that cultural diplomacy is synonymous either with public diplomacy or with
international cultural relations and even with propaganda. Others scientists believe that these are separate practices
most of them agree that cultural diplomacy is a subset of public diplomacy (Osgood& Etheridge, 2010) (Kiehl,
2006) (Mar, 2014).
The relationship between Cultural and Public Diplomacy lies in the notion of power. The American
political scientist Joseph Nye (1990), who introduces the meaning of soft power, explains that soft power is "the
ability to achieve a goal". The ability to "convince" through culture, values and ideas contrasts with the hard power,
which is closely linked to the practice of violence (Melissen, 2005).In the past, the approach of "hard power" was
the policy of governments in international relations. nowadays the need for cooperation on a new level is becoming
more and more important. On this basis, cultural diplomacy is not a secondary factor for political or economic
diplomacy, but rather acts as an integral and indispensable component of it (Praher, 2014).
Therefore, most states recognize and appreciate the importance and role of cultural diplomacy as it has
proved to be the strongest communication channel between the Member States(Slavik, 2004). As a means of
promoting interest and exerting influence, cultural diplomacy has various forms, formal and informal, and
depending on how it is exercised can be distinguished in bilateral and multilateral.
2.2 The role of Culture in the application of City Branding
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Globalization, the phenomenon of de-industrialization and the development of new technologies have not
only increased competition between states but also the cities that exist in them. Cities compete globally to attract
tourism, investment, talent, and to achieve many other goals (Dinie, 2011).
More and more municipalities are planning and implementing initiatives in line with the branding process
to raise, promote and improve their image and reputation, both inside and outside the country (Colomb&Kalandides
2010).The terminology of branding- destination has emerged in recent years, and is an important subject of research
for both the academic community and policy makers.City branding means creating a city's competitive identity
system.
According to Milionis (2005) branding is a strategic plan to create a propitious image of the city in order
to positively influence the perception of people around it. Culture is one of the main elements of city branding,
giving a comparative advantage to the modern city (Florida, 2002), while serving as a source of added value
(Mommas, 2002).Various cities have based on much of their efforts for the urban revitalization, on culture. With
cultural production and consumptionthey managed to shape their image and became a pole of attraction for visitors,
investments and new residents.
Barcelona of Spain is one of the most successful examples of city branding. The city’s branding strategy
included extensive urban revitalization practices with new urban infrastructure, major projects, the emergence of
each neighborhood, the creation of universities and businesses and the production of culture. The radical
transformation of the city emerged with the hospitality of the Olympic Games in 1992, after the end of the Games,
the city did not stop searching for creative ways of its emergence.Barcelona has continued to redesign, highlighting
the heritage and culture of the city. A typical example is the "Thematic Event", which also act as tourist attraction
poles (Bilanakakis, 2011).
Another successful example is the city of Liverpool, England, which, following the strategy of city
branding, managed to regain its old glory and become a center of business activity and opportunities. With proper
civilian management, it has created infrastructure projects for the emergence of cultural and historical buildings and
the development of business and commercial facilities to host the "European Capital of Culture" in 2008. The
involvement of residents at all stages of the design and implementation of branding strategy through Liverpool
Culture Company was a key success factor (Anastasiades&Fliattari, 2015). While actions such as advertising,
security, accessibility and cleanliness have been a priority for restoring the image and reputation of the city.
In Abroad, the branding strategy of a city is a popular practice which, through its techniques such as urban
regeneration, culture, environment, economy, aims at the quality of life of the inhabitants, in establishing a strong
identity of the place and in increasing attractiveness at international level.
2.3 City Branding: The case of Greek cities
In Greece few are the cases that adopt the process of city branding.Usually, the strategies concern tourist
projection, such as the Municipality of Rhodes and Corfu.
The image of Volos in recent years has improved significantly. The protection and promotion of the old
industrial buildings, the tourist visibility of the place, the revival of the Argonaut Campaign, the organization of
international events such as the European Music Festival, the World Association of Overseas Magnets
(Nikolakopoulou, 2011) are some selected aspects that have contributed to the effort of competitive identity.
Another case of a Greek city that has embedded the branding strategy is Xanthi.This effort was combined
with the Xanthi Carnival, the Old Town celebrations, the organization of national and international events from
cultural clubs (Xanthi Filoproodoi Union), the web site of the Municipality of Xanthi, and the slogan "Xanthi
Neighborhood of the Senses", in order to promote the unique multicultural identity and the emergence of tradition
and cultural heritage.
Organized management for the commercial adaptation of the image of the city could be described as the
case of Athens in 2004 during the organization of the Olympic Games.The organization of Olympic Games in
view of the institution not only contributed to the formation of a positive image of the city but also strengthened
other institutions (Karahalis, 2016).Over the years this effort has been characterized by stagnation, since there was
no organized management plan that could preserve the strong image of the city.At the same time, the unfavorable
economic environment has aggravated the situation mainly in Athens, as the largest metropolitan center and capital
of the country.
Regarding Thessaloniki, as the Cultural Capital (1997) missed the opportunity to enhance its image and
reputation but recently made significant efforts to shape and promote an attractive image. Thessaloniki's City
Diplomacy action is based on the rich cultural heritage, its modern culture (cinema, festivals, gastronomy
creativity) seeks to broaden contacts with cities that are characterized by cultural relations to Thessaloniki, with the
aim of re-establishing its image and increase its visits.
In general, city branding practices in Greece are characterized by a lack of coordination between
governments, the private and public sectors and citizens.Also, the formation of a strong identity is directly related
to the design of the space. The procedure of urban planning in Greece over the last decades has many
implementation problems and deficiencies.The design and strategy of a branding project is a multidisciplinary
practice and requires professionalism, relying on different scientific disciplines. In Greece to date, there was not
relevant subject in curriculum, which is an additional obstacle to the design and implementation of such strategies.
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3. Methods
3.1 Research Framework
The documentation of the work is based on two axes. In the recording of the natural wealth, the material
and immaterial cultural heritage of Edessa, as evidenced by the bibliographic overview and the primary research
that investigate the contribution of cultural diplomacy to the image and identity of the city.Survey data were
collected primarily through a structured questionnaire. Theresearch is quantitative. The survey was conducted on
members of the active population of the municipality of Edessa particularly citizens who are members of cultural
collections or work in the field of culture. The questionnaire was sent in electronic form to the respondents. The
sample selected for the current survey relative to the active population of the Municipality of Edessa is 205.00
people.
Sample
25.619 people active population of
Central Macedonia, Central Macedonia Region
Sample size

205

Data Collection Method

Questionnaires

Time of Research

20/01/2017 – 25/4/2017

ThemunicipalityofEdessabringstogatheruniqueelementsoflocalidentity, culturalandnaturalheritage. The
Waterfall Karanos, Watrfall Park, Small waterfalls, Tall rock, The area “Thousand Pines" ,Colourful gardens, Hill
606,Water museum- Aquarium, Folklore Museum, Open-air Water Museum, , Ancient City of Edessa "Logos" ,
Old town of Edessa Library, Cultural Center, Edessa’s Carnival, Spring Festival, Cultural Summer, , cultural
associations (25 cultural clubs, who are the custodians of tradition, the history of the place but also of modern
culture) connect the past with present of city's. The organizational and administrative structure of the Municipality,
namely the local government, the Technical Service, the Department of Cultural Tourism and the Environment and
the Department of Environment and Green, is responsible for preserving, safeguarding, promoting and promoting
the natural and cultural heritage of the city.
4. Research results
4.1 The preservation and promotion of the natural and cultural heritage.
The first diagram shows the results of the question about the preservation and promotion of the natural
and cultural heritage.
The answer poor, it has the highest percentage in both cases with 44.80% (natural heritage) and 54.30%
(cultural heritage).
At the same time, 13% consider that the cultural heritage is not exploited at all, while for the same answer
on natural heritage, the rate is at 7.60%. In conclusion, the results show that there isnt concerted effort to promote
Edessa's natural and cultural heritage. Therefore, the efforts to implement branding strategies are not a priority of
the city
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4.2 Participation in Cultural Events
The following diagram shows the participation of citizens of the municipality, citizens of other
municipalities and citizens of other states in the cultural events of Edessa. According to respondent the citizens of
other countries participate "never' with the percentage of 34,30%
A high percentage (58.10%) is noted in the Response 'Very Rarely" for the participation of the citizens of
other Municipalities
The almost non-existent participation of the citizens in other Greek cities and states confirms the results of
the previous diagram about the preservation- promotion of the natural and cultural heritage and demonstrates that
there isnot philosophy of planning and a coherent policy.
Thus, the lack of proper methodology is aobstacle to attract new visitors

4.3 Cooperation
The Participatory planning and cooperation between stakeholders is an important factor for the city's
image. The results show an unsatisfactory situation. The percentage of 2,90% of the respondents answered very
frequently while the most of the them answered very rarely with percentage 32,60
the Lack of cooperation implies the fragmentation of actions to strengthening local identity. this situation
probably is the cause of the unsatisfactory promotion of the natural and cultural heritage and the reduced
participation of citizens (other municipalities and states) in cultural events

4.4 Cultural diplomacy
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To the question "As cultural institutions, do you exercise cultural diplomacy"
the majority responded "Very Rarely" (30,50%). the response No Opinion is (21%). the percentage
15.20% of them exercises cultural diplomacy Occasionally while just 3.80% Very Frequently.The results show the
cultural organization' inability to exercise cultural diplomacy. Also, the results showed the ignorance of its
importance and its contribution to shaping the image of the city.This is probably due to the inability to understand
the work that goes beyond the narrow boundaries of the city, introversion, incomplete methodology and lack of
training (culture professionals and stakeholders)

4.5 Cultural diplomacy in practice
Concerning the cultural diplomacy methods, the largest percentage (41%) replied ' No opinion'. However,
cross-border information amounts to a higher rate of 16.20% as a way of exercising cultural diplomacy. The fact
that there is weakness and ignorance of the importance of cultural diplomacy, it is expected that there will be
ignorance of the ways and means of exercising it.

4.6 The city’s reputation
To the question "What is the reputation that you would like Edessa to promote in the years to come,"
43.30% answered "a city of natural and cultural interest".
The majority of respondents desires to form and consolidate the city's reputation according to the elements
that make up its identity (eg rich natural resources and cultural background).
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5.

Conclusions

Natural wealth combined with the cultural heritage make up the elements that characterize the city of
Edessa.According to the survey results, the low rates of exploitation, preservation and highlighting of these data
have shown that there is no concerted effort to implement citybranding strategies.
The lack of cooperation among the relevant sections of culture, the reduced participation in cultural
activities inside and outside the country, the almost non-existent participation of citizens from other Greek cities
and states in the cultural events of the city, the moderate visibility of the municipality of Edessa, the inability of
cultural diplomacy pracrice, affirm that there is no planning philosophy and a coherent policy, creating barriers to
the formation of a competitive identity and undermining of the tourist development of the area
As shown by the research, the role of cultural diplomacy is the margin, as respondents' answers have been
ignorant of its importance and contribution. This was also confirmed by the results on how to practice cultural
diplomacy, where there is a low percentage of such actions, which are likely to be made individually and
characterized by stagnation.
Edessa does not seem to have a strong identity, attractive enough for potential visitors, but it also has a
number of positive factors that could significantly improve its image, as long as they are co-ordinated in a coherent
plan and program.
The creation of a city's competitive reputation based on its natural and cultural heritage, with the aim of
enhancing tourist attraction and economic development can be achieved by implementing citybranding and cultural
diplomacy.
The implementation of citybranding strategies with the soft power of cultural diplomacy are the main
factors in building and maintaining the image of the city in the long run.
Therefore, the creation of an organization could be an essential contribution to the realization of planning
in order to strengthen the elements that shape the particularities of identity and highlight the comparative
advantages of a place in the effort to form a competitive image
Among other things, the organization's goal should be to coordinate citizens, businesses, public
organizations, local collectives, focusing on learning, developing and disseminating knowledge to enhance
empowerment, decision-making, normalization, and harmonization of values and the aspirations of the actors with
the intended culture of the place
Given that it is a long-term and strategic activity, the organization must be characterized by consistency,
authentic and synthetic ability, staffed by professionals who are constantly informed, seeking resources and
upgrading and managing the public space and the elements of nature associated with them, while enhancing the
visibility and promotion of the natural and cultural resources, products and services of the city and the creation of
actions in Greece, and the abroad.It is necessary to set up anorganization in order to coordinate all those procedures
that related to citybranding strategies and cultural diplomacy, with the primary purpose of creating a brand name
that will represent a bit of all this place is supposed to offer.
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ABSTRACT
Mobile recommendation systems (MRS) are becoming ever more popular in the tourism industry, due to
their promise to declutter the decision making process of tourists. Despite their proliferation, they seem to lack
accuracy and relevance to the needs of their users. This paper describes the mobile recommendation problem with a
focus on the exploration of the relationships between personality, emotion, context and tourist recommendation. Its
aim is to investigate user-requirements of prospective mobile recommendation systems for tourists and the
influence of personality and emotional state to user needs. To that end, a survey was conducted with tourists in a
point of interest in Cyprus to identify their recommendation needs. Collected data have been preprocessed and
analyzed. Preliminary results indicate different user requirements and demonstrate that the contextualization of
these applications in accordance to personality and emotion is essential to realize their full potential.
Key Words: Mobile recommendation systems, user requirements, personality, emotion.

INTRODUCTION
With the increasing information availability on the web, information overload is becoming an ever more
stressing issue when it comes to user decision making. Recommender systems (RS) gained acceptance as software
tools and techniques for providing suggestions to users by utilizing the excessive information availability on the
web. They use information retrieval and fusion techniques that provide personalized recommendations to users
during decision-making. However, an important aspect that has not been addressed in the literature is the
relationship between the type of recommendations and the tourists’ inherent characteristics. This is the problem
addressed in this paper.
Recommender systems are defined as programs which attempt to recommend the most appropriate
product or service to their users by predicting user's interest in an item. They aim to reduce information overload by
retrieving the most relevant information and services from a huge amount of data, thereby providing personalized
services. Their most important feature is their ability to predict user's preferences and interests by analyzing their
behavior and the behavior of other similar users. Commonly used recommendation techniques include:
collaborative filtering, content-based and knowledge-based techniques.
Current advances in mobile computing and wireless network technologies along with the proliferation of
powerful mobile devices, such as smartphones, yielded the development of mobile recommendation systems
(MRS). This type of RS is becoming ubiquitous with more context-aware capabilities. The availability of built-in
sensors such as GPS, gyroscope, motion etc. gave MRS the ability to recommend to their users things to do or buy
on the go. Geo-recommendation is redefining the way outdoor shopping is performed, bringing notable
opportunities to the tourism industry. Existing MRSs in e-tourism acquire the user needs and wants, either
explicitly through questions or implicitly by mining user’s online activity, and suggest destinations to visit, points of
interest, tour plans that include transportation, restaurants and accommodation, events/activities or even complete
tourist packages. The main objective of tourist MRSs is to ease the information search process for the traveler and
to convince its user of the suitability of the recommended services or product.
MRSs, however, failed to gain wider acceptance due to their inability to utilize effectively contextual
information such as time, location, emotion, activity of their users to make relevant and valuable recommendations
on-the-go and/or their difficulty of use (Sassi et al, 2017). According to the literature (Sassi et al., 2017) the main
issue in con-aware RS is the lack of understanding of the relevance of contextual information to the
recommendation problem. This is due to a mismatch between user-needs and implemented MRS functionality that
aims to support these needs, and is a well-known issue in design science and Requirements Engineering domains.
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Additionally, MRSs mainly employ a sterilized rationalistic approach using either collaborative filtering or content
based filtering that focuses more on the recommendation itself, rather than on how users’ decision making is
inherently influenced by human factors, such as users’ personality, emotion or physiology. These constitute
contextual information that need to be incorporated into the recommendation problem.
Designing and implementing RS requires a systematic process that initiates with the requirements
elicitation phase. The development of successful software requires tremendous amount of time spent with the user in
using prototyping, experimentation, and feedback to understand the problem domain and identify the requirements
of the prospective system. The quality of the software improves when requirements are defined correctly at the
early stage of system development, hence their importance is imperative. By definition, software requirements are a
set of statements of what the software system must implement, the qualities it must achieve, and the constraints it
must satisfy (Zave, 1995). These requirements are defined at an early stage of system development and reflect user
needs (Sommerville and Sawyer, 1997). In the case of RS the users of the system are the tourists. Requirements are
classified into three categories: business requirements, user requirements and functional requirements. Business
requirements describe the rationale for an organization implementing the system, while user requirements describe
functionality of the system that users expect to have. In this paper we concentrate on the user requirements.
However, requirements engineering methodologies tend to focus on the software, rather than the people. While the
last couple of decades have seen some move away from this, such as social modelling (Yu, 2009) and user stories,
which focus on why users want something in addition to what they want, the focus is still very much on the
behavioural “why”. Work by Miller et al. (2015) introduced the concept of emotional goals (Marshall, 2012) which
capture the desired feelings of stakeholders in a prospective system. This, however, serves as a means to an end
(desired emotion). People are social beings that treat objects in their lives as social actors. Design of systems has
now moved beyond its traditional goals of efficiency and ease of use, towards systems being designed for
desirability, seductiveness, and persuasion. In MRS the end goal to accurately recognize user’s context and
accordingly tailor the MRS response. According to the literature (Che et al., 2013; Hue et al., 2011), personality
affects user needs and wants and the way users interact with products or services. Personality influences the way
people use software (Svendsen et al., 2013). Therefore, it is imperative to incorporate the personality along with
other contextual cues during the early stages of an application development process, such as the requirements
elicitation phase.
This work addresses the disparity between MRS users’ needs and the implemented MRS functionality. It
focuses on the need to incorporate contextual information regarding users’ state in the recommendation process. It
reports an exploratory research to identify relationships between tourists’ information needs, decision making
strategies, personality and emotional state with prospective MRS requirements. This aims identify inherent user
requirements and the ways they relate to personality and emotion. This information is required to specify
functionalities of future MRS that will help satisfy the contextual needs of their users.
The research questions addressed in this paper are the following:
•
What design features (software requirements) do tourists want to see in future MRS?
•
What is the relationship of personality characteristics and feature specification?
•
What is the link between users’ emotion and preferred recommendations?
•
Is there a link between emotional state and type of recommendation?
The paper is organized as follows. The next section illustrates the literature on RSs and its application in
tourism. Subsequent sections analyses the literature related to decision making, personality and emotion and how
they are linked to recommender systems. This is followed by the research methodology, the data collection and the
analysis before presenting the results. The paper concludes with a brief discussion.
RECOMMENDATION SYSTEMS
A RS is a computational system that is able to make meaningful recommendations to potential users and is
currently one of the main application areas of machine learning and artificial intelligence in the information
technology domain. It has being applied into two main areas, online advertising and item recommendation
(Goodfellow, 2016) such as Netflix, TripAdvisor, Amazon. According to the literature (Adomavicius, 2005;
Goodfellow, 2016), RS can be distinguished into the following main categories depending on the technique they
use to make recommendations: Collaborative filtering, Content-based, knowledge-based and Context-based. The
last years have witnessed an explosive increase in the use of mobile technology among tourists. e-Tourism systems
(Buhalis, 2003) provide a good opportunity for mobile services to assist travelers in their decision making by
offering recommendations based on their preferences current, location, weather, physical activity (context).
Collaborative filtering (Kabassi, 2010) is a popular method that bases its predictions on the behavior of
similar users. The fundamental assumption behind this method is that other users’ opinions can be used to provide a
reasonable prediction of the active users’ preference. The assumption is that similar users have similar preferences.
Hence, if users agree about the quality or relevance of items, they are likely to agree about other items (Ekstrand,
Riedl, and Konstan, 2011). In contrast with Content based approaches, Collaborative filtering
(CF) does not require human intervention for tagging content because item knowledge is not required.
Recommendations are made based on the nearest-neighborhood method, hence users whose rating profiles are most
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similar to that of the target user are considered relevant. CF can be divided into user-based and item-based
approaches. In the latter, a user receives recommendations for items liked by similar users, while in the latter a user
receives recommendations of items similar to items he/she liked in the past. The drawback of this approach is the
description of users as the average of their friends. For this reason, the user-based approach takes into account the
preferences of the active user as well as the neighborhood aggregate.
Content-based techniques recommend articles/products/services that are similar to items previously
preferred by a specific user (Brusilovsky, 2007). The principles behind content-based recommendation is the
analysis of descriptions (content) of items preferred by a particular user to determine the key attributes
(preferences) that can be used to distinguish these items. These preferences are stored in a user profile. Similarity
between user and item is performed by comparing each item's attributes with the user profile to identify what to
recommend.
The knowledge-based (KB) technique recommends items to users based on knowledge about: the users,
items and their relationships. Usually, such systems use a functional knowledgebase describing how an item meets a
specific user's need. This can be achieved based on relationships between user needs and a possible
recommendation (Burke, 2002). Case-based reasoning is a common technique used for knowledge-based
recommendation in which items are “cases” and recommendations are generated by retrieving the most similar
cases to the user's query or profile (Brusilovsky, 2007). Alternatively, domain knowledge is used to make this
association in the knowledge-base. KB systems use explicit knowledge about the links between an item, user
preferences, and recommendation criteria. They are applied in situations where collaborative filtering and contentbased filtering cannot be used due to data sparsity.
Traditional recommendation systems ignore key contextual information when making suggestions to
users. Context-based RS emerge which notably involve spatiotemporal criteria in the recommendation algorithm.
These are mainly MRS that utilize contextual data such as location-based services to explore the following two
characteristics: 1) Location-awareness, the knowledge of the user’s physical position at a particular time, can be
exploited to adapt the information delivered by the system. 2) “Ubiquity”, the ability to deliver the information and
services to users wherever they are, and whenever they need it. Tourist MRS belong to this category and employ
Artificial Intelligence techniques that include intelligent autonomous agents that are able to analyse the behaviour
of their users, learn their preferences and provide proactive recommendations depending on the context (Batet, et al. ,
2012). Other tourists MRS focus on suggesting attractions and use automated planners to schedule these within
temporal and geographic constraints (Vansteenwegen, et al., 2010). Additional information incorporate opening and
closing times of the attractions, or the time needed to go from one point of interest to another. This, however, is a
very complex planning and scheduling problem that researchers try to solve using optimization techniques, such as
ant colony or meta-heuristic iterative methods (Lee, Chang, & Wang, 2009). In the same vein, automatic clustering
algorithms are used to classify tourists with similar preferences or similar features into groups (Gavalas & Kenteris,
2011). Moreover, approximate reasoning methods, such as Bayesian networks, are used to manage the uncertainty
between the relationships of user preferences and available activities (Huang & Bian, 2009) while rule-based
systems, are used to deduce user preferences from data or experts using machine learning (Lamsfus et al., 2011).
The two recommendation techniques that have been traditionally used in the tourism domain are contentbased and collaborative filtering. Content-based recommendation however is problematic because it only
recommends items closely related to those the user liked in the past. This is referred to as the overspecialization
problem. Hence, no new items are recommended (Degemmis et al., 2007). Collaborative recommendation method
suffers from the new item problem, where new item cannot be easily recommended to other users because the new
items have no ratings (Degemmis et al., 2007). This is also referred to as the cold start problem.
To address these problems, researchers have proposed knowledge-based RSs (Burke, 2002). Rather than
requiring a large amount of data (i.e. users rating items), such methods require only sufficient knowledge to judge
items similar to each other. For example, Hsu, Hwang, and Chang (2010) developed a RS by using the knowledge of
domain experts to describe the relations among items and features, and user-defined preferences of
recommendations. However, the knowledge-based RS exhibited the cold-start problem and lack of explicit
mechanism to identify the constructs used to describe user preferences and item features.
The tourism domain is notably an application field for MRSs which leverages massive opportunities to
provide highly accurate and effective recommendations based on personal preferences and contextual parameters.
However the recommendation accuracy of current MRS is far from being optimum. To improve this, it is essential to
dive into the intricacies of the tourist decision making process and their inherent properties such as personality and
emotion, to identify how these are influenced from contextual information and how MRS can utilize these to
improve their accuracy.
TOURISTS DECISION MAKING PROCESS
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RSs come to streamline the decision making process of people, by decluttering the decision space.
Therefore, it is imperative to examine the theoretical background of decision making when designing artifacts that
aim to support it. The main drawback of MRS is the danger of irrelevant recommendations or recommendations
made at the wrong time. This will distract the user and will result in user rejecting the MRS. Hence to design
effective MRS to serve user needs, it is essential to understand the decision making process of tourists before and
during their holidays, to identify which part of the process could be best served by MRS and the identification of
the optimum recommendation time.
In the broad sense, decision making research span conceptual and empirical studies. These relate
specifically to the influence of internal and external factors on decision making. Much work on tourist decisionmaking adopted the rational decision-maker model. In this paradigm tourists engage the decision making problem in
a motivationally-driven process of searching for an efficient means of satisfying desires and needs in relation to
travel (Woodside and King, 2001). This is based on consumer behaviour (Pizam & Mansfeld, 1999) knowledge that
represents the rational decision making process a directed search for information about available and accessible
options to satisfy a desire and evaluation of these options against some criteria. In tourism research the dominant
rationalistic approach to decision-making does provide some useful insights across tourism choice. This behavior
could be applied during tourist destination choice. However, it is less suited to the often relatively unplanned,
opportunistic and impulsive decision-making that often characterises tourists’ behaviours on-site within a
destination (Decrop, 1999). More generally, it is arguable that rational models of motivation and decision- making
systematically underestimate the importance of affective processes in tourists’ behaviour (Gnoth, 1997; Goossens,
2000; Holbrook and O’Shaughnessy, 1990). Also there has been criticism of this approach to decision- making
(Smallman & Moore, 2010; Anderson, 2003, 2005) highlight the enduring insight from psychology that behaviour
is a constant and adaptive process of dynamic, interactive adjustment.
The Bounded rationality model (March and Simon, 1958; Simon, 1955) offers a more realistic view,
claiming that, limited by time constraints, cognitive capacity and incomplete information, individuals make
decisions that are ‘good enough’ (‘satisfying’) rather than optimal (Simon, 1955). Related to this, incrementalism
assumes similar constraints on rationality, but accommodates most humans’ natural conservatism, in claiming that
decisions are made only where an alternative is definitively better than the status quo. Schmoll (1977) expresses
this with the rationality of tourists bounded by constraints including travel stimuli, psycho-social determinants and
the ‘given’ environment.
There are also indications of a decisions hierarchy during a trip, ranging from planned and early decisions to
more flexible sets of decisions to spontaneous decisions (Becken & Wilson, 2006). In the same vein, Gunn (1979,
1988) refer to these decision as primary, secondary and tertiary attractions, which were determinative of going to a
destination (primary), on the known list of ‘to do’s’ at a destination (secondary) and encountered at a destination
(tertiary). RSs can support all three levels of decision making. While MRSs aim to support secondary and tertiary
decisions.
Generally, tourist choice, is informed by models of consumer behaviour (Sirakaya & Woodside, 2005).
The main variables in these models relate to socio-psychological processes (emotion), personality and
environmental variables. Formal approaches to modelling tourist behaviour are based on economic and marketing
theories (Jafari, 2003). Such modelling, however, operates on reasonably coarse-grained assumptions about the
relevant features of the tourist and the environment within which tourists express their behaviours. Finer-grained
approaches to modelling tourist behaviour have focused on individual tourists’ presumed decision-making
strategies and appear to build an understanding of tourist behaviour using a ‘bottom up’ approach (Correia et al.,
2010). These methods are based on the agent-based paradigm in which decision makers are represented by
autonomous agents that interact in a simulation environment.
Tourist decision making process is a subset of tourist behavior which in turn is a subset of consumer
behavior, hence emotion and personality are highly influential. Its modelling therefore needs to incorporate and
respond to all above properties. Therefore, MRS could support spontaneous tourists’ decisions referred to as
tertiary decisions, and should utilize inputs from diverse sources external and internal to the user and accordingly
recommend an activity or point of interest from a list of options, given the user’s emotional, physiological situation
and personality. To be able to identify user requirements of prospective MRS it is essential to elicit information
regarding users’ personality and emotion and associate these with user preferences, decision making strategies and
environmental conditions
PERSONALITY IN RECOMMENDATION
Most approaches for building RSs focus on recommendation precision and they ignore how users are
inherently influenced by their own emotion and personality, among other human factors during decision making.
Personality differentiate individuals and has been found to affect the way users interact with technology (Svendsen
et al., 2013). Researchers in this domain identified links between personality traits and required functionality of
software systems. Extraverts and emotionally stable people demonstrate higher intention to use new technology,
while Open to experience people show a positive relationship with system’s ease of use indicating
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that easy to use systems are more attractive to them. Extraverts are more likely to use technology, prefer to
use applications on their mobile phone, and are also more likely to act based on the opinions of those whom they
consider as significant (Oliveira et al., 2013).
By definition, personality is referred to the set of emotional, attitudinal and interpersonal processes that are
specific to each individual person (Funder, 2012). Consequently, personality can be considered as one of the most
important factors influencing human behaviour as it can affect how people react, behave and interact with other
individuals. There is evidence relating personality of individuals and their tastes and interests, for example,
affective experience and social behaviour (Cuperman and Ickes, 2009). This implies that individuals with matching
personalities might have similar interests. This is the underlying theory used in collaborative filtering technique of
RSs.
Several works aimed at finding the features that describe personality. Tupes and Christal (1992) were the
first authors who identified five features in personality. Costa and McCrae (1992) presented a hierarchical model
for defining personality as the composition of five features known as the Big Five model. The model is recognized
as a valid mechanism for defining the most essential aspects of personality. The model is expressed in the following
5 dimensions: Agreeableness, Extraversion, Openness to Experience, Conscientiousness and Neuroticism.
Additionally work by Gosling et al. (2003) devised and validated the Ten-Items Personality Inventory
Questionnaire that is a cut down version of the big five model and associated repository of questions. This method
is used in this study due to its validity and simplicity.
This model has been used in this study to extract the personality of tourists during their holidays in
Cyprus. Similarly to this paper, work by Wu et al. (2013) added personality scores to a content-based movie RS to
generate more personalized recommendations. The study used the Big Five model. A comparative analysis revealed
that the results from the recommendation were superior when personality was taken into consideration. In the same
vein, work by Hu and Pu (2011) and Tkalcic et al. (2009) included personality scores as complementary
information in traditional rating-based collaborative filtering RS. Both used the Big Five test. The approach was
compared to a traditional rating-based filtering system, showing that the system combining ratings and personality
significantly outperformed the systems solely using either ratings or personality features alone.
EMOTION, PHYSIOLOGY AND RECOMMENDATION
Emotion is a property directly link to decision making. Emotions are considered to be critical to
understanding the underlying reasoning of consumers' behaviors in marketing literature (Dubé and Menon, 2000)
because emotions can explain variations in individuals' responses beyond and above rational cognitions (Lee &
Shea, 2015). Emotions are the dominant driver of most significant decisions in life that can also affect human
behavior.
Decisions guide people’s actions towards avoiding negative and increasing positive feelings and their
outcome lead to new emotions (Coughlan & Connolly 2001). Emotions emerge after we evaluate and interpret an
event or stimulus, (Zeelenberg & Pieters, 2004). Individuals' emotions to an event is a function of their subjective
evaluations of a situation or an event. The same event has different emotions to different individuals depending
how the event influence them.
We experience different emotions in our daily lives, which can be divided into six different categories
according to Ekman (1999): happiness, sadness, fear, surprise, anger, and disgust. When making recommendations
to users through a MRS, it is useful to know the users’ emotional state at a certain time (positive/negative)
(Ortigosa, Martín, & Carro, 2014). Some studies also shown that emotions are influenced by time and surroundings
(Penner et al., 1994) which is also an important aspect when designing an MRS and the time it chooses to make the
recommendation to its user. This need becomes more apparent when travelling (Servidio and Ruffolo, 2016).
Nawijn (2011) also reported that temperature, may lead to the change of traveler's emotions. This is particularly
important for MRS that should not distract or annoy the user. This information should be used to identify the
optimum timing to make a recommendation based also on contextual information. Morris & Geason (2002)
showed that emotions can explain personal intentions more than cognition. While according to (White, 2005)
emotional change are fundamental determinants of tourists' behaviors such as decisions and satisfaction. In the
same vein, (White and Scandale, 2005) found that emotions accounted for 45% of the variance in tourists’
intentions to visit.
In the same vein, the impact of user’s physiological state such as level of fatigue and mood has been
mostly ignored in the literature. When tired, users lose interest on the mobile recommended item. Similarly, users
become annoyed and loose trust in the system if the same item has been presented multiple times. Work by Soha et
al. (2016) utilize user mood (fatigue, tiredness) to recommend tourists attractions. Siewiorek et al. (2003) and their
MRS SenSay adjusts dynamically to changing environmental and physiological shapes of its user. SenSay utilize
mobile sensors such as accelerometers and light sensor in accordance with physiological sensors mounted at
numerous points on the body to provide data about the users’ physiology. Braunhofer et al. (2014) also use
personality along with places of interest to make tourist recommendations.
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The limitation of existing approaches to MRS as evidenced by the review of relevant literature relates to the
fact that they do not take a holistic view of the problem but, instead, concentrate only on a few dimensions such as
users’ past preferences and geolocation. This, in essence, yields mediocre results. Hence, to improve user
recommendation it is important to employ a holistic approach that integrates not only external cues (such as
environmental, historical and contextual data), but also internal information, relating to the psychological and
physiological state of the user. Another limitation of existing MRS frameworks is the scarcity or unavailability of
data for the training of the recommendation algorithm, which is also referred to as the cold-start problem
(Adomavicius et al., 2005). Most MRS use secondary data from social networks to hypothesize user behavior and to
develop their recommendation models.. In most of these cases however, historical data regarding the emotional and
physiological state of users is not available, nor collated data regarding all the dimensions of the external influences
such as: weather, traffic conditions and user’s social networks activity. These two limitations are addressed within
this work as detailed in the next section.
METHODOLOGY
The method proposed herein is based on the paradigm of a holistic approach to MRS and as such falls
under the category of hybrid MRSs. However, due to the wide scope of the problem space, the focus of the research
will be on the elicitation of the user requirements of MRS using field-based questionnaires to address each
dimension of the problem (psychological, physiological, contextual etc.). In order to tackle the second limitation,
i.e. the data unavailability, primary data (internal and external) will be obtained directly from tourists
while on their holidays in Cyprus. This initial knowledge will be preprocessed and subsequently utilized to identify
the user needs and new MRS requirements.
The proposed conceptual model is depicted in figure 1. As shown, tourists’ personality, emotion,
physiology and context is proposed to relate to different features of a prospective MRS. While there is a link
between physiology, context, personality and emotion, indicating that physiology, context and personality affect
emotion according to the literature and all influence user-needs that are expressed in terms of user requirements.
The methodology used in this study is composed of the following steps. Initially a literature review was
conducted in the fields of personality, emotion, mood, and tourist decision making to identify the main constructs of
the instrument. Subsequently a pilot study was conducted to verify the quality of the questions used in the
questionnaire. The second task involves identifying candidate tourists that could take part in the survey research.
The first criterion for participant selection was the location of the participant and their activity status. Therefore we
used only foreign tourists during their holiday activities. This was necessary in order to identify among others, MRS
requirements that relate to user needs during their daily activities. The data collection was conducted at the
Limassol Marina, a tourist attraction with many points of interests, restaurants, cafeterias, shops, museums and
tourist activities. Participants were interviewed while they were approaching the marina to distill strategies they
used when deciding their spontaneous activities or when selecting a point of interest to visit. Personality-type
questionnaire was employed to categorize participants using the ten-item personality inventory questionnaire
developed by Gosling et al. (2003) due to its simplicity and validity. Emotional and physiological state questions
were used to capture users’ mental and physiological state using the main emotions (Ekman, 1999) and main
physiological states Soha et al. (2016). During interaction with participants, the following information was also
collected: purpose of their visit to Cyprus along with demographics, weather and spatiotemporal data, their
interests, food preferences, recommendations they would prefer based on their current state from a hypothetical
MRS.
Figure1: Hypothesized Conceptual model

Based on tourists’ current situation (geolocation, emotional & physiological state, preferences and
personality type), participants were asked to choose a recommendation from a list of candidate options (identified
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in advanced). Participants were also asked to denote the best type of recommendation(s) given their current situation

irrespective of the list provided. The above data was integrated and annotated with spatiotemporal and
weather information. This aimed to identify links between their current state and required service.
Collected data was preprocessed and subsequently analyzed to identify relationships among different
constructs. Data-mining and/or statistical modelling techniques will be used to identify and investigate patterns in the
dataset. The decision making strategies and patterns that will emerge from the data analysis will then inform the
specification of the MRS functionality and subsequently its implementation.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The designed questionnaire was in English and all participants were fluent in the English language. This
study was based on seventy participants: 27 males (39%) and 43 females (61%). Twenty six were British (38%),
twenty two from other European country EU (36%) and sixteen non-EU nationals (26%). Forty nine (69%) of them
had higher education qualifications (College 12, Bachelors 20, Masters 15, PhD 2). Their mean age was 41.1, 44
(66%) were employed, 14 (20%) retired, 5 students (7.1%), and 3 (4,3%) not employed. The majority were in
Cyprus with their spouse or wife/husband or family (76%), 20% with friends or colleagues, and 4% alone. The
majority reported as their purpose of visit: beach holiday (35%), walking and nature (26%), cultural holiday (23%),
nightlife and clubbing (11.4%), relaxation (55%) , active holiday (13%).
Initially we conducted a nonparametric Spearman’s correlation analysis (N=70, *p<0.05) which revealed
some links between personality traits and MRS user needs. Being (or self-reported) enthusiastic was found
positively correlated with being on a beach holiday and negatively correlated with eco-tourism, while being
argumentative was negatively correlated with spiritual tourism. Conservative personality was positively correlated
with spiritual tourism and walking/Nature. Disorganization was positively correlated with Relaxation activities and
positively related with last minute decisions such as use of UBER service. Conservatives were found negatively
related with the use of social networks while on holidays. Anxious trait was found positively related with consulting
travel agents when making decisions regarding where to go while at a destination and enthusiastic trait showed a
negative link to using tourist information center for decision support while on holiday.
With regards to the limitations of existing MRS, argumentative personality trait was positively related
with limited recommendations from available MRS, indicating that those self-reported as more argumentative
tourist tend to require more variety of recommendation from future MRS. Enthusiastic trait was positively related
with current MRS being difficult to use, indicating that the usability of current MRS is not satisfactory.
With regards to prospective MRS user requirements, conservative personality trait was related with the
need to address the problem of “wrong time of recommendation”. That indicates the requirement for prospective
MRS to identify the optimum time to make a recommendation to minimize user interruption. Conservatives were
positively related with the need for adequate information regarding place of recommendations and negatively
related with the need for “commute time to recommendation” indicating the need for sufficient information
regarding a recommendation but no information overload. Calm and quiet traits were positively related with the
MRS requirement for “seat availability” at a recommendation indicating their propensity to well planned activities.
Quiet trait was also positively related to information regarding “physical effort” to get to the recommended place,
again pointing to the conclusion of having/needing well planned activities.
Additionally, a nonparametric correlation analysis between tourists’s emotional state and need for MRS
recommendations was performed separately for each personality trait. To that end each personality trait data was
split into different sets and for each set a correlation analysis was performed. This analysis revealed the following
patterns. Quiet and caring traits when reporting that they are feeling “calm” or had “full stomach” were more likely
to report the need for recommendation for “coffee shops” near-by. Participants with the same personality traits
when experiencing “arousal” or “excitement” were found to be more likely to be reporting the need for
recommendations for “sport activities”. Open and caring traits when experiencing “happy” feelings were more
likely to report “Bars” as a potential recommendation.
Participants were also asked to evaluate the MRS technology in general using a 5point Likert scale, and
these responses were analysed first in relation to the personality trait of the respondent. The results in Table 1 show
the percentage of responses of those who self-reported a personality trait (i.e. those who have selected option,
4=agree or 5= strongly agree with each of the descriptors) and had also provided an agreement response (i.e. above
3)for each of MRS evaluation statements presented as rows in the table. Results show that anxious and disorganized
have high trust in future MRS while disorganized have also high expectations from MRS with regards to reduction
of uncertainty and improving their holiday. This could indicate that disorganized tourist hope that a new MRS could
put a schedule into their activities, while anxious and argumentative hope to reduce their anxiety and arguing while
planning tourist activities.
These results will be further explored to identify more patterns and can provide preliminary Rules (either
deterministic or stochastic) that can be utilized by the prospective MRS to make recommendations to tourists when
the preconditions of the rules are med. Subsequent analysis is required using data mining techniques and advanced
statistical modelling to identify the level of support and confidence of each rule that is identified.
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Table 1: Color coded percentage scores for prospective MRS features.
Enthusiasti Argumentati Reliabl Anxiou Open
c
ve
e
s

Quiet Caring Disorganize Calm Conservati
d
ve

TRUST NOW

39.62

34.37

42.55 47.06

36.73

61.91

36.54

75

41.18

28

TRUST
FUTURE

68.63

67.74

71.74 88.24

70.21

63.16

76

75

69.7

75

INTENT TO
USE

42.31

43.33

43.48

50

42.55

47.37

43.14

75

47.06

40

IMPROVE
HOLIDAY

54.72

56.25

61.7

58.82

55.10

57.14

50

87.5

55.88

44

32

35.48

36.96 41.18

34.04

50

30

75

28.13

29.17

PREVENT
PITFALLS

28.30

21.87

27.66 29.41

24.49

52.38

26.92

25

29.41

16

SAVE MONEY

56.86

63.33

67.39 68.75

63.83

68.42

62

87.5

57.58

54.17

REDUCE
HASSLE
REDUCE
UNCERTAINTY

38.46

37.5

39.13 43.75

39.58

52.38

33.33

75

32.35

28

53.85

54.84

59.57 58.82

54.17

65

58.82

87.5

58.82

52

PURCHASE

28.85

25.81

27.66 41.18

29.17

50

27.45

37.5

23.53

28

MY FRIENTS
USE IT

46.15

40.63

43.48 52.94

37.5

45

39.22

75

45.45

29.17

SAVE TIME

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Personality is one of the most commonly used differentiators of individuals and has been found to affect
tourist decisions and information needs in prospective MRS. In the same vein, emotion is another dimension that
affects decision making. Emotion influence information needs and decisions and is directly linked to user needs of
prospective MRS plus the propensity to MRS acceptance. This work showcase preliminary results from the
analysis of tourists’ personalities and emotions and their association with prospective MRS user-requirements
using field-based data.
Preliminary results from this study indicate that different personalities have different user requirements
that support our initial assumption. Similarly, emotions also appear to influence user requirements. Finally, user
acceptance of prospective MRS is linked to personality.
Concluding, due to the complex relationships among variables we suggest further analysis through
regression and data mining using association rules and decision trees as part of our future work to identify patterns
that could be used in the design of a prospective MRS for tourists.
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ABSTRACT
The topics of disintermediation and re-intermediation, both offline and online, have captured the attention
of both researchers and practitioners. Relying on an information search perspective, this study is aimed to identify
which factors (i.e. different socio-demographic characteristics and travel-related variables) best predict whether a
traveler will seek information from a travel agencies or from the service provider (information source choice) and
if this will be done face-to-face or through the internet (choice of communication channel).
Key Words:information source; information channel; disintermediation, short-haul travelling; Italy.
INTRODUCTION
The disintermediation hypothesis, that is, the idea that the role of the middleman will be eliminated
(Buhalis, 1998), has captured the attention of both researchers and practitioners for decades. More recently, due to
the emergence of new e-intermediaries, in particular OTAs, great attention has been given to what it has been
defined as reintermediation, or cybermediation (Anckar, 2003). This term has been defined as the utilization of
ICT and Internet tools for developing new intermediaries, or for enabling existing intermediaries to re-design
tourism distribution channels (Anckar, 2003). In this scenario it become inadequate and misleading to investigate
the disintermediation issue as it was a problem of whether consumers will purchase from a travel agent or from the
Internet, the perspective that have predominantly characterized the existing studies. Undoubtedly, the choice for
consumers still stands between buying through a travel intermediary versus directly from a supplier. However, for
both these options, there is a need to consider whether the consumer will deal with this choice in person or through
some new electronic channel. This explain why recent research was developed by adopting an information search
perspective and making a distinction between information sources and information channels (Grønflaten, 2009).
However, it could be argued that the research adopting such a perspective is still in its early stage and is confined
in very specific geographical area (i.e. Norvay).
This paper was therefore carried out to deepen the understanding of knowledge related to the topic of
disintermediation adopting an information search perspective, thus answering to the Grønflaten’s call for replicate
his original study in other destinations to further validate its results (Grønflaten, 2009). In particular, it intends to
identify which factors (socio-demographic characteristics and travel-related variables) best predict whether a
traveler will seek information from a travel agencies or from the service provider (information source choice) and
if this will be done face-to-face or through the internet. To reach this aim, an empirical investigation was carried
out in Italy on a sample of 363 domestic tourists travelling to Sardinia (Italy) (i.e. short-haul trips).
LITERATURE REVIEW
Prominent arguments exist in literature for (e.g. the great flexibility and variety of consumer choice made
possible by internet, the poor level of training and competence of travel agency personnel, the fact that travel
agencies are biased towards suppliers who offer overriding commissions) and against disintermediation of the
tourism distribution channel (e.g. time-saving that travel agencies grant their customers, the human touch they
provide and the reduction in uncertainty and insecurity they ensure by assuming the responsibility for all
arrangements) (e.g. Buhalis, 1998; Del Chiappa, 2013). In the internet era new forms of e-tourism intermediaries
were also born and gained market share against the direct sales that tourism businesses were, and are still, able to
achieve via their official web-site: this give rise to the the topic of e-reintermediation, a term that describes a
situation where online traditional travel agencies (OTAs) are replacing “brick and mortar” travel agencies and
traditional tourism intermediaries (Anckar, 2003).
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Travelers have access to a large number of offline and online information sources when planning their trip
and making the related decisions and choices. More in particular, these information sources can be classified in
offline (e.g. brochure, print travel magazines, etc.) and online (destination websites, online reviews, etc),
commercial (i.e. tourism-business related) and non-commercials (e.g. friends, relatives and other tourists somehow
spreading word-of-mouth and/or electronic word-of-mouth, etc) (Engel et al. 1995), external (destination or service
providers web-sites) or internal (e.g. prior experience, destination familiarity) (Gursoy et al. 2017; Gursoy et al.
2018).
Existing studies concur that travellers’ choice of information search strategy can be influenced by several
primary factors, including socio-demographics of traveler (age, gender, cultural background, etc), product
characteristics (e.g. travel purpose, type of trip, model of travelling, etc), travel-related characteristics (e.g. prior
experience, travel party) and situational factors (e.g. time constraints) and environment (e.g. distance to the
destination, the degree of novelty associated with a destination) (Gursoy and Chen, 2000a; Snepenger,
1987).However, existing studies devoted to the topic of disintermediation keep on not distinguishing between
information sources (i.e. provider of information) and information channel (communication method) thus
generating a misleading when talking about the topic of disintermediation. The only exception is Grønflaten
(2009), who analyzed the topic of disintermediation adopting andinformation perspective and highlighted that that
travelers are likely to choose the combination of travel agents and face to face when being older than 59, travelling
on an organized tour and being international visitors (specifically from Holland). However, existing studies
devoted to deepen the scientific debate around the topic of disintermediation distinguishing between information
sources and information channels are really limited in number and very site-specific, thus making any further
research adopting such a perspective noteworthy. This study intends to contribute to fill this research gap
presenting and discussing findings related to an empirical investigation on a sample of 363 domestic tourists
travelling to Sardinia (Italy) (i.e. short-haul trips).
METHODOLOGY
Based on the use of the same survey instrument adopted by Grønflaten (2009), this paper discusses
findings of an empirical investigation on a convenience sample of 363 national tourists (aged 18 years old or more)
who visited the island of Sardinia, Italy (short-haul trip). The survey instrument included three sections. The first
section asked respondents to assess the extent to which seven different information sources (i.e. travel agent,
service provider, tourist office, journalists/travel reporters, other travelers, family and friends and online reviews)
and five communication channels (i.e. face-to-face, telephone, TV, print, Internet) were important in choosing
Sardinia as the tourism destination for their holiday. Respondents gave their answer by using a 7-point Likert scale
(1=not at all important, 7=extremely important). Following Grønflaten (2009), the second section collected data by
way of a matrix displaying the information sources on one axis and the information channel on the other one.
Specifically, in the survey respondents were asked first to indicate which of the source/channel combinations
influenced their choices to visit Sardinia; their answers were given by writing and “X” in the appropriate cell of
the matrix. Then they were also asked to circle the most important one. The third section aimed at gathering
information about the socio-demographic (e.g. age, gender, etc.) and travel-related characteristics (e.g. travel party,
length of stay, etc.) of respondents.
Data was collected using an ad-hoc questionnaire administrated face-to-face by 2 trained interviewers at
airport and port areas in Olbia, one of the mail gateway to the region. The most part of respondents were female
(56.9%), aged 30-39 (32.9%), with high school diploma (46.8%) and with a monthly family income between 2,001
and 3,000 euro (31.5%). The most part of them were independent travelers (89.8%), stayed in hotels (34.2%) and
travelling with their family (51%) (Table 1). Mostly, respondents were reported being repeat visitors (71.2%) and
spending 8-14 night on holiday in Sardinia.
.
FINDINGS
Table 1 shows the results of a series of chi-square contingency table analyses that were performed to test
the relationships between the contrast variable and each independent variables in order to identify the main
predictors of information source and channel choice.
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It is evident from the table that different independent variables affect the source, channel, and strategy
Table 1 – Chi-square test of the four pairs of contrast variables
Face-to-Face versus
TA versus SP
Internet
χ2
sig
χ2
sig
Destination naïveté
1.142
0.285
0.434
0.510
Length of stay
7.790
0.045
8.803
0.032
Mode of travel
3.874
0.278
6.051
0.109

χ2

sig

χ2

sig

0.007
4.809
3.705

0.932
0.090
0.295

1.328
1.245
6.769

0.249
0.537
0.079

Accommodation

3.763

0.709

4.591

0.468

2.531

0.865

4.401

0.623

TAF versus SPI

TAF versus OTA

Travel party
5.338
0.149
10.731
0.013
10.453
0.005
3.516
0.319
Travel style
0.283
0.595
2.203
0.138
2.801
0.089
1.574
0.210
Gender
0.001
0.976
8.749
0.003
1.194
0.275
2.787
0. 095
Age
10.538
0.060
5.917
0.314
8.642
0.124
11.326
0.042
Education
9.337
0.048
4.486
0.344
3.397
0.494
2.090
0.554
Income
15.859
0.026
11.222
0.129
9.658
0.209
3.366
0.644
Nationality
4.408
0.221
1.011
0.799
4.604
0.203
6.206
0.102
TA = travel agency; SP= service provider. TAF= travel agent face-to-face. SPI= service provider over the internet.
TAI=travel agent over the internet
contrasts in different ways. Specifically, the information source decision (travel agent versus service provider) was
significantly associated with length of stay, travel party and gender. On the other hand, the channel decision (faceto-face versus internet) was significantly associated with length of stay, age, education and income.
The first step was designed to analyse the choice of a face-to-face channel rather than a digital source.
Specifically, the channel decision (face-to-face versus internet) was significantly associated with length of stay,
age, education and income. e. According to Chiang et al. (2012), millennials in the 18-29 age bracket consider
guidebooks and word of mouth as useful information sources whilst older adults seem to prefer travel agencies and
tour operators. Furthermore, results show that a longer length of stay is associated to the use a face-to-face source
of information, rather than a digital source. The second step was designed to analyse the choice of travel agents
versus service providers. The choice of the travel agent was significantly associated with length of stay, travel
party and gender. As regards travel party, its significance indicates that all the travel party configurations that
differ from ‘alone’ are significantly associated to the use of travel agents. The third step was focused on the choice
of the combination of travel agents and face to face versus service providers over the internet. The above results
suggest that preferring travel agents on the internet is likely under the conditions of ‘independent travelers’ (rather
than ‘organized tour’) and ‘family’ and ‘nonfamily groups’ (rather than ‘alone’) ,The fourth step of analysis is
designed to better understand the use of travel agent face-to-face rather than travel agent on the internet.
The use of a direct interaction with the travel agent is significantly associated with a mode of travel that
includes a flight (rather than a boat), older ages, and male travelers.These results underline the importance of
distinguishing between sources and channels, as the two types of decisions seem to be associated with slightly
different sets of variables. It is interesting to note that while mode of travel age was not significantly associated
with either the source or the channel decision alone, it showed significance with regard to strategy choice.
CONCLUSIONS
This study aimed to deepen the scientific debate around the topic of disintermediation both as a choice
between two information sources (travel agents versus service providers) and as a choice between two information
channels (face-to-face versus the Internet), thus providing updated and useful information that is able to deepen the
scientific debate around this somewhat under-investigated research area.
From a theoretical perspective, findings revealed that the issue of disintermediation might be better
understood by distinguishing the choice between travel agents and service providers from the choice between faceto-face and Internet communication also when national/short-haul trip are considered. Chi-square tests of
individual independent variables showed that the variables affecting the choice of information source (travel agent
vs. service provider) were slightly different from those affecting the choice of information channel (face to face vs.
Internet) and strategy.
From a managerial perspective, our findings provide updated and useful information to policy makers,
destination marketers and hospitality managers aiming at enabling a more focused media selection and tailored
promotional mix to become more effective when marketing their destinations and tourist product, services and
experiences. In particular, this study highlights that tourism practitioners should work with different criteria and
should use a promotion and distribution strategy where the mix of information channel and source is adequately
created to reflect as much as possible the socio-demographic characteristics of tourists that they would like to 493

target as well as the travel-related variable that characterize their travelling. For example, tourism businesses
targeting older male tourists travelling to Sardinia by flight should be targeted mainly street travel agencies
Although this study helps fill a gap in existing knowledge in literature and does propose some
implications for practitioners. limitations still remain. Indeed. the main limitation is that the study is highly sitespecific (e.g travellers who visited Sardinia) and used a convenience sample. Thus,any attempt to generalize
findings is questionable. Further the study investigated only a limited number of information sources and channels.
Future studies could include up-to-date and greater number information sources and channels (e.g. Whatspp,
Facebook, etc).
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to examine winery visitors’ use of information sources in making decisions
regarding the choice of wineries to visit and the opportunity of web portal technology to consist a helping tool. The
paper explores the types and sources of information wine tourists use when deciding to buy and explore a wine
tourism excursion by visiting a Greek wine region. Will try to answer questions as: Are wine consumers getting
better and sufficient quality information or simply just more information? How much impact does these wine
sources have on wine sales? What are the most influential sources? A theoretical framework//base will be created
for determining what source, type and how much information wine tourist will use when they plan their visit to a
Greek wine region. Furthermore will indicate that a specific wine web portal may assist wineries to have a more
responsive communication, provide them with accessible information and a more effective way to interact, to
create a forward relationship between the consumer and the winemaker, rather than the marketing team//manager.
Key Words: web portal, sources of information, wine tourism.
INTRODUCTION
The catalytic role of the web as a channel for tourist information and search has been identified by a
plethora of scientific studies. The today the norm is the settlement and booking via web for traveling. Lack of
information, about specific characteristics of a product or a service is considered to be the critical factor. Regarding
wine tourism the main sources of information about wine products and routes are recommendations from friends
and relatives, Internet or social media, websites, the wine itself (PDO) etc.
The past experiences define and influence the number and type of information sources that tourists
will seek out when making future consumer decisions (Byrd et al. 2017).Repeat visitors make use of informal
sources (ex. a regional winery’s label) in difference of first-time visitors that use formal sources (ex.
brochures/pamphlets) (Bruwer and Thach, 2013). Consumers have a great information disadvantage. The problem
stems from the quest to find the true quality of a product. How do consumers use signals to assess wine
quality?“Learning” about wine will create confidence in buying better wine.
There is a number of cues on the wine package predispose consumer’s evaluation: region, sub-region,
country of origin, vintage, grape variety, style and vineyard (Atkin and Johnson, 2010). (Charters and Pettigrew
2005)indicate that for wine producers to understand how consumers perceive quality will give them a critical edge
in marketing their wines.Unless they’re familiar with regions, producers, appellations, vintages, grape varieties and
so on, the process can startlethe average consumer. What they need is information. A basic question is how
consumers assess quality when information is costly to acquire and the good includes experience (characteristics
are discovered or not discovered after the product consumption). They use signals (Gergaud and Livat, 2007).
Better-informed party communicates characteristic through signal (better informed party communicates
characteristic through signal). The cost of a signal differs according to characteristic and whether the signal is
credible. Uncertainty arises from imperfect information (absence of certain knowledge) and buyers must be able to
detect poor quality. Product quality is hard to assess although even a product has been consumed or experienced
leading to two consequences. First, prices adjust slowly as consumers learn and second there is scope for experts
(Mastrobuoni et al. 2014).
WEB PORTALS
This research can be useful to managers of wine firms due to the facts that: (i) portals can constitute a rich
source of information (ii) can use advertising as a signal (iii) incorporate communication tools to promote wine
through Internet (ex. eWOM, virtual communities).Web portals are the gateways that enable viewers to access
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organizational information and services via the internet as the web has become at the same time the largest an the

most popular source of information (Al-Mudimigh et al. 2011). Winereviewsconsist an important source of
product information as it is helps retailers to provide tastings of all their wine ranges and consumers to use this
source of information as a guide to select wines available in the stores (Chaney, 2000).
Portals in general provide three types of features: search, transactional function, and communications
(Kim, et al. 2002).Information portals were proposed as tools to enhance users’ decision-making ability (Burstein
et al. 2006).In parallel portals provide users with a single gateway for personalized information that is necessary
for making informed business decisions(Chang and Wang, 2011).
There are two ways of classifying portals: one related to their environment (public or corporate) and
another one related to their functions (decision support and/or collaborative processing) (Dias, 2011). From an
information side, the three elements of channels, pushed information and customization must be the essential
building blocks (van Brakel, 2003). (Nóvoa, 2010) indicates that a web portal could be used as an effective and
innovative channel with comparatively less resources and potentially high impact giving emphasis in interaction,
community building and openness. (Fisher and Craig, 2004) impose the factors that have impact on success are
“technological readiness of business owners, understanding the business community, realizing business value and
managing participant’s expectations”.
THE CASE OF: THEWINEMAKERS.GR
TheWineMakers.gr is a portal/website that connects winemakers and wine lovers, focusing on presenting
their estate/vineyards and wines/products allowing customers to Understand the characteristics and consequences
of their quality. While TheWineMakers.gr could never be the‘real’ cellar door, it wants to provide an opportunity
for online members/visitors to get as close to the cellar door experience as possible.It’s actually not always easy for
a customer to find that brand of wine they love, or find that premium wine from a boutique vineyard on the other
side of the country. TheWineMakers.gr wants to make it easier. It believes that the wine producers should dictate
which wines they sell and the prices their wines are set at, while being allowed to communicate their own online
personality.
The fundamental purpose of theWineMakers.gr is the “gathering” of all information regarding Greek
wineries and wine makers and their products meaning mainly their varietal wines and the following services (agro
tourism, tasting the wines and wandering the vineyards etc). Gathering accurate information is a critical part of the
project. Information can be collected in many ways (questionnaires, surveys, checklists//interviews//documentation
review//observation//case studies etc) depending on the type of research design that is being used. It follows the
information science standards in order for users to be able to search. The second parallel purpose of
theWineMakers.gr project is to provide information to end users with the best aesthetic and contemporary way.
Furthermore, apart from visual representation, is critical to implement a modern and effective mechanism for
searching of all needed information. The search mechanism should offer not only the results that are according to
criteria of questions of end user but with Data visualization it will be able to identify if the features correspond to
the output. It also assists find the kind of data correlation the user have. It offers the infrastructure for
interconnection with external information systems such as e-shops, social media (facebook, twitter, instagram,
foursquare).
THE PORTAL STRUCTURE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regarding the entities-roles of theWineMakers.gr portal these are:
Wine maker/producer
Winery
Vineyard
Wine
Activity
Wine route or wine road

Apart from other functions of the system, users are able to express their buying interest for the wines that
have selected, comments, ratings and preferences regarding wines & wineries, contact wineries, submits Request
Form and participate in their activities. Every winemaker is responsible for one or more wineries. Every winery
has as authority only one winemaker. Every winery is related with one or more vineyards. Each vineyard belongs
only to one winery. Each winery produces one or more wines. Each wine belongs only to one winery. Each wine is
produced using grapes from one or more vineyards. Each vineyard produces grapes for one or more wines (labels).
Each wine route/road include one or more wineries. Each winery consists a part of one or more wine route/road.
The entity Wine maker/producer is an important entity of the IS as it defines the responsible authority
and creator of winery and administrator of account. The entity Wine maker/producer integrates the following data:
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• Name

•
•
•
•
•
•

Last name
User name
Password
Email
Mobile (including authorization)
Telephone

With the above details the winemaker is registered to system and verify the account. Then from this point
the winemaker (as administrator of account) is owes to fill the basic details of the winery.
•
•
•
•
•
•

The administrator winemaker could manage one or more wineries and include/fill up the following data:
General information of winery (Introduction/History/Vision-strong points)
Information regarding location
Human resources and factors
Further details
Data location (example street address or geographic location in google map)
Contact details (phone number, email, facebooketc)

The above-mentioned data are given to administrator winemaker in a form of simple text and then
transformed in HTML for proper inclusion to website. Wherever is possible the data are registered in autonomous
field. Photos regarding winery are in the responsibility of winemaker. Special created map provide information
regarding vineyard, wine varieties and routes.
Wine labels that every winery has are related with it and with the specific vineyard that provides the
grapes that is created from. Each wine is defined from the exact data:
• Title – short description and history
• Information of wine such as producer, vintage, Region, Wine Appellation, Dryness/Sweetness, grape
variety, alc % etc
• Information regarding tasting (color depth, aroma intensity, body, acidity etc)
• Information regarding production (vinification- winemaking process)
• Relevant vineyards
• Awards in competitions
• Comments of visitors
•
•
•

Each winery hosts activities to users/visitors such as:
Tours
Wine tasting
Special Courses

For each activity that every winemaker-producer registers there is a certain link in the profile of each winery.
For better covering of the specific need of each winery there is the ability to register the activity in a form of
HTML.
The administrator of the content defines the wine routes. The creation of the route is being held with the
use of text and multimedia. Users of the system are apart form main administrator are winemaker and content
manager. The role of winemaker is quite limited with no particular privileges. It can update the content details of
account and to have access to information regarding subscriptions, debts and other statistical data. Also it can
handle inquires regarding orders forms. Content administrator-manager has supervision of all accounts and
basically manage every account as register content, pictures, special data etc.
CONCLUSION
Innovative visualization and interactive functions based on Web 2.0 technologies help to enhance the
information portal’s appeal and user experience. The core advantages of Portals are that consist the right solution,
data, visualization and functions. The reasons for wine producers to engage to use TheWineMakers.gr are
§
Simple - gain more by direct sell and so increase margin.
§
Take Control - No contracts, no volume commitments, set information, sell whatever they want (no what
to do).
§
No upfront costs or risk - Free to use (pay only a small commission to become a member).
§
New customers access TheWineMakers.gr motivated and niche audience of consumers looking for
exclusive wine.
§
Reporting - Full self-service reporting and administration panel.
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ABSTRACT
Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) at the online distribution channels have
transformed the competitive environment of the tourism industry within a brief span of time. Tourism distribution
channels’ network is becoming extremely complex, as the development of online social networks, online review
sites as well as a plenty of new mobile technologies have added new forms of distribution channels and recently
new business models. At the same time, peer to peer services create opportunities together with threats for those
who are directly and indirectly involved not only to accommodation but also in sectors such as transport, tourism
experiences etc. Current paper reexaminesseveral aspects of the new peer to peer business model on Greek tourism
experience. Firstly, this paper provides a literature review of the sharing economy and peer to peer models on
tourism sector to uncover the theoretical foundations and key themes. The study is based on primary and secondary
data from Greek market which is part of an ongoing primary research.
Key Words:tourism distribution channels, peer-to-peer models, sharing economy.
INTRODUCTION
Since the beginning of the 21st century, the world has witnessed an evolution caused by the exponential
spread of the Internet and mobile connectivity. New social networks and business models have arisen, fostered by
an emerging need to react to the economic crisis and to the concerning global overpopulation and scarcity of
resources(Botsman and Rogers, 2010). The catalytic effect of Information and Communication Technologies
(ICTs)has begun to transform many aspects of life.In the changing conditions of supply and demand, the approach
of new economic models to promote the sharing of underutilized assets is often referred to as “access over
ownership”. An ever-expanding segment of consumers avoid owning things during its life time, and prefer to have
access to them when and how they need them.The proponents of the sharing economy argue that sharing, rather
than owning, assets leads to economic, environmental and social benefits. Nowadays, a wide range of products and
services –some of those that are expensive -- becomes accessible for the customers’ majority(Schor and
Fitzmaurice, 2015, Möhlmann, 2015).
International travel continues to grow strongly, consolidating tourism as a key driver in socio-economic
development as in 2017, international tourist arrivals grew by a remarkable, 7% to reach a total of 1,320 million
(UNWTO, 2018), bringing immense benefits to countries, communities and societies.On the one hand innovation
and new technologies are having a profound impact on the competitiveness of the tourism industry(Kontis and 499
Lagos, 2016, Kracht and Wang 2010), especially on SMEswho do not have the necessary skills to market their

own businesses (Chatzigeorgiou, 2017), but on the other hand innovation is also driven by social trends and new
business models. This has a distinct impact on tourism businesses and on local communities.Internet and mobile
technologies offer various tools for consumers to search and purchase tourism products/services directly either
from traditional suppliers (hotels) or from property owners.So, the tourism distribution channels’ network is
becoming extremely complex, as the development of online services as well as a plethora of new mobile
technologies has added new forms of distribution channels. The constant enrichment of available touristic
marketing channels with new, innovating and dynamic channels has complicated the circumstances of effective
tourism distribution even further (Katsoni 2016, Kavoura et al. 2013, Zhang, Song & Huang 2009, Pearce and
Taniguchi 2008).
LITERATURE REVIEW
A phenomenon that has spread as rapidly as the sharing economy, bypassing traditional distribution
channels and disrupting established business models, has naturally provoked considerable controversy. Users,
providers, sharing economy sites, established businesses offering similar services to those being shared (or traded,
exchanged, rented, swapped or otherwise) and governments at all levels (municipality, province, nation state,
regional, and even international) have found themselves on different sides of a furious debate about the present and
future shape of the sharing economy.
The peer-to-peer model that implemented via the share economy platforms, not only bypass traditional
distribution channels, but in fact it creates new markets and disrupting established business models, has naturally
provoked considerable controversy (Skoultsos, et al. 2017). These alternatives marketing channels not only share,
but support trading, exchanging, rental and swapping a variety of goods and services, with significant economic
footprint (Sarantakou et al. 2018). Governments, users, sharing economy providers and established businesses
offering similar services to those being shared try to clarifyand secure their position in the new era of sharing
economy model.Since services are suitable for sharing, some of the most widely-known sharing economy
platforms operate in tourism-related activities, such as accommodation and transport (Kotler, et al. 2013). Tourism
sector has been at the centre of some of the most intense debates about the effect of the sharing economy on
traditional and established economic models. Table 1 presents the evolution of well-known and indicative
examples from the tourism -related services. First of all, “Couch surfing” (www.couchsurfing.com) begun to offer
an alternative in terms of accommodation and focused mainly on young tourists. Approximately, 190 countries and
200.000 cities are part of the platform today. Similar to this type of sharing services is house exchange
(www.homeexchange.com). At the moment, P2P models offer services from transport and accommodation to tours
and experiences. Airbnb (www.airbnb.com) is - of course - the most well- known platform from the list of
examples below. This particular platform managed to become one of the leaders of the market globally in the
accommodation sector. Undoubtedly, sharing economy platforms and P2P models have made a dynamic entrance
in the tourism and hospitality industry.
Table 1: Examples of sharing economy in the tourism industry
Platform/Description
Relative Numbers
Accommodation
Airbnb
§ Founded: 2008
Short-term accommodation
§ Accommodations: Close to 2 million
rental platform
§ Guests: Over 60 million guests
§ Total revenue: USD 250 million (2013) (Expected to reach USD 900
million in 2015)
§ Valued at USD 25.5 billion (as of June 2015).
§ Countries: 190
§ Cities: 34 000
HomeAway
§ Founded: 2005
Vacation rental platform –
§ Users: Over 1 million paid listings.
primarily generates revenue
§ Guests: Over 60 million guests
through subscriptions paid by
§ Total revenue: USD 446.8 million in 2014
homeowners.
§ Valued at USD 3 billion (as of February 2015)
§ Countries: 190
§ Cities: 34 000
Couch Surfing
§ Founded: 2004
Hospitality exchange and social
§ Users: Over 10 million members.
networking platform
§ Total revenue: Registration and participation is free, platform only
generates revenue through optional verification.
§ Countries: 190
§ Cities: 200.000 cities
Transportation
500
Uber
§ Founded: 2009
Ride-sharing and technology
§ Users: More than 1 million active driver partners (4 or more trips per

platform

month) - More than 3 million trips each day.
Total revenue: USD 1.5-2 billion revenue in 2014
Countries: 68
Cities: 400
Founded: 2006
Users: 20 million registered users - 3 million rides each month.
Total revenue: USD 72 million in annual revenue (based on costs and
average rides).
§ Countries: 19

BlaBlaCar
Ride-sharing company based
on sense of community

§
§
§
§
§
§

Dinning
VizEat
Meal-sharing platform
connecting hosts and guests

§ Founded: 2013
§ Users: Over 20 000 registered users
§ Countries: 50

.

Travel Experience
Vayable
Online marketplace for personal
tours and travel experiences.

§ Founded: 2011
§ Total revenue: USD 1.4 million in July (2013).
§ Countries: International
Source: Adapted from OECD 2016:91

Following the growing trend of sharing economy an on-going debate takes place regarding the impacts of
the new business models to tourism industry and hospitality enterprizes. At the initial stage of their evolution the
issue of imperfect competition towards hotels was raised, especially due to the “tax-free” operation of P2P models.
Hotel managers are obliged to deal with labour laws, tourism fees, taxes, consumer protection and various others
issues that increase the operation cost of their businesses (Hellenic Chamber of Commerce, 2015). Needless to say,
2** and 3*** hotels have been affected the most by these platforms as they are unable to win the price competition
and they are not flexible in terms of features of the offered product (Hellenic Chamber of Commerce, 2015).
Another issue that has been raised is the one of safety (Juul, 2015: 4).
All the above stated arguments derive from the supply -side and refer to difficulties raised in terms of
tourism industry. On the other hand, customers approach these platforms with a different view. It has been argued
that P2P models offer more flexibility to the customer in terms of prices, type of accommodation and availability
during high season (Skoultsos et al. 2017). Additionally, this new trend has been approached as an opportunity to
meet the locals and participate in authentic experiences directly connected to local culture (Juul, 2015). Another
issue that has been raised as a positive impact to the industry is that P2P models are considered to be more
sustainable from the demand side point of view. A study of US adults concluded that 76% of the customers believe
that sharing economy is very friendly to the environment. At the same time, current sample declared that sharing
economy makes the life affordable and creates stronger communities (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2015).
METHODOLOGY
Present research aims to assess the characteristics, influences and perspectives of operation of the online
platform Airbnb in Greece. In order to collect the data, a primary quantitative research was conducted by means of
a structured Questionnaire consisting of 27 cloze questions and divided in three sections a) characteristics of the
respondents’ travels, b) use, assessment and perspectives of the online Airbnb platform and c) demographic profile
of the respondents. For data collection were used purposive sampling (Babbie, 2011) with convenience sample
(Christou, 1999). In the present paper, 89 valid questionnaires have been analysed. The statistical package SPSS 23
was used to that effect and descriptive statistical methods, arithmetic and graphic were employed.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
SampleCharacteristics
The majority of the sample are men (62,4%), of young age, students (48.9%), have a high educational
level but a low personal income and they live for the most part, in urban or semi-urban areas (Table 1).
TravelCharacteristics
73% of the respondents travels 1-5 times, 19% 6-10 and only 8% does travel 11-15 times per year. 56,7%
states a preference for travelling inside the country while 43,3% for travelling outside. The key reasons for
travelling are: pleasure and entertainment (61,1%), a tendency to escape from everyday routine and stress (21,1%),
professional/business (8,9%) education and training (4,4%) and finally, health, family reasons and visits to friends
and relatives (4,5%). 94,4% declared that they plan their holidays online on an individual basis, while only 5,6%
admitted to using travel agencies or tour operators for planning. A significant point is raised by the fact that in
answering a 5-scale Likert question as to the importance of the accommodation choice in holidays, 42,9% labelled
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it important, 33%very important, 18,8% moderately important and only 4,4% of minimal importance.

Table 1
Demographic Characteristics of the Sample
Sex
Male
Female

Frequency
33
56

Percent %
37.6
62.4

89

100.0

Occupation
Students
Freelancer
Civil servant
Private
Employee
Unemployed
Total

Frequency
45
19
12

Percent %
48.9
21.7
13.7

10
3
89

10.9
3.3
100.0

Education
Higher
Secondary
Primary
Total

Frequency
72
17
0
89

Percent %
80.6
19.4
0
100.0

Total

Age
18-25
26-35
36-45
46-55
56 <

Frequency
53
19
10
5
2
89

Percent %
59.6
21.3
11.2
5.6
2.2
100.0

Income Level
0-5000
5001-10000
10001-20000
20001-30000
30001<
Missing Value
Total

Frequency
22
11
19
5
6
26
89

Percent %
34.9
17.5
30.2
7.9
9.5

Residence
Urban
Semi-urban
Countryside
Total

Frequency
45
35
9
89

Percent %
50.5
39.6
9.9
100.0

100.0

About Airbnb
The overwhelming majority of the sample (92,5%) is familiar with Airbnb, a fact that proves that such a
form of holiday planning is well spread in our country. The majority of the sample found out about the existence of
Airbnb by friends (60,4%) or the web (39,6%). Still 61,5% of them has never used it to plan their holidays a fact
that is imputed to the following reasons:the need to use it not arisen yet (32%), usually travelling to destinations
not covered by it (18%), belief that this form of holiday planning does not guarantee safety at the financial level
(16%) or the quality one (14%). In fact, safety and reliability in the tourism service provision is crucial, since it
influences decisively both the choice of the service to be consumed and the perception of quality of tourism
services in general (Parasuraman et al., 1988). It is also of some interest to point out that, among those who have
never used Airbnb as yet, 68,6% declared that using them in the future is quite probable and 31,4% stated their
certainty that they eventually will use them. Moreover, there were no negative answers to the question.
Consequently, even those who have never used Airbnb for the reasons mentioned earlier have positive intentions
and will not definitely exclude using it in the future, a fact that demonstrates the dynamic perspective of this
specific form of travel planning in our country.
Out of the 38,5% of the respondents claiming they have already used Airbnb to plan their holidays, 64,9%
believes that noteworthy accommodation can be found at accessible prices (best value for money), 16,2 mentioned
it as a safe way to track suitable accommodation especially as far as trips abroad are concerned, 8,1% declares that
they chose Airbnb because they would rather stay in intimate settings which also happen to be autonomous, and
8,1% state that what they are looking for is autonomy when it comes to planning a trip and Airbnb is the way to
achieve it. Finally, only 2,7% declares that they chose it for ideological reasons, namely because they wish to
spend time like locals.
The following questions were addressed to users of Airbnb and concerned the assessment by means of a
5-scale Likert, on the one hand the experience of travel planning through it and on the other the process of booking
the accommodation. The vast majority (89.2%) of users declared that the overall experience of using Airbnb was
very pleasant or pleasant enough, whereas 10.8% declared it pleasant. There were no negative assessments. The
process of booking an accommodation was assessed in relation to the degree of difficulty, the time consecrated to
it and the degree of tiresomeness associated with it. 38,9% of the sample believes that the process is not difficult at
all, or presents a minimal amount of difficulty, 48.6% declared that it in the least tiresome while 40% labeled it
minimally time consuming and 28,6% not time consuming at all (Fig.2). From the above finding it can be deducted
that Airbnb users appear satisfied not only with the process of booking but also with the overall experience from
using the platform.
Figure 1
Assessment of booking an accommodation through Airbnb
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Further ahead, questions examined the behavioral intention of the users associated with the repetitive use
of Airbnb and its recommendation to third parties (friend and family). 76% of the sample declared that it was their
intention to plan their holidays again through the platform in question, 23,7% claimed that it is possible that they
would use it again in the future and no negative answers were recorded. Moreover, 61,2% would definitely
recommend that way of travel planning to friends and family, whereas 38,8% said that they would possibly do so.
The respondents also record a positive attitude when it comes to the contribution of the online platform to
travel development as well as their growth perspectives in the future. More specifically, 58,9% of the sample
declared that this way of travel planning contributes to a crucial degree (very much or much) to travel
development. 75,6% stated that the perspectives for Airbnb growth are positive, 23,3% considers further
development of the platform probable and only 1,1% seems to think that there is no perspective for growth of the
company in the future (Fig.2).
Figure 2
Airbnb contribution to travel development
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The above findings demonstrate the respondents (users and no users of Airbnb alike) positive attitude
towards the way of travel planning under examination. The positive attitude can be deduced on one hand by the
users’ positive assessment of the processes required to plan the trip via the platform and on the other, by the
positive behavioral intention which translates to the tendency to keep on using the platform and to recommend it to
third parties (positive Word of Mouth). In addition, the majority of the respondents estimates that Airbnb’s
contribution to the increase and extension of travels is positive and that its future development will be substantial.
Despite the constraints of the research, the already existing results profile a strong tendency of growth of
the way of travel planning under consideration. This fact is confirmed by the existing bibliography but also by
research and studies conducted at the national and international level. A general conclusion, is that sharing
economy and P2P models evolve rapidly in a way that cannot be followed easily by the tourism industry. It is
important to mention that in November 2016, Airbnb introduced in its platform the opportunity to offer local tour
guides, based again on the P2P models together with reservations to restaurants (www.airbnb.com). Due to these
circumstances several questions arise in terms of the future evolution of these new business models: Are there any
matters in terms of quality of the offered experience? Should the hotel industry adapt to the new trend or should503
find ways in order to set the needed limits? The latter question is raised because of the phenomenon of over-

tourism from which a large number of destinations have been affected. Nevertheless, these new type of distribution
channels of accommodation to customers contributed to the increase of new neighborhoods at large cities which
are not part of the traditional touristic areas. For example, in Athens there was a large increase in terms of number
of offered residences: from 523 in 2013 to 5000 in 2016. As a result, new touristic areas emerged in the city
(Koukaki, Exarchia etc.) and a total number of 25 neighborhoods of Athens were created, 69% of which are
located outside the traditional touristic areas (www.insideairbnb.com) .
The findings demonstrate that the participants in the survey have positive attitude towards Airbnb (positive
assessment of the processes required to plan the trip via the platform, positive behavioral intention, and positive
Word of Mouth) and also estimate as significant the Airbnb’s contribution to the rise and expansion of travels.
Current paper is the first part of an ongoing research, consequently the growing sample will contribute to the
extraction of even more reliable findings which will allow further statistical elaboration of the results. Of special
interest are the delineation of the characteristics of Airbnb users and the creation of typologies and clusters with
special characteristics.
CONCLUSION
It is a fact, that the rise of the sharing economy is crucially impacting the tourism and hospitality industry.
Airbnb as a peer-to-peer business platform is widely recognized as a controversial innovation in the tourism
industry. In this context, many studies have focused on social and economic impacts of Airbnb in local and
national level but also examined various factors affecting consumers' adoption of Airbnb in terms of travelers'
needs, such as accommodation with lower prices (value for money), opportunities to contact with the locals - hosts
communities (social interactions), etc.
Current paper examined the theoretical part of sharing economy and P2P business models and also
reconsidered the impacts to the tourism industry. Results show that this particular way of travel and these new
business models are expected to keep attracting tourists. Although, part of the sample has not been used these
platforms yet, there is a dynamic willingness to do so in the future. Taking into account the results and the current
situation in various destinations, future research should be focused on how hoteliers should adapt to these new
circumstances.
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ABSTRACT
It is a fact that in recent years gastronomy, as a tourist product, attracts millions of tourists who wish to
combine their travel experiences with tasty traditional delights. The interest in traditional cuisine and the food
culture of each place is increasing rapidly. Good food, moreover, is a basic criterion for qualifying a destination
as a quality.
Chios, the island of mastiha, as a tourist destination has not been developed enough, but there are many
prospects for growth. It is an island that has stayed away from the unplanned tourism development. It has
preserved its customs, traditions, particular architecture and cultural heritage. Mastiha as a seal of the local
cultural identity of Chios, constitutes a focal point where tradition meets modern times, offering the visitor a
complete and memorable culinary experience.
This paper aims to explore the contribution of mastiha to the development of gastronomic tourism in
the island of Chios. It is obvious that the development of gastronomic tourism can offer multiple economic
benefits to the island and at the same time strengthen both the sense of local identity and the intercultural
approach of the people. This goal is achieved through both secondary research, bibliography and journal review,
and by conducting primary questionnaire research. The promotion of local dishes with main ingredient mastiha
and the acquaintance with culture and local cuisine as part of a plan with strategic targeting can be a driving
force for the economic development of the island by enhancing its authenticity.
Keywords: Chios, mastiha, gastronomic tourism, tourism development
Introduction
Gastronomic tourism refers to tourists planning their journeys on the basis of the desire to taste local
cuisine or to engage in gastronomy activities (Herrera et al., 2012: 7; Santich, 2004:19). Gastronomy is the
pursuit of a unique and unforgettable experience of eating and drinking. The natural beauty of the place, the
authenticity of the environment and the presentation of food, are key features of gourmet tourism (International
Culinary Tourism Association, 2009). By the term “gastronomy” is meant the art of making good and delicious
food (SETE, 2009). It is a journey to seek and enjoy food and drink but extends to actions beyond the taste
experience (Smith, Costello, 2009:99). There are tourists who have exclusive travel incentives to engage in
gastronomic activities. This form of tourism is defined as gastronomic tourism. "Gastronomists" travel with the
purpose of discovering new flavors and enjoying local gastronomy, deepening at the same time in the history
and traditions of the destination. For 44% of travelers around the world, food is one of the three criteria for
choosing the place to visit (SETE, 2009; Foodservice, 2009:36). Gourmet tourism, which generally refers to the
originality of a dish, is directly related to wine tourism and cultural tourism (Green & Dogherty, 2008; Cagli,
2012).
The Greek word "gastronomy" comes from the word gastron (=belly) and law (meaning knowledge or
law). The term means the art of high cooking, the set of rules for selecting the right ingredients and the
preparation of dishes for the purpose of tasting (Altınel, 2014; Moira, Mylonopoulos, 2014). It also means, in
general, any activity related to cooking and enjoying the food (Mpampiniotis, 2002:401). Unlike the term
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culinaria, reference is made to the local cuisine and food of a country or region, food and cooking techniques,

which also characterize the local cuisine of a region (Kivela & Crotts, 2006:355; Moira, Mylonopoulos, 2014).
This Greek word was formalized by the French Academy in 1835, and since then it has been registered in its
official dictionary (Moira, Mylonopoulos, 2014). Gastronomy is a new industry in the tourism sector not only
for food and drink, but also for other areas of science and art (Sahin, 2015).
Father of gastronomy is considered the Greek Archestrate (4th century BC). His most important work
is "Hidypatheia", which was completed in 350 BC. and is considered to be the first cooking book in the world
(EOT, 1998:5). Gastronomic tourism is an important indicator of the tourism development of a place (Karim,
2006; Sahin, 2015) and gastronomic tourism activities that can be carried out at a destination provide direct and
indirect income and employment income (Sahin, 2015). Food preparation varies from country to country, but
even from region to region, reflecting the particular geophysical and climatic conditions, agricultural
production, traditions and culture of each site (SETE, 2009). The tourist interested in gastronomy is also
interested in the peculiarity of the place and is involved in various activities (UNWTO, 2014). Many times the
past experience of tourists about local cuisine can affect future visits to destinations (Tse, Crotts, 2005; Ryu,
Jang, 2006).
Food and nutrition have been the subject of research by both sociologists and anthropologists over the
last 20 years (MacClancy 1992; Beardsworth & Keil 1996; Fine 1996; Lupton 1996; Warde 1996; Bell &
Valentine 1997; Warde & Martens 2000). Food is a necessity but also enjoyment (Tiger, 1993). Food is
considered a group activity and becomes a symbol of sociality (Kim, Eves, & Scarles, 2009:424; Chang, Kivela,
& Mak, 2010). Consumption of food is influenced by both the natural environment (Mennell, Murcott and van
Otterloo, 1992) and the culture of the place (Harrington & Herzog, 2007). The tourist choices are determined by
the need to eat and the desire to test interesting products in the right environment (Mennell, 1985; Finkelstein,
1989; Pillsbury, 1990; Fürst et al., 1991). The sensations and memories of taking part in the preparation of food
and wine during the holidays are very special as they are translated into very personal experiences (Filkelstein,
1989). Indeed, these experiences have the ability to modify eating habits and wine consumption habits (Johns,
Clarke, 2001). Tourists who have enjoyed the good food are willing to spend more money tasting more dishes
(SETE, 2009).
Gastronomists are professionally renowned, have higher disposable income and educational attainment
than average tourists, are adventurous and experienced travelers with an interest in the cultural elements of the
destination and spend a significant amount of travel budget on gastronomic activities (SETE, 2009). The
gourmet traveler has a key incentive to travel in order to experience the food and drink experience (Rodriguez,
2014). Gastronomic tourism also includes visiting food producers at gastronomy festivals, restaurants and
special areas related to tasting (Hall, Mitchell, 2005). Many researches have been conducted to study the local
culinary value chains (Cambourne, Macionis, 2003; Eastham, 2003; Sharples, 2003; Smith and Hall, 2003;
Smith and Xiao, 2008; Green and Dougherty, 2009). Gastronomy enhances the travel experience for all tourists
without exception, and at the same time attracts affluent, special-interest tourists and gourmet tourists (SETE,
2009).
The scope of this research is the investigation and interpretation of the views and perceptions of the
tourism experts regarding the prospects for the development of the gastronomic tourism in Chios with the
contribution of mastiha. The main goal of this research activity is to make possible the exploitation of the
findings of the empirical research regarding the development of gastronomic tourism in Chios island. As is well
known, the tourism development of island regions is a matter of intense concern because of the geographic
specificity that characterizes them. The aim of this paper is to develop gastronomic tourism in Chios as part of
endogenous tourism development, highlighting a particular area with rich historical heritage, taking into
account the problems it faces due to the insularity and geographical isolation. The gastronomic tourism can be a
lever of economic growth, as it exploits the cultural capital of the past.
The development of gastronomic tourism internationally
It is a fact that in recent years the number of tourists who are interested in traveling with food and
drink is increasing. Many of them seek a dynamic engagement with gastronomy (UNWTO, 2014). In the era of
globalization, the emergence of the distinct, unique identity of a space is considered to be a major tool for
attracting visitors (UNWTO, 2012). Gastronomic tourism grows geometrically every year (Karimi, 2014).
National tourism organizations primarily highlight local cuisine, highlighting the richness and diversity of
cuisine offered by their various regions (UNWTO, 2011).
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The study of gastronomic supply focuses mainly on countries characterized as Europe's premier
culinary destinations, such as France, Italy and Spain (SETE, 2009). Typical is the case of Logis de France, a
network of over 3.000 family hotels in the French province. Among the specifications they have to satisfy is the
offer of local cuisine and products of the area. Every restaurant that is a member of Logis de France must
include at least one three-course menu at an affordable price reflecting the local gastronomic tradition. In this
way, a unique tour of the local cuisine of renowned culinary destinations such as Burgundy, Alsace1 and
Normandy takes place. Other countries with developed gastronomic tourism are also Germany and Austria
(SETE, 2009). As it is known in Europe, the most popular gastronomic destinations today are Tuscany, Lion,
Bordeaux, Catalonia, Dalmatia and Northern Italy.2
The offer of gastronomic tourism services takes a more organized form in order to guarantee the
quality of the service as well as the more effective diffusion of the positive elements in the local community
(SETE, 2009). Typical large restaurant groups are located in popular tourist destinations such as Saint Maurice,
Sardinia, Bahamas and Hawaii, creating an unprecedented gathering of gourmet restaurants (mainly in Las
Vegas) that appeal primarily to tourists (UNWTO, 2015).
Many tourist destinations offer special trails, including catering businesses, visiting food or beverage
venues, and cultivated land (UNWTO, 2015). These routes vary in theme, duration and time of the year (SETE,
2009). San Sebastián is a beautiful city in northern Spain, in the Basque country. It is one of the most beautiful
cities in the world and the focus of a gastronomic revolution that is happening in Spain. Also well known are
wine routes in Germany, visitors with gastronomic interests enjoy many acres of vineyards with one-day or
two-day excursions (SETE, 2009).
Interesting is the approach of the Alsace Regional Tourism Organization in France, as it has designed
and promoted gastronomic proposals with successful gastronomic choices in hotels and wellness centers (SETE,
2009). Also special are the gastronomic activities in Ireland including visits to food markets and organic farms,
sightseeing tours, culinary seminars, etc. (UNWTO, 2011).3 The Catalan calendar of gastronomic events
published by Catalonia's regional tourism organization in Spain is impressive. It includes many events,
celebrations and exhibitions that have direct relevance to local and quality dishes (SETE, 2009). Also featured
is the Ludlow Marches Food and Drink Festival, this is one of the longest gastronomy festivals that has
appeared in recent years in the United Kingdom. This festival is organized in mid-September and lasts for three
days. It is in the small picturesque town of Ludlow and attracts 25.000 visitors each year.
As it is known, many great gastronomic destinations have strengthened their identity with the
emergence of their local products. They attach great importance to the relationship between tradition and
cultural heritage (UNWTO, 2011). In the USA. those involved in tourism have realized the important
contribution of food companies to boosting tourism development. The main objective of the relevant large-scale
events is to attract a large number of visitors as well as viewers from the media (Smith, Costello, 2009:107). In
Singapore, seminars are organized and gourmet courses are delivered with special recipes from Asian countries,
France and Italy. Indeed, the existence of a gastronomic brand in a country or a tourist destination is considered
to ensure publicity and at the same time integrates the region into the international gastronomic map (SETE,
2009:17).
Worth mentioning is the case of Turin that links tourism to the productive base. Under the "Paniere dei
Prodotti Tipici della Provincia di Torino" program (Turin Trademark), a trademark was introduced for selected
agricultural products and foodstuffs (UNWTO, 2014).
Spain is a particularly important example of a European country that has used its gourmet culture to
promote its tourist product. The country on the Iberian peninsula has achieved something particularly important,
as it has managed to showcase its gastronomy (UNWTO, 2014). The Norwegian stakeholders have decided to
enrich the existing tourist routes in the Nordic country. This initiative concerned the "Taste of National Tourism
Routes" and was about adding the gastronomic element to tourism development (UNWTO, 2014).

1
www.logis-de-france.fr/fr/index.html, (11/06/18).
2 www.tastedalmatia.com, (13/07/18).
3 www.countryhousetours.com/asp/enquiries.asp?ObjectID=310&Mode=0&RecordID=17, (20/06/18).
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The history and tradition of each place is directly related to gastronomy and local cuisine (UNWTO,
2014). There are many interesting museums of gastronomic interest in the international arena. Gastronomy
museums and theme museums (dedicated to a product) are scattered across Europe and the rest of the world.
Characteristic museums are found in Alsace, such as: Les Secrets du Chocolat, Cave de Ribeauvillé, Musée des
eaux de vie, Musée du Vignoble et des Vins d' Alsace, Musée du Pain d' Epices et du Douceurs d' Autrefois. In
these places visitors really know the rich local tradition and the cultural heritage of the country.4
Good food, therefore, stimulates higher tourist expense. A tourist destination known for its good
cuisine attracts tourists with a keen interest in gastronomy. Gastronomy enhances travel experience, good
regional cuisine is the backbone of gastronomic offer and "gastronomic patriotism" is rewarded economically.
There is an increasing number of consumers who want to learn more about local gastronomy, without
necessarily being their main travel incentive. Many tourists are interested in eating famous international food
and others want to discover local dishes in hotels. Good food is also a criterion for qualifying a destination as a
quality. Quality is rewarded and food stimulates higher tourist spending (SETE, 2009).
The development of gastronomic tourism in Greece

Good food is a very profitable tourism product for Greece due to the wide variety of traditional recipes.
Greece has remarkable gastronomic resources, and no major investment is needed in its facilities (SETE, 2009).
In Greece there are many traditional restaurants and taverns, where the visitor can find representative Greek
traditional dishes (UNWTO, 2011). Crete5, Santorini and Thessaloniki have many restaurants of quality local
cuisine combined with gastronomic trails providing information to every visitor with the help of tourist guides
and maps (SETE, 2009). So the local cuisine is accessible to the tourist.
The incorporation of local cuisine into a hotel buffet in a well-known hotel group is typical, which
established the “Cretan Corner” at its units in Crete. The "Cretan Corner" is a part of the buffet that is offered in
the morning, afternoon and evening and includes local features (SETE, 2009).
Many areas in Greece offer special local products such as: Attica, Peloponnese, Roumeli, Thessaly,
Epirus, Macedonia, Thrace, Crete, Aegean Islands, Ionian Islands, Kythira. There are Greek tour operators that
organize gastronomic programs for incoming tourism. Crete's Culinary Sanctuaries specializes in gastronomic
tours in Crete. The case of Chios based on ecotourism, named “Masticulture” is very interesting, which offers a
variety of gastronomic activities (SETE, 2009).
It is worth noting that the UNESCO Mediterranean diet is an intangible cultural heritage of humanity6
(UNESCO, 2014). Many growing food and drink establishments give visitors the opportunity to learn about the
process of producing a product, to test the product, handle a tool, and eventually buy a product directly from its
place of production (Moira, Mylonopoulos, 2014). Wine culinary trails, known as "Wine Roads", which focus
only on a gourmet product or pattern (UNWTO, 2014) are well known. The streets of Northern Greece's wine
are characteristic. This is an important project where the 37 members of the association propose 41 visiting
wineries on 8 routes that cross all northern Greece, stopping at the important vineyards of Thessaly (Rapsani
and Krania), Epirus, Macedonia and Thrace. At the same time it is possible to visit remarkable restaurants,
taverns, hostels and hotels, traditional products shops and places for alternative activities (Moira,
Mylonopoulos, 2014).

4 http://gastronomie.vins.tourisme-alsace.com/fr/musees/, (13/07/18).
5 http://www.cretalive.gr/crete/view/gastronomikes-diadromes-me-shmeio-anaforas-thn- krhth/147617,

(12/07/18).
6 This entry concerns to Greece, Cyprus, Spain, Croatia, Italy, Morocco and Portugal.
7 www.gnto.gov.gr, (03/07/18).
8 www.greekgastronomyguide.gr, (12/07/18).
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In recent years, the Greek National Tourism Organization has been implementing various actions
through the network of its offices in abroad, such as the organization of events focusing on Greek gastronomic
offer in major tourist markets abroad.7 “Greekgastronomyguide” is a platform created to highlight the whole of
Greek gastronomy. The stakeholders of this initiative believe that gastronomy in cooperation with other
elements such as tourism, culture, the environment and the rural economy can make a major contribution to the
country's development.8 The "Greek Breakfast" program was launched in 2010 at the initiative of the Greek
Chamber of Commerce in order to promote the unique culinary tradition of each place through the cooperation
of hoteliers and local producers.9
The program founded by Axis 4-LEADER Approach of the Rural Development 2007- 2014 entitled
"Gastronomic Walking and Cultivation of Flavors", is characteristic and interesting (Moira, Mylonopoulos,
2014:94).
Also, the Aegean Cuisine network is worth to be mentioned, which is a joint action of the South
Aegean Center for Entrepreneurship and Technological Development with the Cyclades and Dodecanese
Chambers. Local cuisine is associated with restaurants, hotels, agricultural producers, wineries, breweries,
grocery stores and food crafts (SETE, 2009).
In Greece there are many festivals about local products such as the tomato festival in the village of
Kandila in Arcadia, the feast of the Epirus mushroom and the mushroom in Grevena, the celebration of the
sardines in Preveza and Lesvos, the mastic festival in Chios. These cultural events aim to promote and preserve
the Greek cultural heritage. Also, it is worth mentioning the “Mount Athos Cuisine”, which takes place in
various areas of Athos with competitions and traditional cooking lessons and trials that highlight local products.
Conferences and lectures on gastronomy take place in many parts of Greece. National and international
gastronomy exhibitions have similar content, where national and local delicacies of a region or country are
displayed, and are accompanied by tasting trials (SETE, 2009).
In Greece there are many interesting museums, which are part of a network of thematic museums that
have been built and operated by the Cultural Foundation of Piraeus Bank and are dedicated to a traditional
product such as the olive and oil museum in Sparta, the museum of industrial olive oil in Lesvos, the vineyard
and wine museum in Imathia, the museum of ouzo Barbayianni in Plomari of Lesvos, the mastiha museum in
Chios, etc.
Greece has some high-quality and creative cuisine restaurants. In recent years, the presence of high
gastronomy restaurants has increased in many cities in the country. Undoubtedly, Greece has a good number of
international class hotels now (UNWTO, 2014) for both urban and holiday destinations.
Also, the presence of Greece in the programs of tour operators specializing in gastronomy is
worthwhile.
The contribution of mastiha in the development of gastronomic tourism in Chios

Chios, which belongs to the northeastern Aegean islands, is the island of Homer, mastiha, history and
culture. The northern part of the island is in conflict with the south. North Chios is mostly mountainous, while
in the south of Chios the mastiha trees dominate a unique natural landscape, with wild flowers (tulips,
anemones, etc.). It is considered by many to be the island of Homer and is known for its unique product,
mastiha, which is produced only in this part of the world (Poulaki, 2016).

9

www.greekbreakfast.gr, (02/07/18).
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Chios
Source: Library of Chios “Korais”, 2017
Travelers arriving in Chios know and taste the mastiha. The memories of all those who visited the
island have been flavored with mastiha. The mastiha's power fascinates every visitor. Mastiha is a marvelous
product of Greek land. Chians cultivate this wonderful product with patience, love and effort (Poulaki, 2016).

Mastiha tree. Copper engraving.
Olfert Dapper, Description exacte des iles de l’ Archipel …Amsterdam, 1703 Source:
Library of Chios “Korais”, 2017
The mastiha of Chios (Pistacia lentiscus) is found in various languages, such as: Greek: η μαστίχα, το
μαστίχι, η μαστίχη, German: mastix, English: mastic, French: mastic, Italian: lentischio, lentisco, mastice, aza ,
mestika, Spanish: lentisco, mastic, Albanian: mastic, slavic: mastic, mastyks, Hungarian: matiks, Turkish: sakiz,
Kurdish: mstekki, Chinese:

.

Harvest of mastiha Source: Library
of Chios “Korais”
The mastiha tree grows in other regions of Greece and the Mediterranean, but only in Chios "tears".
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Mastiha production depends on the climate of the region, the rainfall and the composition of the volcanic soil.

According to the tradition, the "skinos" began to "cry" when Saint Isidore was martyred by the Romans in 250
AD. Leo Allatius reports that mastiha existed before the martyrdom of Saint Isidore.
Mastiha is produced in 24 unique villages, called “Mastihochoria”, in the southern coastal area of
Chios. The history of the villages of mastiha began in the Middle Ages when the island was conquered by the
Genoese (1346-1566), when the villages of southern Chios, where the mastiha was produced, were organized as
fortress settlements for the defense against the invaders that plagued the Aegean Sea. The villages of mastiha
are 24: Mesta, Lithi, Vessa, Elatia, Olympoi, Pyrgi, Kalamoti, Armolia, Patrika, Flatsia, Nenita, Vouno, Pagida,
Katarraktis, Kallimasia, Myrmigi, Koini. The medieval settlements Pyrgi, Mesta and Olympoi are preserved in
a very good condition after the earthquake of 1881 (Poulaki, 2016).
The multiple uses and benefits of mastic for humans have been well known since antiquity. Since
ancient times, mastiha has been known for its particular aroma and its medicinal properties. The world's first
natural gum, mastiha, was used to clean the teeth, face and body, rejuvenate breathing and teeth whitening, and
as a component in many medicines. In many medical texts of antiquity there is a wealth of recipes, whose main
ingredient was mastiha.10 Mastiha now has many properties and uses in medicine, pharmaceutics, dentistry and
cosmetology.
According to sources of the 3rd century B.C. the ancients perfumed wine with mastiha. They also used
mastiha as a spice in the imperial kitchens of Ottoman Constantinople, at a time when mastiha was worth as
much as silver. Mastiha has been used since ancient Greek times to date in Greek cuisine. It is a special and
mysterious addition of aroma to breads, sweets, desserts, pudding and ice creams. The mastiha of Chios is used
for the production of liqueurs, ouzo, brandy etc.11
At the Patriarchate of Constantinople, a "white sweet", called "submarine", flavored with mastiha, is
offered today as an official treat. Lebanese and Syrian residents also make a traditional cheese with aroma of
mastiha.
Chios Mastiha Growers Association has founded “Mediterra S.A.” with a view to create a network of
retail stores for mastiha and its products, bearing the trade mark Mastihashop. Today, the network numbers 12
stores in Greece, that is: in Chios, in Athens, in Piraeus, in Kifissia, in Thessaloniki and Pylea, in Volos, in
Heraklio-Crete, in Mykonos, in Lefkada, in Nafplio and in the Athens International Airport «Εl. Venizelos». In
October 2006, the first Mastihashop outside the country was opened in Lefkosia (Nikosia) of Cyprus, and by
now there are four more stores abroad, one in New York, two in Jeddah of Saudi Arabia and one in Paris.
Dozens of various mastiha products can be found in those stores, arranged into 6 different categories: natural
mastiha, foodstuffs, organic, traditional products, beverages, pharmaceutical, cosmetic and folk items.12 The
most common mastiha products are chewing gum, mastiha oil, liqueur, ouzo, mastiha vanilla, candies, sweets,
ice cream, cosmetics, toothpaste, mouthwash, nail dyeing, drugs, halva, jam, rosin, etc.
But lastly, the mastiha also conquers the kitchens of famous foreign restaurants, such as the Mugaritz
restaurant in San Sebastian and the Carlo Cracco restaurant in Milan. Mastiha is a matter of high gastronomy
for distinguished chefs de cuisine (Poulaki, 2016).

10
http://www.gummastic.gr, (12/07/18).
11
http://www.gummastic.gr, (13/07/18).
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Mastiha of Chios is protected by the European Union as a Protected Designation of Origin (PDO)
product. This distinction recognizes the name of a specific region or country where a specific agricultural
product originates exclusively due to the geographical environment. This includes the natural and human factors
and production, alteration and processes which take place in the delineated geographical area.13
The Museum of Mastiha in Chios has particular interest. According to the Piraeus Bank Group
Cultural Foundation, the purpose of the Mastiha Museum14 in Chios is to highlight the productive history of the
cultivation and the treatment of mastiha, integrating it alongside the cultural landscape of Chios. From the point
of view of the inclusion of traditional mastic cultivation by UNESCO in the Representative List of the
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humankind in 2014, emphasis is placed on the persistence and sustainability of
this Chian product (Piraeus Bank Group Cultural Foundation, 2018). The intangible cultural heritage is met with
the landscape and the natural heritage it carries. The use of mastic trees over time has been done with respect to
the resilience of nature and the landscape, while the landscape itself has influenced the island's culture by laying
the foundations for a development that was viable well before this term became part of the international Treaties
on the environment and development (Ypaithros, 2016).
In the framework of the long-term cooperation of the Piraeus Group Cultural Foundation with the
Chios Mastiha Producers Association, culminating with the implementation and operation of the Museum of
Mastiha Chios, the next common step on the promotion of the heritage of mastic was ratified on 30 May 2017.
Then was signed the assignment of the historical archive of Chios Mastiha Producers
Association to Piraeus Bank Group Cultural Foundation for 29 years according to archival practice,
with the aim of making it accessible to the research and general public at the Museum of Mastiha in Chios,
under the scientific guidance of the Piraeus Bank Group Cultural Foundation.15
The Museum of Mastiha in Chios was inaugurated in June 2016. From May 2016 it was possible to
visit the Museum. Here are the figures that capture the traffic in 2016, 2017, and 2018 (until February).
Table 4.1 Trafficability of Mastiha Museum
(2016)
Ma
y

6
69

Jun
e

2
.474

July

6
.443

Aug

1

ust

5.541
Sep
5
tember
.601
Oct
3
ober
.398
Nov
1
ember
.440
Dec
1
ember
.121
Tot
3
al
6.687
Source: Piraeus Bank Group Cultural Foundation, 2018

12
13
14

http://www.gummastic.gr, (12/07/18).
http://www.gummastic.gr, (13/07/18).
http://www.piop.gr/el/diktuo-mouseiwn/Mouseio-Mastixas/to-mouseio.aspx, (09/07/18).
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15 Piraeus Bank Group Cultural Foundation, (12/07/18).

Table 4.2 Trafficability of Mastiha Museum
(2017)
Jan
uary

8
53

Feb
ruary
Mar
ch
Apr
il
Ma
y
Jun
e
July

1
.355
2
.515
4
.791
4
.481
4
.739
8
.196

Aug
ust

1
7.471

Sep
6
tember
.394
Oct
3
ober
.243
Nov
2
ember
.464
Dec
1
ember
.684
Tot
5
al
8.186
Source: Piraeus Bank Group Cultural Foundation, 2018

Also, in January 2018 the visitors were 1.560 and in February they were 1.389. Actually, there is a
steady increase in the number of visitors to the Mastiha Museum.
There are many events that take place in Chios and are dedicated to mastiha, mastiha villages and their
people. It is obvious that the local authorities of Chios begun to promote more extensive local products with
emphasis on mastic through festivals and events. The "Agrotourism Festival" was the first festival in the history
of the island in the municipal garden of the city of Chios. It was supported by local producers, associations,
tourism professionals and cultural associations in Chios. The 1st official "Mastiha Festival" was the new official
event of the North Aegean Region since 2014 and started as an evolution of the Agrotourism Festival. The
Mastiha Festival for the second year (2015) successfully demonstrated the culture of Chios with a rich program
in July and August. Many cultural events, theatrical performances, photo exhibitions, concerts, film screenings,
presentations of local products both in the city of Chios and in the villages of mastiha underline the cultural
character of Chios. The "Mastiha Festival" is being organized today in the villages of mastiha in collaboration
with the cultural associations of many villages in the region, such as Mesta, Pyrgi, Olympoi, Armolia,
Kalamoti, Elata and Lithi. The Festival presents a local clothing exhibition, gastronomic tourism activities,
traditional music, dances, movies, theater, painting competitions and books on mastiha.
Methodological framework of the survey - Statistical sample - Results of the survey
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A sample research was conducted in order to present and analyze the profile of existing gastronomic
tourism demand on the island of Chios and to highlight the prospects for the development of gastronomic
tourism with the contribution of mastiha. This is a quantitative research using questionnaires and the data was
processed using the SPSS 23.00. The timeframe during the empirical survey was conducted was in the period
May 2018-July 2018.
This research aims to capture the current state of gastronomic tourism in Chios, to identify possible
problems that hinder its development and to highlight its prospects and potential for development. The
respondents selected to participate in this survey are categorized as follows: Public Sector and Tourism
Companies, in particular: Chios Regional Unit, Municipality of Chios, Chios Mastiha Producers Association,
Chamber of Chios, Mastiha Museum of Chios and Tourism Companies. 210 questionnaires were distributed and
198 of them were correctly and fully completed. The number of responses is considered satisfactory in order to
ensure both the effectiveness of statistical processing and the extraction of reliable scientific conclusions.
The characteristics of the statistical sample of the survey by category are the following:
In the case of the group of respondents: the percentage of Public Sector is 62% and refers to services
directly related to tourism and the percentage of Tourism Companies is 38%. In terms of sex, 51% are men and
49% are women. There are four age groups, namely: First age group: 18-35, with 21.15%, second age group:
36-50, with 54.44%, third age group: 51-65, 19.4% and fourth age group: 65+, with 5.01%. Regarding the
educational level, the majority (50.2%) of the sample individuals are graduates of secondary education, a
significant percentage (38.3%) are graduates of tertiary education, a smaller percentage (8.4%) hold
postgraduate degrees, the percentage of compulsory education is fairly small (3.1%).
This research was conducted to present the current framework for the development of gastronomic
tourism in the island of Chios and to explore both, its growth prospects with the contribution of mastiha as well
as the policy measures to be implemented.

A.
The main results of the existing framework about the development of gastronomic tourism in
Chios are presented in the following tables:
Table 5.1
Development of gastronomic tourism in Chios

Pu
blic

N
ot at all
45
.5%

L
ittle

E
nough

3

V
ery

1

1.2%

7%

6
.3%

Se
ctor
Tour
ism

26
.5%

3

2

5%

8%

1
0.5%

Com
panies
Table 5.1 shows the rates of respondents' answers on whether gastronomic tourism is developed in
Chios. We point out that 45.5% of the Public Sector claims that gastronomic tourism is not developed, as
opposed to Tourism Companies that believe it is poorly developed by 35%.
Table 5.2
Sufficient information about gastronomic tourism in Chios

Pu
blic

N
ot at all
13.
6%

L
ittle

E
nough

28
.4 %

V
ery

38
.8 %

19.
2%

Se
ctor
Tour
ism

12.
8%

20
.3 %

35
.2 %

31.
7%
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Com
panies
The table 5.2 summarizes the answers about the sufficient information on gastronomic tourism in
Chios. It is noted that both groups agree on "enough" satisfactory information regarding gastronomic tourism,
(38.8%, 35.2%).

B.
The main results on the factors-obstacles to the development of gastronomic tourism in Chios
are presented in the following tables:
Table 5.3
Factors - obstacles to the development of gastronomic tourism in Chios
Insufficient tourist promotion of the gastronomic wealth of
Chios
Deficiency of quality and locality in restaurants and
accommodation
Absence of a strategic tourism development plan in Chios

65
.2 %
62
.4%
60
.5%

Seasonal availability of some local products

55
.4%

Insufficient visibility of mastiha

54
.5%

Inability to connect mastiha with gastronomy

53
.5%
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Lack of coordination of production and demand

52
.5%

It is worth mentioning the obstacles to the development of gastronomic tourism in Chios, as presented in
Table 5.3. The insufficient tourism visibility of Chios's gastronomic richness accounts for 65.2%, the lack of
quality and locality in restaurants and accommodation is 62.4%, the absence of a strategic tourism development
plan is 60.5%, the seasonal availability of some local products is 55.4%, inadequate visibility of mastic is 54.5%,
the failure to connect mastic with gastronomy is 53.5% and the lack of coordination of production and demand is
52.5%.
Table 5.4
Sufficient tourist promotion of the gastronomic wealth of Greece and Chios
Y

N

es

o

Public Sector

3

6

0.5%
Tourism
Companies

9.5%
3

6

5.5%

4.5%

The table 5.4 summarizes the respondents' rates on the extent to which the tourism gastronomy of Chios is
adequate. It is noted that the majority of them agree that Chios is not adequately promoted and this is proved by the
gathered percentages, particularly 69.5% by the Public Sector and 64.5% by the Tourism Companies.
Table 5.5
Cooperation of Stakeholders about gastronomic tourism
Y

N

es

o

Public Sector

14.5

85.5

%
Tourism
Companies

%
2

8

0%

0%

The table 5.5 summarizes the respondents' answers to the co-ordination of tourism stakeholders. It is
worth noting that the percentages mentioned in the "no" answer are the follows: 85.5% for the Public Sector and
80% for the Tourism Companies. It is remarkable that the rates exceed 80%, which confirms the great lack of
coordination among the participants in the survey.

C.
The main results of the prospects and policy measures for the development of gastronomic tourism
in Chios are presented in the following tables:
Table 5.6
Prospects for the development of gastronomic tourism in Chios with mastiha’s contribution

Public Sector
Tourism
Companies

N
ot at all
1.
5%
0
%

L
ittle

E
nough

9
.5%

4
0%

1
7.5%

V
ery
4
9%

3
4.5%

4
8%
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The table 5.6 shows the percentages of respondents' answers to the prospects for the development of
gastronomic tourism in Chios with the contribution of mastiha. It is worth mentioning that both, the Public Sector
and the Tourist Companies, support the view that there are many prospects for the development of gastronomic
tourism on the island with 49% and 48% respectively.
Table 5.7
Policy measures for the development of gastronomic tourism in Chios
Formation and upgrading of Greek gastronomy

8
8.5%

Strengthening of the identity of Chios with emphasis on mastiha

8
7.6%

Activity of a collective, public or cooperative organization

8
1.5%

Emphasis and promotion of the richness and diversity of the local
cuisine
Presentation of the kitchen as an integral part of the local culture

7
7.1%
7
5.5%

Development and implement of a strategic marketing plan

6
8.2%

Integration of Chios into the gastronomic map

6
2.6%

Organizing various events focusing on Greek gastronomic production

6
1.5%

Cooperation of stakeholders and tourism companies

6
0.3%

Strong online presence of mastiha

5
8.2%

Creation of gastronomic routes with emphasis on mastiha

5
5.5%

The table 5.7 presents the respondents' answers to the prospects for the development of gastronomic
tourism in Chios, focusing on the following measures: The formation and upgrading of Greek gastronomy
(88.5%), the strengthening of the identity of Chios with emphasis on mastiha, (87.6%), the activity of a collective,
public or cooperative organization, (81.5%), the emphasis and promotion of the richness and diversity of the local
cuisine, (77.1%), the presentation of the cuisine as an integral part of the local culture, (75.5%), the development
and implement of a strategic marketing plan, (68.2%), the integration of Chios in the gastronomic map, (62.6%),
the organizing various events focusing on Greek gastronomic offer, (61.5%), the cooperation of all stakeholders
and tourism companies (60.3%), the strong online presence of mastiha and Chios island, (58.2%), and the creation
of gastronomic routes with emphasis on mastiha, (55.5%).
Conclusions and policy measures for the development of gastronomic tourism in Chios with the
contribution of the mastiha
As it is known, gastronomic tourism has grown particularly in recent years worldwide, and its economic
dimension and development potential have been addressed by most countries. Undoubtedly, Greece is also an
attractive tourist destination because it has ideal climatic conditions combined with its cultural wealth.
Gastronomic tourism is an integral part of Greek tourism and is indissolubly linked with the protection and
visibility of local tradition.
In the case study of this research it is concluded that gastronomic tourism has developed little compared
to the ideal development that this particular form of tourism
could have on the island of Chios. The island has many comparative advantages and highlighting it will
be able to become a distinct culinary destination. The rich cultural tradition coupled with mastic gathers most
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tourists. The development of gastronomic tourism in Chios can be combined with other forms of tourism,
especially with cultural tourism. Everything that has historical, cultural and anthropological value is able to be
displayed and exploited alongside gastronomic tourism.
As regards the factors-obstacles for the development of gastronomic tourism in Chios, one can see the
crucial role played by the inadequate promotion of the gastronomic wealth of Greece and Chios and the efforts to
be made in this area. The lack of quality and locality in restaurants and accommodation, as well as the seasonal
availability of some local products, and the lack of coordination of production and demand, play a decisive role.
The main obstacle is the inadequate visibility of mastiha and the inability to connect it to gastronomy.
Regarding the prospects and policy measures for the development of gastronomic tourism in Chios, it is
necessary to develop a clear common direction for all with planned and co-ordinated actions by all stakeholders. It
is noted that there are many prospects for the development of gastronomic tourism on the island. The cultural and
gastronomic richness of Chios is so great that it deserves proper use after proper and targeted promotion both
inside and outside. As far as the development of gastronomy in Chios is concerned, public and private stakeholders
should deal more seriously and responsibly with this issue and attract gourmets to the island. At the same time, the
traditional cultural elements of the island must be highlighted, with emphasis on mastiha.
The respondents' answers focus on shaping and upgrading Greek gastronomy by strengthening the
identity of Chios with emphasis on mastic. It is emphasized both the activation of a collective, public or
collaborative institution, the promotion of the richness and diversity of local cuisine, as well as the presentation of
the cuisine as an integral part of the local culture. The development of gastronomic tourism in Chios is directly
related to the implementation of a strategic marketing plan and the dynamic integration of Chios into the
gastronomic map. Finally, the organization of various events focusing on the Greek gastronomic offer, the
cooperation of all stakeholders and tourism companies, the strong online presence of mastiha and the creation of
gastronomic routes with emphasis on mastiha can be powerful levers of economic development of Chios based on
the local cuisine.
Clearly, there is no tourism plan and strategic directions for tourism development at local, regional or
national level. Gastronomic tourism can offer many benefits to the host area of Chios, and provide important
incentives and means for local, public and private stakeholders to care for and preserve the heritage and traditions
of the island. It has the potential to exploit the cultural-gastronomic heritage and to create financial resources, since
it offers the appropriate education and training to those involved with tourism development. It is obvious that
gastronomic tourism can become an important growth factor when its management is effective. It is necessary to
create a diversified and high quality gastronomic tourism product, and to shape the conditions that will make Chios
a distinct culinary tourist destination. It is necessary to formulate a tourism policy framework at the local and
national level, which will include a number of selected actions for the design and management of gastronomic
tourism combined with the cultivation and production of mastiha.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to investigate the views of tourists who have visited wine tourism units in the Greek
Island of Santorini. The research was a quantitative one and it occurred in a sample of 124 participants. The research
has shown that there are many prospects for Santorini. The overall picture is that wine tourism can become a key
growth tool for the island of Santorini, but not the only one. It is particularly important to note that Santorini is an
island that is already very important for tourist development based on the good quality of the services offered by the
island's tourist companies, so that wine tourism can complement the existing tourist product of the island due to that
the image of Santorini has already been built on quality tourism, but in no way can it become a monothematic island.
Further research data is that there is full support from local authorities in relation to wine tourism, but also that
industry professionals have understood its dynamics and have therefore made similar investments.
KeyWords: Wine, Tourism, Santorini, Alternative tourism.

INTRODUCTION
The development of Wine Tourism in Greece can help to promote the region through the worldwide
recognition of its locality and its local wines. An example of such case is Santorini, which is promoted through its
internationally awarded wines by adding points to the brand name "Santorini". Wine tourism is not only a "visit" to
wineries in a welcoming place, it is also linked to wine tasting, local gastronomy, culture with visits to historic
vineyards, learning the local tradition of viticulture and winemaking, visits to archaeological sites, events and wine
festivals, but with a "product of self-knowledge experience" where the "guest" acquires through experience,
knowledge and memory, resulting in his memories being directly related to wine (ICAP, 2015). How can wine
tourism contribute to the emergence of a place, how does the wine and tourism industry relate, how does the Wine
Tourism network develop, what are its components and the characteristics of visitors / guests of wineries? Wine
tourism can coexist, link to other mild and alternative forms of tourism if wine growers, winemakers, professionals,
tourism operators and visitors / visitors can have a strong and sustainable link in the 'Sustainability - sustainable
tourism development' (tourism and sustainable development) (Ferreira & Hunter, 2017).
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Wine tourism is not only a "visit" to wineries in a welcoming place, it is also linked to wine tasting, local
gastronomy, culture with visits to historic vineyards, learning the local tradition of viticulture and winemaking, visits
to archaeological sites , events and wine festivals (Belias et al, 2015) , but with a "product of self-knowledge
experience" where the "guest" acquires through experience, knowledge and memory, resulting in his memories being
directly related to wine (Molina et al, 2015). How can wine tourism contribute to the emergence of a place, how does
the wine and tourism industry relate, how does the Wine Tourism network develop, what are its components and the
characteristics of visitors / guests of wineries? Wine tourism can coexist, link to other mild and alternative forms of
tourism if wine growers, winemakers, professionals, tourism operators and visitors / visitors can have a strong and
sustainable link in the 'Sustainability - sustainable tourism development' (tourism and sustainable development) " both
in Santorini and Greece.
This paper relies on the study of the volcanic island of Santorini, which is an island with a unique climate,
with its vineyard, possessing a unique ecosystem through the famous Asyrtico wine (dry, fresh, aged, Vinsanto) and
its alignment with the varieties of Adiani , Athiri the famous Nichteri, produce large wines. Santorini is the only case
of Greece, where local authorities are connected, businessmen, hotels, local operators and professionals have joined
together to sell their "tourist product". Having in mind that Santorini produces some of the finest wine in the world
and the high interest along with the lack of a similar research, the authors have examined the views of tourists on
wine tourism in Santorini.

LITERATURE REVIEW
THE CONCEPT OF WINE TOURISM
It should be noted that wine tourism is defined as a part of agrotourism as it relates to actions taking place in
the countryside and generally associated with agricultural production and economics (López-Guzmán et al., 2009).
Agrotourism is a major part of alternative tourism and relates to all actions implemented in the context of agricultural
production. This means that tourism activities can be combined with agricultural production (Cho et al, 2017). An
example is the operation in farms where visitors use the goods produced by the farm but may also participate in their
own production. Within this context there is the operation of wine tourism as a concept associated with alternative
tourism and more generally with the use of wine and the process of its production as a means of tourist visibility and
activity (Hall et al., 2000).
It should be mentioned that tourism has long been associated with gastronomy, since one of the ways for a
tourist to get to know a new culture is to taste the local cuisine as well as the beverages of a region. Therefore, the
definition of "gastronomic tourism" refers to the tourist activities associated with local cuisine (Kivela and Crotts,
2006). Getting acquainted with the recipes of a place or the tour of wine-making are often part of holiday activities,
while food and drink offerings are perceived by tourists as a delightful way to explore foreign traditions. Obviously,
gastronomy has become an integral part of the tourist experience. As a result, gastronomic delights are usually part of
the whole experience a tourist can have (Kivela and Crotts, 2006).
Wine tourism is a tangible example of a niche market that has been developed to serve this type of
sophisticated forms of tourism demand where wine (and its production) is the main ingredient of wine tourism.
However, as stated by Mitchell (2004), "there is more than just drinking a drink ... this experience is not limited to
the sensations and feelings associated with wine alone." This means that wine tourism is an experience and not just a
wine test. Also, as a form of alternative tourism, it can be combined with other forms of tourism such as healing / spa
tourism, experiential tourism (volcanic, climbing, diving tourism), gastronomy, wine tasting, etc.(Baird et al, 2018).
Occasionally, different definitions of wine tourism differ, depending on the angle of approach (LópezGuzmán et al., 2009). Besides, the tourist literature classifies wine tourism as a form of alternative tourism, but
points out that it is inextricably linked to a number of other forms of tourism (Sharples, 2002). Getz (2000), for
example, associates wine tourism with cultural tourism, rural tourism, festivals, events, etc. Nevertheless, it seems
that the majority of scholars approve the definition given by Sharples, (2002:45) who states that it is "a visit to
vineyards, wineries, wine festivals with the aim of making the tourist come in contact with the wine tasting and
experience the way of production and the secrets of wine.
Hall et al. (2000) refer to the fact that the difference between the broader concept of tourism and wine
tourism is that the definition of the latter does not imply any statement regarding the duration of the stay, in the sense
of tourism, wine tourism involves mainly day trips or overnight stays. This characteristic of wine tourism is also
evident in the definition given by Geißler (2007) referring to being a short-term form of tourism. In fact, it appears
that wine tourism covers a wide range of characteristics, namely a life experience, an educational feature, links to art
and of course the wine and food that are integrated with tourism at the destination and displayed as a marketing
opportunity for the region in order to develop its economic, social and cultural values (Charters and Menival, 2011).
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THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF WINE TOURISM
Wine tourism is heavily associated with growth in areas with particularly high wine production and no other
primary sources of tourism products. As a result of this, many well-known wine-related destinations are in mountain
areas or even in areas that were not previously on tourist maps (Correia, 2006). A typical example is Nemea, known
for its Agiorgitiko wine, which, although for many years it was isolated and lagging behind its development, the
operation of wine production facilities that were accessible to tourists and the creation of "wine roads" in region has
resulted in increased tourism with positive results for a region that was geographically isolated. The research by Gatti
et al (2003) reports that wine tourism has positive effects on the social and economic structures of a destination and
creates jobs while strengthening regional branding in the region.
The surveys of Macionis and Cambourne (1998) have the following benefits in relation to wine tourism:
• Contributes to the development of local tourism
• Can attract tourists from higher social and economic strata
• The development of wine tourism strengthens the image of the area
• Enhances the awareness of local products, especially those related to wine
• It gives value to local gastronomy while wine production does not negatively affect either the natural
landscape or the culture of the destination
• Provides opportunities for development in poor regions and more generally in areas of the province that
have serious development problems
Of course, it should be mentioned that wine tourism has some drawbacks. Byrds et al (2016) report that the
operation of a wine production plant has particularly high costs. An undeniable advantage is the fact that wine is sold
directly to the consumer, resulting in a high profit, but on the other hand there is a particular aspect that is the free
tasting of wine. It is a process that is essential for any wine production unit, but it also means revenue loss, but it also
requires the employment of staff, without always being sure to buy wine from visitors. In addition to this, the cost of
the investment for the production unit and the cost of creating the accommodation will have to be added. Finally, a
wine production unit can receive a limited number of visitors, which also affects sales ability. More generally,
however, it will be remarkable that the balance between the disadvantages and advantages of wine tourism tends to
have the main advantages (Xu et al, 2016).

THE SUPPLY AND DEMAND OF WINE TOURISM IN GREECE
As for wine tourism as a market, there is an increasing trend. The main inputs to wine tourism are from the
internal market. However, in the last few years, efforts have also been made to get inflows from abroad. Of course, at
present 90% of tourists in wine tourism come from Greece. Only in regions such as Santorini and Crete there is a
significant presence of foreign tourists. Important is also the fact that there are not many surveys in this form of
alternative tourism (ICAP, 2015).
With regard to this offer, it focuses on very specific areas such as Nemea, Santorini and NW. Macedonia. In
each area there are different climatic conditions as well as different varieties produced. That is why we refer to routes
that are divided into geographic areas and the creation of clusters, where they exist, and the cooperation of local
authorities. In addition, wine tasting units offer mainly wine tasting and tasting, but there are very few units that offer
accommodation services (wine hospitality) and services in general that reminisce about the organization of winegrowing units abroad. For this reason, wine tourism in Greece, while having particular prospects, can not have its
growth in other countries, where tourists visit countries only for wine-making facilities. The final result is that supply
constraints also lead to corresponding demand constraints (Pantopoulos, 2013).
In terms of demand, while wine tourism has prospects, demand is limited mainly to one-day excursions or
part of excursions organized either individually or by tourist offices. This means that wine tourism serves as a
complement to the tourist packages but in no way constitutes a primary tourist offer. (ICAP, 2015). An important
point is that 60% of visitors say they have a high level of satisfaction and either buy wine from units or visit again,
something that can be considered as very positive, while as much as 45% of business revenue in the industry can
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come from wine tourism. Finally, the wine tourism community can reach up to 800,000 tourists, mostly foreigners, in
the coming years (Pantopoulos, 2013).

METHODOLOGY
The research as quantitative and it used a questionnaire. The sample was 124 and the available
questionnaires were in Greek. The collection of the data was very difficult because of the difficulty the student had to
approach the research audience. It should be noted that the student at the same time worked at the Ministry of Health
as a contractor while its financial capabilities are very limited. Finally, he contacted the island's promoters of the
questionnaire, which was in digital format, to wine-grower visitors. The final result was that there were 124 people
who participated in the survey. The desire of the student was to have a larger sample but the reluctance of some
professionals to give the tourists access but also some peculiarities such as the limited time and the impossibility to
visit the island due to limited financial resources eventually did not allow her to go to the island to share
questionnaires themselves. Regarding the sampling composition, the sample of this study comprised 124 participants,
57% women and 43% men, over 21, with a variety of holiday days and accommodation, who went on holiday with
their family members (41.5%) or friends (40%) and spent up to 70 euros a day on holiday (82%). Participants were
interested in their holiday to come in contact with nature (42%), enjoy tranquility (25%), explore unknown sites
(15%), entertain (11%) or visit only popular areas.

RESULTS
In relation to the results of the survey, the main results were that in examining the role played by
demographic factors and the characteristics of the sample in their responses to wine tourism, gender, duration of
holiday and type of group influence on specific issues. The other features did not bring any statistically significant
difference. Gender influenced the respondents' answers to wine taste preferences, their level of knowledge about
wine, and whether there are organized wine tourism packages and / or organized guided tours at wineries in the
Santorini region.
Gender played a statistically significant role in formulating the results in the following three questions:
"What type of wine do you prefer?" (T = 2,3, df = 112,18, p = 0,23), "My knowledge of wine is:” (t = -2,8, df =
110,35, p = 0,006), and "There are organized wine tourism packages and / or organized guided tours at wineries in
the Santorini region" (t = - 2.46, df = 114, p = 0.015). The scores are given on the following table:
Table 1
Factors That Show a Statistically Significant Difference
t-test for Equality of Means
t

df

Sig. (2-tailed)

What type of wine do you prefer

2,310

112,182

,023

My knowledge of wine is:

-2,798

110,349

,006

There are organized wine tourism packages and / or
organized guided tours at wineries in the Santorini region

-2,463

114

,015

On this research, it was found that:
1. Men preferred red wine (58%) more than white wine (27%), while women liked both white (44%) and red (37%)
wine.
2. Men believed they had good (44%) or excellent (27%) knowledge of wine, while women considered their wine
knowledge to be limited (49%) or good (23%).
3. Most men believed that in Santorini there are organized wine tourism packages and / or guided tours at wineries
(69%) - most women believed they did not exist (54%).
Holiday days influenced the responses to the personal knowledge level for wine while differentiating whether the
participants were tasting wine or not. Specifically, those who stayed at their destination for more than 10 days:
1. They had a more positive image of their personal knowledge of wine.
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2. Participated more in wine tasting tests.
So:

Finally, the type of vacation package determined whether the participant would visit a wine tourism facility.

1. Visiting a wine tourism facility was more likely when the respondents were alone (86%) or were spending their
holidays with friends (60%).
2. The visit to a wine tourism facility was smaller when the respondents spent their holidays with the family or with
family members (35%).

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
More generally, it should be noted that over the years, tourism has evolved into one of the most profitable
and rapidly growing economic activities around the world (UNWTO, 2013) and is therefore one of the most
important contributions that can be made has tourism for national economies. However, in any case, studies from
France, Italy, Australia and Central Macedonia - have indicated that rural areas excluded from tourism often face
serious development problems, and wine tourism can provide solutions (ICAP, 2015). As a result, rural areas do not
benefit from the economic benefits of tourism in general, but only from individual tourism activities. As a result,
wine is often regarded as a strong tourist asset to stimulate the local economy of rural areas, especially when these
areas have undergone some form of economic or other crisis. Studies so far have summarized the positive
contribution of wine tourism to rural development and increased revenue for wineries (eg Frangopoulou, 2013). The
review of the bibliography made in this study and our case studies shows conclusions about rural development
through clustering of wine tourism.
It therefore appears that wine tourism can be developed either as a niche market in tourism or be integrated
as a special supply to a package of general tourism or to tourist activities often associated with gastronomy
experiences. But in particular, wine tourism is seen as a means of activating rural revival and enhancing the income
of rural areas. The main advantages of wine tourism are the increased tourist traffic in the region and the overall
development of tourism in the region, the leveraging of infrastructure investments and the development of tourist
facilities and the increase of local employment. The contribution of well-managed rural tourism to rural tourism can
be long-lasting and can therefore be a long-lasting action since the overall picture of the region can be improved with
respect to distinctive local features. This, in turn, allows for the diversification of the local economy based on its own
natural resources in the region while support for restructuring and survival in times of decline. Therefore, wine
tourism is a form of alternative tourism that can have a special effect on wine-producing regions.
Despite the fact that Greek wine tourism continues to grow at an early stage, there are examples of
systematic viticulture such as, among others, in Santorini, Nemea and Macedonia, which give the right to optimism
in terms of their commercialization. For example, two wine routes have been created in Western Crete, including
eleven wineries, which promote local and not only local development. In addition, in the "Wine Roads" of the
Peloponnese, in Nemea, which is an area of Greece with most vineyards, it also offers a very interesting tourist and
cultural "Higher Quality" complete experience for visitors / athletes at the Marathon of Athens with wine tasting.
Finally, in Central Macedonia there is development of wine tourism through wine routes.
In Santorini, the international reputation of local wines is given and the further prospect of wine tourism
development is great. The international reputation of Santorini wines is demonstrated, among other things, by the
references made to them in Hollywood, with a recent example of a new TV series ("Feed the Beast") in which two
friends of Greek descent, a chef and a wine giver or sommelier, open a Greek restaurant in the Bronx, and the wines
of Santorini are listed as one of the finest international wines.
The great prospect of wine tourism in Santorini is based primarily on the best combination of microclimates
on the island, while its particular geological conditions enable local wine producers to offer varieties of wine with
distinctive features. Furthermore, Thira has already made significant investments in tourism development and one of
the elements of the island's tourism is wine tourism.
Furthermore, at international level, a significant mobility of tourists from Russia and Turkey has been
observed for wine tourism, and at the same time the dynamics of agro-tourism, for which there is a growing demand,
is evolving. Wine tourism is complementary to agrotourism through the various routes and touring locations where
wine is produced. The combination of wine tourism with a tour of natural landscapes and vineyards and wineproducing locations supports and strengthens this trend. Surveys such as Pitoska (2012) demonstrate the positive
impact of Greek wine tourism on the wine industry as well as on the economy of the country. Wine tourism promotes
the development of entrepreneurship and strengthens the links between supply and demand, while at the same time
promoting local and regional tourism promotes local development. In addition, Greek wine tourism benefits from the
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local wine business, while increasing the investment range, professional engagement with wine and increasing
employment. For Pitoska (2012), however, these positive effects have a modest effect on Greek wine tourism.
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ABSTRACT

The gastronomy of every place, area even a small village is a key part of its culture and attracts a multitude
of tourists who wish to taste the traditional tastes of each place and at the same time receive information about its
culture and history. Both local agencies and international organizations could, through their actions, contribute in the
promotion of gastronomy in order to increase touristic traffic.
Key words: tourism, gastronomy, culture, promotion
INTRODUCTION
Babiniotis defines gastronomy as the art of high cooking. While, according to SETE (2009), gastronomy is
the art of food preparation and is the main cultural element of a country or region (SETE, 2009). In addition, delicious
and quality food has the opportunity to be tasted in luxury restaurants, simple, traditional taverns and hotels. At this
point, it should be noted that the art of gastronomy is not limited to the preparation of good food but is a combination
of other services. According to Harrison (1992) the categories of gastronomy are the following:
1) Practical gastronomy, including meal preparation techniques.
2) The theoretical gastronomy, which includes both the recipes of the meals and the process of their preparation on a
theoretical level.
3) The technical gastronomy, which is the combination of mass and small production.
4) Food gastronomy, which relates to the identity of each food (Harrison, 1992).
In addition, it is remarkable that gastronomy is not the same in all areas, due to a number of factors, such as:
- Climate conditions
-The geophysical conditions
- The traditions of each region
- Agricultural activity.
So, when one wants to learn and taste the gastronomy of a region, he certainly wants to receive additional information
about this place as well as with the products it produces (SETE, 2009). From the above it is concluded that
gastronomy is a cultural piece.
DISCUSSION
As far as the relationship between tourism and gastronomy is concerned, it is important to be mentioned that
since the food that a person will experience during his travels greatly affects his travel experience. To make this more
understandable, it should be noted that testing tasty but also quality food is a type of pleasure for tourists and at the
same time it is also beneficial in the cultural concept, as gastronomy as mentioned above is a part of the culture of a
country or region, for gastronomic tourists and for all in general.
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Moreover, it is worth mentioning that there is an increase in travelers, who are particularly interested in the
gastronomy of each region, without gastronomy being the basic criterion for traveling to a place. Of course, there are
also gastronomic tourists who travel with the aim of coming to know the gastronomy and culture of a place.
Also, additional forms of alternative tourism such as agro tourism can enhance gastronomic tourism. In
conclusion, thanks to gastronomy, there is an upgrading of tourist experience; while gourmet tourists are based on
people who are economically well off. (Fotiadou & Bitza, 2013).
Regarding the characteristics of most gourmet tourists, these are:
- They are between 30 and 50 years of age.
- They are people who are professionally and financially more successful than average travelers.
- They are highly educated.
- They become adventurous characters.
- They are interested to learn information about different cultures.
- During their travels, gastronomy takes most of their time (SETE, 2009).
Finally, as far as gourmets are concerned, most of them come from the Netherlands, USA, Germany, France,
England, Spain and Italy (SETE, 2009).
From the relationship between tourism and gastronomy, there are many benefits, since an unpretentious,
delicious and quality-tasting experience offers satisfaction to tourists, thus enhancing the tourist traffic of a place and
consequently increasing the tourist expense. To make this better understood, it should be mentioned that when tourists
experience satisfying flavors, they want to spend extra money on food as part of their travel not only to taste local
delicacies but also to buy gourmet gifts for their loved ones. Thus, tourism is boosted by gastronomy as well as by the
local economy, since both agricultural production and food processing are increasing. (Kafourou, 2015)
Of course, local gastronomy is not unaffected by tourism, as local entrepreneurs understand that traditional,
delicious and quality food plays a decisive role in enhancing the tourist movement and the local economy, many food
businesses focusing on the production of food, which are cooked with local products, while the traditional food
supply to tourists is constantly increasing. (Kafourou, 2015)
Then, it should be noted that in order to increase the number of tourists in one place, catering businesses
become friendlier to tourists through more flexible working hours and more direct information. Nowadays, several
businesses keep pages on the Internet, where interested tourists can get information on the history, customs,
traditional food and products of their place (Kafourou, 2015).
Subsequently, there is an increase in the production of traditional products as well as an increase in the
variety of local flavors provided to tourists. Thus, local gastronomy is enriched with traditional flavors in the region,
as it is significantly influenced by the arrival of tourists. Additionally, new ways to attract tourists from local
businesses, with examples of Internet and marketing are being adopted.
However, there are some negative effects of tourism on gastronomy, as restaurateurs and hoteliers often offer
products and food belonging to foreign cuisines rather than to local cuisine. For example, in many areas, cheeses and
croissants of unknown origin are offered for breakfast instead of local, traditional pies. While in some cases, in order
to reduce the cost of producing local dishes and increase the profit, they degrade the quality of materials, which in the
long run will have a negative impact on the local economy.
Finally, often with the ultimate goal of profit, restaurateurs offer wines of foreign origin, such as French,
considering that they attract more visitors, degrading their wine production, with a negative impact on the local
economy (Kioumourtzi, 2010).
With regard to the promotion of the place and promotion of gastronomy as an essential part of culture, a
number of international organizations have been involved as part of the intangible cultural heritage, with UNESCO's
main organization, which makes it a World Organization whose main subject of culture is culture, sciences as well as
education to bring prosperity (unesco-hellas.gr). Some UNESCO actions are aimed at tourism development, as it
attempts to promote culture, including gastronomy, in order to boost tourism. The main action of this gastronomy
organization is the inclusion of the Mediterranean Diet as part of the intangible cultural heritage on the UNESCO list.
About the Mediterranean diet, it should be mentioned as a particularly healthy and tasty diet. These features
attract many tourists traveling to the Mediterranean countries to try it out, reaping its benefits. So, the Mediterranean
countries have made the proposal to include this diet in UNESCO's intangible cultural heritage list, with the ultimate
goal of increasing tourism.
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Moreover, it is worth mentioning that the inclusion of the Mediterranean diet in the UNESCO list was
supported by UNESCO's Hellenic National Commission, the Ministry of Culture and Tourism and the Ministry of
Rural Development and Food.
Finally, it should be indicated that under the auspices of this international organization the first international
conference "Gastronomy and Tourism" was held in November of 2016 (26-27 November 2016), which took place at
the Technological Educational Institute of Athens and especially at its Conference Center.
In addition to international organizations and local bodies, they play a key role in promoting gastronomy as a
key part of culture. Such carriers may be:
• Municipalities and tourism organizations,
• Business links and chambers,
• Cross-industry business cooperation schemes
The above organizations can showcase gastronomy as a tourist product in the following ways:
Promotion of the identity of a place
From the emergence and visibility of the specific characteristics of a place, by the national bodies, an
attractive identity for tourists can be built, based on the diversity of local gastronomy. Moreover, local operators,
through the promotion of traditional products and food, contribute to the promotion of their place as a touristic
product (SETE, 2009).
Attempts of national and local operators to develop local products
Through national and local operators, the gastronomy of a place is emerging, as they are largely concerned
with the development of local products. In particular, this development includes actions that involve recipes, local
products and production places.
Through the promotion of gastronomy as a key part of the local cultural heritage
That is, apart from food and local dishes, cultural as well as historical elements, are being promoted. As an
example we can mention the Turisme de Catalunya website, in which the "gastronomy" button provides further
information about the place's tradition.
Enhance the friendliness of the place
Both local and national operators are trying to make a destination particularly friendly to tourists and for that
reason they provide direct access to information as well as flexible business hours. As an example, the Regional
Authority of Alsace, on whose webpage there are nutritional trails.
Through promotion in the media
National tourism organizations display through the media various local recipes as well as gastronomic
events. In addition, culinary cultures and gastronomic museums (SETE, 2009) are often promoted through the media.
Santorini is a Greek destination that attracts thousands of tourists every year from around the world, both for
its natural beauty, history and comfort, as well as for its local gastronomy. Here visitors are given the opportunity to
taste local dishes that highlight the Mediterranean diet, such as seafood, vegetables, legumes and fine wines. Besides,
it is no coincidence that Santorini has been distinguished as a destination of gastronomic tourism, while local
organizations such as the Municipality of Thira have played a key role in promoting the island as a culinary
destination.
Santorini is promoted as a gastronomic tourism through various events, festivals and restaurants where
guests can enjoy traditional cuisine. There are efforts to promote the island as a culinary destination.
Year of gastronomy 2013
Speakers attended this event both from Greece and from abroad. During the year of gastronomy many events
took place on the island and it was acknowledged that significant efforts have been made to include it on the map of
the world's recognized gastronomy destinations. Moreover, the significant effort of the Municipality, which helped
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private enterprise initiatives, was recognized.
EMITT exhibition (2015)
The East Mediterranean International Tourism and Travel exhibition is one of the largest international
exhibitions related to tourism, with at least 60 countries participating. As part of this exhibition, the Municipality of
Thira participated in order to promote the island as a culinary destination (Kafourou, 2015).
Further action is taken to view Santorini as a culinary destination.

Ogilvy's video
This video lasts 1:53 and is being developed to show DEI’s offer on the island for the damage caused by the
ongoing power outages in the summer of 2013. The video was first introduced in 2015 and included thematic videos
related to culture, sightseeing, accommodation and gastronomy and it is among the largest productions that have been
held over the last few years. The vineyards as well as the tomato crops were photographed as part of the thematic
video on gastronomy.
Aegean Cuisine Initiative
This initiative was supported by the Cyclades Chamber of Commerce and Tourism, supported by the
Cyclades Chamber of Commerce as well as the South Aegean Region. The aim of this initiative was to promote the
local products and the gastronomy of the Aegean islands in order to increase the arrival of gastronomic tourists and
tourists in general.
First Conference of Aegean Gastronomy (2014)
Many producers and restaurant owners of Cyclades attended this conference. In order to display the island,
the Municipality of Thira created a site (www.santorini.gr) as well as a fun page (Kafourou, 2015).
Participation in the International Tourismus Borse Exhibition
This exhibition was the largest tourist exhibition all over the world and was held in March 2015 in Germany.
Many businessmen of the island participated, while the island was being promoted as an ideal destination and the
visitors were also informed about the local gastronomy. (http://www.koinignomi.gr/)
International Symposium of UNESCO
In November 2015, the International Symposium on "Heritage and the exploitation of wine-growing regions"
took place in Santorini. Its topics included the exploitation of wine-growing regions, the exploitation of wine-growing
traditions to attract tourists as well as the relationship between tourism and wine tourism
(http://www.tovima.gr/finance/article/?aid=699420).
Honored Gastronomy Destination of 2014
Within the framework of Gastronomy Days, the Cyclades received the title "Honored Gastronomic
Destination 2014" at the Benaki Museum, where Greek as well as foreign gastronomy specialists had the opportunity
to taste Cycladic food and wines, including the gastronomy of Santorini (Kafourou, 2015).

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, gastronomy is an integral part of the culture of a place and thus there is a close relationship
between culture and tourism, because the enjoyment of delicious and quality food in the context of holidays
contributes to the satisfaction of tourists. In addition, it should be noted here that gastronomy varies between countries
and regions, as climatic conditions, customs and culture of each place play an important role.
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ABSTRACT
The use of the local Cretan Products in the Grecotel Resort Hotels in Rethymno, Crete, Greece was a
strategic choice to offer guests the very best and pursuit excellence through gastronomy. Besides vision, it required
professional expertise in F&B management and a knowledge of local values and traditions pertaining food. Starting
gradually from an enriched breakfast buffet it was developed to a whole F&B program for one Resort Hotel in Crete
then became operational standard. Actual local food and beverage consumption data as well as challenges and
opportunities identified are presented.
Key Words: Food &Beverage, Resort Hotels, local products, Cretan diet, private sector,Greek tourism.
INTRODUCTION
Grecotel, the leading hotel chain in Greece operating 32 resort and city hotels in 12 major Greek
destinations, with 12,500 beds and 5,700 employees(Michalopoulou, 2018) is synonymous with quality and has high
brand awareness. The search for success through excellence has been a major goal right from the start. The president
of Grecotel Nikos Daskalantonakis, considers hotel hospitality “an extension of hospitality in his own homeand he
wants to offer his guests the very best”.Grecotel has been a pioneer in the promotion of the healthy Cretan cuisine
both traditional and creative by incorporating it in its Resorts in Crete long before it became fashionable in the
industry. Moreover, Grecotel was the first Mediterranean hotel group to establish an Environmental and Cultural
Department that enhanced community development, supported environmental conservation of local species. Grecotel
contracts Greek suppliers who produce eco-friendly and organic products (Diamantis, 2000). Over the years Grecotel
has wonover 2000 awards at the national and international level including guest satisfaction, environmental policy
and excellence in gastronomy.
Although linkages between tourism and local food production have been emphasized in the literature as a
mutually beneficial enterprise however this was considered by many as an ambitious yet complicated goal for the
hotel industry (Telfer& Wall, 1996).
Previously we havereported a successful case study of using local products in a 5 star Resort Hotel n a
diversified F&B program that offers additional choices inspired by the healthy Cretan diet regarding breakfast, dinner,
a la carte restaurants, room service and bar operations, that added a strong place identity and created added value to
the Cretan tourist product (Kalaitzidakis, 2011).This diversified F&B programhas been awarded a 2014 Gold Greek
Tourism Award in the category “Excellence in F&B”.
In this paper ,quantitative data are presented on the potential use of local Cretan products in Crete and actual
data of consumptions from GrecotelResort Hotels in Rethymno, Crete. In addition challenges and
opportunitiesidentified over a period of 35 yearsof experience(1984-2018) are discussed.
THE USE OF CRETAN PRODUCTS IN GRECOTEL-A BRIEF HISTORY
Back in the early 1980s the common practice for the Luxury Hotel breakfast in Crete was continental
breakfast served on the table. In 1982 an innovative Hotel Consultant to Grecotel and General Manager in a
GrecotelHotel, Lukas Kyramargios, with international experience, stopped the
serving of continental breakfast and
introduced a breakfast buffet with the standard continental choices (defined in detail by Greek law), enriched witha
few traditional local (Cretan) products like yogurt, traditional breads(rusks), olives, a choice of cheese, cold cuts and a
muesli.This “revolutionary” for the time and placepractice was further developed in the –then- new Grecotel 5star
Creta Palace Hotel between 1984 and 1989. This breakfast was recognized by the industry as “Cretan Breakfast” and
set an example that was followed by other Cretan hoteliers.
In Creta Palace Hotel Operation the F&B program was further developed with a series of innovative ideas inspired by
the traditional healthy Cretan diet that offered more choices to the typical Resort dinner, wine lists, a la carte
restaurants, room service and bar operations, with exquisite taste and high nutritional value. These innovative
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approaches have been met with guest satisfaction as indicated by the 30% repeaters rate and the high rankings in
external evaluations (Kalaitzidakis,2011). TheCretan Cornerwhich was added to the breakfast, dinner and lunch
buffet in Creta Palace later became operational standard in Grecotel.
Another major step was the establishmentin 2002 of AgrecoFarms, another visionary project of
NikosDaskalantonakis. His vision was to produce organic salads, vegetables and olive oil for all Grecotel Hotel
restaurants starting from Crete.The 40 acre organic farm in Rethymno, Crete produces,packages and markets
typicalCretan high nutritionalproducts available in AgrecoFarms stores, AgrecoFarms Corners in 30 locations,
Hellenic Duty Frees and AgrecoFarms e-commerce.Due to the unique culinary experience theAgrecoFarms restaurant
was awarded in 2009 “Best Organic Restaurant in the World” by Vanity Fair magazine, UK. AgrecoFarms offers
visitorsseveral authentic experiences in local gastronomy and Cretan culture.AgrecoFarms is considered as the Best
Practice of successful connection between tourism and the primary sector in Greece to date.
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Crete has recently been designated TUI’s top holiday destination for European Travelersfor year
2018according to holiday bookings made through TUI, the largest leisure, travel and tourism company in the world
(newsGTP, 2018).
Considering the 97 Luxury Resort Hotels that exist in Crete with their 18.884 available rooms (SETE, 2016)
one can calculate how many breakfasts are served over a 6 month season with 80% occupancy and 2.2 persons/room.
The result is 5.969.779 breakfasts (!), a number almost half the population of Greece (!). This number shows the
potential of the Cretan products in the Luxury Cretan Hotels without taking into account the other Hotel Categories.
Even in the smaller boutique hotels with 50, 100 and more rooms there is a great potential for the local productsas
illustrated in table 1.
Table 1
The potentialof Cretan Products in smaller Hotels
(calculated for a 6 month season with 80% occupancy and 2.2 persons/room)
Number of Rooms
50
100
200
344

No of Breakfasts
15.840
31.680
63.360
108.979

Considering now some actual data from the threeGrecotel Resort Hotels in Rethymno namely Creta Palace, White
Palace and Caramel with a total of 667 rooms, 1845 beds and 281.163 overnights the consumption of Cretan Products
in 2017 is shown in table 2.
Table 2
Consumption of Cretan Products in the 3 Rethymno Luxury Hotels (2017)
Products
Olive oil
Organic olive oil
Dairy products
Traditional yogurt
Lamb
Traditional Herbal teas
Traditional dough
products

Quantities (kg)
29.000
1.500
8.000
2.000
2.300
450
2.000

Traditional rusks
1.500
Fresh fruit
151.000
Fresh vegetables
90.000
Furthermore, table 3 shows the consumption of seven types of local (Cretan) cheese in GrecotelCreta Palace. In total,
1587 kg of local cheese were consumed in a 6 month season in 2017. Table 4 shows actual consumptions of Cretan
beverages for the same year.
Table 3
Consumptionof Cretan cheese in Creta Palace 2017
Products
Anthotyro

Quantity (kg)
363,59
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( a mature salty cheese)

Graviera

262,94

(the most traditional
Cretan cheese)

White cheese

303,82

( a local feta cheese)

Myzethra

496,8

Myzethra dry
Xinomyzethra

29
42,5

(a fresh sweet soft cheese)

(a sour soft cheese)

Anthogalo(a creamy

89,16

cheese spread

Table 4
Consumptionof Cretan Beverages in Creta Palace Luxury Hotel 2017
Products
Cretan wines
Table water
Refreshments
Juices
Tsikoudia
(Local spirit)

Quantity (lt)
19.772
15.624
498 (bottles)
4.590
1.800

In our experience, the mere inclusion of local dishes and local choices in the Resort Hotel is not enough by its own to
gain visitor’s preference. The 7-step strategic plan that we have developed and described previously (Kalaitzidakis
2011) is required to promote the local products and educate guests through authentic experiences. The strategic plan
won a 2017 Greek Tourism Gold Award in 2017 in the category “Excellency in Gastronomy”. In this way, inthe
brasserie ARIADNE of Creta Palace (a day time department) the Greek Salad…Cretan style as we describe our
“Cretan Salad”with the creative description “Sun kissed organic tomatoes, ksinomyzethra –local sour cheese-, sea
salt, crispy organic vegetables, wrinkled olives, bite-size Cretan rusks, and AgrecoFarms organic olive oil” was met
with a 16.65 % hotel guest preference as opposed to the best-known international choice, Caesar’s Salad, that
received only 14,08%.
In our efforts to use local products these 35 years we have encountered several challenges which we are going to
outline here. The first major difficulty was to change the mentality of the hotel personnel that the local products, then
mostly in bulk like for example olive oil, were of superior quality and value to the imported, attractively packaged,
products like the individually portioned butter.
Another set of difficulties encountered are related to the producers and the strict requirements ascribed by the HACCP
regulations. The Hotel is looking for certified products with standard quality for taste and appearance that are
available the whole season (6-7 months, April to October). Regular deliveries, door to door during store operating
hours with consistency through organized distribution channels accompanied with legal documents. No price
fluctuation during the season is preferred.
The biggest challenge is related to lamb meat. Although Crete has sufficient production of lamb and of highest
quality, there is no processing facility that will not only slaughter livestock but will supply hotels with internationally
standardized meat cuts packaged frozen. Should these limitations were to be resolved, then the quantity of local
lambcould increase from the actual purchase of 2.300 kgsin 2017 to 16 toneswhich was the total lamb consumption
in the GrecotelRethymno Hotels in 2017.
Another major challenge is the very small size of the Greek and local producers. The local producers are struggling to
remain in existence and they do not have the energy to resolve the problems of distribution, promotion and marketing.
CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, in this paper we report challenges and opportunities we have identified in our 35 years of
experience of using local products in the GrecotelResort Hotels F&B programs.
The destination Crete offers the hotelier who wants to use local products certain advantages: It is a major
holiday destination; it has a longer average stay of 8,2 day; It has local products of exceptional nutritional quality,
taste and value; it has ahigh repeaters rate (30% for CrecotelCreta Palace.) These advantages make local products
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attractive to visitors and give the Hotel enough time to promote products and educate guests and personnel on their
importance.
Challenges regarding the use of local products are related to the small size of the local businesses, mostly
familyrun, that does not allow them to overcome existing deficiencies. From the hotel operators side, the use of local
products may be limited because of low contract rates or because of narrow-mindness due to lack of vision and
professional expertise.
In our experience the use of local products represents a strategic choice of the hotel owner which is followed
and executed by the senior staff (Purchasing Manager, F&B Manager, Hotel Manager). For Grecotel, gastronomy
functions as a competitive advantage therefore the price and variety of choices offered are not limiting factors.
Excellence in F&B in Grecotelas was presented here, has been the result of vision, professional expertise in Food &
Beverage Management, team work and hard work, and a sense of pride for our Cretan descent that honours local
values and traditions.At the same time the use of local products by Grecotel contributes to the sustainable
development of Crete, and is part of Grecotel’s corporate responsibility strategy.
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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces a novel methodology to address the issue of destination carrying capacity assessment
and monitoring, while, to develop a new tool to enable effective and optimized policy making in tourism sector.
Tourism fits together a chain value, where stakeholders are working as cogwheels targeting the
sustainability. An inherent requirement towards the objectives of sustainability is the capacity of policy makers to
sustain the available social, economic and environmental resources.Given the facts that (i) carrying capacity is a
complex, dynamic, multidimensional concept, apparently vague, as such it is quite difficult to assess and monitor and
(ii) each destination has unique characteristics, varying the extent and intensity of tourism development, the research
proposal refines and implements measures and establish a state-of-the-art data collection network in order to monitor
tourism development in terms of sustainability and to establish an integrated carrying capacity estimation framework.
Since validity and reliability of input data is a critical issue, different kind of sensors for environmental data
(IoTs) are used, as well as web mining methods and field surveys, statistical information and secondary research
results. Also, specialized analysis methods are applied and integration of all sources are achieved, definingthe
characteristics of the tourism destination ecosystem from the perspective of entropy change, in order to provide
planning, policy making and decision support, as well as a set of intelligent tools.
Keywords:Carrying Capacity, Smart Tourism, Tourism Entropy, Sustainability, Tourism satisfaction, Environment
protection, Policy making, Tourism destination, Innovation, Iots
1.

Introduction

In worldwide scale, tourism is acknowledged as a leading dynamic industry, significantly contributing to
economic prosperity, reducing unemployment, strengthening social cohesion and providing a wide range of benefits
to organizations and societies. This is why, at a time when the world is going through the effects of financial
recession, social disruption and institutional crisis, tourism is leading the way out of the doldrums. However, tourism
development is most commonly a combination of critical factors that need to be handled with care, in order to avoid
disproportional negative environmental, economic and social cohesion impacts (Avdimiotis et al., 2015; Statzu and
Strazzera, 2011).
Towards this direction, the research proposal seeks to provide monitoring, policy planning, and
implementation tools for sustainable tourism development. In thick lines, the research proposal offers to public
authorities, destination management organizations and tourism development agencies an intelligent decision support
infrastructure, to control environmental carrying capacity, comprising wide data collection networks, advanced data
analysis and knowledge engineering technologies.
A critical issue for the development of the Intelligent Tourism Policy Decision Support System, is the
sufficiency and reliability of input data, which they are derived from the measurement of specific carrying capacity,
indicators. The research proposal refines measures and establish a state-of-the-art data collection network to monitor
tourism development and set an integrated carrying capacity control framework.
The extent of environmental, social and economic resilience is linked to the term of carrying capacity which
is defined as “the maximum number of persons which could visit a location within a given period, such that local
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environmental, physical, economic, and socio-cultural characteristics are not compromised, and without reducing
tourist satisfaction” (WTO, 1999). Nevertheless, according to existing bibliography, the concept of carrying capacity
assessment holds distinctive flaws some of which- in thick lines- are: (1) The complexity of destinations including
objective and subjective variables; (2) The extent of destination policy-makers capability to apply measures of action
towards sustainability (for instance, the excess of tourist number that can visit the destination without causing
permanent environmental damage should entail the possibility to suggest measures and reduce the number of
visitors); (3) The wide extent and variation of tourist activities and behavior within the destination; (4) The unique
carrying capacity state of each destination, which is not merely depended by the availability of natural and physical
resources, but also by the characteristics of the management system, by the type of tourism that characterizes the area,
by stakeholders’ perceptions and other local conditions (Guo & Chung, 2016, Ioannides & Billing, 2005).
A significant innovation of the proposal is the development of a state-of-the-art methodology, to address the
issue of carrying capacity assessment, by employing IoT techniques (Hou et al., 2016) in order to select and process
environmentaldata and an Intelligent Decision Support System to monitor and eventually facilitate (public and
private) tourism policy bodies. The assessment methodology of the proposed method primarily includes the
customization of indicators used, to the attributes of each destination. Therefore, the challenge faced in the current
concept seeks to develop decision support systems for tourism destination able to: (1) Consider the priorities of the
destination under investigation; (2) Identify local constraints to tourism development, balancing the demand of new
tourist infrastructures and the necessity to protect local environment; (3) Select the appropriate set of indicators that
can be useful to all tourism policy-makers and stakeholders; (4) Define scenarios for the development of the
destination.
A critical issue is the sufficiency and reliability of input data, which deriving from the measurement of
specific carrying capacity environmental indicators.
One of the main aims in developing this methodology is to attempt to define a range of acceptable threshold
values for each indicator which compose the framework: indeed, even if the definition of thresholds is necessarily a
choice that implies a certain level of subjectivity, the evaluation of indicators becomes meaningless in absence of
reference targets and standards, which are included in a commonly accepted range of (benchmark) values. To address
the issue of value range determination it is required to identify current economic, social and environmental situation;
identify the pressure generated stemming from tourism activities; identify the appropriate set of indicators,
customized to the needs and perspectives of the destination; acknowledge benchmark values the activities which are
more relevant in the local situation; acknowledge value standards determined by international, European and national
laws.
The innovation of the research proposal system is that a smart integrated system is introduced for the first
time, able to collect real time data through a network of sensors, to extract patterns and interpret environmental
behavior through data mining methods and to drive an intelligent decision support system that relates measurements
with development policies.In this system input data are carefully selected through a set of carrying capacity indicators
adjusted to the preferences, type and intensity of destination’s tourism product. The system is based on the
measurement of carrying capacity, the value of indicators used is customized in acceptable levels, related to
environmental indicators, meeting the destination’s tolerance standards. Additionally, knowledge-based models are
developed and incorporated in the DSS.
2.

Methodology, Data Sources and Integration

The research proposal methodology includes interdisciplinary work to match effective data collection
instruments for each of the three pillars of sustainable development with expertise in the field of sustainable tourism
development, information and knowledge modeling methods, as well as intelligent decision support technologies.
Public policy making organizations, who are the end users of the developed technologies, are involved in the project
from its onset, in order to direct requirements analysis and specific targets. Policy makers in destinations is also
involved in the development of the tourism policy model following methodological recommendations (Farsari et al,
2011 and 2011). Moreover, theycontribute in the evaluation and feedback collection phase and act as the first adopters
of the results. In the research proposal, the technological developments and the data-driven methods arecomplemented
with the necessary content and activated in pilot operation to solve representative real-world problems.
The development of the technological platform is organized in a multi-layer approach, consisting of the
following 5 layers: (1) Data layer, (2) Intelligence layer, (3) Knowledge engineering (4) Inference and decision
making and (5) Application layer
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Figure 1. The layered
approach of the research proposal
(A) Data Layer. The data
layer is concerned with the collection of
input data and includes the development
of
suitable
instruments,
the
establishment
of
the
collection
networks, the specification of data
sources and data models, as well as the
implementation of data management
infrastructures (databases). The data
layer is designed and implemented
giving
emphasis
to
openness,
expandability and scalability.
Social and cultural data:Three
main sources of social data are
foreseen, each one calling for its own
specialized instruments. (a) Secondary
data and theory from the field of social
sciences are coded in order to set the
socio-cultural background. Existing indicators and methodologies of assessing the social impact of tourism are
reconsidered and further developed. Research results capturing societal problems and their causes, social group
profiles and relations between groups and positioning against tourism, factors affecting positive/negative impact, etc.
are collected. (b) Primary data collected through social surveys. The instruments are questionnaire-based surveys and
are developed tailored to the needs of the research proposal. The surveys are addressed to local inhabitants (capturing
multi-item concepts on their current image, response to tourism development and sensitivity) and to tourists
(capturing their image on how local society accepts them and possible positive/negative signs on tourism saturation).
(b) Social media big data web mining techniques are employed to capture real-time content streams from social media
platforms, news media channels, and stakeholder social web sites. The aim is to automatically capture emerging
stories, identify opinion leaders, and determine the sentiment expressed towards specific issues by tourists and local
inhabitants. Special emphasis is placed on the social perceptions of sustainable touristic development (environmental
conditions and load in resource usage, conflicts between local people and tourists, the economic and cultural impact
of tourism to local societies, trends/complaints/wishes of tourists, etc.). The impact of individual sources is measured
to guide decisions on strategic and operative levels (policy making, citizen engagement and social innovation,
communication strategies, campaign success metrics, etc.). The specific technology platform providesall the
necessary infrastructure, including the one for the acquisition, filtering, pre-processing, automated enrichment,
storage and indexing of the collected input data.
Economic data:Mature and available indicators/measures are employed to collect data on local economy
characteristics (e.g. employment, development per sector, resources, etc.). Data sources are existing networks,
statistical agencies and other entities such as chambers of commerce and industry and others. The input data of this
category are usually structured in diverse ways depending on the provider, thus management is required by
developing the appropriate data model and database.
Environmental data:The existing background on environmental indicators are employed and further
developed, to define sets of measurable data. Individual characteristics and needs per area/country are considered, in
order to adapt a suitable framework for data collection. Novel measurement technologies are used as instruments.
Collection of data from sensors: Different approaches to collecting and storing these measurements are used
because of the different sensor types.
The following figure shows an approach to the method is implemented:
Figure 2: Data collection methodology
The data collection from the PA-II air quality
assemblies’ sensors is carried out in the following steps:
(1)Particulates are measured per second, (2)The estimated
total mass for PM1.0, PM2.5 and PM10 is averaged by the
cloud control panel, (3) The measurements are then uploaded
to the cloud infrastructure every 80 seconds, where they are
saved for download and view on the interactive map. (4)
Then, using the APIs stores all the data on the main
server.These sensors use particle laser meters that provide an
affordable and accurate way of measuring smoke, dust and
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other particulate pollutants. They have a fan to draw air in front of the laser, causing reflections of any particles in the
air. These reflections are used to measure particles in six sizes between 0.3μm and 10μm.More specifically, this
sensor uses the principle of laser scattering, producing scattering by irradiating the suspended particles in the air.
Then, the light scattering is collected to a certain extent and the light scattering curve is eventually plotted over time.
Finally, the equivalent particulate diameter and the number of particulates with a different diameter per unit volume
can be calculated by a microprocessor based on the MIE scattering theory.
SCP WiFi Smart sensors’ operation are a similar, but without intermediate cloud platform involvement. The
sensors are programmed to send their data to main server. More specifically, (1) Sensors are programmed to measure
particulates per second, (2) The measurements are then uploaded to the main server every 80 seconds approximately,
where the estimated total mass for PM1.0, PM2.5 and PM10 averaged and are stored in the database.(real-time
monitoring of acoustic levels on the streets), air quality, waste management, lighting, etc. The selected sensors are
used for real-time monitoring on a destination measuring (1) noise levels, (2) NO2 levels, (3) temperature, humidity
and atmospheric pressure, (4) O3levels.
(B) Intelligence layer. Data collected in the Data Layer are transformed into structured information, usable
in estimating the carrying capacity of touristic destinations. In other words, measurements by environmental sensors,
economic parameters, survey data and web content are transformed into sets of standardized and localized indicators,
reference values, rules and qualitative information which can be applied to estimate integrated carrying capacity and
thus policy planning and decision making. A solid framework is developed for standardizing and modeling the
extracted information and its applicability.
Social and cultural information:Three specialized frameworks is applied to different categories of input data.
Multidimensional Factor analysis on questionnaire-based social surveys, web mining/sentiment analysis methods to
handle social media sources, and statistical methods (e.g. Bayesian networks and others) to analyze quantitative data.
Separate subsets of indicators and corresponding information models are developed for each category, because of the
totally different nature of the corresponding domains. Data analysis from the family of multidimensional statistical
analysis are employed, in order to extract measurements from complex multivariate data without relying neither on
predefined models nor on quantification scales, but making use of the ability offered by these methods to manage
large numbers of qualitative variables and to automatically define data-driven scales. Factor analysis methods (i.e.
Multiple correspondence analysis) is used to reveal factors, data structure and to define qualitative scales, while its
combination with special clustering methods (i.e. CHA) is used to evaluate behavior, trends and estimations of
complex qualitative indicators (Stalidis, 2013).
Further increasing the accuracy of knowledge extraction algorithms proves increasingly difficult, even when
developing advanced hybrid systems that use dependency parsing and combine lexical with machine learning
approaches. Linked data resources and semantic knowledge bases that include common and common-sense
knowledge are a promising research avenue to increase precision and recall, but often suffer from data quality issues
and do not provide the throughput required for real-time Web intelligence applications. A fragmentation of the
language resources and metadata elements extracted in different projects further complicates the situation.
Addressing these shortcomings and pursuing an integrated approach to knowledge extraction and
visualization, the research proposal(i) collect real-time content feeds from news and social media platforms, (ii)
extend the existing knowledge extraction portfolio with the ability to process Green content, including factual
metadata such as named entities and affective metadata such as sentiment, (iii) align the collected unstructured
content with the social-cultural, economic and environmental data, (iv) develop a novel visualization tool that shows
evolving opinions in the context of an emerging story – to be integrated into the research proposal dashboard.
Economic information:The basis for the economic information framework is the existing work of
international, European and national organizations on standardizing data and issuing guidelines regarding economic
indicators for sustainable development. In particular, we mention (a) the Measuring Sustainable Tourism (MST)
initiative, operated by UNWTO, through which a statistical framework for sustainable tourism is built and (b) the
Global Sustainable Tourism Council Criteria (GSTC), developed in accordance to the formed and widely accepted
principles and guidelines, certification criteria and indicators, reflecting sustainable tourism certification standards,
indicators, criteria, and best practices from different cultural and geo-political contexts from around the world.
In order to deal with the diversity of existing indicator frameworks, the research proposal contributes by
introducing an elaborate information modeling layer on top of data management, in which high level indicators ware
defined together with their localization and operationalisation framework. Furthermore, the research proposal plans to
introduce an information extraction process, suitable for exploring data, to discover patterns and relations that lead to
additional, more meaningful indicators than the directly measurable ones. For example, Factor and Clustering
methods, such as the ones presented in the following subsection, are applied on visitor surveys (e.g. service
quality/satisfaction surveys) in order to dynamically define visitor profiles and their typology. Measures such as
duration of stay, use of touristic resources, accommodation requirements, etc. can then be estimated per identified
profile and associated to specialized policy rules.
The result of the information layer is a specification of economic indicators and a corresponding meta-data
model. A mapping is established between high-level indicators and measured data. Theoretical or data-driven
estimation and prediction models are incorporated, defining the use of the economic information in the calculation of
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carrying capacity. A localization framework for the calculation of the indicators is established after the mapping of
the current situation, which meets the standards of methodology of smart specialization, as it was implemented in the
region of Cyprus (Avdimiotis, et al. 2015). To accomplish the mapping task, several analyses are employed: (i) a
P.E.S.T. analysis to acknowledge political, social, cultural, technological and economic environment, (ii) VRIO
analysis of competitive advantages and (iii) finally a SWOT analysis.
Environmental information:Data acquisition of environmental data is followed by the definition and
customization of indicator sets towards the estimation of tourism carrying capacity. The environmental indicator
framework is standardized by developing a corresponding meta-data model. Existing environmental monitoring
frameworks are adopted as much as possible, keeping track of international efforts in this field. Further progress is
pursued by elaborating on the localization aspects and on progress in the data analysis/mining field. More
specifically, leveraging on the rich data sources established by the research proposal (network of sensors) and the sitespecific destination analysis, the environmental data streams are mined for patterns and associations with events and
actions, leading to prediction models that may explain the dependencies between tourism development and the
environment. In this way, optimal localized indicators and early warning prediction models can be constructed.
(C) Knowledge engineering layer. Knowledge is critical and strategic asset, and the key to success in
environment, as it facilitates capacities essential for solving problems in highly dynamic environments like ours. For
this reason, the platform integrates a layer for appropriately handling the knowledge generated in the lower layers.
Therefore, a Knowledge Engineering frameworkis developed. This framework provides with all background and
domain knowledge on the impact of tourism on society, economy and environment. Whereas traditional information
systems are used in this context organize information by indexing, the real advantage of the platform is the capability
to organize information by indicating connections between different elements.
It is also important to note that knowledge from several sources are integrated into a unique but modular
Knowledge Base, where each module addresses a separate domain and is tailored to each of the three pillars of
sustainable tourism. Technologies that are employed include ontologies (for knowledge representation), rule-based
systems and statistical modeling (for inference), and neural networks and Bayesian networks (for prediction).
In addition to the Knowledge model, important concepts in the Knowledge Engineering layer are those
devoted to the exploitation, maintenance and sharing of the Knowledge Base: (a) Concerning the exploitation, a
localization and parametrization framework is developed, which allows the intelligent system to deal with different
sets of indicators, calculation methods, carrying capacity limits, priorities and policies for different areas, considering
also input parameters. The resulting complication level is deemed necessary, since the ambition of the research
proposal is to establish an extensible, scalable and generalizable infrastructure for tourism development support at
worldwide level. (b) Concerning the maintenance, an efficient knowledge maintenance mechanism is explicitly
foreseen and implemented, in order to ensure that the content of the Knowledge Base is dynamically updated and
remains valid on a long-term basis. In this way, the intelligent system function as a live learning organism.
(c)Concerning the knowledge sharing, implementing capabilities for exchanging knowledge with other systems so
that each system gets access to more than the knowledge it has been able to build up. The goal here is to reuse
knowledge so that unprecedented scenarios can be resolved satisfactorily.
(D) Inference, decision making and policy modeling. In this layer, intelligent mechanisms are developed
that use the knowledge resources in the KB to provide solutions for policy making and monitoring problems. Human
expertise on policy making together with problem solving knowledge extracted from data are introduced in the
intelligent engine, in order to solve complicated problems. The core of this layer is policy modeling i.e. to construct a
complete model of sustainable development policies, including rules, limitations and actions, considering the complex
interrelations between policy considerations together with the specific local context. The model builts on top of the
knowledge engineering layer, so that policies are expressed using the terminology, information definitions and logic
framework developed.
In this stage, extensive consultation and interviews (interviews, focus groups) are conducted with policy
makers in the pilot areas. Using hierarchical conceptual models for sustainable tourism policy (see Farsari, 2012) as a
basis, policy makers in each area elaborate on their own expertise together with the local circumstances. Using
cognitive mapping methods, mental models of policy makers regarding sustainable tourism policies are developed,
calibrated, formally documented and inserted into the system. The aim is to provide policy makers a tool to manage
the complexity of sustainable tourism as well as an informed one based on experience (tacit knowledge), academic
knowledge and a powerful monitoring system.
The development of the model takes place in several steps. First, individual models are built for different
policy makers in an area. At a second stage individual models are merged to an aggregated one and at a third stage
policy makers are invited in group meeting (s) to discuss the merged model and agree on an aggregated version of it.
Conceptual models built based on the theory of sustainable tourism are used to further inform the process and ensure
that theoretical perspectives in a holistic approach in sustainable tourism are interested into the system. At a fourth
stage, the models built for each area are merged further into an overall, hyper-aggregated model of policy-making. At
a fifth step, workshops are organized to bring together policy makers from all the pilot areas. During these workshops,
besides networking and exchange of know-how, policy makers have the opportunity to discuss the various aggregated
models and discuss the hyper-aggregated model to amend it and reach some consensus into an overall model for
sustainable tourism development. At a sixth stage, this hype-aggregated model is formalized and documented,
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inserted into the Knowledge, to be made available for testing into the pilot areas. As a seventh stage, feedback is
received from users and any necessary amendments on the model is done.
(E) Application layer. The applications to be implemented are “Policy making decision support” and
“Monitoring the implementation of policies and the impact of touristic development”. The purpose of this layer is to
provide an interface to the users and to implement the necessary functionality for carrying out problem solving tasks.
The user environment consists of dashboards where the policy maker is able to select the addressed problem, to set
parameters and view the results. The application layer posts queries to the inference layer and receives answers to
structured problems.
3. Conclusions and Discussion
Public authorities and DMOs currently responsible for compiling development plans (on national, regional or
local level) are considering spatial, economic and social parameters, however, planning often relies on obsolete and
partial information and is performed using informal methods. Therefore, there is an imperative need for a new
approach in policy planning. The research work meets that need and providesa decision support system in two ways:
(a) as predefined scenarios, where support to typical structured problems are provided through parametrizable userfriendly graphical interfaces , (e.g. considering current load and projected impact on the environment and local
community, to advise on which elements it is proposed to strengthen in specific areas, what is the acceptable level of
further development and which are the suggested best actions) (b) through free queries to the inference engine of the
knowledge base in a high-level query language.
Additionally, the research proposal incorporates new technological infrastructure feeding with useful
information on the impact of tourism to destinations, in order to (a) provide early warning on alarming situations
which may need actions, (b) detect violations of regulations, (c) monitor the progress in the implementation of
policies and provide feedback regarding their success.
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ABSTRACT
Tourism is one of the most competitive markets with many particularities and challenges needed to be faced by
destinations in order to obtain and maintain their competitive advantage. The radical development of technology,
especially nowadays, affect the tourist product and markets should adapt it as traditional distribution channels are
continuously changing. South Aegean Region, is the most famous, profitable and visited destination in Greece. In
order to sustain its uniqueness it should be innovative and keep pace to the changes of destination marketing and
software.
Key Words: Tourism, South Aegean Region, digital tourism marketing, content analysis, critical analysis
INTRODUCTION
This paper aims to examine the effectiveness of South Aegean Region's web presence in the promotion of its
tourist product and destinations. In order to evaluate the above mentioned, a content analysis based on a secondary
research was conducted, among popular touristic destinations and the South Aegean Region. Furthermore, a primary
research followed in order to investigate the perception of tourism stakeholders in the studied region with regards to
the website effectiveness.
In the first section of this paper, a short literature review is developed in order to develop the concept of
marketing in tourism and its digital components. The second section is following where the secondary research is
presented with South Aegean’s Region web presence to be recorded and compared with other competitive
destinations in the wider region of Mediterranean Sea. In the third section, primary research follows in an effort to
support the findings of the secondary research. Methodology of such research includes the use of a structured
questionnaire, where the needs of tourism implicants were recorded along with the degree of their satisfaction by the
effectiveness of digital presence of South Aegean Region. Finally, results and conclusions lead to measure proposals
for the future.
LITTERATURE REVIEW
In order to understand the framework of this paper a theoretical approach to the concept of marketing as a
critical factor for modern business will be made. In any case, marketing should not be separated as a single process of
producing and marketing a product. It is a holistic process that begins long before a product is produced and never
stops. It differs in all the decisions of the management of a tourist organization or business and seeks to answer
specific critical questions and guide the administration in making sound decision-making. The sectors that are asked
to clarify should be seen in two prisms, one in the eyes of consumers and the other, in the light of the service provider
(Middleton V., Fyall A., Morgan M., 2009).
The development of the tools offered by the internet is so rapid that tour operators and destination
organizations should be extremely knowledgeable about technological developments and take advantage of the
comparative advantages directly provided so that they are not disadvantaged their competitors (Wang, Y., Pizam, A.,
2011).
Especially nowadays, to a large extend, potential tourists act as travel agents, taking advantage of the
opportunities offered by the internet in terms of destination selection, travel arrangements and direct purchase of
(Duncan, 2009). It is also characteristic that in the year 2016, the total purchases of tourism services made over the
internet amounted to $ 564.87 billion, with a constantly increasing trend for the years to come (Statista, 2018).
Moreover, 65% of potential travelers in the European Union, whose countries are an important tourist pool
for tourist destinations worldwide, receive information on the areas that are or are considering visiting the Internet
(Tourism Economics, 2013).
Taking into account several researches about digital marketing in tourism destinations, and based on
aforementioned, it seemed rational for the authors to conduct a secondary research to analyse the content of the web
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presence among several destinations in the wider region of Mediterranean Sea, which initially are considered as
potential competitors with each other and secondly the may have used different promotion tools to enhance their
image and their brand name. There have been such analyses in the past, but given the continuous evolution of
technology and know-how optimization, a current and updated content analysis should be very useful to export
results.
CONTENT ANALYSIS
According to Krippendorff, content analysis is a research technique through which valid and verifiable conclusions
are drawn from the texts within the general framework used. In conclusion, this method is an attempt to compress and
standardize the verbal and non-message signals emitted by each transmitter at each potential receiver (Neuendorf,
2017).
In order to conduct the content analysis of the South Aegean Region and its competitive destinations, a
categorization of the most important aspects was made based on four axes. The first section concerns the identity of
the destination, presented through the use of a logo, a characteristic slogan or the information provided by an
organization. Τhe second axe is the website’s accessibility- user friendly, focusing on the search engines ranking,
such as Google, Bing and Yahoo, the compatibility of software among mobile devices as well as the interaction
between the website and the user. The third parameter is the quality of the information provided, such as the
categorization into thematic tourism activities, the photo and video bank and the destination’s accessibility. Finally,
the fourth parameter is that of on-line booking of the destination’s provided services, such as accommodation,
vehicles rental, transportation. The content analysis of the South Aegean Region’s portal is presented in Table 1:
Table 10- Content analysis of the South Aegean's Region portal
IDENTITY
URL

http://www.aegeanislands.gr

Logo

Slogan
Information about the organization – About us
ACCESIBILITY – USER FRIENDLY
Ranking in search engines
Key word for searching
Compatibility with mobile devices
Menu
Languages
Language changing in every page
Contact us
FAQ
Customized search options
Ease of navigation
Customization depending on user’s profession
Login service
Connection with social media
INFORMATION QUALITY
Specific categories of tourism
Map existence in home page
Searching information with map usage
Photos quality
Video existence
Events calendar
Accessibility information
Information about restaurants

No
No
3 ranking in google, 7 ranking in yahoo, 2 ranking
in bing
“Aegean islands”
Insufficient in cell phones and tablets
Yes
7
Yes
Communication form
No
No
Insufficient
No
It is not supported
It is not supported
Yes
Yes
Yes
Deficient
Yes
It is not supported
It is not supported
No
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Information about accommodation
Information about destination’s history
Information about culture
Information about architecture
Information about gastronomy
Information about archaeological sites-museums
Information about services’ prices
Information about operation hours
Information about public health services
Information about transportation
Information about weather conditions
Brochures in digital files
Connection with other websites
ON LINE BOOKING
Flight booking
Ferry booking
Accommodation booking
Car Rental
Activities booking
Connection with private companies’ websites

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

In order to conduct a comparative content analysis, competing destinations where chosen based on criteria of
relevance of their tourism product. Those destinations are the Canary Islands, the Balearic Islands, Sardinia, Malta,
Dubrovnik province in Croatia, Cyprus and Corsica.
All the destinations display their identity through their logos, which occupy a dominant position on their
portals. Most of them refer to special features of the destinations including the South Aegean Region. Moreover, even
though there are destinations higher in the ranking of search engines, South Aegean’s Region portal is among the
most popular. However, the above mentioned portal lacks accessibility on mobile devices, in contrast to all other
destinations’ portals as well as “call-to-action” services. As far as the quality of the information provided is
concerned, all the destination’s portals have sections of thematic categories of tourism, such as sports, gastronomy,
culture etc. However, only the portals of South Aegean Region and Sardinia provided analytical information about the
history, the culture, the architecture and the gastronomy of their destinations. On the other hand, the portal of the
South Aegean Region is lagging considerably in the quality of visual media. Furthermore, from the analysis of the
parameter of on-line bookings, none of the destinations’ portals provide services of this kind, although all the
destinations except for South Aegean Region provide information on private enterprises.
PRIMARY RESEARCH
The second part of the process is based on a primary research. As for the methodology used, a quantitative
and qualitative research took place through the distribution of an anonynous structured questionnaire to 50 individuals
working in the tourism sector (hotel owners, hotel associations, travel agencies, chamber of commerce, etc), in order
to collect data which was drawn up following the identification of the research needs of this paper. The analysis of the
collected quantitative data is made with the use of Statistical Package for the Social Science (SPSS) software. The
primary research intends to draw mainly qualitative conclusions, in order to achieve that the sample is relative small,
but it has an absolute specialization in issues related to the tourism industry and is active in the southern Aegean
islands. The questionnaire consists of 18 questions, five of which are closed type, six open type and seven calibration
questions, using the Likert method. In addition, more emphasis was placed on open-ended questions to capture the
views of participants as much as possible about the portal's operation. A total of thirty-four questionnaires were
completed and analyzed.
•

The findings, among others, of this primary research are the following:
As shown in Figure 1, 79.4% of the respondents answered that they are partly or totally satisfied with the
ease of navigating the portal.
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Figure 9- Satisfaction from navigation

•

In Figure 2, 73.5% of the respondents replied that they are very or absolutely satisfied with the availability of
seven languages available to portal users.
Figure 10- Efficiency of foreign languages provided by the portal

•

On the other hand, participants who were asked “Would the existence of an online booking engine be helpful
for your business”, they responded that it would be very helpful or absolutely helpful, in a total of 41.1% of
the participants (Table 2).
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Table 11- Importance of an on-line booking engine
Do you consider that an on-line reservation platform would help your business?
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

Not at all

6

17.6

17.6

17.6

A little

5

14.7

14.7

32.4

Partially

9

26.5

26.5

58.8

Very much

8

23.5

23.5

82.4

Absolutely

6

17.6

17.6

100.0

34

100.0

100.0

Total
•

Moreover, according 47.1% of the participants believe that the destination is not being promoted effectively
by this portal and the main arguments cited are that there is no mention of any reference to the private
enterprises of the destination.
• At the promotion level of the destination, the most common argument was that the photos, although they are
an extremely important display tool, in this portal are either of low resolution or obsolete aesthetics or do not
meet the technical requirements of the platform.
Furthermore, the correlation between given answers in satisfaction level and business enhancement by the portal
is positive. Below tables show the Chi Square tests for statistic significance 0.01:
Table 3 - Crosstabulation

Does the current portal cover the needs of promoting
destination and tourist businesses?
Not at all

slightly

partly

a lot

absolutely

Total

Do you consider

Not at all

3

1

1

1

0

6

that an on-line

slightly

1

3

1

0

0

5

reservation

partly

0

4

4

1

0

9

a lot
help your business absolutely

0

3

3

2

0

8

0

1

2

1

2

6

Total

4

12

11

5

2

34

platform would

Table 4 - Symmetric Measures
Asymptotic
Standard
Errora

Value

Approximate
Approximate

Tb

Significance

Nominal by

Phi

.851

.076

Nominal

Cramer's V

.426

.076

Interval by

Pearson's R

.524

.144

3.477

.001c

Ordinal by

Spearman

.499

.153

3.253

.003c

Ordinal

Correlation

Interval

N of Valid Cases

34
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At this point it is worth mentioning that mainly hotel owners, travel agencies and destination management
businesses have answered that an online booking engine would be significant and help their business. This is rational,
since the rest of the participant are not so direct benefited by the online booking engines (is chamber of commerce).
Next section is summarizing the most significant conclusions of both secondary and primary research and suggests
measures to further optimize the platform of the South Aegean Region, not only to enhance its competitiveness
among other popular destinations in Mediterranean, but help local tourist business sector as well.
CONCLUSIONS
The combination of primary and secondary research is quite catalytic to crystallize all the different aspects of
the South Aegean Region's web presence. The methodology of the content analysis process of the tourist portals of
both South Aegean Region and its competitors focuses on recording the existence or lack of various functions
provided to visitors categorized on specific themes. If only the results of secondary research were presented in the
present study, the lack of qualitative parameters of these results would be noticeable.
The conclusions are as follows:
• The choice of using the term Aegean Islands as well as the use of this brand name in the domain is very
successful. (Google Ranking etc)
• It is very positive that the South Aegean Region's portal has several detailed maps of the islands, which
display a variety of information that could be interesting for the site’s visitors.
• The recording of the observations, both in terms of the compatibility of the portal, but also of the events that
have either stopped updating (events calendar, login) or have never worked, shows there is a possibility that
the responsible site manager has ceased its management and updating process. This fact reflects a
particularly negative image of the destination for site’s visitors as they enter an official tourist portal of a
popular destination that is not in a position to provide them with information what they claim to be able to
offer them.
• Almost in all of the collected questionnaires, the participants pointed out a negative or partially problematic
overview of the structure of the portal. The portal is tedious for visitors with complex and obsolete structures
that could not easily locate the information they were looking for, and along with several options provided
by the portal, their usefulness was not clear to them.
• The results of the secondary research revealed that none of the portals under examination allowed users to
make reservations for accommodation, food, etc. This fact leads to the conclusion that none of the
destinations in question use all the tools commonly used by the respective DMO. In the majority of them,
however, there is a hyperlink to private business websites. In the case of the South Aegean Region's portal,
such referrals are missing, so there is no reference to private companies on the site.
This fact was identified by the participants and as a whole they seemed divided on whether their business
would be helped by the availability of on-line booking platforms. A total of 58.8% replied that it would not help at all,
would help somewhat or partially. This percentage of course includes workers or owners of promotional businesses
and tour operators, who would «de facto» give a negative answer to this question, given the nature of the services
provided by their businesses.
As for the representatives of the other professions who answered negatively and were asked to give their
opinion on an open-ended question, it has been repeatedly argued that the aesthetics, structure and general functions
of the portal are such that even if there was an online booking platform would not deliver the expected results, both
because of the low traffic that was considered to be the portal and because of the complexity of its structure. One of
the most critical success factors for the increase in online bookings is the increasing limitation of the required actions
to be taken by the potential buyer. The more actions you are asked to do, the more chances are created for the visitor
to stop the purchase process.
In fact, it is obvious that upcoming concept of New Distribution Capabilities in tourism industry will demand
destination management organizations and national or regional portals to offer the ability of booking holiday
packages. Software with high quality capabilities in promoting products and services should be used by the local
authorities to enhance their online presence and can primarily compete other popular destinations and secondly help
their local entrepreneurs, that some of them do not have the fund for such technology, to promote their services. What
matters is to offer the potential tourist the right product/service at the right time, in the right price at the time of
visiting the portal and clicking the beauties of the destination.
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ABSTRACT
Valuation economics is a field which promises a wide range of applications for tourism. However, the new
born tourism economics has not unveiled the vast opportunities for tourist policy information embedded therein. This
paper reviews these opportunities with examples on the methods and paves the way towards their accommodation in
the emerging tourism economics. Market failure occurrences in tourism drive the need for total economic value
estimation for a wide array of tourist goods through the employment of stated preference techniques and revealed
preference techniques. Tourism can also benefit from benefit transfer environmental economics which have initially
generated these methods.
Keywords: Stated preference techniques; Tourism economics; Revealed preference techniques; Valuation; Value
transfer;
INTRODUCTION
Tourism economics is an emerging field which needs the strengthening of its theoretical foundations.
Therefore tourism economics could benefit greatly from theory loans and examples from other economic disciplines
that have performed longer in the stage of economic theory. One such field is the valuation economics which has
played a very important role in environmental economics, public economics and other fields seething with striking
examples of market failure. Foremost a plethora of interactions of tourism with the natural environment unfold a wide
range of tourist-environmental goods suffering from the luck of sufficient and clear property rights. This entails that
tourist-environmental goods suffer from wrong defined prices which not only give consumers the wrong signals about
their social importance, but at the same time, tourist businesses forego the information for their customers’ consumer
surplus and a fair mark-up for their businesses, thus rendering themselves less competitive and sustainable. At the
same time, policy makers forego useful information that would enable them a cost-benefit analysis of fiscal policies
such as tourist taxes and subsidies for related businesses and infrastructure. Up- to date tourism has been referred into
environmental policy agendas as one dimension integrated into the environmental policy. Agenda 21 (WHO 1997)
and post Kyoto agreements such as the Doha Amendment and the Paris Agreement (UN 2015) adopt such an attitude.
Thus, while environmental legislation in the USA requires after the guidelines of NOAA (National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration) panel, the employment of economic valuation methods for the estimation of
environmental problems and damages (Randall 1997), this is not the case for tourism and its interactions, which are
regarded as a special case of environmental affairs. After this introduction (Part 1), the paper starts with an account of
property rights and market failure in the tourism sector (Part 2). Part 3 provides a complete overview of all the
interconnections of tourism with environment, Part 4 provides a simplified presentation of the methods for tourist
valuation and Part 5 concludes the paper.
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PROPERTY RIGHTS AND MARKET FAILURE IN TOURISM
Tourism resources can be owned by individuals, governments or organizations and other institutions. Due to
the fact that tourism is a comprehensive product and thus defined by a multitude of geographical, cultural,
environmental, climatic and anthropogenic parameters, this comprehensive nature is also transferred to the concept of
tourist resources. Tourism property rights are theoretical constructs in economics that determine who owns the tourist
resources, who has the right to use the tourist goods, earn income from them, bequeath them to his/her descendants
and appeal to legal measures enforcement when these resources are illegally used or trespassed. When the tourist
good is a hotel or a tourism related business, there is no doubt that it belongs to its owner and shareholders. However,
the unavoidable interaction of tourism with the natural and social environment in which it functions, inserts
environment, ambient elements and society in the base of the comprehensive good perceived as a tourism product and
thus injects all the long inherited problems of market failure of the environmental economics, into the new field of
tourism economics. With the term market failure in economics, we define a situation in which the allocation of goods
is not efficient, because of externalities, information asymmetries, monopolistic structures, principal-agent problems.
Thus, the claimed owners of the goods for which markets fail, pursue self-interested goals and reap individual profits
at the expense of the society or at the expense of the more justified owner. For example, while the hotel belongs to its
private owner, the beach on which the hotel is built is regarded as a social good, to which everybody has the right of
access and enjoyment. The “tragedy of the commons” is a term coined by William Forster Land in 1833 to describe a
hypothetical example of unregulated grazing in common land. This concept was destined to stay as classic in
environmental and ecological economics literature and used to describe the expropriation of public goods by
individual users for the pursuit of their own motives and interests at the expense of the interests of the rest of potential
users, namely the society.
Since tourism interacts with environment and society, we can safely claim that in tourism there are numerous
un-priced goods, because the environment itself encompasses numerous un-priced goods. A few examples of them
could be: traffic congestion from tourism, noise pollution, landscape alienation and infrastructure, overcrowding in
cities hosting many tourists, the price of cultural monuments, natural parks, beaches, local resources such as water
and energy, environmental pollution contributed by tourists and many others. Prices for these goods could ensure that
the goods are not underpriced or free ridden and that the polluter pays for his polluting actions. Nowadays, the tourist
industry becomes continuously aware of the environmental friendly solutions it should adopt in order to avoid
damaging the environment and also render itself a profitable business, both because it saves money through
environmental efficient solutions, but also because it renders itself a legitimate business, since the environmental
legislation becomes a lot more sophisticated with time and requires from businesses the adoption of expensive
technologies whose cost should be carefully incorporated in tourist goods prices.
USE AND NON-USE VALUES FROM TOURISM
Total economic value consists of the use value and the non-use value (Figure 1). The use value is derived
from the direct or indirect use of a good, while the non-use value stems from non-using the good but from the
satisfaction of knowing that it exists (exist value) and it is there for one to bequeath it to the next generation (bequest
value) or from knowing that no harm has happened to the good because one may be sentimentally connected with the
good and wants it stay intact and in good condition (option value). There are infinite examples of non-use values in
tourism. To return to the aforementioned example of the water and energy saving hotel, the non-use value from these
actions might be perceived by tourists as very high. This non-use value will be derived from a hotel which does not
squander natural resources and thus the customer feels that he/she has done the right thing towards the environment,
the so-called warm glow effect. The customer feels the moral obligation to praise the hotelier who has worked for
improving the environment and he does that by selecting a hotel that hosts environmental friendly practices.
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Figure 1. Typology of the value of the tourist good (Adapted from: Bateman and Langford (1997))
THE CONSUMER SURPLUS IN TOURISM
The knowledge of the total value of the tourist good can lead to a more accurate knowledge of the consumer
surplus, and consequently to a more accurate pricing that reflects the shadow price of the tourist-environmental good.
This information can be helpful for policy making (e.g. tax and subsidy designs) and the tourist businesses for a more
informed pricing mark-up and marketing strategies design. Figure 2 depicts the demand and supply curves and the
consumer and producer surplus for a hypothetical tourist good.
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Figure 2. The consumer and producer surpluses in tourism
The vertical axis hosts the price of the tourist good and the horizontal axis hosts the quantity of the tourist
good. The consumer surplus is the triangular area ABP*. The producer surplus is the triangular area P*BC. The
consumer surplus (triangular area ABP*) is an approximation of the WTP/WTA (Willingness to Pay/ Willingness to
Accept) measures we will describe next in section 4.3 in this paper. Assuming that Willig conditions hold, WTP and
WTA are equal to each other and the consumer surplus. The consumer surplus is a good approximation of the WTP if
the income elasticity of demand is very small or zero (Efthymoglou and Xepapadeas 1990). Empirical literature does
not confirm the equality of WTP with WTA and offers five basic explanations for this divergence: i) The referencedependent preferences; Consumers’ preferences are a function of an initial endowment which affects their substitution
between goods (Tversky and Kahneman 1991), ii) The transaction costs paid for the replacement of a lost item
(Randall and Stoll 1980), iii) The auction design used in the surveys. If the bidder is unsure of the value of the good,
the bid will move downwards relative to the true WTP (Kolstad and Guzman 1999), iv) The uncertainty,
irreversibility and limited learning opportunities which entail commitment costs (Zhao and Kling 2001), v) The
substitution effect between other market goods and the good under valuation (Hanemann 1999). Overall, the
knowledge of consumer surplus allows the accurate pricing of the tourist good and an informed fiscal policy.
INTERACTIONS OF TOURISM WITH ENVIRONMENT, SOCIETY AND THE ECONOMY
Interactions of tourism with the environment: Tourism interacts with the natural environment in many ways
(Saayman, Krugell et al. 2016). Foremost, what makes tourism an attractive and unique experience, is the natural
environment wherein it takes place. The physical place, the landscapes, the flora and fauna, the forests (Bostedt and
Mattsson 1995) the wildlife, the biodiversity, the natural resources, the weather and the climatic conditions all
contribute to the overall experience called tourist good. Next, this section will explain in brief the interactions of
tourism with all facets which compose the environment. Landscape: Tourism infrastructure, tourism businesses and
actions, are closely dependent on the landscape. The landscape can attract tourists to enjoy it and businessmen to built
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tourist units in it. Both the visiting activity and the building activity can cause negative impacts on landscape. A hotel
that is built in a coast area or a forest area can change the landscape permanently. Air: Air is polluted from
greenhouse gas emissions. Tourist transport is a major emitter and is higher than the emissions caused by built
infrastructure (European Commission 2001). Aviation and long-haul travelling are blamed for releasing huge amounts
of CO2 emissions which are responsible for ozone destruction and climate change with all the known negative
consequences; Temperature increase, precipitation change patterns, the alteration of seasons, the occurrence of
extreme weather events such as floods and droughts and the increase of sea water level which will afflict island
tourism and coasted tourist areas. Water resources: Tourism is a major consumer of water resources and this causes a
tremendous problem in arid tourist areas. In such areas tourists, the local population and the local industries compete
for the already shortaged water resources. Increased demand for water in hotels for sanitary purposes, drinking,
swimming pool fillings, irrigation of hotel gardens and sports facilities contribute to the over extraction of
underground fresh water. On top of that, the increased consumption of food puts additional pressure on water
resources through agriculture. Increased pumping of water causes emptying of the underground aquifers and
contributes to the generation of the phenomenon of desertification in which the cultivated land transforms into
permanent desert. Energy: Besides water, tourism puts a lot of pressure to the energy balance and energy security of a
country. Increased consumption of fossil energy sources leads to their gradual extinction, together with the emission
of greenhouse gases and their aforementioned contribution to climate change. The penetration of renewable and clean
energies has significant sunk costs and sometimes does not gain social acceptance, due to the impacts they may cause
on landscape and biodiversity. For example, sometimes the construction of wind parks may face public opposition,
because of the aesthetic affect they have on landscape or the fact that birds can be killed in their rotors. Moreover,
photovoltaic panels can have negative impacts for the soil they cover and sacrifice permanently and due to the
reflection they cause because of the sun, as well as the aesthetic effects they cause to landscape. Ecosystems and
biodiversity: Mass tourism can aggravate ecosystems and disturb biodiversity. Mass visits to natural destinations
beyond their capacity can cause permanent damages to ecosystems and biodiversity. Agriculture: Increased tourist
numbers are accompanied by increased pressure for food and agricultural products. The increased consumption of
meat food entails increased emissions of methane, another greenhouse gas, which is produced from the digestive
system of cows. Intensive farming and cultivation degrades the soil quality and leads to excessive consumption of
water and energy. Importing food from foreign markets entails transport emissions. Tourist areas also suffer from
increased prices in basic agricultural products due to high demand. Solid waste: The tourist sector causes sizeable
production volumes of waste corresponding to the sector’s consumption. Wastewater from tourism is either treated in
individual wastewater treatment plants which are constructed in big hotels outside urban places, or it ends up and it is
treated in the municipal wastewater treatment plants, thus contributing to higher operation and maintenance costs.
Similar consequences with increased costs are applicable when solid waste is disposed in landfills or it is recycled.
Pollution: Contamination and the subsequent pollution takes place in various ways. Besides littering which occurs in
all possible places (in the sea water, river and lakes, beaches, air etc), pollution takes place through the excessive
emissions of greenhouse gases which go beyond the environmental assimilative capacity. Once again, the temperature
increase of the sea water causes the imbalance of sea flora and fauna and the occurrence of the eutrophication
problem which deprives the fish of the necessary oxygen to stay alive. Last, the plastic littering in seas ends up in the
organism of fish and through the food chain, reaches the humans.
Interactions of tourism with society: Besides its interactions with the natural environment, tourism also
generates social and cultural interactions (Lindberg and Johnson 1997; Canziani 2016). Through tourism, people
exchange traditions, ideas and language knowledge. In places which constitute popular tourist destinations, local
residents are more open, extrovert and tolerant to other cultures, beliefs and religions. On the other hand, together
with these positive elements, tourism also brings negative effects and can downgrade local communities through the
advent of harmful habits such as heavy drinking or drug addiction and the reckless way of living exhibited by some
tourists while they are on holiday, e.g. reckless driving, criminality etc. Tourism also brings forth new consumption
types, new food tastes, clothing and entertainment forms. Also, it can propagate different lifestyles and family
patterns which are pertinent in urban life, e.g. divorced couples and new family patterns. Last, mass tourism affects
and disrupts the natural serenity of a place and causes congestion, crowding and noise. The lives of local residents
may be disrupted on a continuous base from the inbound tourists. Sometimes, locals move house and change jobs in
order to adapt to the new social and economic reality imposed by the advent of mass tourism.
Interactions of tourism with the economy: Tourism is regarded as a form of service exports and thus it
improves the balance of payments in a country. The improvement in the exchange rate between the domestic and the
foreign countries deteriorates the term of trade between the domestic and the foreign countries, because exports
become more expensive. The increase in tourism revenue also increases competition for imported goods between
tourism and the other industries of the domestic economy. The tourist sector brings changes in the structure of the
economy wherein it operates. Most factors of production are absorbed by tourism. Wages are increased due to high
demand for labor in tourism, thus depriving the rest of the industries with cheap working force. Traditional economic
sectors are neglected and abandoned for the sake of tourism. Infrastructure that is developed for tourism, due to
tourism, or by tourism (e.g. ports, airports, motorways), is also available to the rest of the sectors and institutions in an
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economy. Tourist activity has direct, indirect and induced effects in an economy. Last, another source of revenue for a
tourist economy originates from taxes.
TOURISM GOODS AND TOURISM-CAUSED DAMAGES THAT NEED VALUATION
Given the interactions of tourism with the natural environment and the society as well as the economy, it is
understood that while the interactions with the economy can be measured with the calculation of tourism multipliers,
the interactions with the environment and the society encompass values that have not been measured yet. This can be
implemented with economic valuation methods which are presented in section 4 of this paper. Examples of tourist
goods that need valuation are landscapes and natural parks, beaches, rivers and lakes, archaeological and cultural
heritage sites etc. Moreover, tourism activity causes damages whose size needs to be estimated in pecuniary terms as
well: pollution size calculation and its abatement measures, the reduction of natural resources with respect to tourist
usages, the valuation of traffic congestion caused by tourism and noise pollution as well as the valuation of all
environmental and social costs related to tourism.
THE ECONOMIC VALUATION METHODS FOR TOURISM
This section will briefly explain the main economic valuation methods that can be used for the estimation of
the total value of a tourist product. These methods are commonly used in environmental and public economics. They
consist in stated and revealed preference methods. Conjoint analysis is very similar to the choice experiment method
which is a stated preference method, but it does not have a utility theory foundation. Other methods such as multicriteria analysis belong to managerial methods and not economic ones. Thus, they are not examined in this paper.
Last, this section presents the benefit transfer possibilities available in tourism valuation surveys.
Stated preference techniques in tourism: Stated preference methods are distinguished from the revealed ones,
because they are relying on a value and a preference that is stated by the consumer. Both of them are survey-based
economic techniques. The consumer states his/her idea and size of total value through a carefully designed framework
which is typically a survey (through personal interviews, telephone interviews, mail interviews or web surveys
(Menegaki, Olsen et al. 2016)). Methods falling under the stated preference category are the contingent valuation
method and the choice experiment method.
The Contingent Valuation Method (CVM) in tourism: The contingent valuation method (CVM) has earned its
name by the fact that consumers state a value upon a hypothetical (contingent) context. The method estimates the
value of the tourist goods for which markets do not exist. The hypothetical market context constructs a tourist good in
the most realistic way. Consumers are asked to state their Willingness to Pay (WTP) to buy a tourist good or how
much they are willing to accept (WTA) in order to forego the utility from the consumption of the tourist good. Since
the method relies on intended buying behavior and not a realized one, the method is criticized for a number of biases
it may suffer from. One of the most serious criticisms against CVM is that WTP does not take into account the
individual budget constraints and respondents in CVM surveys may not be able to afford the amount they are WTP.
This is not necessarily a problem, since the method derives the economic value of the good based on its shadow price
and not necessarily on the consumer’s ability to pay for that. The results of the CVM should be used in conjunction
with information from various stakeholders forming focus groups. The CVM surveys contain either open-ended or
closed ended questions (dichotomous and polychotomous choice questions or iterative bidding and bidding cards). All
types of elicitation formats ideally and normatively should provide the same results. The result equivalence is termed
as convergent validity. However, open-ended questions have been found to produce lower WTP responses
(Markowska and Zylicz 1999), because the consumer is deprived of a yardstick with which one could realize how to
answer. The bid curve for tourist i is defined as shown in Eq.1:
&'((*) = -./(*), 0(*), 1(*), 2(*), ', 3(*), 4(*)5

Eq.1

With Y: income, E: education level, A: age of tourist, T: tourism good quality, Z: other variables, U:
individual use of the tourism product e: a random disturbance. The range of tourism goods, which can be offered for
valuation, can be vast. Some up-to date examples are: Studies by Madison and Foster (2001), Beltran and Rojas
(1996) and Sharifi-Tehrani et al., (2013) value the congestion at the British Museum the Mexican archaeological sites
and the National Museum of Iran respectively.
The Choice Experiment (CE) method in tourism: Another stated preference method is the Choice Experiment
(CE), which is very similar to conjoint analysis. The former has its foundations in utility theory, while the latter is a
purely mathematical method. The CE method deals with the valuation of characteristics and attributes of the tourist
good, rather than the total value of the tourist good. The theoretical foundations of CE originate from Thurston (1927)
and Lancaster’s consumer theory (Lancaster 1966). According to it, consumers derive utility from the characteristics
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or attributes of a good. Profiles containing combinations of attributes and their levels assembled in choice sets are
presented to consumers for their selection among others. The CE method breaks down total WTP into smaller
components. Each component corresponds to a specific attribute and level of attribute. The CE method is based on the
random utility model whereby not all factors affecting choice are observable. This is shown in Eq. 2:
3%# = 6%# + 4%#

Eq.2

Where is the consumer’s utility i for choice j, is the observable part of utility of the consumer i for alternative
j and is the random component of utility. The econometric model consists of a set of utility functions Eq.3-5, with Eq.
3 representing the first level of the decision made by the consumer. This decision depends on demographics and
attitudinal factors respectively (z vector in Eq.3, x vector in Eq. 4 and 5 contain the attributes of the tourist good).
ASCs (Alternative Specific Constants) stand for the status quo, the impacts of unobserved attributes and the residual
effects from the error term:
3(89:9;8 =;>) = 1?@A + "′ B + C,
3(Dℎ>*D4 1) = :′ EF + CG ,
3(Dℎ>*D4 H) = :′ EI + CJ

Eq. 3
Eq. 4
Eq. 5

The variety of tourist topics on which CE are applied can be vast. Some examples are: Kim (2018) uses a CE
to examine tourist preferences for the change in the quality of rural tourism resources in Korea. Bujosa et al., (2018)
analyze tourist preferences with respect to global warming, Aanesen et al., (2018) value coastal recreation and visual
intrusion from tourist activities in Norway.
Conjoint analysis for tourism marketing: It is mostly used for applied marketing and bears a strong
resemblance to choice experiments, but the utility foundation applies only in the latter. Louviere et al., (2010) state
that conjoint analysis is inconsistent with economic demand theory, and is subject to some logical inconsistencies
which an applied economist should have in mind before employing this method for policy and welfare valuations.
Conjoint analysis emerged from Conjoint Measurement which is a mathematical method dealing with the behavior of
number systems. Thus, it has no roots in the utility theory which is concerned with the behavior of humans and their
human preferences. Nevertheless, the number of studies using conjoint analysis is still large.
Revealed preference techniques in tourism: Conversely to stated preference methods, the revealed preference
methods are relied on choice behavior that is revealed under a real market framework and a real market transaction.
Two methods are falling under this category, namely the hedonic pricing and the travel cost method.
The Hedonic Pricing (HP) method for tourism: It is most commonly used in the housing market. The price of
a building or land depends on the characteristics of the building or land (e.g. size, appearance, age, special etc), and
the characteristics of the environment (e.g. accessibility of property to school, hospital, supermarket and other
facilities, level of air pollution, level of noise pollution etc). The price function is shown in Eq.6:
( = - K→,→,→P

Eq. 6
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With s, n,e being, the characteristics of building or land, locality and the environment respectively, around
the building or land. The variety of tourist topics on which HP are applied can be vast. Two examples are: Thinh et
al., (2018) use the HP to value beach erosion by tourism in a world heritage site in Vietnam and Latinopoulos (2018)
valuate the effect of sea view on hotels.
The Travel Cost Method (TCM) in tourism: It estimates a demand curve where the quantity is provided by
the number of trips to a destination and the price is the travel cost paid in the form of gas, petrol, toll fees, entree fees,
depreciation of the car cost, cost of the trip time corresponding to the opportunity cost of the work time. The
consumer surplus (CS) is estimated based on Eq. 7:
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C is the price of the trip, β1 is the coefficient of C. There is a variety of tourist topics on which TCM can be
applied. Some examples are: Yeh et al., (2018) explore the economic use value of the natural landscape for sport
tourism in Taiwan. Haider et al., (2018) value the recreational services provided by tourist spots in Bangladesh.
BENEFIT AND COST TRANSFERS IN TOURISM
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When time or funds for a research topic does not suffice for the launching of a tailor-made survey, benefit
transfer (or cost transfer) methods can provide a valid, reliable, albeit second-best, solution. The essence of benefit
transfer concept is that the valuation researcher can look for a pre-existing similar study or studies and adopt the
WTP/WTA results for his/her new study. For example, if two countries have similar economic, social and
environmental conditions, it is highly probable that valuation results can be transferable from one country to the other.
Also, various hypothesis or adaptations (scaling) can also take place when one transfers benefits of costs from one
occasion to the other. The two most common benefit transfer methods are the unit value transfer and the benefit
function transfer (Johnston, Rolfe et al. 2015). The former can take place with the transfer of a number or a set of
numbers from pre-existing valuation studies and it may be adjusted for the level of prices, differences in income and
other economic parameters pertinent in each occasion.
CONCLUSION
Tourism offers a comprehensive good because it is an experience generated from the interaction of
geography, culture, relaxation, sightseeing, food and many other parameters. Thus, tourism has many interactions
with environment, society and economics which have not been explored and valuated. This is so because tourism
economics is a new field of economics and thus there is a lower application of valuation economics tools therein so
far. Nevertheless, the scope for valuation economics in tourism is enormous and is generated from the need to
estimate values for non-priced or under-priced goods and subsequently the prices for tourist products (hotel room
prices, entrance fees to national parks, travel ticket prices, food prices, water and energy prices, tourist taxes and
subsidies etc).
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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to assess the impact tourism seasonality exerts on residents, by evaluating how it changes
hospitals’ activity and if it leads tolower performance in terms of accessibility and efficiency. Through a quantitative
analysis of hospitals discharges data, this work will observe the activity of three public hospitals located in the
province of Olbia-Tempio, an Italian coastal destination with international relevance. This study shows that the
additional demand from tourists changes the composition of admissions and reduce the accessibility for locals or nonurgent patients.
Key Words: impact of tourism; hospital admission; host communities; seasonality, bed crisis.
INTRODUCTION
Tourism seasonality produces an intense pressure on local service providers, which react to the additional
demand by adapting their supply to protect their performance or by passively enduring the higher needs(Albalate &
Bel, 2010)thus reducing promptness, quality or accessibility of services. This “passive approach” can be the results of
a rational decisionaimed to increase revenues with no further investments or can be induced by institutional,
normative or financial constraints that remove any room for action. When looking to essential public services (i.e.
garbage disposal, public transportation, water supply, healthcare), the reduction in performance impact on both
residents and tourists, and can lead to their dissatisfaction(Deery, Jago, & Fredline, 2012).
This work focuses on healthcare sector given its relevance in supporting people well-being and quality of
life, and it looks to the activity of three public hospitals established in the province of Olbia-Tempio, a coastal
destination in the North East of Sardinia (Italy). By using data gathered through the Regional Hospital Discharge
Register, the Regional Health Information System (2014-2015) and statistics about tourism provided by the Regional
Bureau of Statistics, this paper is intended to assess the impact that tourism seasonality exerts on hospitals of a
tourism destination. The research is aimed to determine whether hospitals face a “summer bed crisis”,that isthe
reduction of hospital accessibility for specific groups of patients (e.g. locals vs foreigners) or type of services (e.g.
urgent vs non-urgent admissions) due to the limited availability of hospital beds during the summer seasonal peak.
Results will allow describing the impact produced by tourism on the performance of hospitals located in a coastal
destination, and it will helphospitals managers andpolicy-makers to understand how hospitals, and the healthcare
providers in a broader extent, deal with the summer seasonality. A deeper understanding of this phenomenon will
allow to correctly define the level of services (e.g. numbers of physicians, nursing staffs) throughout the year to
guarantee adequate performance for residents so reducing their potential dissatisfaction over tourism and support their
acceptance.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Tourism represents one of the most relevant industries in the world, and it has often been seen as a critical
element to promote the economic development of countries, regions or communities. Its role in promoting economic
is widely accepted, but it worth noting that tourism can be seen as a potential source of hidden costs or negative
externalities (Sharpley, 2014). Indeed, tourism exploits tourism destinations and can results in negative externalities
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such as the increase in public services cost (e.g. the overall cost of garbage disposal or for public safety) or the
reduction of services accessibility (Sharpley & Telfer, 2015) or efficiency (e.g. crowding in transportation on in
public places) and its impact is amplified by seasonality (Faulkner & Tideswell, 1997). Considering the relevance of
residents’ attitudes in supporting tourism activities, policy-makers, local government, businesses and tourism planners
need to identify direct and indirect sources of host communities dissatisfaction (Andriotis & Vaughan, 2003) and
should cooperate to correctly plan a sustainable tourism development (Presenza, Del Chiappa, & Sheehan, 2013).
The literature showed an enduring interest in analysing the impact of tourism on host communities
(Easterling, 2004; Lundberg, 2017; Pizam, 1978). Residents are vital stakeholders in the tourism industries, and their
attitudes towards tourist are crucial factors in the attractiveness of a destination(Bachleitner & Zins, 1999). On the
other hand, when actual or perceived negative impact emerges, tourism can induce a relevant conflict among locals
and visitors (Page, 2012). As Andriotis and Vaughan (2003) underlined: the awareness of residents' perceptions of
tourism development and its impacts can help planners and developers to identify real concerns and issues for
appropriate policies and action to take place, optimising the benefits and minimising the problems”. Destinations face
a sort of "development dilemma" (Sharpley & Telfer, 2015) because they have to identify the right balance between
the benefits and costs deriving from tourism. Several factors produce both positive or negative impacts on host
communities’ attitude that should be managed to sustain the attractiveness of destinations(Almeida García, Balbuena
Vázquez, & Cortés Macías, 2015). Scholars traditionally group these factors under three labels: economic, sociocultural and environmental (Andereck, Valentine, Knopf, & Vogt, 2005).Locals can benefit from the increased
economic, socio-cultural or environmental opportunities produced by tourism, but at the same time, they will suffer
from the negative consequences induced by the seasonal increase in population. According to several studies (Brunt
& Courtney, 1999; Lindberg & Johnson, 1997; McCool & Martin, 1994), overcrowding or congestion in public
facilities related to the increased demand by tourist represent a relevant sources of negative impacts, thus they limit
the performance of providers and – consequently – reduce residents’ satisfaction. The disruptive effect in resident
attitudes related to the lower accessibility for essential public services is particularly significant if we look to hospitals
admissions and – more in general – to the healthcare sector. Organisational and financial constraints can prevent
public hospitals to satisfy locals’ demand by reducing the level of services for locals (e.g., delaying the scheduled
admission) or by facing hospital access block. It seems reasonable to assume that health needs do not drive the choice
of tourists who travel to a coastal destination during the seasonal peak, so they cannot be considered“medical tourist”
(Connell, 2006; Garcia-Altes, 2005; Goodrich & Goodrich, 1987). Consequently, tourists do not access to planned
health provision but they ask for urgent medical procedures. So, it can be hypothesised that the additional tourism
demand will focus on specific diseases, usually related to emergencies or trauma.
Hospitals can face “bed crisis” – the reduction of the hospital accessibility due to the limited availability of
hospital beds (Vasilakis & El-Darzi, 2001) – as a consequence of several factors. Usually, admissions increase during
the winter, and this phenomenon is related to theweather or the seasonal flu. Also, it worth noting that the seasonal
pattern which leads to a bed crisis is generally focused on specific diseases (Fullerton & Crawford, 1999). As MatterWalstra et al. (2006) showed, together with social, weather and epidemiological factors, tourism can be identified as
a cause of the increase in hospitalisation demand in tourism destination, so highlighting the potentially distorting
effect played by the seasonality on the level of services of a healthcare provider.
It appears interesting to analyse these issues in the Italian healthcare sector, a universal system which
guarantees universal coverage for its citizens (Marinò, 2008) and to foreigners covered by the “European Health
Insurance Card”. Contrariwise, patients coming from countries that not have signed an agreement with Italy should
pay out-of-pocket costs. In this sense, it worth noting that the majority of foreign tourists that travel to Sardinia (80%
in 2016, source Regional Bureau of Statistics) have free access to health services.
Regarding hospitalisations service, in the Italian healthcare sector operate both private and public-owned
institution, and they are classifiedon the basis of their catching area on a three-level scale (at a higher level
corresponds a higher complexity and number of beds). In particular, "basic hospital" is established to offer its services
to at least 80.000 residents; "first-level hospital" serves at least 150.000 residents; "second-level hospital" serves a
population higher than 600.000 inhabitants. As it emerges, the organisation of hospitals reflects mainly the dimension
of the population,and the regulation does not consider the seasonal fluctuation linked to tourism.
METHODOLOGY
This work is an explanatory case-study (Yin, 2009) intended to understand how the tourism seasonality
affects the performance – especially the accessibility and the efficiency - of health services in a tourism destination,
with the aim to assess its impact on host communities. The case-study selected is the province of Olbia, located in the
north-western part of Sardinia (see Figure 1). Olbia-Tempio is a well-known coastal destination. Its development
started in the Sixties when the "Costa Smeralda" consortium (Becheri, 1991; Del Chiappa, Atzeni, & Ghasemi, 2018)
initiated a high-level tourism supply, helping the other location to attract investment and promoting the start-up of
tourism industries. The province has a well-established tourism infrastructure(Giovanelli, Rotondo, & Fadda, 2015):
within its boundaries operates an international airport in Olbia, two ports, and it presents the most developed
hospitality industries in the region, since it has the highest share of beds in hotels (39.5% of beds) and the large
majority (60%) of 5-stars and superior hotels. (Source: Regional Bureau of Statistics, 2017). The province appears a
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suitable case study considering its national and international relevance: according to data provided by the National
Bureau of Statistics. (ISTAT, 2017), it attracts the higher share of tourists in Sardinia (one-third of tourist arrivals are
concentrated in the province), and it represents the second most attractive Italian coastal location if we consider the
ratio arrivals/inhabitants. Tourism in the area – likewise many other Mediterranean destinations - is "weather
dependent" because its attractiveness is mainly related to coastal tourism and it is characterised by a natural and single
peak of seasonality (Butler, 2001; Fadda, Rotondo, & Giovanelli, 2016; Koenig-Lewis & Bischoff, 2005). Seasonality
scale emerges by observing the distribution of tourists throughout the year (Table 1). The analysis of the Seasonality
ratio (R), Seasonality indicator (ω) (Yacoumis, 1980; Lundtorp, 2001; Karamustafa & Ulama, 2010), and Ginicoefficient (G) confirms the unequal distributions of tourists throughout the year and allows to identify July and
August as the "peak months” of the season, and June and September are the shoulder months.
Table 1
Overnight stays in the province of Olbia-Tempio and indicators of seasonality
(Data elaborated by the Authors. Sources: Regional Bureau of Statistics)

2011

%

2012

%

2013

%

2014

%

2015

%

2016

%

Jan

69,846

1%

72,662

1%

56,586

1%

70,989

1%

70,836

1%

77,837

1%

Feb

81,157

1%

78,533

1%

64,434

1%

73,581

1%

81,339

1%

83,548

1%

Mar

115,276

1%

110,497

1%

121,716

1%

101,264

1%

112,918

1%

135,633

1%

Apr

333,481

3%

317,096

3%

253,236

2%

305,654

3%

302,083

2%

296,648

2%

May

673,587

6%

651,002

6%

719,987

7%

656,118

6%

778,830

6%

863,111

6%

Jun

1,772,583

15%

1,700,798

16%

1,639,850

15%

1,694,944

15%

1,856,497

15%

2,022,383

15%

Jul

2,856,195

25%

2,723,256

25%

2,596,299

24%

2,742,084

24%

3,033,777

24%

3,259,857

24%

Aug

3,263,358

29%

3,071,044

28%

3,030,362

28%

3,332,413

29%

3,540,095

29%

3,797,325

28%

Sep

1,577,009

14%

1,510,434

14%

1,569,545

15%

1,776,751

16%

1,948,420

16%

2,148,938

16%

Oct

488,551

4%

423,251

4%

428,216

4%

449,234

4%

490,332

4%

601,249

4%

Nov

109,000

1%

97,410

1%

126,514

1%

91,023

1%

92,673

1%

106,172

1%

Dec

108,640

1%

87,194

1%

73,883

1%

68,784

1%

85,027

1%

93,043

1%

G

0.5890

0.5910

0.5900

0.5990

0.5970

0.5930

R

3.4205

3.3986

3.4047

3.5192

3.4278

3.3789

ω

0.2923

0.2942

0,2937

0,2841

0,2917

0,2959

Within its institutional boundaries, we found three public-owned hospitals (see Figure 1) which
guaranteehospitalisations services and emergency admissions. Italian healthcare is a universal system which delivers
free services (in some cases co-payment are required, generally for non-urgent treatments) to their citizens and it
provides hospitalisations services through a network of public-owned or private hospitals (France, Taroni, &
Donatini, 2005). Public-owned institutions guarantee the health care services in the province. In particular,
hospitalisations services are provided by three hospitals located in Olbia, Tempio and La Maddalena. Olbia hospital
offers highlyspecialised healthcare services and plays a pivotal role in the healthcare system in the area. To date, it is
made up of 10 units (Surgery, Medical Department, Orthopaedics, Gynaecology, Pediatrics, Psychiatry, Intensive care
unit, Coronary units and Oncology) and it has 170 beds available; Tempio hospital has 6 units (Surgery, Medical
Department, Orthopaedics, Gynaecology, Otolaryngology, Pediatrics and Oncology) and 93 beds; La Maddalena
hospitals is the smallest hospital in the province, and it guarantees hospitalizations services mainly to those who live
in the archipelago through 4 units (Medical Department, Gynaecology, Pediatrics and Oncology) and 45 beds.
Figure 1
Hospitals of the province of Olbia
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This paper aims to answer the following research questions:
RQ1: how does tourism seasonality affect the demand for hospitalisation in hospitals located in tourism
destination? The study will look to the evolution of the overall demand for hospital services, to assess if it varies
through the year and – in particular – if summer seasonality plays a direct role in increasing or reducing the number
and the type of admissions.
RQ2: does the additional demand from tourists in a coastal destination increase the need for urgent
hospitalisations or specific diseases? The impact of tourists will be deepened by analysing data regarding hospital
wards, with the aim to highlight if the additional demand from tourists is focused onspecifictypes of admission or
specific departments.
RQ3: does tourism seasonality cause a summer-bed-crisis in hospitals located in a coastal destination?To
assess if the province of Olbia-Tempio suffers from a "summer-bed-crisis" the composition of wards and hospital
population, with specific reference to local vs non-residents, will be analysed.
Analyses have been performed using a quantitative methodology supported by a specific dataset developed
as the results of the merge of data gathered from two institutional sources. Tourism arrivals and overnight stays
(monthly) for the province and each municipality have been collected from the open data provided by the Regional
Bureau of Statistics.
Information about hospital admissions has been provided by the regional healthcare admission register (years
2014 and 2015; n=31,588). Table 2 summarises variables gathered from these institutional sources and data
elaborated for this study.
Table 2
Variables used in the analysis.
Name
Note
Raw data provided by the regional healthcare information system (Y: 2014-2015) or by the Regional Bureau of Statistics
Hospitals
Identifies the hospitals where the patient is admitted.
Region
Identifies the Region where the patient resides. For patients living abroad, it identifies the country
Identifies the Local Healthcare Agency that buys the healthcare services for the patient. (Only for Italian
LHA
patients).
Date of Admission Day, month and year of admission.
Ward
Identifies the department where the patients are firstly admitted
Admission are classified as follows: Type1: planned admission for non-urgent disease; Type2: urgent;
Type of Admission
Type3: mandatory health treatment; Type4: planned admission with pre-hospitalization.
Overnight Stays
Overnight stays for each province and each municipality (monthly, abbreviation: OStays)
Variables derived for the analysis
Admitted
Number of patients admitted toeach hospital or ward (daily and monthly)
Type1
Number of patients admitted with code "Type1" toeach hospital or wards (daily and monthly)
Type2
Number of patients admitted with code "Type2" to each hospital or wards (daily and monthly)
Type4
Number of patients admitted with code "Type4" to each hospital or wards (daily and monthly)
Number of patients admitted that reside outside of the province of Olbia-Tempio for each hospital (daily
NonOT
and monthly)
NotSardinian
Number of patients admitted that reside outside Sardinia for each hospital (daily and monthly)
NotItalian
Number of patients admitted that reside outside Italy for each hospital (daily and monthly)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
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RQ1: how does tourism seasonality affect the demand for hospitalisation in hospitals located in tourism
destination?
The distribution of patients in the three hospitals has been observed, with the aim to assess the impact of
tourism seasonality in the level ofdemand for hospitalisation services. Descriptive statistics exposed in Table 3 show
that the number of patients admitted to the three hospitals does not vary consistently in the period. The correlation
index between the overnight stays in the province,and the number of hospitalisations(0.0242)confirms that does not
exist any significant correlation within the variable analysed.
Table 3
Admissions in the three hospitals
Interquartile
range

Mean

SD

p25

p50

p75

Tempio

381.2917

38.47583

367.5

389.5

406.5

39

La Maddalena

82.08333

17.7272

72

78.5

89.5

17.5

Olbia

844.9167

72.93709

828.5

849

879.5

51

These resultsseem to suggest that tourism does not exert consistent pressure on the demand for healthcare
services as the admissionsare stable. However,it should be considered thatthe maximumnumber of patients that can be
treated at the same time by a hospitalis bounded by organisational features likethe number of beds available. With the
aim to investigate the relationship, log-linear regression analysis has been carried out using the number of patients
admitted daily (for the provinceand each hospital, models 1-4) and using a dummy variable as the independent
variable to identify days of the seasonal peak months (July and August).
Table 4
Log-linear regression modelsresults
(1)
Admitted

(2)
Admitted
(Tempio)

(3)
Admitted
(La Maddalena)

(4)
Admitted
(Olbia)

Peak

0.013
-0.0909*
0.146*
0.0751
(0.21)
(-2.12)
(2.44)
(1.84)
_cons
2.245***
2.460***
0.897***
3.236***
(88.07)
(138.97)
(35.48)
(192.32)
N
2122
730
662
730
F (p-value) 0.05 (0.8320) 4.48 (0.0347) 5.98 (0.0147) 3.39 (0.0662)
t statistics in parentheses * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

The analysis for the province confirms that does not exist any significant relationship between tourism
seasonality and the number of patients admitted (1). However, it worth noting that the impact differs for hospitalsince
Tempio and La Maddalena seem to be influenced by seasonality: La Maddalena (3) – a small hospital located in an
island with high tourism seasonality,increase its admissions during the peak month, while Tempio (2) – located in the
inner part of the province – reducesthem.
RQ2: does the additional demand from tourists in a coastal destination increase the need for urgent
hospitalisations or specific diseases?
Table 5
Log-linear regression models results

Peak
_cons

(1)
Type 1
-0.221***
(-3.54)
0.751***

(2)
Type 2
0.142**
(2.61)
1.753***

(3)
Type 4
-0.300***
(-4.43)
1.307***
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(31.05)
(76.85)
(47.76)
N
936
2061
1529
F (p-value)
12.56 (0.0004) 6.80 (0.0092) 19.61 (0.0000)
t statistics in parentheses * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

Models 1-3 depict the influence that summers seasonality plays on hospitals case mix (using peak as
reference) on the type of hospitalisations. Type1 (planned and non-urgent hospitalisations) and Type4 (planned with
prehospitalization) admissions decrease during the peak month while those urgent (Type2) significantly increase
during the seasonal peak.
The results illustrate that the supplementary demand force hospitals to reduce the level of services for locals
with the reduction of planned hospitalisations, causing a "summer bed-crisis”. Since it isreasonable to assume that
tourists do not travel to a coastal destination during summer seasonal peaks driven by the needs to access a specific
medical procedure, their health needs are usually related to an emergency. Consequently, the underlying hypothesis is
tourism impact on hospitals will vary affecting some wards to a greater extent than others. Log-linear regression
analysis (Table 6) has been built up to verify this hypothesis using the monthly overnight stays (divided for 1,000)for
each health district in the province18 has the independent variable and the number of patient admitted for each ward as
dependent variable.
The seasonal demand coming from tourists does not seem to be significantly related to the admission in the
analysed ward with the relevant exception of Orthopaedics and, while less significant, Medical Dpt. These results
confirm that the additional tourism demand is concentrated on a specific group of health procedures, often related to
trauma.
Table 6
Log-linear regression model estimates with random-effect at hospital level.
(1)
Surgery
-0.000045
(0.0000325)
0
(.)
0.607***
(0.00996)

(2)
(3)
(4)
Medical Dpt.
Orthopaedics Gynaecology
OStays
0.000163*
0.000117***
0.000142
(0.000076)
(0.0000136)
(0.00008)
Tempio
0
0
0
(.)
(.)
(.)
Olbia
0.509***
0.258***
1.179***
(0.0233)
(0.00416)
(0.0245)
La Maddalena
-0.428***
-1.724***
(0.00223)
(0.00235)
_cons
4.108***
4.373***
4.154***
4.219***
(0.000414)
(0.000968)
(0.000173)
(0.00102)
N
48
72
48
72
Standard error in parenthesesrobust to heteroskedasticity; * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

(5)
Paediatrics
0.000077
(0.000099)
0
(.)
0.686***
(0.0303)
-2.120***
(0.00306)
3.414***
(0.00126)
71

RQ3: does tourism seasonality cause a summer-bed-crisis in hospitals located in a coastal destination?
Table 7
Log-linear regression modelsestimates with random-effect at hospital level.

OStays
Tempio
La Maddalena
Olbia
_cons
N

(1)
From outside
the province
0.00121**
(0.000426)
0
(.)
-2.462***
(0.0133)
0.218
(0.136)
4.281***
(0.00542)
70

(2)
From the
province
-0.000144***
(0.0000166)
0
(.)
-1.402***
(0.000486)
0.898***
(0.00508)
5.695***
(0.000211)
72

(3)
From outside
Sardinia
0.00279***
(0.000582)
0
(.)
-0.863***
(0.0178)
0.540**
(0.186)
2.189***
(0.00773)
69

(4)
From
Sardinia
-0.000140***
(0.0000162)
0
(.)
-1.582***
(0.000476)
0.812***
(0.00497)
5.891***
(0.000207)
72

(5)
From Outside
Italy
0.00199***
(0.0000917)
0
(.)
-0.740***
(0.0026)
0.570***
(0.0277)
1.205***
(0.00154)
62

(6)
From
Italy
0.0000566
(0.0000437)
0
(.)
-1.564***
(0.00128)
0.771***
(0.0134)
5.928***
(0.000556)
72

18The province of Olbia Tempio is divided into three health districts. The Olbia district which comprises 18 municipalities (Alà Dei Sardi,
Arzachena, Berchidda, Buddusò, Budoni, Golfo Aranci, Loiri Porto San Paolo, Monti, Olbia, Oschiri, Padru, Palau, San Teodoro, Sant'Antonio di
Gallura, Santa Teresa Gallura, Telti), the Tempio District (Aggius, Aglientu, Badesi, Bortigiadas, Calangianus, Luogosanto, Luras, Tempio
Pausania, Trinità D'Agultu and Vignola) and La Maddalena District.
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Standard error in parentheses robust to heteroskedasticity; * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

As it has been previously underlined, the hospitals' supply is limited by institutional and organisational
constraints like the number of beds available or the size of medical and nursing staffs. Therefore, when the demand
for hospitalisations increases, hospitals have limited room to change, and they are forced to modify their case-mix by
replacing planned or non-urgent health provisions requested by residents with urgent and acute patients. Log-linear
regression analyses have been performed to delve into this possible source of negative externalities for locals (Table
7).
It emerges that there is a significant relationship among the overnight stays and the number of patients which
resides outside the province of Olbia-Tempio (1), outside Sardinia (2), and outside Italy (3). It worth noting that the
increase of the of hospitalisation from outside the province is associated with the reduction of local patients thus
confirming the existence of a "summer bed crisis" effect. Similar results emerge when we look to models (3), (4), and
(5).

CONCLUSIVEREMARKS
The economic and social relevance of tourism in the development of a tourism destination is undoubted.
Locals will indeed benefit from several positive aspects but, at the same time, they can be forced to pay some hidden
costs related to the increase in seasonal population and the impact of the additional demand. This paper looks to the
relationship between the seasonal variation of tourists in a coastal destination with a strong seasonal pattern – the
province of Olbia-Tempio – to assess how the public healthcare systems tackle the additional demand from tourists to
understand if it can be identified as a potential source of negative externalities. Results previous described show that
tourism exerts a significant impact on the activities of hospitals in a tourism destination and it results in the need to
reduce the number of admissions for planned health services to guarantee an adequate level of services for
emergencies.
Furthermore, it emerged that tourism changes the activity of hospitals, by increasing the number of
hospitalisations for specific diseases (e.g. trauma-related diseases) while not showing any impact on other areas.
Lastly, the analyses showed that hospitals in tourism destination face a "summer bed crisis" regarding non-urgent or
local patients. During the summer, the admission of "foreign" patients will increase (i.e. patients who not reside in the
tourist area) and, at the same time, locals are forced to delay their hospitalisations or request them to other hospitals
outside the regions.
Results allow identifying a potential source of local dissatisfaction, which can potentially limit their positive
attitudes toward tourism. Given the vital role played by host communities in the success of a tourism destination,
regional policy-makers which steer the public healthcare sector in Italy and the hospitals top managers should tackle
these issues to eliminate or reduce the negative impact of the additional demand from tourists. It can be suggested, for
instance, to increase the nursing and medical staff during the peak season or by to support the supply of hospitals with
an additional share of beds during the summer. A better understanding of the effect played by the additional demand
related to tourism will allow focussing the organisational efforts on a restricted group of activities, such as increasing
beds or staff only for a specific group of diseases or developing innovative clinical paths.
Further evolution of this study will delve the analysis, by analysing with higher detail the change in the case
mix (e.g. by looking to specific DRG codes or by groups of diseases) and try to interpret the results by interviewing
key stakeholders.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose: Competitive pricing is considered to be a very important part of revenue management, a
management instrument that enables selling right products and services to the customers at the prices that will
produce highest revenues. Marina business is supposedto be a business whose products or services are perishable
(similar to hotels, airlines, campsites, hostels etc.) and tracking the prices of competitors is very important part of
managing its business.The purpose of this paper is to address the problem of relative price position and relative price
fluctuation performance in marina business and seeks to complement existing research in the domain of strategic price
positioning.
Design/methodology: The 32 Croatian marinas delivered monthly financial and non-financial information
through the Marina Benchmarking project databaseoverthe period of 36 months (2015 - 2017).Based on the similar
research conducted for hotels, this study explores the relationship between pricing strategy and marinas position in
ABR, RevPAB and berth occupancy in relation to their competitive sets. Variables used are ABR, RevPAB and berth
occupancy percentage differences. For each marina indicator, the percentage differences were calculated by dividing
each individual marina indicator with the average indicator of their competitive set. Marinas were divided into 10
different pricing categories that ranged from 0 to 30 percent. A regression analysis was performed for the given
period and research results presented.
Findings:The research results revealthat marinas who set their prices higher than their competition achieve
lower level of berth occupancy and at the same time succeed higher RevPAB. Marinas with lower prices than their
competitors achieve higher level of berth occupancy and lower RevPAB.
Originality of the research: Similar studies regarding price positioning have so far been conducted on hotel
business. This research is the first study on competitive pricing thah has been conducted for marina business and it
shows the importance of price positioning ans well as its contribution to successful managing of business
performance in marinas.
Key words: marina performance, revenue management, revenue per available berth (RevPAB), competitive
pricing, price position of berth, price fluctuation of berth, berth occupancy
INTRODUCTION
Marinas are commercially the most important ports of nautical tourism, and together with charter and cruise
industries, within the last 30 years, have continuously been showing high growing rates. It has been estimated that in
Europe there are 4,500 marinas with 1,75 millionberths ((European Boating Industry, 2016)while Marina industry of
association states that in Australia there are 347 marinas, that have 32000 employees and creates reveneues of 1.4
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billion AU$ per year (Marina industries associations, 2018).Marinas can be classified according to (Luković
2012:405):
1.
the level of equipment – standard, luxury, recreational
2.
types of construction – American, Atlantic or Mediterranean type
3.
position of maritime zone – open, semi-enclosed or enclosed
4.
marina ownership – private, municipal or public
5.
location – sea, lake, river or canal.
Since marinas are a part of almost every national economy, they influence the destination itself as well as
general development of a country.
Successfull marina businessrequires quick adaptation to changing market conditions and technological
innovations. Developing and accepting new and creative ways of decision making is necessary in order to achieve
greater business results and stay ahead of the competition. Reacting to the changes in competitors’ pricing is no
longer acceptable solution and it should be replaced with leading and acting in order to challenge the elasticity of
pricing.Managers should implement consistent pricing strategies in their businesses in order to improve the quality of
their decisions and this will lead to higher RevPAB (Revenue Per Available Berth) relative to their competitive set.
Setting optimal price for ones’ product or service is not an easy task, and in order to maximize their business
results, managers need to introduce in their business revenue management. Revenue management is management tool
whose main objective is to increase sales revenues by manipulating prices of products or services (HOSPA, 2013).
Revenue management is particularly useful in industries whose fixed costs are high in comparison to variable costs as
hotels, airlines, car rentals, cinemas, stadiums, conventions, cruise liners etc. The hospitality industry recognised the
benefits of adopting RM in order to maximize their business results and several research was conducted in order to
explore the degree to which strategic price positioning and price fluctuations affect relative revenue per available
room (Enz and Canina, 2005, Enz, Canina and Lomanno, 2009, Noone, Canina and Enz, 2013, Enz, Canina and van
der Rest, 2015).
Marina business characteristics have similarities with hotel business regarding perishability of their product
(selling berth vs. room) and high fixed costs of a business. The methodology for research conducted on hotels was
adjusted for marinas in order to explore the effects of price positioning in marina business. In this research we seek to
extend the literature by examining how relative price position andrelative price fluctuation have an impact on
performance in marina business.
THEORETICAL FRAMEFORK
Despite a well-developed practical and scientificapproach in the field of pricing, managers in many
industries still rely on the rules of thumb, including cost-based pricing.Recent research shows that they also react to
competitor’s pricing performance (Enz, Canina, van der Rest, 2015).Setting prices should not be merely a tactical
matter, even though there’s no doubt that competitors are an important factor to consider in pricing. Absolutely, price
setting should be a part of companies’overall strategy, and pricing should expose the position in providing customer
value at a given cost, as well as enable actions and reactions of market players. Pricing is considered to be a strategic
capability that is integral to a company’s overall strategy, indicated by revenue management analysis and economic
conditions (Enz, Canina, van der Rest, p.6). Revenue managers need to know how to contribute to firm performance
via pricing to drive higher revenue and optimise GOP. The pricing strategy could be one of price stability or one of
changing price category relative to competitors (Noone, 2012). More importantly, it’s crucial for strategic pricing in
marina business to define whether raising or lowering prices relative to their competition contributes additionaly to
RevPAB growth.
Authors Enz and Canina with several colleagues, in their research about hotel pricing concluded that
consistent pricing strategy is essential and that pricing strategy should not rely on neoclassical theories of perfect
competition (Enz, Canina, van der Rest, p.7). Their research investigates whether a clear strategic path to avoid
tactical price fluctuations to steal market share in the short run by price positioning below competitors actually pays
off (Enz, Canina, van der Rest, p.7). They found that hotels that consistently maintained an ADR somewhat higher
than that of their competitive set also enjoyed a relatively higher RevPAR.
Studies also indicate that revenues are more strongly influenced by ADR than by occupancy.
Research results also suggestthat hotels should not follow an overall strategy of price reduction, since it
results in RevPAR losses. Offering average prices higher than those of competitor is the best way to get desired
returns(Enz, Canina, and Noone,2012).
Singh at al. explore the influence of changes in ADR on financial result measured by GOPAR and NOIPAR.
They prove that changes in ADR have a significantly stronger correlation with changes in GOPPAR and NOIPAR
compared with changes in occupancy. These results indicate that ADR appears to be the key driver of RevPAR and
bottom-line profitability since 1 percent change in ADR yields a 1.9 percent change in NOI, and an estimated 1.6
percent change in GOP (Singh, Dev and Mandelbaum, 2014).
Althouth it is commonly known that tactical pricing decision must bring into line with strategic price
positioning and contribute to the fulfilment of strategic goals, the literature provides little guidance in the domain of
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strategic price positioning. Noon, Canina and Enz have been identified two key dimension of stratetic pricing:
relative price position and relative price fluctuation (Noone, Canina, & Enz, 2013:4). While relative price position
represents a measure of the mean ADR attained by a given hotel relative to the competitive set andcan be higher or
lower, or on par with the competition, relative price fluctuation is a measure of relative variability in ADR over time
and represents the degree of variation in price relative to the competition over time. (Noone, Canina, & Enz, 2013).
There is no dubt that competitor prices should be considered in managing revenue and maximizing
profitability. For this purpose competitive set reports can be used. They allow revenue manager to track theirown
performance against that of their comp set(s). It usually consists of main revenue management KPIs and compares
the subject’s indicators to the compset’s aggregates. It is employed to assess the effectiveness of short-term decisions
as well as effectiveness of long-term decisions and polices. These comparative reports are also used extensively by
regional and corporate units to assess property-level performance, and by owners and investment companies to
evaluate the performance of a contracted management company, the usefulness of a brand affiliation and the
performance of the industry (Webb, Schwartz, 2016).
In order to keep up-to-date with ever changing environment in which marinas operate, the following KPIs
are recommended in compset report for marinas, to asses their own performance and keep track to their
competitors:(Janković & Vlašić, 2018)
• total occupancy rate (total number of occupied berths divided by total number of available berths),
• occupancy rate for wet berths (number of occupied wet berths by contract and in transit divided by total number
of available wet berths)
• occupancy rate for dry berths (number of occupied dry berths by contract and in transit divided by total number
of available dry berths).
• occupancy rate by contract (number of occupied wet and dry berths by contract divided by total number of
available berths),
• occupancy rate by contract for wet berths (number of occupied wet berths by contract divided by total number of
available wet berths)
• occupancy rate by contract for dry berths (number of occupied dry berths divided by total number of available
dry berths),
• marina revenue per occupied berth - Average Berth Rate – ABR (revenue from renting dry and wet berths
divided by total number of occupied berths),
• total marina revenue per occupied berth (revenues from renting berths, revenues from marina services, revenues
from renting spaces, sub-concessions, permits and licenses and other marina revenues divided by total number of
occupied berths)
• marina revenue per available berth – RevPAB (marina revenue from renting dry and wet berths by contracts and
in transit divided by total number of available berths),
• total marina revenue per available berth – TRevPAB (revenues from renting berths, revenues from marina
services, revenues from renting spaces, sub-concessions, permits and licenses and other marina revenues divided
by total number of available berths),
In order to measure the mentioned KPIs, a uniform methodology of measuring marina revenues and costs
should be clearly defined. Althouth, Uniform System of Accounts for Marinas and Boatyards (USAMB) was
published by International Marina Institute in 1996 to improve financial reporting for marina business, nowadays,
this standard does not enable the framework for performance measurement in marinas. More comprehensive
measurement of revenue, costs and capacity, traced by profit and cost centers is required. To enable marina
benchmarking, minimum business data for measuring on monthly basis is provided below (Janković, Vlašić, 2018):
• revenues from renting dry and wet berths by contracts and in transit,
• revenues from marina services,
• revenues from renting spaces, sub-concessions, permits and licenses, and
• other marina revenues.
• the number of available wet berths and dry berths (on monthly basis)
• the number of occupied wet berths and dry berths by contracts and in transit (boat per day)
Marina business can be considered as lodging business (berth is the lodging for the guests’ boat/yacht) and
the competitors are most commonly defined by size, location, proximity and published price, with location and price
used as dimensions of similarity since it is widely held view that location and price have significant impact on a
business success (Kim & Canina, 2011).The marina business can create its competitive sets using several parameters:
size, region, type of marina, marina categorization, marina occupancy rate and marina revenues.
Renting berths or berth revenues is considered to be the main profit centre of marina business, which is
similar to a hotel business, where renting rooms (or lodging) is the main profit centre.Marina berth rates can be
calculated for transit (daily, weekly) or by contract (seasonal or annual basis). They are normally calculated by length
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of the boat (per ft) and basically a boat slip is like a hotel room with the exception that marinas accommodate guest’s
boat and hotels accommodate guests in a time period. Marina business requires high investment in property plant and
equipment and therefore have high fixed costs so high berth occupancy is necessary for financial success.
METHODOLOGY AND SAMPLE
Based on the idea that good revenue management exists when rates and occupancies show positive
correlation this research examines the relationship between pricing strategy and marinas position in RevPAB and
berth occupancy in relation to their competitive sets.The methodology for this research was taken over from the
research conducted by Enz, Canina and Van der Rest (2015) for hotels. Variables that were used are average berth
rate (ABR), berth occupancy and revenue per available berth (RevPAB) percentage differences.The percentage
differenceswere calculated for each indicator by dividing each individual marina indicator to the average indicator of
its competitive set. Relative price position for each marina in the sample was computed as the average of monthly
ABR percentage difference from the competitive set over 36 months and relative price fluctuation for each marina in
the sample was computed as the standard deviation of the monthly ABR percentage difference from the competitive
set over the 36 months period. The methodology applied in this research excluded marinas who were unable to
achieve a percentage difference in RevPAB with one standard deviation of zero from their competitors considering
them noncompetitive.
The sample consisted of 32 Croatian marinas whose data were collected through the project Croatian
Benchmarking forthe period of 36 months – for years 2015, 2016 and 2017. The number of observations made was
848.As the sample contained four seasonal marinas, it has to be kept in mind that they have operated only during the
summer months (April till October) and therefore have no data during off-seasonal months. Also, there are marinas
whose prices were not considered because their value of ABR, RevPAB and berth occupancy were too low or too
high in comparison to other marinas due to errors made in providing data. The reason for that stands intheir
information system limitations that do not provide separation of revenues from cash received for the time period that
the transaction occurred in. For example: Annual contracts for berths are usually signed and the invoice for the entire
year delivered in April. The invoice is then paid in the same or next month (April or May), and the system records
this transaction in that month disregarding the fact that according to the accounting principle the (annual) revenue
should be divided and recorded for each month separately. Theabove mentioned values were excluded from the final
calculations in order to avoid misinterpretation in the conclusions for this research.
In choosing competitive sets, it is essential to emphasize the fact that Croatia is substantially a small market
for nautical tourismand that the differences in prices are connected to the heterogeneity of locationsand brand
reputation and quality of services which is not connected to the classification of marinas. There isa problem of the
classification of marinas not only in Croatia but also at the international level because there is no uniform
classification of marinas prescribed internationally. Marinas in Croatia carry different classifications containing letters
(A, B, C), roman numbers (I., II., III. Etc.) or anchors (1 – 5) and therefore it was not used for the separation of the
results as it was used in the research for hotels.Because of the small sample of marinas, there was no separation of the
individual and chain ones or the size of marinas regarding number of berths.
In order to uniform the existing criteria for evaluation of marinas, for calculating the berth occupancy, only
the occupancy of sea (wet) berths was considered for this research. It is because not all marinas in the sample contain
sea and dry (land) berths, and there is a great difference when calculating berth occupancy for total berths or just sea
berths – the dry berth occupancy is lower than the occupancy of sea berth and the total berth occupancy is lower in
those marinas with dry berths.In some marinas the berth occupancy exceeds 100%, due to the fact that marinas some
berths sell twice, once through the annual contract and second time, when during the high season the yacht/boat
leaves the marina for cruising, sell the same berth as the transient one. The marinas have chosen their competitive sets
on the basis of the closest ABR in the sample, regardless its location or size.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Regarding the information on marina business for descriptive statistics, the sample showed relatively wide
disparities for average in occupancy ranging from 8,10 to 149,27 with mean 78,09 of value. The range for ABR is
22,06 to 461,22 with mean value of 106,78. The sample also showed great disparities for average in RevPAB that
range from 15,28 to 326,47 with mean value of 79,06.
Ten different pricing categories ranging from 0 to 30% were used for Marinas. Five of the pricing categories
were set for the marinas with higher price position in comparison to their competitors and five categories for the
marinas that achieved price position lower than their competitors (Figure 1).
Figure 1.
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The research results conducted on marinas show that when marinas positioned their prices below the prices
of their competitors, they have achieved better berth occupancy of marina and their RevPAB was slightly lower. With
the marinas that positioned their prices substantially lower (15-30%) the occupancy was much higher (13,5) with
RevPAB being only slightly lower (-2,55).
For those marinas that positioned their prices above then their competition, the research results show that
their berth occupancy experienced lower values, with their RevPAB being slightly higher, so for much higher prices
(15-30%), the occupancy was much lower (-15,40) and RevPAB only slightly higher (1,43).
In order to reveal the effect of price position, price fluctuation and occupancy performance of marina on its
RevPAB, regression analysis is performed (Table 1):
Table 1:
Regression analysis results
Dependent variable
RevPAB performance
Constant
-1.039 (0.234)
Price position
0.773***(0.019)
Occupancy performance
0.815***(0.019)
Price fluctuation
0.165***(0.008)
Observations
848
R2
0.334
R2 (adj)
0.332
F
141.005***
Note: *** significance at 0,001 level respectively. Standard error is given in paranthesis.
Dependent variable: Revenue performance
Variables selection method: Enter
Table 1 shows the results of regression analysis used to test the effects of relative price position and
fluctuation on RevPAB performance in marinas. RevPAB was entered as dependent variable, while relative price
position and relative price fluctuation were entered as the independent variables. The model is statistically significant
(F = 141.005; p < 0.001) with 33,7% of variation in RevPAB accounted for the model (R squared = 0.332). The effect
of price position, price fluctuation and berth occupancy performance shows that there is a significant relationship
between dependent and independent variable. Berth occupancy performance has higher influence (β=0.815) on
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RevPAB performance than price position (β=0.773), but still price position was highly significant in explaining
RevPAB performance. The price fluctuation has also been significant in explaining RevPAB performance (β=0.165)
but less than the price position and occupancy performance.
Our research results show that marinas who set their prices below their competitors achieve higher berth
occupancy but still achieve lower RevPAB, and marinas that set their prices above their competitors manage to
achieve lower level of occupancy but at the same timethose marinas achievehigher RevPAB. These results emphasize
the importance of setting strategic price positions based on presenting different marina products and marina services.
Marina managers should consider more strategic and consistent price positioning, particularly if their marinas offer
unique, recognized, high quality services and valued products. Although price fluctuation shows lower significance
on influencing RevPAB, it should be noted that price variability is connected to customer risk and perceptions of
brand and that lowering prices can be seen as lowering quality of services in marinas and should be avoided.Because
of the small sample, the individual marinas were not separated from the chain affiliated ones.
Therefore, we suggest to upgrade this project on surrounding countries (eg. Mediterranean) or at
international level. In this case different approach should be introduced – starting from prices that should be collected
in equal (not different) currencies, different types of marinas regarding areas, locations, sea/river, inland/coastal,
wet/dry etc). We suggest that the criteria for defining marina categorisation should be set at national as well as
international level and we suggest that gold anchor categorisation could be used. We also suggest to repeat the
research for longer period of time (5 or 10 years), because three years is considered to be small amount of time. We
also suggest that in order to get better basis for the comparison nationally and internationally length and width of the
boat or yacht should be taken into consideration. For length of the boat meter/day value should be introduced, and for
the boat width equivalent numbers should be used. Until now, only the managerial accounting information were
collected and financial indicators calculated. In order to further develop and improve project benchmarking marinas
there is a need for additional information on costs /expenses and sustainability to be introduced and costs and
sustainability indicators calculated.
To position itself in the long term, marina needs to gain clear understanding of its current market position
and the direction it wants to take in the future. As competitors pricing creates a part of short-term and long-term
strategies marina managers should consider those prices in order to facilitate responsive positioning and to avoid
conflicts. Regarding price positioning in short and long term marina managers are suggested to be very careful when
setting the prices above their competitors in marinas in order to prevent lowering their marinas occupancy by having
unsatisfied customers. If they plan to set higher prices than their competitors, than in order to keep the customers
satisfaction, the prices should be risen gradually and they should offer higher quality of their services or include
additional bonus services. When setting higher prices than their competitors for annual contract berths, the additional
services should be included in the price and higher quality of services should be offered in order to keep the
customers satisfied. Managers should have in mind that this berth will be sold and revenues gained for the entire year
which will increase their occupancy, but will also enable selling the same berth in the summer months when the
boat/yacht owner decides to take the boat out of marina for a few days.Although setting prices for transient berths
seem slightly easier, it is definitely not so. For the seasonal months it is not difficult to sell the berth because
regardless the price their marina will reach maximum in occupancy. However, in that period managers should
maximize their business results but they should be careful with pricing policy because if they set the prices too high,
they risk losing their revenues in long term.
In Europe there are 4500 marinas with 1,75 million berths (www.europeanboatingindistry.eu). They are very
attractive for boat owners/ yachtsmen, and considering this fact they should not have problems with raising the prices
of their berths, but they still need to do it very carefully thinking about long-term effects of this increase. Therefore,
future research on shifting prices should be conducted in order to follow the actual effects of this change on
occupancy and revenue per available berth. It is also suggested that total revenue per available berth (TrevPAB) needs
to be considered because it will bring clearer picture on managers’ ability to be successful. TrevPAB apart from the
price of berth includes other marina revenues e.g. from parking, maintenance of the boat, transfers, lodging if
available, revenues from renting, sub-concessions, permits and approvals and other marina revenues excluding
financial and extraordinary revenues and shows actual results of managing marina business.As this is the first
research regarding the price positioning and price fluctuation of marina business it should be noted that the research in
this area should be further developed. We also suggest for further research that marinas should be divided by chain
affiliated or by size or even by region, and that for long-term price positioning the period of observation should be
extended to at least 5 to 10 years.
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ABSTRACT.
This study sought to examine the existing tourist promotion of the Byzantine monuments of Thessaloniki,
and if it could get more efficient, contributing to the growth of the tourism of Thessaloniki. In further analysis,
emphasis is placed in the religious monuments in the center of Thessaloniki, and the unique characteristics of them
and also are referred the monuments of the same period located in the wider area of the city. The survey methods that
were employed are involving an in depth analysis of the e-promotion and two different quantitatively questionnaires
that also analyze the promotion that exist for the monuments.
Key Words: Byzantine monuments, e-promotion, tourism, development, Thessaloniki.
INTRODUCTION
During the middle Ages, the city of Thessaloniki was an important economic and cultural center. This is
perceived in the preserved monuments of the period. In 1988, fifteen medieval monuments from the 4th-14th century
A.D. were listed as UNESCO's World Heritage Sites. These and also six more are listed below. The first twelve are
the monuments-targets of this survey located in the center of the city.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Rotunda (3rd c.)
Panagia Acheiropoietos (5th c.)
Agios Dimitrios (7th c.)
Hagia Sophia (7th c.)
St. John's Chapel (19th c.)
Panagia Chalkeon (11th c.)

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Agios Panteleimon (13th-14th c.)
Holy Apostles (14th c.)
Metamorphosis of the Savior (14th c.)
Panagia Laodigitria (14th c.)
Saint Minas (5th c.)
Architectural remains (5th -6th c.)

All of these monuments have outstanding beauty and many unique stories that they have gone through
during the centuries. Nevertheless, we will focus on some unique features that some of them have, starting with
Rotunda that has similarities with the Pantheon of Agrippa in Rome, and it is one of the most well-preserved
monuments of Thessaloniki (Mandalos, 2017). Then there is Panagia Acheiropoietos which is preserved in the
same form as it was in the 5th century, something that makes it unique in eastern Mediterranean, and Agios
Dimitrios that has many rare and special features, such as the crypt into the basement and a monumental tomb,
which was possible made in Italy (Papazotos, 1997). St. John's Chapel is a special shaped chapel into which are
preserved and restored St. John's catacombs, a corridor and two underground crypts, the remains of a Byzantine
church, an early-Christian mosaics of great archaeological value, and also an older floor which covered with
protective glass, while the reservoir on the site belongs to a Roman building (Malpidou, 2017). Panagia
Chalkeon is built of bricks, which is the reason it is called "Red Church”, and Agios Panteleimon belongs to the
type of crucifix registered with a narthex and a perimeter gallery, which leads to the east in two chapels and
today only the gallery is not preserved (Tsaktzira et al., 2003). Holy Apostles is a representative example of the
Palaeologian period architecture and the interior decoration consists of mosaics, inspired by the
Constantinopolitan standards, of particular importance, as they are the last examples of Byzantine mosaics and
the last of their kind in Thessaloniki (Zafiiris, 1997, Ephorate of Antiquities of Culture). Metamorphosis of the
Savior belongs to a very rare architectural type, the registered quadruple (Koikopoulos, 2013). The architectural
remains are the Christian church of the 5th century A.D. at the junction of Agios Dimitrios and Lagada streets,
possibly of a cemetery character. The early Christian Basilica of the 6th century A.D. in Xirokrini, 20,
Margaroupoulou str., the early Christian temple at the Democracy Square, discovered in the Metro excavations,
the temple at Soutrivani Square, discovered in the Metro excavations, and the Basilica found during the
construction of the current C-Seventh Street (Kazanas, 2014).
In addition of the above monuments, there are some more in the wide area of the city that could be
included in the future or in the present, in the same actions as the monuments that deals with this research, since
they belong to the same period of time. These are listed below:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Agia Ekaterini (14th c.-Upper Town).
St. Nicholas Orphanos (14th c.-Upper Town).
Saint David (5th c.-Upper Town),
Vlatadon Monastery (14th c.-Upper Town)
Temple of Saint Mercury (remains on the modern Sykeon temple).
Fortifications (4th c.- Upper Town).
Eptapyrgio (or Yedi Koule - 4th c.- Upper Town).
Byzantine (13th c.- Upper Town).
Five Byzantine watermills, (Polichni).
METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH.

As far as secondary research is concerned, it is a qualitative research, based on the collection of the data
refered to the Byzantine temples of the center of Thessaloniki, tourism, and any other relevant condition was
deemed necessary for the conduct of the survey. It is used both to extract information about the temples and to the
internet view, in terms of temples presence in it, as well as the tourist development and the flow of tourists in the
city. The internet review was necessary to be the first in the row of research, as it appears to be the first to be
visited by someone who wants to organize holidays and also shapes the first impressions. Furthermore the internet
has begun to be used as a word of mouth, giving further opportunities for growth and utilization. For the internet
review about the presence or not of the temples of the center of Thessaloniki, the following key words were used:
tourism, Thessaloniki, religious tourism, monuments, temples, cultural tourism, monuments, and temples. The
keywords in the search engine were put individually and combined, while the results of the first page-response of
each search as well as the first page of images were investigated in depth. Almost all searches showed the same
sites with different subpages.
In terms of primary research, questionnaires were used to collect information on whether and how hotels
direct tourists to the Byzantine temples of Thessaloniki and how the temples receive and manage the flow of their
visitors. The population of the survey is the responsible for managing religious monuments and those in hotel
reception where the questionnaires were shared. The first questionnaire was found during the bibliographic review
and comes from the work of Promoting Religious Tourism in Greece - Contributing to the financial support of the
country, of Bereris and Avgerinos. In particular, questions 1, 4, 5, 6 were used, and answer to the number, the
season, the days of visits and the category of tourism of the visitors. It was also considered appropriate to add four
additional questions concerning domestic / foreign tourism, the way they tour, and how they informed. The
questionnaire shared into ten temples, as the archaeological remnants of the Byzantine temples were excluded
because of a lack of responsibility to answer the questionnaire, as well as the chapel of St. John’s Chapel who
shared the same person in charge with Hagia Sophia, and also one questionnaire. It was completed by the nine
churches that make up the sample used to extract the results. In the tenth temple, there was a negative response to
participate in the survey. The second questionnaire was designed to respond to whether the monuments are being
promoted through hotels, whether there is a political promotion of actions and visitor points of the city and the
interest of tourists towards religious monuments. It consists of 5 closed-ended questions related to the above goal.
It was divided into a small sample of the 15 hotels that belong to all star categories, from the 86 of Thessaloniki
(Hoteliers Association of Thessaloniki) and make up about 18% of the city's hotels.
RESULTS
INTERNET REVIEW.
With data from INSETE, Thessaloniki has almost doubled the number of its tourists in the last fifteen
years. Even though campaigns are constantly being pursued and promotional policies are being implemented in
target population, and even successful with an increase of up to 500% in these populations, still receives about
50% of its hotel accommodation from domestic tourism. The municipality of Thessaloniki has succeeded recently
in promoting archaeological sites and spaces of other nationalities that have passed through the city and left pieces
of their culture in architectural monuments, cemeteries and gastronomy, with agreements with airlines and the
organization of major cultural events to increase to a large extent the influx of tourists mainly from these
nationalities, but not only. In an INSETE survey, the degree that Thessaloniki received is high in favor of the
culture of the city, the entertainment / recreation and the behavior of the residents that scored very positively. As
far as the presence of the temples on the Internet is concerned, the most visited websites are visitgreece.gr,
Thessaloniki.travel, inthessaloniki.com, experiencethessaloniki.com, tripadvisor.com, inthessaloniki.com, and
wikitravel.org.
“Wikitravel” provides extensive information, in a comprehensive way, including all modes of
transportation, accommodation directions and the temple to visit is Rotunda. The Ministry of Tourism form
through the “visitgreece” site focusing on Religious Tourism gives information about some churches, but only
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eight temples in the center of Thessaloniki are listed and are the same as the UNESCO World Heritage List. In the
Ministry of Tourism form for the Greek culture, in the column for holy places there is no reference either to the
monuments of UNESCO or to any of them, unlike the column for tourism in Greece. Despite the above, if you
look for the churches of Thessaloniki in “visitgreece”, you will find a more explanatory column, which even refers
to the website of Thessaloniki. Thessaloniki.travel is the site of Thessaloniki that provides information about all
the churches of Thessaloniki, in a pretty beautiful environment, where the search has to be deepened in order to
find the information and unfortunately there are no printed forms. The latter is replaced by the site
“inthessaloniki”, which contains the map of Byzantine and Paleochristian monuments of UNESCO, which again is
missing some temples. Excellent is the “walktours” page that promotes actions, albeit to a small extent. It also
does not include all the temples of the center of Thessaloniki. In the same context offers the
experiencethessalloniki.com page, with many suggestions for routes, actions and guided tours, including several
sights combined in one route. The positive side is that on the” tripadvisor” page that a lot of the tourists trust, there
are several of the temples with a high score. Unfortunately, although there is an entry with ancient ruins, none of
the ones mentioned in this study is presented on this website. Yet, positive is the fact that they are presented in or
out of packages, within a multicultural city frame, by foreign travel agencies such as telegraph travel and some
hotels through their websites such as Egnatia Hotel. At the site “thessaloniki-sightseeing.com” one can get
information on how to take a guided tour in 8 languages, with a low ticket by making stops for 2 of the temples in
the current survey, and could be an example. In the same context without a guided tour, but with a brochure, a
much lower ticket and more stops, is the cultural line 50 of OASTH. Finally, there are at least three videos on
YouTube that talk about Thessaloniki and more specifically about its history, culture and culture, which give
beautiful images to the potential visitor. These are The History behind Thessaloniki, Like a Bird (in Thessaloniki
Greece), and Thessaloniki, Greece's Cultural Capital.
The Byzantine temples of the center of Thessaloniki are included in all search results, but only part of
them. Specifically, the architectural remains of the Byzantine temples and the temple of the St. John’s Chapel are
not mentioned anywhere. They also appear unilaterally as religious churches, except the church of Hagia Sophia
and that of Acheiropoietos. Still, while there are general actions for target groups, are targeted at children and
there are no adult actions that would make their experience more personalized and would get away from the
simple tour. Finally, all of the above web pages are readable in Greek, and English, and only some of them include
more languages. Loss is considered the fact that not all pages are linked together. In conclusion, while the
religious tourism in the city of Thessaloniki is established and the Byzantine temples of the center of Thessaloniki
are part of it, there is the possibility of further development.
ADMINISTRATORS’ OF MONUMENTS QUESTIONNAIRE.
In the question of the number of visitors to religious monuments, it is noted that they all have more than a
thousand visitors a year, and more specifically 56% of them exceed the number of five thousand visitors a year. A
notable fact, as it states the existence of all the monuments that took part in the survey, on the tourist map of the
city. Regarding the time when the religious monuments have the highest attendance, 67% of the answers show a
constant flow of visitors throughout the year, while 33% distinguish the increase in traffic during the summer.
Contrary to the previous question, 67% of the responses given indicate as days of increased visitors' weekends and
holidays, with only 33% having the same visitor flow throughout the week.
Table 1. Visitors per Season/ Days /Year.
Season

Frequency

%

Days

Frequency

%

Visitors
per year

Frequency

%

Summer

3

33%

Weekends
/Holidays

6

67%

10005000

4

44%

6

67%

Weekly

3

33%

5

56%

9

100%

Total

9

100%

9

100%

All
Seasons
Total

5000 plus
Total

In the question regarding the way tourist visit the monuments, 100% of the monuments receives visitors
aiming at religious tourism of cultural interest, and only 33% receives also visitors targeting pilgrimage tourism.
In all replies, about whether the monuments receive more tourists from abroad or inside, 56% responded that it
accepts foreign tourism, and 44% accepts domestic tourism. It seems by the shared answers that there has not been
a certain stream of tourism around these religious monuments. The way in which most of the tourists visit the
religious monuments does not concern organized tourism through a group but individual tourists. More
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specifically, only 25% of the monuments receive more group than individual visitors, while 75% of the
monuments are the opposite.
Table 2. Tourists Category (Pilgrim/ Cultural Interest- Domestic/ Foreign- Individuals/ Group).
Category
(Pilgrim/
Cultural
Interest)
Pilgrim
tourism
Tourism of
Cultural
Interest
Total

Freq.

%

Category
(Individua
ls/ Group)

Freq.

%

Domestic

4

44%

Individuals

6

67%

100%

Foreign

5

56%

Group

3

33%

133%

Total

9

100%

Total

9

100%

Freq.

%

3

33%

9
9

Category
(Domestic/
Foreign)

Regarding the possibility given through the temples to inform their individual visitors, 40% of the
religious monuments gave a positive answer, while 60% gave a negative answer. Asked how they inform
individual visitors, where this possibility exists, the answers given were via newsletters on 2 occasions, through
word briefing in 1 occasion and sing information and video also in 1 occasion.
Table 3. Provision and Means of Information for Visitors.
Provision of information
Yes
No
Total

Frequency
4
5
9

%
44%
56%
100%

Means
Brochures
Verbal Information
Signboards/video
Total

Frequency
2
1
1

%
50%
25%
25%

4

100%

HOTELS’ RECEPTION QUESTIONNAIRE.
In the question of whether or not there is a promotion policy, out of a total of 15 hotels, 60% responded
they do have a promotion policy for the city's attractions, while 40% responded negatively. In the case of the
question of the way of promotion, where it exists, from 9 hotels with a promotion policy for sightseeing 3 hotels
use the brochures, oral information and information posted on their website as a means of informing visitors, 3 use
brochures and oral information, 2 only use oral information and only 1 leaflet.
Table 4. Policy and Means for promotion of the city's sights.
Policy for promotion

Frequency

%

Means

Frequency

%

6
9
15

67%
100%
167%

Brochures
Website
Verbal Information
Total

7
3
8
18

40%
15%
45%
100%

Yes
No
Total

Asked whether they are receiving requests from residents about the attractions, 60% responded that they
received very often, and 40% often received, while the options rare and never were not chosen. Asked whether
tourists are interested in religious tourism, hotel responses to 54% were often the case, 26% happening very often
and 20% rarely occurring, while the choice never were not selected again.
Table 5. Visitors interest in city's sights and Religious Tourism.
Interest in city's sights
Rarely
Often
Very Often
Total

Frequency

%

6
9
15

40%
60%
100%

Interest in Religious
Tourism
Rarely
Often
Very Often
Total

Frequency

%

3
8
4
15

20%
54%
26%
100%
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The question of which religious monuments-temples the hotels promote was answered by all 15 hotels,
which means that despite not having all promotional policy, they tend to give information when requested. The
responses that have been taken have totally blocked some monuments from the possibility of visiting them at least
if not searched from other sources as they are not promoted by any hotel. Hagia Sophia and Agios Dimitrios are
the monuments that touched 100% of the answers and were promoted by all hotels, and Rotunda has the next
highest rate, as the hotels chose it to 80%. After them goes Panagia Chalkeon, that was chosen at a rate of 20%,
and then the temples of Agios Panteleimonos and Agios Minas, chosen by 14% each. Finally, at 7% were chosen
the Holy Apostles and Laodigitria. The rest are not promoted at all.
Table 6. Promoted monuments.
Monuments

Frequency

%

Monuments

Frequency

%

Rotunda (Church of St. George)
Panagia Acheropoietos.
Agios Dimitrios.
Hagia Sophia.

11
15
15

80%
100%
100%

Holy Apostles.
Metamorfosis of the Savior.
Laodigitria.
Agios Minas.

1
1
2

7%
7%
14%

Panagia Chalkeon.
Agios Panteleimon.

3
2

20%
14%

Basilica of 3rd September
St John’s Chapel

-

-

CONCLUSIONS.
Summarizing what has been recorded above, it is obvious that there is a very good material that is
partially exploited and not to the extent that it could. Apart from archaeological remains, the rest of the temples
are maintained in excellent condition and are repaired whenever necessary. With regard to secondary research on
the Internet, it is evident that the monuments are being promoted, but not to the extent and the tourist frameworks
they could touch if they were part of a better promotion plan. As far as the results of the primary questionnaire
survey are concerned, they are disappointing. The monuments have a good number of visitors, for the most part of
the year, although on certain days. Unfortunately finding the hours and days they can be visited, either by
searching the internet, either having to reach out to a closed monument, can prevent a large number of tourists
from visiting the monuments. It is also obvious that most of the tourists do not choose it with the criterion of
pilgrimage tourism, but with that of cultural interest. Interestingly, it is more likely to be visited by foreign
tourism, if only slightly, than domestic. If one takes into account that it is not possible to easily separate domestic
tourism from the local population, the split can be larger in reality. Finally, although they basically accept
individual tourists, there is no possibility to inform them, and if there is, it happens in obsolete ways. With regard
to the results of the questionnaire conducted in hotels, there is a good rate in monument promotion policy, with
fairly good activity in the promotion mode, which may nevertheless be developed, especially if we see how often
information is requested from the residents themselves about both sights in general and religious tourism more
specific. Finally, only three churches stand out in the promotional monuments, leaving the others behind with a
great deal of difference.
PROPOSALS.
Taking into account all the above, there are several actions that can be taken to change the flow of
tourists from abroad to Thessaloniki even more, with the development of the cultural tourism of the city based on
the Byzantine sights. Initially, it is necessary to upgrade the existing website of the Tourism Promotion
Organization of Thessaloniki, both at a general level so that it can be read pleasantly, as well as at the level of the
monuments we analyzed, so that they can be included in other contexts. Furthermore is needed to convert
informational texts of the site in order to become more attractive and not just report the details of each advertiser
monument or a part, but to excite the interest and cause someone to choose the city for its culture.
Also brand multicultural has to be transported from gastronomy and cultural monuments, as it is
historically true. Lastly, it is imperative that the site be transformed so that it is accessible to mobile and tablet to
attract more people. It is also necessary to translate the site into many more countries so that the brand name of the
city is further enhanced. As far as educational tourism is concerned, if we deepen further, the Byzantine temples
are easy to attract foreign tourism, promoting them within the frameworks mentioned above, through the
agreements of the universities of Thessaloniki, Erasmus students and through foreign universities, while through
the Internet with a corresponding entry enriched with all the general information found in each monument for both
students, as well as for all those interested in history and cultural tourism. Educational tourism around these
cultural and religious monuments can evolve families to visit, as they are accessible to young children while being
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impressed by the size of temples, giving them the opportunity to become repeaters when they become adults, as
they will connect their experience with the city.
From public services, GNTO in collaboration with thessalonikitravel (Thessaloniki’s Tourism Promotion
Organization), can reproduce the new texts, in brochures, suggesting hiking for the discovery as it is a relatively
flat city, easy to walk. The brochures will be shared by all hotels and travel agents. As far as the monuments are
concerned they could be presented as architectural monuments, historically could be presented more extensively
and also every form of art that they contain or could contain. Mosaics, frescoes, hagiographies, as well as the
study of acoustics, and how it has changed over the centuries, are of great interest to those who are individually
concerned. It would be logical, therefore, to create new alternative tourism frameworks that will be integrated with
other corresponding monuments such as architectural tourism, arts tourism and educational tourism. In conclusion,
as the internet is the one that gives the first picture to most tourists, it is clear that it should be enriched by
appropriate means, whether it be texts, pictures, video, which will promote in an exciting and tempting way the
monuments in the various groups that they can attract.
Finally, it is necessery an application that will contain the map of the city and all the monuments,
museums, and perhaps all the services and businesses involved in the tourism sector, permanently informed, with
cross-sectional categories, depending on tourists’ disires, e.g. monuments, museums, hotels, cafes etc. Based on
everything that has been said and the potential that exists for development based on the Byzantine museums, it is
also necessery to create either a private enterprise or a church-municipal partnership that will offer through a
benchmark the entrance to 5 monuments, aiming to collect revenue targeting directly the economic development
of the city. This can be created with 4 tickets with specific monuments, or one ticket with 5 scraps for each
monument being visited, by the disire of the tourists. Based on the operation of similar tickets in other countries
(eg Italy), is expected a direct rise in the economy. Of course it should include at least tour guids, and if it includes
transport, the ticket price can be increased. If the above plan is used by the church-municipality partnership to
enhance the financial situation of both the city and the monuments, both revenue and expense will be shared. If a
private individual attempts the above plan, to provide more hours of access to the monuments so that it can be
successful.
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ABSTRACT
It is accepted that Tacit Knowledge is valuable, heterogeneous and difficult to imitate form of knowledge
providing a strong impetus to firms with sustained competitive advantage. However, the nature of tacit knowledge
as being highly subconscious and subjective sets barrier to articulate, transfer and reasonably exploit its significant
potential. Addressing the issue of tacit knowledge transfer in hospitality establishments, under the assumptions
that (i) behavior is the main "gateway" of tacit knowledge transfer and (ii) emotions significantly determine
employees' behavior, the paper's initial aim is to investigate the association between Emotional Intelligence (ΕI)
and Tacit Knowledge Management (ΤΚM). To find the connection quantitative research was contacted using a
structured questionnaire answered by 128 hotel employees of a stratified sample in Northern Greece. Findings
indicated that both Emotional Intelligence and Tacit knowledge are strongly associated leading to the inference
that emotional intelligence is a structural element of tacit knowledge. Acknowledging the fact that tacit knowledge
is the cornerstone of competitiveness in tourism and specifically in hospitality-related enterprises, it is discussed
and proposed emotional intelligence to be used as a criterion of personnel assessment, team building and
coherence practices, task assignment procedures and overall to use Emotional Intelligence as one of the primary
criteria to customize tasks references on employees’ working qualifications and personality traits, advancing to
behaviors adequate to facilitate tacit knowledge transfer.
Keywords: Tacit Knowledge, Emotional Intelligence, Hotel, and Human Resources Management
INTRODUCING TACIT KNOWLEDGE
From ancient years to the Middle-Ages, knowledge was seeking to address the issues of self- awareness
and the pursuit of righteous life. Way ahead of their times though, Aristotle distinguished knowledge into three
categories: Techne answering to the question “know how," Episteme answering to “know why” and Phronesis
“the reasoned and true state of capacity to act with regards to human goods” (Aristotle, 1998: 1140). Plato also
defined knowledge as the “justified true belief," indicating the three pillars of knowledge: Belief meaning the need
of any person to notice and perceive the world, true meaning the existence of the belief and justified as the
process to explain the true belief. Both philosophers prepared the ground for the advent of the industrial revolution
era where knowledge gained a powerfully utilitarian character, attempting to give results mainly in production
matters. Peter Drucker (1954) pinpointed that one of the main facts depicting the changing aspect of knowledge
was the publication of the Encyclopedia (Encyclopédie, 1772) in France, which converted the experience into
knowledge, the apprenticeship into schoolbook, the confidentiality into the methodology, the act into applied
knowledge. In the same direction, Daniel Bell (1999), underlined that what distinguishes the post-industrial
society is the adjustments in the attributes of knowledge itself as they were established and admitted, in relation to
business decision management and their overall technical efficiency, prioritizing theory against empiricism. In
fact, nowadays, researchers in the management knowledge field agree that in the contemporary information
society there is a systematic use of theoretical knowledge, whilst business administration relies more often than
ever on scientific research, aiming mainly at the production optimization- concerning mass production
automation- according to the established quality and quantity standards.
CAN TACIT KNOWLEDGE BE ACQUIRED AND TRANSFERRED?
As stated, knowledge has been identified as an ongoing, dynamic process, stimulating growth and
development in any organization. Throughout the last decades, there have been various attempts to understand the
importance of transfer and to classify the types of knowledge. An early and seminal distinction, though, was made
by Polyani, (1962) who distinguished explicit and tacit knowledge. Vygotsky (1994), thirty years later, explains
that explicit rests on the upper brain centers, while tacit knowledge lies mostly in the subconscious supporting
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conscious (explicit) skilful acts. Vygotsky's argument, reciprocal to several other researchers on knowledge
management field, provide the ground to define explicit as the type of knowledge which is possible to codify,
therefore feasible to diffuse, discuss, prove and acquire, while tacit knowledge was recognized as the type of
knowledge which is almost impossible to codify and manage, mainly due to its intrinsic, highly personal and
seamlessly bonded to holder’s personality, subconscious traits. Moreover, and very accurately on the subject,
Polanyi (1966), postulated that “we know more than we can tell" making clear that tacit knowledge, is quite
difficult to manage and transfer. Lining up with Polanyi, Nonaka & Takeuchi (1995) described tacit knowledge as
personal, context-specific, and consequently, hard to formalize and communicate, concluding that tacit knowledge
is deeply rooted in individual's experience values, norms and beliefs, justifying Vygotsky's and Polanyi's
argument. Furthermore, Jasimuddin et al. (2005) also underlined that tacit knowledge stems from the life
experience of individuals, making it highly distinctive and more difficult to explain and demonstrate. Gilbert Ryle
in his work "The concept of mind" in 1949, seeking to identify the importance of tacit knowledge wrote that an
expert's mind dictates to the body how to take actions without any conscious reflection, building the capacity of
"know-how", also consenting to the argument that tacit knowledge is a result of an individual's capability to
process information but in a highly personal manner. In a sentence, it would be safe to support the argument
that tacit knowledge is continuously and subconsciously articulated by factors that are connected to
holder's values, norms and beliefs, is tightly bonded to our personality, feeds and supports the conscious
knowledge but even though is the quintessence of our experiences and knowledge, it is almost impossible to
transfer. Hence, the unequivocally critical question raised refers to the ability of organizations to manage and
transfer tacit knowledge.
To acknowledge the factors of tacit knowledge transfer, Nonaka and Takeuchi, built the S.E.C.I. Model,
ending to the inference that knowledge convey evolves in four distinctive stages: The stage of Socialization, where
both ends share experiences and informally communicate, Externalization where knowledge recipient records
information, Combination upon which stage the apprentice analyzes and organizes acquired information and the of
Internalization where the receiver adjusts information mainly through practice to his own status, building his own
expertise and know-how. Nonaka and Takeuchi in their model identified the importance of observation and
apprenticeship as a transfer and communication tunnel, highlighting alongside the role of imitation. Szulanski in
2006 also recognized the behavior as a significant gateway to transfer tacit knowledge, while Tsoukas (2009)
confirmed that the guidance combined with repetition, compose the transfer route. On this direction, Avdimiotis
(2016) argued that “we do more than we can tell” indicating that tacit knowledge is internal in nature, mainly
conveyed through employee’s behavioral patterns ending to the suggestion that task assignments should be
adjusted to personnel’s working and personality characteristics. Onward, the issue of enhancing knowledge
transfer within hospitality establishments has to be addressed. To answer, we focus on Emotional Intelligence
as a factor to facilitate tacit knowledge transfer, querying to associate both components and upon them deploy the
appropriate managerial practices to achieve competitiveness, productivity and at the same time labor satisfaction.
EI AS EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
Emotional intelligence (EI) is a rapidly growing scientific area, having caught the attention of the
academic community. In terms of defining emotional intelligence, perhaps the most widely accepted scientific
definition is “the ability to monitor one’s own and others’ emotions, to discriminate among them, and to use the
information to guide one’s thinking and actions” (Salovey and Mayer, 1990, p. 189), implying that the
emotionally intelligent person can (i) identify and perceive, (ii) manage, (iii) use, (iv) understand, regulate and
customize emotions. According to Goleman (1995) emotional intelligence consists of five components: Knowing
our emotions (self-awareness), managing them, motivating ourselves, recognizing emotions in others (empathy),
and handling relationships. A quite significant contribution was offered by Reuven Baron (1985) who developed
the Baron model, where Emotional Intelligence was defined as an array of noncognitive abilities, competencies,
and skills that influence one's ability to succeed in dealing with environmental demands and pressures. The basic
components of Baron theory combine (i) interpersonal abilities of self-regard, emotional Self-Awareness,
assertiveness, independence, and self-actualization, (ii) Intrapersonal abilities of empathy, social Responsibility
and Interpersonal Relationship, (iii) adaptability deriving from problem solving abilities, flexibility and reality
testing, (iv) Stress management and tolerance control and finally (v) general mood, stemming from optimism and
happiness.
Apart from the discipline of psychology, emotional intelligence as a scientific field got the attention of
human resource management and organizational behavior researchers, who already spotted the association
between emotional intelligence and organizational performance (Koman and Wolff, 2008). It is true that a few
years ago the term “emotion” in the enterprise field was covered under a negative perspective, given the fact that
any expression of emotions was understood as an action- or a sign- of weakness. Overcoming this belief, it is now
widely accepted- from both academia and hospitality industry- that employees continue to subconsciously transfer
their emotions, recognizing in their utterance, a critical behavioral benchmark. In line with Goleman, Lopes et al.
(2006) supported the argument that emotional intelligence contributes to efficiency, facilitating the employees and
the leadership to formulate cooperative relations, to check and manage emotions and anxiety and to perform even
under pressure. George (2000) states that emotional intelligence is a primary factor in personal life, making the
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individual socially accepted, both in the workplace and in the enterprise where the emotionally intelligent interact
effectively contributing in the development and viability of the enterprises. On these grounds, Delamare Le Deist
and Winterton (2005), developed an integrated model representing the five aspects of competence: cognitive,
functional, personal, ethical and meta-competence and according to them, emotional intelligence is closely
connected with behavioral patterns and competencies. Given the characteristics of emotional intelligence as a
determinative factor of employees' behavior, the association of both emotional intelligence and tacit knowledge
management could lead to interesting inferences regarding employees’ behavior, understanding and stimulation to
transfer knowledge. Tacit Knowledge and Emotional intelligence no matter what their hue, the aforementioned
components, and characteristics, both feeds from the subconscious and at the same time administer to a very
significant extent, the behavior of the holder. In an effort to proceed forward and improve knowledge on the topic,
this research aims to pinpoint the connection between tacit knowledge Management and Emotional Intelligence
forming the argument that Emotional intelligence has a positive connection with tacit knowledge transfer, and
therefore it should be taken into account when a task is designed, assigned and fulfilled by the management,
within hospitality establishments. The find the connection between factors, the Salovey and Mayer’s model was
used, mainly since evolves in four stages, having (at least) a symbolic resemblance with Nonaka and Takeuchi's
S.E.C.I. Model. Researching on the overall correlation between Tacit Knowledge Acquisition and Transfer with
Emotional Intelligence, the following hypotheses were developed.
Hypothesis 1(a): Tacit Knowledge Acquisition is positively connected to the Emotional Intelligence
status of hotel establishment employees.
Hypothesis 1(b): Tacit Knowledge Transfer is positively connected to the Emotional Intelligence status
of hotel establishment employees.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The primary objective of the study is to investigate the association between Emotional Intelligence and
Tacit Knowledge Acquisition and Transfer. The originality of the theory, in combination with the lack of similar
research models, led to the development of a theory building model, correlating both variables. Regarding
Emotional Intelligence, the questionnaire of emotional intelligence designed by Chiriboga and Franco (2001) was
employed, which include all common ground of the aforementioned Emotional Intelligence measurement theories.
For each factor, a five (5) rate Likert scale of agreement was selected to assess emotions, emotional honesty and
emotional feedback, self-control management optimism, self-esteem, persistence, ethical awareness,
understanding, appreciation of the feelings of others- empathy- and the ability to manage relationships. To
measure Tacit Knowledge transfer and acquisition, the questionnaire built by Avdimiotis (2014) was also
employed, consisting of 10 by each factor items, measuring the willingness to receive and convey tacit knowledge,
ability to observe, exchange ideas, ability to initiate activities, transformation and exploitation of knowledge, the
absorptive capacity of recipients, brainstorming activities, ability to experiment. In fact, both factors of tacit
knowledge transfer were based on Nonaka and Takeuchi S.E.C.I. model, slightly modified on tacit knowledge
transfer. The overall structured questionnaire was a synthesis of three sections each one consisted of an adequate
number of 5-point Likert scaled questions, with answers varying from 1=Absolutely Disagree to 5=Absolutely
Agree. To implement the designed research a multistage stratified sample of hotel employees were administered
during a one-month period (May to June 2018) to individuals working full time in 3, 4- and 5-star hotels in
Northern Greece- Thessaloniki and Halkidiki-. The criteria used to stratify the sample were the category of the
establishment, the number of employees, years of employee experience, department, education, and gender.
Mindful of the typical low response rate in similar surveys, a mixed approach was used to increase the number of
responses. This included a traditional mail followed by a telephone call to arrange an appointment with the
managing director and proceed with the fulfillment of the questionnaire. The research implementation procedure
in each hotel was the same, with a duration of approximately one hour. Out of 190 distributed questionnaires, 128
valid were gathered, in 16 hotels in Halkidiki and Thessaloniki.
The employed statistical method used to analyze the outcome of the survey was Structural Equation
Modelling. SEM is not merely a single statistical technique, but a set of analytic tools that utilize covariance
matrices to address model hypotheses. In this research, Structural equation modeling (SEM) was used to contact
(i) a Confirmatory Factor Analysis to determine the number of factors that “explain” a variable, and (ii) a path
analysis, to represent in a reliable and convenient way, the structure and the hypothesized relationships among the
variables of tacit Knowledge Acquisition (TKA), Tacit Knowledge Transfer (TKT) and Emotional Intelligence
(EI)
RESULTS- MEASUREMENT AND MODEL EVALUATION
Due to potential conceptual and statistical overlap, an attempt was made to produce a parsimonious set of
distinct non-overlapping variables from the full set of items underlying construct. Therefore, the variable of EI
was subjected to CFA analysis using SPSS software v.20, to determine the underlying dimensions of Emotional
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Intelligence. The KMO and Bartlett’s test of sphericity was used, along with varimax rotation. The KMO value
was .959, with approx. Chi-Square 6227, df 45 and <0,000 sig. The loadings where above 0.70, therefore, no
items were excluded, explaining 73% of the total variable. CFA yielded four factors- with eigenvalues greater than
1-, confirming Salovey and Mayer’s model: (i) Emotional Perception and Expression, (ii) Emotional Facilitation
of thought, (iii) Emotional Understanding and (iv) Emotional Management. The Confirmatory Factor Analysis
(CFA) was completed using AMOS v.20 software. The model had an acceptable fit of 4.297, indicating the strong
correlation between all factors. Tacit Knowledge Transfer and Tacit Knowledge Acquisition had a 0,58 and 0,46
correlation respectively with Emotional Intelligence. In all cases, p-value was <0,000

FIGURE 1: Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Regarding Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) path analysis, the condition for normality was met, with
some relaxed requirement regarding the deviation for normality. It is noted that also in the normality tests
performed on the full sample, several variables were also found as non-normal and, in the most severe cases, the
corresponding items were rejected. However, a moderate deviation from a normal distribution was accepted. In
order to check that the impact on the estimation of the model was not severe, the parameter estimation was
verified with the Scale-Free Least Squares method, which is not sensitive to non-normal variables. The overall
Cronbach’s alpha reliability test was .939. Regarding the overall model, the relevant statistics indicate acceptable
fit of the measurement model. The model yielded a χ² value of 1607.1 with 374 degrees of freedom (p=0,000) In
response to chi-square’s inbuilt limitations, the CMIN/DF fit (χ² divided by the degrees of freedom) surfaced as
the more appropriate fit statistic with values less than 5 indicating an acceptable fit (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007).
The final model revealed an acceptable CMIN/DF of 4,279. These values established acceptable fit according to
the criteria suggested by (Bagozzi and Yi 1988, Hair et al. 1988, Fornell and Larcker 1981): χ2/df <5, CFI > .9,
GFI ≥ .8, AGFI ≥ .8 and RMSEA < .06. In particular, the model achieved a Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation (RMSEA) of 0,60. Moreover, the model produced a CFI (Comparative Fit Index) score .939, and
an IFI (Incremental Fit Index) score .939; all falling within the acceptable ranges (>.90) for acceptable fit (Hair et
al., 2010). PRATIO (.921) and PCFI (.850) were also within acceptable fit thresholds (Mulaik et al. 1989)
Regarding CFI and IFI threshold of >.95; measurements were also acceptable. A number of measurements were
conducted with the aim of assessing the construct validity of the proposed theory. The construct validity, the
extent to which the measured items reflect the theoretical latent construct proposed, was evaluated in terms of
convergent validity. In this process, all latent variables were treated as exogenous, i.e., there were no paths
pointing from one variable to another, but there was provision for correlation paths between all combinations of
variables. The criteria used were that all factor loadings for the observed variables were >0,6, the Construct
Reliability and Average Variance Extracted were CR>0,7 and AVE>0,5
Standardized path coefficients and the significance of the hypothesized relationships were utilized. The
values extracted suggest that hypothesis H1a can be supported since positive associations were revealed between
Emotional Intelligence (EI) variable and tacit knowledge acquisition (TKA), (the standardized path coefficient
was β=,58, with a p-value less than 0,001. The h1b hypothesis was supported with β=.41 and p<0,003. The
indirect association between TKA and TKT was .975 (p-value <0.000), indicating that knowledge transfer and
acquisition is a process that happens almost simultaneously and inevitably subconsciously. Overall, the analysis
exhibited that both hypotheses can be accepted as shown in the following table:
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Hypothesis

Results

Hypothesis 1: Tacit Knowledge Acquisition is positively connected
to the Emotional Intelligence status of hotel establishment
employees.

Accepted

Hypothesis 2: Tacit Knowledge Transfer is positively connected to
the Emotional Intelligence status of hotel establishment employees

Accepted

TABLE 1: Hypotheses Confirmation
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Fenstermacher (2005) in his article “the tyranny of knowledge: What artificial intelligence tells us about
knowledge representation” states that computer systems might perform same tasks with tacit knowledge using
alternative representations. Technology seems that somewhere in the future will exceed the human brain. Until
then, however, if someone takes a more transparent look into the way the theoretical and electronic knowledge is
applied, could note that it is established onto tacit commitments. Even the most theoretical aspect of knowledge
cannot form an entirely standardized system eliciting and applying it, due to the fact that it necessarily contains a
personal quality- the human factor- who corresponds, adjusts and applies knowledge in a way inherent to personal
values and future anticipations. In other words, personal knowledge is in charge of any business decision making
and procedures in a unique and unprecedented way. Moreover, the discussion regarding the association between
tacit knowledge transfer and emotional intelligence can be also based on the acceptance that every organism is an
emotional field (Armstrong, 2000), within which overwhelming and sophisticated vertical and horizontal
interpersonal relations occur, inevitably influencing leadership, trust, job satisfaction, anxiety, conflicts, decision
making, etc. In this context, the importance of personal perception and emotions in the choice of any
entrepreneurial decision taken within the hospitality establishment holds an imperative role. But, regardless the
importance of human emotions and the contribution of human factor in the decision-making process, academia did
not focus enough on the connection between emotions and tacit knowledge management. This is why Fineman
(2003) postulated- in a way complained- that within knowledge management literature review, the emotional
factor was mainly omitted. Indeed, up until nowadays, emotion as a component of collaborative and individual
interest perception, determining organizational behavior, continues to raise minor interest. However, simple
enumerations of the published articles in scientific magazines depict that more and more researchers are focusing
on emotions as a criterion of organizational behavior.
This research draws its focal point to emotional intelligence, seeking to understand the association with
tacit knowledge transfer and acquisition. Research findings supported the initial hypotheses that Emotional
Intelligence is positively associated with Tacit Knowledge Acquisition and Tacit Knowledge Transfer indicating
that both factors are leading to employees’ behavioral patterns towards better organization performance. More
specifically, according to Mayer and Solovey, the factor of emotional perception shows the ability of the holder
to identify self and in other people emotions, to express them accurately and finally to discriminate between
accurate and honest and inaccurate or dishonest feelings. Likewise, the factor of emotional facilitation
demonstrates the ability to redirect and prioritize thinking on the basis of associated feelings, the ability to
generate emotions to facilitate judgment, the ability to capitalize on mood changes to appreciate multiple points of
view and the ability to use emotional states to facilitate problem-solving and creativity. The Emotional
Understanding pinpoints the ability to understand relationships among various emotions, the ability to perceive
the causes and consequences of emotions, to interpret complex feelings, emotional blends, and contradictory states
and perceive transitions among emotions. Finally, the variable of emotional management presents the ability to
handle relationships and specifically the ability to be open to both pleasant or not feelings, to monitor and reflect
on emotions, to engage, prolong, or detach from an emotional state, to manage emotions within oneself and finally
to manage emotions. All four variables have an enormous impact on employees’ behavior and routines which
according to many researchers compose the main route of tacit knowledge transfer. All variables too, of Emotional
Intelligence have a very close connection with the factors of Tacit Knowledge Acquisition and Transfer. Hence, It
is important, for management to focus on emotions and employees’ behavior and adopt new strategies –shifting
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orientation from the object to the subjects- being able to design tacit knowledge transfer initiatives that are aligned
with existing working habits, patterns and routines (McDermott and O Dell, 2001), ensuring that employees are
more involved, confident, less stressed, willing to share knowledge and work together and being satisfied with
their working status quo. Hotel managers have also to acknowledge these qualities and adjust the working position
to the person and not vice versa. Moreover, in a hotel working environment, where the final "product" is the
acquired experience, (Christou, 2004) management has to synchronize learning and sharing culture with efficient
management strategies and employees' satisfaction. The contacted research leads to the conclusion that hotels
incorporating the strategy of emotions exploitation seem to keep their staff more satisfied coherent and interested,
giving the chance to express themselves, build teams, strengthen ties, take initiatives and finally to confirm the
working position to their actual capabilities. Moving a step forward, in a hotel where emotions are valued,
employees feel more comfortable, to communicate, trust, take successful initiatives and participate in a learning
and knowledge transfer and acquisition environment and also be more willing to help, create synergies and work
as a team. Regarding the HR policy determination level, we argue that emotional intelligence is the framework
upon which interpersonal relationship and trust strengthens the bond between administration and employees,
creating a culture of co-operation and mutual understanding. In the level of strategic planning, the organization
tends to be able to ground on a strategic plan using innovative capabilities, commitment, and cooperation,
achieving at the same time high levels of employee satisfaction.
Emotional intelligence, as proved is a critical factor of tacit knowledge management and should be taken
into account, to understand and handle the skills of each member of hotel staff. The positive connection between
tacit knowledge and emotions, allows us to support the argument that emotional intelligence and tacit knowledge
are working as cogwheels towards satisfaction, performance improvement, team coherence, and goal unity.
Nevertheless, tacit knowledge, as formed from values, customs, roles, traditions, beliefs, and perceptions provide
the stable framework upon which emotions and behaviours occur, able to enhance distinctive competitive
advantages and substantially support and foster enterprise adaptation and overall quality improvement... but this
happens only when management assign tasks according to employees’ emotional capabilities, personality traits
and working qualifications.
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, culture has been a flexible source in providing innovative solutions for development
problems. Hence, sustainable development of cultural heritage, particularly handicrafts, might lead to social
cohesion improvement and guarantee economic growth. Also it brings about place branding, and quality of
the place that can be used as a common source for dialogue about sustainable development of tourism
destination. Such approach requires cooperation of stakeholders in economic, social-cultural and
environmental dimensions, so the value chain of the handicrafts should be primarily identified and since
innovation in handicrafts requires interactional and non-linear learning, learning community approach has
been used to establish social learning networks.
Keywords:Lifelong learning- Learning community- value chain- Handicrafts sustainable development.
Introduction
Early years of the third millennium have been promising fundamental changes in replacing the
emphasis on learning as a part of communities instead of emphasis on learning by focusing on the individual,
and the concept of learning communities is one of the salient issues in discussions about collaborative
learning. Development of information and communication technology has facilitated the emergence and rapid
growth of learning communities. With respect to the rapid changes in the present era, lifelong learning is a
procedure by which societies can maintain local culture and knowledge, skills, their styles and interests in life
through providing learning opportunities for all inhabitants. By developing tourism and cross-cultural
interactions in the present era, and people's interest in learning about different cultures and civilizations,
development of handicrafts has become very important as a part of local knowledge, culture, and lifestyle in
intergenerational and cross-cultural interactions. In this study, the learning communities and lifelong learning
development in handicraft value chain approaches have been presented as a solution for handicraft sustainable
development, as well as protecting handicrafts as a local knowledge and historic heritage provides the society
with a host of opportunities to develop socio-cultural, environmental, economic sustainable with use of
endogenous resources.
Literature Review
Learning as acquiring knowledge, skill, attitude and values and human's innate desire to understand
and catch the concepts around it, is a complicated multi-dimensional social process which is gained as a
consequence of interaction. Learning has two dimensions including life expanse (home, society, school,
working place and the world) and lifetime, and is a historical process in which frequent generations cooperate
in gathering and gradually transmitting it (Faris, 2006). Theorists have considered two learning levels of
single loop learning and double loop learning that the former is about how to encounter the present situation
while the latter is about creativity and necessity of new methods for understanding the world (Heracleous,
1998). Most individuals and organizations tend to use single-loop learning and reinforce existing situation
while frequent self-organizing happens through double-loop learning capacity and receiving frequent
feedbacks that allow operational norms and roles of a system for change during variations in the more
extended environment (Morgan, 2006). Thus, learners are not passive receivers of the information and
actively improve their knowledge and skills through interaction with the environment and reconstructing
mental structures (Chuan, 2003) and as a result, lifelong learning happens. According to Crowther, a lifelong
learner has continuous appetency and responsibility for learning, renews his/her perspective, values and
behavior in his/her life and also, learns to learn (Melek, 2009). By accomplishing lifelong learning, in all
stages of life, human’s ability frequently transit from potential into actual (Melek, 2009). Thus, individuals
will be motivated to gain knowledge, values, skills and understand what they need during their life and
confidently empowered to apply their knowledge and skills innovatively in all roles, situations, and
environments. Using the concept of "lifelong learning" as an organizing principle and social and cultural
purpose that leads to reformation of analysis, programming and performing and cross_sectorial collaboration
and cooperation strategies, is a necessary and distinct characteristic of the learning communities (Longworth,
2006). Norman French has considered five characteristics for societies that include: 1- people, 2- organized
government or society, 3- people who are defined in a region or zone, 4-the quality of holding something in
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common, 5- feeling identity and common properties (Al Rabady, 2006). Learning communities are the
product of moving from age of individual movement to era of the community (Kilpatrik, 2003) that considers
learning as the ground for social cohesion and socio-economic development of the societies (Gertler, 2004).
Peter Kearnz, considers learning communities as a creative approach to find new way to adjust with
the challenge of change and provide learning opportunities in the world of continuous change, through
collective participation. Candy and Copa believe that learning communities want to develop culture of
continuous improvement and change continuously their inhabitant capacities to cope with future (Longworth,
2006). Candy (2003) argues that the ability to move into more sustainable paths is basically relevant to the
learning ability of communication. Furthermore, he considers social learning much more impressive than
individual learning to establish effective learning. Faris (2010) point out that constructing sustainable
communities is relevant to creating learning communities, and systematically developing lifelong learning
leads to increasing social, economic, cultural and environmental assets of the society and development of the
local authorities through democratic participation, bottom-up and endogenous approaches (Walters, 2009).
Establishing social cohesion, social welfare, stability, innovation, local identity, appetency for lifelong
learning, soft power, new pattern of entrepreneurship, balancing economic, social, natural, environmental
aspects and resources of the society and creating knowledgeable citizens and workers and eventually creating
sustainable well-being in societies are among outcomes of learning communities' sustainable development
(Charungkaittikul & Hensehke, 2014). Finally, active citizenship will be established and people don't restrict
themselves to passively absorbing cultural stimulants and will be motivated to apply their skills in the society
(Austen. 2012). In development analysis, it was almost supposed that culture and tradition can control
entrepreneur, limit the development and economic performance will fail in complicated interaction with
culture. Nevertheless, development and studies about it in recent years have experienced a return to culture.
Indeed, culture is a flexible resource that presents innovative solutions for development problems. Chambers
argues that one of the risks in development trend is invalidating facts and ignoring traditions, knowledge,
ability, and ingenuity that can play an important role in managing sustainable development of the society
(Limkriengkarl, 2010). John Hawkes (2000) raised the idea of considering culture as the fourth pillar for
development. According to this theory, cultural variation, cultural activities, cultural creativity and
innovation, are all non-material values of human development that attract the most attention to sustainable
development. In this study, we consider sustainable development of the handicraft as a cultural heritage and
believe it is the pivot point for sustainable development of local communities which consist of the emergence
of previous cultures and knowledge that have been transmitted through generations and skills for making
handicrafts and lifestyle. Handicrafts represent information about cultural heritage, local knowledge, tools,
activities, communication methods, lifestyle and their combinations (Kokko &Kyristsi, 2012). The Resistance
of handicraft's structure has always been one of the concerns of cultural experts and fields, especially in the
tourism industry (Deniz et al. 12015). Establishing handicraft sustainability needs determined planning and
concentrated approaches to place branding and place identity. Such an approach leads to the interaction
between stakeholders and participants in economic, social and environmental aspects of the handicrafts
(Deniz et al, 2015). Thus, it is necessary to identify the handicraft value chain and determine organizations
that participate in the procedure of producing and developing handicrafts (Walonzi, 2014). Value chain
analysis is the process of dividing product chain into their constituents to better understand their structure and
performance (Duong Giang, 2015). Handicraft value chain analysis, help authorities and supporters to gain
more information about the economic and social effect of the industry at the micro and macro level and
providing some recommendations to improve sectors and all engaged stakeholders. According to Richard
(2007), primary and supportive activities for handicraft value chain include different stakeholders that not
only accomplish the process but also keep it as influenced by destination social and economic life.
Nevertheless, Micheal and Ashley (2009) consider that in most destinations this purpose would not be
established because most stakeholders work for achieving their own purposes separately and with no
coordination between their activities and other stakeholders in the industry (Walonzi, 2014). Learning
communication approach can be applied in creative handicraft value chain perspective, with a system
approach and constructing the social network (UNIDO, 2007). Since development indicates progress and
sustainable path involves continuous capacity building, so sustainable development is a pace of human
progress that built capacity for future continuously (Parkin OBE, 2004). it is needed that sustainable changes
happen collectively and individually, enough knowledge and skill must be achieved for decision making and
activities to establish sustainability, and people of society should be able to analysis to recognize whether the
decisions and practices are in favor of sustainability (Parkin OBE, 2004). Thus, learning communities
approach in handicrafts value chain leads to accomplishment of two purposes: first sustainable handicraft
development as a result of decisions and plans for place branding and leads to continuous demand for
handicraft products and second, handicrafts sustainable development that indicates on handicraft development
in a way that preserves economic, social-cultural and environmental development and improves the quality of
place. So, two indicators categories are considered.
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1.

Indicators of handicrafts sustainable development: environmental, economic, socio-cultural
sustainability, life quality, cultural diversity, social cohesion and social entrepreneur.

2.

Indicators of sustainable handicraft development: policy making in institutional level,
cooperative, social capital, human capital, establishing knowledge, creativity, Authenticity,
brand image.
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Conceptual Model
The recent era, due to the importance of cultural interactions, local culture has become significant
as an attraction of the destinations and producing and selling handicrafts consider as a cultural
characteristics of a society and developing local knowledge and lifestyle are methods for place branding
and improving the quality of the place (Chang et al, 2008). Handicrafts are the tangible component and
craftsmanship is the intangible component of cultural heritage. If it will be utilized properly, tourist
destination develop in sustainability due to providing income and job opportunities, they are tools to
represent spiritual values and heritage as well as being an important part of social and cultural identity
which transmit through generations (Mustafa, 2011) and it can be considered as a common source of
dialogue to cross-cultural, cross-generation communication and factor for establishing social cohesion,
improving entrepreneur and creativity and a guarantee for economic growth and sustainable development.
Handicrafts represent information about local knowledge, tools, activities, communication method and the
lifestyle in the society (Kokko and Kyritisi, 2012). Thus, there is a close relationship between protecting
local knowledge and handicraft sustainable development. Every society's knowledge is its most valuable
asset and it is necessary to effectively and efficiently manage it. The society grows through the wealth of
knowledge and continues its life. Since knowledge is acquired through learning, new initiatives of the
society are looking for changing society into the learning communications as one of the sustainable
development strategies (Holden & Connely, 2004). A learning community involves learners, resources,
knowledge and managing knowledge. Learning community encourages its members to the regular exchange
of knowledge between fellows and also individuals out of the society and new knowledge will be acquired
through induction of the values and establishing Learning culture (Charrungkaittikul, 2012). Sustainable
learning communication is educational, intellectual, intelligent, innovative, entrepreneur community with
the high level of added value, as well as community-based, promoter of opportunities, knowledgeable in
information technology, safe, eco-friendly, healthy, sensitive to individuals and family and cultural society
(Jucevicience, 2010). Furthermore, it is an innovative society that is possible through cultural resources for
innovation including the culture of cooperation and learning. So, cohesion of social and economic interests
is an important prerequisite for developing innovative learning communications (Jucevicience, 2010). To
use learning communications approach in line with handicraft sustainable development, first, the handicraft
value chain should be identified so that development of innovation and learning procedure accomplished
integrally and systematically in all components of the value chain and it can compete in global markets,
providing services and direct support and developing human resource, technology and research and
development consistent with market needs and changes (UNIDO, 2007). Developing lifelong learning in
the society can be a guarantee to establish goals and strategies of handicraft value chain and sustainability
of handicrafts and community (Kirchberg&kagan, 2013). Lifelong learning leads to empowering
individuals and improving social cohesion, cultural and economic sustainability, promotion of the
sustainable development, promoting universal learning in educational system, resuming learning in family
and society, facilitating learning in working place, improving applying modern learning technologies,
training learning culture in life, improving quality of life, reinforcing political demand and commitment,
improving governance and participation of all stakeholders, supporting society in order to mobilization and
application of their resources (Carlsen, 2015).
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Figure 1
Conceptual Model (Mitchell & Sackvery, 2011; Pelzer, 2011; Deniz & et al, 2015; Giang, 2015)
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Discussion & Conclusion
The main componentswhich have interaction to the development of lifelong learning in the value
chain of handicrafts include local communities, government, private sector, non-governmental organizations,
and educational institutions. The foundation of knowledge in developing handicrafts is based on knowledge
(form, application, environment, and materials), skill (technique and knowledge of tools), cultural roots
(Aesthetics, standards, cultural resources, global perspective), commercial and artisan. Learning communities
approach can be impressive in the handicraft value chain by using local teachers, providing access to suitable
resources, teaching local language, applying traditional knowledge, developing an educational plan based on
traditional culture and knowledge, student-based teaching, local management and participation of local
knowledge in handicraft sustainable development. As a result of establishing lifelong learning in value chain,
stakeholders in the field of handicraft will achieve the ability to investigate local culture, evaluate themselves,
accept responsibility as a member of the society, have positive attitude to local culture, cultural knowledge
and recognition, positive attitude toward others' culture, participate and skill in representation, participate in
research. Consequently, the place branding is based on uniqueness, popularity, and power would have
increased and leads to the improvement in sustainable handicraft and as a result of that, human and social
capital, cooperation, authenticity, innovation, knowledge, social entrepreneurship will increase. On the other
hand, due to sustainable development, the quality of place will enhance that gives rise to environmental,
economic, socio-cultural sustainability, improvement of life quality and well-being, cultural diversity, and
social cohesion, and community capacity building.
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Women’s share in the tourism workforce in most countries is higher than in other sectors (Hemmati ed.
2002) but, women are predominantly employed in low level positions and only few of them are able to break the
“glass ceiling” (Nyaruwata & Nyaruwata 2013). Empirical evidence appear to support the view that gender-based
participation gap also applies to tourism scientists (Munar, et. al. 2015). But, there are only a few studies
attempting to identify how gender differences influence scientists commercial efforts in tourism industry. In this
paper, we investigate whether the gender differences are reflected in researchers’ engagement in knowledge
transfer to industry. The aims of this study are: to identify the gender driven gap in tourism science in Poland and
to establish how gender differences influence scientists commercial efforts. The empirical analysis is based on a
questionnaire survey carried out in 2018 among scientists involved in tourism research. Invitation with a link to
the on-line survey questionnaire was sent to 303 respondents (contact information was obtained from Polish
Science database maintained by the National Information Processing Institute, covering a population of academic
researchers in Poland). Finally, we received usable questionnaires from 76 participants, representing a response
rate of 25%, which is an acceptable result compared to other web-based studies (Goethner, Obschonka,
Silbereisen, Cantner, 2012). To identify the gender driven gap in tourism science, we employed two variables:
success in receiving public grants and participation in authorities of scientific and industrial organizations. To
identify how gender differences influence scientists commercial efforts we employed three variables: 1)
entrepreneurial self-confidence measured by researcher’s assessment of the commercial applicability of his/her
knowledge; 2) Academic-entrepreneurial action measured by the researcher’s overall engagement in knowledge
transfer activities within last 3 years (i.e. from 2015 to 2017); 3) Academic-entrepreneurial intention measured by
researcher’s intention to participate in knowledge transfer activities in the future (within 3 years). We found that
there is no gender-based participation gap in tourism science in Poland, which is expressed in almost similar
engagement of women in research grants compering to men. Moreover, women are more often invited to the
authorities of international scientific and industrial organizations. But, these differences occurred statistically
insignificant. We found inconclusive evidence on the role of gender differences in scientists commercial
engagement in knowledge transfer activities. On the one hand women are less convinced about the applicability of
their knowledge (statistically significant differences, χ2(1) = 7,963, p = 0,005). Moreover, women are less willing
to participate in knowledge transfer activities in the future (comparing to men; statistically insignificant
differences). On the other hand, women were more involved in knowledge transfer activities (comparing to men;
statistically insignificant differences).
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ABSTRACT
The problem concerns the workplace issues affecting the ability of Hospitality and Culinary Arts
Educators (HCAEs) to fully utilize, in an educational setting, personal tacit knowledge gained from their working
experience in the industry. The aim of this qualitative case study was to explore the factors that prevent HCAEs’
tacit knowledge utilization. A descriptive case study was conducted and a total of 62 HCAEs were interviewed
face-to-face. The findings of the study identified four important factors that impede tacit knowledge utilization
within an educational institution. These factors are related to forces that affect HCAEs at an individual level and
they are divided into four categories: (a) knowledge issues, (b) employment issues, (c) training and learning issues,
and (d) organizational issues.

Key Words: Tacit knowledge, Hospitality and Culinary Arts Education, Knowledge Sharing Problems,
Tacit Knowledge Utilization

INTRODUCTION
The effective use of tacit knowledge has been found to be an important factor in supporting good-quality
teaching, learning, and operating standards (Anastasiou, 2014; Guchait, Namasivayam, & Lei, 2010). Tacit
knowledge, as a valuable and intangible organizational asset, may lead to a unique knowledge-based competitive
advantage and accelerated internal organizational growth, by engaging individuals in a long and multifaceted
learning process for mutual benefit (Mahapa, 2013; Skinnarland, 2012). In such a learning process, a person’s tacit
knowing, expertise, and know-how advances and innovates teaching and learning. Thus, it supports the
organizational culture by building a collective and a cohesive team of learning and knowledge-based–practicing
stakeholders (Anastasiou, 2017).

Although various knowledge management programs have been developed in the hospitality and tourism
industry, particularly in international hotel chains, in a hospitality and culinary arts higher education setting little is
known on the topic. Along with the demand and complexity of the teaching and learning process in higher
education, the operating standards of a college, and the interactions between educators and students, there emerges
the need to secure learning outcomes achievement and to comply with the quality criteria set by the quality
assurance agency. Consequently, the diversification of tasks and people within a hospitality and culinary arts
higher education setting impedes educators’ tacit knowledge utilization.

DEFINING TACIT KNOWLEDGE
Tacit knowledge utilization is defined as the effective use of skills, knowledge, and experience that have
been developed by a person while performing particular duties (Bennet & Bennet, 2008). Such tacit knowing is
expressed through the capability of an individual to reflect, think critically, solve problems, and make an effective
decision based on personal knowledge, skills, and experience. This is observed at the moment when a person is
practicing or implements formal organizational procedures in order to achieve operating and quality standards
(Anastasiou, 2017). Consequently, educators’ tacit knowledge is an important organizational asset and a
compulsory element in improving the teaching and learning process, and, hence, to comply with the criteria of the
quality assurance agency.

BACKGROUND
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The literature presents a plethora of cases and organizations that have developed both explicit and
implicit knowledge management programs related to service quality and productivity standards (Nicely et al.,
2011; Parayani et al., 2010). This was the finding of a workplace observation concerning the unpredictable attitude
and different requests in a service- and human-intensive industry (Anastasiou, 2014). At an operational level, an
individual may not be able to respond successfully to the change and to react correctly by following only explicit
and formal procedures (Mahapa, 2013). Operating and service consistency and productivity were found to be
related to the degree to which individuals utilize their personal tacit knowledge (Banu et al., 2013; Sigala &
Chalkiti, 2007; Skinnarland, 2012).

By exploring the factors that prevent and affect the utilization of educators’ tacit knowledge, it may be
possible for hospitality and culinary arts educators (HCAEs) to advance best practices and achieve sustainable
development and innovation in the teaching and learning process of a professional or vocational program of study.
Tacit knowledge management, however, can be seen as a new concept in hospitality and culinary arts higher
education (Anastasiou, 2017; Banu et al., 2013; Mahapa; 2013; Skinnarland, 2012). As such, there is a need for
increased understanding of the factors that prevent and affect educators’ tacit knowledge utilization in enhancing
the teaching and learning process.

Those factors have not yet received a similar level of research and academic interest as in other serviceoriented industries (Cheng, 2008; Gomez, 2011; Guchait et al., 2010; Idrees, Vasconcelos, & Cox, 2011; Sigala &
Chalkiti, 2007; Zehrer, 2011). HCAEs’ tacit knowledge utilization in the teaching and learning process in higher
education has become crucial as competition and the quality assurance process of higher education institutions has
changed the nature of professional and vocational education into a knowledge-intensive business (Mahapa, 2013).
HCAEs’ tacit knowledge could be utilized as training and learning tools in a work-based learning process,
assisting students to learn more effectively about corresponding service procedures and standards.

For example, students would be able to learn from HCAEs’ tacit knowledge and better understand when,
for what reason, and in what way they should set aside scheduled duties and go the extra mile in order to adapt to
service changes and requests (Sanchez-Hernandez & Francisco, 2011; Usoro & Majewski, 2011). As a result,
HCAEs could contribute to the development of future organizational knowledge experts, by preparing students for
career advancement with highly competitive employability skills. Therefore, the effectiveness of HCAEs in
infusing the teaching and learning process with their personal tacit knowledge in order to innovate and sustain
learning outcomes achievement (Anastasiou, 2017).

However, the utility of tacit knowledge as an input in the hospitality and culinary industry is only
beginning to be acknowledged (Holste & Fields, 2010; Mahapa, 2013; Sanchez-Hernandez & Francisco, 2011;
Usoro & Majewski, 2011); hence, it has received no particular attention in hospitality and culinary arts higher
education. There are three major reasons for the limited awareness concerning the utility of HCAEs’ tacit
knowledge in hospitality and culinary arts higher education. The first reason for the inadequate understanding
reflects the limited connection between the industry and academic research.

The second reason concerns the direct involvement of the investors in the daily operations of higher
education institutions. In these cases, the majority of the managerial positions are fulfilled by the investors
themselves (Cheng, 2008). Investors focus on financial outcomes and cost efficiencies, and so in relation to the
lack of direct involvement in academics, the knowledge exchange process may be thwarted (Kandampully,
Juwaheer, & Hu, 2011; Marvel & Droege, 2010). As a result, HCAEs’ interactions are focused mainly on
executing their duties as per the job description, and thus the lack of interpersonal actions may prevent or affect
the knowledge exchange process. Knowledge sharing and utilization mechanisms require extensive time and
money investments, but the investors may not be willing to spend on these, and as such do not acknowledge their
operational importance.

The third reason according to Cheng (2008) concerns the confusion about the applicability and the utility
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of tacit knowledge in the service delivery process. The concept of knowledge management was primarily

developed by information technology-related industries, multinational companies, and manufacturing
organizations. Human interaction, multifaceted aspects, and the perishable nature of hotel services were not
considered. Consequently, not much attention was given to the utility of HCAEs’ tacit knowledge in the teaching
and learning process and in supporting students to advance professionally. Hence, limited understanding exists
concerning the factors that prevent and affect HCAEs’ tacit knowledge utilization. Since no adequate information
exists regarding this topic, this study focused on the factors that prevent and affect HCAEs from utilizing their
tacit knowledge in the teaching and learning process.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
The problem in this study concerns the various factors in the operating, teaching, and learning process
that prevent HCAEs from utilizing their tacit knowledge within higher education institutions. HCAEs are forced to
effectively complete their assigned courses’ curricula and achieve the preset learning outcomes of assigned
courses within a strict time limit. Thus, standardization of the teaching process with respect to the quality criteria,
standards, and requests of DI.P.A.E. (Cyprus Agency for Quality Assurance and Accreditation in Higher
Education) limits any opportunity to fully utilize personal tacit knowledge and enrich the learning experience.
Consequently, an opportunity to infuse the students’ learning environment with real and actual work-based
wisdom in order to advance future employees’ professional knowledge, skills, and expertise in the context of the
program’s curriculum is missed.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this qualitative case study was to explore HCAEs’ perceptions in order to identify the
factors that prevent their tacit knowledge utilization in educational settings. Following, understand was sought on
the way those factors affect HCAEs in transferring know-how and expertise to students.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Q1. What are the perceived factors that prevent HCAEs from utilizing their tacit knowledge in the
teaching and learning process?
Q2. How do these factors affect HCAEs in utilizing their tacit knowledge in the teaching and learning
process?

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A descriptive qualitative case study research design was employed to examine the opinions and
perceptions of HCAEs working in various higher education and private hospitality and culinary arts institutions in
Cyprus. Full-time and part-time faculty members working in different colleges were invited to participate in the
study. Purposeful sampling was used to choose individuals who could provide information-rich data (Patton,
2002). For selecting all participants, the criterion sampling strategy was used. The participants were selected based
on prior work experience, education, and expertise in the field (Flick, 2008; Stake, 2010; Yin, 1994). The sample
size was determined by data saturation point. Sixty-two HCAEs were interviewed face-to-face. A validated
interview instrument was used in order to reduce all internal and external threats.

All in-depth interviews took place during participants’ free time, away from their workplace and at a
place of their convenience in order to maintain the appropriate environment to disclose important information. All
interviews were recorded on an MP4 player and then transferred to a password-protected file in order to ensure
confidentiality. NVivo 2010 software was used to transcribe and code the collected data. Then, the five levels of
data analysis suggested by Denzin (1989) were adopted. Emerging themes and thematic areas were compared to
the literature to explain the research questions of the study.

MAJOR FINDINGS
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The findings from the data analysis reveal four factors that affect HCAEs in utilizing their tacit
knowledge in higher education hospitality and culinary arts educational settings. These factors affect them at an
individual level and are divided into the following categories: (a) knowledge issues, (b) employment issues, (c)
training and learning issues, and (d) organizational issues. At an individual level, the identified factors affect
teaching effectiveness, individual productivity, and compliance with the organizations’ operating and quality
assurance standards. From the organizational perspective, no efforts are made to utilize HCAEs’ practical
intelligence, benchmark the expert-to-peer tacit knowledge exchange process, create a learning culture, and/or
connect tacit knowledge utilization with human resource management functions and quality standards.

In the case of knowledge issues and at a personal level, it seems that HCAEs seem to be biased in freely
exchange their personal tacit knowledge. The emerging theme indicated that HCAEs ‘refuse to share’ due to fear
of losing a unique employment and professional advantage. Participants stated:
this?’

HCAE1: ‘Do you know what I have been through to learn what I know & to share it just like
HCAE8: ‘Spent too much effort to share it just like this.’

Similarly, participants underlined the fact that tacit knowledge is very hard to be transmitted to students.
Students are at the beginning of their professional life, they lack professional experience, expertise, and good
judgment. Due to this issue, tacit knowledge is too advanced to be utilized in class and during the teaching
process, as time constraints and a pre-assigned course content applies. This was highlighted by the majority of
participants, some of whom stated:
HCAE12: ‘I do not think students are ready for this.’
HCAE23: ‘Students do not understand the importance and are not interested in what you can
offer them.’
HCAE42: ‘Too advanced to be used in class. Students need prerequisite knowledge.’
HCAE61: ‘Students lack social experience to understand dimensions of service & importance of
tacit knowledge.’
However, the findings from the study revealed that various vocational aspects of the program help in the
tacit knowledge transfer process. The vocational aspect of the program creates many ‘tangible moments or
learning activities’. These learning activities create the conditions and the pre- or co-requisite knowledge for the
students to understand and assimilate such an asset. Thus, the technical requirements of the program can be used
as a means to ease the tacit knowledge process. This was evidenced by the participants’ following statements:
HCAE34: ‘Technical aspects in the curriculum can be used as a means to tangibilize & ease the
tacit knowledge transfer process.’
HCAE57: ‘The vocational nature of the program helps a lot in the transfer process.’
Therefore, the study revealed many employment- and organization-related issues. Participants underlined
the lack of a reward system, monetary or not, that it could bind any effort with promotion or salary increment. No
actual recognition exists, nor are there mechanisms to detect and reward such efforts. It appears that all efforts to
infuse the teaching process with the shaping power of tacit knowing depend solely on the HCAEs’ empathy and
self-fulfillment:
HCAE48: ‘Most times not considered by employer.’
HCAE30: ‘Beyond students’ respect & appreciation, no other reward.’
HCAE41: ‘No incentives to support tacit knowledge utilization.’
The analysis of the findings indicated that within the higher education hospitality and culinary arts
institutions there is a weak learning and knowledge sharing organizational culture. As such, the lack of an
organizational infrastructure to support an integrated approach and collective mechanisms to realize this prohibits
the development of a learning and practicing organization. Hence, the notion of tacit knowledge seems to be at a
premature stage for exploitation:
HCAE22: ‘Most people are not aware of the benefits.’
HCAE9: ‘I did not notice any organizational efforts to support tacit knowledge utilization within
the organization.’
HCAE18: ‘For such an issue, an organization must develop internal mechanisms & appropriate
infrastructure to support it.’
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Another theme that emerged from the participants’ responses showed that higher education hospitality
and culinary arts institutions are also not ready to capitalize on HCAEs’ tacit knowledge. The corporate
philosophy concentrates on short-term profit implications rather than on long-term profitability. There is a clear
necessity for break-even and profit-making success to accomplish business purposes. At the same time, the
findings of the study revealed an ineffective approach to capitalizing on human capital through which a
knowledge-based competitive advantage could be maintained, and hence sustain academic growth and success.
This is reflected in the participants’ opinions:
HCAE59: ‘Lack of any efforts in achieving sustainable development & continuous
improvement.’
HCAE13: ‘Organizations miss opportunities to capitalize on human capital.’
HCAE3: ‘No financial efforts to support collective mechanisms to sustain tacit knowledge
utilization within the teaching process.’
HCAE57: ‘Scarce economic resources & budget constraints prohibit integrated effort.’
Last, the study revealed training and learning issues emerging from the ineffective operating procedures
of the educational institutions. Participants acknowledged the highly standardized curriculum and the topics
needed to be covered as serious barriers in utilizing tacit knowledge. Although the standardized curriculum for
accreditation purposes is essential and a major prerequisite, creativity and the opportunity to enhance the teaching
process with professional wisdom is eliminated. This is also happening due to task diversity, and failing flexibility
and organizational best practices. Participants stated:
HCAE44: ‘Operating structure & standardization of procedures does not allow any flexibility.’
HCAE52: ‘Organizations fail best practices.’
HCAE21: ‘Lack of team & interdepartmental cohesiveness.’
HCAE26: ‘Organizations fail to secure HCAEs’ emotional engagement in the process of
achieving learning outcomes.’
HCAE39: ‘Curriculum high standardization dries the teaching process, turning HCAEs to focus
on required topics rather than being creative.’
HCAE1: ‘Different positions requiring high & low specialization skills.’
HCAE22: ‘Students’ diversified demographics along with various practical skills to be
developed.’
CONSEQUENCES
The study revealed four basic factors that prevent HCAEs from utilizing their tacit knowledge: (a)
knowledge issues, (b) employment issues, (c) training and learning issues, and (d) organizational issues. All four
factors may impact the innovation process in teaching and learning. Indeed, in the education business, the findings
of the study indicate a failure to convert these organizations into learning organizations (Banu et al., 2013;
Mahapa; 2013; Skinnarland, 2012). Consequently, opportunities to capitalize on the knowledge exchange process
in order to enhance the program’s learning outcomes are missed. This is happening due to the lack of a learning
culture and ineffective organizational structures and operating processes to consider the importance and the fruitful
outcomes of tacit knowledge utilization in day-to-day operations (Mahapa, 2013; Skinnarland, 2012).
The current lack of a learning culture results in ineffective HCAEs to stimulate their students’ absorptive
capacity and infuse the learning process with their professional wisdom. As a result, the expert-to-student tacit
knowledge exchange process slows down. Even the learn-by-doing approach to support the learning outcomes of a
course and improve the professional/vocational aspects of the program focuses on the dry teaching dimension and
the assigned curriculum. The efforts to achieve high productivity and academic standards remain solely with
HCAEs (Kandampully et al., 2011). This fact does not motivate HCAEs to become tacit knowledge transferors in
the teaching process and engage HCAEs through emotional engagement and empathy in teaching.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of the current study is to investigate passengers' attitudes and behavior towards flight disruption
issues and to study empirically the implementation of Regulation (EC) 261/2004. The results indicated that
although most passengers encountered problems with flight delays, flight cancellations and luggage delay, loss, or
damage they did not complain and know their legal rights, while at the same time, they believed that information
on their flight status would be very important to them. Finally, they believed that the maximum compensation for
loss, damage or delay of baggage should be increased in accordance with the EC Regulation.
KEYWORDS:Air travel, Air passenger rights, Airline Service Quality, Services Marketing, Civil Aviation
Authority
1. INTRODUCTION
In today’s fast changing environment, air travel is important for consumers, as it provides access to a
wide range of destinations, either travelling for business or for leisure. The aviation industry is a highly
competitive one with customers the most important factor. Safe and efficient air travel connects people around the
world.In recent decades, the liberalization of air transport in the EU has brought significant benefits to air
passengers, such as lower fares, more airline choices and better service. Interestingly, while air transport facilitates
economic growth, flight delays on the other hand pose a threat to the national economy, growth and prosperity.
According to a study by Amadeus (2016), the estimated cost to airlines and their customers is up to $ 60 billion a
year, or about 8% of the world's airline revenue.
As it is not unusual for passengers to experience turbulence in their travel plans caused by flight delays,
cancellations or denied boarding, it is therefore important for them to know their rights. In recent years, the issue
of protecting passengers has attracted interest at international level, as it could be a useful tool for the stakeholders
involved in the airline industry, by improving the service quality offered.
Understanding the experiences of passengers is particularly useful in improving the total quality offered
to airline consumers. Although the inconvenience can be relatively rare, it can cause serious problems for
passengers when this occurs, such as discomfort and stress caused by waiting at airports or in limited space on the
aircraft. When passengers are facing such a difficult situation they cannotsolve the problem themselves, while at
the same time they would not be able to fully predict it. As a result, the European Commission introduced a series
of passenger rights through Regulation (EC) 261/2004.These rights are intended to ensure that if passengers have
the misfortune to be affected by a flight disruption, they should be properly cared for and given the assistance they
need. Also, information on the implementation of the Regulation will contribute to the knowledge of airlines'
compliance with the regulation and the extent to which passengers are affected by the interruption of their flights,
resulting in increased risk of problems such as delays, cancellations and luggage loss or delay.According to
Amadeus (2016), the ten most common causes that can cause a disruption in a passenger's journey are Weather,
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Strike action, Third-party issues, Crew logistics, Natural disasters, Civil unrest, Local anomalies, Mechanical and
technical problems, Operational issues andHealth.

The purpose of this research is to investigate passengers' attitudes and behavior towards flight disruption
issues and to study empirically the implementation of Regulation (EC) 0261/2004 (passenger rights) at Chios
Airport.More specifically, the current research explores the type of flight interruption they encounter more often,
the level of information on passengers’ rights, the extent of their satisfaction in relation to the services offered and
finally the claims they compensate in case of flight delay or cancellation and luggage loss, delay or damage.
After this brief introduction, the remaining paper is organized as follows: First, in the literature review,
airline service quality and passengers’ rights are being analyzed. Then, the hypotheses formulation is being
described. The research methodology section emphasizes on the sample process and the data collection,using
quantitative research. Then, the main results of the data analysisare being presented. The paper ends with the
conclusions, the managerial implications and the suggestions for further research.
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

2.1 Airport Service Quality
Service quality can be defined as the difference between customers’ expectations for service performance
prior to the service encounter and their perceptions of the service received (Parasuraman, et, al., 1988). According
to Parasuraman et al. (1991), delivering consistent, trustworthy and fair services is the key to achieving customer
confidence. In recent years, quality of services is a particularly important issue in the air transport sector,
aspassengers have their expectations about the quality of service they receive, and airlines are struggling to meet
these expectations. That’s why the examination of service quality levels in the aviation industry has gainedgreater
attention in recent years. Excellent service quality and putting customers’ expectations first is a prerequisite for the
success and survival of an airline company in a very competitive environment (Gilbert and Wong, 2003; Chen and
Chang, 2005). At the same time a high level of service quality is vital to acquiring and maintaining loyal
customers, who through new and repeat purchases improve profitability (Chang and Yeh, 2002; Gilbert and Wong,
2003). However, in the aviation industry the poor quality of service is criticized very often. Negative perceptions
about the service quality offered may have negative implications for the entire firm, making thus service quality a
main attraction for air passengers.
Many researchers define a set of basic air service quality dimensions that affect the customer's perception
of a delivered service and thus create an image for the carrier.Mershaand Adlakha (1992) concluded that the main
service quality attributes were service knowledge, accuracy, reliability, reasonable cost willingness to correct
errors and prompt service. In a similar way, Elliot and Roach (1993) investigated the following attributes: on time
performance, baggage handlings, food quality, seat comfort, check-in process and in-flight service. Gilbert and
Wong (2003), identified seven main dimensions of desired airline service quality, named reliability; assurance;
facilities; employees; flight patterns; customization and responsiveness, with safety the number one priority for air
passengers and an emerge need to reexamine loyalty and frequent flyer programs. According to Fodnes and
Murray (2007: 492), “service quality is a multidimensional, hierarchical construct that includes three key
dimensions: function, interaction and diversion”, while at the same time“passenger behaviour and expectations of
the airport experience depend on the type of traveler purpose of trip and his or her circumstances”.Similarly,Liou
and Tzeng (2007) distinguish safety and reliability as critical factors of service quality. Also, Park, Robertson and
Wu, (2006) concluded that the in-flight service and employee service, as dimensions of service quality, affected
airline passengers’ satisfaction, which in turn was directly related to pricing (value), airline image, and passengers'
future behavioral intentions. In a more recent study(Tiernan et al., 2008b), examined service quality indicators
based on actual data from consumer reports from the U.S. Department of Transportation and the Association of
European Airlines (AEA), such as on-time flight arrivals, flight cancellations and mishandled baggage reports.
The liberalization of aviation in Europe in 1990 and in the USA in the late 1970shas changed views on
service quality. In today's liberalized aviation industry, the focus of service quality has shifted from more industryrelated and managerial aspects such as flight frequency or aircraft types to customer satisfaction and loyalty, which
in turn may lead to a firms’ competitive advantage (Tiernan et al., 2008a). As the quality of the service is more
visible, passengers can use it as a basis for judging the overall quality of an airline (Rhoades andWughpack, 1999).
According to Carlzon (1987), the only true assets of airlines are satisfied customers. Jon Carlzon, former CEO of
SAS, talks about customer importance and orientation as a prerequisite for business growth and profitability. More
specifically, he highlights the strength of first-line employees in creating and shaping customer experiences and
perceptions, by claiming that the quality of services depends to a great extent on the first contact of the customer606
with an airline employee, known as a "moment of truth", which in turn defines the customer's experience and

loyalty. Babbar and Koufteros (2008:805) agree with Carlzon, as in their effort to examine the role of personal
touch and its elements in shaping customer experience and satisfaction of airline passengers, claim that “most
visible to service customers is the service that contact employees provide”.Gursoy et al. (2005) proved the
importance of the role of employees in handling customer complaints as an important airline service quality
dimension. Ekinci and Dawes (2009) also investigated the association of positive personal characteristics among
frontline employees with higher levels of consumer satisfaction. In a similar way, Salamoura, Chaniotakis and
Lymperopoulos (2017), proved the importance of the “human factor” to airline passengers’ satisfaction through
service quality.
2.2 Passenger rights
As it was already mentioned, open sky policieshave brought significant benefits to consumers, including a wider
choice of air services, such as new routes and lower fares, due to intense price competition among European air
carriers.However, this stiff competition has resulted to the fact that passengers are increasingly confronted with
unpleasant situations, for which airline companies are often responsible.
The European Community, considering that the market was not able to solve the problem itself,
proceeded with the adoption of a series of legislative measures.Until recently, Community legislation had to deal
with cases such as practices about electronic reservation systems, unjustified denied boarding, injury or death of a
passenger and luggage loss or damage. There was no provision for cases such as flight cancellations and long
delays, which are the main causes of passenger inconvenience and discomfort. These issues were governed by
rules of national or international law, but this heterogeneity of national and international regulations and diverging
interpretations created problems in the aviation market. This shortcoming was firstly covered by Regulation
295/1991 / EEC and later by Regulation 261/2004 / EC (Lentzis, 2009).At the same time, the lost/ mishandled
baggage rate reached 6.5% per 1000 passengers in 2006 in the USA. In the EU, various measures have been taken
to improve service quality and the liberalization of the aviation industry has given EU passengers more rights in
the event of flights being delayed or canceled. Since then, the number of complaints has increased as customers
have felt they have more power (Tiernan et al., 2008a). In other words, “The aim of the EU law is to provide
standardized and immediate compensatory measures. This is what distinguishes it from any tort law, national or
Conventional. When no immediate compensation can be obtained, there is a strong demand from air passengers
for a quick and efficient handling of their claims” (ECC-Net, 2016:5). In March 2013, the European Commission
published a proposal amending Regulation (EC) 261/2004, and Regulation 2027/97 (EC) (Eur-Lex.Europa,
2013).One of the objectives of this proposal was to clarify the areas where the current rules were unclear and
problematic for both passengers and airlines, as regulation 261/2004 / EC did not include a clear definition of
extraordinary circumstances, such as political instability, weather conditions, security risks or strikes.
Although the European Union has taken many steps in recent years to introduce rights for air passengers,
European citizens face several problems.The 22% of air passengers according to the Eurobarometer have faced
problems in the last 12 months when traveling.The most common forms of disruption were long delays (69%),
disorders related to luggage, such as delays, damage or loss (21%) or flight cancellation (15%). As to the
consumers who have experienced these disorders, 57% were dissatisfied with the way they were handled, either
based on general information received (48%) or financial compensation (55%). In Europe, the largest number of
air travel complaints in 2014 came from consumers living in Italy, Belgium, Poland, Spain, France and the United
Kingdom, who accounted for 54% of the complaints. Greece had a low percentage of complaints filed compared to
other countries. In 2015, most complaints came from consumers in Austria, Italy, Poland, France, the United
Kingdom, Germany and Belgium, which accounted for 59% of the complaints. At the same time, in Greece there
was a slight decrease compared to 2014(ECC-Net, 2016). Finally, in our country the most common problem
aredelays, cancellations and baggage problems, while the less frequent problems are denial of boarding and
problems with intermediaries such as travel agencies, etc.
3.HYPOTHESESFORMULATION
The above theory led to the formation of the following hypotheses:
H1: There is a relationship between knowingpassengers who know their rights in case of delay or flight
cancellation and those who choose to complain.
H2: There is a relationship between knowing passengers who know their rights if their luggage were lost, delayed
or damaged and those who claimed compensation.
H3: There is a relationship between the educational level of passengers and the knowledge of their rights.
H4: There is a relationship between the age of passengers and the knowledge of their rights.
H5: There is a relationship between passengers’ income and whether they have claimed compensation for their 607
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H6: There is a relationship between the frequency of travel and the problems they encountered during their
journey.
H7: There is a statistically significant difference between respondents of different sex, concerning passengers'
satisfaction levels from the care given to them when their flight was canceled or delayed.
H8: There is a statistically significant difference between respondents of different educational level, concerning
passengers’ satisfaction levels from the information provided when their flight was canceled or delayed.
H9: There is a statistically significant difference between the problem they encountered during their journey and
the airline.
METHODOLOGY
On the ground of the above hypotheses, the current survey was conducted through structured
questionnaires.Primary data were collected from interviews with passengers departing Chios Airport "Homer”,
during the period from 07 July to 30 September2017.The survey was conducted at different times and days, to
represent different traffic levels and flights with passengers of different ages, educational level, etc., making the
sample as representative as possible. As a sampling method, simple random sampling was chosen. In total, 224
questionnaires were gathered by Greek passengers, who had experienced an interruption of their voyage (such as
delay, flight cancellation, denied boarding, luggage delay / loss, etc.) during the last 12 months.
The questionnaire design has been the result of an extensive review of the relevant international and
Greek literature, which was presented in the previous sections. At the same time, questions have been adjusted to
reflect the current situation as well as passengers’ expectations about airline service quality. Based on the above,
participants were asked to complete a 40-item questionnaire, most of them structured close-ended
questions.Closed questions were preferred because they are easier to answer andallow a larger amount of
information to be collected in a shorter period. "Closed questions are very popular in quantitative research because
all answers can be coded" (Christou, 1999: 64).
Further, the questionnaire was divided into four main categories concerning
Generaldemographicquestions, Delay or cancellation of flight, Refusal of boarding, and Loss, delay or damage of
baggage. More specifically, the first part included items about personal characteristics: sex, age,level of
education, profession, family status, monthly income,travel frequency, purpose of trip,Airline Company,problems
during trips. The second part examined the reasons for delay or cancellation of a flight, flight delay time,
satisfaction by the company’s responsein cases when the flight was delayed or canceled, passengers' knowledge of
their rights, information provided to passengers when their flight was delayed orcanceled, and total level of
satisfaction. In addition, the benefits provided to passengers and the latter’ssatisfaction was examined, as well as
their opinion on what they consider important to be provided in the event of delay or cancellation of their
flight.The third part examined the denial of boarding passengers, their satisfaction with the way the airline handled
the situation and what was offered to passengers refusing boarding. Finally,the fourth part examined the problems
thatfaced passengers with their luggage, passenger satisfaction with the information they provided in cases of
delay, loss or damage of their luggage. Also, the best ways to deal with losing, damaging, or delaying luggage,
their opinion on the adequacy of information on airline baggage / cabin baggage policy and the harmonization of
airline policies, as well as knowledge on equal rights in all airlines were investigated.
RESULTS
Excel (2016) and SPSS (version 23) were used for the statistical analysis of the survey data. To process
respondents' answers, univariate and bivariate data analysis was used.With the data gathered from the
questionnaire collection, statistical analysis and hypothesis testing with Chi-square test (Χ²) and ANOVA was
performed. More specifically, the Chi-square test (X²) was used to investigate the hypotheses H1, H2 and H4,
while in H3, H5 and H6, Fisher’s exact test was used, as the expected frequencies were <5. Finally, the ANOVA
test was used to investigatethe hypotheses H7, H8 and H9. Based on the above, the resulting conclusions are:
1. About the investigation of the knowledge of passengers’ rights in case of delay or cancellation of their flight,
and whether they complained, there was no relationship (significance level α = 5%, Sig. = 0.158), something that
can be explained partly by considering the personality and the attitudes of passengers, which play a key role of
their final behavior.
2. About the investigation of whether there was a relationship between knowing their rights in the case of their
loss, delay or damage of baggage and their claim for damages, there was a relationship (significance level α = 5%,
Sig. = 0.00 – Table 1). This sounds logical because if you do not know your rights you cannot complain about
them.
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Table1: Chi-square TestH2: “There is a relationship between knowing passengers’ rights if their luggage
were lost, delayed or damaged and if they claimed compensation”.

3. About the investigation of whether there is a relationship between the educational level of passengers and the
knowledge of their rights, there was a relationship (significance level α = 5%, Sig. = 0.029 – Table 2), as through
education, people are empowered to claim about their rights.
Table 2: Chi-square Test H3: “There is a relationship between the educational level of passengers and the
knowledge of their rights”.

4. About the investigation of whether there is a relationship between the age of passengers and the knowledge of
their rights, there was no relationship (materiality level α = 5%, Sig. = 0.255), something that seems logical as age
is not a determinant of knowledge.
5. About the investigation of whether there is a relationship between passengers’ income and whether they claim
compensation for their damaged luggage, there was no relationship (significance level α = 5%, Sig. = 0.147),
something that could be explained by the fact that inadequate procedures for managing airlines' complaints may
discourage many passengers from claiming compensation.
6. About the investigation of whether there is a relationship between the frequency of travel and the problem they
encountered during their voyage, there was a relationship (significance level α = 5%, Sig. = 0.001 – Table 3). It is
obvious that when a passenger is a frequent flyer, he would experience such problems more often.
Table 3:Chi-square Test H6:There is a relationship between the frequency of travel and the problem they
encountered during their voyage.

7. Concerning the seventh hypothesis, therewas a statistically significant difference betweensex, concerning
passengers’ satisfaction levels from the care given to them when their flight was canceled or delayed at a
significance level α = 5% (F = 3,906, Sig. = 0.050), with average satisfaction level for females higher than the for
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males (men = 2.40, women = 2.63).

8. Concerning the eighth hypothesis, therewas a statistically significant difference between passengers of different
educational level, concerning passengers’ satisfaction levels from the information provided when their flight was
canceled or delayed, at a significance level α = 5% (F = 0.836, Sig. = 0.504). Indeed, more educated passengers
want to be informed about the reasons of cancellation or delay of their flight, which in turn will lead to a higher
level of satisfaction and loyalty with the airline.
9. Concerning the eighth hypothesis, there was a statistically significant difference between the problem they
encountered during their journey and the airline, at a significant level α = 5% (F = 1,133, Sig. = 0,324). It is logical
to associate the problems faced by passengers with the specific airline, as each company has a different policy to
deal with the problems. The following table summarizes the results from AVONA test in hypotheses H7, H8 and
H9.
Table 3: ANOVA test: H7, H8, H9

4.

CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Given the fact that the demand for air services is expected to double over the next 10 to 15 years and that
to every 1% decrease in air traffic corresponds a 5% increase of the delays(Schaefer et al., 2001, qtd. in: Lan et al.,
2006), one may understand that “there is a clear need for airline schedules that are less susceptible to delays and
cancellations” (Lan, et al., 2006: 16). The European Commission has introduced, by Regulation (EC) 261/2004
(passenger rights) a series of rights for passengers. These rights intend to ensure that if passengers are unlucky
enough to be affected by an interruption of their flight, they are properly cared for and receive the help they need.
This study has taken a first step in investigating passengers' attitudes and behavior in flight interruption
issues and implementing Regulation 261/2004 / EC (passenger rights) at Chios airport.The results have shown
thatmost passengers encountered problems mainly with flight delays, flight cancellations and luggage delay / loss.
Nevertheless, they didn’t complain about the delay or cancellation of their flight and didn’t know their legal rights,
although they believed that information on their flight status would be valuable for them. As far as denied
boarding is concerned, according to passengers, there were not many cases where airlines refused boarding to a
passenger and in cases where they did so, they were looking for passengers who were willing to give up their
flight. Passengers were also unaware of their rights in cases where their luggage has been delayed, lost or damaged
and they claim compensation. Finally, they believed that the maximum compensation for loss, damage or delay of
baggage should be increased in accordance with the EC Regulation.At the same time, bivariate analysis of the data
using X2 test, led to the conclusion that there was a relationship between knowing passengers’ rights in the case of
their loss, delay or damage of baggage and their claim for damages, a relationship between the educational level of
passengers and the knowledge of their rights and a relationship between the frequency of travel and the problems
they encountered during their journey. Finally, bivariate analysis of the data using ANOVA test, proved that there
was a statistically significant difference between the average satisfaction levels of men and women as regards
satisfaction with the care given to them when their flight was canceled or delayed, a statistically significant
difference between passengers of different educational level, concerning their satisfaction levels from the
information provided when their flight was canceled or delayed and a statistically significant difference
corresponding to the problems faced by passengers during the journey from one airline company to the other.
The above findings have implications for passengers and airline managers, as it is an attempt to examine
consumer experiences and perceptions of airline service quality, to increase passengers’ satisfaction. As Tiernan
(2008a: 213) concluded “The airline industry plays an important role in the global economy. It is a vital
component of the leisure/tourism industry and remains essential to the conduct of international business”.At this
point, it should be mentioned that the above analysis does not exhaust the specific subject. On the contrary, there
are lot of opportunitiesfor further research. First, the current study could be designed for a larger sample of
passengers from different airports, to compare their views with the findings from the current research. Apart from
the quantitative research, a qualitative survey investigating local or government airline authorities’ views would be
interesting, in a more up-bottom way. Government should reinforce similar surveys that address passengers’
satisfaction, to upgrade the existing exploration and reinforce marketing integration in the airline industry, and
finally “enhance communication with passengers and help identify and improve problem areas”.In
conclusion,“Airlines are part of an interdependent air transport system, which should operate as a clock to allow
passengers to arrive safely and on time… any approach to address delays should involve everyone – airlines, 610

airports, air traffic management, governments and passengers themselves – so that, together, we can improve ontime performance, and when delays do happen, ensure that passengers are properly cared for” (IATA, 2015).
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Abstract
Since 2008, Greece is facing financial recession leading to major impact on all industrial sectors. Amongst
others, there has been an effect on employment legislation causing minimum wages and lose of benefits. In
parallel, in the past two years Greek Tourism Industry seems to have bloomed, but this has not affected
working positions such as new entries, front line and non-front line employees and middle management. Low
wages, split-shifts, no over time, no days off on high season and other negative phenomena, still seem to
remain. Objective of this study, with primary research, is to investigate labours’ attitudes towards Motivation.
Key words: Motivation, Greek Tourism Industry, Economic Recession

Introduction
For the last ten years, Greek Economy faces financial recession having a major impact on all industrial
sectors. More importantly, the recession has affected the employment legislation causing cut backs on
minimum wages and benefits that have been gained during the last four decades. However, for the last two
years Greek Tourism Industry shows a slight recovery, at least in terms of increased international tourist
arrivals. This bloom hasn’t spread over to daily life and has not affected any working position such as new
entries, front line and non-front line employees and middle management. Decreased wages, split-shifts, no over
time, no days off on high demand season and other negative phenomena, still seem to remain. In addition the
aforementioned situation goes along with the unique characteristics that Greek Tourism Industry faces. Strong
dependence on mass tourism, tour operators, all-inclusive hotels, strong seasonality- three to six months, small
size tourism enterprises - up to 92%, regions/ islands - with high tourism development that exceeds “curing
capacity”, with the majority of rest of Greece to be under tourism developed (Varvaressos S., 2013). Moreover,
tourism employees have to relocate from permanent city of residence to islands and other regions of Greece
that are tourism developed Papayiannis D., 2003, 2014).
Objective of this study is to investigate attitudes and behaviour towards Motivation. In fact, with primary
research investigates Greek tourism and hospitality employees’ point of view, what currently motivate and
leads them to job satisfaction and ultimately to increased performance.
The research hypothesis here is to see if motives such as job enrichment, job enlargement, training, and
participation in decision making, still have a merit for tourism and hospitality employees in Greece, or other
such as full time job, payment on time and fear of unemployment have increased validity due to current changes
of the overall workforce situation. More analytically, the first chapter examines current facts and figures of the
overall Greek Economy and analyses the Greek Tourism Industry with emphasis on Employment. Secondly,
primary research follows focusing on the methodological tools used. In this case, semi-structured semiautonomous questionnaires took place with the participation of 365 employees and supervisors of all subsectors
of the Greek tourism industry. In specific, travel agencies, airports, hotels of five, four, and three star categories
and Food and Beverage establishments, in seven tourism and non-tourism developed regions of Greece. Last
but not least, conclusions of the primary research and recommendations for further research are presented.
Overall Research Methodology
The methodology of the study in question is based on two main categories. Secondary research and
Primary research. More analytically:
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A. Desk research
Secondary research approach on secondary current data focused on Tourism Employment, facts and
figures of the Greek Tourism Industry.
B. Primary Research
Field Study focuses on examination of employees of Greek Tourism enterprises towards Motivation. The
method of research used here are semi-autonomous and semi-structured questionnaires (Tsiolis G., 2014).
More analytical presentation of the primary research is presented in section “Methodology of Primary
Research”.
Secondary Research. Economic Recession, Greek Tourism Industry and Employment in brief.
Over the last ten years (2008-2018), the economic crisis in Greece has influenced the country's socioeconomic structures as a whole (Charduvelis 2011). Varvaressos argues that international tourism, contributing
significant revenue to the state budget, has faced remarkable growth trends in the recent years, following a
phase of recession in the early years of the crisis. However, the ongoing economic recession has greatly
affected not only its quantitative characteristics but also its financial trends, which contribute to a redistribution
of income within the country (Varvaressos et all 2017).
Mavridakis also claims that “Progress in the country’s growth was mainly supported by favorable
international and local circumstances in given periods, and in the end, until it became linked for all practical
purposes with the European Union, it did not succeed in creating the necessary economic dynamism that
would grant it a similar role in the international and European division of labor. Greece belonged to the
periphery of Europe, and remained there even after its accession to the European Union” (Mavridakis, Dovas,
Bravou, 2016). Furthermore, the percentage of Greeks who can no longer participate in the consumption of the
travel / holiday category is also very large, since their income is in many cases insufficient to cover the basic
daily needs (Keriakou, Belias, Koutselios, Varsanis, Xanthopoulos 2015).
On the other hand, in parallel of the increase of global tourism demand by 4.7% in comparison with 2016,
Greece’s tourism demand had been increased by 22.7 in comparison with 2010 and by 7.4% in comparison
with 2016, followed by the overall instability in Eastern Mediterranean basin countries. Moreover, tourism
income has also increased from 16.7 billion euros in 2016 to 18.3 billion euros in 2017. Also tourism arrivals
have reached 30.2 million in 2017, from 28.1 million in 2016 and 15 million in 2010 that is an increase by more
than 100% in eight years. Further tourism arrivals by cruise ships have also increased to 3.9 million in 2017
from 1.5 million in 2010. In addition, countries of tourists origin by 68% where from European Union countries
and especially, 34% of tem from countries from the Eurozone. This figure might underline that there is a strong
dependence from countries with high standards of living and thus with high demand expectations in terms of
their needs and wants. In parallel, seasonality seems to be proven to be a strong variable since 57% of all tourist
arrivals occurred from July to September while domestic tourism dropped by – 67% since 2008. More
importantly, in terms of employment, the tourism sector of Greece directly employs 630 thousand that is 16.9%
of total National Employment and ranges from 37.2% to 44.8% to total direct and indirect National
Employment. However, 89% out of them are concentrated only in five regions of Greece and 63.3% are
employed in Accommodation and Food and Beverage enterprises (see Table 1).
Table 1
Current Facts in brief of the Tourism Industry in Greece 2018

Characteristics
Global tourism demand
Tourism demand in Greece
Tourism demand in Greece
Tourism Income
Total tourist arrivals

Facts & Figures 2017
+4.7% (2017)
increase in comparison with 2016
+22.7% (2017)
increase in comparison with 2010
+7.4% (2017)
increase in comparison with 2016
18.3 billion euros (2017)
16.7 billion euros (2016)
30.2 million (2017)
28.1 million in 2016
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Tourist arrivals by cruise ships
Countries of tourists origin

15 million in 2010
3.9 millions
1,5 million in 2010
68% from European Union countries
34% of them from Eurozone countries
3rd trimester:
61% of total annual tourism income
57% of total tourist arrivals

Seasonality

Domestic Tourism

-66.7
(since economic recession started)

Employment

630 thousand employees
16.9% of total National Employment
(direct) 37.2% - 44.8% of total National
Employment (direct and indirect)

Enterprises and Type of Employment

Accommodation establishments: 45.3%
Food & Beverage establishments: 18%
Total Accommodation and Food &
Beverage: 63.3%

Tourism Developed Regions and
Employment

South Aegean 26%
Crete 23%
15% Attica
13% Central Macedonia
12% Ionian Islands
5 regions of Greece: 89% of total

Source: by the author based on Hellenic Statistical Authority (Ed. 2017) and Institute of Greek Tourism
Confederation, Tourism Contribution in Greek Economy in 2017 (Ed. 2018)
Moreover, Greek Hospitality Industry, which is labour intensive (see Table 1), comprises 9.783 hotels with
806.045 beds. However, the majority of these hotels rank between 3 and 2 stars (Hellenic Chamber of Hotels
2018). Only 496 are 5* hotels, a fact that possibly makes it difficult for the Greek Hospitality Industry to attract
skilled employees and supervisors. Moreover, the majority of hotels are concentrated in five regions of Greece
(out of 52 regions). 65% of these hotels are situated in the regions of Attica, South Aegean, Crete, Ionian
Islands (mainly in Corfu island) and Central Macedonia (mainly in Chalkidiki Prefecture). This fact forces
labour to move from regions of permanent residence to tourism developed regions for employment.
Furthermore, most of all tourism enterprises (94%) are small and medium size, employing less than fifty
employees. Most hotel enterprises in Greece also face seasonality obstacles. In the north areas of Greece, high
demand season last up to three months while in the south of Greece and on the islands the season lasts up to six
months (Institute of Tourism Research and Estimations, 2016). Moreover, in the tourism industry, only 6% is
managerial staff and 94% is in the entry and/or lower levels of the hotels’ structure (Cooper, 2001).
Overall, all working positions are not based on eight house shifts. Overtime work is usually required
beyond the typical eight hour shift due to fluctuations in demand, and in many cases this work is unpaid. In
fact, in small and medium hospitality enterprises, employees that work overtime and without days off is
common phenomenon (Papayiannis, 2017).
Primary Research/ Field Study
Primary Research Methodology
Primary Research, focused on investigation of Motivation with questionnaires on 365 participants. The
method of research used was semi-autonomous and semi-structured questionnaires in order to have specific
results and in parallel to live the liberty to participants to state their opinion on other issues that might not
include in the questionnaire. Implementation of the primary research took place from March 2018 to July 2018
in seventy five hotels of all categories, fourteen catering establishments, twelve travel agencies and airport
employees in seven Regions of Greece. All enterprises had official licence to operate and this might be a
limitation of the survey. Moreover, 14% of the participants were owner and self-employed while 86% of them
where employees and department
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supervisors. The departments of the hotels in question were from labour intensive ones, such as font office,
Food and Beverage, Housekeeping, Sales, Banquet, Accounting and Animation. Furthermore, the survey
covered seven Regions of Greece, five of them in tourism developed areas and two in non- tourism developed
areas. 70% of the enterprises where operating on seasonal and 30% of them on annual basis. In addition, 80%
where encounter guests while 30% did not. 95% where full time and 5% part time employees, while 44% where
women and 56% men. Furthermore, 75% where 18- 35 years old and 25% of them ranged from 37 to 65. Last
but not least, 12% where supervisors/ executives and 88% employees, while 92% where working under time
pressure and 8% did not (see Table 2). In addition, processing and statistical analysis of the survey in question
was made with the use of Statistical Package of Social Sciences (SPSS).
Table 2 Sampling Criteria Characteristics of Participants
Characteristics
Sector

Percentage
Hospitality

Official operating license
Occupation

Yes
100%
Owner and self-employed
14%
5, 4, 3 *
65%

Hotel Category
Hotel Departments

Location
Seasonal
Guest encounter
Type of employment
Employment Status
Sex
Age
Education
Tasks
Time pressure
TOTAL Participants

70%

Front Office
22%
Housekeeping
11%
Food and Beverage
34%
Banquet
11%
Sales
8%
Accounting
6%
8%
Animation
5 tourism developed Regions
(Attica, South Aegean, Crete,
Ionian Islands
Yes
70%
Yes
80%
Full time
95%
Executive/ Supervisor 12%
Female
44%
18 - 36
75%
Higher education
18%
Multi - tasks
34%
Yes
92%

Percentage
Food & Beverage
establishments
14%
Travel Agencies
12%
Airports (Ground Services) 4%
No
0%
Employee/ supervisor
86%
1, 2 * (Small & Medium
35%
Enterprises)
Front Office
60%
House Keeping
4%
Food and Beverage
36%
(Multi tasks)

2 non tourism developed
regions (Epirus, Western
Greece)
No
No
Part time
Employee
Male
37 -55
High school
Single task
No
365

30%
20%
5%
88%
56%
25%
82%
66%
8%

Limitations
The major limitation of the study in question is the number of the participants. Although 365
participants is considered as an adequate number, yet a more extensive sample that could include other tourism
and hospitality establishments that operate with no official licence from the Greek Tourism Organization,
could give a more accurate picture of the overall employment current status.

Primary Research Conclusions
5. A. Motivation
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Attitudes towards Motives (Motivators): job enrichment, job enlargement, job rotation, training, promotions, and
participation in decision making (Q7, Q8, Q9, Q10, Q11, Q12).
Motives such as job enrichment, job enlargement, rotation, training, promotions, and participation in
decision making, (so called Motivators) seem to be of less importance, in 91% of all participants. In specific,
job enrichment and job enlargement tends to occurs daily in all working positions since the majority of
departments are understaffed. This occurs mainly in “reduced costs” policies, as is almost 45% of overall
enterprises’ costs. Thus, performing multi tasks rather than single task is something common in tourism
industry and perceived as off minor importance as Motive.
Furthermore, job rotation occurs in unofficial manner, since no clear job description exists in
enterprises that time pressure and guest encounter is common. Boundaries of job description tend to be further
unclear because of demand fluctuations, employees’ weakness and understaffed working departments.
Consequently, 71% of participants claim that this motive is of less to medium merit.
Moreover, training also seems that is of less merit for majority of participants (72%). Training occurs
in most cases only on the job in unofficial manner and carried out from shift leaders or/and senior employees.
Notably, training on the job is the most common method in most Greek tourism and hospitality enterprises.
Official training occurs in most cases with financial support of the state and the European Union (Papayiannis
et all 2015).
In addition, promotions in most cases are not accompanied with salary or with minimum increase,
but just with titles and increased responsibilities. Thus participants with a rate of 78% once again, perceive
this motive with less to minor significance.
Lastly, employees and supervisors argue that participation in decision making occurs in most cases
on daily routine tasks rather than on policies and strategies set by higher management. In the latter case,
simple announcements occur in order for subordinates to adapt new policies. Participation in decision making
in form such as Quality Circles or in any other form are rear case. Thus, significance of this Motives is less to
none.
Attitudes towards Motives (Hygiene): full time job, annual contacts, contracts with eight hours shift, and/or
non-split shifts, paid overtime, payment on time and fear of unemployment (Q13, Q14, Q15, Q16, Q17, Q18,
Q19).
According to participants of this study, Motives such as full time job, annual contacts, contracts with
eight hours shift, and/or non-split shifts, paid overtime, payment on time and fear of unemployment (so called
Hygiene) are of higher significance (96%). More analytically, they claim that full time job could be proved an
important motive instead of part time (87%). In fact, in most cases recruitment is made under part time basis
and if demand increases during high season then is covered occasionally on full time job. Moreover, similar as
above they argue that in most cases they are working under monthly, two or three months contracts in all
duration of the tourism season (77%).
Furthermore, they also claim that especially new recruitment is under of contracts with four to six hours shift.
If demand increases, then work over time is required. Thus, if eight hours shift contracts offered by
management then seems to be significant motive. Moreover, non-split shifts and paid overtime seem also to
have high degree of significance for all participants (69%). In the latter case, in some cases (36 %) they argue
that overtime is covered with additional days off offered during the end of tourism season. In addition, 31% that is one out of three- perceives payment on time with major importance as motive. Especially in seasonal
tourism enterprises this phenomenon is rather common for employees to get part of monthly payment and at
the end of tourism season to get the full amount. The latter, in some cases is reported that occurs even before
Christmas holidays. Thus, once again payment on time also perceived as motive of great significance.
More importantly, fear of unemployment for 86% of participants is the most crucial motive, in current
Greece’s tourism industry. As they claim, their standard of living has been substantially decreased since the
economic recession has started and they marginal cover their basic needs.
Consequently, they cannot afford to lose their job due to various economic obligations they have to cover
on monthly basis.
Future Employment Status Estimations (Q20, Q21, Q22),
Almost, all participants in this survey tend to have negative estimates about their employment future in
the tourism industry. In specific they strongly relate the sector as an attractive future employer
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not with increases in tourism arrivals, but with the overall economic recovery. Moreover, they have also very
negative attitudes towards the amount of pension they will receive when the time comes. They claim that if
reductions will continue as at current pace, they will receive very low pensions in the end. The same also
applies for the amount of seasonal Unemployment benefit, they will get from the state during off tourism
season. In both cases they believe that it will further decrease. Consequently, relevant increases or at least no
further reductions, seem to be perceived as motives of great importance, rather than of those such as job
enrichment and other Motivator ones.
Further findings
As the study in question adapted semi structured and semi-autonomous structured questionnaires,
participants had also the possibility to claim that some other motives, not included in this survey, might
contribute to Motivation and thus to increased performance. Namely, in seasonal operation enterprises, better
working conditions, minimum recognition of performance and tasks well done. Furthermore, they claim that
less duties/ or more stuff could decrease work overload and thus to job satisfaction of some degree. They also
argue that overall State Employment Legislation should increase at least the amount paid for “off Season
Unemployment Benefit” that has decreased the last five years and probably will further decrease. Ultimately
as they claim, all the aforementioned could lead to offer quality services and consequently to repeated guest
and customers’ loyalty.
Lastly, they also claim that they no longer act as tourists themselves and consequently to contribute
to overall domestic tourism. They used to take their vacations during off tourism season to less tourism
developed regions, but now due to the economic crisis this tends to be rather difficult.
B. Correlations

All tested correlations of this survey seem to be with minor to insignificant importance.
Correlations that tested where as follows:
Ø Attitudes towards Motivation and enterprises
Ø Attitudes towards Motivation and working departments
Ø Attitudes towards Motivation and employees/ supervisors
Ø Attitudes towards Motivation age and sex
Ø Attitudes towards Motivation education and future employment estimations
Ø Attitudes towards Motivation and seasonality
Ø Attitudes towards Motivation and region of enterprise’ establishment
Ø Attitudes towards Motivation and time pressure
Ø Attitudes towards Motivation and guest encounter
More analytically, all correlations tested in the study in question, indicate that all findings seem to have
equal merit regardless, time pressure, guest encounter, seasonal operation or non-seasonal enterprises’
operation, working positions and future employment estimations. In fact, in all enterprises, tourism or
hospitality both categories of Motives -Motivators and Hygiene- seem that perceived with less to minor, or
more important respectively for all employees and supervisors participated in the study. Moreover, their
estimations about future employment in the sector seem to be strongly related to overall economic stability in
Greece, rather than any tourism increase in terms of tourism arrivals or receipts. This finding seems to be vital
considering that in most cases participants where working in regions that are tourism developed, so it was
expected at least an average to high-degree of importance, since in tourism developed regions employment
almost totally depends on tourism.

Conclusions – Recommendations

In conclusion, Greek Tourism Industry seems to recover in terms of tourism arrivals and tourism
receipts. Furthermore, it is constituted from some characteristics, such as, majority of enterprises are small to
medium, face strong seasonality, are labour intensive, high labour turnover rates and less tipping due to “allinclusive” type of tourism and more importantly once domestic tourism has decreased by – 67% since the
economic recession started. Since Greek tourists where the main source of tipping this has consequence
further decrease. Moreover, employees and middle management seem that set other priorities in Motivation as617
economic recession had a strong impact in

their daily work life. Typical motives such as, participation in decision making, job enlargement, job
enrichment, promotions (without salary increase), rotation, training and recognition of performance, have less
merit as Motives. On the contrary, Motives namely, payment on time, annual with eight hours shifts contracts
instead of monthly / with four to six hours contracts, paid overtime instead of unpaid or at the best case scenario
to have extra days off when work demand is less, fear of unemployment and less work pressure, are some
examples of what employees and middle management currently perceives as more important Motives in the
Greek Tourism Industry.
However, the vast majority of the participants in this study, seem to be pessimists about the future.
They assume that their future in the sector in question will get worst, regardless increases in tourism demand
and receipts. They tend to believe that their future as employees will become better when the overall economic
environment of Greece will be improved. However, according to their opinion, will occur rather in the distant
future. In addition, they also claim that management of tourism enterprises should take initiative and offer to
employees at least an increase in their salaries, based on hope that this might contribute to job satisfaction and
ultimately to increased performance. It is also important to note that the aforementioned conclusions of this
study, tend to be equally valid in all enterprises such as hospitality and tourism in general, location of the
enterprise, duration of operation - annual or seasonal, in all working positions and departments regardless, age,
sex and education of the participants.
Last but not least, it is important to recommend further studies on Motivation on the sector in
question, with a more extensive sample, including non-official licensed tourism enterprises, in order to acquire
more accurate conclusions.
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ABSTRACT
Tourism is considered to be the largest and most profitable industry in Greece. During the past years, an
attempt to develop various types of alternative tourism has been made, as these forms fulfil traveller's needs for
quality, new activities and advanced experiences. Among the various types of alternative tourism, wellness
tourism is a novel and attractive activity, as it reflects a more active lifestyle and focuses on well living, stress
management, relaxation and meditation. The maintenance of physical health and the introduction of proper
nutrition and healthy lifestyle are the primary goals of wellness tourism, followed by environmental-friendly
accommodation and mental development activities.
In order to investigate the prospects of wellness tourism in Greece, we used a questionnaire addressed to
people attending and organizing the “holistic Festival” of Syros Island, Greece, that took place on July 2017.
Overall 53 questionnaires were obtained, 50 from participants and three from organizers.
The results revealed that wellness tourism is a unique experience for the tourist, as it’s both therapeutichealing and entertaining, especially in an attractive environment. Participants also stated that the development of
wellness tourism could result in important economic benefits for the destination, if a targeted strategy is adopted
(concerning developmental policy and strategy issues, management of entrepreneurship issues, financial
limitations issues, advertisement/promotion and time-scheduling issues) for a viable growth of wellness tourism
in Greece.
Key words: Tourism product, alternative tourism, wellness tourism
INTRODUCTION
Mass tourism has been the leading model for tourism development in Greece for many years. During
the 80’s new forms were adopted, mainly ecotourism, sports tourism, maritime tourism and others (Hardy et
al.,2002). Wellness tourism (Steiner & Reisinger, 2006) also known as holistic tourism (Smith, 2003) has only
recently being adopted in an effort to further develop the tourism product that Greece offers to tourists. Wellness
tourism can be considered as a process to achieve balance between the mind, the body and the spirit (Smith &
Puczkó, 2009) using a variety of activities that combine mind development, body exercise, novel therapies
application and spiritual experiences to reconcile the body in a holistic way (Smith & Kelly, 2006; Hartwell,
2014, Holladay & Ponder, 2012). Wellness tourism also adopts the principles of sustainable tourism and
contributes to the preservation of the country's culture and heritage, leading to specific benefits such as economic
growth, differentiation of the tourism product, job creation, landscape preservation and environment protection
(Smith & Kelly, 2006, Hartwell, 2014, Holladay & Ponder, 2012).
Despite the long history of therapeutic tourism (mainly thermal springs), Greece is far from being
considered a wellness tourism destination (ISPA, 2008). Certain investments in SpA facilities, therapeutic
massage, thalassotherapy, mud therapy and aromatherapy do provide a differentiated, competitive and enriched
tourism product (Vasileiou &Tsartas, 2009, VisitGreece, 2017) but this is not a well coordinated effort as no
uniform regulation exists for a certain resort to be declared as a wellness spot.
In recent years several holistic festivals have been organized, in Corfu Island, Athens and Syros Island
to promote wellness tourism. The latter was organized in 2017 aiming to promote a holistic and healthy way of
life in an island with excellent local products, culture and quality of service (Cyclades24, 2017). Several actions,
including running, bicycle riding, walking, local cuisine testing, dancing, self defense, children workshops and
well living seminars were performed, aiming to introduce visitors to a an alternative way of exercise, healing and
living.
AIM
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The aim of this study was to investigate the future prospects of wellness tourism in Greece.
MATERIAL AND METHOD
To fulfill the aim of this study we used a structured questionnaire for the visitors of the festival and an
interview based on targeted questions for the organizers. Fifty visitors completed the questionnaires expressing
their opinion on the level of satisfaction from their participation to the festival, the meaning that they give to
wellness tourism, the relation between wellness tourism and the sea-and-sun model, the cost-benefit ratio, the
time they stayed on the island and their view on the the ability of island tourism resources to support wellness
tourism development. Results were analyzed using the SPSS 20 package (Panopoulou, 2018).
Furthermore, three major organizers were interviewed using an open answer questionnaire, in order to
gather information on the current tourism status of the island, the ability to develop wellness tourism, the appeal
of the festival to visitors and the local community and the possibility to organize similar events in other
destinations throughout Greece.
RESULTS
Overall, 76% of visitors were very or extremely satisfied from their participation to the festival (Table
1), while the main reasons for attendance were therapy-healing and the combination of healing and wellness
(42% for each category, Table 2). This is not consistent however with the answers on the meaning of wellness
tourism, as healing is listed last with quality of life and experience being the preferred definitions (32% and 20%
respectively, Table 3).
Table 1
Satisfaction from participation to the festival
Satisfaction from participation
Extremely satisfied
Very satisfied
Fairly satisfied
Limited satisfied
Not satisfied
Total

Frequency
33
5
7
3
2
50

Percent
66,0
10,0
14,0
6,0
4,0
100,0

Valid Percent
66,0
10,0
14,0
6,0
4,0
100,0

Cumulative Percent
66,0
76,0
90,0
96,0
100,0

Table 2
Reasons for attending the festival
Reason for attendance
Recreation
Healing
Recreation and healing
Total

Percent
Valid Percent
Cumulative Percent
16,0
16,0
16,0
42,0
42,0
58,0
42,0
42,0
100,0
100,0
100,0
Table 3
The responders’ view on the meaning of Wellness tourism

Meaning of Wellness Tourism
Revitalization
Quality of life
Recreation
Experience
Healing
Total

Frequency
8
21
21
50

Frequency
8
16
9
10
7
50

Percent
16,0
32,0
18,0
20,0
14,0
100,0

Valid Percent
16,0
32,0
18,0
20,0
14,0
100,0

Cumulative Percent
16,0
48,0
66,0
86,0
100,0

Furthermore, 60% of responders stated that they prefer to combine wellness tourism with the sea-andsun model, while 76% would surely or definitely suggest this form of tourism to others. However, only 42% of
responders would like to undergo training on wellness issues.
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Wellness tourism is considered to be an expensive form of tourism: 76% of responders think that the
quality-price ratio was not satisfactory, while 58% stated that they could not cover the complete festival program.
Responders also think that certain activities should be included to the program (Table 4).
Table 4
Activities that should be included to the program
Activity
Local products-local cuisine
Organized tours
Activities in the natural
environment of the area
Total

Frequency
13
22

Percent
26,0
44,0

15
50

Valid Percent
26,0
44,0

30,0
100,0

Cumulative Percent
26,0
70,0

30,0
100,0

100,0

Responders also think that the development of wellness tourism is extremely important for a destination,
as it may (among other positive effects) attract more tourists, enhance the reputation of the destination and
contribute to the preservation of local heritage and enhancement of the local economy (Table 5), while 54% of
them state that Greece has the natural resources to support this form of tourism.
Finally, the main sectors that should be improved in a destination in order to develop wellness tourism
are transportation, infrastructure, the local environment (good condition of the streets, lighting, cleanliness,
safety), local restaurants and local products quality and packaging (Table 6).
Table 5
Effects of Wellness tourism development in a destination
Effects of Wellness tourism
development in a destination
Further Tourism Attraction
Upgrading of the local tourist product
Enhancement of destination reputation
Prolongation of the tourist season
Enhancement of local economy
Preservation of local traditions and
cultural heritage
Promote collaborations between members
of the local community
Promotion of local products

Extremely
beneficial
18
36,0%
24
48,0%
18
37,5%
22
44,0%
32
66,7%
10
20,0%
10
20,0%
24
48,0%

Very
beneficial
30
60,0%
24
48,0%
22
45,8%
26
52,0%
14
29,2%
32
64,0%
31
62,0%
18
36,0%

Fairly
beneficial
2
4,0%
2
4,0%
7
14,6%
2
4,0%
2
4,2%
6
12,0%
9
18,0%
7
14,0%

Poor

No

0
0,0%
0
0,0%
1
2,1%
0
0,0%
0
0,0%
2
4,0%
0
0,0%
1
2,0%

0
0,0%
0
0,0%
0
0,0%
0
0,0%
0
0,0%
0
0,0%
0
0,0%
0
0,0%

Table 6
Sectors that need improvement
Sectors that need improvement
Local environment
Services
Local cuisine and local products
Infrastructure
Transport
Sports
All the above

Frequency
8
3
5
10
11
4
9

Percent
16,0
6,0
10,0
20,0
22,0
8,0
18,0

ValidPercent
16,0
6,0
10,0
20,0
22,0
8,0
18,0

Cumulative Percent
16,0
22,0
32,0
52,0
74,0
82,0
100,0
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The organizers of the festival were interviewed using a questionnaire that contained open questions on
festival organizing issues (including managing and promotion problems and resources used), local community
help and acceptance, customer satisfaction and also their view on wellness tourism development in certain
destinations. From their responds certain suggestions emerged on organizing, financing and promoting holistic
festivals, as well as the use of local products and the promotion and use of local traditions and other local and
regional resources, that should be highlighted in order to turn certain areas into important welfare tourism
destinations.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Wellness tourism is defined as a travel associated with the pursuit of maintaining or enhancing the
traveler’s personal wellbeing, a definition heavily criticized as wellness has moved from a “trendy” individual
travel to a mass and powerful tourism (Hoheb, 2018). Indeed, wellness tourism is nowadays increasingly popular
as global health, wellbeing and fitness are becoming more and more important issues for people, while
consumers seem to have the income to afford it. This travel offers, among other activities, quiet rooms for
meditation, reflexology, massage chairs, yoga classes, seasonal and healthy snack choices, indoor green spaces,
indoor walking tracks, extra hydration opportunities and organic restaurants for healthy eating (Table 7).
Table 7
Main contents-offers of wellness tourism
Main contents-offers of wellness tourism
Acupressure
Acupuncture
Aromatherapy
Ayurveda
Biofeedback
Chiropractic
Exercise
Healthy Eating
Hydrotherapy
Manual Lymph Drainage
Massage
Meditation
Music Therapy

Nutritional Counseling
Pilates
Relaxation Therapy
Sauna Spa
Sleep Therapy
Smoking Cessation
Stress Management
Tai Chi
Traditional Chinese Medicine
Weight Loss
Workplace Wellness
Yoga
http://www.wellnessevidence.com/wellnessevidence

Wellness tourism grew by 12.7% between 2012 and 2013, which is 40% more than originally forecasted and
74% faster than global tourism overall growth. Wellness tourism reached $678.5 billion in 2017 with 586 million
wellness trips per year, constituting the 15% of all global travel and being second only to cultural tourism.
Wellness tourism is also responsible for the creation of 11.7 million jobs globally and will reach $392 billion by
2020 only in the US. Europe and North America are currently dominating this market but new markets will
emerge in the near future, mainly Asia, Latin America and the Middle East. It is also surprising that in 2013 one
in every seven dollars spent by tourists went on wellness tourism, as the wellness tourist spends 130% more than
the average tourist. Research shows that most spending was on massage and other forms of treatment, fitness
classes, healthy cuisine, beauty therapy and sports activities (Global Wellness Institute 2015).
There seems to ne two types of wellness customers, the primary and the secondary wellness tourist. The
primary wellness tourist (the minority of wellness tourism travelers) considers wellness as the sole purpose or
motivating factor for making his trip and chooses the destination accordingly, while the secondary wellness
tourist (the vast majority of wellness tourism travelers) wishes to participate in wellness experiences while taking
another type of trip: the latter will take any opportunity during his visit to experience spa, beauty and fitness
offerings, massage and reflexology treatment and also hiking, biking or any other relaxing wellness experience
(Global Wellness Institute 2015).
Wellness tourism has its roots in the ancient civilizations of Greece, Rome and Asia and these historical
traditions have largely influenced the modern wellness movement. With chronic diseases and obesity spreading
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worldwide and leading to remarkable healthcare costs, governments and world leading scientific institutions
(including Harvard, Stanford and Yale Universities, the Karolinska Institute, the Royal London Hospital and
others) have largely invested in complementary medicine, wellness and prevention research (Johnson et al 2011,
Global Wellness Institute 2015) that needs to be materialized in current wellness tourism practice.
From this study it is apparent that the main reason for participating in a wellness festival is healing and
experiencing a holistic way of life. Wellness tourism in the minds of participants is synonymous to quality of life,
but as a wider field than healing and resuscitation.
Wellness tourism is currently combined with the “sun and sea” form that is prevalent in the Greek
islands. Participants stated that certain improvements are needed in facilities and transport, while they would
recommend this form of tourism to others, although the staff does not seem to be adequately trained to support a
broad development of holistic tourism. Participants also think that holistic tourism has a definite positive impact
on tourism development in the region, as it can upgrade the local tourist product, enhance the region's good
reputation, extend the tourist season, strengthen the local economy, preserve local cultural heritage, develop
collaborations among members of the local community and promote local products.
Organizers highlighted the financial constraints, as well as the high cost of participating in these events.
Another disadvantage seems to be the inadequate strategic planning and marketing, due to limited resources, both
in human capital and finance. However they think that the development of wellness tourism is feasible in certain
Greek destinations with the collaboration of local and regional tourism authorities and enterprises being a sine
qua non presupposition for this.
In conclusion, certain actions are needed for the development and sustainability of this attractive
alternative form of tourism in certain Greek destinations. These include
• Improvement of current infrastructure
• The incorporation of the local culture, local products and other local and regional tourism resources to
the wellness tourism package
• The collaboration of local and regional tourism enterprises
• Innovation in wellness tourism infrastructure
• The use of state-of-the-art technology for marketing and promotion
• The development of a wellness-tourism-in-Greece- interactive internet site
• The awareness and support of the local community
• The collaboration with local and regional authorities, as well as the Ministry of Tourism for
participating in major tourism exhibitions worldwide.
Wellness tourism will become a leading form of alternative tourism in the near future and Greece has to
be prepared in order to benefit the most of its development.
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